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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 
 
The City of New York - Department of Design and Construction (DDC) has been overseeing large-
scale infrastructure improvement projects throughout lower Manhattan since 2005. Chrysalis 
Archaeological Consultants, Inc. (Chrysalis) was contracted to serve as the cultural resources 
management/archaeological (CRM/Archaeology) consultant on two projects located within the 
South Street Seaport Historic District: the Fulton Street Phase II Reconstruction Project 
(HWMVVTCA8B) and the Peck Slip Redevelopment Project (HWM1159 [HWMWTCA7D]).   
 
These projects were funded through the United States Government – Department of 
Transportation, the State of New York, and the City of New York.  Both were subject to the various 
CRM/Archaeological regulations of the Federal, State and City (via their respective regulatory 
agencies: The United States Department of Transportation, The New York State Office of Parks, 
Recreation and Historic Preservation (NY SHPO) and the City of New York – Landmarks 
Preservation Commission (LPC). 
 
Traditionally, each of these projects would be the subject of an individual site report.  However, 
based on the proximity of the project sites and the nature of the sites in that they both relate to the 
historic development of the South Street Seaport area, the LPC proposed that the site reports for 
each project should be combined into a single unified report.  It was the hope of the LPC that the 
combined report could collectively draw upon the results from both sites to form general 
conclusions about the historic character of the South Street Seaport. NY SHPO and DDC accepted 
LPC’s proposal. 
  
The majority of excavation work across both project areas was subject to archaeological 
monitoring or testing. All areas not slated for monitoring or testing were subject to an 
Unanticipated Discoveries Plan.  Archaeological monitoring and testing occurred on the Fulton 
Street project from late 2009 until mid-2014 and on the Peck Slip project from August 2011 until 
October 2013.   
 
The two projects combined documented 183 features and recovered over 45,000 artifacts.  Among 
the features documented was an extensive range of historic infrastructure elements dating from the 
early eighteenth century (a stone well and wharf structure) through the late nineteenth century (a 
power station manhole from Thomas Edison’s Electric Illuminating Company). Discoveries 
represented municipal, commercial and residential activity and occupation within the Seaport area 
from the eighteenth through early twentieth centuries. 
 
The Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects established that extensive elements of culturally 
significant materials remain intact across the South Street Seaport Historic District.  As many of 
these elements were identified within 3’ – 4’ of the current ground surface, documented modern 
utility or road work disturbance does not indicate archaeological materials are not present within 
these areas. All future excavation work within the South Street Seaport Historic District extending 
below 3’ should include at least an archaeological monitoring component and should consult this 
and other cultural resource assessments during the design phase in order to limit new disturbances 
to existing, in situ significant archaeological materials. 
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY TABLE – FULTON STREET 

 
 
Project:     Fulton Street  
 
NY SHPO Project Review Number:  07PR06477  
 
Involved State/Federal Agencies:  New York State – Office of Parks, Recreation and  
      Historic Preservation 
       
Phase of Survey:    Phase II 
 
Location Information:    New York County, NY 
 
Survey Area:     Approximately .45 acres 
 
USGS 7.5 Quad Map:    Jersey City, NJ-NY 
 
Archaeological Survey Overview:  Phase II 
 
Results of Archaeological Survey:  86 features documented and over 30,000 artifacts  

recovered dating from the early 18th through late 
19th centuries 

 
Recommendation:    Future work in this area should include  

archaeological monitoring  
  
Report Authors:    Alyssa Loorya, Ph.D., R.P.A. 

Lisa Geiger, M.A., R.P.A. 
       
Report Editor:     Alyssa Loorya, Ph.D., R.P.A. 
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY TABLE – PECK SLIP 
 
 
Project:     Peck Slip 
 
NY SHPO Project Review Number:  06PR06650 
 
Involved State/Federal Agencies:  New York State – Office of Parks, Recreation and  
      Historic Preservation 
       
Phase of Survey:    Phase II 
 
Location Information:    New York County, NY 
 
Survey Area:     Approximately 1.7 acres 
 
USGS 7.5 Quad Map:    Jersey City, NJ-NY 
 
Archaeological Survey Overview:  Phase II 
 
Results of Archaeological Survey:  97 features documented and over 15,000 artifacts  

recovered dating for the 18th thru late 19th centuries 
 
Recommendation:    Future work in this area should include  

archaeological monitoring  
  
Report Authors:    Alyssa Loorya, Ph.D., R.P.A. 

Lisa Geiger, M.A., R.P.A. 
       
Report Editor:     Alyssa Loorya, Ph.D., R.P.A. 

Lisa Geiger, M.A., R.P.A. 
Christopher Ricciardi, Ph.D., R.P.A. 

      Leah Mollin-Kling, M.A., R.P.A. 
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1.1 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The City of New York - Department of Design and Construction (DDC) has been overseeing large-
scale infrastructure improvement projects throughout lower Manhattan since 2005. Chrysalis 
Archaeological Consultants, Inc. (Chrysalis) was contracted to serve as the cultural resources 
management/archaeological (CRM/Archaeology) consultant on two projects located within the 
South Street Seaport Historic District: the Fulton Street Phase II Reconstruction Project 
(HWMVVTCA8B) and the Peck Slip Redevelopment Project (HWM1159 [HWMWTCA7D]) 
(Map 1.01 and Table 1.01). HAKS Engineers and Surveyors was the prime contractor overseeing 
the Fulton Street Project. Trocom Construction Corporation served as the construction contractor 
that performed the majority of the excavation. Tectonic Engineering & Surveying Consultants was 
the prime contractor overseeing the Peck Slip Project. MFM Construction served as the 
construction contractor that performed the majority of the excavation. 
 
These projects were funded through the United States Government – Department of 
Transportation, the State of New York, and the City of New York. Both were subject to the various 
CRM/Archaeological regulations of the Federal, State and City (via their respective regulatory 
agencies: The United States Department of Transportation, The New York State Office of Parks, 
Recreation and Historic Preservation (NY SHPO) and the City of New York – Landmarks 
Preservation Commission (LPC). 
 
The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation (ACHP), under ‘Section 106 Regulations’, require that federal agencies, and other 
governmental agencies using federal funds, must consider the effects of their actions on any 
properties listed, or determined eligible for listing, on the National Register of Historic Places 
(NR). Likewise, the State Historic Preservation Act (SHPA) and the City of New York - 
Environmental Quality Review Act (CEQRA) require that agencies must consider the effects of 
their actions on any properties listed, or determined eligible for listing, on the State and City 
Register of Historic Places.  
 
Traditionally, each of these projects would be the subject of an individual site report. However, 
based on the proximity of the project sites and that they both relate to the historic development of 
the South Street Seaport area, the LPC proposed that the site reports for each project should be 
combined into a single unified report. It was the hope of the LPC that the combined report could 
collectively draw upon the results from both sites to form general conclusions about the historic 
character of the South Street Seaport. NY SHPO and DDC accepted LPC’s proposal. 
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Map 1.01: South Street Seaport area map highlighting the  

Futon Street and Peck Slip project areas. 
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Table 1.01: Fulton Street and Peck Slip project boundaries. 
STREET NAME  BOUNDARIES  PROJECT 
Peck Slip Pearl Street – South Street Peck Slip 
Front Street Peck Slip – Dover Street (including Peck Slip 

intersection and extending across Dover Street) 
Peck Slip 

Water Street Beekman Street – Dover Street  Peck Slip 
Beekman Street South Street – Front Street Peck Slip  
Fulton Street Gold Street – South Street  Fulton Street 
Little Pearl Street Fulton Street – Beekman Street Fulton Street 
Water Street Fulton Street – 15.24m (50’) south of Fulton Street Fulton Street 
Pedestrian Water 
Street 

Fulton Street – 9.14m (30’) north of Fulton Street Fulton Street 

 
 
THE ARCHAEOLOGY 
 
Archaeological review was involved from the outset on these portions of the East River Waterfront 
Access Program and DDC Capital Infrastructure Projects (See Map 1.01). As the South Street 
Seaport Historic District is listed on the National Register of Historic Places and is recognized as 
a historic district by New York State and New York City, the significance of the area is 
documented and any work and cultural materials found in the area are subject to, and protected 
under, Section 106 of the NHPA. 
 
For both projects, all cultural resources work was conducted in accordance with the National 
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended; the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation’s 
“Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties” (36 CFR 800); the NY SHPO guidelines, as based 
on the New York Archaeological Council’s 1994 Standards for Cultural Resources Investigations 
and the Curation of Archaeological Collections in New York State, as amended; and LPC’s 2002 
Guidelines for Archaeological Work in New York City. All key personnel satisfied the 
qualifications specified in 36 CFR 61, Appendix A, and the Principal Investigator was Register of 
Professional Archaeologists (RPA) certified.  
 
The majority of excavation work across both project areas was subject to archaeological 
monitoring or testing. All areas not slated for monitoring or testing were subject to an 
Unanticipated Discoveries Plan (see Appendices A and B).  
 
Archaeological monitoring and testing occurred on the Fulton Street project from late 2009 until 
mid-2014 and on the Peck Slip project from August 2011 until October 2013. Over the course of 
both projects, 183 features were documented (Tables 5.01 and 6.01, Fulton Street and Peck Slip, 
respectively), and over 45,000 artifacts and faunal remains were recovered. 
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As with many urban cultural resource management projects, there were several constraints placed 
upon the archaeological process that affected both the field work and the laboratory analysis. These 
constraints ultimately shaped the form and content of this report. The archaeological team had to 
prioritize aspects of feature excavation and recovery in keeping with construction schedules, and 
budgetary constraints limited laboratory analysis and historic research, discussed in further detail 
is Chapter XI. Though all contexts received basic artifact analysis, only key contexts related to 
large feature deposits were selected for in-depth interpretative analyses. 
 
SIGNIFICANCE AND QUESTIONS 
 
The historical significance of the South Street Seaport area is well established. The importance of 
the Seaport area in establishing New York City as an international trade capital is, to this day, 
understated. The South Street Seaport is a unique historic resource within New York City, one that 
attests to the city’s mercantile beginnings as it represents one of the few remaining elements of the 
city’s seafaring and commercial past. Since 2005, the cultural resource projects conducted by 
Chrysalis in the Seaport area, including work on Beekman Street, John Street and at 246 Front 
Street, have drastically improved our understanding of the area’s physical and cultural 
development and its involvement in New York City’s international mercantile trade network. 
While the East River ports that were fundamental to the growth of New York City originally 
stretched across a larger area of the southern tip of Manhattan, the South Street Seaport is the only 
remaining portion of this critical feature of the city’s history. 
 
It is not uncommon for archaeological projects to formulate research questions prior to excavation 
as doing so helps guide the design of testing and excavation. However, it has been our experience 
that this approach is generally impractical for construction excavation-guided archaeological 
projects because the archaeological monitoring and testing necessarily follow construction work 
rather than a research-based plan. Instead, Chrysalis developed broad research questions based 
upon a post-field assessment of features and artifacts in order to guide the laboratory work and 
research analyses afforded by the limitations of the combined report budget. The main research 
topics were:  
 

� Landfilling - what devices and fill materials were utilized in the Seaport, and what was the 
timeline for shoreline development. 

 
� Water service – how did the Manhattan Company water delivery system operate and how 

was it constructed. 
 

� Residential character – who lived and worked in the Seaport during the height of its 
economic and social importance. 
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THE REPORT 
 
This report, documenting the archaeological work associated with the Fulton Street and Peck Slip 
construction projects, is divided into 12 chapters. Table 1.02 provides a listing of common 
abbreviations used throughout the report.  
 
Beyond this introduction, Chapter II very briefly reviews previous archaeological projects that 
have occurred in the area and other relevant projects. Chapter III presents a brief general history 
of the area. Chapter IV discusses the methodologies employed throughout the projects. Chapters 
V and VI present the archaeological field results for the Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects, 
respectively.  
 
Chapter VII contains artifact analyses for select feature deposits: from Fulton Street - Feature FL 
8 (FS 263), a deposit at a former print shop; Feature FL 42 (FS 81), a domestic household deposit 
recovered in front of 40 Fulton Street; and Feature FL 85 (multiple FS numbers), a deposit 
recovered from within the former Beekman Slip; and from Peck Slip – Feature PS 15 (FS 25) and 
Feature PS 23 (FS 51), two commercial deposits; and Feature PS 55 (FS 112), a residential refuse 
pit.  
 
Chapter VIII discusses the Utilities and Infrastructure features identified across these projects. 
Chapter IX focuses on the discoveries related to, and demographics of, residents of the Seaport 
area. Chapter X documents public outreach efforts and media related to the projects. The report 
concludes with a summary synthesis of the information learned from this project and 
recommendations for future study (Chapter XI) and references (Chapter XII). 
 
In addition, several appendices are attached to this report. Appendices A and B contain testing 
plans, memos and other correspondence from the Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects. Appendix 
C includes materials associated with the archaeological training conducted for construction 
personnel. Appendix D contains blank versions of the field forms used during the projects.  
 
Appendices E and F contain the field notes and maps from each of the projects, funding constraints 
limited the number of digital renderings of field maps, these appendices contain the original field 
notes and maps. Appendices G and H contain the artifact inventories for each project. The 
associated Provenience Log follows each artifact inventory within the respective Appendix.  
 
Appendix I contains additional site photos from both projects, and Appendix J contains additional 
artifact images from both projects. Project images are also included as a digital appendix with this 
report.  
 
Appendix K contains the Dendrochronology Report from Lamont-Doherty; Appendix L contains 
the mortar analysis reports from Highbridge Consultants; and Appendix M contains information 
associated with conservation of the wooden water mains.  
 
Appendix N presents various materials and information associated with the public outreach and 
school programs conducted jointly with DDC and the two projects. Appendix O contains a listing 
and selection of the various media coverage. There is also a digital component to Appendix O.  
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Appendix P includes the nomination letter and an award presented by the Professional 
Archaeologists of New York City (PANYC) to (then) DDC Assistant Commissioner Thomas 
Foley and the Manhattan DDC office for their efforts on behalf of New York City archaeology. 
Lastly, Appendix Q contains additional historic directories research compiled during these 
projects.  
 
Table 1.02: List of common abbreviations.  

FULL FORM ABBREVIATION  
Beekman Street BK 
Below Ground Surface bgs  
Chrysalis Archaeological Consultants, Inc. Chrysalis 
Cultural Resource Management CRM 
Empire City Subway ECS 
Feet ft 
Feature  F 
Field Sample FS 
Fulton Street FL 
Meters  m 
Peck Slip PS 
Terminus Ante Quem TAQ 
Terminus Post Quem TPQ 
The City of New York New York 

City/NYC/City 
The City of New York – Department of Design and Construction
  

DDC 

The City of New York – Landmarks Preservation Commission LPC 
The City of New York – Minutes of the Common Council MCC 
The New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic 
Preservation 

NY SHPO 

Trench T 
Unit U 
Water Street  WS 

 
 
THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL TEAM 
 
Many persons contributed to both projects and this report. Any omissions are the fault of the 
authors. 
 
Alyssa Loorya served as Principal Investigator for both projects. The archeologists on site 
throughout the project were Lisa Geiger, Diane George, Eileen Kao, and Alexander Agran. 
Brittany Tillchock and Elizabeth Martin provided additional archaeological staff support. 
Additionally, due to the nature of these projects, the on-site construction companies, Trocom 
(Fulton Street project) and MFM (Peck Slip project), assisted with heavy machinery excavation 
work and the transportation and storage of large finds.  
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Artifact processing and analysis occurred at Chrysalis’ laboratory facility. Chrysalis undertook 

artifact analysis. Meta Janowitz conducted and assisted with analysis of specific feature contexts.  

 

Alyssa Loorya and Lisa Geiger served as the primary authors of this report. Diane George and 

Meta Janowitz were contributing authors, for Chapter V (Fulton Street) and Chapter IX (Seaport 

Residents), and Chapter VII (Artifact Analysis) respectively. Eileen Kao and Alyssa Loorya 

created the digital maps and graphics for the report. Alyssa Loorya and Ashley Mazzola-Criello 

provided the artifact photographs. Christopher Ricciardi, Alyssa Loorya, Lisa Geiger and Leah 

Mollin-Kling edited the report for style and consistency. 
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II. PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK 

A substantial amount of archaeological work has been conducted in the vicinity of the South 
Street Seaport Historic District over the past three and a half decades. This section presents a 
brief summary of relevant work, focusing on waterfront and landfill sites in lower Manhattan. 
Where both documentary studies and subsequent testing or excavation has been conducted, only 
the latter reports are discussed. Where work has not proceeded beyond a documentary study, 
only those reports that overlap or are directly adjacent to the Peck Slip and Fulton Street projects 
areas, or deal with waterfront or landfill sites, are included. Work done to the north and west of 
the current project areas has been largely omitted due to the substantially different nature of 
these sites: i.e., inland versus waterfront and/or landfill, peripheral/rural versus geographically 
and/or economically central, and later nineteenth century versus eighteenth to early nineteenth 
century. Work within or immediately adjacent to one or both of the current Seaport project areas 
presented in this report are discussed first. Other work is discussed chronologically according to 
the date of fieldwork. A table summarizing previous works, organized chronologically by report 
date, follows the discussion (Table 2.01). 
 
FULTON STREET/PECK SLIP PROJECT AREA WORK  
 
SCHERMERHORN ROW 

Several archaeological studies have been conducted in Schermerhorn Row, which intersects with 
the southeastern most portion of the Fulton Street project area. Testing (Historic Sites Research 
1977) and monitoring (Historic Sites Research 1991) in conjunction with the restoration and 
stabilization of the Schermerhorn Row buildings produced considerable information about 
landfill in New York City. During the testing phase, differences in stratigraphy, soil, and artifacts 
were noted, suggesting that fill was obtained and deposited in small quantities from diverse 
sources. Findings from the monitoring phase, however, suggested a more uniform fill history. 
Differences in the fill on the west versus the east end of the block were noted during both phases 
of work, demonstrating that this block was filled in stages. Material largely dated to between 
1760 and 1800, several decades prior to the date of landfilling obtained from documentary 
research. The report specifically notes the prevalence of creamware among the ceramics, with 
lesser amounts of pearlware. Monitoring also identified foundations, some with spread footers, 
from early nineteenth century buildings (Kardas and Larabee 1991, 1978). 
 
In 2000, further renovations were scheduled. A report on testing and soil borings describes the 
block’s stratigraphy, with detailed information on the fill composition as well as the river bottom 
soils. Borings retrieved significant quantities of artifacts, including Native American lithics and 
two sherds of Native American ceramics (Pickman 2000). Monitoring for additional work was 
recommended, but there is no evidence that this was undertaken. An additional report focusing 
on the empty lot at the corner of South Street and John Street was completed in 1999. This report 
concluded that the lot had the potential to contain significant archaeological resources (Pickman 
1999). 
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THE TELCO BLOCK 
 
The Telco site is located within the South Street Seaport Historic District and corresponds with a 
small segment of the Fulton Street Project Area: the south side of Fulton Street between Water 
Street and Front Street. Archaeological excavation was conducted over a three-month period in 
1981. These excavations uncovered numerous domestic features (mainly shaft features including 
cisterns and privies), historic landfill, and wharves and bulkheads. The report provides details of 
the landfill stratigraphy and sequence, and of the structures built to retain this landfill. 
Construction methodologies used to stabilize structures on fill are examined in light of the 
archaeological evidence. The report also examines the archaeological findings in relation to the 
larger development of labor and commerce in the City (Professional Service Industries, Inc. 
1982).  
 
SOUTH STREET BETWEEN WALL STREET AND DOVER STREET 
  
This documentary study includes a history of the South Street Seaport and discusses the landfill 
and waterfront-related features that might be encountered within South Street. A small segment 
of South Street covered by this study is within the Fulton Street project area. The report 
recommends testing, but this does not appear to have been carried out (Rothschild and Dallal 
1983). 
 
DOVER AND PEARL STREET 
 
The area covered in this report was located at the northwestern-most extent of the Peck Slip 
project area. The documentary study discusses the waterfront-related history of this area, 
including the possible presence of the seventeenth century ferry and a mid-eighteenth century 
shipyard. The report proposes archaeological testing, which does not appear to have been 
undertaken (Pickman 1990). 
 
WALL STREET WATER MAINS  
 
This Phase I project was undertaken along Beekman Street between Front Street and Pearl Street, 
immediately north of the Fulton Street project area and intersecting the Peck Slip project area. 
Excavation uncovered several wooden water mains, pieces of a pier bulkhead, and an in situ late-
eighteenth to early-nineteenth century storeroom deposit. The majority of material remains were 
uncovered from approximately 0.91m (3’) to approximately 2.43m (8’) below surface (Loorya 
and Ricciardi 2007). 
 
PEARL STREET PLAYGROUND  
 
This project involved the redevelopment of the Pearl Street Playground, which sits on a 
triangular block between Fulton Street and Beekman Street. Two sides of this block overlap with 
a portion of the Fulton Street project area: Little Pearl Street and Fulton Street between Little 
Pearl and Pearl Streets. The report provides general background history of the area’s occupation 
and topography, as well detailed lot histories. Although the report recommends archaeological 
field testing, this recommendation was never implemented (Historical Perspectives, Inc. 2007c). 
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TITANIC PARK 
 
In 2007, a Phase IA documentary study was completed in conjunction with the proposed 
redevelopment of Titanic Park, which was part of the larger revitalization of the Fulton Street 
corridor. The eastern end of the Park is within the Fulton Street project area, along the north side 
of Fulton Street between Pearl and Pedestrian Water Streets. The report concludes that basement 
structures would have destroyed any archaeological potential above 1.5m (5’) below grade, but 
recommends field testing for excavation below this depth. The Park has been redeveloped and 
archaeological monitoring was carried out, but no monitoring report was available as of the 
writing of this report (Historical Perspectives, Inc. 2007a).  
 
DELURY SQUARE 
 
As part of the larger Fulton Street Redevelopment Project, the open space at the northeast corner 
of Fulton Street and Gold Street was developed into a park. This area is at the westernmost point 
of the main Fulton Street project area. Archaeological monitoring identified substantial 
nineteenth and twentieth century demolition debris but only two intact brick features: a barrel 
vault and a foundation wall (AKRF 2010). 
 
GOLD STREET 
 
This Phase IA Documentary study was an addendum to the 2007 Fulton Street Redevelopment 
Project Street Improvements report, covering one block of Gold Street between Beekman Street 
and Spruce Street. This location is two blocks north of the Fulton Street project area but was 
historically part of the Gerardus Beekman property and vicinity. The report contains a history of 
the area with a specific focus on this block of Gold Street, including streetscape modifications 
(Historical Perspectives, Inc. 2007b). 
 
FRONT STREET, BLOCK 97 
 
This Phase IA archaeological assessment covers four lots on Front Street between Beekman 
Street and Peck Slip, within the South Street Seaport Historic District. Two lots on the west side 
of Peck Slip intersect with the current Peck Slip project area. The study examines Block 97, Lot 
18 (east side of Front Street between Beekman Street and Peck Slip), Lot 32 (west side of Front 
Street at the corner of Peck Slip), Lot 37 (west side of Front Street in the center of the block), 
and Lot 58 (west side of Peck Slip between Water Street and Front Street). The report details the 
histories of these lots and describes the landfilling process for the area. It calls for monitoring of 
excavation below the nineteenth to twentieth century basements with a particular focus on 
identifying wooden landfilling infrastructure. It does not appear that this recommendation was 
followed (Bergoffen 2002). 
 
246 FRONT STREET 
 
A Phase IA documentary study and Phase IB testing were done for 246 Front Street, a small lot 
on the east side of Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street, adjacent to the Front Street 
portion of the Peck Slip project area. The Phase IA report extensively details the lot history for 
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the property and provides the results of soil borings conducted on site. Phase IB testing was 
conducted due to report’s finding that there was high potential to recover the remains of an iron 
works factory that stood on the site until the late nineteenth century. Testing consisted of five 
mechanically excavated test units. The excavation revealed substantial remains from the former 
factory, mainly brick and rusted metal objects. These remains, however, were not in situ and no 
further work was recommended (Chrysalis Archaeological Consultants 2012a, 2012b).  
 
IMAGINATION PLAYGROUND/BURLING SLIP 
 
Initial Phase IB field tests undertaken in this location uncovered a twentieth century brick 
foundation and loose fills with dispersed late-eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century artifacts. No 
landfilling or water-related infrastructure was encountered during this phase of investigation. 
During subsequent construction activity, a timber bulkhead was exposed. This feature was 
further excavated under archaeological supervision and documented. It was determined that the 
structure was the northern bulkhead wall of Burling Slip, built at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. A second perpendicular bulkhead was encountered during later construction and was 
determined to be the western bulkhead of the Slip, built sometime in the mid-eighteenth century. 
Both bulkheads were constructed of stacked squared timbers with squared notches at their ends 
and reinforced at irregular intervals by wooden piles or tiebacks. Approximately 57.91m (190’) 
of the northern bulkhead was exposed to depths of up to 2.74m (9’) below ground surface. The 
bottom of the bulkhead was not reached. Additional documentary research was conducted for 
this feature and is detailed in the report. Dendochronological testing was carried out but was 
inconclusive. Artifacts found throughout the fill in the interior of the slip mostly were evenly 
dispersed with only a few areas of concentration. The report concludes that landfilling was done 
by closing off the foot of the Slip and filling in the interior, with the landfilling structures built 
around the perimeter of the filled area. Although some of the top courses of the bulkhead were 
affected by the construction project, most of the feature was left intact, and efforts to mitigate the 
impact through signage, curation of artifacts, and public education are described (AKRF 2011b). 
 
JOHN STREET 
 
The John Street Project Area was immediately south of the Imagination Playground/Burling Slip 
project site, entirely within the footprint of John Street between South Street and Front Street. 
Phase IB monitoring identified several disturbed artifact deposits that may have resulted from 
landfilling and/or from general refuse deposition into the East River. A pattern of drift can be 
seen from artifact cross mending. The majority of material remains date from the early to mid-
nineteenth century (Chrysalis Archaeological Consultants 2011). 
 
209 WATER STREET 
 
Excavation at the location of the South Street Museum on Water Street between Fulton Street 
and Beekman uncovered the remains of an eighteenth century ship used as cribbing or to add 
bulk to the landfill. The tar and horsehair coating on its exterior identified the ship. The lack of 
metal in the structure suggested the vessel was stripped of valuable items before being sunk. The 
ship and associated organic remains were well preserved. Filling dates were determined to be 
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between 1755 and 1789, based on an analysis of ceramics, pipes, and bottles. The ship was 
stabilized with sand and left in place (Henn 1978).  
 
OTHER RELEVANT WORK 
 
STADT HUYS BLOCK 
 
Excavations of the area surrounding Stadt Huys, the first city hall in Dutch New Amsterdam, 
was the first project conducted in New York City under the City Environmental Quality Review 
Act and with the support of the Landmarks Preservation Commission. It was also the first large 
scale excavation of a site in lower Manhattan (the work was conducted in 1979-1980, though the 
report was not submitted until in 1987). Importantly, these excavations established that 
archaeological features are present beneath New York City’s extensive urban development, 
creating the necessity of archaeological testing and monitoring of construction efforts in the City.  
 
Archaeologists excavated throughout the block over the course of several months and discovered 
a copious amount of features and artifacts. The features dated from the seventeenth through 
nineteenth centuries and included privies, wells, cisterns, and building foundations. One major 
find was the basement of the Lovelace (Kings House) Tavern, built in 1670. This feature 
consisted of a stone foundation and wooden floor and hundreds of associated artifacts, mainly 
liquor bottle glass and clay pipes. The authors developed a ceramic typology and a glass coding 
system that is detailed in the appendices, along with an in-depth analysis of the pipes recovered 
from the site (Rothschild, Wall, and Boesch 1987). 
 
64 PEARL STREET 
 
Archaeological testing of 64 Pearl Street in 1980 uncovered fill deposits beneath the basement 
that were eventually determined to be part of the earliest landfill ever excavated in New York 
City. Analyzed in detail in the report, some of the artifacts found included clay smoking pipes, 
seventeenth century ceramics, coral ballast, buckles, buttons, and eleven straight pins. Two 
different depositional sources were discussed by the report’s authors: deliberate deposition, or 
refuse disposal from the shoreline or Great Dock at Coenties Slip and/or dumping from ships, 
and accidental disposal, or artifacts caught up in soils procured elsewhere for landfill. No clear 
stratigraphic pattern was discernable in the fill, leading to the conclusion that it was deposited in 
a single episode from mixed sources, though methods of dating, sourcing, and sequencing the 
landfill are discussed. The 64 Pearl Street report and artifact analysis contributed to our 
understanding of early lifeways in New York City, including methods of food procurement and 
trade patterns. Archaeologists also found possible evidence of a pre-nineteenth century structure 
(Pickman and Rothschild 1981). 
 
7 HANOVER SQUARE 
 
This 1981 excavation was the first large-scale project conducted on a landfilled block. 
Archaeologists discovered the stone foundations of seven late-seventeenth century structures, 
with associated artifact deposits. The buildings shared a common rear wall, which was 
determined to serve the dual purpose of providing a structural foundation for the buildings and 
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holding back new landfill. The buildings rested on the natural shoreline, as opposed to the 
landfill itself, which provided stability. The original shore was found to consist of a layer of 
reddish-brown glacial sand topped with a layer of gray silt deposited by tidal action further from 
the shoreline, beyond the high water mark (Rothschild and Pickman 1990). 
 
175 WATER STREET 
 
The 175 Water Street site, excavated in 1981-1982, was located one block south of Fulton Street 
between Water and Front Streets and was built on landfill. Documentary and archaeological 
evidence provided a wealth of information on landfilling techniques and materials used in lower 
Manhattan. The report details the history, process, and sequence of landfilling along the East 
River using information from the Minutes of the Common Council of the City of New York 
(1675-1776 and 1784-1831), historical maps, and the archaeologically recovered material and 
stratigraphic record. The materials could not be linked to specific residents, but the types of 
materials and their economic values are extensively documented. 
 
Phase IB excavations led to the discovery of a submerged English sailing ship. Archaeologists 
determined that the ship was sunk deliberately to create cribbing that would secure further 
deposited refuse. The combination of the ship as cribbing and the refuse material created the 
landfill that would eventually shape the current streetscape (Professional Service Industries 
1983). 
 
BROAD STREET PLAZA 
 
Two phases of testing and excavation undertaken in 1983 uncovered some of the oldest known 
artifacts from Dutch New Amsterdam excavated to date. Seventeenth century occupation 
surfaces, some paved with cobblestones, were found beneath eighteenth century demolition 
debris and nineteenth century brick basement floors. Several privies contained many well-
preserved artifacts from Dutch households, including one owned by Cornelis van Tienhoven, an 
early owner of some of the Fulton Street project area, and another belonging to the Dutch West 
India Company surgeon Hans Kierstede. The primary artifact deposits provide an immense 
amount of information illustrating early Dutch life in New Amsterdam (Greenhouse Consultants, 
Inc. 1983). 
 
BARCLAY’S BANK SITE (75 WALL STREET) 
 
The north end of Wall Street between Pearl Street and Water Street was excavated in 1983. The 
remains of early-eighteenth century structures and the associated artifact deposits provide a 
picture of the changing occupational history of the area. Original commercial activities were 
associated with the waterfront. By the late-eighteenth century, the area was a mixture of 
commercial and domestic operations, with several chemists as well as artisans and merchants. 
The basement of a silversmith and jeweler, Daniel Voorhies, included several crucibles. The 
report also discusses the stratigraphy of the landfill, some of the earliest in New York City 
(Louis Berger & Associates 1987). 
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60 WALL STREET  
 
Extensive Phase IB field testing and Phase III excavation was conducted in 1984 on several 
empty lots fronting on Wall Street and Pine Street. Both phases of investigation uncovered 
numerous features dating from the late-seventeenth to the nineteenth century. These features 
included building foundations, water and waste management infrastructure, and builder’s 
trenches and other unidentified soil discolorations. Artifacts were recovered from primary and 
disturbed contexts and from fill. The water and waste-related features included wells, dry wells, 
cisterns (one double-chambered), and privies. The foundation of an 1816 warehouse was 
uncovered, as well as other foundations dating as early as the late-eighteenth century. 
Significantly, there was no evidence of the original fortifications of the New Amsterdam colony, 
which had been considered a potential archaeological resource at the onset of the project.  
 
The report examines the commercialization of the site and its effect on water and waste 
infrastructure as seen archaeologically. The contrast in material culture between the two sides of 
the block, Wall Street and Pine Street, is examined in relation to ownership and land use. The 
report also provides an overview of the development trends that are seen in the historical and 
archaeological evidence from the site: increasing property value, parcel consolidation, greater 
utilization of land, and the erection of increasingly larger structures (Historical Conservation and 
Interpretation, Inc. 1987). 
 
THE ASSAY SITE 
 
The site of the old United States Assay office at 32 Old Slip provided a unique opportunity to 
study the construction of East River wharves. In 1984, construction circumstances at the site 
allowed for exposure of three wharves to their full depth at the river bottom. The report provides 
extensive discussion and illustration of different construction techniques used in building these 
structures. The archaeologists were also able to study soils and artifacts at the river bottom, and 
the report discusses these findings in terms of both deliberate and accidental deposition. The 
report details the development of the block from a commercial docking area to a mixed 
residential and commercial block built on landfill. The landfilling process is examined in detail. 
 
The Assay site also contained evidence of the Great Fire of 1835 that ravaged lower Manhattan. 
The report details the remains of containers from a grocer’s storeroom, with organic materials 
preserved by the charring from the fire (Louis Berger & Associates 1990). 
 
17 STATE STREET 
 
The project area was located on one of the oldest streets in New York and within the boundaries 
of the original New Amsterdam colony. Lots were first granted in? 1660, when the property sat 
at the waterfront. Peter Stuyvesant, the last Dutch governor of New York, was one of the block’s 
occupants. Dutch-style structures existed on the site until the mid-eighteenth century. By the end 
of that century, wealthy merchants whose homes and businesses fronted State Street occupied the 
properties. Over the course of the next century, the influx of immigrants through nearby Castle 
Clinton transformed the area to one of tenements and charitable institutions serving the 
immigrant population. The report concludes that, although intensive development had likely 
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destroyed a majority of the historical resources on the site, 25 % of the project area had 
archaeological potential. Due to construction activities occurring concurrently with the document 
study, however, no archaeological work could be undertaken (Geismar 1986). 
 
METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONS CENTER TUNNEL, FOLEY SQUARE 
 
Archaeological testing and monitoring in 1994 on Pearl Street between Park Row and Cardinal 
Hayes Place identified strata from eighteenth century tanning operations along Pearl Street, as 
well as a nineteenth century tenement foundation. The report extensively details the tanning 
industry in New York City. The project also employed a geomorphologist, who analyzed 
sediments beneath Pearl Street in order to understand landscape changes as they relate to cultural 
activities occurring in the area (John Milner Associates 1995).  
 
Although this site is less than one half of a mile from the Seaport area, this segment of Pearl 
Street has a very different history than the current project areas. However, the information on 
tanneries and the broad landscape-based approach to site formation and cultural activities 
provide relevant information. 
 
55 WATER STREET 
 
This project involved a Phase IA study of the block bounded by Water Street, Old Slip, South 
Street, and Coenties Slip. The study details the history of the area, including the landfilling 
process and the history of waterfront usage and infrastructure. Following Geismar’s 1983 work 
at 175 Water Street for Professional Service Industries Inc., the authors concluded that a mid- to 
late-eighteenth century wharf remains intact and landfill in this area could exist at depths greater 
than 2m (6.6’) below present-day grade. Although Phase IB field testing was recommended, it 
was never undertaken (Historical Perspectives, Inc. 2001). 
 
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE 
 
This report provides a documentary study and the results of limited field testing conducted in 
2003 in the Wall Street area of Lower Manhattan, within the original boundaries of the Dutch 
New Amsterdam colony. The project area covered several blocks from Broadway east to 
William Street, and from Wall Street south to Beaver Street. Impacts within potentially sensitive 
areas were identified on Wall Street, Exchange Place, and New Street within these boundaries. 
The report details the street histories, alterations to the streetscapes, and historical references to 
the location of features that might be present within the areas of potential impact. None of the 
eight test pits excavated within the project area revealed any significant archaeological features. 
The report also discusses the local wooden water main system built by the Manhattan Water 
Company (Geismar 2003). 
 
COENTIES SLIP 
 
Three segments of the original Manhattan Water Company’s wooden water mains were 
uncovered during construction on the Coenties Slip in 2004. One segment retained its iron 
joining collar, and a second was comprised of two pieces with an intact joint. The report provides 
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historical context for the pipes, including information about the Manhattan Water Company. It 
also outlines attempts at conservation of the remains (Geismar 2005). 
 
SOUTH FERRY TERMINAL PROJECT 
 
This project covered an approximately 548.64m (1800’) long corridor running through Battery 
Park from Whitehall Street to Greenwich Street impacted during a major Metropolitan Transit 
Authority project to upgrade the South Ferry subway station. Field work occurred between 2004 
and 2006. Among the major finds were four portions of the mid-eighteenth century Battery wall 
and wooden and stone structures comprising the eighteenth century Whitehall Slip. Construction 
materials and techniques for both are detailed in the report. Whitehall Slip was constructed in 
several episodes over the course of the eighteenth century, as late as the 1790s. Timbers were 
mostly round and retained their bark. Both cribbing and grillage structures were present. 
Construction techniques and fill varied spatially, reflecting chronological differences in the time 
the structure was built. A stone bulkhead was present at the head of the slip.  
 
Most of the artifacts collected during this project were in fill rather than primary deposits. No 
intact Native American or seventeenth century contexts were identified, although artifacts from 
both were recovered. The artifacts recovered from the project’s only primary, intact context 
included broken English ceramic, possibly dumped from a ship into the Slip, and floral and 
faunal remains, theorized to be from local butchers or artisans.  
 
No overall landfilling patterns were identified. The report concludes that the fill was highly 
disturbed and re-deposited. It also suggests that small episodes of filling from mixed sources 
could account for some of the lack of general landfill patterning.  
 
Archaeological monitoring and excavation identified several other features, including additional 
landfill retaining structures, the possible remains of Battery Pond, eighteenth to nineteenth 
century shell deposits, and nineteenth century transportation-related features, including remnants 
of an elevated railway (AKRF, URS and Stone 2012). 
 
CORBIN BUILDING 
 
In 2009, work for the Fulton Street Transit Center Project uncovered a circular brick feature 
directly beneath the footer of the Corbin Building at the corner of Broadway and John Street. 
The land was part of the Cornelis van Tienhoven bouwerie that also encompassed much of the 
Fulton Street project area. Archaeological investigation of the feature determined that it was a 
well, probably dating to the early-nineteenth century. The well was exposed and documented, 
and left intact as there was to be no further impact from project work. Only a few artifacts were 
recovered.  
 
The report details the well’s construction, including the presence of a wooden ring at its base, 
similar to the one found at Fulton Street. The report provides a history of drinking water and 
public wells in New York City. It also examines other wells found archaeologically in three sites 
in the City, as well as in Colonial Williamsburg and London (URS and AKRF 2010). 
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CITY HALL 
 
A substantial amount of archaeological work has been conducted at the location of New York 
City Hall. The building, constructed at the beginning of the nineteenth century, sits on a 
triangular-shaped parcel, which has been public land since the original European colonization of 
Manhattan. Numerous public institutions have been located on this property throughout the past 
three centuries, including British barracks, a jail, and two almshouses.  
 
Excavations in 1998 to 1999 resulted in the identification of 51 trash and architectural features 
and more than 250,000 artifacts (Bankoff and Loorya 2008). Excavations in 2010 focused on the 
area below the nineteenth century City Hall building and the surrounding park during 
rehabilitation of the municipal building and infrastructural upgrades. Excavations uncovered 
architectural remains and associated deposits related to public structures, including the first 
almshouse, and primary deposits associated with the worker building and later renovations of 
City Hall. One primary deposit represents a feast or other celebratory event (Chrysalis and URS 
2013). 
 
WORLD TRADE CENTER  
 
Archaeological monitoring at the World Trade Center site in 2010 identified the remains of a 
ship sunk approximately 20’-30’ below the street surface (AKRF 2010). As with much of lower 
Manhattan, this site sits on landfill. The ship was sunk for unknown reasons, probably to provide 
bulk and/or stability within the landfill. A 2014 journal article details the results of tree ring 
dating conducted on timbers from the ship by the Lamont-Doherty Lab at Columbia University. 
This analysis concluded that the ship was built in the mid-eighteenth century and sunk only a few 
decades later. The timbers came from the Philadelphia area (Martin-Benito et al 2014; AKRF 
2013).  
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Table 2.01: Previous work in the vicinity of the Fulton Street/Peck Slip project areas. 
DATE PROJECT 

LOCATION 
REPORT TITLE AUTHOR NOTES 

1978 209 Water Street, 
east side of 
Pedestrian Water 
Street between 
Beekman Street and 
Fulton Street 

The Water Street Site: 
Final Report on 209 
Water Street 

Roselle Henn Part of eighteenth century ship 
sunk as landfill or cribbing 
uncovered during excavation. 
Ship left in place. 

1978 Schermerhorn Row 
block, bounded by 
Fulton Street, South 
Street, Burling 
Slip/John Street and 
Front Street 

18th Century Landfill in 
Manhattan: An 
Archaeological Analysis 
of Tests in the 
Schermerhorn Row 
Block 

Historic Sites 
Research 

Results of test units excavated 
in landfill block intersecting 
with part of Fulton Street 
project area. Fill material 
analyzed in terms of source, 
process, and dating. Fill varied 
throughout site; west end of 
block filled earlier than east 
end. 

1981 Block bounded by 
Pearl Street, Broad 
Street, Water Street 
and Coenties Slip 

64 Pearl Street: An 
Archaeological 
Excavation in 17th 
Century Landfill 

Arnold 
Pickman and 
Nan A. 
Rothschild 

Excavation of area with the 
earliest landfill in New York 
City. Analysis of landfill 
process and materials. 
Discussion of how artifacts 
from fill can provide 
information on historical 
lifeways. 

1982 Block bounded by 
Water Street, Fulton 
Street, Front Street 
and John Street 

The Archaeological 
Investigation of the Telco 
Block, South Street 
Seaport Historic District, 
New York, New York 

Professional 
Service 
Industries, Inc., 
Soil Systems 
Division 

General and site-specific 
discussion of landfill from 
documentary and 
archaeological record; 
numerous domestic features, 
mainly cisterns and privies. 
Overlaps with a portion of the 
Fulton Street Project Area.  

1983 Block bounded by 
John Street, Water 
Street, Fletcher Street 
and Front Street 

The Archaeological 
Investigation of the 175 
Water Street Block, New 
York City, Volumes I 
and II 

Professional 
Service 
Industries Inc., 
Soil Systems 
Division 

Detailed research on 
landfilling history, sequence, 
methodology, and materials 
used along the East River in 
lower Manhattan. Eighteenth 
century English ship used as 
cribbing uncovered during 
excavations. 
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DATE PROJECT 
LOCATION 

REPORT TITLE AUTHOR NOTES 

1983 Block bounded by 
Broad Street, Pearl 
Street, Whitehall 
Street and Bridge 
Street 

Phase I Report and 
Mitigation Report for the 
Broad Street Plaza Site, 
New York, New York, 
Volume I (Area I, Lots 
12-14); Phase II Report 
and Mitigation Proposal 
for Area II (Lots 8 and 
10), The Broad Street 
Plaza Site, New York, 
New York 

Greenhouse 
Consultants, 
Inc. 

Oldest site from Dutch New 
Amsterdam; seventeenth 
century occupation surfaces 
found beneath nineteenth 
century basement floors; 
privies with numerous artifacts 
providing portrait of early 
Dutch households. 

1983 South Street from 
Wall Street to 
30.48m (100’) north 
of Dover Street 

Rehabilitation and 
Construction of 
Combined Sewers, 
Outfalls, Regulators and 
Appurtenances and 
Installation of Water 
Mains and 
Appurtenances in South 
Street From Wall Street 
to Approx. 100’ North of 
Dover Street  

Nan Rothschild 
and Diane 
Dallal 

Documentary study that 
includes a history of the South 
Street Seaport. 

1986 West half of block 
bounded by 
Whitehall Street, 
Pearl Street and State 
Street 

17 State Street: An 
Archaeological 
Evaluation, Phase I 
Documentation 

Joan H. 
Geismar 

Documentary study of 
waterfront lots that were part 
of the original Dutch New 
Amsterdam colony. Possibility 
of seventeenth through 
nineteenth century resources 
but no further archaeological 
investigation was conducted. 

1987 Center of block 
bounded by Pine 
Street, Pearl Street, 
Wall Street, and 
William Street. Site 
fronting Pine Street 
and Wall Street 

Cultural Resources 
Survey, Testing and 
Mitigation Phases, 60 
Wall Street Site, New 
York City 

Historic 
Conservation 
and 
Interpretation, 
Inc. 

Any evidence of the original 
fortifications of New 
Amsterdam were destroyed by 
subsequent development, but 
numerous eighteenth and 
nineteenth century domestic 
features were present. 
Foundation of an 1816 
warehouse was also excavated. 
Development trends and 
changes in infrastructure are 
analyzed. 

1987 Eastern half of block 
bounded by Water 
Street, Wall Street, 
Pearl Street and 
Hanover Square 

Cultural Resource 
Investigations of the 
Barclays Bank Site, 75 
Wall Street, Borough of 
Manhattan, New York 
City, New York 

Louis Berger & 
Associates, 
Inc. 

Uncovered early eighteenth 
century foundations, with 
evidence of residential and 
commercial activity showing 
diachronic change in 
occupational history. 
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DATE PROJECT 
LOCATION 

REPORT TITLE AUTHOR NOTES 

1987 Block bounded by 
Pearl Street, Broad 
Street, South William 
Street and Coenties 
Alley 

The Archaeological 
Investigation of the Stadt 
Huys Block: A Final 
Report 

Nan A. 
Rothschild, 
Diana diZ. 
Wall 
(Rockman), 
and Eugene 
Boesch 

First CEQR project and first 
large-scale excavation in NYC. 
Discovered numerous 
seventeenth through nineteenth 
century features including 
basement of Lovelace Tavern 
built in 1670. Traced change 
from mixed domestic/work use 
to commercial area. 

1990 Block bounded by 
Front Street, 
Gouverneur Lane, 
South Street and Old 
Slip 

The Assay Site: Historic 
and Archaeological 
Investigations of the New 
York City Waterfront 

Louis Berger & 
Associates, 
Inc. 

Study of wharves and 
bulkheads exposed to the river 
bottom, details of construction 
techniques; overview of block 
development from commercial 
docking area through historic 
occupation; evidence of Great 
Fire of 1835 with preserved 
remains from grocer’s stores. 

1990 Northeastern part of 
block bounded by 
Pearl Street, Hanover 
Square, Water Street 
and Coenties Slip. 

The Archaeological 
Evaluation of the Seven 
Hanover Square Block: A 
Final Report 

Nan A. 
Rothschild and 
Arnold 
Pickman 

First large scale project on 
landfilled block. Uncovered 
extensive seventeenth century 
foundations built on natural 
shore. 

1990 Dover Street between 
Water Street and 
Pearl Street 

Documentary Study and 
Archaeological 
Assessment, Block 106, 
Lot 22, Borough of 
Manhattan 

Arnold 
Pickman 

Documentary study in block 
immediately adjacent to Peck 
Slip project area. Discusses 
history of waterfront and 
landfill at this location, as well 
as specific lot history. 

1991 Schermerhorn Row 
block, bounded by 
Fulton Street, South 
Street, Burling 
Slip/John Street and 
Front Street 

Summary Report of 
1981-1983 
Archaeological 
Excavation, The 
Schermerhorn Row 
Block 

Historic Sites 
Research 

Fieldwork and monitoring 
conducted in 1981-1983 based 
on results of testing in 1977. 
Landfill was found to be of 
relatively uniform composition 
and date, largely from the late 
eighteenth century. 
Stratigraphy was similar 
throughout most of the block, 
with possible differences at the 
earlier-occupied west end. 
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DATE PROJECT 
LOCATION 

REPORT TITLE AUTHOR NOTES 

1995 Pearl Street between 
Park Row and 
Cardinal Hayes Place 

Archaeological and 
Geoarchaeological 
Investigations Associated 
with the Construction of 
the Metropolitan 
Corrections Center 
Tunnel Under Pearl 
Street, Foley Square, 
New York 

John Milner 
Associates, 
Inc. 

Remains of eighteenth century 
tanning operations; discussion 
of tanneries in New York City; 
geomorphological analysis of 
changes in landscape along 
Pearl Street near the Collect 
Pond. 

2000 Schermerhorn Row 
block, bounded by 
Fulton Street, South 
Street, Burling 
Slip/John Street and 
Front Street 

Archaeological Borings 
and Test Pit Monitoring, 
Schermerhorn Row 
Block, Borough of 
Manhattan, City of New 
York 

Arnold 
Pickman 

Details landfill stratigraphy 
and characteristics identified 
through soil borings. Notes 
presence of extensive cultural 
remains in fill. 

2001 Block bounded by 
Coenties Slip, Water 
Street, Old Slip and 
South Street 

Stage IA Archaeological 
Assessment, 55 Water 
Street, Manhattan 

Historical 
Perspectives, 
Inc.  

Documentary study including 
site-specific history of 
landfilling, and of waterfront 
usage and infrastructure. 

2002 Four lots on Front 
Street between 
Beekman Street and 
Peck Slip, on the east 
and west side of 
street, and at the 
southwest corner of 
Front Street and Peck 
Slip 

Historic Front Street 
Redevelopment. Block 
97, Lots 18, 32, 37, 58. 
New York City 
Department of City 
Planning, Borough of 
Manhattan, New York. 
Phase IA Archaeological 
Assessment Report 

Celia J. 
Bergoffen 

Documentary study of four 
lots, with specific lot histories 
and examination of landfilling 
sequence for the block. 
Overlaps with a portion of 
Peck Slip project. 

2003 New York Stock 
Exchange vicinity, 
from Broadway to 
William Street and 
from Wall Street to 
Beaver Street 

New York Stock 
Exchange Security and 
Streetscape 
Improvements 

Joan H. 
Geismar 

Documentary study and results 
of monitoring of eight test pits. 
Contains detailed discussion of 
street histories, alterations to 
streetscapes, and historical 
infrastructural features within 
this area of the original Dutch 
New Amsterdam colony. Also 
presents a history of the 
Manhattan Water Company. 

2003 East side of 
Manhattan from 
125th Street to 
Whitehall Street, 
including Pearl Street 
and Water Street 
from Peck Slip to 
John Street 

Second Avenue Subway 
Phase IA Archaeological 
Assessment, and 
Supplemental Analysis of 
Boring Logs 

Historical 
Perspectives, 
Inc. 

Discusses original site 
topography and historical site 
usage. Pearl Street from Peck 
Street to Fulton Street, Water 
Street at Fulton Street, and 
Fulton Street from Pearl Street 
to Water Street were 
determined to be sensitive for 
prehistoric and historic 
resources. 
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DATE PROJECT 
LOCATION 

REPORT TITLE AUTHOR NOTES 

2005 Coenties Slip 
between Pearl Street 
and Water Street 

Construction of Coenties 
Slip. Report on the Log 
Water Main Discovery 
and Monitoring 

Joan H. 
Geismar 

Discovered three wooden 
water main segments, 
including one with an iron 
collar and one with an intact 
joint. 

2007 Peck Slip between 
Pearl and South 
Streets, Water Street 
between Beekman 
and Dover Streets, 
and Front Street 
between Peck Slip 
and Dover Street 

East River Waterfront 
Access Project. Phase IA 
Archaeological 
Documentary Study of 
Peck Slip 

AKRF Low potential for recovery of 
pre-contact resources; 
moderate to high potential for 
historical resources, including 
landfill and landfill retaining 
devices, waterfront related 
structures, and remains of 
eighteenth century structures 
from the Peck Slip market. 

2007 East end of block 
bounded by Pearl 
Street, Fulton Street, 
Pedestrian Water 
Street and Beekman 
Street 

Phase IA Archaeological 
Documentary Study, 
Lower Manhattan 
Development 
Corporation Fulton Street 
Redevelopment Project, 
Titanic Park, Manhattan, 
New York 

Historical 
Perspectives, 
Inc. 

Documentary study with 
detailed lot histories 
intersecting with a portion of 
the Fulton Street project. 

2007 Beekman Street 
between Pearl Street 
and Front Street 

Wall Street Water Mains 
Project, New York, New 
York. Monitoring and 
Limited Phase IA 
Documentary Report, 
Project Number MED-
583A 

Alyssa Loorya 
and Chris 
Ricciardi 

Several wooden water main 
segments, part of a bulkhead, 
and a basement storeroom with 
an extensive artifact deposit 
were discovered. 

2007 Gold Street, between 
Beekman Street and 
Spruce Street 

Phase IA Archaeological 
Documentary Study, 
Lower Manhattan 
Development 
Corporation Fulton Street 
Redevelopment Project 
Street Improvements, 
Gold Street Addition 
Addendum, Manhattan, 
New York 

Historical 
Perspectives, 
Inc.  

Documentary study with 
general area history and 
topography, and block-specific 
history. 

2007 Triangular block 
bounded by Fulton 
Street, Little Pearl 
Street and Pearl 
Street 

Phase IA Archaeological 
Documentary Study, 
Lower Manhattan 
Development 
Corporation Fulton Street 
Redevelopment Project 
Pearl Street Playground, 
Manhattan, New York 

Historical 
Perspectives, 
Inc.  

Documentary study with 
general area history and 
topography, and detailed lot 
histories. 
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DATE PROJECT 
LOCATION 

REPORT TITLE AUTHOR NOTES 

2007 Covers areas along 
the current East 
River shoreline from 
Whitehall Ferry 
Terminal to East 
River Park near the 
Williamsburg Bridge 

East River Waterfront 
Esplanade and Piers – 
Inboard Resources, 
Whitehall Street to North 
of the Brooklyn Bridge, 
Phase IA Archaeological 
Assessment 

Historical 
Perspectives, 
Inc.  

Documentary study found 
potential to recover submerged 
pre-contact resources, sunken 
vessels, landfill retaining 
structures, landfill, wharves 
and piers, river bottom 
remains, and wooden water 
mains. 

2008 City Hall Park, 
bounded by Park 
Row, Broadway and 
Chambers Street 

The History and 
Archaeology of City Hall 
Park 

Arthur Bankoff 
and Alyssa 
Loorya, eds. 

Excavations uncovered over 50 
trash and structural features, 
largely eighteenth century. 

2010 DeLury Square, 
northeast corner of 
Fulton Street and 
Gold Street 

Archaeological 
Monitoring Report. 
Fulton Street Corridor 
Revitalization Project: 
DeLury Square and Gold 
Street Drainage Pipes 

AKRF Only in situ remains were two 
late nineteenth century brick 
structures: a foundation and a 
barrel vault. 

2010 Corner of Broadway 
and John Street 

Mitigation Report, Fulton 
Street Transit Center 
Project. Unanticipated 
Discovery of Brick 
Feature Beneath the 
Corbin Building, 192 
John Street, New York, 
New York 

AKRF, URS Archaeological investigation 
of brick well found beneath 
building footer. History of 
public wells and drinking 
water in New York. 

2011 John Street between 
South Street and 
Front Street 

Phase IB Archaeological 
Monitoring, Sewer 
Replacement, John 
Street/Burling Slip, New 
York, New York, Project 
Number MG41100-
107MA (NY SHPO 
07PR3695) 

Chrysalis 
Archaeological 
Consultants 

Landfill block containing 
several disturbed artifact 
deposits, possibly representing 
landfill or refuse deposition in 
East River. 

2011 Burling Slip, 
between South Street 
and Front Street 

Bulkhead Documentation 
Report, Burling Slip, 
Block 74, Portions of 
Lots 20 and 1, Borough 
of Manhattan, New York, 
New York 

AKRF Documentation and analysis of 
timber wharf structure and 
associated landfill along the 
north and west sides of Burling 
Slip. 

2013 City Hall Park, 
bounded by Park 
Row, Broadway and 
Chambers Street 

City Hall Rehabilitation 
Archaeology Project 

Chrysalis 
Archaeological 
Consultants, 
Inc., and URS 

Excavation uncovered remains 
of the first City almshouse and 
a British jail, as well as other 
structural and trash features 
from the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. 
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DATE PROJECT 
LOCATION 

REPORT TITLE AUTHOR NOTES 

2012 246 Front Street, east 
side of Front Street 
between Peck Slip 
and Dover Street 

Phase IB Archaeological 
Field Test of 246 Front 
Street (aka 267½ Water 
Street) (Block 107, Lot 
34), Manhattan (New 
York County), New York 

Chrysalis 
Archaeological 
Consultants, 
Inc. 

Field testing in one lot adjacent 
to a portion of the Peck Slip 
project area found disturbed 
remains from a nineteenth 
century iron works factory. 

2012 An approximately 
548.64m (1800’) 
long corridor from 
Whitehall 
Street/Peter Minuit 
Plaza near the Staten 
Island Ferry 
Terminal, through 
Battery Park to 
Greenwich Street 

South Ferry Terminal 
Project, Final Report 

AKRF, URS, 
and Linda 
Stone 

Discovered portions of 
eighteenth century colonial-era 
Battery walls and wooden 
structures comprising the 
western side of Whitehall Slip. 
Describes construction 
techniques and materials for 
both. Discusses fill and historic 
topography of the waterfront. 
Very few primary artifact 
deposits. 

2013 World Trade Center, 
bounded by Center 
Street, Fulton Street, 
West Street and 
Liberty Street 

World Trade Center 
Memorial and 
Development Plan: Data 
Recovery and Analysis of 
the WTC Ship 

AKRF Results of excavation, 
documentation, and removal of 
ship discovered in landfill at 
the World Trade Center. 

2014 World Trade Center, 
bounded by Center 
Street, Fulton Street, 
West Street and 
Liberty Street 

Dendochronological 
Dating of the World 
Trade Center Ship, 
Lower Manhattan, New 
York City. Tree Ring 
Research 70(2): 65-77 

Dario Martin-
Benito et al. 

Results of tree ring analysis 
from buried ship uncovered at 
World Trade Center in 2010, 
dates and sources wood used in 
ship. 
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III. HISTORY 
 
This section focuses on the Historic period of New Amsterdam and City of New York as it relates 
to the Seaport area projects that are the focus of this report. It discusses the general history and 
development of the Seaport district, including the manipulation of the Manhattan shoreline in the 
Seaport area, to provide context for this report. It is not intended to be a comprehensive history.  
 
For more detailed area history of the Pre-contact and Contact periods see: Phase IA Archaeological 
Documentary Study, East River Waterfront Access Project (AKRF 2007); Phase IA 
Archaeological Documentary Study, Lower Manhattan Development Corporation Fulton Street 
Redevelopment Project (Historical Perspectives, Inc 2007a, 2007b, 2007c); and Phase IA Cultural 
Resource Documentary Report of the Fulton Street Reconstruction (Chrysalis Archaeology 2009).  
 
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 
 
The area that became the South Street Seaport lay at the southeast portion of Manhattan, partially 
within the East River, when the first Dutch settlers arrived in the area. Following two decades of 
hunting and trading centered on beaver pelts, the Dutch began settlement of New Amsterdam in 
1624 with the arrival of thirty families and the founding of Fort Amsterdam at the southern end of 
Manhattan Island (Burrows and Wallace 1999:36). The colony was established under the 
management of the Dutch West India Company, which provided economic incentives to encourage 
settlement administered under Dutch law. By 1625 the fort at New Amsterdam was designated the 
seat of the larger New Netherlands territory that was being claimed throughout the surrounding 
region (Homberger 1994; Burrows and Wallace 1999:94).  
 
New Amsterdam grew to become the hub of Mid-Atlantic trade operations in the first half of the 
seventeenth century. The majority of the settled city lay south of a fortification wall at modern 
Wall Street, as depicted in the 1660 Castello Plan (Map 3.01). Isolated structures and sites lay 
north of the main settlement, including a lumberyard located near modern East 74th Street and 2nd 
Avenue and a few small landing zones on the East River, which were free of winter ice (Dodson 
et al 2000:20). Activity in the future Seaport area during the Dutch period would have been mainly 
relegated to small shipping operations or farming outside the fortification wall. The other activity 
that would go on to define the area was ferrying operations. In 1642, Cornelius Dircksen was 
granted the rights to operate a ferry service between his property, located in the area that would 
become Peck Slip, and present-day Fulton Street in Brooklyn (Everdell 1973:8). It is unknown if 
Dircksen, who operated a farm and tavern in the Seaport area, developed the shoreline of his 
property around the ferry with any structures more substantial than a dock. While local farmers or 
residents north of the Wall Street fortification could cross the river in private vessels as they 
pleased, Dircksen’s commercial operation began a tradition of Brooklyn ferry service from the 
Seaport district that has persisted for nearly 400 years. 
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Map 3.01: Redraft of the Castello Plan, New Amsterdam in 1660 showing fortifications at 
modern Wall Street and emergence of what would become the Great Dock south of a canal  

at Broad Street (Stokes 1916) (Source: NYPL Digital ID: 54682). 
 

Dutch director-general Peter Stuyvesant surrendered control of New Amsterdam to the English 
amidst national land disputes when four British frigates entered the harbor in 1664. This action 
preceded the Second Anglo Dutch War (1665-1667). After the Dutch capitulation, Britain retained 
control of the city and the surrounding colonial region until the American Revolution (Schoolcraft 
1907:675). In 1665 the city was reincorporated as the City of New York. The Dutch-era warehouse 
district expanded into dock and wharf networks across the East River shoreline as trade networks 
grew. The Great Dock, expanded from a smaller dock visible on the Costello Plan, was built along 
the East River between Whitehall and Coenties Slips. By 1680, the City of New York contained 
approximately 400 buildings across the southern tip of Manhattan Island. Toward the end of the 
seventeenth century the City’s population reached approximately three thousand. While 
immigration from the Netherlands had steeply declined, the number of English residents increased 
amidst a mix of European and Caribbean traders who frequented the New World trade hub 
(Burrows and Wallace 1999; Cantwell and Wall 2001; Rothschild 1990; Jameson 1909; Brodhead 
1871). 
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Intensive land development in the future Seaport area began following New York’s acceptance of 
regulations established in Albany’s Dongan Charter of 1686. Among the document’s expansive 
powers granted to the city assembly was the right to parcel lands between the high and low water 
marks to be sold for filling and development. This land division was made possible following a 
1683 survey and the resultant formal incorporation of the low tide lands into the official New York 
City limits (Dongan 1686:25; MCC 1675-1775 I:110). Under the Dongan Charter, new property 
owners were expected to fill land parceled and sold as water lots for development. Many of the 
new water lot land developments were centered on the East River, rather than the less navigable 
Hudson, as the hub of shipping and transportation services for the City (Historical Perspectives, 
Inc. 2007:17). The position of the Dutch trade warehouses and the Great Dock near Whitehall 
Street in the southeast portion of the Manhattan helped originally align the city’s trade industry on 
the East River. 
  
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
 
New York City, and the Seaport area particularly, continued to grow during the first half of the 
eighteenth century. The era was dominated by massive infrastructural expansion across the Seaport 
and wider city area to serve both mercantile trade needs and provide residential goods and 
transportation services. The city population expanded rapidly, driven by its growing importance 
as the key port between Caribbean and European shipping routes serving colonial entities across 
North America. New York City’s population doubled from around 6,000 to 12,000 residents 
between 1700 and 1750 before growing to over 25,000 by the American Revolution (Roosevelt 
1906:1). 
 
Mercantile trade interests centered on the Seaport were the biggest boon to city population and 
area growth in the eighteenth century. Between 1747 and 1767 the number of seafaring vessels 
owned by residents rose over 400%, and the number of employed seamen grew from 775 to 3,552. 
New York City was host to a cosmopolitan environment surrounding the shipping and industrial 
centers downtown, while more rural farmsteads and home production economies dominated the 
northern portion of the island. The city thus mixed mercantilism, consumerism, and agrarian ways 
of life until the Revolutionary period. The city’s ports, warehouses, and markets that comprised 
the Seaport district were the focus of trade and development in this era (Burrows and Wallace 
1999; Cantwell and Wall 2001; Rothschild 1990; Jameson 1909; Brodhead 1871). By the mid- to 
late-eighteenth century, Pearl and Water Streets were well developed in the Seaport district with 
multistory residences, mixed-use houses with cooking basements, and general goods dealers 
(Daily Advertiser, 29 Jan 1795:4; New-York Daily Gazette, 15 May 1790:4; Daily Advertiser, 7 
Jul 1786:3). 
 
The area surrounding present-day Fulton Street and Peck Slip housed the early developments of 
such “nuisance” industries as slaughterhouse and tanning services (Lee 2008:185). These 
industries developed northwest of the Seaport area near Beekman’s Swamp, a low-lying area 
draining to the East River that lay beyond the seventeenth and early-eighteenth century main city 
limits. Tanneries and slaughterhouses were located outside the most densely populated city areas 
because they produced a large amount of organic wastes, generally channeled to the nearby 
waterways rather than disposed of in privies. As early as the late 1600s, the City regulated animal 
butchering by building public markets or designating slaughterhouses in liminal areas to contain 
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waste to well-drained areas. The Seaport provided a suitable home for butchers due to its close 
proximity to the East River as a waste disposal area. The Seaport could also serve the needs of a 
growing number of livestock farmers travelling by boat to sell their meats at locations near the 
harbor (Lee 2008:180). At least one early slaughterhouse was located near the Seaport on Pearl 
Street, erected by 1696. At the opening of the eighteenth century, slaughterhouses near Pearl Street 
were declared a nuisance and moved further north, where Johannes Beekman opened a new 
location north of present-day Beekman Street that operated between 1697 and 1721 (AKRF 
2007:IV-4). This slaughterhouse marked the beginning of a chain of public structures in the 
Seaport centered on butchering services and meat markets. 
 
A key characteristic of the Seaport land building process was the development of slips allowing 
ships access to interior city blocks. As water lots in the Seaport area expanded the city limits east, 
land development left gaps in the transition from finished roadway to waterway. These watery 
gaps left between developing blocks formed slips, or small inlets where ships could moor and 
unload or take on cargo. Wooden piers were constructed jutting out of the developed blocks along 
the shorelines into the East River that allowed for larger ships to dock in the harbor area. These 
piers also tended to form slip boundaries, as gaps between neighboring piers were left unfilled.  
 
Filling and development of Seaport district water lots lead to the creation and formalization of 
Water Street as the city’s east boundary by 1731. The land development pushing Manhattan’s 
boundary into the East River beyond this point was aided by the rules established in the 1731 
Montgomerie Charter. These guidelines, named for regional governor John Montgomerie, allowed 
the city to parcel and sell water lots extending 400’ beyond the low water mark, more than 200’ 
beyond the limits established by the Dongan Charter, with new owners bearing responsibility for 
filling the new land (Cantwell and Wall 2001:225).  
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Table 3.01: Key dates in Seaport land formation. 
DATE LAND FEATURE LOCATION REFERENCE 
1686 Water lots Granted between what would become 

Pearl and Water Streets 
Dongan Charter 

1692 Burling Slip Formed by two 12’ wharves MCC 1675-1776, I:279 

1718 Water Street Partially completed by filling in Seaport 
area 

Burgis View Map (pub. 
1719-21) 

1728 Roosevelt’s Wharf Forms north boundary of Peck Slip 
extending beyond Water Street from Pearl 
Street 

Lyne’s Map 

1731 Water lots Granted between what would become 
Water and South Streets 

Montgomerie Charter 

1731 Beekman’s Slip From Pearl Street extending between 
wharves to the developing Water Street 

Lyne’s Map 

1731 Peck Slip From Pearl Street extending between 
wharves to the developing Water Street 

Lyne’s Map 

1736 Water Street Paved and named between Dover and 
Beekman’s Slip (Slips cut in to near Pearl 
Street) 

Stokes 1967:547 

1750 Water lots 13 Water Street water lots granted 
between Beekman’s Slip and Peck Slip 

MCC 1675-1776, V:330 

1762 Beekman’s Slip Pearl Street extending to partially 
complete Front Street 

London Magazine Map 
(Library of Congress) 

1763 Peck Market Head of Peck Slip between Pearl and 
Water Streets 

AKRF 2007:IV-11 

c.1785 Crane’s Wharf Wharf constructed at future location of 
Beekman Street 

Franks 1786:50, 76; 
MCC 1776-1831, I:338 

1798 Front Street Completed between Beekman and Peck 
Slips 

Longworth 1798 Map 

1805 Front Street Extended north past Dover Street MCC 1784-1831, IV:9 

1806 - 
1807 

Beekman’s Slip Filled to South Street MCC 12 May 1806:199; 
MCC 4 May 1807 

1815 – 
1816 

Fulton Street Divided the block between Cliff and Pearl 
Streets 

NYC Register Liber 
111:263 

1819 – 
1827 

South Street Filled and formalized between Fulton and 
Dover Streets 

Poppelton 1810-1819; 
Ewen 1827 

1822 Crane’s 
Wharf/Beekman 
Street 

Beekman Street opened from Pearl to 
South Street 

MCC 1784-1831, XII:470 

1836 Peck Slip Filled to South Street and paved. Colton’s Map 
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BURLING SLIP/JOHN STREET 

Burling Slip, running along the area later paved as John Street, began to form between two 12’ 
wharves on its north and south sides by 1692. Subsequently, the slip was called Mrs. Van Clyffe’s 
slip and was a 24’ wide expanse (MCC 1675-1776, I:279). The eighteenth century saw uneven 
development of a set of piers expanding east into the river as the blocks surrounding the slip were 
filled and developed. Burnett’s Key, a pier extending to Front Street, ran along the north side of 
the slip by 1766 (MCC 1675-1776, VI:259). At this time, most maps refer to the area as Rodman’s 
Slip, with a changing array of nearby wharf titles extending from the expanding shoreline. By the 
close of the eighteenth century, the waterway was known as Burling Slip and was bound by Bowne 
and Lupton’s Wharves on its north and south sides (Longworth 1798). 
 
BEEKMAN’S SLIP/FULTON STREET 

Development across the Seaport area led to the creation of several slips and surrounding dock 
networks that lay within recent excavation areas. Fulton Street, known as Fair Street until 1816, 
originally ran east only to Cliff Street where it ended at a large block sitting between Cliff and 
Pearl Streets. This block was later divided by extension of Fulton Street through the area between 
1815 and 1816 (NYC Register [NYCR] Liber 111:263). A gap that developed at Pearl Street at 
the location where Fulton/Fair Street would have extended was designated “Beekman’s Slip” by 
1731, as depicted in Lyne’s 1731 map (Map 3.02). Beekman’s Slip ran from headwaters at Pearl 
Street east through the expanding harbor to the East River. At this time, a pier at Schermerhorn’s 
Wharf formed Beekman Slip’s north boundary, while Dally’s Shipyard lay further north where 
Beekman Street would later extend through the Water Street block area. In 1803, petitioners 
requested the City extend Fulton Street east to abut the head of Beekman’s Slip. The request was 
not fulfilled until 1816 when the street-way had been given its present moniker in honor of Robert 
Fulton and the ferry bearing his name that launched from the foot of the slip (MCC 1784-1831 
Vol. III:208; NYCR Liber 116:537).  
 
Beekman’s Slip ran across the area from modern Pearl to South Street, with a changing array of 
wharves and piers extending into the river from the slip’s entrance as land was filled. In 1767, 
Kemp’s New York City map depicts Beekman’s Slip extending from Water Street at the river 
boundary to Queen (Pearl) Street with a large pier, labeled Schermerhorn’s Wharf on Lyne’s 
earlier map, extending into the water on the north side of modern Fulton Street (Map 3.03). By 
1798, the slip reached from the east side of Water Street and past the newly finished Front Street, 
extending in the form of wharves and piers into the area being filled as South Street. Its north side 
remained a straight pier extending into the East River, while its south side ran at a northwest to 
southeast angle (Map 3.04). Based on Mangin and Goerck’s 1803 and Bridges’ 1807 city survey 
maps (not pictured) as well as an 1806 Common Council request to close the slip with a bulkhead, 
Beekman’s Slip was filled up to South Street by 1807. South Street was paved into a cohesive 
roadway across the block within the next 10 years (AKRF 2011b:3-5; Hooker 1817; Mangin and 
Goerck 1803; Bridges 1807).  
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Map 3.02: A Plan of the City of New York from an actual Survey (Lyne 1731), depicting 

Beekman’s Slip between Queen (Pearl) Street and Fulton Street only extending to Cliff Street. 
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Map 3.03: Plan of the City of New York (Kemp 1767) depicting Beekman’s Slip (modern Fulton 

Street) cutting in from Water Street with a large pier extending east on its north side. Also 
features Peck Market at the Peck Slip head. (Modified from Wilson 1902.) 
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Map 3.04: Plan of the City of New York (Longworth 1798) depicting New York after British 

occupation. Shows the diagonal southern side of Beekman’s Slip. Peck Market was removed and 
the ground leveled at the Peck Slip head in 1793 (NYPL Digital Collections). 
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CRANE’S WHARF/BEEKMAN STREET 

Development of Water Street and the eastern boundary blocks at the future location of Beekman 
Street began in 1750 with the sale of thirteen water lot grants located between Beekman Street and 
Peck Slip (MCC 1675-1776, V:330). The new owners of these water lots were responsible for the 
development of their properties, including pier and wharf construction as well as landfilling. As 
the land between Beekman’s Slip and Peck Slip developed, Crane’s Wharf, a pier extending east 
from Water Street, was built. This pier lay in the center of what would later become Beekman 
Street. According to the MCC, Crane’s Wharf was under construction by at least 1787 (MCC 
1776-1831, I:338). Prior to formal paving and street address designations, several commercial 
properties also developed along Crane’s Wharf. The 1786 New-York Directory lists a tavern and 
merchant operating along the wharf prior to several extensions of its length into the East River, 
reflecting the rapidly shifting business opportunities developing in the Seaport as land quickly 
expanded east (Franks 1786:50, 76). 
 
Reconstruction of the pier at Crane’s Wharf into a roadway was discussed in the legislature as 
early as 1803 and the Common Council approved the opening and widening of Beekman Street 
through the wharf on June 11, 1804 (MCC 1776-1831, III:541). However, no action occurred and 
the area fell into disrepair due to water damage. By May of 1820, the block between Fulton Street 
and Peck Slip was declared a public nuisance due to refuse dumping into the river and breakdown 
of shoreline structures. The Common Council resolved that lot owners must fill and raise the land 
to divert water towards the river and fence in their property in anticipation of the City paving 
Crane’s Wharf (MCC 1776-1831, XI:165). In 1821, the cost for these improvements was estimated 
to be $11,586; two-thirds of which would be the responsibility of the property owners along the 
Wharf (MCC 1776-1831, XII:79). By 1822, Crane’s Wharf was filled, sidewalks and a carriage 
way were paved along its lower end, and Fulton Market was set to open along the south side of 
what would become Beekman Street (MCC 1776-1831, XII:470). 
 
PECK SLIP 

Land expansion south of Walton’s Shipyard began to form the Peck Slip inlet by the early-
eighteenth century, as first depicted on Lyne’s 1728 New York plan (not pictured). Before 
development, the area was home to a number of natural features, including a large bluff and 
Beekman’s Swamp to the northwest. Like Beekman’s Slip at Fulton Street, Peck Slip formed as 
surrounding blocks were developed and in-filled. Roosevelt’s Wharf formed Peck Slip’s north 
boundary, while Peck’s Wharf initially extended into the East River on the slip’s south side (see 
Lyne 1731 Map 3.02 above). The City Corporation controlled a water lot along the slip’s south 
side, just south of a pier, pictured in Maershalck’s 1749 survey (Map 3.05), extending east from 
midway between Queen (Pearl) and Water Streets; this was likely the same Peck’s Wharf detailed 
by Lyne in 1731 (Map 3.02).  
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Ferry service to Brooklyn continued to operate from the Seaport area as the shoreline expanded. 
Records are unclear as to the continued operation of the original Dutch ferry service at the Peck 
Slip inlet. The portion of the roadway leading to the slip at Pearl Street was then known as Ferry 
Street, either in reference to the area’s Dutch ferry line or due to continued services launching from 
the location. By the 1770s and 80s, Adolph Waldron operated a ferry from the Fly Market at 
Maiden Lane south of John Street to “Nassau Island” (Brooklyn) (MCC 1776-1831, I:58). The 
Brooklyn-side docking point was likely Fulton Street, located near the present-day Brooklyn 
Bridge. This was known as the Brookland Ferry landing when used by George Washington and 
his escaping army after the Battle of Brooklyn in August of 1776 (Spatt 1977:2).  
 
The Common Council ordered the Corporation lot filled and finished with a stone and wood pier, 
probably extending this lot and the associated Peck’s Wharf to near modern South Street, in 1765 
(MCC 1675-776, VII:169-170). After construction of Peck’s Market at the head of the slip in 1763, 
the open slipway continued to run from Pearl Street east between piers or wharves throughout the 
remainder of the century (see Longworth 1798 Map 3.04 above). Its headway lay just east of the 
Market at the Water Street intersection where, in 1797, it was necessary to “dig out” accumulated 
refuse at the slip head to accommodate ships docking nearby and to pave the surrounding 
walkways at the north and south sides of the slip (MCC 1784-1831, II:340, 403). Near the close 
of the eighteenth century, a number of nearby wharves (constructed by 1789) extended east into 
the river from Water Street, from south to north: Walton’s Wharf, Rose’s Wharf, and Lawrence’s 
Wharf at the south Water Street intersection with Dover Street. These wharves extended across the 
area that would later become Front Street north of Peck Slip. South of Peck Slip, Farmer’s Wharf, 
Bynenck’s Wharf, Crane’s Wharf, Clarke’s Wharf, and Monroe’s Wharf (previously known as 
Schermerhorn’s Wharf) extended from developing Front Street east into the river (see 
Longworth’s 1798 Map 3.04 above).  
 
Seaport workers and residents made up a diverse neighborhood in the eighteenth century. The 
inland blocks, areas not created by landfill but utilized by early city residents, tended to house 
large residential properties of wealthier residents. Some of these homes belonged to owners of 
water lots that lay further to the east, such as Robert Crommeline and the Beekman family. 
Crommeline was a Manhattan-born merchant who inherited a lucrative Dutch trading company 
that grew to occupy multiple locations from Pearl Street to Front Street after 1750 (MCC 1675-
1776, V:330). William Beekman, his son James, and his nephew Gerard Beekman were part of a 
wealthy Manhattan family that grew their fortune through dry goods and seed importing operations 
centered on trade between New York City, the southern states, the Caribbean, and Britain before 
the American Revolution (White 1956:541, 536). After the Revolution, George Washington 
resided at the Samuel Osgood House in the area near Pearl and Dover Streets in 1789, during the 
City’s short tenure as the national capital (The New York Times, 2 May 1899). 
 
Wealthy landowners and merchants mixed with sailors, laborers, and industrial workers in the 
eighteenth century Seaport. In addition to shipwrights and dry goods merchants, the Seaport was 
home to a variety of farmers and butchers selling their goods in marketplaces. Markets were 
located along the water shipping lanes, as sellers conveniently travelled from New Jersey or Long 
Island by boat to sell wares near the docks. These areas provided easy access for sellers and offered 
a convenient dumping ground for organic waste into the open slips and docks of the East River 
waterfront (Cantwell and Wall 2001:226). In 1763 a new market, in addition to the existing Fly 
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Market at Maiden Lane, was opened at Peck Slip’s west head. Wealthy landowners William 
Walton and Jacobus Roosevelt, merchants who owned property at the Pearl Street and Peck Slip 
intersection, paid for the market. The finished structure was the first brick enclosed marketplace 
in the city and served primarily as a meat market (De Voe 1862:303). Contemporary maps provide 
conflicting information as to the Peck Market’s exact location, some placing it at the west side of 
the stretch of Peck Slip approaching Pearl Street while others depict it lying on filled slip land 
closer to Water Street (Ratzer 1776; Holland 1776; McComb 1789). 
 
The American Revolution led to immense changes for the City and its residents at the close of the 
eighteenth century. Many residents fled the city as the Continental Army arrived in February 1776 
to face British forces. As British troops advanced upon Manhattan from Long Island, more 
inhabitants abandoned the city in the face of the eventual arrival of the occupying army. British 
forces entered New York City in September 1776 after defeating General Washington in Brooklyn. 
Six days after the British occupation began, a massive fire erupted near Whitehall Slip and spread 
north and west, where it ultimately destroyed up to 25% of the City’s 4,000 buildings (Schecter 
2002:71-2, 204). The British continued to occupy New York City as a base of North American 
operations, co-opting houses and imprisoning patriots in prison ships in the harbor. When 
Americans took back control after the withdrawal of British forces in 1783, they were faced with 
managing a city with severely damaged infrastructure and trade networks. 
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Map 3.05: Map Showing a Survey of Water Lots laying within the area bounded by Queen St; 

Peck Slip, East River & Beekman Slip (Maerschalck 1749) depicting pier boundaries and 
Corporation property along the south side of developing Peck Slip (Source: Manhattan 

Topographical Bureau – Office of the Manhattan Borough President). 
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NINETEENTH CENTURY 
 
The nineteenth century saw the finalization of the Seaport landform and waterfront footprint as 
well as a rapid increase in commercial and residential density. Trade and construction were 
impacted by the political and social turmoil of the American Revolution at the close of the 
eighteenth century. As a result, the waning years of the eighteenth century were spent revitalizing 
areas damaged during British occupation. In large part a result of these efforts, the first decades of 
the nineteenth century saw a resurgence of trade and mercantile activity. 
 
While the Revolution impaired trade in British and local goods, New York City’s economy quickly 
recovered post-occupation due to its flourishing international Seaport. Vital to the rebounding 
economy was a refocusing of trade on domestic products mixed with the opening of trade routes 
to China. The Old China Trade network opened in 1784 with the first American trade voyage to 
Canton. Freed from British control over their trade industry, American merchants invested in a 
lucrative Southeast Asian exchange network based on tea, ginseng, opium, furs, and porcelains 
(May and Fairbank 1986:260). The opening of the Eerie Canal in 1825 dramatically increased New 
York City’s economic reach, connecting the City’s local and international trade networks with the 
Midwest and California (Finch 1925:7). The Eerie Canal effectively filtered domestic products 
from the western third of the United States to the Seaport for redistribution, vaulting the port into 
the forefront of international trade and sparking a boom in the City’s population and economy. 
This boom launched the heyday of the Seaport’s power and influence (1815-1860) when the 
magnetism of the Seaport’s economic opportunities, as well as the port’s place as a hub of 
international travel, lead to a massive increase in New York’s size and density. The City population 
doubled from around 30,000 in 1790 to over 60,000 by 1800, before rising to over 500,000 by 
1850 (Gibson 1998). 
 
As the Seaport became more crowded and developed, the district struggled to keep up with the 
demands of waste management and basic services. The practice of dumping waste from wharves 
into the East River, as well as periodic refuse disposals into the open slips, created unsanitary 
conditions in the Seaport. Adding to the unsanitary conditions was waste drainage from industrial 
works, tanneries, and leather shops located northwest of the district into the East River and through 
a Peck Slip sewer. The accumulation of trash and lack of clean water was blamed for many of the 
disease epidemics that ravaged the City, especially in the summer months of the late-eighteenth 
and early-nineteenth centuries (Seaman 1804:305). To combat these unsavory conditions, 
residents sought better drainage and waste management solutions, including the dredging of the 
slips to remove refuse ranging from garbage to ship hulks sunken into the waterways (MCC 1784-
1831 I:64; XIII:475). After several failed attempts by various companies and organizations to 
develop a reliable water delivery system to the City’s residents, the Manhattan Company began 
installing wooden water mains in lower Manhattan at the beginning of the nineteenth century. 
However, the Manhattan Company provided private water delivery to individual properties and to 
those that could afford the service. A municipal water delivery system was still well in the future.  
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BURLING SLIP/JOHN STREET 

Burling Slip was filled between Pearl and Water Streets by the close of the eighteenth century, 
though it continued to run between the surrounding developing lots. In 1807, Peter Schermerhorn 
and George Codwise built a pier extending beyond South Street into the East River and shared 
building expenses and docking rights with the City (MCC 1784-1831, IV:471). Despite intensive 
filling in the northern portion of the Seaport and its slips, Burling Slip remained an open waterway 
until 1835. Even toward the end of the slip’s period as a navigable docking area, it remained 
available for vessels up to 150 tons to enter (MCC 1784-1831, XVI:658). When the Common 
Council ordered the slip to be filled in 1835, it appears a drain or sewer was extended across the 
former slip and connected to the East River (MCC 1784-1831). Periods of slip filling were also 
used at Peck Slip as an opportunity to install drainage systems that could easily run to the river 
(see Section VII for a more detailed discussion). A better-documented 5’ by 4’ ovoid sewer line 
was later installed along the south side of Burling Slip in the 1890s (WPA 1937).  
 
BEEKMAN’S SLIP/FULTON STREET 

Following the withdrawal of British forces in 1783, Beekman’s Slip was ordered filled by local 
residents at the Pearl Street intersection. This portion of the slip lay at the foot of properties owned 
originally by Gerardus Beekman and a later area occupant named William Malcom. These local 
residents were ordered to fill the land in 1784 (MCC 1776-1831, I:52). Formalization and 
extension of Fulton Street continued in the early-nineteenth century, as the newly renamed street 
was extended to Pearl Street from Cliff Street between 1815 and 1816 (NYC Register Liber 
111:263). By 1807, Beekman’s Slip had been filled to South Street (MCC 12 May 1806:199; MCC 
4 May 1807). The extension of Fulton Street to Pearl Street from its western extent completed a 
large roadway leading from the interior political and business district of Broadway east to the 
Seaport. 
 
Fulton Street took its name from Robert Fulton, a pioneer of steamboat design and construction 
who opened a ferry line at Fulton and South Street in 1814. The Fulton Ferry Line operated the 
first steamboat connection between Manhattan and Brooklyn, connecting the Seaport to Fulton 
Street, Brooklyn. The line operated until 1924, by which time alternative crossings like the 
Brooklyn and Manhattan Bridges had diverted water traffic from ferry services (Cudahy 
1990:229). Ferry services at Fulton Street and Peck Slip through the nineteenth century added 
pedestrian and commuter traffic to the already bustling market and shipping industries at the 
Seaport. 
 
Major investment in the commercial character of Fulton Street took the form of a series of counting 
houses and warehouses at Fulton Street called Schermerhorn Row. Peter Schermerhorn, a wealthy 
New York merchant, fled the city during the Revolution and returned to locate his ship chandler 
business at Water Street. After becoming involved in the burgeoning banking industry at the close 
of the eighteenth century, he funded construction of a series of warehouses on the south side of 
Fulton Street. The large complex opened in 1811 and was home to a series of storage areas, 
commercial shops, and boarding houses over the next several decades, rented out by Schermerhorn 
and his family (Homberger 2004:237-238). A modified stretch of Schermerhorn’s structures was 
placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1971. 
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Another significant addition to the Seaport in the early-nineteenth century was the Fulton Market. 
The market, occupying the block between Fulton and Beekman Streets and Front and South 
Streets, was built after an 1821 fire damaged most of the wood buildings previously housed on the 
block (Lopate 2004:2). Originally the market sold a variety of goods, with oyster stands lining the 
area and a mix of dry goods, meat, and fish sellers filling the stalls. By the mid-nineteenth century, 
fish sales, previously relegated to a separate market section, overtook the character of the 
marketplace. Butchers and dry goods sellers moved uptown, while the Seaport market became 
known as a destination for sales and on-site consumption of fish and shellfish. In 1869, the 
associates in the fishing industry expanded the market northeast along the dockside of South Street 
to open an addendum known as the Tin Building (Mensch 2007:9, 12). As one of the busiest ports 
in the world, the addition of the Fulton Market and its consolidation of fish sales further increased 
pedestrian and harbor traffic in the Seaport. 
 
CRANE’S WHARF/BEEKMAN STREET 

Crane’s Wharf, the structure that lay in the path of modern Beekman Street, continued to extend 
into the East River into the first decades of the nineteenth century. Poppleton’s 1810s survey shows 
the wharf extending from the completed block between Water and Front Streets and continuing 
into the area that was developing into South Street. In this second decade of the 1800s, water lots 
had been parceled and granted but the process of filling in the blocks surrounding Crane Wharf 
between Front and South Streets was ongoing (Poppleton 1810-1819). In 1822, the Crane Wharf 
area was renamed Beekman Street and formally opened as a paved roadway from Pearl to South 
Streets (MCC 1776-1831, XII:470). By this time, new piers began extending into the East River 
from South Street at Peck Slip and approaching Crane Wharf. These were part of a network of new 
piers constructed in an era when the City Corporation began building or buying existing wharves 
and piers “for public purposes” (MCC 1776-1831, IX:701). The process led to government 
ownership of ferry landings, a profit-making venture where the city leased usage of harbor space 
to ferry operators (Myers 1900:77). 
 
PECK SLIP 

In the first two decades of the nineteenth century, wharf and bulkhead construction quickly closed 
off the shrinking Peck Slip. An 1809 survey showed Peck Slip as an open, even slip with 18’ wide 
piers on its north and south sides corresponding roughly with the 15’ wide modern sidewalks and 
approximately 80’ wide street way (Map 3.06). While the sidewalks are still marked as “piers”, it 
seems the nautical “wharf” designations had fallen out of usage. Within the next decade, a series 
of perpendicular piers appeared at the southeast edge of Peck Slip. A second J.H. Poppleton survey 
map shows a new 27.6’ wide pier extending into the East River after turning from a perpendicular 
angle to the slip, in the area of a structure previously labeled Farmer’s Wharf (Map 3.07). Notes 
from the map margins date the Poppleton survey to July of 181x, with the final digit missing due 
to damage, suggesting a survey date between 1810 and 1819. By this second decade of the 
nineteenth century, Peck Slip’s head had been filled to approximately 45’ from Water Street to lie 
between Water and Front Streets, with 22’ boundaries of either paved sidewalk or piers. A small 
portion of the south side of the slip just east of Front Street jutted into the slipway, forming a 32’ 
by 22’ projection into the open slip.  
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By 1827, Peck Slip’s open waterway was constricted to the area from Front to South Street, with 
a ferry station to Brooklyn built across its opening (Map 3.08). By this time, piers began extending 
into the East River from a nearly continuous South Street using numbered designations. A pier that 
turned at right angles before extending into the river that first appeared on Poppleton’s 1810-1819 
survey was designated Pier Number 24, while a new Pier, Number 25, appeared further south. 
Between 1828 and 1836 the final open portion of Peck Slip was filled to form a continuous run of 
South Street across the Seaport (Colton 1836).  
 
The Peck Slip area shifted in the first half of the eighteenth century from a mix of market and 
shipping services to an area focused on dry goods and international trade. The brick Peck Market 
structure was leveled in 1793 due to disuse as the area at the Peck Slip headway was further filled 
(De Voe 1862:307). While the 1786 New York City Directory listed only two boarders, a 
merchant, and a grocer at Peck Slip, the 1845 edition catalogued shoemakers, chandlers, 
physicians, grocers, mechanics, pottery and hardware sellers, sailors, and a variety of other 
businesses in the Peck Slip area (Franks 1786; Doggett 1845). The rapid expansion of resident 
density and types of businesses in the mid-nineteenth century further reflects the continued rise of 
the Seaport as a hub of international trade. To house, feed, entertain, and employ the growing 
number of workers and residents, landowners quickly filled their water lots and constructed a dense 
network of multi-story structures across the Seaport. 
 
Dominating the mouth of the rapidly shrinking slip by the 1820s was the Ferry Bridge, the 
Manhattan end of a ferry line operating between Peck Slip and Williamsburg, Brooklyn. This line 
was in operation by at least 1827 according to City Surveyor Daniel Ewen’s survey of the same 
year (Map 3.08). This station supplemented the Grand Street Ferry, reportedly running ships every 
ten minutes from the Manhattan station and eventually including a less-frequent New Haven ferry. 
The Williamsburg line operated until 1860 in conjunction with the popular Fulton Street line to 
the south (Prime 1845:349-350) (Image 3.01). 
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Map 3.06: A Map of the Shore of the East River from Peck Slip to Catharine Market (Bridges 

and Poppleton 1809) showing Peck Slip extending to South Street  
with piers along its north and south boundaries. 
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Map 3.07: Survey and water lot map showing extension of piers at south side of Peck Slip  

and a new structure on the slip’s south side near Front Street  
(Untitled: T.H. Poppleton, City Surveyor, 1810 – 1819; Source: Manhattan  

Topographical Bureau – Office of the Manhattan Borough President). 
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Map 3.08: Map showing the shrinking of Peck Slip, numbered piers extending from South Street, 

and establishment of the Brooklyn ferry launch (Untitled: Daniel Ewen, City Surveyor, 1827; 
Source: Manhattan Topographical Bureau – Office of the Manhattan Borough President). 
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Image 3.01: The Peck Slip Ferry launch at South Street in 1850, surrounded by multi-story 

commercial structures. (From NYPL Digital Collections, Image ID: 801623). 
 
LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY DECLINE 
 
The character of the Seaport changed after its boom years of the early- to mid-nineteenth century. 
The advent of steamboat technology allowed for larger cargo vessels to travel more easily amongst 
the changing currents of the New York Harbor. Increasingly, cargo ships had the option of 
travelling up the East and Hudson Rivers to alternate warehouse and shipping locations with larger 
docking areas. The burgeoning American railroad system also diminished the volume of shipping 
at the Seaport as producers shifted commercial freight to overland routes, rather than through the 
canal system (Jones and Moles 1918:10). After the opening of the Brooklyn Bridge in 1883, ferry 
and commuter traffic dropped significantly. Additionally, the bridge’s Manhattan terminus 
bypassed the Seaport entirely, impacting foot traffic in the district and making daily shopping in 
the Seaport stores and markets more of an inconvenience (Mensch 2007:10). As the City’s 
population grew, demographic shifts saw wealthy residents and trendy neighborhoods being drawn 
further uptown, lessening the importance of the Seaport as a shopping and dining district. Now, 
Seaport locals were increasingly immigrant workers and tenement residents with less spending 
power. 
 
Despite a relative decline in economic importance, the Seaport remained a bustling neighborhood 
of commercial and transportation activity. In the second half of the nineteenth century, New York 
City’s streetcar network added the Seaport district to its local horse drawn car routes. The street 
rail system generally carried north-south and crosstown traffic along the growing artery avenues 
using horse- and cable-drawn rail cars. The Seaport was served, beginning in 1852, by horse cars 
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travelling on Second Avenue to the Seaport, the Bowery, and Harlem (Myers 1900:115). Rail lines 
were installed into the roadways through Peck Slip, South Street, Front Street, Pearl Street, and 
Fulton Street before running north and west across town by the late 1870s (Bromley 1879).  
 
TWENTIETH CENTURY 
 
Although the Seaport remained a major trade center, its role shifted from retail to wholesale 
industry as trade demographics changed in the twentieth century. The opening of the Manhattan 
Bridge in 1909 and the burgeoning mass transit system servicing Manhattan and its surrounding 
boroughs continued the attrition of pedestrian traffic in the Seaport area. The increasing variety 
and dropping cost of overland rail and motorized cargo transport saw the ship traffic at the port 
decrease. The Fulton Market opened a new fish market in 1939 at South Street, as the market 
shifted to large-scale wholesale business servicing New York’s restaurant industry (Mensch 
2007:12). While the fish market was still a busy marketplace, nearly 90% of fish began to be 
unloaded via cargo truck rather than boat transportation by the mid-twentieth century as ships 
vessel sizes increased harborage needs and refrigeration allowed longer land travel times (Lopate 
2004:16). As transportation in lower Manhattan became more costly and real estate values 
changed, the Fulton Fish Market moved to Hunts Point in the Bronx, where it continues to operate 
as one of the largest fish markets in the world (Graddy 2006:207). 
 
The twentieth century also brought physical changes to the Seaport landscape. Construction of 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Drive in the 1940s -- an elevated highway along the east side of 
Manhattan -- lead to demolition of many piers that once extended east from the Seaport into the 
East River. Peck Slip, fully paved but still housing abandoned rail lines, was used for motor vehicle 
parking in the unique triangular area left by the original wide mouth of the slip entrance. Bars, 
food vendors, and housing continued to occupy lots around the market and Seaport into the 1950s, 
now dedicated mostly to fish, coal, and small goods shipping that did not involve container 
transport and delivery (Graham 2007:3). 
 
After several decades of decline and lot abandonment, the South Street Seaport Museum was 
founded in 1967 in efforts to preserve the character of the nineteenth century structures 
surrounding Fulton Street (LPC 2004:7). In 1977, the South Street Seaport Historic District was 
established from John Street to Dover Street and Pearl Street to the harbor area (LPC 1977). 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This report encompasses two separate construction projects, the Fulton Street Redevelopment 
Project and the Peck Slip Reconstruction Project1. Nearly all work areas related to the Fulton Street 
Project, and the entirety of the Peck Slip Project, lay within the boundaries of the South Street 
Seaport Historic District.  
 
For both the Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects, an Archaeological Monitoring Plan and an 
Unanticipated Discoveries Plan and Human Remains Protocol (Appendix A, November 2009 and 
Appendix B, August 2011) were developed prior to the beginning of construction. These plans 
served as general guiding documents for both projects, establishing various protocols with regard 
to communication and responsibilities.  
 
GENERAL FIELD METHODS 
 
The landmark status of the South Street Seaport Historic District, and the variety of excavation 
and construction methods used by the project engineers and contractors, led to the utilization of 
various archaeological field methods. Each project had its own construction requirements and the 
construction schedule, procedures, and methods varied between the projects.  
 
Construction personnel from both projects received an archaeological sensitivity training (see 
Appendix C). This provided the construction crews, who would be physically conducting the 
majority of the excavation, with an overview of the history and archaeological sensitivity of the 
areas. The presentations included handouts displaying the types of cultural resources that would 
likely be encountered. Aspects of the established archaeological procedures for the sites, including 
the Unanticipated Discoveries Plan and Human Remains Protocol, were also presented in order 
to ensure proper communication of any discovery. 
 
The Archaeological Monitoring Plans established on-site monitoring as the main form of 
archaeological oversight for both projects. An archaeologist monitored the construction teams 
during all operations involving excavation, documenting the location and extent of work as well 
as recording details of soil stratigraphy and assessing excavation areas for the presence of 
prehistoric or historic materials. Information was recorded using standardized recording forms, 
daily field notes, hand-drawn scaled plan and profile maps, and digital photography. The field 
documentation has been digitized and is included with this report in Appendix E and Appendix F. 
Examples of the standard forms used are provided in Appendix D. 
 
In the event that an archaeological monitor identified potentially significant materials, protocol 
allowed the monitor to temporarily halt excavation in order to better document and assess the 
materials. If the materials were deemed significant, or potentially significant, the archaeologist 
conducted immediate minor excavation and/or collection of material remains to determine the 
extent and content of a deposit or architectural feature. The archaeologist also documented the 
artifact deposit or architectural feature on field forms and through extensive digital photography. 
                                                
1 These are simply referred to as the Fulton Street Project and the Peck Slip Project, respectively. 
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Materials deemed significant on both projects were generally classified as discrete archaeological 
features, large-scale deposits of historic refuse and rubble, and architectural remains. In some 
instances more extensive testing, excavation, and documentation procedures were deemed 
necessary and developed in consultation with the Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC) and 
the New York State Historic Preservation Office (NY SHPO)2. These procedures varied depending 
on the size and location of the identified resource and the extent to which planned construction 
activities were to impact it. Documentation goals generally sought to identify feature boundaries, 
expose the extent of the material within the boundaries of the proposed construction, and collect 
artifacts or samples of identifying materials, e.g. wood samples.  
 
Sometimes documentation involved excavation of test units, used to expose a larger extent of a 
feature’s horizontal elements, determine the depth of deposits or architectural structures, and/or 
assess soil stratigraphy and fill episodes surrounding the significant materials. Trained 
archaeological personnel undertook all archaeological excavation. When trench and feature size 
allowed, test units were excavated in standardized 2’ by 2’ or 3’ by 3’ squares. Sometimes irregular 
trench sizes or immovable utility ducts within trenches required test units to be plotted to other 
sizes to best test feature depths or constituent materials. All non-standard test units were rectilinear 
in shape and quantified in even integers. Soils were excavated stratigraphically and screened 
through ¼-inch hardware mesh. Recovered artifacts were bagged and labeled according to their 
provenience. After the completion of each test unit, representative scaled profiles were hand-drawn 
and the unit was digitally photographed. For larger-scale features, documentation sometimes 
required contractor assistance in order to build safety shoring or move materials with mechanical 
equipment. Any specific strategies or sampling employed for a particular feature or discovery, as 
well as the specifics related to any additional testing or excavation, are discussed within the Field 
Results sections (Chapter V – Fulton Street Field Results and Chapter VI – Peck Slip Field 
Results). 
 
Landfill devices and some water mains were sampled across both projects for dendrochronology 
analysis. The sampling strategy for archaeological features constructed from wood timbers, 
generally cribbing features, included collection of wood cross-section samples. The Lamont-
Doherty Earth Observatory Tree Ring Research Laboratory was contracted to analyze wood 
samples from thirty contexts. Construction contractors assisted the archaeologists in collecting 
three one-inch thick wood cross-sections from the first thirty timber contexts encountered. These 
materials were immediately sent for testing while the excavation proceeded on both projects. 
Though additional wood cross-sections were collected from timber features encountered after the 
first shipment of wood samples, limited project funding prevented additional dendrochronology 
analysis from being performed3. 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                
2 All memos and correspondence are provided in Appendices A and B. 
3 These samples have since been discarded as lack of environmentally controlled long-term storage would lead to 
mold and rot. Samples discarded: Peck Slip FS 56, 57, 58, and 70; Water Street FS 6, 9-21; Fulton Street FS 113, 119, 
140. 
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FIELDWORK SPATIAL DIVISIONS 
 
The Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects were conducted under separate construction contracts and 
involved separate engineering and construction crews. Due to this, excavation work, and therefore 
archaeological work, was conducted and monitored in slightly different ways.  
 
FULTON STREET 
 
Excavation and associated archaeological monitoring for the Fulton Street Project began in 2009 
near the westernmost portion of the project limits near Ryders Alley, west of Cliff Street, and 
tended to proceed east along Fulton Street. Excavation was conducted sporadically, throughout 
individual large trenches (mass excavation) opened to varying depths. These trenches occupied the 
span of a city block (e.g. Ryder’s Alley to Cliff Street) usually along the north side of Fulton Street 
followed by work on the south side of the street. Each area was backfilled before beginning new 
areas. While the portions of the Fulton Street project west of Water Street fall outside the 
boundaries of the South Street Seaport Historic District, the Phase IA assessment found their 
proximity to a variety of documented significant historic resources rendered archaeological 
monitoring of all excavation activities necessary in these areas as well as within the historic district. 
 
Large trenches spanning the east- and west-bound traffic lanes were sometimes excavated in 
piecemeal fashion in order to limit lane and street closures, with portions of the street excavated, 
utility work completed, and the trench backfilled, only to be subsequently reopened and extended 
to new areas eastward. The Fulton Street roadway was generally stripped of its road surface, but 
significant excavation tended to concentrate on ductwork and around water and sewage lines near 
the street boundaries. Areas of complex utility work, conducted for multiple agencies, were 
sometimes opened in multiple excavation, backfilling, and re-excavation phases. The intersection 
of Fulton Street and Water Street saw this type of multiple excavation cycle over the course of a 
two-year period. Additional excavation for the Fulton Street project included trenches tracking 
utility ducts running east down the pedestrian area of Fulton Street to South Street, which included 
hand removal of the Belgian block surface. These stones were reinstalled after excavation, 
construction, and backfilling was completed. 
 
The Fulton Street project and all related activity were documented as a discrete project separate 
from the Peck Slip project.  
 
PECK SLIP 
 
Excavation and associated archaeological monitoring for the Peck Slip Reconstruction Project 
began in August 2011 on the north side of Peck Slip at its intersection with South Street. 
Excavation did not proceed in cardinal directions following this trench, instead it moved between 
various streets within the excavation area according to engineering plans and lane closure 
schedules. Streets were divided into north and south halves and excavated from curb to curb one 
half-street at a time in order to avoid total street shutdowns. Periodically, whole streets were forced 
to close to facilitate single trenches extending across the entire traffic lane. Additionally, shorter, 
narrower trenches were excavated across the project area to conduct smaller-scale utility work or 
to install new catch basins to depths beyond 6’ below surface.  
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All excavation for the Peck Slip Reconstruction Project fell within the boundaries of the South 
Street Seaport Historic District. Belgian block surfaces, which covered most of the area, were 
removed mechanically and re-set following backfilling of major trenches.  
 
Beginning in September of 2011, two construction crews began operating simultaneously within 
separate portions of the Peck Slip project area, necessitating multiple archaeological monitors. The 
secondary crew began excavation at the Beekman Street and South Street intersection before 
proceeding west in a series of overlapping trenches near the modern north and south curb lines.  
 
Following completion of excavation on Beekman Street in March of 2012, the second crew on the 
Peck Slip project moved to excavate the entire extent of Water Street within the APE while the 
original crew continued to operate on other portions of the Peck project area. Water Street work 
involved excavation of the entire street bed between Beekman Street and Dover Street, beginning 
at the Beekman Street intersection. The completed portions of Water Street were backfilled 
periodically as excavation proceeded east.  
 
As monitoring and excavation were conducted simultaneously along Peck Slip and either Beekman 
Street or Water Street, each of these areas was treated separately for documentation purposes. Each 
of these areas has its own set of documentation with its own feature and provenience logs and 
artifact database. The Beekman Street, Water Street, and Peck Slip excavation results are presented 
as separate areas but are combined under the umbrella of the Peck Slip Project for general 
discussion purposes within this report. 
 
The Peck Slip project and all related activity were documented as a discrete project separate from 
the Fulton Street project.  
 
LABORATORY PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 
 
All recovered artifacts were placed in 4-mm-thick archival plastic bags labeled according to 
provenience (location, trench or test unit number, stratum, date, and archaeological excavator 
initials). Artifact materials and faunal remains were bagged separately in the field.  
 
While in the field, each artifact bag was assigned an FS number unique to each context. This 
number was entered into a provenience table with identifying information for each context. The 
fields in the provenience table include: FS number, unit or test unit number, stratum, level, number 
of artifact bags, date, and excavator initials. Each project maintained its own FS log. Within the 
Peck Slip Project, Peck Slip, Beekman Street, and Water Street have distinct FS logs due to 
concurrent, separate excavations in these areas. 
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MATERIALS 
 
Artifact processing began upon arrival at the Chrysalis facility in Brooklyn, New York. 
Technicians processed the artifacts using standard archaeological techniques: artifacts were 
washed using soft-bristle brushes and water before air-drying on racks. After cleaning, a basic 
level of analysis was utilized to identify the following artifact characteristics: general functional 
group (e.g., household); object form (e.g., bottle); material composition (e.g., common glass); ware 
type, if applicable, for ceramics (e.g., whiteware); decoration (e.g., embossed); manufacturing 
technique (e.g., machine mold-blown); date of manufacture (e.g., 1790–1830); maker’s marks, if 
present; and number of artifacts of each type within each context. Analysts entered this data 
directly into a Microsoft Access database (Appendix G and Appendix H). Each line of data 
received its own entry number. This entry number was written on 4-mm-thick, acid-free 
polyethylene bags with zipper-locking closures. Each entered artifact was bagged separately 
within larger bags containing the surrounding context in order to facilitate retrieval of artifacts for 
exhibit or study. Fragile items were wrapped in archival tissue paper. Each context bag was 
organized in ascending order within heavy-duty, double-walled, acid-free storage boxes labeled 
with site, context, and catalog number. Some mending of artifacts occurred within specific 
contexts to facilitate exhibition or artifact photography. These items were mended with Acryloid 
(Paraloid) B-72 archival resin. 
 
Please note that budgetary restrictions prevented staff from engaging in some in-depth artifact 
analyses, such as use-wear or comprehensive cross-mending within feature deposits, for ceramic, 
glass, and other artifact types. Faunal analysis, discussed below, and GIS mapping were also 
excluded. Additionally, there was no budget for consultation with area specialists, though an early 
dendrochronology analysis was conducted by the Tree-Ring Laboratory, Lamont-Doherty Earth 
Observatory Columbia University in 2013 (Appendix K).  
 
DATABASE 
 
While in the field, artifact bags were assigned an FS number unique to each context. This number 
was entered into a Provenience Table with identifying information for each context as part of the 
Microsoft Access database.  
 
The Microsoft Access inventory forms used to catalog artifacts employed uniform menus that 
include standard terms (e.g., earthenware, pearlware, etc.) in order to create consistent entries 
across the wider database. The inventory forms could also accept unique terms when necessary to 
accommodate unusual artifacts or attributes. The program automatically assigned individual 
record numbers to each entry as it was created. Chrysalis maintained a daily backup file of all data 
across multiple storage servers. 
 
The entry fields required for each cataloged artifact are as follows: 
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FS Number: This is the unique number that was assigned to each context in the field. This number, 
followed by a decimal point and the assigned entry number, serve as the artifact catalog number. 
The Provenience Table within the database includes every FS within the site for cross-referencing. 
 
Entry Number: This is the individual consecutive number assigned during analysis to each record 
forming part of the catalog number. The artifact(s) described in each record were bagged separately 
within each unique FS context, and the FS and entry numbers were written on the bags in order to 
facilitate organization.  
 
Date: The Microsoft Access program assigned date-of-entry automatically. 
 
Quantity: This is the number of artifacts/fragments compromising each record.  
 
Category: This field records functional groups. It is designed to classify artifacts into broad 
functional categories: Architectural, Activities, Arms, Clothing, Commercial, Debitage, Electrical, 
Faunal, Flora, Fuel, Funerary, Furnishings, Hardware, Household, Indeterminate, Manufacturing, 
Medical, Ornament/Decorative, Other, Personal, Sample, Sanitary, Tack, Tools & Equipment, 
Toy/Recreation, Transportation, and Unclassifiable. Definitions of these groups are available in 
Table 4.01. 
 
Object: This field records specific shape and identity of objects, e.g. Nail, Button, Coal, etc. For 
less complete artifacts fragments, this field records generalized categories related to an object’s 
identity, e.g. Hollowware.  
 
Material: This field records information about the artifacts’ material type(s), e.g., Coarse 
Earthenware, Lead Glass, Aluminum, etc.  
 
The following fields were not always included for each artifact but were assigned as fully as 
possible based on the characteristics of each artifact: 
 
Ware: This field records ware types, e.g. Pearlware, Porcelain, Chinese Export, British Buff-
Bodied Slipware, etc.  
 
Decoration I: Information about the main form of decoration on an artifact is entered in this field, 
e.g., Engraved, Embossed, Transfer-Printed, etc. 
 
Decoration II: This field is used to describe any additional type of decoration or to expand upon 
the elements described in the Decoration I field. There may be overlap between the two fields.  
 
Color: This field describes the colors of decorations or of the object itself. This would include the 
color of glazes or transfer-printing color. 
 
Pattern: This field describes identifiable patterns or motifs, if possible, e.g. Dot, Diaper & Basket, 
Chinese Landscape, Floral, etc. 
 
Form: This field describes the portion of the artifact remaining, e.g. base, body, rim, etc. 
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Manufacture Technique: This field describes the manufacturing process used to create the 
artifact, if it can be determined, e.g. Free Blown. 
 
Date Range: This field, indicating earliest and latest production dates, was filled in when 
manufacturing date ranges could be determined based on an artifact’s object type, manufacturing 
technique, decoration, maker’s mark, or other identifying attribute. 
 
Dated By: This field indicates what characteristic of the artifact’s Date Range, if determined, was 
based upon, e.g. ware, decoration, manufacture technique. 
 
Reference: This field describes the source utilized to identify the production dates for the artifact, 
if possible. The principal sources used to determine dates were Miller et al. 2000, Azizi et al 1996, 
and Noël Hume 1969. Other sources used are noted as applicable. 
 
Notes: This is an open text field used to record details about objects, maker’s or other marks, and 
any information useful for analysis and interpretation. 
 
Table 4.01: Definition of Artifact Groups.  
GROUP DESCRIPTION 
Activities A broad category for things people do (but not manufacturing, 

commerce, or games). 
Architectural The more or less permanent components of buildings and other 

structures, such as bridges. Also any sorts of drain pipes and roof, floor, 
and wall tiles. 

Arms Artifacts related to firearms, including projectiles and artillery. 
Clothing Artifacts used for covering the human body. 
Commercial/Communication Commerce and money.  
Cracked Rock Cracked rock resulting from cultural activities involving heat 

and/or fire 
Debitage All lithic debitage: flakes, shatter, tested material, split cobbles 
Electrical Electrical wiring, insulators, light bulbs, switches, and switch covers. 
Faunal Species used normally as food. 
Flora Nuts, seeds, etc. 
Fuel Things used to create heat (coal, coal cinders). Not charcoal because 

this could be accidental rather than deliberate burning. Prehistoric 
(FCR) 

Funerary Artifacts associated with burial practices such as coffin hardware, 
planks, name plates, tomb stones, etc. 

Furnishings Furniture, hardware, household accessories, plumbing fixtures, window 
or door coverings 

Hardware A broad category for all sorts of fasteners (except nails and spikes), 
easily removable parts of buildings and furniture (almost always 
metal), decorative elements, etc. 

Household Any artifacts used for food preparation, storage, service, and 
consumption. 

Indeterminate Unidentifiable artifacts such as metal fragments. 
Lighting Anything associated with producing artificial light, except for electrical 

light. 
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GROUP DESCRIPTION 
Manufacturing Machine parts, kiln furniture and wasters, by-products of making things 

in a craft, proto-industrial or industrial fashion. Slag except coal slag. 
Medical Medicinal and pharmaceutical artifacts. 
Ornamental/Decorative  Decorative items e.g. figurines, flowerpots, etc.  
Other Things that don’t fit into any other category. Justification for 

designation described in Notes field. 
Personal Artifacts associated with use by one person or artifacts contributing to 

individuals' identities. 
Sample C-14 samples, soil samples, unpicked light floatation fraction. 
Sanitary Chamber pots, soap dishes, toothpaste pots, wash basins, and ewers. 
Tack Anything related to horses and other draft or riding animals. 
Tools & Equipment Hand tools used to make other things or to manipulate the physical 

world. Prehistoric: Bifaces, Points, Unifacial Tools, Cores, etc. 
Toys/Recreation All toys, sporting equipment, and gaming pieces 
Transportation Cars, trucks, railroad (but not spikes unless sure they are railroad). 
Unclassifiable  Artifact remnants with unknown functions, multiple use artifacts  

 
FAUNAL 
 
Upon arrival at the laboratory facility, the faunal remains still covered in dirt were allowed to air 
dry and the remaining soil was removed with brushes. Analysis of the faunal remains by Chrysalis 
Archaeology was limited due to restricted project funding and is not a part of the final report4.  
 
However, a basic level of analysis by technicians was utilized to identify the following 
characteristics included in the artifact inventory for each project: species/class (if possible), 
skeletal element/form (if possible), and evidence of butchery. Fragments were identified as far as 
taxonomically possible, but most mammal ribs, long bone shaft fragments, and vertebral fragments 
were assigned to “large mammal” (cattle or horse sized), “medium mammal” (sheep, goat, pig, or 
large dog sized), and “small mammal” (small dog or fox sized) categories. Only elements 
positively identifiable were assigned to species.  
 
No human remains were identified within the assemblage. 
 
All information was recorded in the same Microsoft Access database as the rest of the material 
assemblage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                
4 Subsequent analysis of the faunal remains uncovered during excavation should be considered an important avenue 
of future research. 
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THE COLLECTION 
 
The final destination of the Peck Slip and Fulton Street collections is anticipated to be the New 
York City Archaeological Repository at 114 W. 47th Street, New York, NY. Standardization of 
storage requirements within the repository was in process during the course of these projects. 
However, attempts were made to address the preliminary draft procedures that were provided to 
the archaeological community in Fall 2014. As part of anticipated regulation changes, all like 
materials within the collection were organized within separate bags before being placed within a 
larger context bag. All metal items have been separated into separate plastic bags within context 
boxes. Additionally, efforts have been made to reduce the total weight of individual boxes.  
 
REPORT 
 
It was proposed by LPC, toward the end of fieldwork for both projects, that the reporting of the 
Fulton Street and Peck Slip Reconstruction projects be combined into a single report. This led to 
several challenges, as each project was conducted separately and maintained different schedules, 
methods, budgets, and other practical aspects. As several years of planning and fieldwork had 
already been completed for each project when this decision was made, both projects continued to 
be documented and recorded separately.  
 
The Fulton Street and Peck Slip Projects each have their own set of documentation, completed in 
the field. This includes separate provenience (FS) logs, feature logs, trench designations, and 
photography logs. Combining this information into a single report created some difficulties in 
presenting information clearly. For example, both the Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects 
numbered excavation features sequentially, beginning with the number 1. Within the Peck Slip 
project limits, concurrent excavation in multiple locations necessitated creation of area-specific 
documentation, resulting in separate Peck Slip, Beekman Street, and Water Street field logs and 
databases. In order to distinguish between features and trenches sharing the same numbered 
designations, area-specific preface tags were added to all designations within this report (Table 
4.02). Fulton Street features are prefaced with the initials FL, for example, FL Feature 01. Trenches 
and features documented around Peck Slip are prefaced with the initials PS. Beekman Street and 
Water Street trenches and features are prefaced with the initials BK and WS, respectively. Prefaces 
were added after completion of fieldwork and do not extend to the field documentation.  
 
Table 4.02: Preface/site identification. 

PROJECT (AREA) PREFACE 
Fulton Street FL 
Peck Slip PS 
Beekman Street BK 
Water Street WS 
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Prefaces have not been added to the artifact catalogs for each project. When referenced, each 
catalog and catalog number is identified by its project, for example, Fulton Street FS01 and Peck 
Slip FS01. The preface system was not extended to the project catalogs because there was no 
feasible way to re-label both the Microsoft Access databases and the individual artifacts that had 
been hand-labeled with a new set of designations without expending time budgeted to other 
portions of the project analysis.  
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V. FULTON STREET PROJECT FIELD RESULTS 
 
INTRODUCTION 

The Reconstruction of Fulton Street Project (Fulton Street Project) began in 2009 and included the 
span of Fulton Street from Ryders Alley to South Street. Additional excavation also occurred along 
Little Pearl Street1 between Fulton Street and Beekman Street as well as in small portions of Water 
Street north of Fulton Street within the pedestrian mall and south of Fulton Street (Map 5.01). 
Excavation and construction work occurred from late 2009 until mid-2014. 
 
Throughout the project, excavation occurred both mechanically and by hand in areas where the 
density of utilities prevented the use of a backhoe. All excavation was archaeologically monitored. 
In several instances, excavation work did not continue in a linear manner through a block; some 
areas were partially excavated and back-filled until another phase of excavation or utility work 
necessitated re-excavation and expansion. In some areas, excavation of a single block occurred 
sporadically over the course of a year or more. Based on the nature of the construction excavation, 
which influenced the outcome of archaeological recovery and documentation, this section is 
structured to provide a general interpretive and technical discussion of each geographic block, 
followed by a discussion of the individual features found within that block. The Fulton Street 
project is divided into six geographic blocks: 

� Fulton Street between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street 
� Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street 
� Little Pearl Street between Fulton Street and Beekman Street 
� Fulton Street between Pearl Street and Water Street 
� Fulton Street between Water Street and Front Street 
� Fulton Street between Front Street and South Street 

 
During the course of Fulton Street excavation, 86 features (Table 5.01) were exposed and 
documented and 30,414 artifacts recovered. Among the most significant discoveries found were 
at least two intact eighteenth through early-nineteenth century streetscape areas. Archaeological 
features recovered included house foundations, a water well, cistern and possible boat slip. Other 
significant discoveries included a primary deposition event from a turn-of-the-nineteenth-century 
boarding house, narrowly dated to between 1806 and 1815. Also excavated was a large late-
eighteenth century fill deposit representing materials from the homes and businesses at the head 
of Beekman Slip.  
 
For Fulton Street Project specific methodology, documentation, results, and conclusions, please 
consult Fulton Street Project’s fieldwork spatial division (Chapter 4.3), Fulton Street Project Field 
Results (Chapter V), Fulton Street Project artifact analysis (Chapter 7.1-7.117), Archaeological 
Testing Plans, Procedures and Memorandums (Appendix A), Field Maps and Notes (Appendix E) 
and the Fulton Street Project Artifact Inventory (Appendix G). All Peck Slip related sections of 
this report will be listed in Peck Slip Chapter VII. 

                                                
1 As part of this project, Little Pearl Street was de-mapped and no longer exists. Previously it acted as a connecting 
street between Pearl Street at Fulton Street and Pearl Street at Beekman Street.  
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Map 5.01: Map of past and present South Street Seaport project areas including  
Beekman Street/Wall Street Water Main Project (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007);  

Fulton Street Project highlighted in blue. 
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Table 5.01 Fulton Street Project Archaeological Features. 
FEATURE # LOCATION/BLOCK 

BOUNDARIES  
DESCRIPTION/COMMENTS 

FL 1 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Fieldstone wall 

FL 2 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Rough cut granite block wall 

FL 3 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Cinder block wall and attached corrugated iron 
sheet 

FL 4 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Brick wall/arch 

FL 5 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Brick footing or other structure 

FL 6 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Fieldstone wall (test units done at this wall) 

FL 7 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Concrete floor 

FL 8 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Ink bottle deposit 

FL 9 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Cobblestone surface 

FL 10 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Fieldstone wall (westernmost) 

FL 11 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Fieldstone wall 

FL 12 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Brick wall 

FL 13 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Fieldstone wall (east of Feature FL 6) 

FL 14 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Fieldstone wall 

FL 15 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Fieldstone wall 

FL 16 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Fieldstone wall 

FL 17 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Concrete wall (E/W) 

FL 18 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Brick column 

FL 19 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Brick wall (trapezoidal) 

FL 20 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Brick wall and column 
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FEATURE # LOCATION/BLOCK 
BOUNDARIES  

DESCRIPTION/COMMENTS 

FL 21 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Stone and brick barrel vault 

FL 22 Cliff Street to Pearl Street Fieldstone wall (E/W) 
FL 23 Cliff Street to Pearl Street Fieldstone wall (E/W) 
FL 24 Cliff Street to Pearl Street Rough cut granite block and fieldstone corner 

structure 
FL 25 Cliff Street to Pearl Street Rough cut granite block wall  
FL 26 Cliff Street to Pearl Street Brick column 
FL 27 Cliff Street to Pearl Street Brick column 
FL 28 Cliff Street to Pearl Street Brick wall with granite capstone (E/W) 
FL 29 Cliff Street to Pearl Street Brick wall 
FL 30 Cliff Street to Pearl Street Brick wall and bluestone surface 
FL 31 Cliff Street to Pearl Street Concrete wall with footer 
FL 32 Cliff Street intersection Brick sewer 
FL 33 Cliff Street to Pearl 

Street, south side 
Brick wall (E/W) 

FL 34 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Brick wall (E/W) 

FL 35 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Brick wall (E/W) 

FL 36 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Sheet deposit  

FL 37 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Faunal deposit  

FL 38 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Fieldstone wall (testing done at this wall) 

FL 39 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Well 

FL 40 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Well  

FL 41 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Fieldstone wall 

FL 42 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Artifact deposit by steam pipe and Feature FL 43 

FL 43 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Fieldstone wall associated with Feature FL 42 

FL 44 South Street to Front 
Street 

Bottle deposit 

FL 45 South Street to Front 
Street 

Cribbing/wooden landfill or waterfront structure 
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FEATURE # LOCATION/BLOCK 
BOUNDARIES  

DESCRIPTION/COMMENTS 

FL 46 Pearl/Fulton Street 
intersection 

19th century brick Edison manhole 

FL 47 Front Street to Water 
Street 

Wooden landfill or waterfront structure 

FL 48 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Fieldstone wall 

FL 49 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Fieldstone wall 

FL 50 Cliff Street to Pearl 
Street, south side 

Builder’s trench for Feature FL 49 

FL 51 Front Street to Water 
Street 

Artifact deposit (subsumed by Feature FL 85) 

FL 52 Pearl Street to Water 
Street, south side 

Brick wall at CL, probably associated with Feature 
FL 55 

FL 53 Pearl Street to Water 
Street, south side 

Wood “posts” in fill or part of structure 

FL 54 Pearl Street to Water 
Street, south side 

Wood platform/structure 

FL 55 Pearl Street to Water 
Street, south side 

Brick wall at CL, probably associated with Feature 
FL 52 

FL 56 Water Street to Front 
Street, at pedestrian 
Water Street 

Artifact deposit beneath wooden water main 
(subsumed by Feature FL 85) 

FL57 Water Street to Front 
Street, north side, at 
intersection of 
Pearl/Water Streets 

Cistern 

FL 58 Water Street to Front 
Street, north side, at 
intersection of 
Pearl/Water Streets 

Wharf or wooden landfill structure 

FL 59 Water Street, south of 
Fulton Street 

Brick wall 

FL 60 Water to Front, NS at 
Fulton/Pearl intersection 

Fieldstone foundation with slate facing and brick 
interior platform 

FL 61 Water Street to Front 
Street, south street at 
Fulton/Water intersection 

Deposit (subsumed by Feature FL 85) 

FL 62 Fulton/Water Streets at 
(Pearl) intersection, 
northwest side 

Small concentration of artifacts beneath wooden 
utility ducts 

FL 63 Ryder's Alley to Cliff 
Street, north side 

Brick wall  
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FEATURE # LOCATION/BLOCK 
BOUNDARIES  

DESCRIPTION/COMMENTS 

FL 64 Fulton Street at Little 
Pearl Street 

Brick footing, trapezoid  

FL 65 Fulton Street at Little 
Pearl Street 

Brick and stone foundation with steel I-beam, 
connected brick footing  

FL 66 Fulton Street at Little 
Pearl Street 

Brick footing, trapezoid, partly destroyed 

FL 67 Fulton Street at Little 
Pearl Street 

Stone foundation with brick component, possibly 
footing  

FL 68 Fulton Street at Little 
Pearl Street 

Brick footing, trapezoid, abutting Feature FL 69  

FL 69 Fulton Street at Little 
Pearl Street 

Double brick barrel vault  

FL 70 Fulton Street at Little 
Pearl Street 

Stone foundation with tar waterproofing  

FL 71 Fulton Street at Little 
Pearl Street 

Brick footing  

FL 72 Fulton Street at Little 
Pearl Street 

Fieldstone wall  

FL 73 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

N/S wall, brick and stone layers  

FL 74 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

Short brick wall  

FL 75 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

E/W brick wall remnant with mortar facing and 
concrete footer  

FL 76 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

N/S brick wall remnant  

FL 77 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

Concrete and granite slab/frame  

FL 78 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

E/W brick wall, single layer  

FL 79 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

Brick possible shaft feature  

FL 80 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

Brick steps  
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FEATURE # LOCATION/BLOCK 
BOUNDARIES  

DESCRIPTION/COMMENTS 

FL 81 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

Stone and brick platform with granite capstone  

FL 82 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

Brick wall and corner or column with bluestone 
floor surface  

FL 83 Little Pearl to Pearl 
Street, north side of 
Fulton 

 N/S brick and stone wall remnant  

FL 84 Front Street to Water 
Street at pedestrian Water 
Street 

Wooden water main, formerly Fulton Street FS 150 
and 154 

FL 85 Front Street to Water 
Street 

Large deposit, subsumes Features FL 51, FL 56 and 
FL 61, and more than 50 FS #s 

FL 86 Front Street, south side of 
Fulton 

Wooden water main, formerly Fulton Street FS101 
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FULTON STREET BETWEEN RYDERS ALLEY AND CLIFF STREET 

Excavation for utility upgrades and streetscape improvements occurred throughout the block of 
Fulton Street between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street (Maps 5.02 and 5.03). Work was done in 
several stages, involving both mass excavation and more limited trench excavation. Mass 
excavation to a minimum depth of at least 1.52m (5’) bgs1 impacted the entire south side of the 
block, from the curb line to approximately 7.62m (25’) north of the curb into the street (Image 
5.01). Three small areas on this side of the street, approximately 1.83m by 1.83m (6’ by 6’) each, 
were excavated to 2.74m (9’) bgs. Excavation on the north side of the block was less uniform. The 
east end, near Cliff Street, was mass excavated to a depth of 1.52m (5’) bgs. Five small test units 
were excavated along, or in proximity to, the existing north sidewalk to a depth of 1.22m - 1.52m 
(4’ - 5’) bgs. Three east-west oriented trenches were opened in the center and north-central portion 
of the street, each extending to a depth of 3.05m - 3.35m (10’ - 11’) bgs (Images 5.02, 5.03 and 
5.04).  
 
Excavation was conducted mainly by machine (backhoe), but laborers manually excavated with 
shovels where utilities made mechanical excavation impractical. Where depths exceeded 1.52m 
(5’) bgs, wooden sheeting was installed to shore trench walls, which obscured the visibility of the 
stratigraphy. In the approximate center of the block, an existing east-west concrete wall served as 
the southern trench boundary. 
 
There was substantial modern utility disturbance in all areas of this block to a depth of 1.52m (5’) 
bgs, resulting in inconsistent stratigraphy in many areas. Most utility disturbances ran east to west 
along the course of Fulton Street and contained several utilities, including a number of abandoned 
cast iron mains, one of which was installed in 1872. Several manholes were scattered throughout 
the block, and concrete-encased steam ducts were present throughout the south side of the area 
and crossed Fulton Street to the north curb line at the west end of the block. Con Edison steam 
pipe facilities were the only pre-existing disturbance below 1.52m (5’) bgs in the south side of the 
street. Along the north side of the street, there was evidence of earlier utility disturbance at depths 
greater than 1.52m (5’) bgs. There were also a series of demolished historical basements that 
extended beyond 1.52 (5’) bgs.  
 

                                                
1 Ground surface was used as the site-wide datum and refers to the pre-construction road surface, unless otherwise 
specified. 
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Map 5.02: Fulton Street between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street - archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 5.03: Fulton Street between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street – excavation trenches in plan view.
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Image 5.01: Mass excavation on the south side of Fulton Street  

between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street, looking east. 
 

 
Image 5.02: Excavation on north side of Fulton Street, looking west. 
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Image 5.03: Mass excavation on the north side of Fulton Street  

between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street, at Cliff Street, looking east. 
 

 
Image 5.04: Excavation at center-north of Fulton Street near Ryders Alley, looking southwest. 
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The majority of soils observed in Fulton Street between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street were clean, 
modern (early-mid to late-twentieth century) utility fills (Tables 5.02 and 5.03). All of these were 
sand or loamy sand soils varying in color from yellowish-brown or rusty-brown to light tan to 
golden. Inclusions in these soils were limited to small rocks, gravel and pebbles typical of modern, 
regulated utility fills. In many areas, cuts for the modern utilities were visible and undisturbed, 
depicting the patchwork of utility-related subsurface activity that occurred in the mid- to late-
twentieth century. Other soils in this block were varying shades of reddish-brown loamy sandy 
fill, often with heavy inclusions or pockets of demolition debris, including bricks and mortar. 
Throughout the Fulton Street project, these reddish-brown soils appeared to be related to early-
modern (late-nineteenth to early-twentieth century) fill incidents based on their association with 
older utilities. The pre-existing roadway consisted of a concrete roadbed with an asphalt surface, 
and typically measured up to .30m (1’) thick. In some areas near the center of the street, Belgian 
block was visible below the concrete road base. The Belgian block corresponded to areas with less 
modern utility disturbance, indicating that this material represented the early-modern road surface.  
 
Table 5.02: North side Fulton Street between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street, general stratigraphy. 

STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .30m  

(0 - 1’) 
N/A Asphalt paving, concrete road bed. 

II .30m - 
3.05m (1’ - 
10’) 

5 YR 4/3 Loamy sand fill with gravel, pebble and small to medium rock 
inclusions, bricks and brick dust; clean sand fill around modern 
utility disturbance (above 2.44m [8’]). 

 
Table 5.03: South side Fulton Street between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street, general stratigraphy. 

STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .30m  

(0 - 1’) 
N/A Asphalt paving, concrete road bed. 

II 0 - .30m  
(0 - 1’)  

10 YR 3/3  Loamy sand with heavy gravel inclusions. 

III .30m - 
1.52m  
(1’ - 5’) 

5 YR 4/3 Loamy sand fill with gravel, pebble and small to medium rock 
inclusions, bricks and brick dust; clean sand fill around modern 
utility disturbance.  

 
The north side of the street contained substantial deposits of building debris in multiple areas. The 
majority of the debris consisted of early-modern (late-nineteenth to early-twentieth century) 
bricks. These bricks typically measured 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”). Many of the 
bricks exhibited frogged manufacturer’s stamps, largely from various Hudson River brick makers, 
who supplied a good deal of the city’s brick in the nineteenth century (Hutton 2003:12). Some of 
the manufacturers represented were Lahey, Rose, Denning’s Point (DPBW), Hutton, Juan Jacinto 
Jova (JJJ), Main, and Terry Brothers.  
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Other debris consisted of mortar chunks, plaster, fieldstone, bluestone, carved limestone decorative 
architectural elements, wood, iron cellar doors, sidewalk vault lights with circular glass insets, and 
a substantial amount of thick window glass, some of which retained the remnants of painted 
signage (Images 5.05 and 5.06). Iron and wooden machinery and gears were also present among 
the debris. None of this machinery was intact to allow for identification of its original use or 
purpose. The architectural debris was consistent with nineteenth century construction, based on 
the characteristics and types of materials. The debris most likely came from demolition events 
when Fulton Street was widened in the 1960s and possibly from similar changes to the streetscape 
in the 1970s. Although the regulation of fill materials should have prevented the use of soil 
containing large amounts of architectural debris, in practice, soils from a demolition site were often 
used as an expedient fill. 
 

 

 
Image 5.05: Architectural molding found among the demolition debris. 
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Image 5.06: Segment of an iron vault light, one of several  

found along the north side of Fulton Street. 
 

Twenty-two features were identified within Fulton Street between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street, 
despite the extensive utility interference (see Table 5.01 and Features: 5.21-5.52). Among these 
were remnants of the basements and foundations of the buildings that lined the north side of the 
street in the nineteenth through the mid-twentieth centuries. Fulton Street was widened in 1966 as 
part of the revitalization of the downtown financial district in association with the building of the 
World Trade Center (HPI 2007:20; Foster 2013). The north curb line was moved northward by 
approximately 10.67m (35’), stranding the extant buildings within the area designated for the new 
street bed (Map 5.04). The existing lots were shortened and the buildings on the north side of 
Fulton Street between Gold Street and Pearl Street were torn down (HPI 2007:20). All of these 
features were found on the north side of the street, or in the center area of the street (at the north 
edge of the south side of mass excavation).  
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Map 5.04: Maps of the City of New York (Volume I, Plate 5) (William Perris 1857) showing 

north side of Fulton Street between Gold Street and Cliff Street with modern curb line in black  
(NYPL Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division). 
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Some features were exposed directly beneath the concrete road base, and many were extant to 
3.05m+ (10’+) bgs. Features within this context consisted of the remnants of a series of basement 
rooms; walls made of stone, brick and/or concrete; a brick and stone barrel vault and an intact 
artifact deposit (Map 5.02). None of the architectural features was associated with in situ artifacts, 
with the exception of one foundation and its associated floor surface. The intact sub-floor deposit 
(Feature FL 8) consisted mainly of hundreds of glass ink bottles, some still containing ink, found 
beneath a concrete basement floor (Image 5.07). Some of the older fill encountered in the area had 
sparsely distributed artifacts that would have been re-deposited along with the fill materials. These 
contexts reveal information about fill episodes and waste materials but cannot be directly 
associated with specific architectural features.  
 

 
Image 5.07: Excavation of intact Feature FL 8 deposit of ink bottles. 

 
Eighteenth century maps display scattered freestanding structures along the north side of Fulton 
Street (for example, Map 3.02: Lyne 1731 and Map 5.24: Grim 1813). In the early nineteenth 
century, the block was divided into lots and sold, altering property lines that likely resulted in the 
demolition of existing buildings. The interconnected nature of the basements unearthed during this 
project confirms that they are the remains of the nineteenth century structures, not the isolated, 
freestanding eighteenth century buildings shown on earlier maps. Records of conveyance located 
in the New York City Register’s Office show that lots on the north side of the street were being 
sold by 1826 (NYC Register’s Office, Liber 31, Page 133). Construction materials, including 
similar stone and mortar used in several walls, support the conclusion that portions of the basement 
structures were built around this time. 
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These remains demonstrate that the subsurface features were not removed when the above ground 
portions of the structures were demolished. Rather, they were left largely intact, although they 
were subsequently damaged by multiple episodes of utility work. At the time the buildings were 
demolished, workers apparently used demolition debris from the standing structures as an 
expedient fill for the basement spaces. This accounts for the extensive brick, mortar, iron, granite 
and other architectural materials found throughout the block.  
 
The basement rooms and associated structures identified on the north side of Fulton Street between 
Ryders Alley and Cliff Street incorporated construction materials that ranged from the early-
nineteenth to early-twentieth centuries, chronicling more than a century of construction events. 
Fieldstone, sandy mortar with large chunks of lime, and brick were the earliest documented 
materials, likely dating from the early 1800s (Gilbert, personal communication 2010; Appendix 
L) (Image 5.08). Later nineteenth or early-twentieth century bricks, identified by frogged 
manufacturers’ marks, were observed in several walls and columns in the area (Image 5.09).  
 

 
Image 5.08: Close-up of earlier stone and mortar building materials from basement features 

along the north side of Fulton Street between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street. 
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Image 5.09: Late-nineteenth century brick with frogged manufacturer’s mark recovered from 
basement features along the north side of Fulton Street between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street.  

 
The archaeological evidence demonstrates that the original buildings had fieldstone basement 
foundations, possibly with some brick elements, and cobblestone floors set in the natural sandy 
substratum. The basements included sidewalk vaults typical of nineteenth century buildings in the 
city. Features FL 1, FL 10, FL 11, and FL 13 through FL 16 were likely part of these original 
structures, with Feature FL 9 representing the floor surface (Map 5.02). The concurrence of the 
vault feature with the basements is evident from the structural integration of the barrel vault 
(Feature FL 21) with the westernmost wall (Feature FL 10).  
 
It appears that alterations were made to these basements during the later nineteenth century. 
Several of the columns and walls (Features FL 18, FL 19, FL 20 and FL 63) contained brick with 
frogged manufacturer’s marks. These types of marks were first used in the 1880s (Gilbert, personal 
communication, 2010). Thus, given that the bricks post-date the original construction, these were 
mostly likely internal and non-load-bearing walls built to divide the rooms into smaller units. The 
purpose of the columns is less clear. It is unlikely that a non-structural element of this type would 
be found in a basement, suggesting that they were perhaps built as shoring to support sagging 
floors overhead.  
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The concrete wall identified running through the center of Fulton Street (Feature FL 17) (Map 
5.02) was probably built in the early-twentieth century, as it was internally reinforced with steel 
rebar in a form not widely utilized until the first decades of the 1900s (The Concrete Society 2014). 
The rebar was dark gray with straight raised ridges, unlike the lighter, crosshatched rebar common 
today. The construction contractor identified this material as likely produced pre-1920s, although 
this date could not be confirmed (Image 5.10). This type of rebar may have been used as late as 
the 1950s (Hool and Johnson 1920:962; Erlemann 2001:3-4). Further, according to the 
construction contractor, the concrete used was also typical of older material, as it contained large 
aggregate. 
 
The concrete wall may have been constructed as a replacement for the existing exterior wall 
formed by the southern edge of the barrel vault (Feature FL 21). It appears that construction was 
conducted on several properties at one time, as the wall spans a minimum of five historic addresses. 
It is not known whether the properties had a common owner when this structure was built, as the 
wall’s construction date is unknown. Several owners may have joined resources to construct this 
new exterior wall. This construction may have been undertaken to improve the integrity and 
stabilization of the foundations, possibly due to a failing vault ceiling. The wall could also have 
been built to provide a more watertight barrier for the basement areas that might have been at 
increased risk of low level flooding due to street grading, topographical alterations or other 
changes to the streetscape, or for some other unknown purpose. 

 

 
Image 5.10: Early to mid-twentieth century rebar in concrete wall. 
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Most of the artifacts found in this block were re-deposited as and in fill, i.e. not in their original 
context, and thus have limited interpretive value. In other words, many of the artifacts recovered 
could not be definitively linked to a particular resident or time period. However, a study of the fill 
deposits provides important information concerning the development of the Seaport district over 
time. One notable item in the fill, located to the east of Feature FL 6, was a nearly-complete, early 
modern toilet bearing the maker’s mark “Keystone Pottery” from Trenton, New Jersey (Image 
5.11). Keystone Pottery was a manufacturer of sanitary pottery operating by 1895, and most likely 
as early as the 1880s (Weelans 1910; Works Progress Administration 1899:115; Walter and Van 
Hoesen 1973:232). This was a heavy item, not one that would have been picked up inadvertently 
along with soil fill, suggesting the toilet was from one of the associated buildings, which was 
buying its fixtures regionally. This is also further evidence that debris from the buildings was 
thrown into the basements as fill during demolition.  
 
 

 
Image 5.11: Maker’s mark from early twentieth century toilet, located in basement area fill, 

manufactured by Keystone Pottery in Trenton, New Jersey. 
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FEATURES  

Feature FL 1 
Feature FL 1 was a fieldstone foundation or basement wall abutting and perpendicular to the north 
curb line of Fulton Street (Map 5.05). It should be noted that this curb line has since moved south 
by varying amounts as part of the Fulton Street Project. The wall was constructed of mortared 
granite fieldstones of varying sizes, but averaging .30m by .20m by .8m (1’ by .66’ by .25’). The 
mortar consisted of a pink sand and shell mix (Image 5.12). The top of the feature was located at 
.38m (1.25’) bgs, and its exposed dimensions measured .61m (2’) high by 2.74m (9’) long. The 
full extent of Feature FL 1’s height and length could not be determined as the wall extended beyond 
the trench floor and north beneath the sidewalk into unexcavated areas. The full width of the 
feature also remained indeterminate, as it protruded from the east trench wall by only a few inches. 
 
 

 
Image 5.12: Feature FL 1, fieldstone wall at the north curb line of Fulton Street, looking 

northeast. 
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Map 5.05: Segment of plan view of features between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street  

showing features in the center of the block. 
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Feature FL 2 
Feature FL 2 was a stone foundation, located 9.14m (30’) east of Feature FL 1 (Map 5.05). The 
structure consisted of two segments: a north/south wall and, abutting the south end of this section, 
a northeast-facing corner (i.e. a north/south and an east/west wall connecting at the northeast 
corner) (Image 5.13). The walls were .25m - .30m (.83’ - 1’) wide and extended 2.13m (7’) from 
the north trench wall; the northern segment measured 1.22m (4’) long and the southern segment 
.91m (3’) long. The total length could not be determined as the feature continued north beneath 
the sidewalk into an unexcavated area. Excavation exposed only a few inches of the east/west 
portion of the corner segment, which also continued into unexcavated fill to the west. As with 
Feature FL 1, Feature FL 2 was close to the street surface. The northern portion of the wall was 
located at .46m (1.5’) bgs and the southern portion at .61m (2’) bgs. 
 
The foundation was built with rough-cut granite, tightly mortared with a limestone-based mortar. 
Stones varied in length but were a minimum of .15m (.5’) thick. Two pieces of red sandstone were 
visible in the trench wall directly west of Feature FL 2, possibly representing another course of 
stone or an adjacent wall. 
 
 

 
Image 5.13: Feature FL 2, stone foundation walls at north curb line,  

east of Feature FL 1, looking northwest. 
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Feature FL 3 
A cinderblock wall and corrugated iron sheet, Feature FL 3, were found 1.22m (4’) east of Feature 
FL 2 and may have represented an addition to an existing stone basement structure (Map 5.05) 
(Image 5.14). Feature FL 3 extended .61m (2’) south of the north curb line and continued north 
below the sidewalk. Its top was .46m (1.5’) bgs but had experienced some prior disturbance, 
obscuring its original depth. The width of the wall was .20m (.66’), and the exposed height was 
.91m (3’). Individual blocks measured .41m by .20m by .20m (1.33’ by .66’ by .66’). The iron 
piece, possibly the remnant of a gate, was attached by hinges to the wall and was severely rusted. 
 
 

 
Image 5.14: Feature FL 3, cinderblock wall and iron piece,  
at the north curb line of Fulton Street, looking northeast. 

 
 
Feature FL 4 
Feature FL 4 was located 15.24m (50’) east of Feature FL 1 and consisted of the top of a brick 
wall with a small segment of a brick arch or vault (Map 5.05) (Image 5.15). The wall, which was 
approximately 3.96m (13’) south of the north curb line, was on an east-west orientation. Its top 
was flush with the trench floor at 1.27m (4.17’) bgs. The wall measured .41m (1.33’) wide and 
extended 1.22m (4’) east from the west trench wall. The arched brick portion extended from the 
southwest end of the wall and measured .41m (1.33’) east to west by .46m (1.5’) north to south. 
The top of the arch was located at 1.27m (4.16’) bgs, where it joined the wall. The deepest exposed 
area was at 1.45m (4.75’) bgs, where the trench floor sloped downward at its southern edge. It is 
possible that the arched portion of this feature was part of Feature FL 21, a large brick barrel vault 
found running across the basement features on this block. A substantial amount of demolition 
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debris, including slate, brick, and thick window glass, was found in this area and associated with 
Feature FL 4. A previously installed oil-o-static pipe passed directly above, impacting the feature.  
 
 

 
Image 5.15: Feature FL 4, brick wall and arch in plan view, facing west. 

 
 
Feature FL 5 
Feature FL 5 was a trapezoidal brick structure measuring .69m by .61m (2.25’ by 2’) on its surface 
and widening towards its base (Image 5.16). Excavation exposed less than .61m (2’) of the 
feature’s height. The feature was located 13.72m (45’) west of Feature FL 1 (Map 5.05). The brick 
structure was coated with plaster as well as a small amount of concrete, the latter probably from 
repairs to the brick. The feature may have been an abandoned structural or utility footing. A 
substantial amount of brick debris was present in the fill above the feature. 
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Image 5.16: Feature FL 5, brick structure, possibly a footing, facing northeast. 

 
 
Features FL 6, FL 7, FL 8, FL 9 
Features FL 6 through FL 9 were basement foundation segments of a single structure, including 
foundation walls, floor surfaces, and a deposit of ink bottles found in the interior space of the 
former building (Map 5.05). Feature FL 6 was the eastern wall of the structure. Features FL 7 and 
FL 9 were two floor surfaces found on the interior side of the foundation, an original cobblestone 
surface (Feature FL 9) and a later concrete surface (Feature FL 7). Feature FL 8 was an intact 
artifact deposit contained between the two floor surfaces. 
 
Feature FL 6 
Feature FL 6 was a north/south oriented fieldstone wall. The northernmost exposed point of the 
wall was located at 3.66m (12’) south of the north curb line of Fulton Street (Images 5.17 and 
5.18). The top of the wall was directly beneath a more recent concrete steam housing, and the 
feature had already been disturbed prior to the current project. Soil to the east consisted of clean 
tan sand fill containing a small amount of late-nineteenth/early-twentieth century ceramic and 
glass and a broken, but largely complete, vitreous china toilet from the same era. As a result of the 
deteriorated state of the mortar, a portion of the wall collapsed upon removal of the surrounding 
soil and was cleared by the contractor for safety reasons. The collapse exposed a second vertical 
layer (wythe) of stone directly west of the first. Part of the same wall was extant on the south side 
of the trench, south of the existing utility disturbance. A modern concrete block wall, possibly 
utility-related, was present in the north wall of the trench, abutting the stone wall on its east face 
at a perpendicular angle. 
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The wall was constructed of schist and red sandstone, mortared with what appeared to be a sand 
and shell mix (Image 5.19). The eastern wythe measured 0.30m (1’) wide while the western wythe 
was .51m - .61m (1.66’ - 2’) in width. Stones in both were fieldstone and varied in dimension, but 
averaged .10m (.33’) thick and .30m - .38m (1’ - 1.25’) long. The top of both the north and south 
segments was at 1.07m (3.5’) bgs, abutting the bottom of the steam housing, which had previously 
impacted the feature. The maximum exposed length of the north portion was .91m (3’). The south 
segment was 1.52m (5’) at its maximum exposed length. The wall was in the same north/south 
plane and constructed of the same materials as Feature FL 1, suggesting that both walls were part 
of the same structure.  
 
 

 
Image 5.17: Fieldstone wall, Feature FL 6, initial exposure;  

east side of the north segment, facing southwest. 
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Image 5.18: Feature FL 6, facing northwest; the second wythe of stone is visible. 

 
 

Upon discovery of the wall, work was halted and the NY SHPO and LPC were notified. An 
Archaeological Testing Plan (ATP), developed in consultation with LPC and SHPO (Appendix 
A), called for archaeological testing of the walls and the immediate area. In total, three test units 
were excavated. Additionally, Dr. Allan Gilbert of Fordham University was brought in as an expert 
on local building materials. Dr. Gilbert identified the materials and construction as typical of the 
early- to mid-nineteenth century.  
 
Mortar samples were collected and sent for analysis to Highbridge Materials Consulting, Inc. 
(Appendix L). The mortar was determined to be composed of common lime with a “moderate” 
sand component (Highbridge 2011:4). No hydraulic cements were found, suggesting that the 
mortar pre-dated the 1830s (Highbridge 2011:4). The inclusions initially thought to be shell were 
identified as “large lime inclusions” in the lab, indicating coarse preparation (Highbridge 2011:4). 
The lime textures were found to be consistent with others observed from the eighteenth century, 
and possibly the early-nineteenth century (Highbridge 2011:5). 
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The three test units excavated measured between .51m and 1.12m (1.66’ and 3.66’) and were 
excavated to a depth of .61m - 1.01m (2’ - 3.3’) below the trench floor (Images 5.20 and 5.21).2 
The first two test units were located adjacent to the north segment of Feature FL 6 and the third on 
the east end of the south segment of this feature. Soils were reddish brown sand or sandy clay. 
Neither unit revealed any significant cultural material. The footer for the southern wall segment 
was a schist stone measuring approximately .13m (.42’) thick and protruding from the wall by 
approximately .20m (.66’).  
 
The third test unit unearthed a concrete surface, Feature FL 7, which was removed (see discussion 
below).  
 

 

 
Image 5.19: Feature FL 6, north side, cross section showing material and construction details. 

                                                
2 For additional details on these test units refer to the Memorandum dated February 2010 (Appendix A). 
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Image 5.20: LPC, DDC, HAKS and Trocom representatives  

observe excavation of test units, looking east. 
 

 
Image 5.21: Test Units 1 and 2, looking west. 
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Feature FL 7 
Feature FL 7 was a concrete floor surface located at 2.29m (7.5’)’ bgs (Image 5.22). The concrete 
was composed of large aggregate consistent with early modern concrete (or cement). The eastern 
end of the surface abutted the west side of the southern segment of the fieldstone wall (Feature FL 
6). The surface was also in contact with the south trench wall. Later excavation revealed that it 
extended to the east/west concrete wall, Feature FL 17. The exposed surface area measured 1.52m 
(5’) north to south and extended a minimum of 6.71m (22’) to the west, to Feature FL 11 (Maps 
5.02 and 5.05). A similar concrete surface was also present to the east of Feature FL 10, 4.88m 
(16’) further west. Where visible, the margins of the concrete were uneven, and the surface thinned 
toward its edges suggesting a poured surface without the use of a form. Its maximum thickness 
measured 3cm (.08’). 
 
Beneath the concrete surface, the matrix consisted of brown and black sandy soil with ash, clinker, 
and bits of mortar inclusions. A large deposit of ink bottles was exposed below the concrete 
(Feature FL 8).  
 
 

 
Image 5.22: Removal of concrete surface, Feature FL 7, looking west. 
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Feature FL 8 
Note: Feature FL 8 is assessed in greater detail in Section VII. 
 
Excavation and removal of the Feature FL 7 concrete surface in Test Unit 3 revealed a dense 
artifact deposit consisting almost exclusively of ink bottles. This deposit was present between 
approximately 2.44m (8’) and 3.05m (10’) bgs in a matrix of dark-medium brown and black gritty, 
sandy soil with dense charcoal, clinker, ash, and mortar inclusions (Table 5.04). The deposit 
extended approximately 1.83m (6’) to 2.44m (8’) from the western base of Feature FL 6 and 
measured approximately 1.22m (4’) wide north to south. 
 
Feature FL 6 was an early-nineteenth century field stone wall remnant, identified based on its 
context and materials. Excavation of Test Units 1 and 2 revealed a concrete floor toward the bottom 
of the wall. Beneath this surface, a continuation of the test units at the western base of Feature FL 
6 resulted in the collection of 739 artifacts, including 716 complete or partial bottles or bottle 
fragments, which became Feature FL 8. Beneath this deposit lay a cobblestone surface. 
 
The large cache of 716 ink bottles was a primary context deposit, located in situ between the 
concrete and cobblestone floors. Its location and constituent artifacts shed light on the activities 
that occurred in this particular basement room and the associated building. The deposit contained 
stoneware and glass master ink bottles, as well as a small glass umbrella and decagonal ink bottles 
(Image 5.23). Some of the bottles were still corked and retained their contents, mostly either black 
or blue ink. 
 
After these bottles had been discarded atop the old cobblestone surface, a new concrete floor was 
poured. There was approximately .61m (2’) of fill between the concrete and cobble surfaces. The 
fill may have been added above the cobble surface to raise the floor level or to simply stabilize the 
concrete surface. This renovation was conducted sometime after the 1840s, based on the ink bottles 
found between the surfaces. Their umbrella style of ink bottle was used from circa 1840 - 1909 
(SHA 2014). A similar corroborating date comes from a whiteware plate sherd found between the 
cobbles in the lower floor.  
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Image 5.23: Various umbrella ink bottles recovered from Feature FL 8.  

 
 

The basement where Feature FL 8 was located was probably part of historic Lot 9, 65 Fulton Street, 
based on its measured location. 3 Thaddeus Davids and John Black, whose names were present on 
eight of the master ink bottles from this feature, operated an ink company near 65 Fulton Street at 
112 John Street in the 1840s and early 1850s (Faulkner 2007:29). 
 
One of the bottles recovered near the basement of 65 Fulton Street was labeled “Murphy's 
Expressly Prepared Mucilage 372 Pearl-st.” This bottle’s clear glass decagonal form matches a 
cache of small bottles recovered from Feature FL 08 and may come from Murphy’s printing 
business, located at 65 Fulton Street in 1861 and which had a stationer’s store at 372 Pearl Street 
(Trow 1861). Established in 1828 (Murphy & Co. 1872:20) Murphy (D. Murphy) and his son’s 
printing business was located at 153 Water Street in the early 1850s (Kirby 1852:title page). 
Sometime before 1861, Murphy’s son, with or without the senior Murphy, moved to 65 Fulton 
Street. The Murphy business remained at 65 Fulton Street until at least 1898 (Trow 1898). By 
1912, the Printing Trade News reported that a different printing business, the Breiger Press, was 
contemplating removal from 65 Fulton Street, suggesting they had been there for some years.  
 
 
 
 
                                                
3 A series of map overlays would be useful to determine the correspondence between the archaeological data and the 
historic lot boundaries, but is not within the scope of this report. 
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The cache of ink bottles in Feature FL 8 may have been created when D. Murphy’s son moved out 
of the print shop around the turn of the century. The mid-nineteenth century date for the “M & P” 
bottles, however, suggests they may have been disposed of at an earlier time, perhaps when D. 
Murphy’s son switched to steam printing and his current inventory became obsolete and ended up 
beneath a new concrete floor installed to support heavy machinery. Feature FL 08 and its artifact 
assemblage are discussed in greater detail in Section VII. 
 
 
Table 5.04: Stratigraphy at location of bottle deposit. 

STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .20m  

(0 - .66’) 
N/A asphalt paving, concrete road bed 

II .20m – .91m (.66’ 
- 3’) 

5 YR 4/3 loamy sand fill with gravel, pebble and small to medium 
rock inclusions, bricks and brick dust; 
clean sand fill around modern utility disturbance 

III .91m - 2.44m  
(3’ - 8’) 

7.5 YR 5/6 sand utility fill 

IV 2.44m - 2.46m (8’ 
- 8.08’) 

 early modern concrete surface 

V 2.46m - 3.05m 
(8.08’ - 10’) 

5 YR 3/4 coarse loamy sand with pebble, ash, charcoal, clinker and 
burnt plaster inclusions, artifact deposit 

VI 3.05m - 3.2m (10’ 
– 10.5’) 

 cobblestone floor surface 

VII 3.2m+ 
(10.5’+) 

7.5 YR 3/4 natural sand substratum 

 
 
Feature FL 9 
Feature FL 9 was an intact cobblestone surface located 3.05m (10’) bgs (Images 5.24 and 5.25.) It 
was extended more than 3.05m (10’) west from the fieldstone wall (Feature FL 6), and 
approximately 1.52m (5’) wide from the south trench wall extending north. Its component stones 
were all smooth, natural cobbles of varying shapes and sizes. Most of the stones were 
approximately .1m (.33’) in diameter, but some were as large as .15m (.5’). The stones were set in 
silty sand that is the natural sub-stratum of the area. One ceramic sherd that had fallen through the 
interstices between stones, a mid-nineteenth century transfer-printed whiteware with a 
“Pomerania” pattern stamp, was noted. This pattern was manufactured circa 1830-1845. 
 
A small area of the cobblestone was removed to test below the cobble surface. The stratum beneath 
the cobblestone, at 3.2m (10.5’) bgs, consisted of the natural silty sand common to the area. The 
cobbles appeared to have been laid directly upon this natural subsoil. 
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Image 5.24: Cobblestone surface (Feature FL 9)  

in Test Unit 3 to west of Feature FL 6, facing southeast. 
 

 
Image 5.25: Looking west at worker standing on cobblestone surface (Feature FL 9). 
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Feature FL 10 
A number of additional stone or brick walls were found throughout the north excavation area to 
the east and the west of Feature FL 6. One of these walls, Feature FL 10, is the westernmost stone 
wall identified in this block. Additionally, several associated components were found within the 
interior of the foundation delineated by the wall (Map 5.06) (Image 5.26). Feature FL 10 was on a 
north-south orientation and was constructed of red sandstone and granite fieldstone. The wall 
contained two types of mortar: sand and shell mortar and a limestone-based mortar. The extant 
height was between .76m (2.5’) in the center and 1.22m - 1.52m (4’ - 5’) at the ends. Its top had 
been impacted by previous water main installation, accounting for the lower central height. The 
wall measured approximately .61m (2’) wide and extended 2.13m (7’) across the width of the 
trench. Another .61m (2’) of the Feature FL 10 wall was uncovered at the south end during 
subsequent excavation, making the total extant length of the wall 2.74m (9’). Some 
burning/blackening was present on the northwest face of the wall. 
 
Feature FL 10 was associated with Feature FL 21, a brick and stone barrel vault, located to the 
northwest of the wall (Image 5.27). The north end of the stone wall connected to the barrel vault. 
The vault was built on a fieldstone foundation, which was integrated with the wall at its northeast 
corner. Feature FL 10 contained a single course of brick on the north end of its west face, on top 
of the fieldstone. The brick was not integrated with the brick of the vault. On the east side of 
Feature FL 10, a brick wall, possibly part of the vault, extended 4.88m (16’) east. A concrete slab 
was located in the northwest corner of the basement room (Image 5.28). The slab measured 1.27m 
(4.17’) east to west, .33m (1.08’) north to south, and was .20m (.66’) thick. A second slab was 
located along the rear of the first, at the north side. There was a vertical elevation of .20m (.66’) 
from the first to the second slab. The surface area of the latter could not be determined due to 
construction circumstances. It is possible that these two slabs were the remains of stairs (Image 
5.28). A segment of a 4-inch vertical iron pipe projected upwards from the lower concrete slab in 
the northwest corner.  
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Map 5.06: Segment of plan view of features between Ryders Alley  

and Cliff Street showing the west end of the block.  
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Image 5.26: Feature FL 10, facing east, in situ radiator is visible beyond the wall. 

 

 
Image 5.27: Northeast corner of brick and stone barrel vault, Feature FL 24,  

and perpendicular fieldstone wall, Feature FL 10. 
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Feature FL 10 appears to have been the remnant of the west wall of a basement room (Image 5.29). 
A concrete surface similar to Feature FL 7 was present immediately east of Feature FL 10. The 
extent of the surface could not be determined due to construction limits. To the east of Feature FL 
10 was an in situ iron radiator. The radiator abutted the face of the stone wall and was connected 
to a steam service pipe that ran into the south wall of the trench. Approximately 2.44m (8’) east of 
Feature FL 10, a cast iron water pump was also present in situ. The pump measured approximately 
.41m (1.33’) in diameter and had a .76m (2.5’) long vertical lever. Another brick wall (Feature FL 
22) and column (Feature FL 23) may also have been associated with Feature FL 10. Twentieth 
century utilities ran through the middle of this area.  

 
 

 
Image 5.28: Northwest corner formed by stone and brick walls, with possible concrete steps. 
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Image 5.29: Facing west at remains of basement with water pump in left foreground. 

 
 
Features FL 11 and FL 12 
Two walls, one brick and one stone, were discovered abutting, but not connected to, one another. 
The brick wall, Feature FL 12, was located to the west of the stone wall, Feature FL 11.  
 
Feature FL 11 
Feature FL 11 was the third stone wall found in this block, and it was located between Features 
FL 10 and FL 06 (Map 5.06) (Image 5.30). Feature FL 11 was 6.71m (22’) west of Feature FL 06 
and approximately 9.45m (31’) east of the west building line of No. 64 Fulton Street at the 
southeast corner of Fulton Street and Ryders Alley. The wall had been largely destroyed by 
previous utility work. The maximum exposed height was 2.59m (8.5’), at the north side of the 
trench where the feature extended .91m (3’) south from the trench wall and reached from directly 
beneath the roadbed at .3m (1’) bgs to the trench floor at 2.89m (9.5’) bgs. A .61m (2’) segment 
in the center of the wall extended to the trench floor from its highest point at 33m (1.1’) bgs. The 
southern portion of the wall, .91m (3’) long, had been impacted by installation of an earlier water 
main, which sat almost directly on top of the wall at 1.8m (6’) bgs. The wall was .91m (3’) wide 
and consisted of two wythes of fieldstone: a .30m (1’) wide layer of granite and schist and a second 
layer of red sandstone with pinkish-colored mortar with large shell or lime inclusions, .61m (2’) 
wide. The east face of the wall exhibited residue from a whitewash treatment. 
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Image 5.30: Stone and brick walls (Features FL 11 and FL 12) 

 in north profile, directly beneath road base. 
 
Feature FL 12  
Feature FL 12 was a brick wall adjacent, but not physically connected, to Feature FL 11 (Image 
28). The brick feature measured 2.59m (8.5’) in height at its deepest exposed area, .30m (1’) in 
width and extended up to .91m (3’) south from the trench wall. Unlike the stone feature, the brick 
wall was not extant in the south side of the trench, although there was a substantial amount of brick 
debris in this area. The wall was visible in the north side of the trench floor at approximately 3.05m 
(10’) bgs, where it measured .91m (3’) in length and .46m (1.5’) in width. The excavation depth 
only extended to 3.05m (10’) in this area, and the full depth of Feature FL 12 was not exposed. At 
the south end of the wall was a rectangular piece of concrete aligned on a perpendicular orientation 
to the brick (Image 5.31). The visible surface of the concrete measured 1.07m by .40m (3.5’ by 
1.3’); its east end was not excavated, so its total length could not be conclusively determined. The 
relationship of the concrete slab to the wall could not be determined. 
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Image 5.31: Facing east at base of brick wall, Feature FL 12, with concrete slab at the south side. 
 
 
Features FL 13 to FL 16 
Features FL 13 through FL 16 were stone walls all found in the south side of the trench to the east 
of the first fieldstone wall, Feature FL 6 (Maps 5.02 and 5.07). Similar to Feature FL 6, the four 
eastern walls were constructed of red sandstone, schist and/or granite with pink sand and shell 
mortar. All of these walls intersected Feature FL 17, an early-modern concrete wall running east 
to west near the center of Fulton Street. The stone walls were aligned perpendicular to Feature FL 
17, which appears to have been constructed subsequent to the stone structures. In some locations 
there were visible remnants of mortar or concrete that had been applied to the gaps between the 
walls. The distance between the stone walls, Features FL 13 to FL 16, varied from approximately 
4.57m (15’) to 7.62m (25’), typical of row house style construction. Table 5.05 contains details of 
these features. 
 
The fill throughout the area where these features were found, with the exception of clean sand 
around modern utilities, was medium-brown loamy sand with a reddish cast from the large amount 
of brick dust present in the matrix. The fill contained a substantial amount of demolition debris, 
including window glass, brick, carved stone architectural features and iron cellar doors and 
sidewalk vault lights. A number of gears and other pieces of machinery were also recovered during 
the excavation. 
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Map 5.07: Segment of features between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street,  

showing the east end of the block. 
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Table 5.05: Detail of stone walls - Features FL 13 through FL 16. 
FEATURE LOCATION  DIMENSIONS CONSTRUCTION 

MATERIALS 
NOTES 

Feature FL 
13 

4.57m (15’) east 
of Feature 06 

1.42m (4.66’) 
high; .51m - .61m 
(1.66’ - 2’) wide 

granite and schist 
fieldstone; two wythes 

Top was damaged by earlier 
construction work  

Feature FL 
14 

12.8m (42’) east 
of Feature 06; 
7.62m (25’) east 
of Feature 13 

1.52m (5’) high; 
.61m (2’) wide 

granite and schist 
fieldstone 

 

Feature FL 
15 

20.42m (67’) east 
of Feature 06 

east wythe:  
.51m - .61m (1.66’ 
- 2’) wide; west 
wythe: 
 .30m - .41m (1’ - 
1.33’) wide 

East wythe: red 
sandstone above 
granite and schist 
fieldstone; west 
wythe: granite and 
schist fieldstone 

Gap of approximately 
0.20m (0.66’) present 
between the two wythes; 
possibly due to the disturbed 
state of the wall. East face 
of the wall was covered 
with a 1” thick mortar 
veneer. 

Feature FL 
16 

95’ east of 
Feature 06; 
9.75m (32’) west 
of the building 
line west side of 
Cliff Street  

.53m (1.75’) wide 
and 0.86m (2.83’) 
high 

granite and schist 
fieldstone 

Top had been previously 
disturbed by the installation 
of a PVC duct bank 

 
Feature FL 17 
Feature FL 17 was an early-modern concrete wall that served as the de facto south trench wall for 
much of the northern excavation area on this block (Map 5.03). Feature FL 17 was intersected by 
six of the stone walls discussed above: Features FL 6, FL 11, FL 13, FL 14, FL 15 and FL 16 
(Image 5.32). To the east of Feature FL 6, the concrete wall measured 1.37 - 1.68m (4.5’ - 5.5’) 
high, terminating at 1.98m (6.5’) bgs and was extant for an approximate 30.48m (100’) length. It 
was topped by a single vertical layer of brick covered by a layer of slate atop a thin stratum of gray 
clay. This material appeared to have been part of the brick barrel vault (Feature FL 21) found in 
other areas of this block but further investigation would be needed for a definitive determination. 
Project constraints did not permit further investigation.  
 
To the west of Feature FL 6, the concrete wall measured .91 - 1.52m (3’ - 5’) in height and extended 
a minimum of 11.58m (38’) in length. The wall was extant for a total of approximately 42.67m 
(140’) along the course of Fulton Street. Construction circumstances did not allow for a 
determination of the full westward extent of the wall. Based on the construction material, the 
concrete wall was built much later than the fieldstone walls. 
 
The type of rebar used for reinforcement in Feature FL 17 fell out of use after the early-twentieth 
century (personal communication, Trocom Construction Supervisor). Thus, Feature FL 17 was 
probably built sometime before 1920 to wall off the vault area, which was present along much of 
the length of the concrete wall, and/or to shore up the existing foundations along the north side of 
Fulton Street.  
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Image 5.32: Concrete wall, Feature FL 17, with intersecting fieldstone wall, looking southeast.  

 
 
Feature FL 18 
Feature FL 18 was a brick column located 5.18m (17’) west of Feature FL 6 (Map 5.06). The 
column measured .61m (2’) square and .91m (3’) tall. Sandstone remnants were present on the 
base of the column, suggesting it had been connected to a stone structure and may not have been 
in situ. Feature FL 18 was found at approximately 1.52m (5’) bgs. Bricks measured 20cm by 9cm 
by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”). Frogged manufacturer’s stamps showed that the bricks originated 
from the Hudson Valley brick makers Denning’s Point and Hutton. The column was upright at the 
approximate center of the trench, 18’ (5.5’) south of the north curb line of Fulton Street. A 
substantial amount of brick debris was present in the surrounding soil as well as pieces of old 
machinery and gears. 
 
Feature FL 19 
Feature FL 19 was a brick wall remnant aligned on a north/south axis 2.44m (8’) west of Feature 
FL 12 (Map 5.06) (Image 5.33). The wall was trapezoidal shaped and measured .41m (1.33’) wide, 
.61m (2’) long at its top, 1.22m (4’) long at the base and 1.83m (6’) high. The structure was 
whitewashed on its east face and was constructed of Lahey, Hutton and Denning’s Point bricks 
measuring 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”). A dense concentration of brick debris was 
located adjacent to the upper north side of the wall. On the east side of the wall were segments of 
cast iron sidewalk vault lights and a partial iron doorframe measuring 1.62m (5.33’) long. It does 
not appear that this wall remnant was in situ, as it was not articulated with any other structural 
elements, and it did not reach the same depth as the other walls in this area.  
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Image 5.33: East face of trapezoidal wall, Feature FL 19.  

Features FL 11 and FL 12 are visible in the north side (right) of the trench. 
 

 
Feature FL 20 
Feature FL 20, another brick wall remnant, was located 3.81m (12.5’) west of Feature FL 12 in 
the north side of the trench and appeared to be associated with Feature FL 10, the westernmost 
fieldstone wall (Map 5.06). Feature FL 20 was comprised of two separate components. The first 
was a wall extending .91m (3’) south from the north trench wall at approximately 3.66m (12’) 
south of the north curb line of Fulton. The wall measured 1.52m (5’) high and .46m (1.5’) wide. 
The column was located at the south end of the wall, and extended four inches further east than 
the wall. It was clear from the pattern of whitewash on the surface of the feature that two 
components were in their original position relative to one another (Image 5.34). The column 
measured .61m (2’) square, and its exposed height was 1.83m (6’). It was constructed of standard 
late-nineteenth century brick with frogged manufacturer’s marks “DPBW” (Denning’s Point) and 
“R & S Co” (Roan & Scott or Redner & Strang). 
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Image 5.34: Brick wall and column, Feature FL 20.  

 
Feature FL 21  
In the north trench wall and abutting the west side of Feature FL 10 (the westernmost fieldstone 
wall) were the remnants of a brick barrel vault (Maps 5.02 and 5.05) (Image 5.35). This structure, 
Feature FL 21, appeared to be a common vaulted exterior wall running along the south side of the 
basement rooms represented by the features in this block. The base was a .76m (2.5’) thick 
mortared stone segment. On top of the stone, .61m (2’) of brick formed the base of an arched vault. 
This structure extended 2.74m (9’) from the west side of Feature FL 10, where it had been 
destroyed by a Con Edison manhole. However, the vault appeared to run much of the length of 
this block on a parallel alignment with the curb line. A remnant of a similar basement vault, also 
on a parallel alignment with the curb line, was found at Peck Slip (Feature PS 9) (see Section VI - 
Peck Slip Field Results). Both the interior and the exterior of the south wall of the Feature FL 21 
vault were uncovered during subsequent phases of excavation. 
 
As the north and south walls of the vault were found at different times, the structure was never 
visible in its entirety. However, based on the location, construction materials and construction 
methodology, these walls were part of the same overall structure. Approximately 4.57m (15’) 
separated the north and south sides of the vault. The south wall of the vault measured 
approximately 9.14m (30’) long where it was exposed on its interior. Interference from a concrete 
utility housing caused only the top foot of the interior southern portion of the vault to be visible 
(Images 5.36 and 5.37). As noted earlier, the brick layer that was present above the early-modern 
concrete wall (Feature FL 17) also appears to have been part of this vault (Image 5.38). 
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The exterior of this vault was exposed during the mass excavation of the south side of the street. 
It was present at .91m (3’) bgs. The vault exterior was not completely exposed, but portions were 
visible throughout a 12.19m (40’) area along the north side of the mass excavation area. The vault 
was composed of nineteenth century brick with two types of mortar: pink sand/shell and grayish-
white limestone mortar. The limestone mortar could represent repairs to the original structure. A 
slate facing had been affixed to the vault exterior by a thin layer of gray clay, matching the 
materials visible above Feature FL 17 (Image 5.39).  
 
  

 
Image 5.35: Feature FL 21 brick vault intersecting stone wall (Feature FL 10), facing northwest. 
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Image 5.36: South side of Feature FL 21 brick barrel vault, looking east,  

with concrete wall, Feature FL 17, at the left. 
 

 
Image 5.37: Looking up from the trench floor at south side of Feature FL 21 brick barrel vault.  
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Image 5.38: Close-up of brick, gray clay adhesive and slate located atop Feature FL 17.  

This brick was probably part of the barrel vault (Feature FL 21) that ran much of the length of 
this block and not part of the concrete wall. 
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Image 5.39: Barrel vault exterior with slate surface. 

 
 

Feature FL 63 
Feature FL 63 consisted of a brick column and two connected brick wall remnants, located at the 
eastern end of Feature FL 17 (the east-west concrete wall) (Map 5.07). The column portion of this 
feature was .61m (2’) square and situated approximately 11.88m (39’) west of No. 55 Fulton 
Street’s east building line. At the southwest corner of the column, a .76m long by .30m wide (2.5’ 
by 1’) wall extended to the west. The west end of this wall was .61m (2’) directly north of Feature 
FL 16, the easternmost fieldstone wall in this block. The second wall segment was an L-shaped 
remnant abutting the column at its northeast corner/the southwest corner of the wall. The wall 
extended east for .61m (2’) then turned 90˚ to the north and extended 0.30m (1’) beyond the width 
of its east/west segment. Both wall sections appeared at 1.22m (4’) bgs, while the column lay at 
.76m (2.5’) bgs. The feature was surrounded by tan sand utility fill and had been disturbed by 
previous utility installations. The fill at the base of the wall was the slightly-reddish brown loamy 
sand matrix found throughout this block, possibly early-twentieth century utility fill. Several gears 
and pieces of machinery were present in the fill along with a granite architectural molding. 
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FULTON STREET BETWEEN CLIFF STREET AND PEARL/LITTLE PEARL STREET 
 
Excavation along Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street (known as Little Pearl Street 
north of Fulton Street) continued in the same manner as the previous block, with several types of 
excavation utilized, including test units, trenches and mass excavation (Maps 5.08 and 5.09). All 
areas of this block contained a substantial number of features, including several stone foundation 
walls and a well, likely representing the remains of the shops and residences that fronted Queen 
Street (present day Pearl Street) in the eighteenth and early-nineteenth century. One foundation 
abutted an artifact deposit containing thousands of items, including ceramic and glass tableware, 
smoking pipes and sanitary items. Work on the north side of the block uncovered more 
nineteenth century basements from the buildings that were razed in the 1960s in order to widen 
Fulton Street. 

 
Excavation of the north side of Fulton Street consisted of a series of small test units, east-west 
oriented trenching in the center of the street and mass excavation at both the Cliff Street and the 
Little Pearl Street intersections. Excavation reached as deep as 3.96m (13’) bgs in trenches in the 
western half of the block, approximately 3.05m (10’) bgs in the Pearl Street and Cliff Street 
intersection and 1.52m (5’) bgs in other areas of the block. Some segments of the block remained 
unexcavated. The south side of Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street was mass 
excavated to approximately 6.71m (22’) north of the south curb line. Excavation occurred within 
the sidewalk in two areas: the west end of 40 Fulton Street, and the east end of 52 Fulton Street. 
In most areas throughout the block, trenches were excavation a minimum of 1.52m (5’) bgs, 
except along the south curb line where it intermittently extended only .91m (3’) bgs. Where 
Transit Authority ducts were installed along the northern portion of the mass excavation, 
excavation extended from 3.05m - 4.27m (10’ - 14’) bgs. In all areas, excavation was carried out 
by machine where possible and by hand in areas with substantial utility density.  
 
Existing utility disturbance in this block was similar to that found on Fulton Street between 
Ryders Alley and Cliff Street. Many utilities ran the length of Fulton Street, from west to east, 
causing heavy disturbance within the first 1.52m (5’) bgs. Large concrete facilities caused 
disturbance to a substantial portion of the intersections and extended beyond 3.05m (10’) bgs in 
the central portion of the south side of the block. Concrete-encased duct banks running east to 
west throughout the south side of the block were excavated as deep as 3.96m (13’) bgs. Along 
the southern curb line and in the central portion of the south side of the block, previous 
disturbances were encountered between .3m - 1.83m (1’ - 6’) bgs.  
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Map 5.08: Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street – archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 5.09: Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street – excavation trenches in plan view.
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Roadway composition within this block was similar to all the Fulton Street blocks west of Water 
Street and consisted of a concrete roadbed with an asphalt surface. On the north side of the 
block, soils were almost uniformly sand or loamy sand utility fill of varying shades, with slight 
clay content at greater depths (Table 5.06). As with the northern side of the Ryders Alley to Cliff 
Street block, a substantial amount of demolition debris as well as broken gears and machinery 
were present. Soils beneath the roadway on the south side were somewhat different. Much of the 
fill was older and contained re-deposited artifacts. Soils also tended to contain higher clay 
content than those on the north side of Fulton Street. Excavation revealed three areas with a 
substantial number of re-deposited artifacts dispersed in the fill: two at 1.37m - 1.52m (4.5’ - 5’) 
bgs and the third between 1.83m - 2.13m (6’ - 7’) bgs. A natural gray silty clay stratum was 
present between 2.90m - 3.66m (9.5’ - 12’) bgs in the eastern end of the block (Table 5.07). 
 
Table 5.06: General Stratigraphy - north side Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 
I 0 – .3m  

(0 – 1’) 
N/A roadway: concrete road bed and asphalt surface 

II .3m – 2.44m  
(1’– 8’) 

7.5 YR 4/4-4/6 
10 YR 4/4-4/6 
10 YR 6/6 
2.5 Y 8/6 

modern sandy fill around utilities mixed with 
fill from demolition in mid-twentieth century. 
Substantial amount of demolition debris 

III 2.44m – 2.74m  
(8’– 9’) 

7.5 YR 4/3-4/4 sandy loam fill with soils and moderate density 
rock and pebble inclusions, small fragments of 
brick debris and shell 

 
Table 5.07: General Stratigraphy - south side Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .3m  

(0 – 1’) 
N/A roadway: concrete road bed and asphalt surface 

II .3m – max 1.83m 
(1’– max 6’) 

2.5YR 5/4 
5 YR 3/6 
7.5 YR 4/4-4/6 
7.5YR 6/6-6/8 
10 YR 4/1 
10 YR 7/2 

utility fill – clean sand or loamy sand with 
moderate density gravel, pebble and small rock 
inclusions. Mixed stratigraphy due to prior 
utility disturbance. 

III 1.37m - 1.52m  
(4.5’ - 5’) (N 1/2) 

2.5YR 3/4 re-deposited soil - sandy loam with small to 
medium rocks and pebbles, disarticulated brick, 
and various artifacts including shell, bottle glass 
and ceramic. Found in north third of excavation 
area associated with abandoned ceramic ducts 
and brick features. 

IV 1.52m - 2.90m  
(5’- 9.5’) 

10 YR 4/4-4/6 loamy sand with slight clay content, consisting 
of older fills and naturally occurring soils with 
brick debris, rock and pebble inclusions and re-
deposited artifacts. Increased water content 
around 2.7m (9’) bgs 

V 2.90m - 3.66m  
(9.5’-12’) 

2.5 Y 5/3 natural silty clay substratum 
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Most of the features found on the north side of the block were late-nineteenth or early-twentieth 
century structures. These included an 11.89m (39’) long, 3.05m (10’) high concrete wall in the 
western half of the block, several brick wall remnants, and two brick columns. Excavation also 
uncovered three stone walls, or wall remnants, including a 9.75 (32’) long fieldstone wall. No 
intact artifact deposits were found in the northern half of this block, likely due to disturbances 
caused by building demolition during street widening and subsequent utility work. 
 
The south side of the block contained intact soils, re-deposited soils, artifact deposits, and older 
features despite utility interference. The older features include a series of fieldstone walls and a 
water well that predate the opening of Fulton Street in 1816. Dendrochronology dated the 
wooden ring at the base of the water well to 1718 (Appendix K). One fieldstone foundation wall 
was associated with a substantial artifact deposit. A small faunal deposit and a sheet deposit 
consisting largely of ceramic artifacts were found in situ in the center area of the southern side of 
the street. Three east-west oriented brick walls were also found in this area, aligned with, and 
most likely part of, the north-south brick features uncovered during excavation along the north 
side of Fulton Street. 
 
NORTH SIDE OF FULTON STREET 
 
As with the Ryders Alley to Cliff Street block to the west, most of the features uncovered on the 
north side of Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street were remnants of nineteenth to 
twentieth century basement foundations left behind when Fulton Street was widened in the 1960s 
(see HPI 2007:20). Prior to 1815 or 1816, Fair Street (the original name of Fulton Street) ended 
at Cliff Street. The blocks that currently encompass the north and south side of Fulton Street 
between Cliff and Pearl Streets were, until 1816, joined, or closed (Map 5.10). In other words, 
the structures and their features that were found during excavation on the north side of Fulton 
Street could not have been built until after the street was opened, as the property lines within the 
closed block differed from those suggested by the archaeological features. This is discussed in 
more detail below.  
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Map 5.10: Plan of the City of New York (Lyne 1728) showing the closed block between Cliff 

Street and Queen (Pearl) Street in blue. 
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The materials used to build the features on the north side of Fulton Street fit into one of five 
construction categories: fieldstone with sandy mortar containing large lime or shell inclusions 
(Features FL 22 and FL 23); rough cut granite with limestone-based mortar (Feature FL 25); a 
combination of the previous two materials (Feature FL 24); brick with limestone-based mortar 
(Features FL 28, FL 29, and FL 30); and concrete (Feature FL 31).  
 
Feature FL 22, a long, east-west oriented fieldstone wall, and a shorter segment, Feature FL 23, 
were likely exterior basement walls built in the early-nineteenth century (Map 5.11). Their 
composition matched the fieldstone features from the previous block (e.g. Feature FL 6) — 
unmodified granite, schist, and red sandstone joined with a sandy mortar containing shell or lime 
inclusions — suggesting these features were built around the same time. Feature FL 6 was dated 
to the early-nineteenth century (Gilbert 2010 and Gilbert 2014). The orientation of the walls 
indicates that the buildings fronted Fulton Street, suggesting that the exterior foundation walls in 
this block were from the structures originally built on the north side of the intersection of Fulton 
Street and Pearl Street after the block was lotted and sold in the early 1800s.  
 

 
Map 5.11: North side of Fulton Street to the west of Little Pearl Street,  

archaeological features in plan view. 
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Feature FL 24 would have formed the basement of 267 Pearl Street, which is the building at the 
northwest corner of the Fulton/Pearl Street intersection. The feature contained two distinct 
segments: fieldstone with sand/shell mortar, identical to Features FL 22 and FL 23, and rough-
cut granite with homogenous limestone-based mortar. The rough-cut granite segment was atop 
the fieldstone segment. It may be that the rough-cut granite portion of the feature was built on an 
earlier fieldstone foundation. Another possibility is that the wall was constructed with two 
different materials (rough cut granite on a fieldstone foundation) to save money. The cheaper 
material (the fieldstone) was a subsurface foundation, and the more expensive material (the 
rough-cut granite) was used where the walls were visible above ground. It is not known whether 
the different mortars followed this economic pattern as well.  
 
The .41m (1.33’) wide alcove at the southeast corner of Feature FL 24 may have been a coal bin. 
The interior of this alcove could not be excavated due to unsafe conditions, but observed soils 
were all clean, modern sand utility fills. Without further structural evidence, all of which was 
destroyed in utility work done prior to this project, there is no way to determine the function of 
this space with any certainty. 
 
Three other features were related to 267 Pearl Street: two brick columns (Features FL 26 and FL 
27) and an east-west oriented brick wall with a granite capstone (Feature FL 28) (Map 5.11). The 
columns could have been structural supports, although this is unlikely given that they were 
located within a few feet of the exterior load-bearing wall of the building. It is possible that the 
columns were later additions installed to shore a sagging upper floor. Feature FL 28 was not 
structural because its granite capstone probably indicates that the top did not touch the ceiling. 
Modern construction activity destroyed the upper portions of the surrounding features, making it 
impossible to know the height differential or relationship between Feature FL 28 and the exterior 
building walls. Therefore, there is no way to determine its function with any certainty. One 
possibility is that it was designed as a shaftway to allow light into the basement. The flat granite 
capstone may have supported a window. It is also possible that it was an exterior wall, built 
when Features FL 23 and FL 24 were no longer in use. 
 
The other rough-cut granite feature in this block, Feature FL 25, was likely a basement partition 
wall between buildings fronting Fulton Street. Field mapping to help correlate the relationship 
between Feature FL 25 and Fulton Street’s historical property lines was beyond the scope of this 
project. However, the feature’s location suggests it may have been the wall between No. 43 and 
No. 45 Fulton Street.  
 
The features at the west end of this block, Features FL 29, FL 30, FL 33, FL 34 and FL 35, were 
also remnants of structures that existed prior to street widening and were built sometime in the 
late-nineteenth or early-twentieth century. Component bricks had frogged manufacturers’ marks, 
which were not present on bricks until the late-nineteenth century. These features extended 
further south into the street than the features nearer to Pearl Street, and the differing alignments 
are suggestive of separate construction episodes.  
 
The east-west oriented walls, Features FL 33, FL 3, and FL 35, were likely southern exterior 
walls for the buildings on the northern side of Fulton Street (Map 5.12). Given their position, 
approximately 10.6m (35’) north of Fulton Street’s southern building line, they must have been 
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the exterior walls of a sidewalk vault that extended out into the street, although there was no 
evidence of a vaulted structure such as the one found between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street. The 
nearby brick walls aligned on a north-south axis would have been partition walls between the 
vaults, most likely between No. 45 and No. 47 Fulton (Feature FL 29) and between No. 47 and 
No. 49 Fulton (Feature FL 30) (Map 5.13). The bluestone portion of Feature FL 30 would have 
been the floor of the vault, probably at No. 47 Fulton Street.  
 

 
Map 5.12: Plan view of the northwest end of Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street, 

showing the remnants of the nineteenth and twentieth century basement foundations.  
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Map 5.13: Insurance Maps of the City of New York (Sanborn-Perris 1894) showing Fulton Street 
between Cliff Street and Pearl Street, with street addresses shown to the left of the property line 

(NYPL Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division). 
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The large concrete wall (Feature FL 31) was not deconstructed as part of this project, so it was 
not possible to determine whether the materials were similar to those in the block-long concrete 
wall to the west (Feature FL 17). The two walls were not aligned and there is nothing to indicate 
that they were built at the same time or that they have any direct relation. The Feature FL 31 wall 
was almost certainly an exterior basement foundation wall as it was of substantial construction 
with a stepped footer on its south side. Feature FL 31 could have been part of building 
renovations done sometime in the early-twentieth century, but the material and construction 
indicate it was not part of the original structure. The length of the wall would have encompassed 
two different buildings, No. 51 and No. 53 Fulton Street. 
 
SOUTH SIDE OF FULTON STREET 
 
Features found on the south side of Fulton Street between Cliff and Pearl Streets date to an 
earlier period than those from the north side of the street. Before 1815 or 1816, there was no road 
between Cliff Street and Pearl Street where Fulton Street exists today. Instead, the block was 
closed and the area was lotted and built upon. Fulton Street was known as Fair Street to the west 
of Cliff Street and was an open waterway known as Beekman Slip to the east of Pearl Street 
(Map 5.14). In the seventeenth through early-nineteenth centuries, the area that became Fulton 
Street between Cliff and Pearl was private property, owned by individuals who had stores and 
residences on their lots. The wall and well features recovered were part of these properties. 
 
Map 5.14 shows the approximate configuration of the late-eighteenth through the early-
nineteenth century property boundaries in the area of the features. The northern property was 265 
Pearl Street, which encompassed two of the documented structures (Features FL 38 and FL 
48/50) and the well (Feature FL 39). The Feature FL 43 foundation wall with the Feature FL 42 
artifact deposit lay within the southern property at 263 Pearl Street. Another foundation wall 
remnant (Feature FL 41) was probably at the edge of 265 Pearl Street. However, since it is not 
known whether Feature FL 41 was a north or south wall, it is possible that it may have been from 
a structure on the adjoining property to the south. Because of the uneven configuration of the 265 
Pearl Street lot, the adjoining address at the rear of the property was 261 rather than 263 Pearl 
Street. No documents were found to indicate exactly when these property lines were established, 
but records of conveyance show they existed by 1788 (NYC Registers Office, Liber 48, Page 
63).  
 
The corresponding addresses for these properties on Queen Street, as Pearl Street was then 
known, could not be definitively established. Pearl Street was called Queen Street until the 1790s 
and had a different street numbering system than that used for Pearl Street. A comparison of 
various names and addresses in directories and other historic documents suggests that 263 and 
265 Pearl Street may have equated to 197 and 198 Queen Street, although other sources indicate 
they may have been numbered as 203 and 205 Queen Street. 263 Pearl Street also appears to 
have been known as 191 Queen Street for at least a few years in the late-eighteenth century 
(Annals of New York City 1786:100).  
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Map 5.14: Historic lots overlaid on current property lines,  

with Fulton Street project feature numbers. 
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The properties at 263 and 265 Pearl Street were originally part of a farm granted to Cornelis Van 
Tienhoven by Governor Kieft in 1644 (Stokes 1915-1928, vol. 6:155).
4 After Van Tienhoven’s apparent suicide, the land passed to his widow Rachel, with a portion of 
the property eventually passing to Van Tienhoven’s brother-in-law, Abraham Isaac Verplanck, 
(Stokes 1915-1928, vol. 6:155; MCC 1675-1776, I:50; NYCR Liber 25, Page 161). Verplanck 
died sometime around 1690, and by 1703 his heirs had sold the parcel encompassing Fulton 
Street to William and Elizabeth Pell (NYCR Liber 25, Page 184; NYCR Liber 31, Page 288).  
 
263 Pearl Street 
 
The Pells, their son William, and/or his wife or heirs owned the lot at 263 Pearl Street for the 
entire eighteenth century until it was sold to Charles Wright in 1805 (NYCR Liber 89, Page 
519). Wright owned the property until Fulton Street was opened. See Table 5.08 for a full list of 
owners and occupants. 
 
By the late-eighteenth century the Pells no longer lived at 263 Pearl Street. In 1786, an ad 
appeared in the Annals of New York for Mr. Pell’s “large three story house” containing eleven 
fireplaces and located “almost opposite Beekman Slip” at 191 Queen Street, (Annals of New 
York 1786:100). In 1798 and 1808 the property was used as a boardinghouse, run by Mrs. Riddle 
and Widow Williams, respectively (Longworth 1798; Longworth 1808). Two merchants were 
also associated with the property in these years and presumably rented the storefront for their 
businesses. James Chevalier is listed in the 1798 Directory and Moses Judah is listed in the 1808 
Directory, but the latter’s home at that time was 70 Gold Street. Judah may have moved to the 
boardinghouse shortly after the directory was compiled as he was taxed at this address between 
1808 and 1813. Charles Wright is listed in the 1817 tax assessment for 191 Queen Street. 
However, the use of the Queen Street address is curious as the assessment occurred after Fulton 
Street had been cut through and opened and the Feature 43 building was demolished. It is 
possible that the 1817 assessment was made in a transitional year before new construction was 
completed, thus maintaining the old address. In any event, Wright’s lack of association with the 
property, other than ownership, makes it unlikely that he occupied the premises.  
 
At least some of the residents of the boarding house at 263 Pearl Street were individuals of some 
social standing. Moses Judah, taxed at the property from 1808 to 1813, was a fairly prominent 
Jewish businessman and possibly the Judah of Dunlap & Judah, merchants who operated a store 
one block from 263 Pearl at 175 Water Street (Barrett 1870:63). He is listed in the rolls of the 
Manumission Society, a dues-paying anti-slavery organization, for the years 1785-1815 (Rock 
2012:97). He also served on the executive committee of the Manumission Society beginning in 
1806 where one of his responsibilities was investigating disputed ownership claims for enslaved 
persons (Block 1987:317). 
 
The construction methods and materials used to build 263 Pearl Street’s foundation (Feature FL 
43) are dated to the the Pells ownership of the property in the eighteenth century. The rough cut 
stone and lime mortar components are distinct from the fieldstone and earthen mortar used in the 
walls from 265 Pearl Street. The latter are more typical of earlier colonial-era stone buildings. 
                                                
4 Stokes relates that the land was originally settled by Anthony Jansen from Fez, Morrocco, and was occupied by 
several other people before being granted to Van Tienhoven (Stokes 1915-1928, vol. 6:155). 
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Feature FL 43 was probably constructed in the mid- to late-eighteenth century. It may have been 
an addition to an existing structure, or possibly an outbuilding given its location at the rear 
property line. 
 
A review of the site’s history and an analysis of the archaeological remains establishes a very 
narrow time frame for the artifact deposit, Feature FL 42, found alongside the Feature FL 43 
foundation wall. It was determined that the collection was deposited sometime between 1806 and 
1816 when the property was owned by Charles Wright, but used as a boarding house and 
merchant’s shop. The terminus post quem (TPQ) for the deposit comes from an 1806 Liberty 
coin exhibiting the “draped bust” design. This motif, which was used between 1795 and 1808, 
features an image of Lady Liberty with fabric draped around her shoulders and a band tied 
around her long hair. The date “1806” is visible along the bottom of the face (Image 5.40). Coins 
of this style were made of silver and copper, with the amount of silver varying depending on the 
coin’s value. Based on the design, the coin found in this deposit is either a five-cent or twenty-
five cent piece. The size makes the latter value more likely (Goldsborough 2013). 
 

 
Image 5.40: 1806 Liberty coin recovered from Feature FL 42 artifact deposit. 
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The terminus ante quem (TAQ) for the artifact deposit is determined by the date that the road 
was laid between Cliff Street and Pearl Street. By that time, all structures within the new street 
and sidewalk area would have been demolished. The precise date of this event is not known, but 
it occurred between 1815 and 1816.5 Discussions to open the street between Cliff (then Elbow) 
Street and Pearl Street began by 1803, but did not progress until the Brooklyn ferry was moved 
to Beekman Slip in 1814 (MCC 1784-1831, I:135, March 1, 1803; MCC 1784-1831, VII:730, 
April 18, 1814). By 1815, the City conveyed land that it had appropriated along the south side of 
this block in connection with the “enlarging, straightening and extending” of Fair Street (NYCR 
Liber 111, Page 263). In 1816, the Common Council passed a resolution to change the name of 
Beekman Slip, Fair Street, and Partition Street (the west end of this road) to Fulton Street, in 
honor of the late Robert Fulton (MCC 1784-1831, VIII:630, September 9, 1816). In 1817, City 
tax records refer specifically to the “corner” of Fulton Street and Pearl Street (NYC Tax 
Assessments).  
 
Table 5.08: Owners/occupants of 263 Pearl Street. 
YEAR NAME OCCUPATION COMMENTS SOURCE 
Prior to 
1703 

Abraham Isaacs 
Verplank 

 Property described in deed 
not relating to 263 Pearl 
Street 

 

1703? William & 
Elizabeth Pell 

Shipwright Originally owned a larger 
plot of land, conveyed parcel 
(south of 263 Pearl) to son 
Samuel in 1728. No deed 
found for original 
conveyance to William. 
Beekman conveyed “slip or 
gore” of land in 1703 along 
his property immediately 
north of Fulton 

New York City 
Registrar’s Office 
(NYCR) 
Liber 25, Page 184;  
Liber 31, Page 288 

1786 Mr. Pell Merchant 
(possibly of 
Pearsall & Pell at 
205 Queen Street) 

191 Queen Street, “almost 
opposite Beekman Slip”; 
large three-story house 
containing eleven fireplaces. 
Pell at 20 George Street. 
Probably son of William & 
Elizabeth 

Annals of New York 
City, p.100; Franks 
Directory  

1786 Widow Pell  Owned property as late as 
1801, mentioned in 
newspaper advertisement for 
sale of William Bowne 
property abutting on N;  

NYCR Liber 48, Page 
63; Commercial 
Advertiser Feb 18, 
1801, p. 2 

1798 James Chevalier Merchant  Longworth’s American 
Almanack (Longworth) 

1798 Mrs. Riddles Boarding house  Longworth 

                                                
5 The Phase IA report for the DeLury Square Project refers to the street opening in 1818, citing the Street Books in 
the Manhattan Borough President’s Office (HPI 2007:11). It may be that the official opening was in this year, while 
the actual construction, including demolition of existing buildings, took place prior to that date, although the name 
change to Fulton Street in 1817 suggests the road was open by that time. 
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YEAR NAME OCCUPATION COMMENTS SOURCE 
1800 Elisha Whitehead  In order between known 

inhabitants to south and 
north, no address 

Federal Census 

1805 Charles Wright Merchant Conveyance from Pell heirs. 
No evidence he occupied the 
premises except 1817 tax 
assessment at 263 Pearl. 
Mentioned as owner as late 
as 1814 in deed conveying 
property to south 

NYCR Liber 74, Page 
339; 
Liber 105, Page 240 

1808-
1813 

Moses Judah Merchant House at 70 Gold Longworth 

1808 Widow Williams Boarding house  Longworth; NYC Tax 
Assessments 

1808-
1809 

Drake Seymour   NYC Tax Assessments 

1809 Charles Jurah, 
Joseph Wood, 
George Bowen, 
Joseph L [?], 
Ezekial Robbins, 
George Badger 

  NYC Tax Assessments 

1810 S. Darling, Howard 
Feynman, A. 
Crai[g] 

  NYC Tax Assessments 

1811-
1813 

Timothy Titus, 
Isaac Titus, Samuel 
Cruse 

  NYC Tax Assessments 

1811 Henry R[uford], 
Edward Bon[efee] 

  NYC Tax Assessments 

1812-
1813 

Lewis Therason   NYC Tax Assessments 

1814   No tax records for this year  
1815 M [Peters]  No information on when the 

street numbers were changed. 
By this time, 263 Pearl could 
refer to a different property 

NYC Tax Assessments 

1816 Leggett & Hanes  263 Pearl NYC Tax Assessments 
1816 J.C. Clapham Merchant 265 Pearl Street; advertising 

sale of Liverpool blown salt 
NY Evening Post, Oct 
5, 1816 
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The property at 265 Pearl Street shares a common early history with 263 Pearl Street through its 
likely acquisition by William and Elizabeth Pell in 1703.6 It is not known how long the Pells 
owned the property, but by 1789 ownership had passed to William Bowne. Bowne was a 
merchant and one of the leading importers of green coffee in the city (Ukers 1922:476). He is 
listed as a merchant at this address in the NYC Directories for 1789 and 1796 and is listed in this 
area in the 1800 Federal Census. He died sometime shortly after the census was taken (before 
January 1801) when the Common Council appointed a new fire warden to replace the position 
left vacant by his death (MCC 1784-1831, II:703 Jan 26, 1801). His property at 265 Pearl Street, 
“fronting Beekman Slip,” was advertised for sale in February of that year (Commercial 
Advertiser, February 18, 1801). Merchant William Thurston was the subsequent, and probably 
final, owner of the property before it was demolished to make way for Fulton Street sometime 
around 1815 (NYCR Liber 89, Page 519). Like Bowne, Thurston may have resided on this 
property for at least some of the time he owned it, since he was taxed at this address in 1808 and 
1809 (NYC Tax Assessments). He did rent space, probably a storefront, to several merchants 
over the course of his tenure, including Samuel R. Holmes; Robert White; and Mott, Ackerly & 
Company (NYC Directory 1808; NY Evening Post January 23, 1807; NY Evening Post Monday 
May 2, 1814). (See Table 5.09 for a full list of the owners and occupants of 265 Pearl Street). 
 
The walls and well found at the 265 Pearl Street property (Features FL 38, FL 39, FL 48, and FL 
50) were built in the early-eighteenth or possibly the late-seventeenth century (Map 5.15). The 
two easternmost walls would probably have formed the main residential building on the property 
fronting Queen Street (present day Pearl Street). The western foundation may have been a later 
addition, or possibly an outbuilding, although it is fairly large for this type of structure.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
6 Research did not locate any documents definitively placing the Pells at 265 Pearl Street. They owned at least two 
lots to the immediate south and in 1703 purchased a gore of land that evened the boundaries of the plot to the 
immediate north (NYCR Liber 25, Page 184). It does not appear that this area was divided into smaller parcels in 
1703, making it likely that the Pells owned the entire area between Pearl Street and Cliff Street to the south of 
Beekman’s property at present-day Fulton Street. 
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Table 5.09: Owners/occupants of 265 Pearl Street. 
YEAR NAME OCCUPATION COMMENTS SOURCE 
prior to 
1703 

Abraham Isaacs 
Verplank 

 Property described in deed for 
267 Pearl Street 

New York City 
Registrar’s Office 
(NYCR) Liber 25, 
Page 161 

1703? William & 
Elizabeth Pell 

Shipwright No deed found for 
conveyance of 265 Pearl but 
Beekman conveyed “slip or 
gore” of land in 1703 along 
his property immediately 
north of Fulton to Pells. 
Implies they owned adjoining 
property 

NYCR Liber 25, Page 
184 

by 1789-
1801 

William Bowne Merchant Died 1801 (Commercial 
Advertister, February 18, 
1801) 

NYC Directory 1789; 
NYC Directory 1796 
(B) 

by 1805-
1814 

William Thurston Merchant May have owned property 
until Fulton Street opened 

NYCR Liber 89, Page 
519; NYC Directory 
1808 (B); NYC Tax 
Assessments 1808, 
1809; NYCR Liber 
105, Page 240 

1806-
1808 

Samuel R. 
Holmes 

Merchant (shop) Ad for galloons, boot cords 
and shoe ties for shoe makers 
and assortment of dry goods, 
received from London 

NY Evening Post 
January 23, 1807; 
NYC Directory 1808 
(B) 

1810-
1812 

Robert Wardell   NYC Tax 
Assessments 

1813 John Carties   NYC Tax 
Assessments 

1814 Mott, Ackerly & 
Co. 

 Ad for new location 
“immediately facing Beekman 
Slip” 

NY Evening Post 
Monday May 2, 1814 

1814 Robert White Merchant  MCC 1784-1831, VII: 
188 

1815 H[ ]ton   NYC Tax 
Assessments 
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Map 5.15: Plan view of Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street, centered on features 

associated with 40 Fulton Street.  
 
Dendochronological analysis of a sample taken from the wooden base of Feature FL 39 
identified 1718 as the year the tree was felled, indicating the well was probably constructed in 
that year or shortly after. Sitting partly on top of the well, Feature FL 38’s foundation wall was 
clearly built either immediately after the well was completed or when it was no longer in use. It 
is impossible to date the foundation, if indeed it was only constructed after the well fell into 
disuse, as normal lifespans for water wells varied widely. However, if the foundation does 
postdate the use-life of the well — and assuming the extensive and solidly constructed water 
well was in service for at least several decades — the building it supports was likely not 
constructed until at least the mid-eighteenth century. Pearlware ceramics sherds found within the 
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well’s relatively clean fill assist in narrowing down Feature FS 21’s lifespan as their earliest-
common-use date places infilling to 1775 or after. The construction of both basement 
foundations (Feature FL 38 and Features 48 and 50) was identical, suggesting they were 
constructed at the same time.  
 
When Feature FL 39 well was built, the property may still have been part of the original, large 
plot owned by the Pells. Once the original lot was subdivided later in the eighteenth century, 
however, the well may have fallen out of use and was filled in to allow for the construction of the 
building associated with the Feature FL 38 foundation. 
 
The well appears to have been filled in one episode using local, expedient soils. Excavation 
revealed very little distinction in soils other than water content and size of inclusions. Artifact 
use dates from various levels were also similar. A dry bodied red stoneware  sherd (discussed 
below) found near the surface mended with a sherd from almost a foot deep in the well’s interior, 
supporting the notion of a single filling episode.  
 
Though the interpretive value of the artifacts found within the well is limited because they are 
not in their primary context, they can give an indication of the fill date. The artifacts may have 
been discarded on the property and caught up with the local soils used in the filling episode, as it 
is unlikely that the relatively small amount of soil needed to fill the well would have been carted 
in from a great distance. Several of the well artifacts are notable, including a piece of salt-glazed 
Rhenish stoneware embossed with the Coat of Arms of the city of Amsterdam produced in 
Germany in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Image 5.41) (Lessmann 1997; Jefferson 
Patterson Park and Museum 2014). Also of interest is a dry bodied red stoneware teaware lid 
with sprig molded decoration (Image 5.42). Dry bodied red stoneware with sprigged motifs was 
first imported to Europe from China during the 17th century. By the end of the 1600s English and 
other potters were making high-quality imitations. Production of these wares seems to have 
ceased around 1700, however, but resumed in England sometime between 1740 and the mid-
1750s  (http://www.jefpat.org/diagnostic/ColonialCeramics/Colonial%20Ware%20Descriptions/
English-Drybodied.html).  Red bodied stoneware teawares are not uncommon on circa 1750-
1775 Middle Atlantic sites. 
 
 
Artifacts found in association with Feature FL 38, the basement foundation atop the well, were 
very similar to those found within the well feature both in type and date range. Forty-one total 
artifacts, mostly household ceramics, were recovered in association with the foundation wall. As 
with the items found in the well, these artifacts may have been trash found within locally 
obtained soil that was used to fill in and around the foundation when it was constructed, or they 
may have been lost as part of discards on the property rather than intentionally deposited. 
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Image 5.41: Rhenish stoneware featuring the coat of arms of Amsterdam,  

recovered from within the Feature FL 39 well. 
 

 
Image 5.42: Dry bodied red stoneware teapot lid recovered from within the Feature FL 39 well. 
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FEATURES – NORTH SIDE 
 
Feature FL 22 
Feature FL 22 was a 9.75m (32’) long fieldstone wall running east to west at approximately 
3.35m (11’) south of the north curb line (Map 5.16) (Image 5.43). The east end of the wall was 
located approximately 9.75m (32’) west of the west curb line of Little Pearl Street. The wall had 
extended further east, but a utility pipe installed before the current project destroyed this portion 
of the feature. This feature was extant at a shallow depth, between .30m and .61m (1’ and 2’) 
bgs. The wall was 1.22m (4’) high at its maximum exposed height but continued beneath the 
floor of the trench, making its full vertical extent indeterminate. Where Feature FL 22’s entire 
width was exposed, it measured .51m (1.66’) wide (Image 5.44). 
 

 
Map 5.16: Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street, plan view of archaeological 

features centered on the north side of the street west of Little Pearl Street.  
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Image 5.43: Fieldstone wall (Feature FL 22) in north wall of excavation trench, facing east. 

 

 
Image 5.44: Fieldstone wall (Feature FL 22) in test unit, facing west. 
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The Feature FL 22 wall was constructed of uncut granite and sandstone with two types of mortar: 
a pink sandy mortar with large lime or shell inclusions and a more homogenous, gray, limestone-
based mortar (Image 5.45). Where a small segment of the north side of the structure was 
exposed, it had a limestone mortar veneer. Based on the material, this was a later addition that 
may have been used in repairs to the structure. Feature FL 22 was found within sandy fill, some 
of which contained a large amount of brick and mortar demolition debris. 
 
 

 
Image 5.45: Detail of materials used in the Feature FL 22 fieldstone wall. 
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Feature FL 23 
Feature FL 23, an east-west oriented fieldstone wall remnant, was located 3.66 (12’) to the east 
of Feature FL 22 (see Map 5.16 above) (Image 5.46). A utility pipe, which post-dated and likely 
damaged the walls, ran between the two structures at a perpendicular angle. The same 
construction materials were used in both features, although the two were not precisely aligned: 
Feature FL 23 was approximately .61m (2’) further north than Feature FL 22. Feature FL 23’s 
extant length measured 1.83m (6’) long and 1.22m (4’) in exposed height but continued beneath 
the trench floor. Most of the wall was uncovered only on its south face; however, the wall was 
visible in cross-section at its east end (Image 5.47). The width of the feature at this location was 
.51m - .61m (1.66’ - 2’). As with Feature FL 22, the top of this wall had been disturbed by 
previous utility work. The shallowest extant point of the structure was 0.61m (2’) bgs. 
 
 

 
Image 5.46: Features FL 22 (lower left) and 23 (top center), facing east. 
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Image 5.47: East end of Feature FL 23 wall segment, facing east. 

 
Feature FL 24 
Feature FL 24 was the southeast corner of a stone foundation with an additional interior, 
perpendicular wall segment (Map 5.16). The feature consisted of a north-south wall constructed 
of rough-cut granite blocks on a fieldstone foundation and two east-west granite block wall 
remnants, both of which intersected with the north-south wall at their east ends (Images 5.48 and 
5.49).  
 
The rough-cut granite Feature FL 24 stones measured an average of 38cm by 25cm by 15cm 
(1.25’ by 0.83’ by .5’) and were joined with a limestone-based mortar (Image 5.50). The top of 
the north-south wall was located at .76m (2.5’) bgs, although it had been disturbed by prior 
utility work. A small segment of the northernmost portion was exposed at only .3m (1’) bgs. The 
east-west walls had suffered greater disturbance from previous work and were exposed between 
.91m - 1.22m (3’ - 4’) bgs. All three walls extended beneath the final excavation depth of the 
trench at approximately 1.37m (4.5’) bgs, making their full vertical extent indeterminate. The 
remaining portion of the north-south wall originated at approximately .3m - .61m (1’ - 2’) north 
of the Fulton Street north curb line and .91m - 1.22m (3’ - 4’) west of the Little Pearl Street west 
curb line. The wall extended 3.05m (10’) south from this point, where it formed a right angle 
with the southernmost point of the two adjoining east-west walls. The latter structure extended 
.61m (2’) west from the north-south wall. A second east-west wall remnant, located .41m (1.33’) 
north of the intersection of the first two walls, had been substantially impacted by previous utility 
installation. The extant portion, exposed at 1.2m (4’) bgs, was .41m (1.33’) tall at its highest 
point and extended .46m (1.5’) from the perpendicular wall. 
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Image 5.48: Feature FL 24 rough-cut granite block walls at left,  

forming southeast-facing corners. 
 

 
Image 5.49: Feature FL 24 fieldstone foundation in plan view beneath location of rough-cut 

granite wall, partially deconstructed earlier in this project, facing east. 
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Image 5.50: North-south oriented segment of the  
Feature FL 24 rough-cut granite wall, facing east. 

 
 
The fieldstone wall segment of the Feature FL 24 base was preserved below substantial utility 
disturbance directly, beneath the rough-cut granite wall at 2.29m (7.5’) bgs (Image 5.51). The 
component materials consisted of sandstone, schist, and granite fieldstone with pink sand and 
shell-based mortar. The feature extended at least 2.44m (8’) south of the north curb line of Fulton 
Street, where it abutted the base of an existing manhole on its southwest side. Limitations to the 
project’s excavation trench size did not allow for investigation of the full southern or northern 
extent of the wall, but it did appear to continue north beyond the curb line. The fieldstone wall 
measured up to .76m (2.5’) wide and .3m (1’) high, but the structure continued beneath the 
trench floor, obscuring its full vertical extent (Image 5.52).  
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Image 5.51: Rough-cut granite blocks (lower right) above fieldstone  

in Feature FL 24, facing west. 
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Image 5.52: Fieldstone portion of Feature FL 24 in plan view, facing north. 
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Feature FL 25 
Feature FL 25 was a rough-cut granite wall located 30.48m (100’) west of the west curb line of 
Little Pearl (Map 5.16) (Image 5.53). Only a small segment of this wall was exposed during the 
excavation of a test pit. The segment was oriented north to south, beginning at .76m (2.5’) north 
of the Fulton Street north curb line and extending south by 1.22m (4’).7 As the feature was 
visible only in the west profile of the test unit, its width could not be determined. The top of the 
wall was exposed at .38m (1.25’) bgs, immediately beneath the concrete road base, and the 
structure extended, at minimum, to the base of the trench at .91m (3’) bgs. It was located 
partially in a matrix of clean, sandy utility fill and partially in a brown loamy sand fill containing 
a substantial amount of brick and mortar demolition debris.  
 

 
Image 5.53: Rough-cut granite block wall (Feature FL 25) beneath concrete road base. 

 
Feature FL 26 and Feature FL 27 
Excavation at the northwest corner of Fulton Street and Little Pearl Street exposed two brick 
columns in proximity to Feature FL 24 (Map 5.16). The first of these, Feature FL 26, measured 
.51m by .41m (1.66’ by 1.33’) and was a minimum of 1.22m (4’) high (Image 5.54). The column 
was located near the north curb line of Fulton Street, .46m (1.5’) west of the Little Pearl Street 
west curb line. Its top was .46m (1.5’) bgs and it continued below the trench floor at 1.68m (5.5’) 
bgs. Component bricks measured 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”) with no visible 
maker’s marks. The relationship between the column and Feature FL 24, the granite and 
fieldstone structure, was not clear, but the former was located in close proximity, .76m (2.5’) 
                                                
7 The curb at the location of Feature FL 25 is several feet north of the regular curb line, as there is a lay-over lane at 
this location for St. Margaret’s House at 49 Fulton Street. The regular curb line is the datum used. The wall was 
partially within the lay-over lane. 
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west of the west face of the latter (Image 5.55). The matrix was typical sandy utility fill, although 
unlike typical fill there was a substantial amount of disarticulated brick to the west of the 
column. Feature FL 27, the second brick column, was located approximately 1.52m (5’) north of 
the first brick column, Feature FL 26. The two features were in north-south alignment. 
 
 

 
Image 5.54: Feature FL 26 brick column in profile, facing north. 
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Image 5.55: Feature FL 26 brick column in proximity to the Feature FL 24  

granite block wall, facing northeast. 
 
 
Feature FL 28 
Feature FL 28 was a brick wall with a granite capstone (Image 5.56). The wall was aligned on an 
east-west axis, with the easternmost exposed point located approximately 3.05m (10’) west of 
the Pearl Street west curb line and 1.37m (4.5’) south of the Fulton Street north curb line (Map 
5.16). The total exposed length of Feature FL 28 was 1.68m (5.5’), but the wall continued west 
into an unexcavated area. The top of the wall was .91m (3’) feet bgs. The stone measured .46m 
(1.5’) wide and .08m (0.25’) thick. The brick wall itself was slightly narrower than the capstone 
and measured 0.91m (3’) in height. Component bricks were 20cm by 9cm by 6m (8” by 3.5” by 
2.25”) and did not display any maker’s marks. Project limitations constraining excavation trench 
size prevented a determination of the relationship between this wall and the rough-cut granite 
structure, Feature FL 24, but they were in close proximity and may have been associated. The 
proximity of this feature to Features FL 26 and FL 27 (the two brick columns) and the similarity 
of the brick in both suggest a structural relationship. 
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Image 5.56: Feature FL 28 brick wall with granite capstone  

in south profile beneath oil-o-static ducts, facing east. 
 
 
Feature FL 29 and Feature FL 30 
Two north/south oriented brick wall remnants from what would originally have been the same 
basement structure were uncovered on the north side of Fulton Street (Map 5.17). Both features 
were surrounded by sandy utility fill containing gears and pieces of machinery similar to those 
found in the block to the west. Demolition debris including brick and mortar was also present. 
Excavation near the trench floor uncovered six complete Schweppes' Bitter Lemon bottles dated 
to the 1950s, indicating the fill was deposited in the mid twentieth century. The trash did not 
appear to be associated with the features and likely represented debris from earlier construction 
workers. 
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Map 5.17: Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street, archaeological features in plan 
view centered on the foundation-related features found at the northwestern end of the block.  

 
 
Feature FL 29 was located 38.10m (125’) west of the east building line of 40 Fulton Street, 
directly across the street from the door of the Neale House at 50 Fulton Street (Image 5.57). The 
north end of the wall was approximately 3.96m (13’) south of the Fulton Street north curb line. 
The dimensions of the feature were .91m long by .51m wide by .76m high (3’ by 1.66’ by 2.5’), 
and the top of the feature was exposed at .91m (3’) bgs. Component bricks measured 20cm by 
9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”) and displayed frogged maker’s marks with “J.J.J.” (Juan 
Jacinto Jova) or “DF & S” (Denton Fowler and Sons). These were both Hudson River brick 
manufacturers. 
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The second brick wall remnant, Feature FL 30, was located 3.66m (12’) west of the first and was 
abutted by a bluestone surface on its east side (Image 5.58). The surface extended 1.22m (4’) 
east from the wall and covered the entire width of the trench, which measured 1.68m (5.5’) wide. 
The bluestone surface was comprised of three slabs of varying widths, each approximately 6.3cm 
(2.5”) thick. The surface was exposed at .46m (1.5’) bgs, or 61m (2’) below the top of the brick 
wall remnant. 
 
The exposed portion of the Feature FL 30 wall measured 1.37m by .51m (4.5’ by 1.66’). Its 
extant height could not be determined as it was not fully excavated, but it measured a minimum 
of .61m (2’) high, extending from 1.68m (5.5’) bgs to a depth of at least 2.29m (7.5’) bgs. The 
component bricks had the same dimensions as those in Feature FL 29, but no maker’s marks 
were visible. However, Feature FL 30 was not deconstructed, so its constituent bricks could not 
be thoroughly examined.  
 

 
Image 5.57: Feature FL 29 brick wall remnant in east profile. 
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Image 5.58: Excavation of Feature FL 30 brick wall remnant and bluestone surface, facing west. 

 
 
Feature FL 31 
Excavation on the north side of Fulton Street exposed an extensive early-modern concrete 
foundation wall, Feature FL 31, between .3m - .46m (1’ - 1.5’) bgs (Map 5.17) (Image 5.59). 
This wall was oriented east to west with a short north to south segment at its west end, at Cliff 
Street. The width of the east-west segment was approximately .3m (1’). It began 1.22m (4’) west 
of the west building line of 49 Fulton Street and extended 11.89m (39’) to the east. At 4.57m 
(15’) from its west end, the wall turned at a 90 degree angle and ran south for .20m (.66’), then 
turned 90 degrees again and continued in its previous eastward direction. A footer was exposed 
at 3.05m (10’) bgs, extending .3m (1’) south from the vertical plane of the wall. The western 
portion of the footer consisted of two steps, the second extending 4cm (1.5”) horizontally at .23m 
(.75’) below the first. This stepped footer was not observed in the eastern section of the wall, 
which contained a single step that measured approximately .61m (2’) in height (Image 5.60). A 
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perpendicular north-south segment of the wall extended 3.05m (10’) north from the west end of 
the longer wall segment, beginning at 0.3m (1’) south of the north curb line of Fulton Street. This 
segment was 0.91m (3’) wide and was only excavated to 1.22m (4’) bgs. The wall represents a 
late nineteenth or early twentieth century basement foundation for the buildings that stood on the 
north side of Fulton Street until the mid-twentieth century. 
 
 

 
Image 5.59: Feature FL 31 concrete wall in profile, with footer visible at base. 
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Image 5.60: Feature FL 31, stepped footer in plan view at west end of concrete wall. 

 
 
Feature FL 32 
The final feature on the north side of this block was a large, abandoned brick sewer at the 
intersection of Fulton Street and Cliff Street (Map 5.18) (Image 5.61). The south end of the 
structure extended 5.49m (18’) east from the southeast corner building line of 55 Fulton Street 
and 7.92m (26’) south of the Fulton Street north curb line. The top of the sewer was exposed at 
2.13m (7’) bgs. The structure was approximately 1.37m (4.5’) in diameter and a minimum of 
7.62m (25’) long. The sewer was constructed of four layers of brick laid parallel to the sewer 
length and set in place with a limestone-based mortar.  
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Map 5.18: Intersection of Cliff and Fulton Streets, plan view of Feature FL 32 large brick sewer.  
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Image 5.61: Feature FL 32 brick sewer in plan view at Cliff Street, facing northwest. 
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FEATURES - SOUTH SIDE 
 
Feature FL 33, Feature FL 34, and Feature FL 35 
Three east-west oriented brick walls were uncovered in the Cliff Street to Pearl Street block 
along the north edge of the mass excavation (Map 5.17). The walls were aligned with one 
another along the same east-west plane and were of similar composition. 
 
Feature FL 33  
Feature FL 33 contained stone elements in addition to its brick construction (Image 5.62). This 
feature was located 6.4m (21’) north of the Fulton Street south curb line and between 33.53m - 
35.97m (110’ - 118’) west of the northeast corner building line of 40 Fulton Street. The exposed 
portion of the wall varied in width from .53m (1.75’) wide at the east end to .74m (2.42’) wide at 
the west end, where the feature continued into the wall of the excavation trench. Due to the 
deteriorated state of the wall, it could not be determined whether the latter end constituted a 
corner or was simply a point where more of the wall’s width was extant. The depth of the wall 
also varied, from 1.01m (3.33’) bgs at its east end and .46m (1.5’) bgs at its west end. The 
maximum exposed height measured .51m (1.66’) at the east end, but the structure continued 
below the floor of the excavation. At 1.22m (4’) bgs the wall was disturbed by a 4-inch water 
service pipe. 
 
Component bricks in Feature FL 33 measured 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”). As 
with the brick walls on the north side of the street, some of the brick from Feature FL 33 
displayed the frogged maker’s mark “J.J.J.”. A few bricks were stamped “D. _” without a frog. 
While the feature appeared at first to be a solid brick structure, stone was exposed in the interior 
of the wall when some of the brick was removed during partial deconstruction. Rough-cut 
granite blocks were present beneath two courses of brick and behind an exterior brick veneer. 
Construction circumstances did not necessitate complete deconstruction of the wall, preventing a 
determination of whether the stone components continued throughout the structure.  
 
The wall was found in a matrix of medium-brown clayey loamy sand with a reddish cast, 
probably resulting from the large amount of brick dust in the soil. Re-deposited artifacts were 
recovered from beneath a utility duct to the south of the wall and included oyster shells, ceramic, 
clay pipe stems, and faunal remains.  
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Image 5.62: Feature FL 33 brick and stone wall in plan view at  

the center of Fulton Street, facing west. 
 
Feature FL 34 
The second east-west brick wall in this portion of Fulton Street, Feature FL 34, was located 
2.13m (7’) to the west of Feature FL 36, or 38.10m (125’) west of the building line of 40 Fulton 
Street (Map 5.17) (Image 5.63). Its east end was perpendicular with the east side of Feature FL 
29, a north-south oriented brick wall located nearby, and it is likely that the two were associated. 
Feature FL 34’s exposed extent was 1.98m (6.5’) long and .61m (2’) wide. A possible corner was 
present at the west end of this wall, but, as with Feature FL 33, construction circumstances 
limiting excavation trench size prevented confirmation of this. The top of the Feature FL 34 wall 
was .61m (2’) bgs, and the maximum exposed depth was 1.22m (4’) bgs. Feature FL 34’s 
constituent bricks were similar to those observed in Feature FL 33, with the same dimensions 
and markings. The matrix was identical to that of Feature FL 33.  
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Image 5.63: Feature FL 34, the second of three east-west brick walls  

on Fulton Street between Cliff and Pearl Streets, facing east. 
 

Feature FL 35 
The third brick wall in this portion of Fulton Street, Feature FL 35, was located approximately 
2.44m (8’) west of Feature FL 34 (Map 5.17). As with the first two walls documented, this 
feature was parallel to the south curb line of Fulton Street at 6.4m (21’) north of that line. The 
exposed portion of the Feature FL 35 wall measured .91m (3’) long and was .61m (2’) wide. 
Construction and materials were similar to the first two walls.  
 
The Feature FL 33, FL 34, and FL 35 walls were likely part of basement foundations from the 
structures that were present on the north side of Fulton Street prior to the latter part of the 
twentieth century. They may have, in fact, belonged to the same buildings represented by 
Features FL 29 and FL 30. More specifically, Features FL 29 and FL 34 and Features FL 35 and 
FL 30 may have been associated, as their north-south brick walls would have met the east-west 
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wall at a right angle if the former continued south. The location of Features FL 33, FL 34, and 
FL 35 near the center of the modern streetscape of Fulton Street suggests these features acted as 
the southern exterior walls of sidewalk vaults, as the above-ground structures would not have 
extended this far south, even prior to street widening. 
 
Feature FL 36 
Two artifact deposits were found near the center of Fulton Street between Cliff and Pearl Streets. 
Neither deposit was directly associated with a structural feature. The first of these, Feature FL 
36, was a sheet deposit located approximately 20.73m (68’) west and 10.36m (34’) north of the 
northeast corner building line of 40 Fulton Street (Map 5.19) (Image 5.64). The deposit lay to the 
north of an abandoned ceramic utility duct bank at .91m (3’) bgs and continued into the north 
excavation wall into an area that was not excavated as part of this project, obscuring its full 
extent. The exposed dimensions of the deposit were .71m (2.33’) at its greatest north-south 
extent by 1.78m (5.83’) at the longest east-west point.  
 
The Feature FL 36 deposit lay below a stratum of medium-brown, slightly reddish loamy sand 
fill, similar to that found in the western end of the mass excavation. This stratum contained a 
moderate amount of broken brick. An 8cm – 10cm (0.25’ - 0.33’) layer of clean reddish-brown 
sand under laid the deposit. Below this was an orange-tan silty clay. This last stratum was also 
visible directly to the south of the deposit.  
 
The Feature FL 36 deposit itself consisted of an 8cm (0.25’) thick layer of dark grayish-brown 
loamy clay containing numerous shells, mostly oyster. Other recovered artifacts included bone, 
charcoal, very small sherds of mostly late-eighteenth to early-nineteenth century ceramics, pipe 
stems, small amounts of glass, and unidentifiable iron fragments.  
 
Seventy-nine artifacts, excluding the oyster shell, were collected from Feature FL 36. Most of 
these items, 76% (n=60), were household ceramics, and 15% (n=12) were faunal remains, 
consisting exclusively of indeterminate mammal bones. The remainder of the recovered artifacts 
consisted of green bottle glass (n=3) and pipe stem fragments (n=4).  
 
The ceramics included a wide range of ware types including British buff-bodied slipware 
(n=18); redware (n=12), some with black or brown lead glaze and or slip decoration; Rhenish 
blue painted and incised stoneware (n=8); tin glazed earthenware (n=8); gray salt-glazed 
stoneware (n=5); pearlware (n=3); and whiteware (n=2). The common usage dates for these 
ceramics provide a wide date range for the deposit, from the early to mid-eighteenth century (tin-
glazed, and white salt-glazed) to the mid to late nineteenth century (ironstone and whiteware).  
 
While in topographical proximity to the Feature FL 38 fieldstone wall and Feature FL 39 well, 
Feature FL 36 appeared at a shallower depth and within a different soil matrix. The deposit is not 
associated with these structural features. The mixed range of artifacts from the deposit and their 
usage dates, as well as the size and context of the deposit, suggest Feature FL 36 was not a 
primary deposition of these materials. Feature FL 36 likely represents re-deposited materials, 
possibly scattered in this area during an earlier street grading episode that utilized soils 
containing a variety of artifact inclusions. 
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Map 5.19: Fulton Street between Cliff Street and Pearl Street, plan view centered on features 

associated with 40 Fulton Street.  
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Image 5.64: Feature FL 36 sheet deposit surface  
in plan view upon initial discovery, facing south. 

 
Feature FL 37 
A second artifact deposit in this area was Feature FL 37, a small, dense deposit of faunal remains 
located 15.24m (50’) west and 9.75m (32’) north of the of the northeast corner building line of 
40 Fulton Street (Map 5.19) (Image 5.65). This deposit was visible in the north wall of the 
excavation area at 1.83m (6’) bgs, beneath several abandoned ceramic ducts. The feature 
measured .91m (3’) wide and included a dense concentration of faunal material, consisting 
exclusively of bone, at its center. The concentration measured .41m (1.33’) thick and .46m (1.5’) 
wide. The deposit was found in medium brown silty clay loam. No soil distinction separated 
Feature FL 37 from the surrounding strata. Feature FL 37’s boundaries were defined by its 
concentration of faunal materials. The feature’s full horizontal extent could not be determined; 
the faunal materials continued beyond the trench wall to an indeterminate distance, but project 
plans limited the size of the excavation trench in which the materials appeared. 
 
The Feature FL 37 collection of 13 large faunal remains appeared to be refuse sourced from a 
meat processor, seller, or butcher, as many of the bones displayed cut marks and were those that 
would not have been sold as cuts of meat, such as a jaw-bone and an articulated knee joint. The 
deposit was probably made opportunistically during a construction or filling episode, since the 
materials were not in a discrete matrix but mixed into the wider soil stratum that extended across 
Fulton Street at this depth.  
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Image 5.65: Feature FL 37 faunal deposit north profile in north wall of mass excavation. 

 
Features FL 38 and 39 
Excavation along the south side of the street in front of 40 Fulton Street uncovered a stone 
foundation wall, Feature FL 38, sitting partly atop a stone well, Feature FL 39 (Map 5.19) 
(Image 5.66). Because of the physical connection between the structures, they are discussed 
together.  
 
Feature FL 38 
Excavation exposed a portion of the Feature FL 38 stone foundation at 2.29m (7.5’) bgs. The 
feature consisted of the north wall of a building with intact corners at both its east and west ends. 
The wall was not oriented on a precise parallel with Fulton Street like the modern block and 
structures, instead running slightly northwest to southeast. The Feature FL 38 foundation was 
.61m (2’) wide, with a 7.32m (24’) long north wall length. Only 1.07m (3.5’) of the west wall 
was extant, while none of the east wall was present beyond the corner connection. The east 
corner was identifiable by the finished, even nature of the stone at that end of the north wall. The 
east end measured .97m (3.17’) high and retained one more course of stone than the west end of 
the wall, which measured .79m (2.58’) high. Excavation uncovered the base of the Feature FL 38 
wall at 2.67m (8.75’) bgs, atop the Feature FL 39 well discussed below. The stone wall feature 
had an extant height of .38m (1.25’), although it is likely later demolition and construction 
activities truncated the upper portions of the wall or any elements that originally were 
constructed atop it.  
 
The Feature FL 38 stone wall was constructed of dry-laid gray granite fieldstones. The spaces 
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between the stone were filled with fine silty sand, natural to the area. Mortar was present 
between the upper stone courses. Mortar analysis conducted on samples collected from the wall 
identified this material as an earthen mortar, composed of fine, silty clay, improved with a lime 
additive (Highbridge 2011:6, Appendix L). The report favored an eighteenth century date for the 
samples based on the quality of the lime and the use of the earthen mortar; however, the report 
specified that this was a speculative inference and was not directly evidenced by the sample itself 
(Highbridge 2011:4, Appendix L). 
 

 
Image 5.66: Feature FL 38 stone wall and Feature FL 39 well showing construction of the wall 

above and slightly intersecting the well, facing south. 
 
A total of 41 artifacts were found in association with Feature FL 38, recovered from the soil 
immediately surrounding the wall, within test units excavated around it, or during deconstruction 
of the wall. Most of the artifacts were Household items, with a few Architectural and Faunal 
remains and four smoking pipe fragments. Two of the pipe stems had large boreholes of 8/64” 
and 9/64” diameters. Artifacts dated generally to the late eighteenth century.  
 
Seven artifacts were found immediately on top of the wall: nails (n=2), window glass (n=1), 
engine-turned redware (n=1), dipt creamware with mocha pattern (n=1), blue painted pearlware 
(n=1), and tin-glazed earthenware with blue painted decoration (n=1). The fill immediately 
north of the wall, on what would have been the exterior of the building, also yielded 7 artifacts: a 
pipe bowl (n=1) and stem (n=3) fragments, the latter’s boreholes measuring 5/64”, 8/64”, and 
9/64”; bone (n=2); and a creamware bowl fragment (n=1). Ten artifacts were recovered from 
within and around the wall during deconstruction of the feature. These artifacts were exclusively 
Household ceramics, either redware (n=8) or creamware (n=2). The redware included 7 sherds 
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from an unglazed redware jar. The artifacts, found within the test units, are discussed below.  
 
Three test units were excavated alongside the Feature FL 38 wall in order to explore its extent 
and depth (Image 5.67). Two units were located at the western end of the feature and one at the 
eastern end. The units extended an additional 0.3m - 1.46m (1’ - 1.5’) below the lowest course of 
stone in order to confirm the feature’s base depth and underlying strata. The foundation proved 
to not have a footer at its base, and it was embedded in gray silty clay that is common to the 
natural subsoil of lower Manhattan (Image 5.68). A small number of artifacts were recovered 
from the test units, all from re-deposited soil contexts rather than in discrete or bound contexts 
associated with the feature.  
 
 

 
Image 5.67: Three test units excavated at the sides of the Feature FL 38 stone wall, facing west. 
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Image 5.68: Feature FL 38 Test Unit 2 plan view displaying natural silty clay substratum found 

beneath the Feature FL 38 stone wall, facing south. 
 
In the unexcavated area above the wall, within the mid-section of the profile and what would 
have been the interior of the structure, the trench profile included a significant amount of 
disintegrated mortar and disarticulated whole eighteenth century bricks. Fragments of yellow 
brick were also noted in this demolition fill. 
 
Soil at the east end of the wall appeared to be re-deposited from earlier construction work, as it 
contained a black rubber strap likely discarded into the area during twentieth century work. The 
soil was dark brown loamy sand and contained oyster shell and brick fragments. The north 
profile of the construction trench displayed evidence of multiple construction episodes in which 
the area was filled with either re-deposited soils or clean sand.  
 
Test Unit 1 
Test Unit 1, measuring 2.03m by 1.01m (6.66’ by 3.33’), was excavated along the west end of 
the Feature FL 38 wall and was situated to expose the corner of the feature and to investigate the 
possible presence of a builder’s trench associated with the feature (Image 5.69). Excavation 
revealed a utility disturbance across the south half of Test Unit 1. A concrete–encased duct bank 
in the south half of the unit, exposed at .61m (2’) below the top of the unit, extended to a greater 
depth than the stone foundation and had previously significantly truncated the western wall of 
the feature. Another utility, a north-south oriented 6-inch ceramic pipe, ran south beneath the 
concrete duct.  
 
Three stratigraphic layers were exposed in Test Unit 1. The uppermost was a medium-brown 
loamy fill, the second was a darker brown re-deposited fill layer surrounding the Feature FL 38 
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area, and the third was the natural gray silty clay subsoil. Two artifacts were recovered from the 
lowest level of this unit: Chinese export porcelain (n=1) and a pipe stem fragment (n=1) with a 
5/64” bore. These items appeared to have laid at the transitional lens between the re-deposited 
fill layer and the natural subsoil, likely deposited when the darker brown shallower fill was 
deposited and distributed across the area. No evidence of a builder’s trench was present. 
 

 
Image 5.69: Feature FL 38 Test Unit 1 plan view  

with concrete duct bank disturbance at rear, facing south.  
 
Test Unit 2 
Test Unit 2, measuring .91m by 1.83m (3’ by 6’), was located .61m (2’) east of Test Unit 1 and 
was situated to expose the interior corner of the stone foundation feature (Image 5.70). Test Unit 
2 was excavated to a depth of 2.89m (9.5’) bgs and exposed a continuation of the concrete duct 
bank running south of Feature FL 38. Similar to Test Unit 1, the installation of the duct bank 
section in Test Unit 2 had previously truncated the north-south stone wall section extending 
south from the east end of Feature FL 38.  
 
The soils above the concrete housing in Test Unit 2 were identical to those observed in Test Unit 
1. The soils surrounding Feature FL 38 in Test Unit 2 consisted entirely of building rubble 
comprised of mortar and eighteenth century brick. The building rubble was likely composed of 
remnants of the Feature FL 38 structure, which appears to have been demolished and its razed 
material deposited into the interior of the foundation. The twentieth century concrete duct bank 
ran through and destroyed the southern side of the feature interior.  
 
Seven artifacts were recovered from Test Unit 2. Its upper level of mixed re-deposited fill 
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contained only gray salt-glazed stoneware (n=3), 1 sherd with cobalt paint. The level of re-
deposited and demolition material just above subsoil contained mammalian bone (n=1), tin-
glazed earthenware (n=1), a nail (n=1), and a pearlware ceramic piece in the form a bird’s head 
(n=1) (Image 5.71). The latter was likely part of a toy or whistle.  
 
 

 
Image 5.70: Feature FL 38 Test Unit 2 plan view and south profile with concrete duct bank. 
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Image 5.71: Pearlware bird’s head recovered from Test Unit 2. 

 
Test Unit 3 
Test Unit 3, measuring 1.14m by 1.40m (3.75’ by 4.58’), was positioned at the eastern end of the 
wall in order to expose both the interior and exterior of the feature and to determine the extent of 
the concrete utility duct running next to the stone wall (Image 5.72). Testing did not expose any 
of the structure’s interior due to the wall’s proximity to the concrete utility duct. The concrete 
duct bank continued to run behind the south side of the Feature FL 38 stone wall. The utility 
likely had destroyed any deposits or architectural remains located within the northernmost extent 
of the building formed by the stone wall foundation. Test Unit 3 was excavated to sterile silty 
clay soil at the base of the feature. This unit contained 5 artifacts recovered from the re-deposited 
fill above the subsoil. These artifacts consisted of liquor bottle glass (n=1), creamware (n=1), 
pearlware (n=1), and an indeterminate type of refined earthenware (n=2). The latter may have 
been tin glazed earthenware with all of the glaze chipped off of the sherds, not uncommon for 
sherds of this ware type. 
 
The matrix above the Feature FL 38 foundation and along its exterior consisted of re-deposited 
soils containing oyster shell, some faunal remains, a few small ceramic sherds, and modern 
debris, including a rubber strap and a cellophane wrapper. These artifacts were not collected, as 
they were mixed in with modern trash. This re-deposited fill did not extend below the stone wall.  
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Image 5.72: Feature FL 38 Test Unit 3 south profile. 

 
Feature FL 39 
Feature FL 39 was a stone well exposed adjacent to and partially covered by the Feature FL 38 
fieldstone wall. The well was exposed at 2.67m (8.75’) bgs, .38m (1.25’) below the top of the 
Feature FL 38 stone wall. It had a 1.52m (5’) diameter, with an interior measurement of slightly 
less than 1.22m (4’). Because the Feature FL 38 wall was built on top of the well, the stone 
foundation was most likely constructed after the well, probably after the well had become 
defunct. A possibility remains that the Feature FL 38 stone wall did not impede access to or use 
of the well, and the two might have shared an overlapping use period.  
 
The Feature FL 39 well was constructed of reddish-brown sandstone blocks. The top stones were 
mortared with a light white/gray sandy mortar with lime or shell content. The lower stones were 
not mortared, as is typical in well construction. 
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Archaeological excavation was undertaken within the well interior and alongside the exterior of 
the well in an attempt to determine its depth and construction methodology. Exterior excavation 
was situated at the point where the well and the northern side of the Feature FL 38 stone wall 
met. Excavation extended to a depth of approximately 1.22m (4’) below the top of the well, or 
3.89m (12.75’) bgs. The soil matrix across the entire extent of exterior excavation surrounding 
the well was fine clayey sand subsoil that did not contain any artifacts. Ground water intrusion 
prevented excavation below 3.89m (12.75’) bgs (Image 5.73).  
 

 
Image 5.73: Groundwater in the excavation surrounding  

the exterior of the Feature FL 39 well, facing south. 
 
Excavation of the well interior occurred in six levels (Table 5.10). The first level was comprised 
of scrapings from the surface to clear soils deposited while cleaning the adjacent wall. This was 
followed by an arbitrary 5cm (0.17’) level to act as a control against intrusion from soils 
dislodged during heavy rain, snow, and sleet that fell after the feature was uncovered, as well as 
the heavy foot traffic associated with the construction site. The remaining levels were determined 
according to soil distinctions, although these were very slight, consisting only of differences in 
water content or the presence of large rocks. Levels 1 through 5 were excavated manually with a 
trowel. Level 6, which was below the water table, was removed with a shovel. Levels 1 through 
4 were fully screened in 1/4-inch mesh screen. Every third bucket of Levels 5 and 6 were 
screened due to the high water content and the scarcity of cultural materials in the overlying 
excavation levels. 
 
At approximately 1.22m (4’) below the top of the feature, small pieces of waterlogged wood 
were brought to the surface. A wood and iron brace was exposed at the bottom of the excavation 
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along the wall of the well (Image 5.74). The brace was part of the wooden ring commonly seen 
at the base of regional wells. Wooden rings were often employed in well construction to act as a 
mobile base for excavators that was slowly lowered into the well as workers dug the structure 
deeper. A strong tar or creosote odor emanated from the bottom of the well, likely from materials 
utilized to preserve the wood or from contamination that entered the well through groundwater. 
 
Table 5.10: Feature FL 39 well internal excavation levels. 

EXCAVATION LEVEL DEPTH  
1 Well surface/2.66m (8.75’) bgs 
2 2.66m – 2.71m (8.75’ - 8.92’) bgs 
3 2.71m – 2.74m (8.92’ - 9’) bgs  
4 2.74m – 2.97m (9’ - 9.75’) bgs 
5 2.97m – 3.12m (9.75’ - 10.25’) bgs 
6 3.12m – 3.98m (10.25’ - 13.08’) bgs 

 
 

 
Image 5.74: Interior of Feature FL 39 well after excavation, facing north, with piece of iron from 

brace exposed in northwest interior. 
 
A total of 46 artifacts were found on the surface of or within the well. Table 5.11 details the 
number of artifacts in each functional category. Most of the artifacts were Household items, with 
all but two made of ceramic materials. Other artifacts were Personal (pipe stems), Architectural 
(window glass or nails), or Faunal. The ceramics from the well include a dry bodied red 
stoneware teapot lid with sprig molding (n=3) and a Rhenish stoneware vessel with a medallion 
probably representing the Coat of Arms of Amsterdam (n=1) (Images 5.75 and 5.76). The other 
ware types recovered are white salt-glazed stoneware with debased scratch blue decoration 
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(n=1), gray salt-glazed stoneware (n=3), British buff-bodied slipware (n=4), creamware (n=14), 
tin-glazed earthenware (n=1), agateware (n=1), pearlware (n=1), and Chinese Export porcelain 
(n=1).  
 
Table 5.11: Feature FL 39 artifact categories. 
CATEGORY NUMBER 
Household 32 
Personal 4 
Architectural 3 
Faunal 7 
 

 

 
Image 5.75: Eler’s ware teapot lid, recovered from within Feature FL 39. 
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Image 5.76: Sherd of Rhenish stoneware with molded decoration, probably the Coat of Arms of 

Amsterdam, found on the surface of Feature FL 39. 
 
Several sherds from a dry bodied red stoneware teapot were found in different levels of the well, 
although all within the top .30m (1’) of fill. Older artifacts, including the dry bodied red 
stoneware and sherd of Rhenish stoneware, were found above artifacts with more recent 
production dates, indicating that this feature was not filled in separate, sequential episodes with 
primary deposition materials. Pipe stem bore size was similarly mixed throughout the well. The 
stem found at the deepest level has a 4/64” bore (ca. 1750-1800), while one with a 7/64” bore 
(ca. 1650-1680) was found approximately .30m (1’) above (Deetz 1996:28). The chronological 
mixture and sparse concentration of the artifacts suggests that the well was filled at one time with 
re-deposited soils and does not represent a primary deposition. 
 
Workers deconstructed the well to the 3.35m (11’) bgs depth necessary for utility installations 
being conducted as part of the project. Due to groundwater interference, the base of the well was 
not visible during this deconstruction episode. As work proceeded further east on Fulton Street at 
a later date, the well base was exposed in a better-drained excavation trench. This mass 
excavation trench exposed the bottom two to three courses of stone forming the Feature FL 39 
well and the wooden ring beneath the bottom course (Image 5.77). The well base was located at 
a depth of 3.35m (11’) bgs, and the well terminated 0.61m (2’) below that, or 4.2m (13.77’) bgs. 
The concrete encased MTA duct bank installed as part of this project passed directly above the 
intact remaining portion of the feature.  
 
Beneath the bottom course of the Feature FL 39’s sandstone lay the wooden well ring, composed 
of two layers of planks soaked in creosote or another similar preservative and joined by cut iron 
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nails (Image 5.78). A .46m - .61m (1.5’ - 2’) thick wooden collar was visible within the sides of 
the stone feature in profile. As discussed above, the presence of the wooden ring is consistent 
with other local eighteenth century wells and indicative of their construction method. No 
evidence of the iron portion of the brace seen in the interior of the well was visible on the 
exposed eastern side of the base. This suggests the iron was a clamp or other fastener, rather than 
part of the entire collar.  
 
At 3.66m (12’) bgs, the interior well fill consisted of utility fill and rubble deposited during the 
previous partial deconstruction of the feature. Below the rubble fill, from 3.96m - 4.2m (13’- 
13.7’) bgs, a layer of dark brown/black sand and ash was present. This fill terminated in the 
natural red clay, a dense, waterlogged stratum (Image 5.79). No artifacts were found in 
association with the bottom levels or construction elements of this feature.    
 
 

 
Image 5.77: Base of Feature FL 39 well, facing west. 
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Image 5.78: Feature FL 39 wooden ring at base of well,  

visible after removal of stones, facing west. 
 

 
Image 5.79: West profile of interior fill and natural red clay stratum below the Feature FL 39 

well after partial removal of its wooden base for dendrochronology testing. 
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Because no further excavation was scheduled in this area, the western half of the bottom courses 
of the well and the wooden ring were left in situ below the TA duct bank. A sample of the 
wooden ring was cut from the base and sent to the Lamont-Doherty Laboratory Facility of 
Columbia University for dendrochronological dating, which returned a date of 1718 for the 
lumber (Appendix K). The well was likely constructed in 1718 or the following year, depending 
upon the amount of time it took to process the lumber from its source tree. This process likely 
involved soaking the material in creosote or a similar preservative.  
 
Feature FL 41 
A stone wall remnant was found immediately south of the curb line in front of 52 Fulton Street 
(Map 5.18) (Image 5.80). This remnant measured only .91m (3’) long and had been heavily 
impacted by previous utility and sidewalk work. The feature appeared to be aligned on the same 
northwest-southeast orientation as the Feature FL 38 stone wall. It was constructed of red 
sandstone, schist, and granite fieldstone with a sandy, earthen mortar similar to that found in 
Feature FL 38, suggesting both walls dated to the same general time period. The wall was found 
in clean tan sandy utility fill with no associated artifacts. 
 

 
Image 5.80: Feature FL 41 south profile below the modern south Fulton Street sidewalk area.  

 
Features FL 42 and FL 43 
A corner foundation wall, Feature FL 43, was found below the sidewalk at the west end of 40 
Fulton Street, approximately 1.22m (4’) north of the building line, beside a large Consolidated 
Edison steam duct (Map 5.19) (Image 5.81). The feature consisted of a northeast-southwest 
aligned wall (the same orientation as Features FL 38 and FL 41) with a small segment of the 
corner still extant at its east end. The extant portion of the building’s southern wall measured 
2.74m (9’) long and between .51m - .61m (1.66’ - 2’) wide.  
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Excavation revealed an artifact deposit, Feature FL 42, in what would have been the interior of 
the room formed by these walls. Due to excavation circumstances – specifically the proximity of 
Feature FL 42 to an active steam pipe to the north and 40 Fulton Street to the south – excavation 
of formal test units was not feasible. To the extent possible, excavation was carried out in the 
interstice between the wall and utility, to 0.91m (3’) below the trench floor at approximately 
1.83m (6’) bgs. Feature FL 42 was a dense artifact deposit. The matrix was a dark grayish-brown 
sandy loam with oyster and clam shell and fragments of lime mortar mixed throughout. 
 
Soil was screened using ¼-inch wire mesh screen. A total of 4,017 artifacts were recovered from 
the Feature FL 42 deposit, primarily household ceramics and personal items including a bone 
toothbrush (Image 5.82). Feature FL 42 is discussed in detail in the general discussion above, 
and its artifact assemblage is detailed in Section VII. 
 

 
Image 5.81: Feature FL 42 artifact deposit, inside interior of stone foundation wall,  

Feature FL 43, facing west. 
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Image 5.82: Bone toothbrush fragment recovered from the Feature FL 42 artifact deposit. 

 
Feature FL 46 
Feature FL 46 was a nineteenth century brick manhole associated with the first central electrical 
power generating station in the country (Map 5.20). The station was owned by Thomas Edison’s 
Edison Electric Illuminating Company and was located at 255-257 Pearl Street, just south of 
Fulton Street (NYCR Index of Conveyances) (Image 5.83). The Pearl Street Station was the first 
central generating station in the country and became the model for all subsequent central power 
plants (Con Edison 2014). Opened on September 4, 1882, the plant contained six steam-powered 
“jumbo” dynamos that provided electricity for lighting homes and businesses in the surrounding 
area (Con Edison 2014). Within three months, the company had over 200 customers (Con Edison 
2014). The Pearl Street Station operated for thirteen years, closing in 1895. 
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Map 5.20: Intersection of Fulton Street and Pearl Street, plan view showing the location of the 

nineteenth century Edison Illuminating Company manhole (Feature FL 46). 
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Image 5.83: The Edison Illuminating Company’s Pearl Street Station, 1882-1895  

(Con Edison 2014). 
 
The manhole was situated in the intersection of Fulton and Pearl Streets, with its southwest 
corner 1.37m (4.5’) north and 4.27m (14’) east of the northeast corner building line of 40 Fulton 
Street. The top of the utility was .91m (3’) bgs, but there appeared to have been some previous 
disturbance to the upper part of the structure. The box measured 3.05m by 3.05m by 1.83m (10’ 
by 10’ by 6’) and was slightly over 1.83m (6’) deep. It was constructed mainly of brick and 
contained built-in recesses with concrete insets to house cables (Image 5.84). The brick walls 
were .3m (1’) thick and were composed of two layers, one of headers and the other of stretchers. 
Bricks measured 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”) and were sourced from the New 
York-New Jersey region. Most contained the maker’s mark “D.P.B.W.”, from Denning’s Point 
Brick Works in the Hudson River Valley. Some of the brick was stamped “S & F Co”, for Sayre 
& Fisher, the largest of eight brick manufacturers based in the Raritan River valley (International 
Brick Collectors Association 2014:3). 
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Image 5.84: Nineteenth century Edison Company electrical manhole, facing northwest. 

 
An arched window with a concrete inset for housing cables was built into the east wall (Image 
5.85). The window measured 1.10m by .73m (3.6’ by 2.4’). The west wall contained two 
smaller, built-in arched structures opposite the first, also measuring 1.10m (3.6’) in height but 
each only .3m (1’) wide. A 1.37m (4.5’) high by .20m (.66’) wide rectangular recess was built 
into both the east and west walls to the south of the windows, also opposite from each other. 
Metal shelves to hold cables had been installed, likely at a later date than the original 
construction. The top of the structure had also been impacted by the installation of several 
modern duct banks. 8  
 
Demolition of the north and south walls of the manhole did not reveal any artifacts or evidence 
of a builder’s trench. The north side of the manhole abutted the concrete housing for the main 
east-west sewer line on the block, and the south wall was adjacent to a large steam pipe which 
was surrounded by clean sandy fill. The east and west walls were not removed during this 
project, but the remainder of the feature was deconstructed. Soil above the utility box also 
consisted of clean sandy fill, with the exception of soil surrounding an abandoned main that 
passed directly through the manhole, .3m (1’) below the top of the structure. The pipe was 
contained in a .3m (1’) high brick channel running from the north to south walls of the manhole. 
The soil surrounding this pipe was re-deposited, reddish brown loamy sand fill containing a 
number of oyster shells, as well as some ceramic fragments, a pipe stem, and liquor bottle glass. 
These artifacts were not in primary context but part of the fill that had been re-deposited 
throughout the area. 
                                                
8 A scale drawing of the Feature FL 46 Edison Company manhole can be found with its field documentation in 
Appendix E. 
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Image 5.85: Feature FL 46 arched window with concrete inset for cables, facing east. 

 
Features FL 48 through FL 50 
The final features uncovered during excavation of this block consisted of a northwest to 
southeast oriented stone foundation wall (Feature FL 48) and a southwest to northeast oriented 
wall (Feature FL 49), visible in the construction trench profile and surrounded by a builder’s 
trench (Feature FL 50). As these features were part of the same structure, they are discussed 
together. 
 
Feature 48 was a .46m (1.5’) long fieldstone wall. Its eastern end was located .76m (2.5’) west of 
the east building line of 40 Fulton Street and 8.08m (26.5’) north of the Fulton Street south curb 
line (Image 5.86). The top of the extant structure was exposed at 0.46m (1.5’) bgs, and its 
maximum exposed height was .91m (3’). The east end of the wall had been impacted by a mid-
twentieth century Transit Authority concrete-encased duct bank. The large concrete utility box 
associated with these ducts had destroyed the feature’s west end. 
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Once the wall was exposed, the trench was shored due to safety concerns. After consultation 
with SHPO and LPC, archaeologists excavated two test units alongside the wall. The structure 
was fully documented and, and upon further consultation, was deconstructed under supervision 
of the archaeologists. Two additional test units were excavated associated with Feature FL 48 
beneath the wall after its disassembly. 
 

 
Image 5.86: Feature FL 48 fieldstone wall with sheeting above to prevent soil collapse,  

facing south. 
 
Materials and construction of Feature FL 48 were similar to those found in the other fieldstone 
foundation on this block, Feature FL 38. The wall was constructed mostly of granite fieldstone 
with a small amount of reddish sandstone, three to four courses high. The stones were mostly 
dry-laid, although orange-tan silty clay was present to varying degrees in some of the joints. 
Stones generally measured approximately 40cm by 30cm by 18cm (1.33’ by 1’ by .58’). The 
extant width of the wall was a maximum of .36m (1.17’), but the original structure may have 
been wider, as suggested by rubble in the small space between the feature and the concrete utility 
housing that ran immediately south of the foundation. A concentration of disarticulated 
fieldstones was located in the trench immediately east of the wall and likely represented part of 
the structure impacted by the Transit Authority ducts.  
 
A few pipe stems, creamware sherds, and pieces of liquor bottle glass were found in the soil on 
top of the wall. These did not appear to be in primary context. At the west end of the wall, where 
the Transit Authority utility box had destroyed it, an approximately .46m (1.5’) space between 
the feature and the utility contained a moderate number of artifacts in re-deposited soil. These 
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included eighteenth and early nineteenth century ceramics, liquor bottle glass, pipe stems, coal, 
and shell. It is possible that when the wall was partially destroyed during installation of the 
utility, associated soils were used as fill around the latter. No artifacts were found in any of the 
four excavated test units, with the exception of a few re-deposited artifacts in the disturbed soil 
from the top of Test Unit 1 and a few fragments of oyster shell in Test Unit 2. 
 
A possible wooden surface was uncovered at the western end of Feature FL 48. This consisted of 
two planks aligned parallel to and abutting the wall on what would have been its interior face. 
The surface was beneath a layer of wood that that had been laid for recently installed Transit 
Authority ducts and was set in gray silty clay typical of the natural substratum found throughout 
this area. The planks had been previously cut on their east end and only a small area of this 
wood, less than 0.3m (1’) square, was visible. 
 
Four test units were excavated in association with this feature (Image 5.87).  
 
Test Unit 1 
The first test unit was placed at the center of the exposed portion of the Feature FL 48 wall to 
determine the depth and structure of the wall as well as to look for a builder’s trench and any 
associated artifact deposits. The unit measured .61m by .46m (2’ by 1.5’) and abutted the base of 
the wall’s north side, beginning at .61m (2’) west of its east end. The unit was excavated in two 
stratigraphic levels. The first stratum lay around the feature surface and consisted of loamy sand 
disturbed by ongoing work. The second stratum consisted of gray silty clay, the same natural 
substratum that was found below Feature FL 38. Soil from Level 1 was screened using 1/4-inch 
wire mesh. Five artifacts were found in Level 1: two red brick pieces, an undecorated redware 
sherd, one sherd of porcelain and a decaying oyster shell. No artifacts were found in the Level 2 
clay stratum. The test unit was excavated to .36m (1.17’) below its opening level or 1.73m 
(5.67’) bgs; a small amount groundwater seepage was noticeable at the bottom of Test Unit 1. 
The base of the Feature FL 48 wall was exposed .10m (0.33’) from the top of the unit or 1.47m 
(4.83’) bgs and did not have a footer. No builder’s trench was visible. 
 
Test Unit 2 
The second test unit was located at the east end of Feature FL 48 to determine whether this was 
the structural end of the wall, and, if so, whether it was an interior or exterior corner. This could 
not be fully established based on the results of Test Unit 2 excavation, but subsequent excavation 
uncovered a perpendicular eastern wall, Feature FL 49, which established that the tested area was 
within the interior of the structure. Test Unit 2 abutted the east end of the Feature FL 48 wall and 
extended .61m (2’) east and .3m (1’) north. This unit was excavated in one level and consisted 
entirely of the natural silty clay found in Test Unit 1. No evidence of a builder’s trench was 
found. No artifacts were recovered with the exception of two small oyster shell fragments. 
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Image 5.87: Test Units 1 and 2 in plan view, facing east. 

 
Test Unit 3 
The third and fourth test units were excavated beneath the Feature FL 48 wall, after the stones 
were removed. Test Unit 3 was located 1.37m (4.5’) from the east end of the wall and measured 
.61m by .3m (2’ by 1’). The unit was excavated in two stratigraphic layers. The first was a thin 
stratum of orange tan silty clay approximately 5cm (.17’) thick. This appeared to be a layer of 
material added during wall construction in order to hold the stones for the base of the wall in 
place. The second stratum was the gray same silty clay found in Test Units 1 and 2. This soil 
continued past the bottom of the test unit at .46m (1.5’) below the unit’s opening elevation. No 
artifacts were recovered. 
 
Test Unit 4 
Test Unit 4 was a .3m by .61m (1’ by 2’) unit excavated at the western end of the Feature FL 48 
wall. This unit uncovered the same two stratigraphic levels found in Test Unit 3. The tan clay 
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layer measured approximately 5cm (0.17’) thick. The unit was excavated to .3m (1’) below its 
opening elevation. No artifacts were observed. 
 
Feature FL 49 was the remnant of a northeast-southwest oriented wall, visible in cross-section in 
the north profile of the construction trench (Map 5.20). The feature was perpendicular to Feature 
FL 48 and would have met the eastern end of that feature to form a corner. A clearly delineated 
builder’s trench, Feature FL 50 was visible around and below the stone (Image 5.88). 
 

 
Image 5.88: Cross-section of fieldstone wall and builder’s trench  

(Features FL 49 and FL 50), facing south. 
 
Feature FL 49 was located approximately 1.07m (3.5’) east of the 40 Fulton Street east building 
line. The upper portion of the structure had collapsed at some previous time, probably during the 
installation of a concrete duct bank that passed directly above the wall, and the disarticulated 
stone was visible above the feature. The intact top of the wall was located approximately 2.44m 
(8’) bgs. It was 1.07m (3.5’) wide and .52m (1.7’) high at its maximum height. 
 
The Feature FL 49 wall was constructed of the same materials as Feature FL 48, granite 
fieldstone with orange tan clay around and between the stones. This clay was present to the east 
and west of the wall but did not appear to form a consistent base layer.9 A large pocket of this 
clay was located a few feet to the east of the wall, suggesting it may have been a naturally 
occurring soil that was used expediently to hold the stones. The natural gray silty clay substratum 
was visible below the builder’s trench. 

                                                
9 The trench wall was not shored and, due to dangers of the excavation depth, could not be adequately cleaned.  
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A builder’s trench, Feature FL 50, was evident on either side of and below the Feature FL 49 
stone wall. On the wall’s west side, the trench measured .18m (.58’) at the base of the stones and 
expanded further west .61m (2’). The extent of the builder’s trench to the east could not be fully 
determined due to limited excavation trench size based on construction circumstances, but it 
extended a minimum of .3m (1’) beyond the Feature FL 49 wall. The top of the builder’s trench 
was even with the top of the Feature FL 49 wall, below early-modern sandy utility fill. This 
supports the notion of prior excavation and wall destruction before this project. 
 
A small area of the Feature FL 50 builder’s trench to the west of the Feature FL 49 wall, 
measuring .18m by .23m by .15m (.58’ by .75’ by .5’) deep, was excavated to sterile soil. The 
matrix consisted of dark brown/black hardened clayey sand with a moderate amount of oyster 
shells and shell fragments. No artifacts were recovered from within the builder’s trench. 
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LITTLE PEARL STREET BETWEEN FULTON AND BEEKMAN STREETS 
 
Excavation on Little Pearl Street between Fulton and Beekman Streets consisted of one north-
south trench, beginning at the western curb line of Little Pearl Street and extending east into the 
road no further than 1.52m (5’) (Maps 5.21 and 5.22). The entire length of the block was excavated, 
extending from Fulton Street into the intersection of Little Pearl and Beekman Streets (Map 5.22) 
(Images 5.89 and 5.90). The excavated depth in most areas extended between 1.22m - 1.52m (4’ - 
5’) bgs, except for excavation for a utility box at the north end of the trench that extended to 
approximately 2.13m (7’) bgs. As a result of utility interference, most excavation was performed 
manually; with the backhoe serving only to remove stockpiled shovel-excavated soils or heavy 
pieces of debris. 
 
The roadway on Little Pearl Street consisted of an asphalt surface with a concrete base. Soils 
beneath this were largely reddish medium-brown sandy loam with moderate density gravel and 
stone and pebble inclusions. A very minimal number of re-deposited artifacts (n=15) were present 
in this matrix, including broken nineteenth century liquor bottles, whiteware sherds, a few pipe 
stems, and some twentieth century trash. Soil at the curb line, where it surrounded some of the 
features, consisted of reddish-brown fine, slightly silty, clayey sand. Pockets of yellow silty clay 
with gray mottling were visible in the west profile beneath the curb line in some areas (Table 5.12). 
 

      
Images 5.89 and 5.90: Little Pearl Street trench, facing north (left) and south (right).
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Map 5.21: Little Pearl Street between Fulton Street and Beekman Street – archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 5.22: Little Pearl Street between Fulton Street and Beekman Street – excavation trenches in plan view. 
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Table 5.12: Little Pearl Street trench general stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 - .25m  
(0 - .83’) 

N/A Roadway- asphalt, concrete. 

II .25m – 1.52m (.83’ - 
5’) 

5YR 3/3 Sandy loam fill with moderate density gravel, 
pebble and rock inclusions. 

III .25m - .91/1.22m 
(.83’ – 3’/4’); 
around some 
utilities 

10YR 7/3 Sand utility fill, fine-grained with moderate density 
pebble inclusions. 

2.5Y 8/6 Sand utility fill, medium-coarse grained with low 
density pebble inclusions. 
 

0.25m – 1.52m 
(.83’ - 5’); 
between barrel 
vaults/around 
hydrant 

10YR 4/4 Silty sand utility fill, fine-grained. 

 
A total of eleven features, including seven brick features, two stone features, and two features 
containing both brick and stone, were exposed on Little Pearl Street (Map 5.21). The features 
consisted of two walls, four trapezoidal footings, and two features combining walls and footings, 
and one double barrel vault. Most features were uncovered extending from the curb line or 
continued a few feet beyond, into the roadway. One stone wall was located several feet east of the 
curb.  
 
There was substantial utility interference above the features, impacting most of them. Though a 
majority of the utility disturbance only extended to 1.22m (4’) bgs, in some areas, including at the 
intersection of Beekman Street, there was disturbance extending to 2.13m (7’) bgs. The density of 
archaeological features was consistently high across the excavation area on this block. It is likely 
the entire block experienced limited previous impacts beyond the utility disturbances, which did 
not generally extend below 1.22m (4’) bgs. It is also likely that additional, extensive archaeological 
structural features remain in the expansive unexcavated portions of the block. 
 
Although no primary artifact deposits were found within Little Pearl Street, numerous structural 
features were uncovered, falling into one of three categories: footers, barrel vaults, and exterior 
basement foundation walls.  
 
The first category of structural features included a series of trapezoidal footers, represented by 
Feature FL 64; the north end of Features FL 65, FL 66 and FL 68; and the south end of Features 
FL 69 and FL 71. These footers are fairly evenly spaced at an interval averaging 12.09m (40’), 
and were probably load-bearing. Like a spread footer, these trapezoidal features widened outward 
towards the base, providing greater surface area and spreading the weight of the overlying load. 
Based on their configuration and load-bearing capabilities, these features may have been footers 
for the Third Avenue elevated train line (The El), which ran along Pearl Street both north and south 
of Fulton Street.  
 
The El was opened on August 26, 1878, with trains running from South Ferry to Grand Central 
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Station. One of the five original stations was located at Fulton and Pearl Streets (The New York 
World, August 27, 1878) (Map 5.23). The company preferred to place its columns along the curb 
line (The Beach Pneumatic Transit Company 1878:7). A cross-section design plan of the structure 
from a point located further south on Pearl Street shows trapezoidal footers underlying the columns 
and brick footers along the curb line (Image 5.91). 
 

 
Map 5.23: Insurance Maps of the City of New York (Sanborn-Perris 1894) showing Manhattan 

Railway station at the corner of Pearl and Fulton Streets (Source: NYPL Lionel Pincus and 
Princess Firyal Map Division). 
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Image 5.91: Elevated railway superstructure cross-section 

(Scientific American, January 12, 1878, vol. 38 no. 2 p. 19). 
 
The footers did not appear to be related to the two other types of structures identified within this 
block and probably pre-dated the walls and vaults. Although there was a physical connection 
between the vaults and one of the footers (Feature FL 68), the two structures were not integrated. 
It appeared that the vault terminus had been built around the pre-existing footer.  
 
Feature FL 69 consisted of two basement vaults unearthed at the northern end of the block. A 
preliminary assessment of their location in relation to the modern building line, which has been 
altered from its nineteenth century position, suggests the vaults were associated with 283 and 285 
Pearl Street. These street numbers comprised a single building in the late-nineteenth century. The 
size and composition of the vaults matched similar structures found on Beekman Street just east 
of Pearl Street (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:76-79). Vaults built beneath sidewalks were typical of 
nineteenth century urban construction and served as a way to expand a building’s basement space 
and obtain convenient access to utilities or provide a place for coal delivery without having to 
access the building itself.  
 
Several basement foundation walls were found during excavation along Little Pearl Street. 
Changes in a streetscape often left defunct foundation walls buried beneath roads and sidewalks. 
Features FL 65, FL 67, FL 70, FL 71 and FL 72 all fall into this category. Importantly, this block 
was part of Gerardus Beekman’s farm, which had numerous associated buildings present on the 
property by the middle of the eighteenth century (Map 5.24). Feature FL 72 may be related to one 
of these eighteenth century farm structures; based on their location and construction, the other 
foundation wall features probably date to the nineteenth century. The earliest map showing 
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buildings on this block after 1800 is the 1852 Perris Atlas (not shown). While consultation of 
additional map and architectural resources might determine which of the historic buildings aligned 
with the archaeological features, this additional research was outside the budgeted scope of this 
project. 
 
Feature FL 72 was likely the oldest of the foundation walls exposed on this block. A sandy mortar 
with large lime or shell inclusions was used in this structure, which was characteristic of eighteenth 
century construction and not observed in the other two stone walls exposed. The other two walls 
contained a more homogenous limestone mortar. Although some of the latter type of mortar was 
present on Feature FL 72, this appeared to represent repairs to the structure. Additionally, Feature 
FL 72 was located several feet from the curb line, while the other foundation wall features were in 
line with or projecting very slightly beyond the modern curb line. This suggests a different 
streetscape at the time Feature FL 72 was built. Additionally, the building materials and location 
of these other foundation features found along the curb line of Little Pearl Street identify them as 
the remnants of nineteenth century structures that have since been demolished.  
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Map 5.24: A plan of the city and environs of New York: as they were in the years 1742-1743 and 

1744 (Grim 1813) showing two structures at the north end of Little Pearl Street (then Queen 
Street) block in 1742-1744 (Source: NYPL Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division). 
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Map 5.25: Insurance Maps of the City of New York (Sanborn-Perris 1894) showing structures 

covering the west side of Pearl Street between Fulton Street and Beekman Street (Source: NYPL 
Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division). 
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FEATURES 
 
Feature FL 64 
Feature FL 64 was a trapezoidal brick footing located 2.29m (7.5’) north of the No. 49 Fulton 
Street south building line (Image 5.92) (Map 5.21). The top of the footing was exposed at .25m 
(.83’) bgs, and the structure continued beneath the trench floor at 1.52m (5’) bgs. The horizontal 
dimensions of the structure at its surface were 1.37m (4.5’) north to south, projecting .18m (.58’) 
east from the curb line. The full width of the footing could not be measured, as it extended beneath 
the sidewalk. The footing flared outward from top to bottom on the three exposed sides. It 
measured 1.68m (5.5’) in length at the trench floor and projected .61m (2’) from the curb line. The 
bricks in this feature were early-modern and measured 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”). 
They had no visible manufacturer’s stamps or other markings. The mortar was a grayish, off-white 
color with fine temper, probably a limestone-based mortar, and was not deteriorated. The joints 
were tight and the structure was well constructed. It is likely that this feature, along with the other 
brick footings found on Little Pearl Street, was related to the elevated railway line that ran along 
Pearl Street in the late-nineteenth century. 
 
 

 
Image 5.92: Feature FL 64 in west profile during removal. 

 
 
Six artifacts were collected in re-deposited soil around Feature FL 64 feature. They included one 
sherd of pearlware, a mold blown olive glass bottle with a champagne finish, a shard of clear bottle 
glass, and three smoking pipe fragments: two undecorated bowl pieces and one stem with a 4/64” 
bore. These artifacts generally date from the early- to mid-nineteenth century but were not in 
primary context and likely not associated with the feature’s construction. 
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Feature FL 65 
Feature FL 65 was a multi-component feature of brick, stone, and steel measuring approximately 
6.10m (20’) long (Image 5.93) (Map 5.26). The south end of the feature was located 6.40m (21’) 
north of Feature FL 64 (Map 5.21). Beginning at its southern end, the first component of Feature 
FL 65 was an east-west wall comprised of two vertical rows, or wythes, of brick, slightly less than 
.30m (1’) wide, with bricks laid as stretchers. This component projected approximately .61m (2’) 
east from the curb line and seemed to continue west beneath the sidewalk. Abutting the brick and 
forming a southeast corner was a single wythe of stone, measuring 1.22m (4’) in height and 
extending north approximately 3.05m (10’). The Feature FL 65 wall was composed of rough-cut 
granite fieldstones measuring approximately 50cm by 25m by 25cm (1.66’ by 0.83’ by 0.83’) and 
joined with a limestone-based mortar.  
 
Above the northern half of the stone wall was a single course of brick stretchers (Image 5.94). A 
thin layer of yellowish clay was present between the brick and stone. In the middle of the stone 
and brick wall, a steel I-beam protruded from beneath the sidewalk and extended .76m (2.5’) to 
the east. The I-beam was not intrusive, as its sides were bricked and joined with the north-south 
wall. Several large rocks were loose in the fill around this section of the feature. The fill was mixed 
with re-deposited early-modern and modern trash, including a piece of Bakelite and plastic 
wrappers recovered from beneath the sidewalk and on the top of the feature. 
 
At the north end of the brick-topped stone wall was another east-west brick component consisting 
of three east-west vertical wythes of brick with a small gap between the first and second wythe 
(Image 5.95). This component of the feature extended approximately .91m (3’) east from the curb 
line.  
 
 

 
Image 5.93: Feature FL 65 upper portion in west profile when first exposed. 
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Map 5.26: Feature FL 65 in plan view. 
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Image 5.94: Feature FL 65 southern portion in west profile, exposed beneath brick components. 

 

 
Image 5.95: Central segment of Feature FL 65 showing I-beam at left, stone topped with single 

course of brick and brick components with gap at north (right) of this segment. 
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A rectangular brick segment formed the northernmost portion of Feature FL 65. This segment 
abutted, and was attached to, the north side of the brick and stone wall described above. At its 
surface, it extended 1.07m (3.5’) east from the curb line; however, its full width could not be 
determined as it extended beneath the sidewalk. The north to south dimension measured 1.37m 
(4.5’) at its surface and 1.75m (5.75’) at its deepest exposed point. Two vertical 2-inch iron or steel 
pipes were embedded in the interior of the brick toward the eastern edge, protruding above the 
surface by 8cm – 10cm (.25’ - .33’). 
 
The bricks used in this feature date from the late-nineteenth to early-twentieth century, measuring 
20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”) with no visible manufacturer’s stamps. Feature FL 65 
was constructed with a well-preserved limestone-based mortar. The mortar used in the other brick 
components of the feature was more deteriorated but appeared to consist of the same limestone 
material.  
 
The west excavation wall profile north of Feature FL 65 was slightly different than the general 
stratigraphy of the surrounding trench (Table 5.13). In this area, the soil beneath the curb had 
higher clay content than soil to the east of the curb. Pockets of yellowish mottled clay were also 
observed beneath the sidewalk. 
 
 
Table 5.13: Stratigraphy beneath the curb line between Features FL 65 and FL 66. 

STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 
I .23m - .53m  

(.75’ -1.75’),  
not continuous 

N/A Demolition debris – brick, mortar. 

II .23m/.53m – 1.52m 
(.75’/1.75’ – 5’) 

2.5YR 5/4 Slightly silty, clayey sand fill. 

III .91m – 1.52m 
(3’ - 5’) 

mottled 10YR 6/4 
with 10YR 6/1 
and 3/1 streaking 

Slightly silty clay pockets. 

 
 
Six artifacts were found in Stratum II in proximity to, but not clearly associated with, Feature FL 
65. These included one sherd of clear bottle glass, one mammal bone, a sherd of green and white 
glazed redware, an undecorated sherd of ironstone, a blue glass bead, and a small piece of granite 
(54mm by 40mm by 20mm [2.1” by 1.6” by .8”]) of an unknown origin.  
 
This feature appears to have been a basement foundation for a structure built in the late-nineteenth 
or early-twentieth century. The steel I beam places it no earlier than the late 1870s, when the use 
of steel was becoming more common (Tata Steel 2014). The function of the open areas between 
some of the wythes is not known. The combination of stone and brick is probably due to the use 
of stone as a foundation material, with brick being used as facing for the portions of the building 
above ground, common in-house construction in this period. Since the feature also extended 
slightly beyond the curb line, it could have been part of a sidewalk vault. 
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Feature FL 66 
Feature FL 66 was a solid brick structure, possibly a footing, located 27.43m (90’) north of the 
No. 49 Fulton Street building line and 11.28m (37’) north of Feature FL 65 (Image 5.96) (Map 
5.21). The structure extended from .25m (.83’) bgs and continued past the trench floor at 1.52m 
(5’) bgs. It measured 1.52m (5’) in length and projected slightly more than .30m (1’) from the 
excavation trench west wall. Its total width could not be determined as the feature continued west 
beneath the sidewalk.  
 
 

 
Image 5.96: Feature FL 66, possible solid brick footing, in west profile. 

 
 
Previous utility work had impacted the top and front of Feature FL 66. The feature surface was 
uneven and concrete intrusions were visible beneath the curb line in its profile. The front of the 
feature lacked a smooth exterior. Either the feature had been surfaced with a coat of mortar that 
had partly crumbled away, or at least one course of brick had been previously removed (Image 
5.97). In its present state, Feature FL 66 was rectangular, but it may originally have been 
trapezoidal like the other brick footings along Little Pearl Street. 
 
Bricks in this feature were early-modern and were the same size as those in Features FL 64 and 
FL 65. There were no visible identifying marks. Though the bricks appeared to be coarser than 
those observed in Features FL 64 and FL 65, this may have been the result of deterioration due to 
exposure, as Feature FL 66 was not fully intact. Limestone-based mortar was used to join the 
bricks. This mortar was also more deteriorated than the mortar in Features FL 64 and FL 65. 
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Image 5.97: Feature FL 66 uneven brick face in west profile. 

 
 
Feature FL 67 
Feature FL 67 consisted of both brick and stone components. The south end of the feature, 
beginning at approximately 2.13m (7’) north of Feature FL 66, was a solid brick structure, and the 
north end was comprised of a fieldstone wall (Map 5.21). These two components were attached to 
one another and were treated as a single feature (Image 5.98). Their combined length measured 
approximately 4.88m (16’). 
 
The brick segment of Feature FL 67 consisted of two distinct but connected sections (Image 5.99). 
The northern section was slightly higher than the one to the south. The southern section had an 
uneven eastern face, with a portion extending at least .15m (.5’) further east than the exposed face 
of the feature. This protrusion was also uneven, widening as it progressed toward the trench floor. 
A vertical iron pipe was integrated within the structure and protruded from the surface of the brick 
by approximately 8cm (.25’). The total north-south length of the brick portion of this feature 
measured 1.83m (6’), with the southern segment measuring 1.07m (3.5’) long and the northern 
segment .76m (2.5’) long. The brick portion of Feature FL 67 was exposed at .48m - .56m (1.58’ 
- 1.83’) bgs and projected .61m (2’) east from the curb line. At the final excavation depth of 1.22m 
(4’) bgs, the feature extended .99m (3.25’) from the modern curb line.  
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The stone portion of Feature FL 67 measured 3.5m (11.5’) long and extended .53m (1.75’) from 
the curb line. It was constructed of granite fieldstone with a mortar facing on its east side (Image 
5.100). The fieldstones comprising the structure averaged 36cm by 25cm by 15cm (1.17’ by .83’ 
by .5’) in size, and the stones were joined with a limestone-based mortar. The stone segment was 
exposed at .63m (2.08’) bgs, slightly deeper than the brick segment, as the stone had been disturbed 
by three previously installed utility ducts. The north end of the feature also appeared to have been 
disturbed by prior utility work. 
 
Three artifacts were collected from re-deposited soils around the feature: one undecorated sherd 
of whiteware and two pieces of an indeterminate, oblong object made of a copper alloy, possibly 
a decorative fixture. The artifacts were not in primary context. 
 
It is possible that the brick portion of this feature was related to the elevated railway, as it appeared 
to have a slightly trapezoidal shape similar to the other footers found within this block. The vertical 
iron pipe found within the brick segment was also similar to those seen in some of the footers. 
Although the brick segment of the feature abutted the stone segment, they did not appear to be 
integrated and the relationship between the two components remains unknown. It is possible that 
the stone was a separate, earlier construction. The use of fieldstone rather than cut granite 
construction, as also seen in Features FL 65 and FL 70, is consistent with eighteenth or earlier 
nineteenth century construction. The stone wall could have been a basement foundation for a 
building on the west side of Pearl Street in the early-nineteenth century. There was a continuous 
row of buildings here beginning no later than the mid-nineteenth century. These structures were 
probably in place earlier than they appear on the 1852 Perris map, given the importance of the area 
and its relatively high population. 
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Image 5.98: Feature FL 67 in plan view facing northwest, with brick segment to left of curved 

pipe and stone segment to right. 
 

 
Image 5.99: Feature FL 67 brick segment in plan view, facing west. 
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Image 5.100: Feature FL 67 stone portion in plan view, facing northwest. 

 
 
Feature FL 68 
Feature FL 68 was a brick footing located approximately 10.06m (33’) north of Feature FL 67 
(Image 5.101) (Map 5.21). Between these two features was a large concrete utility box that would 
have destroyed any archaeological resources in that area. As with the other footings exposed along 
the curb line of Little Pearl Street, Feature FL 68 was a solid brick structure. The footing measured 
approximately 1.52m (5’) long and extended .53m (1.75’) east from the curb line, continuing west 
beneath the sidewalk. This footing was trapezoidal in shape, with a larger horizontal area at the 
trench floor. The top of the feature was exposed at .56m (1.83’) bgs, and it extended deeper into 
the trench floor at 1.52m (5’) bgs. The component bricks had the same characteristics as those in 
the other documented features, measuring 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”) and 
appearing to date to the early-modern period. The footing was faced on the south and east sides 
with a limestone-based mortar. On its north side, the feature was attached to, but not integrated 
with, Feature FL 69. 
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Removal of the feature exposed two vertical 2-inch iron pipes close to the curb line in the center 
of the feature, extending upward from within the structure. As with the pipes described in the other 
brick footings found in this block, these were part of the feature. The pipes were .81m (2.66’) 
apart, north to south, and measured 1.14m (3.75’) from the top of the feature.  
 
 

 
Image 5.101: Feature FL 68 brick footing in west profile. 

 
 
Feature FL 69 
Feature FL 69 was a brick double barrel vault, uncovered near the north building line of 49 Fulton 
Street (Maps 5.21 and 5.27). The feature consisted of two 3.05m (10’) wide vaults with a .91m 
(3’) thick brick pier between the vaults and similar pier at the north end (Image 5.102). At the 
southern end, the vault structure leveled out into a flat rectangular terminus (Image 5.103). This 
segment protruded 1.22m (4’) east from the curb line and measured .61m (2’) wide and 0.61m (2’) 
high. The southern portion of the barrel vault abutted, but was not integrated with, Feature FL 68. 
The rectangular segment at the northern end of the vaults had been previously impacted by utility 
work and extended less than .30m (1’) from the curb line. It measured .99m (3.25’) wide and 
approximately .61m (2’) in exposed height. The .91m (3’) segment between the two vaults had 
been impacted by the previous installation of a fire hydrant. The extant brick structure spanned the 
.91m (3’) gap between the vaults and was approximately .30m (1’) high. 
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Image 5.102: Feature FL 69 double barrel vault surface in  

plan view at first exposure, facing northwest. 
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Map 5.27: Features FL 68, 69, and 72 in plan view on Little Pearl Street. 
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Image 5.103: Feature FL 68 at left of photo and Feature FL 69 in center of photo, showing the 

physical connection between the two; facing north. 
 
 

Both barrel vault segments had a 3.05m (10’) exterior width, with .30m (1’) thick walls. The 
highest point of the exterior surface of the vaults was exposed at .30m (1’) bgs. The southernmost 
vault projected approximately 1.22m (4’) east from the curb line. The northern vault had been 
previously impacted and projected.61m - 1.07m (2’ - 3.5’) from the curb line.  
 
The cross-section of the vault’s circular arch showed one course of brick laid in an alternating 
soldier or header pattern (Image 5.104). The bricks used in the vault were early-modern with no 
visible marks, measuring 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”). The mortar joining the bricks 
was limestone-based.  
 
A rear wall was visible in the interior of both vaults, beneath the sidewalk (Image 5.105). In the 
southern vault, the brick forming the rear wall was less deteriorated than the brick forming the 
vault itself. The rear of the northern vault was not sufficiently exposed for a similar visual 
assessment of the brick. A corridor extending west beneath the sidewalk toward the building line 
was visible in an opening in the center of the rear wall of the south vault. The brick that formed 
the walls of the corridor was integrated with the brick in the rear wall of the vault, indicating that 
both were constructed at the same time. The dimensions of the corridor could not be measured 
directly as entering the vault chamber was a safety hazard, but it appeared to be approximately 
.91m (3’) wide. The corridor was filled to its ceiling with soil, rock and demolition debris. What 
may have been a granite or bluestone slab formed a lintel in the ceiling across the entrance to the 
corridor. It is possible that this chamber was an abandoned coal chute or storage area. 
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Image 5.104: Feature FL 69 vault cross-section in west profile. 

 

 
Image 5.105: Southern Feature FL 69 vault interior showing rear wall and opening, facing west. 
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No artifacts were found inside or in association with either vault segment, although construction 
circumstances and safety concerns did not allow for interior testing. Both vaults were filled with a 
medium-light brown sandy fill with a moderate amount of rocky inclusions. A large pocket of 
black gritty soil containing bits of charcoal was present in the southern vault, supporting the idea 
of the chamber’s use for coal storage. A 4-inch service duct ran west into this vault a few inches 
below the vault roof. The duct did not impact the extant walls but would have impacted any eastern 
exterior wall, if one existed. The northern vault contained light tan sand fill in addition to the 
medium light brown soil.  
 
Feature FL 70 
Feature FL 70, a rough-cut stone wall near the northern end of the block (Map 5.21), directly 
abutted the north end of the Feature FL 69 barrel vault footer. The wall measured approximately 
2.13m (7’) long and protruded from the curb line by less than .30m (1’) (Image 5.106). Constituent 
stones averaged 25cm by 15cm (.83’ by .5’) on their exposed surface. Tarpaper waterproofing 
covered the upper portion of the feature along its entire width. There was approximately .30m (1’) 
of loamy topsoil containing organic matter above the feature.  
 
Feature FL 70’s form and location indicate that it was a basement foundation. The materials used 
in its construction, save for the tarpaper waterproofing, suggest that the wall dates to the early-
nineteenth century. The tarpaper, which dates to the late- nineteenth century, could have been 
added later.  
 
 

 
Image 5.106: Feature FL 70 stone wall in west profile with  

tarpaper waterproofing visible in upper right of photo. 
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Feature FL 71 
Feature FL 71 was a brick footing that began at the north building line of No. 49 Fulton Street and 
extended 2.74m (9’) north towards the intersection of Beekman Street (Map 5.21). The south end 
of the feature directly abutted Feature FL 70. Unlike the other footings along Little Pearl Street, 
this feature had two “wings” attached to the central trapezoid, one at the north and one at the south 
(Image 5.107). The wings protruded .30m (1’) east of the curb line, while the central component 
protruded an additional foot, for a total length of .61m (2’).  
 
 

 
Image 5.107: Feature FL 71 in plan view below utilities, showing tripartite structure, facing west. 
 
 
The top of the footing was exposed at .56m (1.83’) bgs. The structure measured 1.22m (4’) high. 
The central component was trapezoidal, similar to the other footings found along this block, and 
measured 1.22m (4’) wide at the top and 1.68m (5.5’) at its maximum exposed depth. The wings 
on each end were square and measured approximately.84m (2.75’) wide. Four steel utility ducts 
had impacted the top of the feature. 
 
Feature FL 71 was not removed and remains in situ. The component bricks appeared to be late-
nineteenth century in manufacture style and similar in dimension to bricks used in the other 
footings along Little Pearl Street. No stamps or marks were observed on the exposed surfaces of 
the bricks. A limestone-based mortar, similar to that used in the other nearby footings, joined the 
bricks.  
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Feature FL 72 
Feature FL 72 was a 3.66m (12’) long fieldstone wall (Map 5.27) (Image 5.108). The top of the 
wall was exposed between 1.12m and 1.32m (3.66’ - 4.33’) bgs and had been impacted by prior 
utility work. Both ends of the wall had also been impacted by prior utility work. An early-twentieth 
century water main was located almost directly on top of the Feature FL 72 wall.  
 
Feature FL 72 was constructed of granite and reddish-brown sandstone. These stones were of 
varying sizes, including some 8cm to 10cm (0.25’ to 0.33’) thick slabs as well as some smaller 
square stones. Visual observation noted two types of mortar present in the wall: a sandy mortar 
with large chunks of lime or shell and a more homogenous limestone-based mortar, the latter 
probably representing repairs to the structure. The materials appeared older than those found in the 
other stone features on this block, possibly late-eighteenth or early-nineteenth century.  
 
Unlike the other features on this block, which were all aligned directly with and beneath the current 
curb line, this wall was located approximately 1.22m (4’) east of the modern curb (Map 5.21). The 
southern end of the wall was located directly east of Feature FL 68. From this location, the wall 
ran north to a point adjacent to the north side of the southern Feature FL 69 barrel vault. It appeared 
that the Feature FL 69 barrel vault had been joined with mortar to Feature FL 72 (Image 5.109). 
Based on their differing composition and the location of the Feature FL 72 wall, the structures 
were not built at the same time. However, it appears that the builders of the Feature FL 69 barrel 
vault may have taken advantage of the existing stone structure to provide an exterior wall for the 
vault. 
 
Given the location and position of the wall, this feature may have been part of an older building 
that was present on Pearl Street before the mid-nineteenth century streetscape depicted in the Perris 
map was created. No artifacts were found in association with the wall. 
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Image 5.108: Feature FL 72 fieldstone wall beneath utility main, facing west. 

 

 
Image 5.109: Northeast corner of southern Feature FL 69 barrel vault, showing connection 

between the Feature FL 69 brick and Feature FL 72 stone, facing north. 
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FULTON STREET BETWEEN LITTLE PEARL/PEARL STREET AND PEARL/WATER STREET 
 
Excavation on the north side of Fulton Street between Little Pearl and Pearl Streets was largely 
confined to a trench running parallel to the curb and extending 1.83m - 2.13m (6’ - 7’) into the 
street, with excavation up to 4.57m (15’) south of the curb line near the center of the block, 
between 12.19m (40’) and 18.29m (60’) east of the east side of Little Pearl Street (Map 5.28). 
The excavation extended beyond the west curb line of Pearl Street into the intersection by 
approximately 7.62m (25’). The sidewalk was impacted up to .91m (3’) north of the curb line in 
several locations. Excavation did not extend below 2.13m (7’) bgs in any part of the north side of 
this block.  
 
The south side of Fulton Street between Pearl Street and Water Street was mass excavated from 
the western to the eastern curb lines of the block to approximately 5.18m (17’) north of the 
original south curb line (Maps 5.28 and 5.29). The entire area was excavated to a minimum of 
1.83m (6’) bgs, with the northern third of the area excavated to depths of up to 4.57m (15’) bgs. 
Portions of the sidewalk were also impacted up to 3.05m (10’) south of the curb line. Excavation 
was extended into the southwest quadrant of the Fulton Street/Water Street intersection to 
approximately 3.66m (12’) south of the south curb line of Fulton Street. The trench along this 
curb line extended east into Water Street by 1.83m (6’) at its southern extent and 7.62m (25’) at 
its northern end, at the Fulton Street intersection. On Water Street, south of Fulton Street, 
excavation depth did not exceed 1.52m (5’) bgs. 
 
Excavation was carried out by machine where possible, though excavation across much of the 
area was performed manually due to the high amount of utilities. Many of the utilities present in 
previous blocks to the west and noted earlier in this report continued into this block. With the 
exception of one water main, which extended 1.83m (6’) bgs, none of the utilities impacted the 
excavated areas beyond .91m to 1.22m (3’ to 4’) bgs.  
 
Substantial utility interference was present on the south side of the street. A sewer and an 
existing Transit Authority duct bank ran west to east through the center-north of the mass 
excavation, impacting a large portion of the excavation area up to 3.66m (12’) deep. Disturbance 
was present throughout this portion of the block to a minimum of 1.83m (6’) bgs, and no in situ 
artifacts were recovered from this depth. 
 
The north side of the block contained a substantial number of archaeological features, all of 
which were likely related to nineteenth and twentieth century structures destroyed when the 
block was widened in 1966 (HPI 2007:20; Foster 2013). The features included several brick 
walls, some oriented north to south and others east to west; a set of stairs with a bluestone-
capped landing; a slate floor surface; and an unidentifiable shaft feature. Features were 
constructed of brick and fieldstone, with some features incorporating both materials. 
 
The south side of the block contained fewer archaeological features. Two areas were identified 
as having possible wooden landfill structures. Three segments of a brick sidewalk vault exterior 
wall were identified along the south curb line of Fulton Street. Very few artifacts were recovered 
from either side of the street. None of the artifacts were in primary context. 
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Map 5.28: Fulton Street between Pearl/Little Pearl Street and Water/Pearl Street – archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 5.29: Fulton Street between Pearl/Little Pearl Street and Water/Pearl Street – excavation trenches in plan view. 
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Most of the soils documented in this block consisted of sand or loamy sand utility fill of varying 
shades (Tables 5.14 and 5.15). In certain areas, pockets of demolition debris were present, 
including brick, mortar and slate. In some areas on the north side of the block with greater 
amounts of demolition debris, identified at more than 1.52m (5’) bgs, fill was reddish-brown 
sandy loam. On the south side of the street, clean, modern utility fills were present around and 
above the utility disturbance, which extended to 2.13m (7’) bgs. Below this depth, soils were 
loamier with high clay content and were waterlogged below approximately 2.74m (9’). Areas 
with what appeared to be typical organic historical fill mixes with silty river sediments and shell 
and decayed wood inclusions were present in the deepest areas of the excavation. 
 
Table 5.14: General stratigraphy, south side of Fulton Street between Pearl and Water Streets. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .38m  
(0’ - 1.25’) 

N/A Roadway. Asphalt surface with concrete base. 

II .38m – 1.52m 
(varies)  
(1.25’ – 5’ 
[varies]) 

10 YR 7/6 
10 YR 4/6 
10 YR 8/4 

Modern clean utility fill in areas of utility 
disturbance. 

III .38m – 2.13m  
(1.25’ – 7’) 

7.5 YR 4/3 – 4/6 Mostly clean silty sand fill probably for filling 
in basements. Some brick debris. 

IV 2.13m+  
(7’+) 

5 YR 4/4 Trench base. Sandy clay loam with dark 
mottling, possibly from utility (sewer) leakage. 
Shell, brick and window glass. 

 
Table 5.15: General stratigraphy, north side of Fulton Street between Little Pearl and 
Pearl/Water Streets. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .38m  
(0 - 1.25’) 

N/A Roadway. Asphalt surface with concrete base. 

II .38m - .91m  
(1.25’ – 3’) 

10 YR 4/3 
7.5 YR 7/6 
10 YR 8/4 

Modern clean utility fill in areas of utility 
disturbance, east end of block. 

III .38m – 2.13m 
(1.25’ – 7’) 

10 YR 4/2-4/4 Modern loamy sand fill with moderate amount 
of rock, pebble and gravel inclusions, west end 
of block. 

IV 2.13m - 2.74m 
(7’ – 9’)  

7.5 YR 4/2 and 7.5 
YR 6/2 

Mixed soils, disturbed utility fill and river 
sediments with decayed wood from old utility 
sheeting. 

V 2.74m – 4.57m 
(9’ – 15’) 

7.5 YR 6/2 and 7.5 
YR 3/4 

Mixed soils, possibly disturbed historic fill, 
natural clay substratum and silty river 
sediments. Shell and decayed wood mixed 
throughout. Moderate rock and pebble 
inclusions. 

 
Features FL 53 and FL 54 were the oldest features uncovered in the Pearl to Water Street block 
of Fulton Street. It is likely they were the remains of eighteenth century structures related to 
landfilling or riverfront infrastructure. Their location was between the original high and low 
water lines of the East River. This fact, combined with their depth, suggests that they either were 
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part of a wharf that was here before the blocks were landfilled or part of a grillage type landfill 
retaining structure erected when this area of Beekman Slip was filled in during the early- to mid-
eighteenth century. Grillage construction was one of three cribbing forms commonly used along 
the East River of Manhattan (See Section VIII for a more detailed discussion of these feature 
forms).  
 
The features uncovered on the north side of Fulton Street between Little Pearl and Pearl Streets 
all represented subsurface portions of buildings constructed in the late-nineteenth or early-
twentieth century. These features were left intact when the aboveground structures were torn 
down in the 1970s as part of changes made to the streetscape. The triangular block on the north 
side of Fulton Street, bounded at the time of this project by Little Pearl Street, Pearl Street, and 
Fulton Street, was originally part of a larger block bounded by Pearl Street, Beekman Street, 
Water Street, and Fulton Street (Map 5.30). In the 1970s, the block was bisected by a new road 
connecting Pearl Street at Beekman Street to Water Street at Fulton Street (Map 5.31) (NYC 
Parks Department 2012). The new road was named Pearl Street, and the original street of that 
name became known as Little Pearl Street. The existing buildings were torn down at that time to 
make way for the new street. 
 
The nineteenth and twentieth century buildings on this block were connected structures, typical 
of urban row house style construction. It appears, however, that all of the archaeological features 
on this side of Fulton Street were part of one building, No. 37 Fulton Street (266 Pearl Street), 
which was located at the corner of Fulton and Pearl Streets. At the end of the nineteenth century, 
this building measured 12.90m (49.33’) on its Fulton Street side (Map 5.32). This length matches 
the distance from the west side of Feature FL 73 to the east side of Feature FL 83 (Map 5.33). 
Feature FL 73 would have been the exterior wall of the building, and Feature FL 83 would have 
been a party wall between No. 37 and No. 35 Fulton Street. 
 
The Fulton Bank was located at this address from 1822 to 1856 (Map 5.34) (The Bankers’ 
Magazine 1856:985). In 1856, the Bankers’ Magazine reported that the building was in the 
process of being torn down and would be replaced by a fireproof edifice with a fifty-foot front on 
Fulton Street (The Bankers’ Magazine 1856:985). The materials found in Features FL 73 through 
FL 83 are consistent with a mid-nineteenth century construction date. It is likely, then, that they 
represent the building that replaced the Fulton Bank Building in 1856. 
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Map 5.30: Map of the City of New York (Perris 1857) map showing historic configuration  

of the block bounded by Pearl, Beekman, Water, and Fulton Streets until the 1970s  
(Source: The NYPL Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division). 
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Map 5.31: 2014 street map showing current streetscape, overlaid by generalized outline of 
former Pearl to Water Street block in blue (Source: http://maps.nyc.gov/doitt/nycitymap/). 
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Map 5.32: Atlas of the City of New York (Bromley and Bromley 1891)  

showing the corner of Pearl (Little Pearl) Street and Fulton Street  
(Source: The NYPL Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division). 
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Map 5.33: Plan view of Features FL 73 to 83, the remains of  

the buildings that stood on the lots shown in Map 5.34 (below). 
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Map 5.34: Maps of the City of New York (Perris 1857) showing Fulton Bank at the corner of 

Pearl and Fulton Streets (Source: The NYPL Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division). 
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On the south side of the street, Features FL 52 and FL 55 likely represent the remnants of the 
United States Hotel, formerly Holt’s Hotel. Stephen Holt opened Holt’s Hotel at 196-202 Water 
Street in 1833. The building took two years to build and covered the entire northern end of this 
block from Water to Pearl Street (Map 5.35) (Image 5.110). The New York Times described the 
building in its early days as “elegant,” reporting that it was known as Holt’s Marble Palace (NYT 
1902). Holt had previously owned a modest eating establishment at the corner of Fulton and 
Water Streets. In 1830, deciding to branch out and expand his business, Holt tore down the 
standing buildings and erected the large, six story hotel with a marble facade (NYT 1902)1. Holt 
also sunk a five hundred foot deep well at great expense. The building was the first hotel to have 
an elevator, which was powered by a steam engine. Having spent large sums on the hotel’s 
construction and unable to meet the costs of maintaining the business, Holt sold his hotel, which 
became known as Holt’s Folly (NYT 1902). In 1839, the property was taken over by Samuel 
Leggett, who renamed the establishment the United States Hotel. The U.S. Hotel remained open 
under various owners until at least 1897 (New York City Tax Records; Bromley 1897). The 
building was torn down in 1902.  
 

 
Image 5.110: United States Hotel, circa 1890 (Source: Museum of the City of New York). 

 

                                                
1 The 1857 Perris Atlas shows a brick structure covering the entire lot, with numerous skylights arrayed around the 
three street-facing sides of the building. In the 1897 Bromley Atlas, the building is depicted as brick with a stone 
façade. 
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Map 5.35: Detail of the Maps of the City of New York 1857 Perris Atlas showing the United 
States Hotel on the south side of Fulton Street between Pearl and Water Streets (Source: The 

NYPL Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division). 
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In 1906, the New York Times reported that the new three story commercial and office building 
built in the U.S. Hotel’s place had tenanted all of its space soon after it opened (NYT 1906; NYT 
1922). The new building benefited from an upsurge in real estate values along the eastern end of 
Fulton Street, which had previously suffered a downturn after the opening of the Brooklyn 
Bridge diverted much of the foot traffic from the area (NYT 1906). Later maps show the U.S. 
Arcade Building at the old U.S. Hotel location.  
 
When the U.S. Hotel was demolished, it is possible that the sidewalk vault walls could have been 
left undisturbed. However, at least some of the bricks in Feature FL 55 post-date the construction 
of the hotel based on their frogged makers marks, which were not used before the 1880s (Gilbert, 
personal communication 2010). These bricks may have come from bricked-over areas of the U.S. 
Hotel walls rather than the original structure itself, which would account for their later date2.  
 
FEATURES - NORTH SIDE 
 
Feature FL 73 
Feature FL 73 was a north-south oriented wall consisting of one vertical layer of brick on the 
west and one layer of fieldstone on the east (Map 5.36). The west side of the feature was located 
approximately 2.44m (8’) east of the east curb line of Little Pearl Street3. The visible portion of 
the walls measured 1.68m (5.5’) long, but they extended north beneath the sidewalk into an 
unexcavated area. The brick wall was .30m (1’) in width while the stone wall was .50m (1.66’) 
wide. Both walls were found .91m (3’) bgs and extended beyond the trench floor at 1.83m (6’) 
bgs. Bricks measured 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”) and contained no visible 
stamps or marks. The stone wall was constructed of granite fieldstones of varying sizes. The wall 
was entirely surrounded by a matrix of golden-tan sand utility fill. Feature FL 73 was probably 
the west foundation wall of 268 Pearl Street, which housed the Fulton Bank in the mid-
nineteenth century. 
 
Feature FL 74 
Feature FL 74 was a brick structure located at the southeast corner of the exposed area of Feature 
FL 73 (Map 5.36). These features did not appear to be structurally integrated. Feature FL 74 
consisted of an east-west oriented segment measuring 1.07m (3.5’) long with distinct corners at 
both ends. Bricks in these corner segments were aligned perpendicularly to those in the east-west 
segment (Image 5.111). The end segments had been impacted by prior utility work on their north 
side and extended into an unexcavated area on their south side, so their complete dimensions 
could not be fully assessed. The width of the north-south section at the east end was .20m 
(0.66’), and at the west end the segment measured .30m (1’) wide. The bricks used in the 
structure measured 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”) and had no visible marks or 
stamps. All sections of the feature had a limestone-based mortar. The exposed face of the east-
west segment retained some whitewash residue. This wall may have been the exterior sidewalk 

                                                
2 Construction methodology did not allow for an examination of this structure’s full extent. Bricks with frogged 
manufacturer’s stamps were noted after the wall had been documented and was partially deconstructed during 
machine excavation. 
3 The east curb line of Little Pearl Street was located 2.74m (9’) west of the west side of the park that stood on the 
block north of Fulton Street at the time of excavation.  
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vault wall of 268 Pearl Street, although the corner segments complicate this analysis given that 
they break up the south wall into a very short section and possibly extend the south of this wall. 
 

 
Map 5.36: Plan view of features on the north side of Fulton Street  

between Little Pearl Street and Pearl/Water Street. 
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Image 5.111: Feature FL 74 brick wall with distinct corners,  

visible beneath communication duct, facing north. 
 
Feature FL 75 
To the east of the Feature FL 74 brick structure was a 3.05m (10’) long east-west oriented brick 
wall with a thick limestone-based mortar facing (Map 5.36) (Image 5.112). At its base was a 
concrete footer extending approximately .30m (1’) north from the wall face. The surface of the 
footer was rough and very uneven. The top of the extant wall appeared 1.22m (4’) bgs, with the 
footer an additional .46m (1.5’) below this. The concrete footer appeared to have been 
deliberately connected to Feature FL 74 with a surface application of mortar, perhaps after 
portions of the latter structure were demolished. 
 
A thick granite slab was located at the eastern end of the wall. This slab was 1.68m (5.5’) bgs 
and measured .50m by .36m by .46m (1.66’ by 1.17’ by 1.5’) thick. The granite was faced with a 
thin layer of bluestone. To the west of this, towards the center of the wall, a brick and mortar 
surface was present, also at approximately 1.68m (5.5’) bgs. Later excavation suggested this 
surface had at one time covered more of the trench floor area and would have served as a 
basement floor. 
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Image 5.112: Feature FL 76 brick wall and bluestone-topped granite slab (after substantial 

demolition) in east profile. Feature FL 75 brick wall and concrete footer is to the right. 
 
Feature FL 76 
Another brick wall, Feature FL 76, was found on an east to west alignment abutting Feature FL 
75 at the former’s south end (Map 5.36). The wall was located approximately 7.62m (25’) east of 
the east curb line of Little Pearl Street and .60m (2’) south of the north curb line of Fulton Street. 
It was approximately 1.22m (4’) bgs and measured .91m (3’) long by .60m (2’) wide, although 
its full length was not extant, as its north end had been previously partly destroyed. Some of the 
bricks from the wall had the raised letters “M.M.A.”, referring to an unknown brick 
manufacturer. These were not frogged, and measured 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 
2.25”). 
 
Feature FL 76 was associated with the bluestone-capped granite slab described above in 
conjunction with Feature FL 75. The granite slab was located in the corner formed where Feature 
FL 76 and Feature FL 75 met. The top of this slab was .46m (1.5’) below the highest extant point 
of Feature FL 76. 
 
A small area above the bluestone surface at the Feature FL 76 wall showed evidence of burning 
or charring. Some chunks of burnt stone and brick and pieces of charcoal were noted and 
discarded. There was no evidence of a large conflagration. A large amount of thick window glass 
and several small hexagonal tiles were noted in the surrounding fill, as were a few decorative 
limestone architectural moldings.  
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Feature FL 77 
Feature FL 77 was a flat, rectangular structure of unknown function, consisting of a concrete slab 
bordered on the south and west sides by a separate framing strip of concrete, possibly exterior 
walls of a shaft feature (Map 5.36) (Image 5.113). A small piece of wood was inset at the 
southeast corner, possibly as a repair or a remnant of the original construction frame. A semi-
circular iron ring was embedded in the southwest corner of the slab. Sheet iron residue was 
present on the surface of the concrete near the ring, suggesting that there may have been a cast 
iron cover at one point, with the concrete being used later to fill in the opening. It was not 
possible to determine the depth of the concrete, but it measured at least between 8cm and 10cm 
(.25’ and .33’) thick. The feature measured .76m by .66m (2.5’ by 2.17’) and appeared at 1.98m 
(6.5’) bgs. Its south edge was aligned with and abutted the base of the north edge of the concrete 
and granite slab surface discussed with Feature FL 75. The exposed portion of the feature 
seemed to indicate it was an early-modern utility access port or similar type of shaft feature. The 
major portions of this feature’s horizontal depth lay outside the boundaries of project excavation. 
 

 
Image 5.113: Feature FL 77 concrete and metal shaft surface in plan view, facing west. 

 
Feature FL 78 
Feature FL 78 was a brick wall consisting of a single row of brick stretchers (Image 5.114). The 
wall ran west to east from the northeast corner of the small north-south oriented brick wall, 
Feature FL 76, to a point approximately 15.24m (50’) east of the east curb line of Little Pearl 
Street (Map 5.36). The south face of this narrow wall abutted the north side of Features FL 79 
and FL 80, a brick shaft feature and stairs, discussed below. There was a 1.52m (5’) gap in the 
wall on the north side of Feature FL 81 — a stone and brick platform adjoining the stairs -- after 
which the wall continued east for approximately 1.37m (4.5’). The total distance covered by the 
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Feature FL 78 wall, including the gap, was 6.86m (22.5’). Excluding the gap, the extant wall 
measured 5.64m (18.5’). At its highest point, the wall was .60 (2’) bgs. There were four courses 
of brick in the single-row configuration visible above the floor of the excavation. The wall was 
not exposed below approximately 1.22m (4’) bgs and may have been wider towards its 
unexposed base. 
 
To the north of Feature FL 78 on its west end was a matrix of reddish brown loamy sand with 
chips of burnt material – plaster, tar, brick, clinker, charcoal and coal – as well as shell 
fragments. This matrix was distinct from soils found elsewhere in this block at this depth. A 
large amount of demolition debris was present in this matrix, including window glass and floor 
tile. 
 

 
Image 5.114: Portion of Feature FL 78 brick wall in plan view, facing east.  

Demolition debris is visible to the north (left) beneath a PVC and concrete duct bank. 
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Feature FL 79 
Feature FL 79 was a squared brick structure of an unknown nature. It was located 1.52m (5’) east 
of Feature FL 76 — the brick wall with concrete footer -- at approximately 1.83m (6’) bgs, 
between Features FL 78 and FL 80 (Map 5.36). The feature was rectangular in shape, measuring 
1.12m (3.66’) east-west by .81m (2.66’) north-south. The top course of the feature was 
constructed of a single row of brick stretchers. A few bricks were missing from the east end of 
the north wall. The second course expanded to two bricks wide. 
 
Hand excavation was carried out around this feature in order to determine its nature and extent. 
The upper six inches of soil were removed from the interior of the feature and a small 
exploratory test unit measuring .15m by .15m (.5’ by .5’) was excavated in the southwest corner 
to the depth of the water table at .40m (1.33’) below the feature’s surface. The soil in the interior 
of the feature was similar to that found to the north of the Feature FL 78 single-layer brick wall. 
The soil was reddish brown gritty, loamy sand with substantial decayed shell and rubble, 
including brick fragments, burnt plaster, clinker, coal, charcoal, wood and a substantial amount 
of large pieces of 1/4” thick window glass. A few white hexagonal tiles were also present. All 
inclusions in the fill were classifiable as architectural debris with the exception of a twentieth 
century glass bottle top. Most pieces were very small and fragmented with the exception of the 
window glass. The fill was not compacted. 
 
As the excavation did not impact any deeper than the surface of the feature, no further testing 
occurred, and the feature was left intact. The feature may have represented some type of shaft 
feature or storage structure, but a more definitive identification was not possible without further 
testing. 
 
Features FL 80 and FL 81 
Feature FL 80 was a series of steps ascending west to east and ending at Feature FL 81, a 
granite-capped stone platform. The west end of the steps abutted the eastern edge of Feature FL 
79, the brick rectangular feature (Map 5.36) (Images 5.115 and 5.116). 
 
Feature FL 80 consisted of five sections of stepped bricks, with a rise of 10cm (0.33’) between 
each step. The stairs rose from west to east, beginning at the east edge of the rectangular feature 
(Feature FL 79) and ending at the Feature FL 81 platform. The total length of Feature FL 80 was 
1.07m (3.5’). Each individual step was approximately 20cm (0.66’) deep, but the edges of all of 
the steps were broken, so precise measurements could not be obtained. The north-south 
dimension of the stairs was 0.66m (2.17’). The bricks were standard size, 20cm by 9cm by 6cm 
(8” by 3.5” by 2.25”), with no visible manufacturer’s marks. 
 
Feature FL 81 was a granite platform topped with a granite slab, possibly a landing at the top of 
the stepped Feature FL 80 bricks (Image 5.117). The north side of the feature was located .60m 
(2’) south of the north curb line of Fulton Street. The slab on the top of the feature measured 
1.52m by .76m by .25m (5’ by 2.5’ by .83’) thick and protruded 10cm (0.33’) beyond the south 
vertical plane of the stone platform. The top of the granite lay 1.37m (4.5’) bgs, and the stone 
platform it rested upon extended at least 1.52m (5’) below this depth. The platform was 
constructed of rectangular rough-cut stone with limestone-based mortar. 
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The Feature FL 79 – FL 81 elements may have been part of a shaft or storage bay, accessible by 
roughly formed brick stairs from a granite platform. These features were likely part of the 
building that replaced the Fulton Bank building in 1856. 
 
 

 
Image 5.115: Feature FL 79 rectangular brick structure (bottom), stepped Feature FL 80 (center), 

and Feature FL 81 platform (top) in plan view, facing east. 
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Image 5.116: Features FL 79, FL 80, and FL 81 in plan view below utilities, facing north. 

 

 
Image 5.117: Feature FL 81 stone platform in plan view,  

after removal of granite capstone, facing northwest. 
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Feature FL 82 
Feature FL 82 was a brick wall and column with an associated bluestone floor surface (Image 
5.118). The feature was located 12.8m (42’) east of the east curb line of Little Pearl Street and 
2.51m (8.25’) south of the north curb line of Fulton Street (Map 5.36). It ran east to west, with 
the column at its west end. The wall measured approximately 2.44m (8’) long and continued into 
an unexcavated area at its east end. The column measured .46m by .40m (1.5’ by 1.33’); 
however, it had been impacted and partly destroyed by a concrete utility casing above and to the 
west of this part of the feature. Its original dimensions would have been larger. The top of the 
column appeared at 1.22m (4’) bgs, while the top of the wall appeared at 1.37m (4.5’) bgs. The 
bluestone floor surface abutted the south side of the wall. 
 
The brick in these features was covered with a mortar casing and black tar waterproofing on the 
north face. Bricks measured 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”). The top course of brick 
in the wall was formed by a single row of stretchers. To the south of this row of brick was a 
13cm (.42’) wide strip of reddish dark-brown sand containing loose brick debris. Below this, the 
wall measured .50m (1.66’) wide with interlocking bricks in alternating headers and stretchers. 
 
The bluestone surface was found at 1.98m (6.5’) bgs, .60 (2’) below the top of the wall. The 
stone slabs were 5cm (.17’) thick and measured .50m by .66m (1.66’ by 2.16’). One row of stone 
was uncovered abutting the south end of the brick wall but may have extended further south into 
an area of the street that was not excavated during this project.  
 

 
Image 5.118: Feature FL 82 brick wall and column in plan view with  

exposed strip of reddish-brown soil, facing southwest. 
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Feature FL 83 
The last feature on the north side of this block was a north-south oriented brick and stone wall. 
The wall was extant at .60m (2’) bgs, approximately .91m (3’) east of the east end of Feature FL 
82 (Map 5.36). The south end of the wall had been destroyed by prior utility installation and the 
north end continued into an unexcavated area. The exposed structure measured 1.62m (5.33’) 
long and .76m (2.5’) wide. The wall was constructed mainly of granite fieldstone with brick 
facing on its west side and a course of brick on its top, which was either a surface layer or the 
base of a previously-existing brick wall (Images 5.119 and 5.120). The bricks measured 20cm by 
10cm by 5cm (7.75” by 3.75” by 2”) and had no visible stamps or other identifying marks. 
 

 
Image 5.119: Feature FL 83 brick-faced stone wall, facing east. 
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Image 5.120: Feature FL 83 brick and stone wall in plan view facing west, after partial 

deconstruction. Brick face is still intact on west side of wall. 
 
To the east of the Feature FL 83 wall was a matrix of reddish-brown sandy clay similar to that 
found around some of the features on Little Pearl Street. The matrix included a large amount of 
oyster shell as well as a smaller amount of clam shell, which were not collected. Eighteen 
artifacts were collected from this matrix: household ceramics (n=10), including whiteware (n=5), 
pearlware (n=1), tin-glazed earthenware (n=2), redware (n=1), and British buff-bodied slipware 
(n=1); square nails (n=2); a piece of worked flint probably used as a gun flint (n=1); a pipe stem 
(n=1); mammal bones (n=2); a shard of window glass (n=1); and a glass goblet stem (n=1). The 
artifacts did not appear to be in primary context and it is likely that they were contained in soil 
that was re-deposited during a construction episode. Their presence was noteworthy solely 
because of the almost total lack of artifacts elsewhere in the trench. This is probably due to a 
lesser amount of disturbance in the small area to the east of Feature FL 83.  
 
Several fieldstones in a hard, sandy clay matrix extended .60m (2’) east from the southeast 
corner of the Feature FL 83 wall. Though the trench was excavated and trowel-scraped, nothing, 
other than its distinct hard clay matrix, was found to positively identify this area or the 
fieldstones as part of an in situ feature. Instead, the stones may be part of a partially disturbed 
cobble pathway associated with an adjacent demolished building. 
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FEATURES - SOUTH SIDE 
 
Features FL 52 and FL 55 
Features FL 52 and FL 55 were east-west oriented brick walls found at the south curb line of 
Fulton Street (Map 5.28). Feature FL 52 was located approximately 3.96m (13’) east of the east 
curb line of Pearl Street at .60m (2’) bgs, directly below the existing south curb line of Fulton, 
and continued below the trench floor. Component bricks measured 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 
3.5” by 2.25”) and were joined with a limestone-based mortar that remained substantially intact. 
There were no visible markings on the bricks, although the wall was not deconstructed, and the 
bricks could not be fully examined. A 3-inch service duct at had impacted the wall at 
approximately mid-height of the existing structure. The wall was surrounded by clean sand 
utility fill with no associated artifacts (Image 5.121). 
 

 
Image 5.121: Feature FL 52 brick sidewalk vault wall in south profile. 

 
Based on its provenience and construction, the Feature FL 55 brick wall was part of the same 
structure as Feature FL 52 (Image 5.122). The west end of Feature FL 55 was located 
approximately 22.25m (73’) east of the east end of Feature FL 52, and its east end was 4.27m 
(14’) west of the west curb line of Water Street. Feature FL 55 was 1.52m (5’) in length, 0.91m 
(3’) high and 0.60m (2’) below sidewalk grade. As with Feature FL 52, this wall continued 
below the trench floor, so its total height could not be determined. Construction materials used in 
the second feature were consistent with those used in Feature FL 52, although, unlike the 
previous feature, frogged manufacturer’s marks from the S. & F. Co. (Sayre & Fisher) could be 
identified on some of the bricks that were removed from the structure. Feature FL 55 was 
surrounded by clean sand utility fill and had no associated artifacts. There appeared to be a 
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bricked-in archway in this feature, but due to previous damage to the wall, this could not be 
determined conclusively. 
 

 
Image 5.122: Feature FL 55, eastern end of exterior wall of  

Feature FL 52 sidewalk vault, facing southeast. 
 
Based on historic maps, Feature FL 55 lies in the location of Holt’s Hotel, a large, six story hotel 
with a marble facade (NYT 1902), at 196-202 Water Street (see 5.164 - 5.166). Originally built 
by Stephen Holt in the early 1830’s, the hotel was taken over by Samuel Leggett and renamed 
the United States Hotel in 1839. The building was torn down in 1902 and in 1906 the New York 
Times reported that a new three-story commercial and office building had been built in its place 
(NYT 1906; NYT 1922).  
 
It is possible that the U.S. Hotel’s sidewalk vault walls could have been left undisturbed after the 
building was demolished. However, based on the dating of frogged maker’s marks, at least some 
of the bricks in Feature FL 55 post-date the construction of the hotel as they were not used until 
the 1880’s (Gilbert, personal communication 2010). These bricks may have come from bricked-
over areas of the U.S. Hotel walls rather than the original structure itself, which would account 
for their later date4. It is also possible, however, that Features FL 52 and 55 were part of the new 
building that was erected after the U.S. Hotel was demolished. Given the appearance of the late-
nineteenth century brick and mortar in the walls, it is more likely that they were structural 
                                                
4 Construction methodology did not allow for an examination of this structure’s full extent. Bricks with frogged 
manufacturer’s stamps were noted after the wall had been documented and was partially deconstructed during 
machine excavation. 
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elements built as part of the later building. 
 
Features FL 53 and FL 54 
Features FL 53 and FL 54 were both concentrations of thin wood logs laid horizontally. Both 
were located at the northern edge of the excavation trench in the south-center of Fulton Street, 
between 6.10m (20’) and 9.14m (30’) west of the west curb line of Water Street (Map 5.28).  
 
Feature FL 53 consisted of seven logs averaging 8cm (.25’) in diameter, located 2.44m (8’) bgs. 
Three of the logs were laid parallel to one another. The westernmost log in this row of three was 
also the top log of three stacked vertically. The other two logs were not in any clear structural 
alignment with the first five. No perpendicular component or other method of joinder was 
visible. The logs were only visible in the north excavation profile and did not appear in the soil 
that was removed from the trench. They were surrounded by a yellowish to rusty medium-brown 
sandy clay with dark mottling. The boundaries of this matrix were indistinct. 
 
Feature FL 54 contained approximately 32 logs laid in at least three horizontal rows (Image 
5.123). The components of this feature measured 8cm (.25’) to 10cm (0.33’) in diameter. The 
majority of the logs were closely spaced over a 1.22m (4’) area, but approximately one-third 
were spread out over the 3.05m (10’) to the east of the four foot concentration. The upper row of 
logs was 2.5m (8.2’) bgs, and the bottom row reached 2.74m (9’) bgs. The surrounding matrix 
was dark brown sandy clay. 
 
Although Feature FL 53 and FL 54 were only visible in north profile, their construction 
methodology of parallel, roughly finished thin timbers suggests they represent portions of 
grillage landfill retaining structures. These structures, their usage, and similar elements recovered 
across the Seaport area are detailed in Section VIII. 
 

 
Image 5.123: Feature FL 54 grillage-type landfill retaining device in north profile. 
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FULTON STREET - PEARL/WATER STREET TO FRONT STREET  
 
The blocks of Fulton Street between the intersection with Pearl/Water Streets and the southern 
segment of Front Street contained some of the most significant archaeological finds of this 
project (Maps 5.37 and 5.38). A large late-eighteenth century fill deposit was present throughout 
this block and accounted for the greatest bulk of artifacts recovered during the Fulton Street 
project. Excavation in this section also uncovered a segment of a wooden landfill- or pier-related 
structure and a substantial in situ wooden water main segment. At the corner of Fulton Street and 
Pearl Street, excavation revealed an intact section of a wooden wharf, possibly the original wharf 
built by Gerardus Beekman in the early-eighteenth century. A nineteenth century foundation and 
a brick cistern were also documented in this area. 
 
Excavation throughout this area occurred in several intermittent stages over the course of 
eighteen months. Work initially involved demolition and reconstruction of a sewer running 
through the block, installation of two new water mains, and steam and other utility duct work. 
The majority of excavation occurred mainly in the northern-center of Fulton Street and also 
included a narrow southeast-northwest diagonal trench on the south side of Fulton Street from 
the southwest corner of Fulton and Front Streets to approximately 7.62m (25’) west of the 
building line of 199 Water Street (Map 5.38). The second phase of work involved mass 
excavation of the east side of the Fulton Street and the Pearl/Water Street intersection and mass 
excavation on the south side of Fulton Street. Excavation depths varied from a minimum of 
1.83m (6’) bgs to 2.44m (8’) bgs. 
 
Excavation was carried out by backhoe or by hand where necessitated by utility interference, 
which was substantial above 1.83m (6’) bgs. Much of the excavation involved the use of 
jackhammers to break up the concrete sewer and transit duct housings in the area. This 
methodology, and the large chunks of debris it created, at times interfered with stratigraphic 
interpretation and with soil screening and artifact collection. Wooden shoring was installed in 
areas as needed. Sewage also proved to be an obstacle to thorough archaeological evaluation, 
both in terms of trench flooding and the presence of organic contaminants leaching into the soil.  
 
Except for the Pearl/Water intersection, most of this area was within the Fulton Street pedestrian 
mall paved with Belgian block and granite block paving stones. Below the roadway, soils 
consisted of clean sand utility fills or re-deposited sandy soils containing some artifacts displaced 
from their primary context to an average depth of 1.83m (6’) bgs. Soils deeper than 1.83m (6’) 
bgs contained higher clay content and a large number of artifacts. These artifacts were observed 
in a thin stratum dispersed across the area. In some areas, there was a thin layer of wood on top 
of this artifact-laden stratum. Soil at this depth was not wholly consistent in color or 
composition, but in almost all areas the soil was one of several shades of very dark brown sandy 
clay containing varying amounts of similar late-eighteenth century artifacts. In areas where 
excavation reached below 2.44m (8’) bgs, there appeared to be a dark grayish brown natural 
silty-clay substratum. Tables 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 present the general stratigraphic profile from 
three locations across this block. 
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Map 5.37: Fulton Street between Water Street and Front Street – archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 5.38: Fulton Street between Water Street and Front Street – excavation trenches in plan view.
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Table 5.16: Fulton Street center between Front Street and pedestrian Water Street – general 
stratigraphy.  
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .38m  
(0 - 1.25ˈ) 

N/A; 2.5 Y 8/2  Roadway: Belgian block, granite block, sand, 
concrete 

II .38m – 1.83m 
(1.25ˈ- 6’) 

7.5 YR 3/4-
4/4; 
7.5 YR 4/6; 
10 YR 7/4 

Modern sandy utility fill 

III 1.83m – 2.44m 
(6’ – 8’) from 21.34m 
(70’) to 27.43m (90’) 
west of 199 Water St 

10 YR 2/1 
with  
10 YR 7/1 
lensing 

Disturbed deposit of sandy clay loam with river 
silt; gritty; gray ashy pockets; ~10% oyster, some 
clam 

IV 2.13m - 2.74m  
(7’ - 9’) immediately S 
of sewer 

10YR 0/0 with  
7.5 YR 3/1 

Mixed deposit: river silt and organic material 
from sewer; coarse; 30% inclusions of brick, 
shell, pebbles, and small-medium rocks and 
cobbles 

V 2.44m+ (8’+) from 
~21.34m (70’) to 
~27.43m (90’) west of 
199 Water St 

7.5 YR 3/1 Natural sandy river silt and sediment 

 
Table 5.17: Fulton Street north between Front Street and Water Street - general stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .38m  
(0 - 1.25ˈ) 

N/A; 2.5 Y 8/2  Roadway: Belgian block, granite block, sand, 
concrete 

II .38m – 2.44m 
(1.25ˈ - 8’) 

7.5 YR 3/4-
4/4; 
10 YR 6/4; 
10 YR 7/4; 
10 YR 3/3 

Modern sandy utility fill 

III .38m - .91m (1.25ˈ - 3ˈ) 
on top of sewer 

7.5 YR 3/3 Re-deposited soil, very sandy clay 

IV 1.22m – 2.44m (4ˈ - 8ˈ) 
immediately N of sewer 

10 YR 2/2 Re-deposited soil with organic matter from sewer 
leakage, sandy clay loam 

V 1.52m – 2.44m  
(5’ – 8’)  

7.5 YR 3/1 Mixed deposit with sandy clay loam, river silt and 
organic material from sewer. Intact deposit in 
some locations: coarse; 30% inclusions of brick, 
shell, pebbles and small-medium rocks and 
cobbles; wood fragments, some areas with thin 
wood layer at top of stratum 

VI 2.44m+ 
(8’+) 

7.5YR 3/1 and 
7.5 YR 6/2 

Natural river silt and sediment mixed with re-
deposited soil, brick, shell, pebbles and small-
medium rocks and cobbles 
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Table 5.18: Transit Authority duct trench on the south side of Fulton Street between Water Street 
and Front Street – general stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .38m  
(0 - 1.25ˈ) 

N/A; 2.5 Y 8/2 Roadway: Belgian block, granite block, sand, 
concrete 

II .38m - .91m 
(3’ - 5’) 

10 YR 3/3 
10 YR 6/2-6/4 
10 YR 7/3 
7.5 YR 3/3 
5 YR 3/3 

Modern sand or sandy loam utility fill 

III 1.52m – 1.98m 
(5’ - 6.5’) 

7.5 YR 3/2-3/3 Historic deposit, disturbed by prior utility work, 
sandy clay loam, ~40% inclusions: shell, brick, 
small and medium river cobbles, small pebbles 
and rock, ash, charcoal and coal, lesser amount of 
iron. Late eighteenth century artifacts 

IV 1.37m – 1.83m 
(4.5’ – 6’) east end 
of block 

7.5 YR 3/3 Re-deposited sandy loam soils below TA duct (no 
soil between top and bottom of duct). Sandy 
utility fill mixed with Stratum V. Minimal 
artifacts 

V 1.83m - 2.44m  
(6’ - 8’) 

10 YR 2/1 Large, diachronic deposit. Loamy clay, organic, 
with ~15% wood (small strips, rectangular bars, 
tree roots and thin branches), ~10% shell, ~10% 
small cobbles and rocks/pebbles, ~3% brick and 
brick chucks. Thin wood layer over part of 
stratum. Large number of artifacts 

VI 2.13m+ (7’+) 10YR 2/0 
10YR 0/0 

River silt and natural clay substratum, not reached 
in most areas 

 
A portion of a wooden wharf or a slip structure (Feature FL 58) was found on Pearl Street 
immediately north of Fulton Street. The structure was located at what would have been the 
southeast corner of the water lot granted to Gerardus Beekman in 1703, which was then surveyed 
and laid out in 1722 (Map 5.39). This lot was granted on the condition that Beekman build a 
“wharf or street” fronting the East River and a slip on the west side of his lot (MCC 1675-1776, 
III:285-286). The slip was to be 24' wide, with a 12' wide wharf alongside his property (MCC 
1675-1776, III:285-286). The location of Feature FL 58 suggests it comprised part of the wharf 
bordering Beekman’s lot. However, since the entire structure was not exposed during this 
project, it is impossible to say whether these logs were part of a more uniform, formally joined 
framework. The roughness of the individual pieces and the overall slightly haphazard 
construction suggests they were sunk to provide bulk at the edge of the lot, possibly beneath a 
more even and regular wharf surface.  
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Map 5.39: Re-indexing Survey map showing original shoreline and water lot grant  

to Gerardus Beekman with location of current block outlined in black  
(original map on file with Manhattan Borough President’s Office). 
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A brick cistern (Feature FL 57) was uncovered adjacent to, but not as deep as, the potential 
wharf structure (Feature FL 58). Based on the construction materials and vertical and geographic 
location of the cistern, it was probably built in the early- to mid-nineteenth century. The cistern 
had been built on top of Feature FL 58, as logs from this feature were visible beneath the base of 
the cistern. This wharf had already been constructed by the mid-eighteenth century, when 
Beekman Slip was open in this area.  
 
The area where the Feature FL 57 cistern was found had previously been part of the East River, 
and the land upon which the structure rested was partially below the water table. A cistern would 
have been used to collect and store water that could be used for tasks requiring non-potable 
water, such as washing.  
 
In December of 1819, Mrs. Grayson petitioned the Common Council to put a brick cistern in 
front of her house on Fulton Street (MCC 1784-1831, X:650). While her property was on the 
south side of the Slip — across from Feature FL 57 and thus referring to a different structure -- 
her petition provides an example of cisterns being built in this vicinity. Numerous petitions to 
build cisterns in front of houses or in the street or walkway near buildings can be found in the 
Minutes of the Common Council in the early-nineteenth century. Cisterns typically caught 
rainwater coming off of a roof or an adjoining house and were situated close to buildings for this 
purpose.  
 
Feature FL 57 was probably associated with Feature FL 60, a foundation wall that abutted the 
cistern. Feature FL 60 was an exterior basement foundation wall that was likely constructed 
sometime in the early-nineteenth century and demolished in the late-nineteenth to early-twentieth 
century. The brick cistern adjoined the foundation and it likely caught water run-off from the 
building represented by Feature FL 60 (Map 5.40). The placement of the cistern to the west of 
the Feature FL 60 foundation, intruding partly into the modern building line, suggests that these 
features belonged to an older construction grid or that they predated the construction of a 
uniform row of buildings on this block. Insurance maps from the mid-nineteenth century show a 
uniform building line across the entire block, though the land changes (Map 5.39) suggests that 
perhaps block construction ran at an angle before the insurance maps of the 1850s were surveyed 
(e.g. Perris 1857).  
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Map 5.40: Fulton and Water Streets, plan view showing the relationship between the Feature FL 

57 brick cistern and the Feature FL 60 stone foundation. 
 
Feature FL 85 was a dispersed trash deposit that stretched the width of Fulton Street, from the 
east side of the Fulton Street and Pearl/Water Street intersection to approximately 9.1m (30’) 
west of the east building line of 199 Water Street (Map 5.38). This area was excavated over the 
course of more than two years (from May 2012 to May 2014) and was not originally classified in 
the field as a single feature until multiple excavation episodes and recoveries indicated the 
connected nature of this large deposit.  
 
In numerous areas, the Feature FL 85 deposit was heavily disturbed by previous utility work, but 
some areas were identified as intact, sometimes displaying a thin layer of wood chips or slats on 
the top of the deposit stratum. The feature appeared at an average of 1.83m to 1.98m (6’ to 6.5’) 
bgs.  
 
The Feature FL 85 deposit assemblage dates to the late-eighteenth century. Almost all of the 
ceramics were in production prior to 1785. Other than pearlware, most of the ware types 
recovered in the assemblage were popular by the mid-eighteenth century, if not before, including 
a variety of creamware, the most heavily represented ware type. Glass bottles were also largely 
identifiable as eighteenth century from their manufacturing techniques, including a 
predominance of free-blown bottles and crudely applied finishes.  
 
The 22,967 artifacts collected from the Water to Front block of Fulton Street as Feature FL 85 
represent neighborhood residential and commercial trash dumped into Beekman Slip shortly 
before or during the landfilling of this area, sometime before the end of the eighteenth century. 
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Both the dating and the depth of the deposit indicate that these artifacts were discarded prior to 
the final filling of the slip and opening of Fulton Street across this block. This deposit is analyzed 
in greater detail in Section IX of this report.  
 
FEATURES 
 
Feature FL 47 
Excavation on Fulton Street exposed the remains of a wooden landfill retaining feature slightly 
to the north and west of the Front Street intersection (Maps 5.41 and 5.42). The southeast corner 
of the feature was located at 1.83m (6’) bgs and 7.86m (25.8’) north of the building line of 199 
Water Street, .61m (2’) north of the curb line. The visible portion of the feature consisted of two 
closely spaced rows of stacked logs on a perpendicular alignment with Fulton Street. Several 
smaller logs and boards were located below the larger pieces, and stone had been used to fill the 
space between the main structural components. 
 
The eastern portion of Feature FL 47 consisted of two large logs oriented north to south with at 
least five thin logs laid on a perpendicular alignment beneath the lower of the two large 
components (Image 5.124). No excavation occurred beneath these smaller pieces, so it is 
unknown if the feature continued beneath the trench floor. Only one log was exposed on the 
western side of the feature, and this appeared to have been damaged by earlier utility work. 
Three small, rectangular planks set in clay were wedged beneath this log (Image 5.125). A .76m 
(2.5’) gap between the east and west timber segments was filled with medium and large cobbles 
and fieldstones. 
 
Feature FL 47 was constructed of yellow or white pine. The large logs averaged approximately 
.30m (1’) in diameter and had varying lengths due to prior utility interference. The sole intact log 
spanned the trench width, approximately 1.68m (5.5’), and as with all of the north-south aligned 
logs, continued into the southern trench wall. The smaller, perpendicular elements had an 
average diameter of 5cm (.17’) while the planks beneath the eastern component measured 
approximately 8cm by 4cm (.25’ by .12’). The length of these smaller components could not be 
determined due to the limits of the project excavation area. 
 
At least two of the larger logs, those on the east side of the feature, had been modified. The top 
log was partially flattened on its upper side and was angled on its north end, although the 
northern cut may have been made to accommodate an early-modern ceramic sewer pipe. The 
lower log was both angled and notched on the north side (Image 5.126).  
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Map 5.41: Fulton and Front Streets intersection excavation in plan view, showing the 

relationship of Features FL 45 and FL 47 to excavated trenches and the off-center intersection. 
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Map 5.42: Feature FL 47 in detailed plan view. 
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Image 5.124: Eastern portion of Feature FL 47 in plan view, facing south. 
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Image 5.125: Rectangular wood planks embedded in sandy clay  

beneath the western component of Feature FL 47, facing northwest. 
 

 
Image 5.126: Notched and angled end of lower eastern component of Feature FL 47. 
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Feature FL 47 was surrounded by very dark brown loamy clay with a moderate amount of shell 
and some charcoal inclusions. The area between the feature’s main timber components also 
contained cobble and fieldstone inclusions. This stratum appeared at the same depth as the 
feature, at 1.68m (5.5’) bgs, indicating the fill was once leveled to the feature height or previous 
work impacted any upper portions of both the feature and the large-grain fill material within. 
Above this were several strata of sandy utility fill associated with later construction episodes 
(Table 5.19). 
 
The location of Feature FL 47 at the edge of the Front Street intersection suggests it was part of 
either a bulkhead erected when this section of Beekman Slip was filled sometime in the late-
eighteenth century or a wharf or pier that bordered the landfilled water lots between Water Street 
and Front Street. Though several wood samples from Feature FL 47 were sent for 
dendrochronological dating, they did not retain enough growth layers or waney bark to be 
accurately dated.  
 
Based on its construction, Feature FL 47 was used as a landfill retaining device and not a 
foundational element for a pier. The structure is typical of closed cell cribbing construction, one 
of three cribbing forms commonly used along the East River of Manhattan (see Section VIII). 
Elements running parallel were laid directly on top of one another, forming a relatively solid 
barrier that could be connected to timbers at perpendicular angles to form squared cells that 
could be filled with various materials in order to create land. This design would be more 
effective than an open cell structure, where parallel elements do not lie flush atop each other, in 
preventing the loss of landfill soils into the East River. The structure was probably built either 
when the water lots to the south of Fulton Street were filled in or as a barrier across the foot of 
the slip when that body of water was filled, in order to contain the soil and prevent erosion. 
 
Table 5.19: Feature FL 47 Stratigraphy - west of Front Street, south side of Fulton Street. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .38m  
(0 - 1.25ˈ) 

N/A, 2.5 Y 8/2 Roadway, Belgian block, granite block, sand, 
concrete 

II .38m – 1.68m 
(1.25’ - 5.5’)’ 

2.5 YR 5/2 
7.5 YR 3/4 
7.5 YR 4/6-5/6 
10 YR 7/4 
10 YR 4/3 

Modern sandy utility fill 

III 1.68m – 2.59m 
(5.5’ – 8.5ˈ) 

10 YR 2/1–2/2 Historic fill. Gritty, sandy clay loam; ~10% oyster 
and some clam; charcoal; cobbles and fieldstone at 
Feature FL 47. Waterlogged. 

IV 2.59m – 2.74m 
(8.5’ - 9ˈ) east of F. 
47 

7.5 YR 3/1 Natural clay substratum with river silt 
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Feature FL 84 
Feature FL 84 was a large section of wooden water main, found on the north side of Fulton 
Street east of the intersection with pedestrian Water Street (Map 5.43). The main ran parallel to 
the building line on Fulton Street near the north curb line. It consisted of three segments 
extending from 4.88m (16’) west of the building line of No. 17 Fulton Street to .76m (2.5’) east 
of that building line, where it entered the east trench wall continuing east. The depth of the 
western end of the water main was 1.68m (5.5’) bgs while the eastern end was 1.75m (5.75’) bgs. 
A brick sewer line cut the center of the exposed portion of the water main. The slight difference 
in depths at either end of the feature elements can be accounted for either by a brick sewer 
disturbance in its path or a natural slope related to gravity-assisted delivery. The main had been 
cut widthwise and the cross-sections abutted the brick sewer, with the ends blocked by wood 
inserts to reduce water runoff or flow. On the eastern side of the brick sewer, a niche had been 
built into the brick that did not open into the body of the sewer line, apparently to support the end 
of the water main. The practical purpose for this remains unknown, as in its documented state it 
would not have allowed water to flow into the sewer. 
 
The section of the main to the west of the sewer measured 2.13m (7’) long. Its western end was 
tapered to serve as the male end of a joint. There was no evidence of an extant adjoining 
segment, although the area beyond remained unexcavated. To the east of the sewer, two 
segments of the same water main line were present, connected by a male-female joint (Image 
5.127). The total combined length of this portion of the main was 1.83m (6’), with the eastern, 
male segment measuring 1.27m (4.17’) and the western female segment measuring .71m (2.33’). 
The latter piece ended abruptly at the brick sewer, where it had been cut and fitted into the 
notched brick. The diameter of each of the three pieces of the water main was .36m (1.17’), with 
the boreholes measuring approximately 10cm (.33’). 
 
The Feature FL 84 water main lay in a matrix of dark gray-brown silty clay with black mottling 
(Table 5.20). A portion of the intact deposit was present beneath the western component of the 
water main; this was designated Feature FL 56, discussed below in conjunction with other 
deposit features. 
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Map 5.43: Fulton Street between Water and Front Streets, segment of excavation plan view 

centered on the west end of the block. The large Feature FL 85 sheet deposit is shaded.  
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Image 5.127: Feature FL 84 water main joint east of brick sewer in plan view, facing south. 

 
 
Table 5.20: North side of Fulton Street at pedestrian Water Street, Feature FL 84 area 
stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .38m 
(0 - 1.25ˈ) 

N/A; 2.5 Y 8/2 Roadway, Belgian block, granite block, sand, 
concrete 

II .38m – 1.52 
(1.25ˈ - 5’) (east) 
.38m - 1.98m  
(1.25’ - 6.5’) (west) 

10 YR 7/5      
10 YR 3/3     
7.5 YR 3/4 - 4/3  

Modern sandy utility fill 

III 1.52m – 2.74m 
(5’ – 9’) (east) 
1.98m – 2.74m 
(6.5’ – 9’) (west)  

10 YR 3/1 with 
black mottling; 
black and grey 
clay inclusions 

Diachronic trash deposit: thin layer of wood 
(small strips or piece board, very decayed) on 
top in some areas, at E side of intersection. May 
be disturbed in other areas; clay loam with silty 
clay inclusions, organic, ~20-25% shell; leather; 
some brick. Sandier to W of intersection. 

IV 2.74m+ (9’+)  7.5 YR 2.5/2 with 
black mottling 

River silt and sand with leeching from sewer 
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Feature FL 57 
Feature FL 57 was a large brick cistern located on Pearl Street at the corner of pedestrian Fulton 
Street (Map 5.43) (Image 5.128).
14 A portion of the cistern had been destroyed by previous utility work, but a substantial portion 
was still standing, including most of the western half of the wall, a section of the eastern side of 
the wall, a fragment of the arched brick cover and the western third of the floor. The cistern was 
constructed of brick and a limestone-based mortar with a slate floor set on a wooden base. A 
small portion of the vaulted roof of the cistern was still extant, but modern utility duct 
installation had sheared off most of the top of the feature (Image 5.129). 
 
The extant portion of the Feature FL 57 cistern cover was located at .73m (2.4’) bgs. From the 
cover to base, the cistern measured 1.40m (4.6’) on the exterior, with the interior height of the 
structure slightly less than 1.22m (4’). The diameter of the feature was 2.13m (7’). The cistern 
was filled with clean, fine tan sand with oxidized soil at the surface beneath a utility duct bank 
that had sheared off the cistern’s roof. Where the north side of the featured had been disturbed by 
prior utility work, the fill matched the surrounding soil. The western side of the feature was 
surrounded by .08m (.25’) of orange-tan loamy clay. The surrounding matrix consisted of re-
deposited sandy clay with black mottling and a large amount of architectural debris. 
 
The base of the cistern was constructed of wooden planks laying side-by-side, cut into a circular 
form (Image 5.130). The planks measured .30m (1’) wide by 4cm (.12’) thick. The walls of the 
cistern had been built directly on top of this wooden platform. The slate floor, which was 
approximately 2cm (.08’) thick, was laid into the interior of the structure and mortared to the 
brick around its circumference.  
 
The eastern side of the cistern abutted the west wall of a stone foundation (Feature FL 60), 
discussed below.  
 
No in situ artifacts were found within the cistern’s fill. Seven artifacts were recovered from 
beneath the wood base: 4 ceramic sherds (white salt-glazed stoneware, British buff-bodied 
slipware, gray salt-glazed stoneware, and whiteware); 2 pipe stems with 5/64” boreholes; and 1 
mouth blown, dark olive liquor bottle glass with a crudely tooled string rim. With the exception 
of the whiteware sherd, which could have been intrusive from surrounding re-deposited 
materials, the artifacts found beneath the cistern floor generally date to the mid- to late-
eighteenth century, suggesting a construction date after this time. However, the small amount of 
artifacts recovered were not found within an undisturbed or well-bound context, so any dating 
conclusions based on their presence are of minimal interpretive value.  
 

                                                
14 At the western end of pedestrian Fulton Street, the intersecting streets are Water Street to the south and Pearl 
Street to the north. This portion of Pearl Street was created in the mid-twentieth century and is further east than the 
original portion of Pearl Street immediately north of Fulton Street. That original segment of Pearl Street became 
known as “Little Pearl Street” after the twentieth century portion was created and was de-mapped during this 
project.  
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Image 5.128: Feature FL 57, western exterior of brick cistern in profile. 

 

 
Image 5.129: Feature FL 57 vaulted brick cistern top in west profile. 
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Image 5.130: Feature FL 57 west side profile, wood and slate base exposed, facing southwest. 

 
Feature FL 58 
A portion of a wooden wharf or landfill structure was found on Pearl Street immediately north of 
Fulton Street and approximately 1.52m (5’) west of the east curb line of Pearl Street (see Map 
5.43 above). Excavation for the project exposed an approximately 2.44m (8’) square surface area 
of the wooden feature timbers, located at an average of 2.13m (7’) bgs (Image 5.131). The full 
extent of the structure could not be determined, as it continued into unexcavated areas outside the 
project boundaries on at least three sides.  
 
Feature FL 58 was constructed of roughly finished pine logs, oriented north to south, with their 
north ends angled slightly to the east. The individual components of the structure varied widely 
in diameter, from .12m to .36m (.4’ to 1.17’). The logs were not uniform in shape and retained 
knots and branch bases, making it seem that the structure had been built with readily available 
wood. Most of the timbers uncovered retained their bark.  
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Image 5.131: Feature FL 58 in plan view, facing west. 

 
Where there was space between logs, river cobbles and angular stones had been used to fill the 
gaps. Stones were mainly schist, with some flint present. Flat stones were wedged into some of 
the interstices to stabilize the individual components. The logs did not appear to be held together 
with any joints or similar elements, although as noted, the timber ends were not exposed and 
could not be examined for evidence of modification for joinder. Feature FL 58 was surrounded 
by dark-brown, waterlogged sandy clay typical of the matrices encountered at this depth in the 
area. 
 
The Feature FL 58 structure was located at what would have been the southeast corner of the 
water lot granted to Gerard Beekman in 1703 and surveyed and laid out in 1722 (Map 5.44). This 
lot was granted on the condition that Beekman build a “wharf or street” fronting the East River 
and a slip on the west side of his lot (MCC 1675-1776, III:285-286). The slip was to be 24' wide, 
with a 12' wide wharf alongside his property (MCC 1675-1776, III:285-286). The location of 
Feature FL 58 suggests it comprised part of the wharf bordering his lot. Since the entire structure 
was not exposed during this project, it is unclear if these logs were part of a more uniform, 
formally joined framework that would be typical of historic wharves identified locally. The 
roughness of the individual timbers and the overall slightly haphazard construction suggests they 
were sunk to provide bulk at the edge of the lot, possibly beneath a more even and regular wharf 
surface. 
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Map 5.44: Re-indexing Survey map showing original shoreline and water lot grants,  

 (original map on file with Manhattan Borough President’s Office). 
 

Several artifacts were recovered from the interstices of the Feature FL 58 structure. They include 
pipe stems with 4/64” boreholes (n=5); coarse, red-bodied earthenware with lead glaze (n=3) 
and with slip decoration (n=1); refined, engine-turned red-bodied earthenware from a tea pot 
(n=1); gray salt-glazed stoneware with painted cobalt decoration (n=1); creamware (n=1); clear 
glass that may have been worked (n=1); and mammal bone fragments (n=7). These artifacts 
likely post-date the structure. However, given their wide production date ranges and lack of 
distinct matrix boundaries surrounding the feature elements, they are not useful for dating the 
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feature. There has been significant utility disturbance in the area of the feature, which could have 
caused artifacts within fill above the feature to migrate downward, falling into the spaces 
between the logs.   
 
Feature FL 59 
Feature FL 59 was a small brick wall segment found on the south side of Water Street, south of 
the intersection with Fulton Street, approximately 7.01m (23’) south of the north building line of 
199 Water Street and 2.44m (8’) west of the south curb line of Water Street (Map 5.38). The top 
of the structure was exposed at 1.07m (3.5’) bgs, and the feature continued beneath the trench 
floor at 1.83m (6’) bgs (Image 5.132). The northern end of the wall was its widest evident point, 
projecting into the trench by approximately .24m (.8’), while the southern end of the feature was 
flush with the trench wall. Project limitations to the excavation trench size did not allow for a 
determination of whether the north end of the wall was originally of thicker construction or if the 
irregular width was the result of disturbance or decay. 
 
The bricks comprising Feature FL 59 were early modern with no visible marks or stamps, 
measuring 20cm by 9cm by 6cm (8” by 3.5” by 2.25”). They were joined with a typical modern 
limestone-based mortar. The north side of the feature, presumably the exterior of the structure, 
was coated with a thick tar waterproofing. Several long rectangular metal bands were attached to 
the north face and extended up and over the wall. The structure was found in a matrix of clean 
sand fill associated with modern utility work. No artifacts were recovered in association with 
Feature FL 59. 
 
The bricks, mortar, and tar waterproofing used in this feature are all typical late-nineteenth to 
early-twentieth century building materials. The waterproofing suggests an exterior wall, covered 
to retard intrusion of the relatively high local water table. Given the feature’s distance from the 
modern building line, this may have been part of a sidewalk vault, although it was located at a 
greater distance from the curb line than normally observed with such structures. However, this 
large distance from the curb could be due to the fact that Water Street was widened at some point 
during the mid-twentieth century, leaving this feature some distance from the new curb line. A 
1917 re-indexing survey map shows an undated change in the width of Water Street at this 
location by the early-twentieth century, possibly accounting for the position of Feature FL 59 at 
such a distance from the current curb line (Map 5.44). However, while the map reflects a change 
in the historic property line from the original water grants, it is not known when this change 
occurred, and it cannot be confirmed that the map reflects the location of the property line when 
Feature FL 59 was constructed. 
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Image 5.132: Feature FL 59 brick wall northern end in east profile. 

 
Feature FL 60 
Feature FL 60 was a stone foundation wall located at the northeast corner of Pearl and Fulton 
Streets (Map 5.43) (Image 5.133). The exposed portion consisted of the southwest corner of the 
foundation formed by a 1.83m (6’) long east-west oriented wall and a 1.37m (4.5’) long north-
south oriented wall. The south wall continued beyond the extent of the excavation trench. Both 
walls were between .24m (.8’) and .27m (.9’) wide. Feature FL 60 was exposed at 1.07m (3.5’) 
bgs, and its maximum depth was approximately 2.51m (8.25’) bgs. The shallow local water table 
in the area obscured the final few feet of the feature and interfered with a determination of the 
precise depth of the wall. 
 
The majority of the Feature FL 60 foundation was constructed of sandstone and granite 
fieldstone. Traces of a sand-based mortar were present, but this was substantially decayed. The 
structure was covered on its south face by thin sheets of slate securely attached to the wall face 
with a lime-based mortar. The foundation had been disturbed by utilities passing immediately 
overhead; the extant top of the east side of the wall had been covered with concrete, probably 
during twentieth century utility work. 
 
A footing was present along the south wall of Feature FL 60 at 2.03m (6.66’) bgs (Image 5.134). 
This wider platform was constructed of loosely placed fieldstones with smaller stones and the 
occasional brick wedged into the interstices to stabilize the structure. Some of the stones had a 
rust-colored clay on their surface, possibly serving as a binding and stabilizing agent. The 
footing extended approximately .76m (2.5’) beyond the face of the upper wall. Test units 
excavated around the feature’s footing revealed that it was constructed of two levels of stone 
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measuring a total of .55m (1.8’) in height. 
 
The interior of the Feature FL 60 structure contained a brick platform (Image 5.135). It was not 
possible to determine how deep or wide this platform was because only part of the feature was 
excavated, though the exposed portion measured 1.52m (5’) north to south by .41m (1.33’) deep. 
The top of the platform and the interior of the stone walls were covered with a thick coat of 
mortar. Demolition debris, including stone and brick, was present in the interior fill. At the 
center of the platform was a thick, rusty-tan clay lens surrounding a rectangular metal plate of 
unknown function. This object, which measured 30cm long by 8cm wide (1’ by .25’), had a 
molded cross-hatched pattern on one side and small, rounded feet on the opposite side at its 
corners. The platform could have been built for a furnace or other coal-burning machinery. The 
cast iron object found on the platform may have been related to this function. 
 
An early light bulb with a long thin glass fuse and extremely thin external glass was also found 
within the interior fill, along with three shards of olive liquor bottle glass and three shards of 
aqua bottle glass, all mouth-blown. Additional artifacts included one shard of window glass, one 
square iron object, and two sherds of gray salt-glazed stoneware with interior slip.  
 

 
Image 5.133: Exterior of south wall of Feature FL 60 in north profile, with slate veneer visible. 
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Image 5.134: Feature FL 60 stone footer for the upper foundation wall in plan view, facing north. 
 

 
Image 5.135: Brick platform in profile in the interior of Feature FL 60, facing northeast. 
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Three test units were excavated at the south and west sides of the Feature FL 60 foundation. A 
small number of artifacts were recovered from the southern test units, in and around the stones in 
the footer, and at the base of the wall. 
 
Test Unit 1 
Test Unit 1 was excavated at the southwest corner of Feature FL 60, its north edge abutting the 
south wall of the feature and extending slightly to the west. The unit measured .86m by .91m 
(2.83’ by 3’), extending west beyond the corner of the feature by 21cm (.7’). The opening 
surface depth was 2.06m (6.75’) bgs. 
 
Test Unit 1 Level 1 consisted of materials collected from cleaning the surface of the test unit and 
exposing the edges of the stones in the footer, a process that removed an average of 15cm (.5’) of 
soil. The soil was cleared to the south of the feature wall to the end point of the stone protrusion. 
Artifacts collected from this level include Dutch brick (n=1), a Staffordshire-type slipware plate 
(n=1), tin-glazed earthenware with a blue painted floral decoration (n=3), gray salt-glazed (n=1) 
and white salt-glazed stoneware (n=1), creamware (n=1), black transfer-printed whiteware 
(n=1), Chinese export porcelain with blue floral underglaze decoration (n=1), mouth-blown 
bottle glass (n=3), and pipe stem fragments (n=4). 
 
Test Unit 1 Level 2 was present in the northern 15cm (.5’) of Test Unit 1, excavated in order to 
expose the next layer of footer stone. This level extended to 2.36m (7.75’) bgs. At least two 
broken ceramic vessels were found in a small, primary deposit within Level 2. These consisted 
of a Staffordshire-type slipware plate and a clouded-glaze creamware teapot. Additional clouded 
ware sherds (n=7) were recovered along with undecorated creamware (n=1), painted tin-glazed 
earthenware (n=3), redware (n=1), and white salt-glazed stoneware (n=3). The deposit also 
contained peach seeds (n=3), oyster shells (n=2), and large mammal bones (n=4). 
 
Test Unit 1 Level 3 was present in the southern half of Test Unit 1 and included footer stones to 
the same depth as Level 2. The exposed stones were not removed, but probing beneath the layer 
determined there were no further courses of stone. Only four artifacts were recovered from this 
level: mouth blown liquor bottle glass (n=1) and ceramics (n=3), including one each of 
Staffordshire-type slipware, creamware, and white salt-glazed stoneware. 
 
In all three levels of this unit, the soil immediately south of the Feature FL 60 wall was dark 
brown moist sandy clay, while to the west of the wall, the soil was disturbed loamy sand. 
Distinctions in the test unit levels were made based upon the materials included within the intact 
soils. The artifact materials appear to have been in primary context. A small amount of oyster 
and clam shells, mostly fragmented, was present in the disturbed soil. These were noted and 
discarded. 
 
Test Unit 2 
Test Unit 2 was also excavated at the southwest corner of Feature FL 60 but was placed on the 
west side of the feature. A portion of Test Unit 2's east side abutted the west side of Test Unit 1. 
Test Unit 2 measured .91m by .51m (3’ by 1.66’) and was dug to .20m (.66’) below its starting 
depth, for a final depth of 2.26m (7.41’) bgs. Consistent with the findings in Test Unit 1, the soil 
to the west of Feature FL 60 had been previously disturbed. Test Unit 2 soil had a lower clay 
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content and was a lighter brown color than that in the majority of Test Unit 1. No large rocks or 
evidence of a footer was present in the unit. The only artifacts recovered were a bottle cork and 
the finish of a mouth-blown liquor bottle.  
 
Excavation in Test Unit 2 did reveal a wooden board that ran slightly beneath the west wall of 
Feature FL 60 and beneath Feature FL 57, the brick cistern, suggesting they were constructed at 
the same time. This wood component was consistent with the other thin boards found below the 
cistern. The east side of the cistern (Feature FL 57) abutted the west wall of Feature FL 60, as 
discussed above, although Test Unit 2 did not intersect the cistern. 
 
Test Unit 3 
The final test unit associated with Feature FL 60 was excavated beneath the south wall of the 
feature after the wall had been deconstructed. Test Unit 3 was placed at the southwest corner of 
the wall adjacent to the small deposit found in Test Unit 1, located directly to the south. The 
brick platform on the interior of Feature FL 60 was situated along the eastern two-thirds of the 
north wall of the test unit. The western third of the unit was located at the intersection of the 
south and west walls of the stone foundation.  
 
Test Unit 3 measured .91m by .61m (3’ by 2’) and was dug to .41m (1.33’) below its opening 
surface. The opening elevation of the unit was at 2.29m (7.5’) bgs, and it extended to a terminal 
depth of 2.7m (8.85’) bgs. The bottom course of stone in the wall was removed during 
excavation of Test Unit 3. A coconut shell and a leather shoe heel were found around the stones. 
At this depth, the water table became an issue. The unit was flooded, and further excavation with 
a trowel was impossible. A shovel was used to remove a soil sample from the base of the unit. 
The soil consisted of loamy clay and contained no artifacts.  
 
Feature FL 60 was an exterior basement foundation wall, probably constructed sometime in the 
early nineteenth century and demolished in the late nineteenth to early twentieth century. The 
building materials were consistent with early nineteenth century construction. The bricks were 
slightly deteriorated with large, coarse inclusions in the clay and did not have maker’s marks. 
The mortar was less uniform and unstable in contrast to mortar observed in late nineteenth 
century building features. The slate was probably added for waterproofing prior to the usage of 
the black tarpaper seen in later structures, such as Feature FL 59, on Water Street. Artifacts 
found along the exterior of the wall date to the mid to late-eighteenth century. These could have 
been present within the local area landfill before the building was constructed or could have been 
discarded around the time when the building was constructed. The light bulb found in the interior 
fill places the building demolition no earlier than 1882, when the electric light bulb became 
commercially available.  
 
The brick cistern that adjoined the foundation, Feature FL 57, may have been constructed to 
catch water run-off from the building represented by Feature FL 60. The features abutted one 
another on the east side of the cistern and west side of the foundation (Map 5.45). The common 
wood board found in Test Unit 2 indicates that both features were built at the same time upon a 
single baseboard underpinning element. The placement of the cistern to the west of the 
foundation, partly within the modern building lines, suggests that these features predate the 
construction of a uniform row of buildings on this block. It is not known when uniform 
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construction first occurred on this block to replace irregular building locations, but insurance 
maps from the mid nineteenth century show buildings lining the entire block by 1857 (Perris 
1857). If the structures represented by Features FL 57 and 60 do belong to a single, linked 
construction, it was likely made before this regular block layout, thus predating 1857. 
 

 
Map 5.45: Plan view showing the relationship between  

the Feature FL 57 brick cistern and the Feature FL 60 stone foundation. 
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Feature FL 8515 
Feature FL 85 was a dispersed trash deposit that stretched the width of Fulton Street from the 
east side of the Fulton Street and Pearl/Water Street intersection to approximately 30’ west of the 
building line of 199 Water Street (Map 5.37). This area was excavated over the course of more 
than two years (from May 2012 to May 2014) and was not initially classified in the field as a 
single feature due to the inconsistent nature of excavation of the area. Analysis determined that 
what had originally been designated as Features FL 51, FL 56 and FL 61, as well as more than 
50 other individual proveniences collected at different times throughout the excavation cycle, 
were all part of the stratum and deposit. These were all combined into the single designation of 
Feature FL 85. Though some of the collection episodes were from contexts that were slightly 
mixed with shallower strata during excavation due to construction methodology or impacted by 
earlier construction works, the depth, matrix, and materials identified these proveniences and 
feature assignments as a single deposit.  
 
In numerous areas, Feature FL 85 was heavily disturbed by previous utility work, but some areas 
were identified as undisturbed portions of the deposit, sometimes displaying a thin layer of wood 
chips or slats on top of the deposit stratum. The deposit was located at an average of 1.83m to 
1.98m (6’ to 6.5’) bgs. Soils were organic with high clay content and generally a dark gray-
brown color. There was a fairly high amount of oyster and clam shells as well as river rocks and 
pebbles present in the matrix. In many areas, the soil was waterlogged (see Tables 5.16 and 5.17 
for a general stratigraphy of this area).  
 
The uneven nature of the construction schedule made it impossible to maintain complete control 
for stratigraphic excavation of Feature FL 85. Portions of this feature were archaeologically 
excavated and screened, but in most instances, excavation occurred mechanically. During 
mechanical excavation, soils were screened where the deposit exhibited a greater artifact density. 
In areas where the deposit had a relatively low artifact density, a sampling strategy of screening 
every third backhoe bucket was employed. 
 
The 22,967 artifacts collected from areas identified as part of the Feature FL 85 deposit represent 
neighborhood trash dumped into Beekman Slip shortly before or during the filling of this body of 
water, near the end of the eighteenth century. Both the dating and the depth of the deposit 
indicate that these artifacts were discarded prior to the final filling of the slip in this block. 
Artifacts include both commercial and household refuse. A more detailed analysis of the 
assemblage is in Section IX. 
 

                                                
15 The analysis of this feature is discussed in greater depth in the block summary at the beginning of this section and 
in Section IX of this report.  
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FULTON STREET BETWEEN FRONT STREET AND SOUTH STREET 
 
Excavation along Fulton Street between Front and South Street covered a substantial portion of 
the Fulton and Front Street intersection, a narrow strip near the center of Fulton Street spanning 
the length of the entire block, and a large rectangular area on the west side of South Street at its 
intersection with Fulton Street. Three archaeological features were documented within this area: 
a wooden landfill-retaining structure, a segment of a wooden water main, and a glass bottle 
deposit (Maps 5.46 and 5.47).  
 
Most of this excavation area, with the exception of South Street, fell within a pedestrian section 
of Fulton Street that is paved with Belgian block or, in some locations at or near the 
intersections, with long, rectangular granite slabs. Pursuant to contract specifications, workers 
numbered each Belgian block prior to removal so that they could be replaced in their original 
locations after work was complete. Before removal, the blocks had been set in a thin layer of 
grayish-tan sand and joined with a fine, limestone-based mortar, which appeared modern. Some 
blocks had a black tar-like residue on their sides. The size of the blocks varied slightly, but 
generally they measured 23cm (.75’) to 25cm (.83’) long by 13cm (.42’) wide and deep. 
 
Excavation began at the east terminus of Fulton Street at South Street, where several test pits and 
a rectangular trench were excavated between Fulton Street and the center of South Street. From 
this point, a mass excavation trench was dug running west along the pedestrian section of Fulton 
Street towards Front Street. This trench, which was relatively narrow at an average of 3.04m 
(10’) wide, extended to the Fulton and Front Street intersection. At this point, the trench turned 
southwest and crossed to the south side of Fulton Street on a diagonal. An east-west oriented 
trench was also excavated on the south side of Fulton Street at Front Street. A small offshoot of 
the main east-west trench, reaching the Fulton Street south curb line, was also excavated in this 
block for a service connection. Excavation depth and trench size varied and are discussed in 
more detail below. 
 
Much of the subsurface excavation was carried out by backhoe. Utility interference was dense on 
South Street and in the Front Street intersection but was relatively sparse within Fulton Street 
between Front and South Streets. Where interference was more substantial, workers excavated 
with shovels, with the assistance of the backhoe. An existing water main, which was replaced 
during this excavation, ran east to west at approximately 1.52m (5’) below grade throughout the 
length of the block. 
 
All areas in this section were excavated to a minimum depth of 1.52m (5’) bgs. The trench walls 
were shored along the north and south sides. The water table varied with the East River tides but 
was never deeper than 1.83 (6’) bgs. A sump pump ran during much of the excavation in this 
block, particularly near South Street, in order to combat the shallow water table. Pumping was 
not done consistently, however, nor was it always successful, and water interfered with visibility 
during much of the excavation. 
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Map 5.46: Fulton Street between Front Street and South Street – archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 5.47: Fulton Street between Front Street and South Street –excavation trenches in plan view.
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Beneath the roadway, soils in this section consisted mainly of clean, modern utility fills to 
approximately 1.52m (5’) bgs, although re-deposited soils containing scattered historic artifacts 
were present in some areas as shallow as 1.07 (3.5’) bgs. These soils had been used as fill for 
older utilities. Some of the utility fill was a reddish-brown silty sand similar to the older utility 
fills observed on Fulton and Little Pearl Streets. In all areas, soil became dark and waterlogged 
between 1.83 (6’) and 2.13m (7’) bgs. Generally, the soil at this depth was a grayish dark-brown 
loamy sand with a high silt content and clay lensing. Oyster and clam shells were present in this 
matrix. At times, fragmentary wood was also observed. Soils at this depth seemed to be historic 
fill, but did not appear in a single intact horizon. Instead, they appeared to have been mixed by 
the tides and infiltrated with river sediment. Tables 5.21 to 5.24 detail the general stratigraphy in 
this section. 
 
Excavation of the Front Street intersection began on the south side of Fulton Street and ran from 
the west side of Front Street to 13.11m (43’) east of the building line of No. 18 Fulton Street 
(Map 5.47) (Image 5.136). The trench was parallel to the south curb line of Fulton Street and 
located approximately 1.52m (5’) north of that line. Trench width measured an average of 3.05m 
to 4.57m (10’ to 15’), and excavation reached between 1.52m and 1.83 (5’ and 6’) bgs to the east 
of the intersection and 1.98m to 2.29m (6.5’ to 7.5’) bgs within the intersection. Another trench 
1.83 (6’) wide was excavated in the Fulton and Front Street intersection running on a southwest 
to northeast diagonal and connecting the two trenches on the south and north sides of the street. 
The excavated depth in this area was not more than 2.13m (7’) bgs. The segment of Front Street 
south of Fulton Street was impacted to 2.44m (8’) bgs. 
 
This area was heavily disturbed by modern utility work. Most of these utilities were located 
between 0.61m (2’) and 1.22m (4’) bgs, with a few as shallow as .40m (1.33’) bgs and as deep as 
1.52m (5’) bgs. Soils were mainly clean sandy fills consistent with extensive utility work (Tables 
5.21 and 5.22). A reddish-brown sandy loam fill, similar to the early-twentieth century fill found 
on Little Pearl Street, was present in areas away from the curb line, at the north edge of the 
trench, and in the intersection below 1.37m (4.5’) bgs. Beneath 1.98m (6.5’) bgs the soil 
appeared to be a mixture of historic fill and river sediments. This soil was damp or waterlogged 
with higher clay content consistent with decayed organic material. It also contained shell and 
approximately 7% small cobbles and rocks. Wood from previous utility-trench bracing was 
found within this stratum, indicating that it had been disturbed at some point in the modern era.  
 
Excavation along the main portion of Fulton Street between Front Street and South Street 
consisted of a long, narrow trench extending the entire length of the block along the center to 
north center of Fulton Street (Map 5.47) (Image 5.137). The trench reached from the north side 
of the Fulton and Front Street intersection, 9.14m (30’) west and 14.93m (49’) south of the 
building line of No. 1 Fulton Street, to the intersection with South Street, where it ended 
approximately 15.24m (50’) south of the north building line. The trench was at its widest at the 
latter location, measuring 3.50m (11.5’) wide. It narrowed to between 1.52m and 2.13m (5’ and 
7’) as it headed west. Most areas were not excavated beyond 2.13m (7’) bgs, although in a few 
locations near the middle of the block excavation extended to 2.74m (9’) bgs. A portion of the 
trench impacted the south Fulton Street sidewalk by approximately 1.52m (5’), where it reached 
1.83 (6’) bgs.  
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Soils in this block above 1.22m (4’) bgs consisted mainly of a number of different modern utility 
fills (Table 5.23). Deeper strata, generally between 1.22m and 1.83m (4’ and 6’) bgs, were 
typically composed of re-deposited soils. The deepest stratum was a dark, mostly waterlogged 
soil containing decayed organic material, river cobbles, and a comparatively high clay and silt 
content – most likely a mixture of historic fill and river sediment. There were minor variations in 
this overall pattern, as indicated in Table 5.23. There also were anomalous areas in the fill: 
gravel utility beds, a few brick and ash lenses, some pockets of pinkish sand that may have been 
decayed sandstone, and oxidized and hardened soils around old cast iron utility pipes. A cluster 
of five large stones, all sandstone, was found mid-block at 1.22m (4’) bgs. 
 
Excavation within South Street consisted of several test pits and a trench, in total covering an 
area of approximately 7.01m by 4.88m (23’ by 16’) (Map 5.47) (Image 5.138). The impact 
extended from the west curb line of South Street to 4.88m (16’) east and between 3.96m (13’) 
and 10.97m (36’) north of the building line of No. 93 South Street. Groundwater was a severe 
problem in this area, as it was located extremely close to the East River on manufactured land. 
Water levels changed substantially depending on the tides, but water was present at all times by 
1.83m (6’) bgs. In some cases, water was encountered as shallow as 1.22m (4’) below the road 
surface. All soils above approximately 1.52m (5’) bgs were composed of modern utility fills 
(Table 5.24). Numerous matrices were present, exhibiting multiple episodes of disturbance. At 
approximately 1.52m (5’) bgs, river sediment was visibly present in the fill along with river 
cobbles, and soil became waterlogged. Below 2.59m (8.5’) bgs the number of rock inclusions 
visibly diminished, and the silt content increased. 
 

 
Image 5.136: Excavation on the south side of the Fulton and Front Street intersection,  

facing northeast. 
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Image 5.137: Water main trench excavation between Front and South Streets, facing west. 

 

 
Image 5.138: Excavation on South Street east of Fulton Street, facing west. 
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Table 5.21: South side of Fulton and Front Street intersection – general stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .38m  
(0 - 1.25’) 

2.5 Y 8/2 (sand) Roadway: Belgian block or granite block, sand, 
concrete. 

II .38m – 1.98m 
(1.25’ – 6.5’) 

10 YR 5/6-5/8 
10 YR 6/8 
7.5 YR 4/4 

Modern sand or loamy sand utility fill. 

III 1.37m – 1.98m 
(4.5’ - 6.5’)  
at intersection 

5 YR 3/4–4/4 Early modern sandy loam utility fill; few oysters. 

IV 1.52m – 2.44m 
(5’ – 8’) 
N edge of trench 

7.5 YR 4/4 Re-deposited soil/early-modern utility fill with 
organic inclusions and some oxidization around cast 
iron utilities; sandy clay loam with clay lenses. 

V 1.98m – 2.44m 
(6.5’ – 8’)  

7.5 YR 3/2 
With gray/black 
clay and black 
mottling 

Historic fill and river sediments with ~2% river 
cobbles, black mottling from wood decay and iron 
oxidization, some impact from utility work. Silty sand 
with clay lenses. 

 
 
Table 5.22: Center of Fulton Street at the intersection with Front Street – general stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .38m  
(0’ – 1.25’) 

2.5 Y 8/2  Roadway: Belgian block or granite block, sand, 
concrete. Plastic sheeting beneath roadbed in some 
areas. 

II .38m – 1.52m 
(1.25’ – 5’) 

7.5 YR 4/4 
5 YR 3/4-4/4 
7.5 YR 5/6 

Modern sand or loamy sand utility fill. 

III 1.22m – 1.52m 
(4’ – 5’) 

10 YR 2/4 Utility fill with river sediment, silty sand. 

IV 1.22m – 1.98m 
(4’ – 6.5’) 

7.5 YR 4/4 Early modern sandy clay loam utility fill with black 
oxidization around old cast iron utilities. 

V 1.98m – 2.44m 
(6.5’ – 8’) 

10 YR 2/4 
lenses: black, 10 
YR 6/8,  
10 YR 7/2 

Mixed soils: re-deposited soil/early-modern utility fill 
with organic inclusions, possibly some historic fill, 
river sediment, sandy clay loam with clay lenses. 
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Table 5.23: Fulton Street between No. 1 Fulton Street east and west building lines – general 
stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .50m 
(0’ - 1.66’) 

N/A; sand: 2.5 Y 
8/2 

Roadway: Belgian block or granite slab, sand, 
concrete. Plastic sheeting under road bed in some 
areas. 

II .50m – 1.52m 
(1.66’ – 5’) 

7.5 YR 4/3 - 4/4 
7.5 YR 4/6 

Modern sandy or loamy sand utility fill. Terminal 
depth varies from 3.5’ to 5’ across trench. 

III 1.07m – 1.83m 
(3.5’ – 6’)  
Northern 
portion 

10 YR 3/3 with 
black mottling 

Re-deposited soil: loamy sand, gritty, few artifacts. 

IV 1.07m – 1.52m 
(3.5’ – 5’) 
Southeast 
portion 

10 YR 2/1 Re-deposited soil: loamy sand, gritty with ~5% shell 
and 2% brick pieces, some decayed wood from old 
sheeting. 

V 1.22m – 1.98m 
(4’ – 6.5’)  
Western portion 

10 YR 4/1 with 
black mottling 

Re-deposited soil: silty sand with ~7% shell, ~5% 
wood pieces, ~3% brick (including yellow brick); 
some artifacts present. 

VI 1.52m – 1.83m 
(5’ – 6’) 
Eastern portion 

7.5 YR 4/1 
gray/black clay 

Loamy sand with clay lenses: historic fill and river 
sediment. 

 
 
Table 5.24: Fulton Street at South Street – general stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH MUNSELL DESCRIPTION 

I 0 – .38m  
(0’ – 1.25’) 

N/A Roadway: asphalt, concrete. 

II .38m – 1.52m 
(1.25’ – 5’) 

7.5 YR 6/4- 6/6 
7.5 YR 4/4 
7.5 YR 5/2 

Modern sand or loamy sand utility fill, some gravel 
pockets. 

III 1.52m – 2.59m 
(5’ – 8.5’) 

7.5 YR 4/1, 
black mottling 

Mixed river sediment and fill: loamy sand, ~7% small 
cobble and angular rock inclusions; waterlogged. 

IV 2.59m – 3.65m 
(8.5’– 12’) 

10 YR 2/1 River sediment: silty clay loam, very few inclusions. 

V 3.50m – 3.96m 
(11.5’ – 13’)  
North of 
concrete piles 

10 YR 2/4 
10 YR 3/1 with 
black clay 

Early twentieth century utility fill: loamy sand with 
clay lenses, ~15% combined small-medium rock, 
pebble, and brick inclusions; artifacts. 

 
 
This block of Fulton Street between Front and South Streets was originally part of the East 
River. As landowners built the shore outward, the modern street area was left open as a slip for 
docking boats and accessing the waterway. Beekman Slip occupied this portion of Fulton Street 
and was gradually filled in, with this last block completed by 1813 (MCC 1784-1831, III:649).
16 The localized stratigraphy included a layer of modern utility fill extending to at least 1.07m 
                                                
16 Section VIII of this report contains a more detailed discussion of landfilling devices and practices. 
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(3.5ˈ) bgs, indicating previous construction activity had impacted the original deposits within the 
first few feet below the roadway. Below this were historically re-deposited soils with shell and 
brick inclusions in varying amounts. By 1.83m (6’) bgs, soils had a higher water and clay content 
and dark mottling and were consistent with historic fills based on the organic nature of the soil 
and inclusions of wood, shell, and other small debris. This stratum may represent the first layer 
of fill used to begin filling in Beekman Slip in the early 1800s.  
 
Few recovered artifacts could be definitively tied to historic fill due to disturbances from later 
work that impacted lower soil strata, but those few included shell-edged pearlware, Chinese 
export porcelain, blown liquor bottle glass, and faunal remains. These items are consistent with 
the early-nineteenth century era when this portion of Beekman Slip was filled. Similar artifacts 
were observed in the surrounding mixed soils. Recovered pipe stems mainly had bores dateable 
to the mid-eighteenth century (5/64” or larger), and the latest ceramic date comes from a hand-
painted pearlware sherd, a style produced into the early-nineteenth century. Although salt-glazed 
stonewares and redwares were also found in this area, they were manufactured well into the 
nineteenth century and have a wide production date range. It is likely that the area once housed a 
layer of historic fill that was continually disturbed over the last two hundred years by nature and 
by human progress. The deepest stratum in this excavation area identified as historic fill may 
only represent part of what was once a thicker layer of soil and debris used to fill in the slip and 
push back the East River. 
 
Three archaeological features were documented during the excavation of Fulton Street between 
Front and South Streets. The first was directly relevant to the landfilling of the area. Feature FL 
45 was a wooden structure located at the easternmost side of Front Street near the center of 
Fulton Street. Its construction appeared to be typical of an open frame cribbing that was joined at 
notched timber ends. Usually, these types of landfill retaining structures formed open cells that 
were filled with cobbles or other large debris types (McDonald 2011; Cantwell and Wall 
2001:229). Although the ends of Feature FL 45’s timber components extended beyond the 
project excavation boundaries, it is likely that they were joined in some way in order to secure 
the structure. Large black cobbles were found throughout the interior of the frame. Three 
artifacts were recovered from the matrix of this feature: a piece of French flint, probably ballast; 
a clay pipe with a large, 7/64” bore hole; and a yellow Dutch brick. This sample is far too small 
to draw any conclusions, but the artifacts pre-date the known fill date for the slip. They may have 
been thrown into the landfill at the time the wooden structure was built or were simply caught up 
in the soils that were deposited into the water. 
 
The second feature recovered, Feature FL 44, was a small deposit of olive green glass liquor 
bottles. Of the 103 artifacts recovered from this deposit, only one, a redware sherd, was not 
liquor bottle glass. A rough assessment based on bottle bases suggests a minimum of 10 to 12 
bottles are represented. Only a portion of the deposit was recovered, as its location within and 
beyond the north trench wall made it partly inaccessible. It had also been disturbed by previous 
utility work. The unusual aspect of this deposit is that it was found at a very shallow depth, less 
than .76m (2.5’) bgs. The presence of these bottles at this depth may indicate it was re-deposited 
trash or that historic material once lay at shallower depths across the area but has been widely 
impacted by utility work. The surrounding soil matrix was not unusual, and was similar, in fact, 
to mid-twentieth century utility fill found elsewhere in the block. The bottles may be from a 
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much older deposit that was dug up during utility work and dumped again by workers.  
 
The third feature was a segment of a wooden water main, Feature FL 86, found in Front Street at 
the south side of Fulton Street. The water main consisted of the same type of bored timber found 
in several other areas during this project, as well as throughout Peck Slip to the north. This 
particular water main may have been the primary service pipe for Front Street, based on its 
nearly one-foot diameter compared to several service mains identified as part of the Peck Slip 
Project. It ran on a parallel course with the curb line along the center of this street from its 
intersection with the southern portion of Fulton Street. This wooden water main and the system it 
was part of are discussed more extensively in Section VIII of this report. 
 
The features identified in this area reflect the history of the Seaport and the practice of creating 
land from the riverbanks. The cribbing, Feature FL 45, was used to contain newly created land 
and prevent it from eroding into the East River. The bottle deposit, Feature FL 44, likely was the 
remnant of a shipment of wines or other liquors that broke in transit on its way to New York or 
were discarded as local refuse and potentially historically re-excavated and re-buried. The 
wooden water main, Feature FL 86, was a sign of the growing urban infrastructure required as 
the east side of Manhattan expanded into the river and grew in population density. 
 
Taken as a whole, several of the features recovered on Fulton Street east of Pearl Street are 
related, as representative of the creation of land on the east side of Manhattan and the role of the 
East River ports as the predominant entrepot for goods coming into the United States. The 
earliest of the features found in this portion of Fulton Street is most likely Feature FL 58, the 
possible wharf or landfill-retaining structure related to the filling of the first water lots north of 
Fulton Street in the 1720s. Features FL 47 and 85 were probably created in the late-eighteenth 
century. The wooden structure, Feature FL 47, may have been built in the mid-1700s as part of 
the filling of water lots on the south side of Fulton Street, but also may have been constructed to 
hold in the landfill of which Feature FL 85, the large trash deposit, was a part. Features FL 57 
and 60, the brick cistern and the basement foundation, post-date the creation of solid land where 
Beekman Slip once existed and may represent some of the earliest structures built after that 
event.  
 
FEATURES 
 
Feature FL 45 
Feature FL 45 was a wooden structure, most likely cribbing associated with the landfilling of 
Beekman Slip (Map 5.47). The feature was located at the southeast building line of No. 1 Fulton 
Street (Fulton Market) at 1.68m to 1.83m (5.5’ to 6’) bgs (Map 5.48). Its eastern end was situated 
slightly to the east of the building line, and its western end extended several feet to the west of 
this point. The structure measured 3.66m (12’) north to south and covered the entire width of the 
trench, which measured approximately 1.83m (6’). Due to project boundaries that limited 
excavation trench size, it was not possible to determine whether the structure continued either 
north or south, as these areas were not excavated during this project.  
 
Feature FL 45 was first exposed in profile at its eastern end when a sump pump was used to 
drain the trench, which had been excavated to a depth of approximately 2.44m (8’) bgs. This 
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revealed three layers of timbers that appeared to be stacked vertically and, at minimum, reached 
the trench floor. River cobbles and brick were present in the sandy loam matrix around the 
timbers. As excavation headed west, water obscured visibility. Safety considerations related to 
the unstable, waterlogged soils at this depth did not permit archaeological excavation of the 
feature; it was documented as the contractor excavated it. 
 

 
Map 5.48: Feature FL 45 mapped in plan view. 

 
In total, nine wood components from or associated with this feature were recovered. Three 
square beams were present at the eastern end of the feature: two with notched ends and all three 
with short, round bore holes. The other pieces had a circular cross-section. These consisted of 
three small (<.13m [.42’] diameter) timbers and four larger logs, measuring between .21m (.7ˈ) 
and .27m (.9’) in diameter. All of the larger logs were aligned on a north-south axis. These 
pieces were not laid out at consistent intervals: the two easternmost logs were 3cm (.1’) apart, the 
middle log was 1.83m (6’) to the west, and the westernmost log was .94m (3.1’) west of the 
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center component. The other components had been disturbed and did not appear to be in their 
original locations. Above and between the logs was a layer of river cobbles of varying sizes. The 
cobbles were loosely packed in a continuous stratum of sandy clay loam.  
 
Feature FL 45 was likely a landfill-related structure, built to help stabilize and contain the soil 
used to fill Beekman Slip in the early-nineteenth century. Alternatively, it could have been part 
of the underpinning of a wharf or pier at the foot of Beekman Slip after the block between Water 
and Front Streets was filled in the 1780s.  
 
Several samples from the feature were sent to the Lamont Doherty Lab at Columbia University 
for Dendrochronological dating (Appendix K). Three of the samples were identified as yellow 
pine and one as hemlock. The yellow pine samples could not be dated, but the analysis identified 
the year in which the hemlock was felled as 1789. Although this does not mean the cribbing was 
constructed in that year, this date is approximately fifteen years before the Front Street to South 
Street segment of the slip was landfilled, seemingly too early for the wood to have been part of 
that landfilling episode. The date is closer to the time the previous block, between Front and 
Water Streets, was landfilled. This suggests one of two scenarios: newly-created land may have 
extended slightly past the line of Front Street, or Feature FL 45 may have been part of a support 
structure for a pier or a wharf that extended out into the River. The open cell construction seen in 
this feature was often used for the bases of wharves and piers, as it allowed the water to flow 
through the structure (MacDonald 2011; Cantwell and Wall 2001:232). Given the date of the 
wood, this seems the more likely identification of the feature. 
 
Feature FL 86 
Excavation on the south side of Fulton Street extended several feet south into Front Street, 
revealing a segment of a wooden water main (Map 5.47) (Image 5.139). The main, which 
appeared to be in situ, was positioned on a north-south orientation in the center of Front Street, 
parallel with that street. It was located at .93m (3.05’) bgs in clean medium-brown loamy sand 
utility fill. A modern duct bank passed directly above the historic utility, and another modern 
duct was located .30m (1’) to the east at the same depth. An unrelated concrete housing was 
situated directly north of the main on a perpendicular orientation. 
 
The water main segment measured 1.51m (4.95’) long and was .23m to .30m (.75’ to 1’) in 
diameter. The borehole measured 9cm (.3’) and was slightly off-center. The exposed end of the 
pipe had been disturbed previously and exhibited a smooth cut, presumably done during utility 
installation prior to this project. The south end of the main had a tapered end and was likely a 
joint. This tapered end was not visible in situ but only after the segment had been removed from 
the trench. No further segments of this main were found when the excavation was extended south 
onto Front Street. 
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Image 5.139: Feature FL 86 wooden water main segment  

in plan view among modern utilities, facing west. 
 
 
Feature FL 44 
Feature FL 44 was an oblong deposit of olive green glass liquor bottles found in the north wall of 
the trench 40.23m (132’) west of the Fulton and South street building line (Map 5.47) (Image 
5.140). The deposit, which was exposed during backhoe excavation, measured .91m (3’) across 
and .36m (1.2’) thick in the north trench profile. It continued north into the unexcavated portion 
of the street, so its full extent could not be determined.  
 
This feature was exposed at approximately .73m (2.4’) bgs, above the existing 12-inch water 
main. The bottles were in reddish-brown loamy sand similar to the utility fill beneath the road 
base, directly above the deposit. The area immediately to the west of the feature had been 
disturbed by previous utility work, evidenced by yellowish-tan sand utility fill. Due to project 
boundary limits to excavation trench size, the area east of the feature could not be fully 
examined. 
 
A total of 103 artifacts were collected from this feature. All of the artifacts were olive liquor 
bottle glass with the exception of the base of a brown lead-glazed redware vessel. The bottle 
glass consisted of complete bases (n=8), partial bases (n=18), finishes (n=7), and body sherds 
(n=69). All of the finishes were tooled and included both mineral (n=4) and double ring style 
(n=3). Several of the bases had faint pontil marks (n=4). All of the glass shards that were 
sufficiently large enough to identify were mouth blown. Overall, the bottle features suggest mid-
nineteenth century manufacture.  
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The stratigraphy in the area of the feature and its discovery above the modern water main utility 
suggests that these bottles were re-deposited as part of a previous construction episode. Part of 
the re-deposit had been disturbed by subsequent utility work, as seen in the clean tan utility fill 
present at its western end, and the feature probably was larger prior to this disturbance. Most 
likely, this feature represents a trash deposit, possibly bottles broken during shipping that was 
then disturbed during utility work and re-deposited on more than one occasion in the area. 
 

 

 
Image 5.140: Feature FL 44 bottle deposit in profile in north trench wall. 
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VI. PECK SLIP PROJECT FIELD RESULTS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Peck Slip Reconstruction Project began in 2011 and covered the span of Peck Slip from 
Pearl Street to South Street. Additional excavation also occurred along Beekman Street between 
South Street and Front Street; Water Street between Beekman Street and Dover Street; Front 
Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street (Map 6.01). Excavation and construction work 
occurred from August 2011 until October 2013. 
 
Excavation activities for the Peck Slip Reconstruction Project impacted road and sidewalk areas 
on Beekman Street, Front Street, Water Street, Peck Slip, and Dover Street. Throughout the 
project excavation occurred both mechanically and by hand in areas where the density of utilities 
prevented the use of a backhoe. All excavation was archaeologically monitored. For the purposes 
of the Peck Slip excavation project, Chrysalis assigned grid north along the Water and Front 
Street road axis, with the East River acting as grid east. As excavation proceeded in several 
locations simultaneously, Chrysalis divided the project area into three distinct sections with 
separate archaeological monitors assigned to manage data collection for each section. 
Partitioning the project area created three site divisions: the Peck Slip Area, Beekman Street 
Area, and Water Street Area. 
 
During the course of excavation 97 features (Table 6.01) were exposed and documented and 
15,002 artifacts recovered.  
 

PECK SLIP AREA 
The Peck Slip Area included the entirety of Peck Slip, stretching from South Street to Pearl 
Street. The area encompassed the entire Peck Slip roadway and its attached sidewalks. The Peck 
Slip Area included a small extension onto the west side of South Street towards Beekman Street 
and South Street excavations below the modern FDR Drive overpass. It also included 
excavations across the Front Street roadway and sidewalks between Peck Slip and Dover Street 
as well as isolated trenches running north across Dover Street into the construction staging area 
below the Brooklyn Bridge (Map 6.01). Subsurface activity included mass excavation trenching 
to depths beyond 1.5m (5’) below surface, sidewalk replacement to approximately 30cm (1’) 
below surface, smaller shallow trench work, and deeper catch basin and manhole vault 
installation trench expansions reaching depths of 3.7m (12’) below surface. 
 
Activity in the Peck Slip Area occurred throughout the entire project excavation phase. Peck Slip 
Area excavations uncovered 60 archaeological features and involved 34 excavation trenches. 
Activity in the Peck Slip Area was delineated from the other excavation areas by the prefix PS 
before individual feature, trench, and Field Sample numbers. Notable elements revealed during 
excavation in the Peck Slip Area were historic landfill soils, timber cribbing structures, wooden 
water mains, discrete artifact deposits, and water management drainage systems. 
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BEEKMAN STREET AREA 
The Beekman Street Area included the Beekman Street roadway and associated sidewalks 
between South Street and Front Street as well as minor trench extensions onto the west side of 
South Street. Subsurface activity included mass excavation trenching to beyond 1m (3.3’) below 
surface, sidewalk replacement to approximately 30cm (1’) below surface, smaller shallow trench 
work, and deeper catch basin and manhole vault installation trench expansions reaching depths 
of 3m (10’) below surface. 
 
Activity in the Beekman Street Area occurred from August 2011 to January 2012. Beekman 
Street Area excavation uncovered 11 features and involved 17 excavation trenches. Activity in 
the Beekman Street Area was delineated from the other excavation areas by the prefix BK before 
individual feature, trench, and Field Sample numbers. Notable elements revealed during 
excavation in the Beekman Street Area were wood water main pipes and service connections as 
well as timber cribbing structures. 
 
WATER STREET AREA 

The Water Street Area included the Water Street roadway and associated sidewalks from 
Beekman Street running north across Peck Slip to Dover Street. Subsurface activity included 
mass excavation trenching to beyond 1.5m (5’) below surface, sidewalk replacement to 
approximately 30cm (1’) below surface, smaller shallow trench work, and deeper catch basin and 
manhole vault installation trench expansions reaching depths of 3.7m (12’) below surface. 
 
Activity in the Water Street Area occurred from October 2012 to August 2013. Water Street Area 
excavation uncovered 22 features and involved 8 large excavation trenches. Activity in the Water 
Street Area was delineated from the other excavation areas by the prefix WS before individual 
feature, trench, and Field Sample numbers. Notable elements revealed during excavation in the 
Water Street Area were timber grillage cribbing, historic landfill soils, wooden water mains, and 
water management drainage systems. 
 
The non-linear nature of construction excavation on this project influenced the outcome of the 
archaeological recovery and documentation. To avoid confusion, this section is structured to 
provide a general interpretive and technical discussion of each geographic block followed by a 
discussion of the individual features found within that block. The Peck Slip Project is divided 
into 9 geographic areas based on street blocks: 
 

� Peck Slip at South Street 
� Peck Slip between Front Street and South Street 
� Peck Slip between Water Street and Front Street 
� Peck Slip between Pearl Street and Water Street 
� Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street 
� Dover Street between Water Street and Front Street 
� Beekman Street between Front Street and South Street 
� Water Street between Beekman and Peck Slip 
� Water Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street 
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For Peck Slip Project specific methodology, results and conclusions, please consult the Peck Slip 
Project’s fieldwork spatial division (Chapter 4.3), Peck Slip Project Field Results (Chapter VI), 
Peck Slip Project Artifact Analysis (Chapter 7.118-7.145), Archaeological Testing Plans, 
Procedures and Memorandums (Appendix B), Field Maps and Notes (Appendix F) and the Peck 
Slip Project Artifact Inventory (Appendix H).  
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Map 6.01: Map of past and present South Street Seaport project areas including Beekman 

Street/Wall Street Watermain Project (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007).  
Peck Slip Project areas highlighted in pink. 
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Table 6.01: Peck Slip Project archaeological features.  
FEATURE # SITE AREA LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
PS1 Peck Slip PS Trench 3 Cribbing timbers 

PS2 Peck Slip PS Trench 2 Cribbing timbers, possible bulkhead 

PS3 Peck Slip  PS Trench 4 Cribbing timbers 

PS4 Peck Slip PS Trench 7 Planks – determined to be modern sheeting. 
Not in discussion 

PS5 Peck Slip PS Trench 5 
PS Trench 9 

Brick sewer, E-W alignment 

PS6 Peck Slip PS Trench 10 
PS Trench 14 

Brick sewer, N-S alignment 

PS7 Peck Slip PS Trench 13 Cribbing timbers, possible bulkhead 

PS8 Peck Slip PS Trench 9 Bluestone capped brick drain 

PS9 Peck Slip PS Trench 22 
PS Trench 23 
PS Trench 24 

Arched brick structure, N-S aligned 

PS10 Peck Slip PS Trench 22 
PS Trench 24 

Cribbing timbers 

PS11 Peck Slip PS Trench 22 33 Peck Slip foundation wall 

PS12 Peck Slip PS Trench 25 Brick sewer, E-W alignment 

PS13 Peck Slip PS Trench 15 
Section 4 

Cribbing timbers 

PS14 Peck Slip PS Trench 24 
Section 1 

Bluestone capped brick drain 

PS15 Peck Slip PS Trench 23 
Section 1 

Dense ceramic deposit south of Feature PS 16 

PS16 Peck Slip PS Trench 23 
Section 1 

Cribbing timbers, possible bulkhead 

PS17 Peck Slip PS Trench 24 
Section 3 

Stone and timber structure 

PS18 Peck Slip PS Trench 26 Cribbing timbers 

PS19 Peck Slip PS Trench 23 
Section 2 

Small, dense ceramic deposit from historical 
demolition fill layer 

PS20 Peck Slip PS Trench 29 
Section 2 

Timber beam 

PS21 Peck Slip PS Trench 29 
Section 2 

Cribbing timbers, possible bulkhead 

PS22 Peck Slip PS Trench 29 
Section 1 

Trolley ties 

PS23 Peck Slip PS Trench 29 
Section 2 

Ceramic deposit 

PS24 Peck Slip PS Trench 29 
Section 3 

Disarticulated timbers 
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FEATURE # SITE AREA LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
PS25 Peck Slip PS Trench 29 West 

Extension 
Trolley ties 

PS26 Peck Slip PS Trench 24 
Section 1 

Cribbing timbers 

PS27 Peck Slip PS Trench 24 
Section 1 
Sidewalk 

Brick wall 

PS28 Peck Slip PS Trench 24 
Section 1 
PS Trench 24 
Section 2 
Sidewalk 

Punctuated brick structure 

PS29 Peck Slip PS Trench 24 
Section 1 
PS Trench 24 
Section 2 
Sidewalk 

Small brick chamber 

PS30 Peck Slip PS Trench 24 
Section 3 
Sidewalk 

Brick and bluestone foundation or entranceway 

PS31 Peck Slip  PS Trench 33 
Section 1 

Brick wall 

PS32 Peck Slip PS Trench 33 
Section 2 

Brick sewer  

PS33 Peck Slip PS Trench 33 
Section 3 
Sidewalk 

Stone foundation wall 

PS34 Peck Slip PS Trench 33 
Section 3 

Shell deposit 

PS35 Peck Slip PS Trench 33 
Section 2 

Cribbing timber 

PS36 Peck Slip PS Trench 33 
Section 3 

Wood water main 

PS37 Peck Slip PS Trench 33 
Section 3 

Cribbing timbers 

PS38 Peck Slip PS Trench 33 
Section 4 

Cribbing timber 

PS39  Peck Slip PS Trench 33 
Section 3 West 
Extension 

Brick wall for 246 Front St 

PS40 Peck Slip PS Trench 33 
Section 

Stone foundation wall at 246 Front St 

PS41 Peck Slip PS Trench 33 
Section 6 

Bluestone capped brick drain 

PS42  Peck Slip PS Trench 24 
Section 3 

Wood water main 

PS43 Peck Slip PS Trench 34 
Section 6 

Cribbing timbers 
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FEATURE # SITE AREA LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
PS44 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 

Section 1 
Trolley ties 

PS45 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Section 1 

Historic landfill with wood pulp 

PS46 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Section 1 

Stone foundation wall 

PS47 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Section 1 

Stone foundation wall 

PS48 Peck Slip PS Trench 36 
Central 

Brick barrel vault remnants 

PS49 Peck Slip PS Trench 38  Stone foundation wall 

PS50 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Section 1 

Cribbing timbers 

PS51 Peck Slip PS Trench 39 Stone foundation wall at 1 Peck Slip 

PS52 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Section 2 

Brick squared sewer access chamber 

PS53 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Section 2 

Brick drain remnant 

PS54 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Sections 1 and 2 

Highly decayed wood line, possibly wood 
water main 

PS55 Peck Slip PS Trench 40 Artifact deposit 

PS56 Peck Slip PS Trench 40 Cobblestone surface 

PS57 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Section 1 

Stone foundation wall with firebrick extension 

PS58 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Section 4 

Circular brick catch basin 

PS59 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Section 4 

Concrete slab below Feature PS 58 

PS60 Peck Slip PS Trench 35 
Section 4 

Brick structure – determined to be of modern 
origin. 

BK1 Beekman 
Street 

BK Trench 1 Cribbing timbers 

BK2 Beekman 
Street 

BK Trench 2 Brick sewer 

BK3 Beekman 
Street 

BK Trench 2 
Southwest 
Extension 

Wooden boards – determined to be of modern 
origin 

BK4 Beekman 
Street 

BK Trench 2 
Southwest 
Extension 

Wood water main 

BK5 Beekman 
Street 

BK Trench 2 
Southwest 
Extension 

Cribbing timbers 

BK6 Beekman 
Street 

BK Trench 1 
Southeast 
Extension 

Cribbing timbers 
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FEATURE # SITE AREA LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
BK7 Beekman 

Street 
BK Trench 6 Wood water main, service connection 

BK8 Beekman 
Street 

BK Trench 5 Cribbing timbers 

BK9 Beekman 
Street 

BK Trench 8 Wood water main, service connection 

BK10 Beekman 
Street 

BK Trench 6 Wood water main, service connection 

BK11 Beekman 
Street 

BK Trench 9 Cribbing timbers 

WS1 Water Street WS Trench 2 Brick wall 

WS2 Water Street WS Trench 4 Pair of parallel brick walls 

WS3 Water Street WS Trench 2 Grillage cribbing timbers 

WS4 Water Street WS Trench 2 Grillage cribbing timber 

WS5 Water Street WS Trench 2 Grillage cribbing timbers 

WS6 Water Street  WS Trench 2 Grillage cribbing timbers 

WS7 Water Street WS Trench 2 Grillage cribbing timbers 

WS8 Water Street WS Trench 2 Grillage cribbing timbers 

WS9 Water Street  WS Trench 2 Grillage cribbing timbers 

WS10 Water Street WS Trench 2 Grillage cribbing timbers 

WS11 Water Street WS Trench 2 Grillage cribbing timbers 

WS12 Water Street WS Trench 1 Grillage cribbing timber 

WS13 Water Street WS Trench 6 Cribbing timbers 

WS14 Water Street WS Trench 2 Grillage cribbing timbers 

WS15 Water Street WS Trench 2 Brick sewer 

WS16 Water Street WS Trench 2 Brick sewer 

WS17 Water Street WS Trench 2 Brick sewer 

WS18 Water Street WS Trench 2 Brick sewer 

WS19 Water Street WS Trench 2 Bluestone capped drain 

WS20 Water Street WS Trench 2 Brick drain encasement – determined to be of 
modern origin 

WS21 Water Street WS Trench 2 Brick barrel vaulted basement 

WS22 Water Street WS Trench 2 Concave mortared brick structural remnant 
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FEATURE # SITE AREA LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
WS23 Water Street WS Trench 2 Cribbing timbers 

WS24 Water Street WS Trench 2 Brick coal chute 

WS25 Water Street WS Trench 2 Brick and stone foundation for 267 Water 
Street 

WS26 Water Street WS Trench 2 Bluestone sidewalk slabs 
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PECK SLIP AREA 
 
Peck Slip Area excavations included all of Peck Slip, curb-to-curb, and shallow impacts across 
associated sidewalks. Excavation in the Peck Slip Area generally involved backhoe excavation of 
the modern Belgian block surface and underlying concrete road base before a mix of backhoe and 
hand mass excavation occurred across the street areas. Smaller trenches dug for individual service 
line connections or extensions typically were excavated by backhoe or jackhammer to remove the 
road cobbles and concrete road base followed by hand excavation into the soils below. Areas 
particularly dense with existing utility lines were generally subject to hand excavation in all 
trenches. Trenches or trench segments excavated to beyond 2.7m (9’) below the modern road 
surface were generally dug by backhoe to avoid exposing construction workers to dangers of soil 
collapses in deep, un-shored excavation areas. Construction crews generally used this method in 
order to install precast concrete catch basins or to build concrete utility vaults. 
 
Excavation trenches were numbered successively, with construction excavation beginning at the 
north side of Peck Slip’s intersection with South Street. Excavation did not proceed within Peck 
Slip in a linear fashion, but jumped across blocks and street areas according to construction 
supplies, weather conditions, and traffic concerns. This section will consider each Peck Slip 
excavation area on a block-by-block basis rather than detailing trenches in successive order to 
provide a better general outline of excavation results by region. While all excavations are depicted 
on the following plan maps, only the archaeologically relevant trenches and their associated 
features are discussed below  
 
PECK SLIP AT SOUTH STREET 
 
Peck Slip (PS) Trenches 3, 11-14, 16-20, 28-29, and 32 lay in South Street near its intersection 
with Peck Slip. Excavations at South Street generally lay on the west side of the street near Peck 
Slip (PS Trenches 3, 19, 20, 28, 29, 32) or on the east side of the street below the F.D.R. Drive 
overpass just west of the modern boardwalk at the East River (PS Trenches 11, 12, 13). PS 
Trenches 16, 18, 19, and 20 cut across the modern South Street roadway (Maps 6.02 and 6.03). 
 
South Street soil stratigraphy was predominantly made up of sandy clean fill soils underlying the 
modern road base and surrounding modern utility lines to at least 1.34m (4.4’) bgs (Table 6.02). 
Extensive utility networks and modern roadway updates due to the installation of the F.D.R Drive 
overpass and East River Promenade help explain near-ubiquitous clean fill soils in this area. Found 
along South Street’s west side was Feature PS 6, a brick and mortar sewer surrounded by these 
same clean fill soils to at least 1.2m (4’) bgs. 
 
Excavation in PS Trench 3 revealed similar clean fill soils to 1.3m (4.5’) bgs before exposing 
10YR 2/1 black loamy sand on the west side of South Street. Within this historic fill, which 
contained small brick and shell fragment inclusions, lay a section of open-cell timber cribbing 
from 1.7m-3m (5.7’-10’) bgs (Feature PS 1). This cribbing may have underpinned landfill 
materials added to Peck Slip as it was filled and graded to South Street; alternately, these timbers 
may have supported docks or wharves that stretched into the East River before South Street was 
finished and paved. Later utility and roadwork destroyed any portions of the timberwork in this 
area above 1.37m (4.5’) bgs. 
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Map 6.02: Peck Slip at South Street - archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 6.03: Peck Slip at South Street – excavation trenches in plan view. 
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Excavation in PS Trench 13 for the installation of a new utility vault at the east side of South Street 
revealed several intact portions of soil stratigraphy predating the observed modern fill profiles. 
This trench represented the most extensively and deepest excavated portion of South Street. 
Visible in PS Trench 13’s west profile was a portion of a previous roadway on South Street. This 
matched the modern format, with a thin layer of asphalt atop Belgian block cobbles and a poured 
concrete base from .45m to .94m (1.5’- 3.1’) bgs, lying under the modern concrete road base. 
Additionally, PS Trench 13 contained intact historic fill soil surrounding a portion of timber 
cribbing (Feature PS 7). PS Trench 13 displayed successive levels of relatively clean, historic 
landfill material utilized to fill and level South Street as it was transformed from a waterway 
entrance to the Peck Slip channel to a formal paved roadway in the first quarter of the nineteenth 
century (Loorya and Ricciardi 2011:30-31) (Table 6.03). 
 
Table 6.02: Peck Slip at South Street - general stratigraphy. 

STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .36m  

(0 – 1.2’) 
Asphalt and/or 
Belgian block atop 
concrete road base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II .36m – 1.34m 
(1.2ˈ - 4.4ˈ) 

Sand or loamy sand 10YR 4/2 
10YR 5/2 
10YR 5/4 
10YR 5/6 

Modern utility fill. 

III 1.34m – 3m+ 
(4.4’- 10’+) 

Loamy sand 10YR 2/1 Historic fill with small brick and shell 
fragment inclusions. 

 
Table 6.03: PS Trench 13 stratigraphy. 

STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .36m 

(0 – 1.2ˈ) 
Asphalt atop concrete 
road base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II  .36m - .45m  
(1.2’ - 1.5’) 

Gravel N/A RCA/gravel. 

III .45m - .94m 
(1.5’- 3.1’) 

Asphalt atop Belgian 
block cobbles and 
concrete road base 

N/A Previous roadway. 

IV .94m – 1.03m 
(3.1’- 3.4’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/2 Historic fill with oyster shell and small 
brick fragments. 

V 1.03m – 1.28m 
(3.4’- 4.2’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 4/3 Historic fill with few inclusions. 
 

VI 1.28m – 1.82m 
(4.2’- 6’) 

Sandy loam 10YR 3/2 Historic fill with large brick 
fragments, medium-size stone, and a 
small amount of shell inclusions, 
overlaying extant portions of Feature 
PS 7 (cribbing). Water table ~1.7m 
(5.6’) deep. 

VII 1.82m – 2.43m 
(6’- 8’) 

Sandy loam 10YR 2/1 Historic fill with large fieldstone and 
brownstone inclusions. Surrounded 
extant portions of Feature PS 7 
(cribbing). 
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Peck Slip excavations into South Street revealed several levels of clean modern fill related to more 
recent utility work and twentieth century highway and shoreline construction. Where excavations 
impacted South Street to lower depths, loamier historic landfill soils with brick and shell fragment 
inclusions appeared below an earlier asphalt-capped Belgian block surface likely covered during 
F.D.R. Drive construction and maintenance after the 1930s.  
 
Intact portions of timber cribbing found within PS Trench 13 were likely associated with bulkhead 
walls built to contain fill material abutting the open slipway during the early-nineteenth century 
when several stages of wharf networks opened into the slip. The most likely of the wharf networks 
to match Feature PS 7 was an extension of Pier 21 on a ninety-degree angle at the south side of the 
slip, in place from about 1810 to the slip’s closure by 1836 (The Commissioner’s Map, Bridges 
1811 and City and County of New York, Colton 1836) (Map 6.04). Soil filling the lower portions 
of these timber elements contained increasingly large-grain, rocky fill materials; bulk fill material 
such as this could quickly and cheaply fill land if held in place by cribbing complexes like those 
found on South Street (Features PS 1 and PS 7). It is likely additional stretches of timber cribbing, 
along with remnants of the Williamsburg and Hartford ferry line docks, remain intact below the 
modern South Street roadway and fill soil layers at depths below 1.5m (5’). 
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Map 6.04: Features PS 5, PS 6, and PS 7 overlaid on Poppleton map of Peck Slip  

(Untitled) (Poppleton, City Surveyor circa 1810). 
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FEATURES  
 
Feature PS 1 
Excavation for the installation of a new catch basin exposed Feature PS 1, a network of 
perpendicular cribbing timbers within PS Trench 3, located 10m (33’) south of the modern north 
Peck Slip curb. Five timbers were visible, each cut to a .3m (1’) diameter round shape. Two timbers 
ran north to south at 1.7m (5.6’) and 1.73m (5.7’) bgs, respectively. These timbers lay within a 10 
YR 2/1 black loamy sand matrix, likely historic fill. Both of these beams abutted a wooden sheeted 
modern water main in the west trench wall, the water main installation cutting across the Feature 
PS 1 cribbing timbers (Maps 6.02 and 6.03). 
 
Running west to east in the center of PS Trench 3 lay two additional timbers, the first at 1.92m 
(6.3’) and the second at 2.49m (8.2’) bgs. 10 YR 2/1 black loamy sand packed the .3m (1’) gap 
between the timbers. The shallower north south oriented timbers lay directly atop the 1.92m (6.3’) 
deep beam with no notching or carved joints present to secure them. The natural water table 
encroached into PS Trench 3 at 2.1m (7’) bgs; despite efforts to control the water with pumps, 
visibility and soil stability were severely compromised beyond this point. A third east -west 
oriented timber lay in the north trench wall at 3m (10’) bgs. It is likely that additional north-south 
timbers were present somewhere near PS Trench 3 to brace the lower crossbeams; however, 
construction constraints from water inundation prevented further excavation that may have 
uncovered these elements. 
 
In order to complete the catch basin installation, the MFM crew removed the four shallowest 
timbers from Feature PS 1 after their documentation in situ. No artifacts were observed in 
association with this feature. 
 
Feature PS 1 represented a portion of open-cell or cobb style cribbing. This type of cribbing held 
large-grain landfill within a configuration of perpendicular timbers assembled with gaps between 
courses rather than a flush assemblage. Open-cell cribbing was only suitable for fill with a majority 
of stone or ballast content, as the loose timber complex would not support fills exclusively 
composed of finer sands or soils (McDonald 2011:43). Open-cell cribbing may have been cheaper 
or faster to construct than more extensive solid-walled cribbing; it would be particularly 
appropriate for the Seaport area if local workers had access to ballast stores. 
 
Feature PS 6 
Excavation revealed Feature PS 6, a 1.2m (4’) diameter brick and mortar sewer, running north to 
south along the west South Street curb within PS Trenches 10 and 14. Lying at .9m (3.1’) bgs, the 
rounded sewer sat within a 10 YR 4/2 dark greyish brown sandy loam builder’s trench extending 
.12m (.4’) around the feature. The feature and builder’s trench lay below and abutted a 10 YR 5/3 
brown sandy loam clean fill. The final depth of the sewer was not fully exposed due to construction 
constraints, but the visible portion had a circular or oval shape. The sewer's bricks were laid length-
wise within a dense, sandy mortar. Feature PS 6 ran parallel and .7m (2.5’) to the west of a more 
modern, larger 1.8m (6’) diameter cast-iron sewer main. The path of the brick sewer angled slightly 
away from the modern west South Street curb line, confirmed by additional segments uncovered 
further north in PS Trenches 20 and 28. No artifacts were observed in association with Feature PS 
6. 
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Feature PS 6 was similar in appearance to the Feature PS 5 sewer main found running east to west 
along the length of Peck Slip. It is unclear if Feature PS 6 pre- or post-dates Feature PS 5, but a 
sewer connecting to the line running east to west down Peck Slip appears along a similar path 
down South Street on the 1867 Lloyd map (Map 6.31). Feature PS 6 remains an active sewer line 
and will be utilized for waste disposal associated with the proposed Peck Slip Park.  
 
Feature PS 7 
Excavation to install a new manhole vault uncovered Feature PS 7, a complex of interconnecting 
cribbing timbers found on the east side of South Street in PS Trench 13 (Map 6.05). At a depth of 
1.5m (5’), crews uncovered a series of stacked, .3m (1’) wide rectangular timbers running north-
south along the center of the trench floor. This series of square-cut beams contained at least four 
courses lying flush. Excavation did not expose Feature PS 7's base as digging had to be halted at 
2.5m (8.5’) bgs due to overwhelming groundwater encroachment. Two timbers from the top extant 
course of the central timber stack had .36m (1.2’) wide square notches cut into their dorsal sides; 
one notch was only visible by undercutting the south trench wall (Image 6.01). No adjoining beams 
were found connected to the notches. The uneven coursework in the top Feature PS 7 timbers and 
the empty notch holes indicated additional timbers once lay atop the extant beams to an unknown 
height. After documentation, the contractor removed two courses from the timber’s center line in 
order to install a concrete utility vault 2.2m (7.5’) deep into the trench. The removed timbers, 
pulled from the trench walls to examine their original size, each had an even .3m (1’) square profile 
and lengths of 3m (10’) and 8.8m (29’). 
 

 
Image 6.01: Feature PS 7 square notch, after timber removal. 
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Map 6.05: Feature PS 7 in plan view. 
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Feature PS 7 included three rounded .24m (.8’) thick crossbeam timbers running west, 
perpendicular from the center line of squared beams, at .24m (8’) bgs. The three crossbeams were 
each roughly hewn with squared ends that fit into the main timber wall through .18m (.6’) wide 
square notches at 1.8m (6’) intervals. A pair of vertical .24m (.8’) thick rounded timbers were 
found attached by .15m (.5’) long iron spikes to the east side of the central timber wall, located 
1.8m (6’) bgs near the south trench wall. Excavation crews found a second pair of vertical .24m 
(.8’) thick rounded beams within a .9m (3’) north extension of PS Trench 13; this pair was attached 
to the west side of the stacked timber line and appeared 1.8m (6’) bgs. The depth to which these 
vertical supports reached remained unclear due to water encroachment, despite efforts to shore and 
de-water the trench. 
 
The matrix surrounding Feature PS 7 consisted of historic fills from 1.5m (5’) to 2.59m (8.5’) bgs, 
becoming increasingly rocky and waterlogged beyond 2.59m (8.5’) bgs. Two brick samples were 
taken from the historic fill surrounding the timber feature, but no other artifacts were recovered 
associated with the feature. 
 
Feature PS 7 appeared to be a section of wall or closed-cell cribbing made to form a solid, .3m (1’) 
wide bulkhead wall facing east as a barrier between landfill and the East River (Map 6.06). The 
rounded cribbing pieces acted as back-bracing crossbeams, forming cells to the west to support 
the landfill materials used behind the solid wall (Map 6.07). The stacked, square-cut timbers acted 
as a solid wall, although the cribbing complex possibly contained additional rounded brace timbers 
along the feature's east side that were not visible due to the constrained excavation depth. This 
feature bears a close resemblance to Feature PS 2's stacked, squared timbers found along the south 
side of Peck Slip west of Front Street. The south side of Feature PS 2 appeared to be a closed 
cribbed structure with braces supporting a stacked bulkhead wall analogous to Feature PS 7, 
although like Feature PS 7, the obverse side of Feature PS 2 was not exposed for study during 
excavation activities. 
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Map 6.06: Feature PS 7 east profile. 
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Map 6.07: Bulkhead cribbing profile recreation based on Feature PS 7. 
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PECK SLIP BETWEEN FRONT STREET AND SOUTH STREET 
 
PS Trenches 1, 4, 15, 26, 27, 29, 34 and 40 were excavated in the Peck Slip Area between Front 
and South Streets (Maps 6.08 and 6.09) (Image 6.02). The central triangular area between Front 
and South Streets, Block 107 Lot 60, was not included in the Peck Slip excavations and instead 
served as a staging area for the construction crews. The larger PS Trenches 15 and 29 were located 
on the north and south sides of the staging area, respectively, and were subdivided into 15m (50’) 
long sections to better document soil changes. In this area Peck Slip showed general stratigraphic 
divisions of modern soils related to roadway and utility construction to 1m (3.4’) bgs; a mix of 
clean fill soils and relatively clean historic fill with minor brick and shell fragment inclusions to 
around 1.5m (5’) bgs; a thin band of historic fill with dense brick and mortar fragment inclusions 
to 1.6m (5.3’) bgs; and darker historic fills with less dense artifact and brick and shell fragment 
inclusions to at least 2.7m (9’) bgs (Table 6.04). 
 
The brick-laden fill found around 1.5m (5’) bgs appeared about halfway between Front and South 
Streets; east of this area clean fills lay atop darker historic soil matrices. This large-grain 
“demolition fill”, also found continuing west down Peck Slip beyond Front Street, likely 
represented the disposal of locally razed building materials and refuse into the partially filled, open 
slipway before its formal paving. This layer post-dated the c. 1830 ceramic deposit (Feature PS 
23) found in PS Trench 29 between Sections 2 and 3. 
 

 
Image 6.02: Excavation on the south side of Peck Slip within 

PS Trench 29, Section 1, facing east. 
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Map 6.08: Peck Slip between Front and South Streets - archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 6.09: Peck Slip between Front and South Streets – excavation trenches in plan view. 
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Table 6.04: Peck Slip between Front and South Streets - general stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .36m 

(0 – 1.2ˈ) 
Belgian block 
atop concrete 
road base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II  .36m – 1.03m 
(1.2’ – 3.4’) 

Sand 10YR 5/6 
10YR 5/4 

Modern utility fill. 

III 1.03m – 1.49m 
(3.4’- 4.9’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 4/3 
10YR 3/3 

Mix of clean fills and historic fills. 

IV 1.49m – 1.61m 
(4.9’ – 5.3’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/2 Historic fill dense with brick rubble, mortar 
and shell fragments. “Demolition fill” layer 
found in west half of PS Trenches 15 and 29. 

V 1.5m – 2.74m 
(5’ – 9’)  
(Terminates at 
3.65m [12’] in 
Trench  
PS 2) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/2 
10YR 2/1 

Historic fill with oyster shell and small brick 
fragments. Shows depositional layers, 
especially on south side. Water table at 
1.98m (6.5’) deep. 

 
Additional key features found in this area were cribbing timbers along the south side of Peck Slip 
below the modern curb line, Features PS 21 and PS 26 (Map 6.08). These features, aligned along 
the same axis 9.1m (30’) apart, made up a segment of closed-cell cell cribbing or bulkhead style 
wall likely installed to support landfill soil behind the open slipway. Dendrochronological testing 
performed on samples from Feature PS 21 dated the white pine’s felling to 1740 (Peck Slip FS 
53), indicating this bulkhead section may have belonged to the pier running across the south side 
of Peck Slip during early filling of the water lots between Peck Slip and Crane’s Wharf (Martin-
Benito 2013:6). According to the City of New York Topographical Bureau, this area was leased 
to Benjamin Peck by 1750, to be claimed as personal property if the owner bound and filled the 
land (Topographical Bureau 1820). The Common Council approved Benjamin Peck’s purchase of 
a 50-foot stretch of water lot area east of his property on Queen Street in 1737 when the land was 
a length of "water and soil under the water from high to low water mark", ordering a pier to be 
built there by 1746 (MCC 1675-1776 IV:388-9). By 1748, Peck had requested ownership of all 
the land near the south side of the slip from Queen Street to the East River, past what would later 
become Front Street (MCC 1675-1776 V:226-7). Peck’s water lots abutted a thin band of property 
owned by the Corporation, which may indicate that the City or local landowners maintained a pier 
or wharf formalizing the slipway’s southern boundary (Map 6.10). 
 
Feature PS 21 timbers dated to 1740 indicate that the stretch of cribbing represented by Features 
PS 21 and PS 26 likely acted as a very early boundary to the Peck Slip waterway. This was likely 
a water barrier built during the gradual creation of land through water lots that formed the slip 
footprint. Alternately, these timbers may have been part of docks or early landfilling undertaken 
by Benjamin Peck as he expanded his properties from Queen Street into the East River. 
 
A set of cribbing timbers uncovered on the north side of Peck Slip, Feature PS 18, shed light on 
the nature of the cribbing found in this area. Feature PS 18 was an east-west oriented closed-cell 
timber structure similar in appearance to Feature PS 26 but with greater damage to its upper extent. 
The cribbing, 16.7m (55’) north of Feature PS 26, had a similar flush-stacked center with 
perpendicular support beams and ran alongside water lots granted to James Roosevelt by 1750 
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(Topographical Bureau 1820). Dendrochronological analysis of a Feature PS 18 white pine timber 
(Peck Slip FS 36) provided a tight fell date range of 1738 to 1739, matching the 1740 date of 
Feature PS 26. The spacing between these two features and their parallel orientation matches the 
locations of piers alongside Corporation property as depicted on Map 6.10. The timber complexes 
found near the Peck Slip and Front Street intersection likely acted as early efforts to bound the 
slipway that would become known as Peck Slip after Benjamin Peck’s properties near the water 
boundaries gained notoriety. James Lyne’s 1731 city map was the first to refer to these piers 
extending east from Queen (Pearl) Street as Peck’s Wharf and Roosevelt’s Wharf, indicating that 
by around 1730 piers bounding what would become Peck Slip extended at least to Water Street 
(Map 6.11). Features PS 18, PS 21 and PS 26 may have been privately built wharves as these 
extended the Peck and Roosevelt properties into the East River. These later bounded property 
owned by the city Corporation on the south side. These timber structures were likely among the 
first construction efforts undertaken to expand shoreline activity at Peck Slip into the East River 
area. 
 
The Peck Slip Area between Front and South Streets also contained key nineteenth century 
artifacts and features. In addition to the Feature PS 23 artifact deposit episode on the south side of 
the slip, evidence of deposition within the changing sidewalk boundaries as well as previous 
surface structures appeared. Most wide ranging was Feature PS 22, timber beams recovered from 
just below the modern concrete road base in an east-west orientation from South Street running 
west past Front Street on Peck Slip’s south side. These timbers, some with iron plates and bolts 
intact at their dorsal ends, were the remnants of railway ties from a late-nineteenth century horse-
drawn trolley line running down Peck Slip (Map 6.12). The location of these timbers, partially 
embedded within the modern road base, indicates they lay at the late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth century road surface until the modern concrete was poured directly atop the beams when 
Peck Slip was resurfaced. 
 
Excavations into the Peck Slip sidewalks provided insight into changing phases of walkways in 
the area. While sidewalk excavation was generally limited to one foot or less bgs to remove and 
replace existing concrete, impacts revealed shallow layers of modern sand fill and recycled 
concrete aggregate (RCA) grading gravel atop older sidewalk surface materials. Limited views 
below the modern clean fill showed 10YR 4/3 mixed with 10YR 5/2 Brown mixed with greyish 
brown loamy sand matrices at times containing fragments of bluestone slabs. Subsequent 
excavation on Water Street proved these bluestones capped the sidewalk areas before the 
widespread use of concrete across Peck Slip and the surrounding streets. Also present within the 
south Peck Slip sidewalk in this area was Feature PS 55, a post-1868 artifact deposit of mostly 
earthenware and stoneware ceramics. This deposit was made either below the developing sidewalk 
area or in front of a historic property at the location of present day No. 38 Peck Slip. 
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Map 6.10: Map Showing a Survey of Water Lots laying within the area bounded by Queen St; 

Peck Slip, East River & Beekman Slip (Maerschalck 1749) depicting pier boundaries and 
Corporation property along the south side of developing Peck Slip (Source: Manhattan 

Topographical Bureau – Office of the Manhattan Borough President). 
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Map 6.11: Plan of the City of New York (Lyne 1731)  

showing Peck and Roosevelt Wharves bounding the later Peck Slip area. 
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Map 6.12: Atlas of the entire city of New York (Bromley 1879)  

showing "Street Rails" as hashed lines. 
 
Deeper sidewalk excavation extending to near .9m (3’) bgs in PS Trench 40 on the south side of 
Peck Slip revealed a portion of historic ovoid cobblestone paving at the southeast intersection of 
Peck Slip and Front Street just inside the modern curb line (Feature PS 56) (Map 6.13). The 
fieldstone cobbles were dry laid in a single course at .79m (2.6’) below the modern road surface, 
indicating this previous surface pre-dated the trolley ties seen in the area and, possibly, the 
bluestone sidewalk surface seen in a fragmentary state. A small additional segment of cobbles 
matching the depth, material, and dry-laid installation of Feature PS 56 appeared 9.1m (30’) west 
at the southwest Peck Slip and Front Street curb radius within PS Trench 2’s Northwest Extension 
(Image 6.03). These small, ovoid fieldstone cobbles were a previous street paving surface across 
the south side of Peck Slip at Front Street. Located between .76m (2.5’) and .79m (2.6’) below the 
modern road surface, these two cobblestone stretches indicate historic street elevations were 
significantly lower than the modern surface. Common Council records indicate historic roadways 
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across this portion of the Seaport were elevated in their central areas and pitched lower along the 
sides of the street to guide water out of the main transit way, a format still utilized in the modern 
roadway (MCC 1784-1831, III:561). The presence or degree of historic pitch is, however, 
unknown. As these intact historic cobblestone pavers lay along the edges of the Peck Slip roadway, 
where a pitched road surface would be at its lowest point, it is unknown how high the central 
portion of the roadway might have risen. 
 

 
Map 6.13: Peck Slip, Feature PS 56 at southeast corner of Peck Slip and Front Street. 
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Image 6.03: Small, .3m (1’) area of intact ovoid cobbles in PS Trench 2 Northwest Extension 

plan view at .77m (2.55’) bgs. Shown in plan view, facing south. 
 
 
FEATURES 
 
Feature PS 3 
Excavation within PS Trench 4 along the east Front Street curb north of its intersection with Peck 
Slip revealed Feature PS 3, a 2.1m by 1.5m (7’ by 5’) area of cribbing timbers (Map 6.14). Two 
visible perpendicular round wooden beams comprised Feature PS 3. The first timber lay at 1.2m 
(4’) bgs, running north to south across PS Trench 4's center. This .3m (1’) wide timber, located 
below a 10 YR 5/2 greyish brown sandy loam matrix dense with oyster shell, was highly 
decomposed. Although it appeared round, its poor preservation made it difficult to determine if 
the beam originally had a rectangular shape that rotted away. The timber lay above a 10 YR 4/3 
brown sandy soil, possibly a relatively clean historic landfill.  
 
The second timber associated with Feature PS 3 lay at 2.56m (8.4’) bgs. This .39m (1.3’) diameter 
round timber ran east to west across PS Trench 4's center at the trench floor. A 10 YR 3/2 very 
dark greyish brown historic sandy clay fill soil lay atop and around this second beam. This timber 
very closely resembled the robust, round cribbing timbers seen in Features PS 1 and PS 2. As the 
feature impeded construction activities, it was documented before removal of the shallow timber, 
leaving the second beam in place.  
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Feature PS 3 likely represented a section of landfill cribbing. While the second, deeper timber 
appeared to be a sturdy brace beam of some kind, the shallow timber was less reminiscent of 
cribbing. This may be due to poor preservation because of its shallow depth; inconsistent water 
submersion may have aided the decay processes. It is possible, however, that this shallow timber 
was not connected with a cribbing structure, but served some other historic function. Perhaps it 
was related to a discard area for oyster shells, as a dense shell layer covered it. It may have been 
connected with a trolley line in the area, or simply been discarded during a previous occupancy 
period along Peck Slip. 
 

 
Map 6.14: Peck Slip and Front Street, plan view. 
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Feature PS 13 
Feature PS 13 consisted of two vertical round wooden piles found in PS Trench 15 Section 4 at 
1.88m (6.2’) bgs. Located 5.1m (16.8’) from the Peck Slip modern north curb line, the timbers lay 
adjacent to each other along a north to south line (Image 6.04). The visible upper .39m (1.3’) of 
the timbers sat within a 10 YR 5/4 yellowish brown sandy clean fill deposit below a Con Ed 
concrete-encased utility duct. The feature timbers may have originally lay at a shallower depth, 
but would have been cut to accommodate the previous utility construction. 
 
As Feature PS 13’s southernmost timber impeded construction activity, it was documented in place 
before removing the beam by hand for examination. The timber measured 2.4m (8’) long and .25m 
(.85’) in diameter, terminating in a 1’ long tapering point. A carefully carved circular notch was 
cut .36m (1.2’) from the tip of the base point, with a 3cm (.1’) thick bridge left across the middle 
affixed with an iron spike (Image 6.05). Four samples were collected for dendrochronological 
analysis and the pointed timber end was also retained (Peck Slip FS 21 and 22). The northernmost 
timber of Feature PS 13 could not be removed with chain and winch, indicating it either extended 
deeper or was more solidly affixed in the fill below than the southern timber. No artifacts were 
observed in association with this feature. 
 
 

 
Image 6.04: Adjacent Feature PS 13 timbers in plan view during initial documentation.  

PS Trench 15 Section 4, facing east. 
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Image 6.05: Removed southern Feature PS 13 timber with pointed base  

and saddle notch with interior wood bridge and spike-hole. 
 
Feature PS 13 likely represented a portion of support beams for a cribbing section or wharf 
structure that ran across the north side of Peck Slip near Front Street. Feature PS 13 lay in line 
with Feature PS 16, a length of crib timbers with vertical support posts on the west side of the Peck 
Slip and Front Street intersection (Map 6.15). Feature PS 13 may have acted as vertical braces for 
Feature PS 16 or, alternatively, might have been inserted around the existing crib structure as a 
means of repair. The pointed base of the recovered timber would have facilitated insertion into 
existing fill. The carefully carved, bridged notch was a more sophisticated and time-consuming 
construction element than was evident in other cribbing structures observed across Peck Slip. 
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Map 6.15: Peck Slip and Front Street, plan view showing the timber line formed by Features PS 

13 and PS 16. Feature PS 15 deposit visible at center-left. 
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Feature PS 18 
Located within PS Trench 26 at the north side of the future Peck Slip Park area, Feature PS 18 
consisted of a series of rounded and rectangular white pine cribbing timbers from 1.98m – 3m 
(6.5’ - 10’) bgs (Map 6.16). Two courses of roughly hewn rectangular beams were found running 
east to west along the south trench wall, forming a solid cribbing wall. Timbers 1 and 5 made up 
the first course; they measured 12cm by 30 cm (.4’ by 1’) thick and were sitting at 2.77m - 3.07m 
(9.1’ - 10.1’) bgs. The second course lay from 3.07m – 3.35m (10.1’ - 11’), running slightly more 
to the northwest than the beams above. The overlying timbers may have been knocked askew by 
previous construction work for the installation of a nearby concrete utility box. Timber 3, a 
rectangular timber running east to west, was also visible in profile in the PS Trench 26 west wall 
at 1.98m (6.5’) bgs. This timber likely represented the remnants of a course of the solid cribbing 
wall above the extant beams. 
 
Timbers 2 and 4, two rounded timbers, were aligned north to south and terminated at the edge of 
the rectangular courses. Found at 2m and 2.5m (6.7’ and 8.3’) bgs, these beams likely acted as 
cross-braces for the solid cribbing section. Both round timbers displayed splintered ends, 
indicating they had been previously broken, possibly for the concrete box construction to the north. 
No notching, joints or metal pinning was visible in this feature. Feature PS 18 was found within a 
10 YR 2/1 black sandy loam matrix from 2.5m (8.2’) to the base of the excavation at 3.6m (11.9’) 
bgs. This fill matrix was consistent with historic landfill found throughout Peck Slip.  
 
With increasing depth in PS Trench 26, the fill surrounding Feature PS 18 contained small to 
medium sized field stone inclusions. These stones may have acted as a large-grain landfilling 
agent. The soil atop most of Feature PS 18, from .36m – 2.49m (1.2’ - 8.2’) bgs, consisted of a 10 
YR 4/2 dark greyish brown sand with cobble, stone, and broken wood inclusions; this was likely 
a mix of modern fill and previously disturbed historic fill, combined, and re-deposited as backfill 
in the area. The broken wood fragments may have originated from the Feature PS 18 cribbing 
timbers that once lay at a more shallow depth before their destruction. Feature PS 18 was drawn 
and photographed in plan and profile before the construction crew constructed a wooden shoring 
wall in front of its north side to complete expansion work on the concrete utility box nearby. Three 
wood samples were collected for dendrochronological analysis from Timber 1 (Peck Slip FS 36). 
 
Feature PS 18 represented part of a closed cribbing cell, the north side of which was cut previously, 
likely during installation of the concrete utility box located .6m (2’) north. As only one intact wall 
was present, it is unclear if this structure formed a fully closed-cell cell or acted as a closed wall 
with perpendicular back braces similar to Features PS 2 and PS 7. In this case, Feature PS 18 could 
have acted as one of several stages in formalizing the walls of the shrinking slipway area as western 
portions were gradually filled. Feature PS 18 may once have had additional timber courses above 
1.98m (6.5’) bgs, but the re-deposited fill composition above implies this area had been previously 
disturbed to over 1.8m (6’). This disturbance would have destroyed any shallower cribbing 
elements.  
 
Dendrochronological testing of a Feature PS 18 white pine timber provided a tight fell date range 
of 1738 to 1739, matching the 1740 date of Feature PS 21 on the south side of Peck Slip (Peck 
Slip FS 53). A 1731 land survey revealed two wharves were constructed in the previous year along 
the north and south sides of Peck Slip extending east into the river. These piers, called Peck’s 
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Wharf on the south and Roosevelt’s Wharf on the north side, were eventually extended as they 
began to form the barriers of the Peck Slip waterway (see Section VIII). Feature PS 18 was likely 
a portion of the extension of Roosevelt’s Wharf into the East River as the surrounding water lots 
were filled and formalized into land. 
 

 
Map 6.16: North side of the Peck Slip and South Street intersection, Feature PS 18 in plan view. 
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Feature PS 20 
Feature PS 20 was a small wooden timber found below the modern sidewalk area of PS Trench 29 
Section 2 in an extension from the mass excavation area made for a streetlight installation. The 
timber, measuring 18cm by 15cm (.6’ by .5’) with 30cm (1’) visibly protruding from the south 
wall of the streetlight test pit excavation, lay at 1.1m (3.7’) bgs within a mottled 10 YR 3/2 very 
dark greyish brown sandy loam and 7.5 YR 4/4 reddish brown sand matrix. The timber laid 24cm 
(.8’) below a deposition band of sandy mortar with brick fragment inclusions, likely a previous fill 
episode below the modern sidewalk. The terminal end of the timber, aligned south to north, 
appeared to have been broken rather than intentionally cut and installed in this way (Map 6.17) 
(Image 6.06) 
 
As it impeded the streetlight installation, it was documented and the entire 30 cm (1’) long portion 
of Feature PS 20 visible in the floor was removed and retained for dendrochronological analysis 
(Peck Slip FS 49). No additional wood or other elements were found nearby that appeared to be 
associated with Feature PS 20, although a similar size rectangular timber matching Feature PS 20’s 
alignment was later uncovered as part of Feature PS 21. Its southern end had previously been 
roughly broken at a previous time; perhaps the Feature PS 21 beam was an extension of the timber 
recovered from Feature PS 20 broken by later utility installations (see below). Due to its thin size, 
it is unlikely this timber represented a major structural cribbing segment, although perhaps it 
served some function during cribbing installation or repair, or possibly in later utility work or 
sidewalk construction. 
 

 
Image 6.06: Feature PS 20 plan view facing south. 
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Map 6.17: Peck Slip between Front and South Streets, plan view centered on cribbing Features 

PS 20 and PS 21 and deposit Feature PS 23 on the south side of Peck Slip. 
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Feature PS 21 
Feature PS 21 was a portion of a white pine cribbing or pier segment aligned east to west along 
the south side of Peck Slip. Uncovered in PS Trench 29 Section 2, a series of stacked, roughly 
rounded timbers comprised the body of Feature PS 21 beginning at 1m (3.4’) bgs. Four piled 
timbers were eventually revealed during excavations to rebuild a utility box .28m (.94’) to the 
west. Each timber had a regular width of 42cm – 45cm (1.4’ – 1.5’) and varied in height from 
.27cm - .42cm (.9’ - 1.4’). The timbers were finished into a crude rectangular shape with bulging, 
convex swelling sides (Map 6.17). The fourth and deepest beam was only partially visible at 2.3m 
(7.6’) bgs; excavation to this depth was possible only after the installation of wooden shoring 
northeast of the feature and continuous pumping with two pumps to alleviate some of the 
groundwater influx that began around 1.8m (6’) bgs. The base of this fourth timber was not visible 
but was determined by probing to lie at 2.46m (8.1’) bgs. Probing with a metal dowel indicated at 
least one additional timber lay buried in the same orientation as the overlying beams but was not 
visible during excavation. 
 
Feature PS 21 was found below and abutting 10 YR 5/4 yellowish brown sandy clean fill that was 
packed around the adjacent modern utility box. This clean soil continued to 1.38m (4.55’) bgs 
north of Feature PS 21, where the soil matrix changed to 10 YR 2/1 black sandy loam with brick 
fragment inclusions, consistent with local historic fill. It is likely historic fill once packed the area 
surrounding all of Feature PS 21, but was removed and replaced with sandier clean fill following 
construction work to install a set of concrete ducts to the north and the utility box to the west. All 
four horizontal timbers of Feature PS 21 were evenly cut in a vertical line .28m (.94’) from the 
utility box; it is likely the timbers originally continued to run west, but the box’s installation 
required removal of a large bulk of the Feature PS 21 woodwork.  
 
Continued utility installation activity revealed additional elements of Feature PS 21. After the 
stacked timber segment of Feature PS 21 was documented, construction crews cut back the timbers 
.45m (1.5’) to the east in order to expand the utility box that abutted the beams. These .45m (1.5’) 
segments were retained as wood samples for dendrochronological analysis from Timbers 1 and 2 
(Peck Slip FS 52 and 53). The cut segments of Timbers 3 and 4 were too fragmentary after removal 
to provide an adequate sample. A fifth vertical timber was found to the south, behind the removed 
horizontal timber segment, beginning at 1.28m (4.2’) bgs with a rounded terminus and continuing 
into the visible soil at 2.3m (7.6’) depth. Packed behind the horizontal timbers and around the 
vertical Timber 5 lay a 10 YR 5/3 brown sandy loam soil matrix very dense with large, 
unarticulated fieldstones averaging .36m (1.2’) diameter.  
 
Feature PS 21 represented a portion of a sturdy wooden bulkhead or closed cribbing cell. The 
horizontal timbers lay flush and solid, pinned to the south by vertical elements; possibly additional 
vertical supports would be found along the north side as well with further excavation. The timbers 
were roughly finished, indicating they were intended as robust and practical structural elements, 
holding back a mass of rocky, large-grain landfill to the south. The north face of Feature PS 21 
may have lay open to the Peck Slip waterway, or it may have been part of a structural spine to the 
larger surrounding cribbing system created to shape the expanding landfill property in the 
waterfront area. 
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Dendrochronological testing performed on samples from Feature PS 21 dated the white pine’s 
felling to 1740 (Peck Slip FS 53), indicating this bulkhead section may have belonged to the pier 
running across the south side of Peck Slip during early filling of the water lots between Peck and 
Beekman Slips (Martin-Benito 2013:6). As noted above, according to the City of New York 
Topographical Bureau, this area was leased to Benjamin Peck by 1750, to be claimed as personal 
property if the owner bound and filled the land (Topographical Bureau 1820). The Common 
Council approved Benjamin Peck’s purchase of a fifty-foot stretch of water lot area east of his 
property on Queen Street was approved in 1737, ordering a pier to be built there by 1746 (MCC 
1675-1776 IV; 388-9). Peck’s water lots abutted a thin band of property owned by the Corporation 
on the south side of Peck Slip. Feature PS 21 timbers dating to 1740 indicated the stretch of 
cribbing represented by both Features PS 21 and 26, a matching set of crib timbers to the west, 
acted as a very early boundary to the Peck Slip waterway built during the gradual creation of land 
through water lots that formed the slip footprint. These timbers dated to the same era as a similar 
structure on the north side of Peck Slip, Feature PS 18. Features PS 18, PS 21, and PS 26 appeared 
to have been privately built wharves extending the Peck and Roosevelt properties into the East 
River, and later bounding property owned by the city Corporation on the south side. Likely these 
timber structures were among the first construction efforts undertaken to expand shoreline activity 
at Peck Slip into the river area. 
 
Feature PS 22 
Uncovered during mass excavation of PS Trench 29, Feature PS 22 consisted of a series of 
regularly sized and spaced rectangular wood planks below the modern concrete road base. 
Originally revealed in the northeast corner of PS Trench 29, these 2.1m (7’) long, 21cm (.7’) wide, 
9cm (.3’) thick timbers were all oriented north to south lengthwise, in a series running east to west 
roughly spaced 1.5m (5’) apart (Map 6.18). Feature PS 22 timbers lay at 42cm – 48cm (1.4’ - 1.6’) 
bgs embedded in the concrete road base, as if the road base had been poured directly atop the 
planks and the surrounding surface. Several timbers were found with square cut nails fixed in the 
terminal ends facing the surface pinning in iron plates, which were sampled (Peck Slip FS 50).  
 
Feature PS 22 documentation was concurrent with the timber removal; as the timbers were lodged 
within the road base concrete, they were not visible until the backhoe stripped the concrete. 
Concrete removal was performed in .91m – 1.2m (3’ - 4’) long sections, and the dislodged planks 
were inspected as they emerged. Observation of Feature PS 22 planks that remained embedded 
within the north trench wall provided accurate in situ spacing details. 
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Map 6.18: South side of Peck Slip and Front Street intersection, plan view showing position of 

scattered wood rail tie sets (Features PS 22 and PS 25). 
 
Feature PS 22 timbers first appeared 4.96m (16.3’) from the eastern edge of PS Trench 29 Section 
1 and 1.3m (4.3’) from the northern trench boundary. The planks continued to appear through 
Section 3, numbering sixteen timbers, although some gaps in the 1.5m (5’) spacing were present 
possibly due to previous construction work disturbances. Additional timbers matching the size and 
orientation of those found in PS Trench 29 appeared during later mass excavation in PS Trench 31 
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to the west. Three Feature PS 22 timbers were found in Section 1 of PS Trench 31, broken off and 
embedded in the north trench wall during road base stripping. Further west the road base appeared 
to dip deeper due to previous roadwork and repair that likely destroyed any remaining timbers in 
this area. 
 
The size and alignment of the Feature PS 22 timbers suggested these planks served as wooden ties 
to a trolley or streetcar system. The remaining iron plates would once have housed the couplings 
to attach the metal track rails to the wooden ties, likely stripped and salvaged once the railway was 
abandoned. Feature PS 22’s placement appears to match the location of a “street rail” marked on 
Bromley’s 1879 Atlas, indicating a mass transit railway, likely horse-drawn, once operated running 
east to west down the length of Peck Slip (Map 6.19).  
 

 
Map 6.19: Atlas of the entire city of New York (Bromley 1879) 

showing "Street Rails" as hashed lines running across the Seaport area. 
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Feature PS 23 
Note: Feature PS 23 is assessed in greater detail in Section VII. 
 
Utility replacement excavations at Peck Slip uncovered a dense deposit of ceramic and glass 
artifacts in the PS Trench 29 Section 2 mass excavation area. In order to expedite hand excavation 
around a series of modern utilities, construction crews had dug a back dirt collection area three 
feet deeper than their intended work depth of 1m (3.3’) below modern road surface. During 
excavation in this collection area, the backhoe operator disturbed and revealed a dense collection 
of primarily ceramic artifacts. Chrysalis archaeologists instructed the operator to place the 
disturbed contents aside for screening and halted excavation in the area. Once the contractor 
installed wooden shoring, the archaeological team proceeded to clean the area of modern fill and 
excavated the damaged feature stratigraphically to reveal an in-progress plan view along with 
north, south and west profiles (Maps 6.20 and 6.21). 
 
The deposit, labeled Feature PS 23, lay from 1.7m – 2.15m (5.8’ - 7.2’) bgs, 3.9m (12.8’) from the 
modern Peck Slip south curb line and 3.1m (10.2’) west of a utility box located in PS Trench 29 
Section 2. Feature PS 23 consisted of a very compact artifact deposit within a 10 YR 2/1 black 
sandy loam historic fill matrix. This historic fill surrounded the entire feature, beginning at 1.15m 
(3.8’) bgs and extending to the feature base. Within the historic fill directly above Feature PS 23, 
from 1.55m – 1.76m (5.1’ - 5.8’) (varying with thickness), lay a dense layer of broken mortar and 
brick fragments; this may be a similar deposit layer to the “demo fill” seen in the north half of 
Peck Slip (PS Trenches 15, 23, and 24). Modern water utilities and mottled clean fills sat above 
the brick-laden layer. Feature PS 23 terminated atop 10 YR 5/3 brown water-saturated sandy loam 
historic fill. 
 
Although backhoe soil removal impacted Feature PS 23, an in-progress plan view was possible 
after cleaning up loose, intruding back dirt (Image 6.07). The visible portion of the feature formed 
a semicircular segment that shrank in thickness towards its edges, from 27cm (.9’) in the southwest 
corner of the excavated area to 6cm (.2’) thick at the north and eastern extremes. Two test pits 
were excavated to confirm the borders of Feature PS 23: Test Pit 1, 45cm (1.5’) east of the west 
profile and Test Pit 2, 1.15m (3.8’) east of the first pit. Each test pit reached 2.28m (7.5’) bgs and 
revealed 10 YR 5/3 brown sandy loam devoid of artifacts. No distinct wood or stone borders were 
found intact around the edges of the artifact deposit. 
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Map 6.20: Feature PS 23 plan view with projected potential feature boundaries. 
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Map 6.21: Feature PS 23 south, west, and north profiles. 
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Image 6.07: Feature PS 23 surface in plan view, before major excavation, facing west. 

 
This feature likely represented a portion of a single dumping episode rather than a formal refuse 
disposal location with discrete boundaries. As the entirety of Feature PS 23 lay below and beyond 
the intended construction excavation depth, the Chrysalis team determined recordation and soil 
screening within and around the disturbed area was an appropriate strategy for documenting this 
feature. Though this expedited construction work and left remaining Feature PS 23 materials intact 
outside of the excavation area, but it did not reveal the full feature boundaries. Monitoring of 
additional project construction work in the area did not reveal any additional portions of Feature 
PS 23.  
 
Feature PS 23 yielded 6,228 artifacts from the excavated feature quadrant. The overwhelming 
majority of ceramics, consistency of ware and decorative style, and lack of use-wear indicate 
Feature PS 23 was a dump of commercial wares originally intended for sale. The identified 
potteries were all located in Staffordshire, England, suggesting this region as the source for the 
recovered ceramic material. The assemblage had a terminus post quem (TPQ) of 1828 based upon 
transfer-printed ceramics stamped with Thomas Mayer’s Stoke upon Trent location in operation 
between 1828 and 1836. As most of the other recovered ceramics were found to be produced 
between 1800 to the 1860s, the deposit was most likely made within the 1828-1836 window of 
Mayer’s Stoke upon Trent ceramic production.  
 
The Feature PS 23 items may have been discarded after breaking in transit, due to lack of interest 
in the material, or as a result of cleaning out shop merchandise. The assemblage did not show signs 
of private household use, as no cut marks or use-wear was evident across the materials and very 
few additional home items such as glassware or faunal refuse appeared in the feature. The limited 
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coarse earthenwares, glass and faunal items recovered during feature excavation may well have 
entered the assemblage due to the collection of or mixing with surrounding historic landfill that 
occupied the slipway. The few architectural pieces likely intruded into the assemblage from the 
“demo fill” layer immediately overlying Feature PS 23.  
 
Feature PS 23 was extremely similar to the Feature PS 15 commercial refuse deposit in its high 
percentage of unused Household ceramics. While Feature PS 15 is estimated to have been 
deposited around 1820, the artifacts in Feature PS 23 were probably discarded into the partially 
filled Peck Slip about a decade later based upon the transfer-printed whiteware production dates. 
Like the earlier deposit, Feature PS 23 was deposited into a slipway that already contained historic 
refuse as land filling and development pushed the usable slip area east toward the East River. The 
poorly bound Feature PS 23 appeared to be a one-time dump of convenience rather than part of a 
coordinated large-scale effort to fill the slip. This type of organized effort might have occurred 
later, as represented by the architectural debris-laden “demo fill” found atop historic fill 
surrounding the feature. The Feature PS 23 artifact assemblage is discussed in greater detail as part 
of the artifact analyses in Section VII. 
 
Feature PS 24 
Two rounded timber beams recovered from the PS Trench 29 Section 3 mass excavation area 
comprised Feature PS 24. The timbers surfaced during excavation of a .91m (3’) deep, 1.21m (4’) 
wide path for new utility line installations running east to west (4.5m – 6.3m (14.8’ - 20.7’)) from 
the south Peck Slip curb line. Timber 1 was a 9.4’ long, 1’ wide round beam with a staggered or 
flat-stepped taper at its west terminus. Its east end had a 1’ wide square notch cut around the entire 
timber, leaving 7cm (.25’) of rounded beam at its extreme east terminus. An additional 21cm (.7’) 
long, 9cm (.3’) wide rounded oval notch was also cut along the west side of this square notch, rust 
residue indicated this space once housed an iron bolt or spike. Timber 2, found adjacent to Timber 
1’s west end, was a 2.16m (7.1’) long, 30cm (1’) wide rounded timber with a blunt, flat saw cut 
west end and a broken east terminus. 
 
Timbers 1 and 2 both lay in a mixed fill context. Found at .85m (2.8’) bgs, Feature PS 24 sat within 
a 7.5 YR 4/4 reddish brown sand mottled with 10 YR 3/2 very dark greyish brown sandy loam 
context that appeared to be mixed, re-deposited historic fill. The timbers were unarticulated and 
lay loose within the fill.  
 
Feature PS 24 likely represented two disturbed components of timber cribbing. The joints and 
notching were more intricate and sophisticated than other intact timbers found throughout Peck 
Slip, possibly crafted at a later date or as part of a more complex system than the nearby square 
crib cell landfill retaining structures. It is also possible these timbers were remnants of a different 
type of timber structure unrelated to the landfill cribbing. Feature PS 24 was previously impacted, 
resulting in these members being jarred from their original position and left in fill. 
 
The two timbers from Feature PS 24 were removed from the excavation path after documentation. 
A wood sample, composed of three two-inch slices, was collected from Timber 1 for 
dendrochronological testing (Peck Slip FS 55). No artifacts were found in association with Feature 
PS 24. 
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Feature PS 26 
Feature PS 26 included a series of eleven intact pieces of wood forming a rectangular cribbing 
segment found in the southeast corner of PS Trench 29 Section 1 near the southern intersection of 
Peck Slip and South Street (Map 6.22). Excavation exposed Feature PS 26 during mechanical 
digging to remove and replace a concrete catch basin. 
 
Originally, a rounded timber measuring 1.8m (6’) long and 30cm (1’) diameter appeared laying 
disarticulated at 1.15m – 1.28m (3.8’ - 4.2’) bgs in a matrix of mixed historic fill and modern clean 
fill. As it was not clearly associated with any intact historic soils or structural components, 
excavators noted its size and position before discarding the timber. Further excavation below 1.8m 
(6’) uncovered an additional five intact beams. The main structural members appeared to be 
Timbers 1 and 2, 30cm (1’) wide square-finished beams running east to west 3.26m (10.71’) from 
the south Peck Slip curb line at 1.88m (6.2’) bgs. The two timbers were jointed together at a loose 
rectangular lap joint visible in Trench PS 29’s north profile. Timber 3 was a vertical, rounded, 
27cm (.9’) diameter beam in the west trench wall, extending from 1.4m (4.6’) bgs past the trench 
floor at 2.62m (8.6’) bgs. Timber 4 was another 27cm (.9’) diameter rounded timber, this element 
extending south from below Timber 2 and visible in the east trench wall at 2.19m (7.2’) bgs. 
Timber 4’s southern terminus was a rough, broken cut indicating prior feature disturbance. Clean-
up of the west PS Trench 29 wall revealed Timber 5, a 24cm (.8’) diameter round timber running 
north-south to abut Timber 3 at 2.19m (7.2’) bgs. Timber 5’s south terminus had also been 
previously broken off. Excavation within PS Trench 29 and around Feature PS 26 required 
continuous pumping to alleviate a great deal of groundwater infiltration below 1.8m (6’). 
Groundwater intrusion limited soil and feature visibility. 
 
Expansion of PS Trench 29 by an additional 30cm (1’) depth revealed additional cribbing timbers 
related to Feature PS 26. Along with Timber 5, the west trench wall held north-south Timbers 7, 
8 and 9; these round .25cm (.85’) diameter beams formed a stacked cribbing cell wall and lay 
jointed with east - west Timbers 1 and 11 in the north trench wall and Timbers 6 and 10 in the 
south trench wall. The joints, all simple stacks without noticeable notches or complex elements, 
formed a square cribbing cell with a 2.7m (9’) wide interior space. 
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Map 6.22: Southwest corner of Peck Slip and South Street, Feature PS 26 in plan view. 
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The east-west structural elements of Feature PS 26’s south cribbing wall, Timbers 6 and 10, lay 
18cm – 24cm (.6’ - .8’) from the south Peck Slip curb line, turning slightly north as they ran east. 
These rounded, 33cm (1.1’) diameter beams, found at 1.79m (5.9’) and 2.4m (7.9’) bgs, did not 
display any visible connected elements or terminal points in the east PS Trench 29 wall due to 
construction constraints with regard to excavation depth. It also appeared, based on the visible 
damage to Timber 4, that any north-south beams that would have once lay in the east trench wall 
were previously damaged and/or removed. Timber 6 appeared to have been cut by a chainsaw or 
similar implement in the past so that it abutted the older concrete catch basin along the curb line. 
Likely installation of this catch basin accounted for all or some of the damage to the Feature PS 
26 cribbing. 
 
The final identified Feature PS 26 member, Timber 11, ran east-west in the north wall at 2.4m (8’) 
bgs, below Timbers 1 and 2. This timber, visible in PS Trench 29’s north profile, completed the 
configuration of a roughly solid-walled cribbing cell formed through simple joints, utilizing 
slightly inconsistent timber elements. After documentation, Timbers 5, 6 and 10 were partially 
removed during installation of the new catch basin. Samples from these timbers were retained for 
dendrochronological testing (Peck Slip FS 56 and 57). The entirety of Feature PS 26 lay in a 10 
YR 2/1 black sandy loam historic fill context, with rock and river cobble inclusions growing in 
size and frequency with increasing depth to act as large-grain landfill.  
 
Although excavation constraints did not allow for a view of how this structure may have connected 
into the larger landfill arrangement, Feature PS 26 granted a fairly well intact view of the 
construction methodology of closed-cell cribbing on Peck Slip. Closed-cell cribbing might have 
been used to better contain a variety of fill material sizes than open-cell cribbing could enclose, as 
evidenced by the increasing inclusions of rock and river cobble in the Feature PS 26 interior fill. 
Further excavation around Feature PS 26 would reveal to what extent the closed cribbing cells in 
this area extended. Feature PS 26 shares its general position and orientation with Features PS 2 
and PS 21 along the south side of Peck Slip. These features may have been contemporaneous 
elements to formalize the landfill and slipway walls of the area. 
 
Feature PS 55 
Note: Feature PS 55 is discussed in greater detail in Section VII. 
 
Excavation for utility installations in front of modern No. 38 Peck Slip below the south Peck Slip 
sidewalk between Front and South Streets in PS Trench 40 uncovered Feature PS 55, a compact 
artifact deposit (Map 6.23). Hand excavation revealed Feature PS 55 beginning 25.4m (83.6’) from 
the modern west South Street curb line, 1.73m (5.7’) north of the current No. 38 Peck Slip building 
line. The 1.28m (4.2’) wide feature's east and west boundaries were visible while the north and 
south portions of the feature extended beyond the narrow .85m (2.8’) wide excavation trench. The 
highest artifact concentration lay across the .91m (3’) center-most portion of the feature. Feature 
PS 55 began at 39cm (1.3’) below the sidewalk surface and continued to 57cm (1.9’) below the 
sidewalk. Atop the deposit lay well-sorted 10 YR 5/3 brown loamy sand with 20% gravel 
inclusions, a manufactured fill matrix used as a base for the concrete sidewalk.  
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Map 6.23: Peck Slip between Front and South Streets, plan view Feature PS 55, bottom center. 
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Feature PS 55 contained a dense ceramic deposit consisting mostly of unglazed buff-bodied refined 
earthenware and stoneware ceramics within a 10 YR 5/3 brown mixed with 10 YR 4/2 dark greyish 
brown sandy loam matrix. The feature fill cut into 10 YR 5/3 brown loamy sand. West of the 
feature, this layer was only 4cm (.15’) thick where it overlaid 10 YR 4/3 brown mixed with 7.5 
YR 4/3 redder brown loamy sand on its west side. Below Feature PS 55 and its surrounding soil 
layers, a reddish brown 7.5 YR 5/4 – 4/4 loamy sand matrix ran consistently across Trench PS 40. 
Feature PS 55 appeared cut into a thin band of mixed fills lying atop this matrix. Four un-mortared, 
irregular-shaped schist blocks averaging about 36cm (1.2’) in diameter were situated at, roughly, 
the visible center of the deposit. The stone blocks lay in a rough north to south orientation, 
continuing into the south trench wall (Image 6.08). 
 

 
Image 6.08: Feature PS 55 south profile. 

 
Feature PS 55 was a dense, shallow deposit of mostly household containers and flower pots. There 
appeared to be at least minor use-wear on the materials, suggesting slightly used household items 
rather than commercial wares. The overlying clean fill sidewalk base likely truncated the deposit, 
making its original extent unclear and the sample collected during excavation potentially resulting 
in only a small portion of the full feature extent.  
 
Located at the front of a property area, it is unlikely this deposit represented a long-term refuse pit. 
Based on its location and the uniformity of recovered materials, Feature PS 55 may have served 
as an ad hoc shallow trash disposal pit for a single deposition episode made from a residential 
assemblage after 1868. Alternatively, if the schist block line found at the feature base and the 
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deposit continue significantly beyond the PS Trench 40 walls, the feature may represent an artifact 
deposit made around foundation fill for a former structure at this property. The shallow feature 
depth makes this hypothesis less likely, unless major land surface changes occurred since its 
deposition. The Feature PS 55 artifact assemblage is discussed in greater detail in the artifact 
analysis in Section VII.  
 
Feature PS 56 
Hand excavation in PS Trench 40 at the southeast Peck Slip and Front Street intersection 
uncovered Feature PS 56, an intact portion of cobblestone paving below the current Belgian block 
road way (Map 6.24). Cable service line installations below the newly replaced curb required 
tunneling PS Trench 40 1.2m (4’) below the curb radius in a .85m (2.8’) wide path. Excavation 
here was lower than the surrounding trench at 1.15m (3.8’) bgs, as opposed to .45m (1.6’) bgs 
across the rest of PS Trench 40. Feature PS 56 appeared at .79m (2.6’) bgs just inside the modern 
curb radius. Dry laid, ovoid cobbles ranging from about 12cm – 15cm (.4’ - .5’) in diameter made 
up Feature PS 56 (Image 6.09). The flint or fieldstone cobbles were laid into 7.5 YR 4/6 strong 
brown slightly loamy sand that was spread across the area from .89m - .97m (2.95’ - 3.2’) bgs. 
Below this lay a very dark 10 YR 2/1 black loamy sand, changing to a more reddish 7.5 YR 4/2 
reddish brown loamy sand at 3.5’ bgs which continued to the trench floor at 1.21m (4’) deep. The 
visible portion of the Feature PS 56 cobbles measured .76m by .85m (2.5’ by 2.8’). The cobbles 
terminated .38m (1.25’) behind the modern curb line but appeared to extend north and west beyond 
the excavation limits.  A very thin, less than 1.5cm (.05’) layer of dark 10 YR 2/1 black silty loam 
blanketed the top of the cobblestones. The feature was documented in place before utility 
installations required disassembly of a 60cm (2’) stretch of the cobblestones (Image 6.10). 
 
Feature PS 56 represented a portion of historic cobblestone paving, likely the road surface that 
once stretched across the Peck Slip and Front Street area after the area was filled and leveled in 
the 1830s. Its appearance southeast of the modern curb line indicated the roadbed once extended 
into what has now become the sidewalk area. Expansion might have come during its formalization 
after the slip was filled in the mid-nineteenth century or during the twentieth century, as there was 
a 60cm (2’) discrepancy between mid-century Sanborn and Manhattan Land Book maps (AKRF 
2007:IV-18). The thin, silty film atop the cobbles may have been dirt that collected upon the road 
surface when the road was in operation. Feature PS 56 provided a useful indication of surface 
depth of the road layer that is at least as old as the late-nineteenth century. 
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Map 6.24: Peck Slip and Front Street southeast intersection, Feature PS 56 in plan view. 
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Image 6.09: Feature PS 56 in plan view below modern curb, facing west. 

 

 
Image 6.10: Feature PS 56 plan view detail after partial disassembly, facing west. 
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PECK SLIP BETWEEN WATER STREET AND FRONT STREET 
 
PS Trenches 2, 5 – 9, 21 – 25, 30 and 31 were excavated in the Peck Slip Area between Water and 
Front Streets (Maps 6.25 and 6.26). PS Trenches 24 and 31 were located on the north and south 
side of Peck Slip, respectively, and were subdivided into 15m (50’) long sections to better 
document soil changes. Impacts on the south side of Peck Slip in this area were limited to around 
.54m (1.8’), with a narrow span of interior trench work extending to 1.2m (4’) bgs across the east-
west extent of the block. This targeted deeper excavation exhibited mixed clean soil fills to around 
.88m (2.9’) bgs before changing over to 10YR 2/1 black sandy loam re-deposited historic soil 
(Table 6.05). A span ranging from 6.1m - 9.1m (20’ - 30’) wide running down the center of Peck 
Slip remained unexcavated, utilized as a construction staging area throughout the project’s 
duration.  
 
Impacts within Peck Slip’s north side in this area were more extensive, with PS Trench 23 and its 
subsequent mass excavation expansion across the roadway in PS Trench 24 generally extending 
to 1.8m (6’) bgs. Peck Slip’s north side showed general stratigraphic divisions into modern soils 
related to roadway and utility construction to 1.5m (5’) bgs, a thin band of historic fill with dense 
brick and mortar fragment inclusions to 1.7m (5.6’) bgs, and darker historic fills with less dense 
artifact and brick and shell fragment inclusions to at least 2.3m (7.8’) bgs (Table 6.06). 
 
Table 6.05: Peck Slip between Water and Front Streets, south side, general stratigraphy. 

STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .39m 

(0 – 1.3ˈ) 
Belgian block atop 
concrete road base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II  .39m - .88m 
(1.3’ – 2.9’) 

Sand 10YR 4/3 
7.5 YR 6/4 

Modern utility fill. 

III .88m – 1.2m 
(2.9’ – 4’) 

Sandy loam 10YR 2/1 Historic fill. Brick and shell fragment 
inclusions. 

 
Table 6.06: Peck Slip between Water and Front Street, north side, general stratigraphy. 

STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .39m 

(0 – 1.3ˈ) 
Belgian block atop 
concrete road base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II  .39m – 1.5m 
(1.3’ – 5’) 

Sand 
Loamy sand 

10YR 4/3 
7.5 YR 4/3 
7.5 YR 4/4 

Modern utility fills. 

III 1.5m – 
1.65m 
(5’ – 5.4’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/1 Historic fill. Brick and shell fragment 
inclusions. 

IV 1.65m – 
1.77m 
(5.4’ – 5.8’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 2/1 Historic fill dense with brick rubble, 
mortar and shell fragments. 
“Demolition fill” layer similar to that 
found in west half of PS Trenches 15 
and 29. 

V 1.77m – 
2.04m 
(5.8’ – 6.7’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 2/1 Historic fill with oyster shell and small 
brick fragments.  
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Map 6.25: Peck Slip between Water and Front Streets - archaeological features plan view. 
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Map 6.26: Peck Slip between Water and Front Streets – excavation trenches in plan view. 
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The brick-laden fill found around 1.64m - 1.76m (5.4’ - 5.8’) bgs was likely large-grain 
“demolition fill”. This was also found continuing east down Peck Slip to the center of PS Trench 
15 (Image 6.11). It represented disposal of locally razed building materials and refuse into the 
partially filled, open slipway before its formal paving. This layer post-dated the grillage cribbing 
complex (Feature PS 17) found in PS Trench 24 Section 3. 
 

 
Image 6.11: Demolition fill layer visible on the north side of  

Peck Slip in south profile within PS Trench 23 Section 2. 
 
Key elements found during the Peck Slip excavation between Water and Front Streets in addition 
to landfill soil matrices were timber cribbing, sewers with drainage connections, wood water 
mains, and an artifact deposit. Additionally, sidewalk excavation uncovered former structural 
foundations on the north side of Peck Slip. 
 
PS Trench 2 excavation at Peck Slip’s south side near its intersection with Front Street uncovered 
a well-preserved segment of closed-cell cell timber cribbing, Feature PS 2. The stacked, squared 
timber elements with tapering, notched perpendicular support beams running away from the open 
slip area resembled the cribbed wharf or bulkhead walls seen in South Street and along the sides 
of the slipway further east (Features PS 13, PS 18, PS 21 and PS 26). Dendrochronological testing 
performed on Feature PS 2 samples (Peck Slip FS 1 and 2) identified yellow pine and hemlock 
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were utilized for the timber elements, with a hemlock sample’s felling dated to 1797 (Martin-
Benito 2013:6). While this feature was aligned along the same axis as Features PS 21 and PS 26 
further east, the timber sample date suggested it belonged to a later construction element. It is 
likely, however, this complex served a similar function as the elements found further east on Peck 
Slip: to form a boundary between the open slip area and the landfill soil of the recently-filled water 
lot properties immediately to the south. As property owners filled and formalized the landscape 
and architecture on Peck Slip’s south side, these types of wharf or crib structures might have 
needed repairs to open-air elements and/or expansion and reconstruction as property boundaries 
fluctuated.  
 
Also revealed on Peck Slip between Water and Front Streets were two brick sewers running east-
west down the street center, Features PS 5 and PS 12. Feature PS 5, uncovered in PS Trench 9 at 
the Front Street intersection, had a French style stone-capped drain emptying into its north side. 
This brick and bluestone drain, Feature PS 8, ran south from a lengthy, mostly intact stretch along 
the west side of Front Street. An additional French drain with similar construction style appeared 
running south from the center of Peck Slip in this area. It was unclear if this drain emptied into 
either of the sewer features identified in the area. The large brick sewers had roughly ovoid 
construction profiles with signs of modern modifications to increase their lifespan in the form of 
internal mesh and plaster wall coatings. These sewers continued to operate as modern storm water 
runoff drains presumably emptying into the East River. 
 
An intact artifact deposit along the north side of Peck Slip between Water and Front Streets was 
recovered from PS Trench 24. This deposit, Feature PS 15, included mostly pearlware and 
creamware ceramics with no apparent use-wear. This feature represents bulk commercial refuse 
disposal made over the open sides of the Feature PS 16 wood pier into the partially-filled slipway 
around 1820 (Map 6.27). 
 
Feature PS 15 lay against a closed-cell cell crib element lining the north side of Peck Slip, Feature 
PS 16. The rounded, flush timbers showed evidence of a rough, planked horizontal surface wedged 
between the flush timbers that would have extended north below the modern sidewalk area. Feature 
PS 10, a heavily damaged cribbing cell, appeared north of this closed wharf line. This cell may 
have belonged to the same pier wall complex, underpinning landfill north of the partially filled 
slipway. Notably, dendrochronological testing revealed two samples from Features PS 16 and PS 
10 were likely sourced from the same tree. Additionally, testing performed on a sample from the 
Fulton Street project two blocks south indicated timbers used in both complexes shared a single 
timber source, possible utilizing the same tree for their construction elements (Martin-Benito 
2013:14). This connection implies construction activity was occurring en masse across the South 
Street Seaport, with builders sourcing material in bulk to complete concurrent landfilling and 
retaining projects.  
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Map 6.27: Peck Slip archaeological features excavations plan view, Feature PS 15. 
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The Peck Slip Area between Water and Front Streets revealed a third type of cribbing complex in 
the form of timber grillage. At Peck Slip’s north side near its Water Street intersection, Feature PS 
17 appeared along the same axis as the Feature PS 16 east-west stretch of pier wall timbers (Map 
6.28). Feature PS 17 included east-west timbers matching the size, alignment, construction and 
depth of those seen further east. This segment, however, included a dense stretch of horizontal 
parallel north-south timbers partially overlaying the east-west elements. These very roughly 
finished timbers varied in size from several inches to just over .3m (1’) in diameter. Large 
fieldstone blocks were laid atop this layer of timbers, with the brick-laden demolition fill found 
across Peck Slip atop the stone layer. The unarticulated nature of the stone and regularity of the 
unfinished timber layer suggests Feature PS 17 was a section of grillage, a type of landfill platform 
with minimal fastening (McDonald 2011:45). The grillage may have served as bulk landfilling or 
acted as a type of floor to help contain or sink large grain fill within shallower crib cells that were 
not evident within the open excavation area. 
 
Excavations into the Peck Slip sidewalks exposed evidence of previous structural foundations 
along the north side of the slip. Sidewalk excavation was generally limited to .3m (1’) or less below 
surface to remove and replace existing concrete, with impacts revealing shallow layers of modern 
sand fill and RCA similar to that seen on Peck Slip sidewalks further east. Limited views below 
the modern clean fill showed 10YR 4/3 brown mixed with 10YR 5/4 yellowish brown sandy 
matrices with brick fragment inclusions. Two segments of .3m (1’) wide brickwork, Feature PS 
28, located .9m to 1.37m (3’ - 4.5’) from the present day No. 1 Peck Slip building line, possibly 
represented foundation or internal wall elements from a previous structure at this lot that had 
extended further into the sidewalk area than the modern building line. This structure appeared to 
have had a brick coal chute extending from its south boundary, Feature PS 29. Additionally, a 
brick and bluestone construction extending south from the No. 1 Peck Slip building line near the 
Water Street intersection appeared to be a former entranceway built into a previous phase of 
bluestone sidewalk (Feature PS 30). 
 
The north side of Peck Slip yielded several segments of hollowed pine timber that were used as 
wooden water mains (Feature PS 42). The two recovered pieces were found directly below the 
modern curb line near Water Street at 1.2m (3.95’) bgs in an extension to PS Trench 23 Section 3 
for installation of a new fire hydrant connection. These two sections of timber represented a 
segment of the Manhattan Company’s wooden water delivery system. Founded in 1799, the 
Manhattan Company constructed a water pipe system of pine logs to serve individual properties 
in lower Manhattan beginning in 1801 (see Section VIII for a more detailed discussion). Highly 
decayed wood elements found in the Peck Slip Area to the west between Pearl and Water Streets 
along the same orientation may have been additional portions of this same water delivery line. 
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Map 6.28: Peck Slip plan view at Feature PS 17 on the northeast corner of  

the Peck Slip and Water Street intersection. 
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FEATURES 
 
Feature PS 2 
PS Trench 2 excavation for catch basin installations along the modern Peck Slip south curb 
revealed a stacked series of cribbing timbers with associated brace beams west of Front Street 
(Map 6.29). A line of .30m (1’) wide square-cut timbers laid flush atop one another running east 
to west .91m (3’) from the south Peck Slip curb formed the main bulk of the feature. This timber 
wall first appeared at 1.31m (4.3’) bgs and extended to the base of excavation at 2.98m (9.8’) bgs; 
no terminal timber was visible at this depth. These rectangular timbers extended beyond the 
excavation area, so their total length could not be determined; however, 2.4m (8’) of continuous 
timber was visible for each beam in the trench’s north profile. In the northwest corner of PS Trench 
2, the top course of beams was only partially complete. Based on gaps in the beams, at least one 
timber and possibly additional upper courses had been removed during a previous construction 
episode. A 18cm (.6’) wide, 12cm (.4’) deep square notch was visible in the second course of 
timbers in the north profile (Image 6.12). No extant crossbeam was secured in this notch, but a 
1.8m (6’) long disarticulated beam recovered during excavation at 1.5m (5’) bgs likely once lay 
within the joint. This rounded beam featured two tapered ends, each of which could have fit 
soundly into the notch. The square timberline lay below and within a 10 YR 3/1 very dark grey 
sandy loam historic fill matrix containing a small amount of oyster shell fragments and brick 
rubble.  
 
An additional east-west timber appeared at 1.73m (5.7’) bgs along the south trench wall; this 1’ 
diameter round timber lay .57m (1.9’) south of the modern curb line. An 18cm (.6’) by 12cm (.4’) 
notch was cut into the top of this timber along the same axis as the notch cut into the second course 
of the square timber line. The 1.5m (5’) gap between the square timber line and this rounded timber 
makes it highly probably that the retained double-tapered round timber had been a cross-brace laid 
into the notches on both east-west timber lines. As this beam impeded deeper exploratory 
excavation and construction goals, it was removed after documentation in place and a wood sample 
was retained for dendrochronological analysis (Peck Slip FS 2). 
 
At 1.8m (6’) bgs, the groundwater previously trickling into the trench began to inundate the 
excavation area. Crews attempted to remove the water using 2- and 3-inch pumps, but this effort 
was only moderately successful. Water pooling in the excavation trench highly compromised 
visibility beyond 1.8m (6’) bgs. 
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Map 6.29: South side of Peck Slip at Front Street, excavation plan view Feature PS 2. 
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Image 6.12: Notch in Feature PS 2 north wall revealed during de-watering. 
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Intact crossbeams protruding south from the Feature PS 2 square timber wall appeared at 8’ bgs. 
These beams were each .36m (1.2’) wide rounded timbers that extended from a secure joint in the 
square timber line. The details of the notch closure could not be determined due to the water table 
encroachment within the trench and the flush joints formed between the perpendicular timbers. It 
seems likely that these cross-beams were secured with a taper-and-notch style construction as seen 
in the cross-beam connection found around 1.5m (5’) bgs between the square timber line and the 
secondary east-west round timber. The crossbeams at 2.4m (8’) bgs were spaced .76m (2.5’) from 
each other. A wood sample was collected for dendrochronological analysis from the westernmost 
timber (Peck Slip FS 1). No additional east-west timbers associated with these cross beams were 
visible in the PS Trench 2 south wall. Visibility was poor at this depth, however, and the trench 
width shrank with increasing depth in order to form a more structurally sound slanted south wall, 
possibly obscuring any other extant timbers. 
 
Feature PS 2's rectangular timber wall represented closed cribbing construction, forming a solid 
barrier with cross-bracing branching behind the wall face (McDonald 2007:42-43). The structure 
may have acted as a bulkhead or pier, forming a solid face against an open or water-filled area 
while retaining large or fine grain landfill material behind it (Map 6.30). Feature PS 2 may have 
acted as a barrier against the open Peck Slip waterway while helping to retain landfill added further 
south as the blocks between Front and Water Streets were filled and used for residential and 
commercial occupancy. Alternatively, activities to fill the entire Peck Slip area, including the once-
active slipway, may have utilized wall or closed-cell cribbing across a wide area. Closed-cell 
cribbing might have been used to better contain a variety of fill material sizes than open-cell 
cribbing could enclose. Further excavation north of the recovered Feature PS 2 portions would 
reveal if the squared timbers form a solid wall face or included additional cross-beams to form 
cribbing cells running north into the Peck Slip water way. Feature PS 2 was very similar in 
structure to Feature PS 7, a section of wall cribbing on South Street.  
 
As stated previously, dendrochronological testing performed on Feature PS 2 samples revealed 
yellow pine and hemlock formed the timber elements, with a hemlock sample’s harvest dated to 
1797 (Martin-Benito 2013:6). The timber sample date suggested it belonged to a later construction 
element than Features PS 21 and PS 26. It is likely, however, that this complex served a similar 
function to the elements found further east on Peck Slip: to form a boundary between the open slip 
area and the landfill soil of the recently-filled water lot properties immediately to the south.  
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Map 6.30: Feature PS 2 in plan view with projection of  

further Peck Slip south bulkhead in unexposed area. 
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Feature PS 5 
Running east to west down the center of Peck Slip Feature PS 5 was an active 4-ft diameter brick 
and mortar sewer. First identified in PS Trench 5 and subsequently in the PS Trench 9 enlargement, 
this feature lay at .85m (2.8’) below the modern road surface and 10.51m (34.5’) from the south 
Peck Slip curb line. The sewer featured horizontal brick construction with a thin (less than 1.5cm 
[.05’]) layer of mortar or plaster pasted somewhat unevenly across its surface. Feature PS 5 lay 
within a 10 YR 3/1 very dark grey sandy loam historic fill matrix, below 10 YR 4/2 dark greyish 
brown sandy re-deposited clean fill. A 15cm – 45cm (.5’ – 1.5’) thick ring consisting of a mottled 
context of the two surrounding soil matrices lay around the feature, representing either a builder’s 
trench from its construction or backfilling episodes from subsequent utility work in and around the 
sewer. 
 
Several newer utilities intersected Feature PS 5. A 6-inch cast iron pipe running north to south cut 
into the sewer along the east wall of PS Trench 9, emptying into Feature PS 5. Construction crews 
removed this abandoned line and patched the holes of its entry points to the sewer. A 12-inch 
diameter water line running north to south through PS Trench 5 also bisected Feature PS 5. 
Installation of this water line had forced previous workers to drill out a portion of the top of Feature 
PS 5 in order to provide a .91m (3’) ground clearance for the metal pipe. This water main was 
replaced with a new line along the same footprint as part of the Peck Slip Reconstruction project. 
The new line was installed in the same channel cut through the top of Feature PS 5 in which the 
previous water main lay and was sealed with new mortar. No artifacts were recovered in 
association with Feature PS 5. 

Feature PS 5 was likely the same sewer line depicted in Lloyd’s 1867 map running east to west 
down Peck Slip, parallel to a second sewer line that may represent Feature PS 12 (Map 6.31). The 
order of installation for these two sewers is not clear. Feature PS 5 proved to be an active water 
drainage system. When the construction crew removed the 6-inch cast iron pipe intersecting the 
sewer, the feature displayed clean cement holding in place a mesh screen around the interior of the 
drain. This is a common element of combined water and sewage service drainpipes. Modern utility 
maps list a modified sewer at this location. It appears modern workers updated Feature PS 5 with 
a cement lining to aid its structural integrity and a mesh wrapping for easier cleaning.  
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Map 6.31: Sewer lines depicted on Lloyd's Mammoth Map  

of the business portion of New York City (Lloyd 1867). 
 
Feature PS 8 
Feature PS 8 consisted of a mortared brick and bluestone French drain found along PS Trench 9's 
west wall (Map 6.32). The structure, located 1.92m (6.3’) bgs and oriented north-south, was made 
up of two rows of three courses of alternately aligned bricks sandwiched between cut bluestone 
slabs. A dry, sandy mortar joined the structural elements. Several pieces of the bluestone cap were 
missing, disjointed by the backhoe used for excavation before hand-digging to expose the feature. 
Feature PS 8 had a total height of .48m (1.6’) and width of .67m (2.2’), although the west boundary 
was partially obscured by the west PS Trench 9 wall (Image 6.13). The drain appeared to empty 
to the south into Feature PS 5, the brick sewer running west to east across PS Trenches 5 and 9, 
though construction shoring within PS Trench 9 obscured the view of the connection joint between 
the features. A mass of sandy mortar was the only visible portion of their connection; it is likely 
that Feature PS 8 emptied into Feature PS 5 through a simple cut and mortared hole. A 1.21m (4’) 
long span of the feature was documented and deconstructed in order to shore PS Trench 9 for 
further construction activity. 
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Feature PS 8 lay within a 7.5 YR 4/4 reddish brown sandy builder’s trench, which extended 3cm 
– 6cm (.1’ - .2’) around the feature. Below the feature lay a clean 7.5 YR 4/3 lighter reddish brown 
sandy historic fill, similar to that seen deposited below Features PS 15 and PS 16 further west 
within Peck Slip. A mottled combination of 10 YR 4/2 dark greyish brown sand and 10 YR 3/1 
very dark grey sandy clay loam filled the interior of the drain, probably having trickled into the 
damaged and abandoned drain from the surrounding PS Trench 9 soil matrices.  
  
Excavation in PS Trench 21 at the intersection of Front Street and Peck Slip revealed a second 
portion of Feature PS 8. Located 6.7m (22’) south of the modern curb line along the same north-
south trajectory visible in PS Trench 9, Feature PS 8 again appeared as a mortared brick and 
bluestone structure. The drain was visible only in north profile, having been impacted and partially 
destroyed by previous utility work. This segment of Feature PS 8 lay slightly shallower than in PS 
Trench 9 at 1.76m (5.8’) bgs, confirming that the drain pitched down to the south toward Feature 
PS 5.  
 
Excavation of PS Trench 33 along the west half of Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street 
revealed an extensive, mostly intact stretch of the Feature PS 8 drain. Located from .73m (2.4’) to 
1.34m (4.4’) east from the west Front Street curb line, Feature PS 8 ran 3.29m (10.8’) from the 
southern boundary of PS Trench 33 Section 1 north for 21.57m (70.8’) before turning west and 
running below the curb and sidewalk area in PS Trench 33 Section 2 (Image 6.14). The southern 
end of Feature PS 8 in this area appeared to have been impacted and destroyed in the past, likely 
by previous utility work. An oil-o-static line punctuated the drain, a 10-inch sewer service running 
to Feature PS 32 and a broken and abandoned 8” cast-iron pipe extended out of its east face towards 
Feature PS 32. 
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Map 6.32: West side of Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street,  

Feature PS 8 in plan view. 
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Image 6.13: PS Feature 8 west profile. 

 

 
Image 6.14: Feature PS 8 turning south from west Front Street curb  

in PS Trench 33 Section 2; facing east.  
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Within PS Trench 33, Feature PS 8 lay at 1.52m – 1.55m (5’ – 5.1’) below the modern road surface, 
sloping lower to drain south toward Peck Slip. It sat within a 10 YR 3/1 very dark grey sandy loam 
historic fill matrix, which continued below the feature’s terminus at 2.25m (7.4’) bgs. No artifacts 
were recovered in association with Feature PS 8 in any of the three trenches documented. 
 
Disassembly of Feature PS 8 within PS Trench 33 offered a comprehensive view of the feature’s 
construction. A cross-section of the feature, visible in profile during its deconstruction, revealed a 
stone cap mortared atop four courses of brick, a top layer of headers followed by three courses of 
stretchers (Image 6.15). Feature PS 8 had a rounded bottom in this area, forming a U-shape in 
profile, accomplished by mortaring two courses of stretchers at a concave angle within a frame 
made of wood slats. The wood frame, constructed of thin (less than 4cm [.15’] thick) planks from 
6cm – 15cm (.2’ – 5’) wide and 30cm – 91cm (1’ – 3’) long, formed a 85cm – 91cm (2.8’ – 3’) 
wide cradle for the brick base atop a 10cm (.35’) thick 10 YR 3/2 very dark greyish brown loamy 
medium-sand graded soil base. 10 YR 5/2 greyish brown sandy clay loam packed the brick sides 
and some sections of the base of Feature PS 8, probably acting as an additional clay water seal 
around the drain. A black silty loam 10 YR 2/1 buildup clogged 24cm (.8’) of the interior of Feature 
PS 8, probably as a result of organic materials and runoff accumulating in the drain over time. 
Disassembly yielded a brick and mortar sample (FS 65) but no associated artifacts were observed. 
 

 
Image 6.15: Feature PS 8 west profile entering PS Trench 33 west wall. 

 
Feature PS 8 acted as a small drainage line running from a structure on the west side of Front Street 
30m (95’) north of Peck Slip. The concrete-lined, U-shaped drain flowed from Front Street south 
to larger sewers found at Peck Slip that emptied into the East River. While some of these larger 
sewers were modified and are still in use, stone and brick French drains were not well suited to 
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carrying high volumes of waste. Household waste would likely clog the small drain, catch in sharp 
turns, and be difficult to clean due to Feature PS 8’s depth below the roadway. French drains like 
Feature PS 8 and Feature PS 41 may have had some use for sewage removal but were probably 
chiefly installed to drain groundwater from basements and to clear pooling water from streets. 
 

 
Image 6.16: Feature PS 8 south profile.  

Mortared brick wall below perpendicular arched brick portion. 
 
 
Feature PS 9 
Feature PS 9 first appeared as an arched brick and mortar structure found in PS Trench 22’s south 
wall. Beginning at .6m (2’) bgs, two courses of mortared bricks formed an arch 1.7m (5.6’) wide 
opening to the north and south, descending to a depth of 2.19m (7.2’) bgs. A 12-inch diameter 
ceramic pipe lay at .67m (2.2’) bgs, centered in the middle of the brick archway and also aligned 
north-south. The top or keystone section of the arch was missing, disturbed by intrusive electric 
utilities to .6m (2’) bgs. Starting at 1m (3.3’) bgs, a wall of mortared brick filled the span between 
the arch columns to a depth of 2.19m (7.2’), terminating atop an un-mortared and roughly 
articulated .18m (.6’) thick row of large fieldstones (Image 6.16). This brick “wall” had a convex 
shape, curving slightly out on its south face. A soil collapse during excavation destroyed this brick 
and mortar “wall”, which terminated after two courses, and revealed three additional cribbing 
timbers behind the wall and associated with Feature PS 10. 
 
 
A 10 YR 3/1 very dark grey sandy loam soil matrix to 1.25m (4.1’) bgs surrounded Feature PS 9. 
Below this, to the floor of PS Trench 22 at 2.74m (9’) bgs, lay a 10 YR 2/1 black sandy loam with 
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stone cobble inclusions increasing in size with depth. Within the Feature PS 9 archway and 
surrounding the ceramic pipe lay a moist, organic 10 YR 2/1 black sandy loam devoid of 
inclusions.  
 
Further excavation south of PS Trench 22 revealed additional portions of Feature PS 9, identified 
as the same feature due to matching alignment and material construction. The top of the brick arch 
appeared in Section 1 of PS Trenches 23 and 24 at 1.34m (4.4’) and 1.61m (5.3’) bgs, respectively. 
Two parallel lines of brick ran north to south along the arch top, laid flat as a cap or spine across 
the conduit (Image 6.17). This portion of the feature had been removed by utility work in the 
section visible within PS Trench 22. In the north profile of PS Trench 23, Feature PS 9 displayed 
a curved brick bottom below a 12-inch cast iron pipe. As in PS Trench 22, a 10 YR 2/1 black sandy 
loam matrix surrounded Feature PS 9 in PS Trenches 23 and 24. Feature PS 9 yielded no 
definitively associated artifacts. 
 

 
Image 6.17: Feature PS 9 plan view with brick arch cap. PS Trench 23, Section 1, facing south. 

 
Feature PS 9 likely represented a periodically modified and updated water or sewage service line 
running south from the property occupying the lot at the northeast Peck Slip and Front Street 
intersection. The brick archway served as a housing or covering for a large ceramic utility pipe, 
updated or repaired with cast-iron over time. The feature sloped down as it ran south, possibly 
draining into one of the large brick sewers running east down Peck Slip toward the East River. The 
convex brick wall may not be related to the water or sewer utility, but instead be a barrel vault or 
spread footer related to the basement of the nearby Peck Slip property, terminating in a sturdy 
stone foundation.  
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Feature PS 10 
Feature PS 10 consisted of a series of several round wooden cribbing timbers located in PS Trench 
22 4.5m (15’) from Front Street below the modern curb (Map 6.33). The timbers were located 
from 1.88m (6.2’) to 2.7m (9’) bgs, all found within a 10 YR 2/1 black sandy loam matrix 
containing small- to medium-size chert cobbles. This fill was consistent with historic landfill found 
throughout Peck Slip. Two .3m (1’) thick rounded timbers were found running north to south; the 
first, at 1.88m (6.2’) bgs, was found in the east PS Trench 22 profile without any notching or joints. 
The second north-south timber, at 2.74m (9’) bgs in the center of PS Trench 22, was found in the 
trench floor, so its terminal depth could not be determined. It did not appear to be notched or 
jointed. Both north-south timbers abutted two courses of stacked, rounded beams running east to 
west. The east timbers were .3m (1’) thick and located from 1.9m – 2.68m (6.3’ – 8.8’) bgs in PS 
Trench 22’s south profile. A .3m (1’) wide collapse of soils in the south wall of PS Trench 22 
revealed a .18m (.6’) thick upright timber in the center of the south profile, abutting the south side 
of the stacked timber courses, likely as a support. 
 
An additional east to west timber was found at 1.8m (6’) bgs 2.07m (6.8’) south of PS Trench 22. 
The beam was 2.4m (8’) long, .27m (.9’) wide, with a saddle notch cut .76m (2.5’) from its east 
end. The notch still contained a .3m (1’) long square-headed iron spike, although no adjoining 
timber remained (Image 6.18). A four-piece sample from this timber was retained for 
dendrochronological analysis (Peck Slip FS 18).  
 
Feature PS 10 appeared to be a segment of open-cell cribbing formed by a spine of stacked timber 
courses supported by branches of horizontal and vertical brace beams. Like Features PS 2 and PS 
7, Feature PS 10 exhibited saddle notches as a joining method mid-timber. The square-cut with 
iron spike evident in Feature PS 10 was unique to this feature. Installation or maintenance of the 
basement and foundation wall in the north wall of PS Trench 22 previously impacted Feature PS 
10. The original height of the cribbing structure was unclear, as the timbers were only present 
within the historic landfill layer extant at 1.88m (6.2’) bgs. It is possible this context lay at a more 
shallow depth in the past before being cut by utility and road installations. 
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Map 6.33: Peck Slip excavation plan view centered on Feature PS 10. 
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Image 6.18: Feature PS 10 square notch with embedded iron spike. 

 
 
Feature PS 11 
Feature PS 11 refers to a basement or sub-basement wall found running east to west in the north 
profile of PS Trench 22 (Map 6.33). Extending from .3m – 2.28m (1’ – 7.5’) bgs, this structure 
was composed of poured concrete to a depth of 1.8m (6’) bgs. Below this concrete lay two courses 
of un-mortared, articulated stone approximately 30cm by 15cm (1’ by .5’) thick, which formed a 
lip protruding 21cm (.7’) south from the concrete. A 15cm (.5’) thick rounded beam lay along the 
south face of the stone courses at 2.13m (7’) bgs. PS Feature 11 abutted 10 YR 3/1 very dark grey 
sandy loam fill to 2m (6.6’), below this lay 10 YR 2/1 black sandy loam with increasingly large 
cobblestone inclusions as depth increased. Both of these matrices resembled historic landfill seen 
throughout Peck Slip. No artifacts were found in association with the feature. 
 
Feature PS 11 likely represented a more modern concrete foundation resting atop an older stone 
foundation base. Without breaking the concrete portion or viewing its construction methodology, 
it was difficult to assign a date to the lower stone construction. The stone courses were unusual in 
their construction for foundations found in the Peck Slip area, being particularly regular, thin, and 
even in size; this may be evidence that Feature PS 11’s stone portion post-dates other stone 
foundation walls found at Peck Slip. The timber beam found alongside the stone portion may have 
acted as part of the framework for the stonework installation. 
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Feature PS 12 
Located along the north side of Peck Slip within PS Trenches 24 and 25, Feature PS 12 consisted 
of a 1.15m (3.8’) wide mortared brick sewer line (Map 6.33). The feature ran east to west at 1.92m 
(6.3’) bgs, from 8.9m – 9.3m (29.2’ – 30.5’) from the modern Peck Slip north curb line, running 
closer to the curb as it continued west. Discovered during mass excavation at the intersection of 
PS Trenches 24 and 25, Feature PS 12 ran along the south boundary of PS Trench 24 through 
Sections 1 and 2. The feature was noted but not fully exposed and cleaned as it continued further 
west and lay below the terminal construction depths in these areas. The sewer was composed of a 
single course of brick headers with a sandy mortar binding the bricks. 
 
Feature PS 12 was found within a 10 YR 3/1very dark grey mottled with 10 YR 2/1 black sandy 
loam builder’s trench that extended 18cm (.6’) around the entire sewer. The builder’s trench and 
feature were located within a 10 YR 3/1 very dark grey sandy loam found consistently throughout 
the excavation area as historic landfill. 
 
Construction constraints required removing a 24cm (.8’) wide section of Feature PS 12 at the 
intersection of PS Trenches 24 and 25 in order to install a new water main, making it possible to 
inspect the feature’s interior profile and fill. Water, possibly from water table encroachment, was 
still running at a trickle through the interior of Feature PS 12. There did not appear to be any 
modern maintenance or cleaning performed on this sewer, unlike the alterations made to Feature 
PS 5. 
 
Feature PS 12’s builder’s trench yielded eight artifacts. Six refined earthenware ceramics -- two 
creamware, two pearlware, and two whiteware sherds -- were recovered, though they were of an 
indeterminate form due to their extremely small and fragmented nature. Two olive, free-blown 
wine bottle bases were also found. Based on the presence of whiteware fragments, the builder’s 
trench had a TPQ of 1815. A sample of Feature PS 12’s brick and mortar elements were also 
collected (FS 19). 
 
Feature PS 12 appeared to be a sewer or water line serving the Peck Slip area. It was unclear if this 
sewer predated the other nearby sewer Features PS 5 and PS 6, although it was likely constructed 
after 1815 and covered with re-deposited fill. Feature PS 14, a stone-capped French style drain, 
appeared to empty into Feature PS 12, possibly acting as a service line to the commercial and 
private residences built along the slip (Map 6.34).  
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Map 6.34: Peck Slip at Water Street, features in plan view,  
with Feature PS 12 segments visible running west – east. 
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Feature PS 14 
Feature PS 14 was a mortared brick and bluestone drain originally discovered running north to 
south across PS Trench 23 Section 1 (Map 6.33). The feature, extending from 12cm (.4’) to 60cm 
(2’) east of the Trench Sections 1 and 2 division line at a depth of 1.6m (5.3’) bgs , was found 
within a 10 YR 2/1 black sandy loam matrix dense with brick and mortar fragments that is 
consistent with the “demo fill” horizon atop the historic landfill layer in PS Trenches 23 and 24. 
Feature PS 14 consisted of two approximately 60cm by 48cm (2’ by 1.6’) cut bluestone slabs 
placed above and below three courses of brick, mortared with a brittle sandy mortar. The interior 
of the drain was loosely filled with ash, sand mortar and 10 YR 2/1 black sandy loam that likely 
encroached in from the surrounding fill matrix. 
 
Feature PS 14 was discovered when the teeth of the backhoe scraped across the bluestone top piece 
and dislodged it. Additional segments of Feature PS 14 were discovered during excavation in the 
south half of PS Trench 23 and PS Trench 24, with its depth dropping slightly in these locations 
to 1.67m (5.5’) and 1.73m (5.7’) bgs, respectively. The drain, therefore, appeared to pitch down 
as it continued south; it’s depth in PS Trench 24 nearing 1.8m (6’) indicated this feature emptied 
into the larger Feature PS 12 brick sewer found along the south border of PS Trench 24. Feature 
PS 14 likely acted as a service line to the commercial and private residences built along the slip, 
carrying groundwater overflow to the historic sewer system and emptying into the East River. No 
artifacts were recovered in association with this feature. 
 
Feature PS 15 
Note: Feature PS 15 is discussed in greater detail in Section VII. 
 
A dense, discrete pocket of ceramic artifacts and historic landfill near the north Peck Slip curb line 
made up Feature PS 15 (see Map 6.33 above). The materials were recovered during expanded 
excavations within PS Trench 23, a 1.2m by 49m (4’ by 162’) trench running east to west on the 
north side of Peck Slip between Front and Water Streets. This trench was originally excavated to 
1.2m (4’) bgs to replace a 12-inch water main, but was expanded to a depth of 1.8m (6’) as part of 
mass excavation planned for this section of Peck Slip. The artifact deposit appeared 7.9m (26’) 
from the PS Trench 23 Section 1 east boundary at a depth of 1.7m (5.7’) bgs, abutting a series of 
cribbing timbers in the north wall of PS Trench 23 designated Feature PS 16. Feature PS 15 
occupied a 3.1m by 1.2m (10.2’ by 4.2’) area and consisted of an extremely dense deposit from 
1.7m – 1.9m (5.7’ – 6.3’) bgs, with diminishing artifact frequency to its terminus at 2m (6.7’). 
Modern utility sheeting impacted the south side of the feature; it remains unclear where the original 
south feature boundary once lay. The entire feature lay below a 10 YR 3/1 very dark grey sandy 
loam historic fill and atop a 10 YR 2/1 black sandy loam cobble-laden historic landfill deposit 
documented throughout the slip (Map 6.35). 
 
Material remains from Feature PS 15 consisted primarily of pearlware and creamware ceramics, 
red-bodied slipware, and small numbers of redware and glass fragments. Artifact frequency was 
extremely dense and the majority of samples could be mended to partial or greater than 50% 
complete vessels. The feature excavation was bisected by first removing the east half and 
documenting the profile before excavation of the west half (Image 6.19). The surrounding matrix 
was a 10YR 3/1 very dark grey sandy loam mottled with 7.5 YR 4/3 redder brown sand. Feature 
PS 15 was fully excavated and yielded thirty-two bags of artifacts (FS 25).  
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Map 6.35: Features PS 15 and PS 16 (timber cribbing) in west profile. 
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Image 6.19: Feature PS 15 west profile after bisection. 

 
Feature PS 15 was relatively shallow and did not contain any indication of multiple deposition 
layers, suggesting it was a single disposal episode rather than large-scale intentional filling of the 
slipway. The feature lay atop historic fills, indicating that at least a portion of Peck Slip had been 
roughly filled before the Feature PS 15 material was discarded in the early-nineteenth century. The 
deposit’s proximity to Feature PS 16, a possible wharf or dock structure, places it in a location 
convenient for tossing unwanted material into Peck Slip as an improvised dumping ground. The 
Feature PS 15 artifact assemblage is presented in greater detail in Section VII – Artifact Analysis. 
 
Feature PS 16 
Located within PS Trench 23, 3m (10’) from the modern Peck Slip curb line and 1.58m (5.2’) bgs, 
Feature PS 16 consisted of a roughly squared .24m (.8’) thick timber lying atop a similar sized 
round timber, both running east to west. The rounded timber formed the final beam in the series, 
terminating at 2.1m (7’) bgs. Feature PS 16 lay within a 10 YR 3/1 very dark grey sandy loam 
historic fill matrix present to 1.95m (6.4’), and abutted the Feature PS 15 ceramic deposit 8m 
(26.2’) from PS Trench 23’s east boundary. A .3m (1’) wide window was cut .3m (1’) below the 
wooden planks to identify the final timber course, which rested in a 7.5 YR 4/4 redder brown sand 
matrix. Sandwiched between the two timbers lay thin (3cm – 9cm [.1’ - .3’] thick), flat wooden 
slats 9cm (.3’) to 12cm (.4’) wide (Image 6.20). These planks ran perpendicular to the larger 
timbers, extending north toward the modern curb line. Two vertical timbers abutted the south side 
of Feature PS 16 at a 3m (10’) interval; the westernmost timber sat within a dovetail joint cut into 
the horizontal beams and the easternmost abutted the beams without a distinct joint cut. The 
westernmost timber also contained a large iron spike jutting toward the horizontals, likely acting 
as a brace support as seen in Feature PS 7 (Map 6.07). These braces were excavated to 2.1m (7’) 
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bgs, but the bottom ends were not found. Like the horizontal beams, the vertical braces were 
packed in with a red sandy soil base, unlike the cobble-laden soils surrounding most of the other 
timber structures found around Peck Slip.  
 
Feature PS 16 may represent a small semi-permanent wooden dock or wharf structure that jutted 
out into the slip area, likely after Peck Slip had begun to be filled. The wooden planks could have 
operated as floorboards or a dock surface, with the verticals acting as support pylons sunken into 
the makeshift fill that bordered the slip at the time. Some level of care and forethought was evident 
in the intentional deposition of a more physically sound sandy soil to house the structure's base 
instead of using the convenient, though less stable, brick and cobble-laden landfill that laid nearby.  
Feature PS 15, a large artifact deposit lying just outside the timber structure, lends credence to the 
theory that commercial activity was conducted atop the Feature PS 16 timber wharf, with the slip 
serving as a convenient dumping ground for unwanted material. Alternatively, the horizontal 
planks may have capped a section of cribbing like grillage in order to help sink the cribbing 
superstructure into the slipway. Feature PS 16’s relatively shallow depth and careful plank 
assembly, however, makes this possibility less likely, as crib floors were usually interior elements 
used to support large-grain fill. 
 

 
Image 6.20: Feature PS 16 north profile with planks between timbers. 
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Feature PS 17 
Feature PS 17 consisted of a group of un-mortared, large, irregular-shaped fieldstones running east 
to west within the north half of Trench PS 24 Section 3 from 1.55m to 1.93m (5.1’ to 6.3’) bgs. 
The feature was located 1.46m (4.8’) to 2.1m (7’) south of the north Peck Slip modern curb, below 
a gas utility line (Map 6.36). The north boundary of the feature was unclear, as it ran beyond the 
north trench wall and below a series of concrete-encased and metal utility lines at 3’ bgs. The 
fieldstones sat below a thin 10 YR 2/1 black sandy loam matrix that lay from 1.46m to 1.55m (4.8’ 
to 5.1’) bgs and contained a high number of small brick, oyster shell, and historic ceramic 
fragments. This layer may be analogous to the “demo layer” observed near this depth and spread 
across the historic fill matrices throughout Peck Slip. The stone exhibited no clear articulation and 
appeared to be scattered within a 10 YR 3/2 very dark greyish brown loamy sand feature fill 
containing a small number of historic artifacts 
 
The fieldstones encased within Feature PS 17 sat atop a series of roughly finished timbers all 
oriented north to south. The timber widths varied from 9cm (.3’) to 30cm (1’) wide, generally 
becoming thicker at greater depths; they exhibited little to no surface-planing or finishing other 
than the jagged removal of their branches. The timbers occupied an area below the stone elements 
from 1.76m – 2.1m (5.8’ – 7’) bgs and lay within the same 10 YR 3/2 very dark greyish brown 
loamy sand soil matrix (Image 6.21). The timbers all terminated in rough cut ends 2.07m – 2.16m 
(6.8’ – 7.1’) south of the modern curb line. It was unclear if this relatively even southern boundary 
was part of the original installation or a result of previous construction truncating the feature. As 
no previous excavation trench was discernible it is likely this was the intended limit of the feature. 
Other than their orientation, the timbers exhibited no joints; they terminated atop a 10 YR 3/1 very 
dark grey sandy loam containing a small amount of brick and shell fragments, similar to a nearby 
historic landfill.  
 

 
Image 6.21: Feature PS 17 north profile, in progress,  

after large stones tumbled from above timbers. 
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Map 6.36: Northeast corner of Peck Slip and Water Street, Feature PS 17 in plan view. 

 
As Feature PS 17 did not impede excavation activities, the exposed area was documented and the 
feature left intact below the sidewalk. Approximately 24cm (.8’) of stone was removed from the 
south end of the feature after documentation where the unarticulated blocks formed a falling hazard 
to workers installing utilities within the open trench. Four sets of wood samples were collected 
from Feature PS 17 for dendrochronological analysis (Peck Slip FS 30-33).  
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Feature PS 17 yielded 18 artifacts. Twelve Household objects were found: nine creamware sherds, 
one redware sherd, one salt-glazed stoneware sherd and one case bottle glass fragment. One 
architectural element, a red brick fragment, was also recovered. Four indeterminate ceramic and 
glass sherds and one faunal element completed the assemblage. The items associated with the 
feature had a TPQ of 1762, based upon the ware production date of the creamware sherds. 
 
Feature PS 17 may have acted as an un-mortared stone foundation laid atop a flat lumber base. In 
this case, the brick fragment-laden fill line atop the feature could have been a destruction horizon 
related to the demolition of the overlying structure. The unarticulated nature of the stone and 
regularity of the unfinished timber layer, however, suggests Feature PS 17 was a section of grillage 
fill, a type of landfill platform with minimal fastening (McDonald 2011:45). The grillage may have 
served as bulk landfilling or acted as a type of floor to help contain or sink large grain fill within 
shallower crib cells that were not evident within the open excavation area. 
 
Feature PS 19 
Feature PS 19 was a small, dense ceramic deposit within PS Trench 23 Section 2, 1.43m – 1.98m 
(4.7’ – 6.5’) from the Section 1 border (Map 6.37). The deposit lay in the south half of the trench, 
beginning .6m (2’) from a modern utility bank to the south and continuing north beneath a newly 
installed 12-inch water main. Feature PS 19 began at 1.7m (5.6’) bgs in a matrix of 10 YR 2/1 
black sandy loam, within a 12cm (.4’) thick band dense with oyster shell fragments, broken sandy 
mortar, and brick fragments. This “demo fill” band was seen throughout the northern Peck Slip 
mass excavation area at or near the top of the historic fill layer beginning from 1.5m – 1.8m (5’ – 
6’) bgs. The boundaries of Feature PS 19 were indistinct and formed based on the artifact content, 
not on a change in soil type (Image 6.22). 
 
Feature PS 19 appeared during excavations to install a bank of new Con Ed service lines during 
mass excavation of the north side of Peck Slip. The feature’s south half was documented and 
excavated. Feature fill from the north half was removed and the artifacts within retained after 
excavation below the modern water main, though the north boundary could not be clearly 
discerned without undermining and damaging the new water main. No artifacts were found during 
excavations to 1.8m (6’) bgs north of the new water main. Feature PS 19’s north boundary can be 
inferred to lie below the water main. 
 
Feature PS 19 yielded 127 artifacts (Peck Slip FS 41). Almost the entire recovered deposit 
belonged to the Household functional group, with 125 pearlware plate fragments and one molded 
creamware bowl fragment. A single unidentifiable redware fragment rounded out the assemblage. 
Of the pearlware plate fragments, 49 were blue-painted, even scalloped, shell-edged rim sherds 
with straight impressed lines . This style of shell-edge pearlware was produced c. 1800 – 1825, 
giving Feature PS 19 a TPQ of c. 1800. Many shell-edge pieces were mendable to form partially 
complete vessels. The remaining pearlware base and body sherds appear to share the same size, 
style and form as the diagnostic shell-edge rims, though they cannot be definitely identified as 
such. Notably, the pearlware sherds did not exhibit obvious use-wear marks on their surfaces or 
bases. 
 
The Feature PS 19 assemblage appears to be a small artifact deposit within the historic soils used 
to fill Peck Slip. As the deposit area was relatively small and its boundaries obvious due to its high 
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artifact density, the feature was likely a single depositional episode in the partially open slipway. 
The surrounding historic fill context, laden with brick, mortar and shell fragments, represented 
local refuse deposited into the partially filled slip. The assemblage’s consistency in ceramic ware 
and design, as well as the lack of use-wear upon the material, indicates Feature PS 19 was a deposit 
from a single source of ceramics. These items were probably intended for local sale and either 
broken in shipment or accidently discarded into the convenient local open dump. The dense nature 
of the deposit was reminiscent of Feature PS 15, a compact, thin collection of ceramics found 4.7m 
(15.5’) east of Feature PS 19. Both features represent unwanted, likely commercial materials 
discarded into the partially filled Peck Slip. Their inclusion among architectural and mixed refuse 
within the slipway suggests Peck Slip was used as a casual refuse dumping area in the first few 
decades of the nineteenth century. While the intent may have been to fill the slip for eventual land 
use, Feature PS 15 and 19 were more likely deposits of convenience rather than part of large-scale 
intentional landfilling. 
 

 
Map 6.37: North side of Peck Slip between Water and Front Streets, Feature PS 19 plan view.  
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Image 6.22: Feature PS 19 north profile with indistinct feature boundaries and surrounding fill. 

 
Feature PS 25 
Feature PS 25 referred to a series of evenly spaced rectangular timbers found directly below the 
modern road base in the PS Trench 29 West Extension of the mass excavation area on the south 
side of Peck Slip and Front Street. Each timber had a regular size of 1.98m by 18cm (6.5’ by .6’) 
wide by 12cm (.4’) thick spaced approximately 1.5m (5’) apart. The Feature PS 25 timbers were 
aligned east to west length-wise in a series running north to south along Front Street. The timbers 
were all located directly below the concrete road base at 45cm – 48cm (1.5’ to 1.6’) bgs, as if the 
road base had been poured directly atop the previously exposed beams. Five timbers were 
recovered, two of which held 24cm by 15cm (.8’ by .5’) flat iron plates bolted in place atop their 
ends. These appeared to be the same timbers noted in the east profile of PS Trenches 5 and 9, 
excavated earlier along Front Street. 
 
Feature PS 25 was nearly identical in appearance to Feature PS 22, a series of street rail ties running 
in a line west along Peck Slip; the sole difference was Feature PS 25’s orientation running north 
to south rather than east to west. The metal plates found on the Feature PS 25 timbers also had the 
same size and appearance to those from Feature PS 22. A Feature PS 25 metal plate sample was 
not retained due to a high level of corrosion. Four of the Feature PS 25 timbers were embedded in 
the concrete road base of the west trench wall, allowing for better in situ documentation than of 
Feature PS 22 as the timbers did not have to be removed for their position to be evident. No artifacts 
appeared to be associated with Feature PS 25. 
 
Feature PS 25 represented the wooden ties for a street rail running north-south along Front Street. 
A street car transit line appears at this location on the same 1879 Bromley map that also highlights 
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an east-west line down the south side of Peck Slip (see Feature PS 22). No extant material exists 
to indicate how the rail lines in Feature PS 22 and 25 might have crossed; perhaps the missing iron 
rails accomplished this.  
 
Feature PS 27 
Found within the PS Trench 24 Section 1 excavation along the north Peck Slip sidewalk, Feature 
PS 27 was a .6m (2’) wide section of a brick and mortar structure jutting south from the No. 33 
Peck Slip property line (Map 6.38). The structure, extending 1.37 m (4.5’) to the south, lay at 18cm 
(.6’) bgs underneath the modern concrete 9.2m (30.2’) from the west Front Street curb line. A 10 
YR 4/3 brown sandy matrix lay around the feature, with a thin 10 YR 5/4 yellowish brown sandy 
fill level atop as a leveling base for the sidewalk. The southern terminus of Feature PS 27 was 
jagged, having been disturbed at some point in the past, likely by the installation of a plastic cable 
line running northwest-southeast 9cm (.3’) south of the feature. Also packed against the south end 
of Feature PS 27 was a mix of stone rubble and 10 YR 4/3 brown sand. This was likely demolition 
fill of local building materials, perhaps including portions of razed stone foundation blocks. 
Excavation around the feature’s east side revealed three courses of brick; no feature base appeared, 
and no further excavation continued beyond this .3m (1’) extension below the intended 
construction depths. 
 
Feature PS 27 appeared to be a remnant of a brick foundation or interior wall extending out past 
the modern building line. Various stages of construction activity previously impacted the feature’s 
original dimensions. Feature PS 27 yielded one brick sample (Peck Slip FS 59). 
 
Feature PS 28 
Feature PS 28 was a punctuated brick and mortar structure found at 18cm (.6’) bgs in the PS Trench 
24 Section 1 sidewalk excavation (Map 6.38). Two main segments of the structure surfaced during 
sidewalk installations: a two course wide stretch of mortared brick 35.4m (116.2’) from the east 
Water Street curb line and 1.7m – 1.8m (5.6’ – 6’) from the modern north Peck Slip property line, 
and a .6m (2’) wide north-south brick and mortar segment extending 1.8m (6’) south from the Peck 
Slip property line. The first segment, south of No. 33 Peck Slip, was highly disturbed, likely by 
sidewalk installations and a plastic service line running north to south through the area. The most 
intact portion was a stretch abutting the north side of Feature PS 29. During later excavations for 
Feature PS 29, a large amount of water flooded the area south of Feature PS 28. It appeared that 
water was leaking through small gaps in the Feature PS 28 walls in this segment. This may have 
been a case of groundwater escaping from the pierced interior of old foundations; it is also possible 
a water service behind the Feature PS 28 east-west segment was punctured, although no water pipe 
remnants were visible during excavations. 
 
The second Feature PS 28 segment was more intact and very similar in appearance to the Feature 
PS 27 foundation wall. A .7m (2.3’) wide band of 10 YR 5/4 yellowish brown sand and gravel 
punctuated the feature, likely a disturbance from the installation of the concrete sidewalk above. 
This segment of Feature PS 28 appeared to continue north below the modern No. 27 Peck Slip 
building line. Like Feature PS 27 to the east, this was probably a surviving portion of foundation 
or basement dividing wall.  
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The two Feature PS 28 segments appeared to be associated by their overall location. The first 
segment, while thinner in its surviving state, appeared to run west where it would have met the 
north-south foundation wall segment. When reconstructed in this manner, the two segments form 
a rectangular foundation outline likely reflecting old property lines along Peck Slip. Feature PS 28 
was left intact and yielded no artifacts.  
 

 
Map 6.38: North sidewalk of Peck Slip between Water and Front Streets, features in plan view. 
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Feature PS 29 
Located 35.4m (116.2’) from the east Water Street curb line and adjacent to Feature PS 28, Feature 
PS 29 was a square brick and mortar chamber in the Trench PS 24 Section 1 sidewalk excavation 
area (Map 6.38). Feature PS 29 lay from 1.7m – 2.5m (5.6’ – 8.2’) south of the modern No. 33 
Peck Slip property line and 17m (55.8’) from the west Front Street curb line. The feature chamber 
appeared at .67m (2.2’) bgs and continued to its brick interior floor at 1.29m (4.25’) bgs. Two 
courses of stretchers composed the brick chamber, 79m (2.6’) across at its exterior with an interior 
open space 39m (1.3’) across. A metal service pipe laying atop two relatively flat bluestone slabs 
that may have acted as a cap or cover to the brick chamber disturbed the area above the east side 
of Feature PS 29. These stones were broken off the west side of Feature PS 29. Feature PS 29 lay 
within a 10 YR 4/3 brown sandy fill matrix. 
 
During excavation, a large amount of water continually flooded the Feature PS 29 chamber. 
Originally, excavation crews thought the metal service pipe atop the feature had been punctured. 
Several hours of pumping, however, revealed the pipe was intact, and the water appeared to be 
leaking into Feature PS 29 through small gaps in the Feature PS 28 brickwork immediately to the 
north (Image 6.23). Feature PS 29 probably represented an abandoned coal chute similar to Feature 
WS 24 extending out from the cellar under the sidewalk area. Groundwater or a leaking water 
service likely flooded the loose demolition material inundating the chute and older foundation 
wall. 
 

 
Image 6.23: Attempting to de-water the Feature PS 29 interior chamber, facing north. 
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Feature PS 30 
Excavation in the north Peck Slip sidewalk area uncovered Feature PS 30, which were brick 
structural remains below the modern sidewalk (Map 6.38). The first segment of Feature PS 30 was 
a line of single mortared brick running east-west 1.6m (5.3’) from the modern Peck Slip building 
line found within the PS Trench 24 Section 3 sidewalk excavation. The feature ran 14m – 17.1m 
(46.2’ – 56.2’) from the east Water Street curb line at 10cm (.35’) bgs. Mortared along the south 
face of the brick line was a corresponding line of 6cm (.2’) thick bluestone slabs; no second 
bordering brick row appeared on the south side of the bluestone line. Both the bricks and bluestone 
were probed and appeared to have no underlying courses. 
 
The second segment of Feature PS 30 was a very fragmentary, .6m (2’) wide north-south segment 
of brick and mortar, similar to Features PS 27 and PS 28. This segment, running from the modern 
north Peck Slip property line and south 1.88m (6.2’), matched the rough boundaries of the 
bluestone and brick segment. Although both segments were damaged, is appeared as though they 
would meet at a right angle at the southern terminus of the north-south segment. Both segments’ 
outer boundary was bordered by 10 YR 4/3 brown sandy fill. The interior space formed by their 
alignment was filled with 10 YR 5/4 yellowish brown sand mottled with 10 YR 5/2 greyish brown 
sand and mortar fragments. Feature PS 30 yielded one brick sample (Peck Slip FS 30) and no 
artifacts. 
 
The Feature PS 30 complex appeared to be the foundation and remnants of the property entrance 
of an older building phase along the north side of Peck Slip. Its location nearly matched the modern 
double doorway bluestone-tiled entrance to No. 21 Peck Slip, and the north-south foundation 
segment matched the east edge of the property before No. 27 Peck Slip. Furthermore, the entire 
stretch of the north side of Peck Slip displayed a series of building foundation fragments 
approximately 1.8m (6’) south of the modern property line, represented by Features PS 27 through 
PS 30. 
 
Feature PS 42 
Feature PS 42 refers to two areas of a wooden water main segment found directly below the 
modern north Peck Slip curb line 6.49m (21.3’) from the east Water Street curb line within PS 
Trench 24 Section 3 (Map 6.36) (Image 6.24). Excavation for a new fire hydrant uncovered the 
first of two extant portions of Feature PS 42 at 1.2m (3.95’) bgs. The beam had a .25m (.85’) 
diameter with .6m (2’) visible length in place running east-west within a 10 YR 4/2 dark greyish 
brown loamy sand matrix with small brick and shell fragment inclusions. A second matching 
timber appeared during mass excavation 7’ north in PS Trench 24 Section 3’s north profile. This 
beam was 1.6m (5.3’) long and .25m (.85’) in diameter with saw cuts at both ends. Its west end 
abutted modern utility sheeting for a concrete steam pipe encasement; its east end was cut abutting 
a soil change associated with a builder’s trench surrounding a 6” cast iron pipe. As the first timber 
impeded installation of the new fire hydrant, the wooden beam was documented in place before 
removing a .53m (1.75’) section for analysis (Peck Slip FS 80) (Image 6.25). The pipe had a 7cm 
(.25’) diameter interior bore hole and an unfinished, decaying exterior. As the second exposed 
water main section was embedded within the north trench wall, its removal would have risked a 
wall collapse. This portion was documented and left in place. 
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Image 6.24: Feature PS 42 plan view in fire hydrant trench excavation, facing east. 

 

 
Image 6.25: Cross-section of retained PS Feature 42 water main segment. 
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PS Feature 42 represented a stretch of wooden water main piping running across the north side of 
Peck Slip. These wooden water pipes formed a portion of the Manhattan Company’s wooden water 
delivery system. Founded in 1799, the Manhattan Company constructed a water pipe system of 
pine logs to serve individual properties in lower Manhattan in 1801 (see Section VIII for a detailed 
discussion). 
 
PECK SLIP BETWEEN PEARL STREET AND WATER STREET 
 
PS Trenches 35, 39, 41 and 44 were excavated curb to curb in the Peck Slip Area between Pearl 
and Water Streets (Maps 6.39 and 6.40). As Peck Slip narrowed approaching Pearl Street, the 
entire street was fully excavated with no central staging area in this segment. The extensive PS 
Trenches 35 and 44 were subdivided into 15m (50’) sections to better manage data collection. 
Water Street was documented as it crossed through Peck Slip separately; Water Street Area 
excavation data was detailed separately. Stratigraphy in Peck Slip between Water and Pearl Streets 
varied east to west. Near Peck Slip’s intersection with Water Street, intact stone foundation 
elements and associated soil matrices created a general soil profile of clean modern fills, low-
density historic fills, historic fills with moderate artifact and debris inclusions, historic structure 
demolition debris, all atop a deep base of densely-packed historic landfill with artifact and debris 
inclusions (Table 6.07). Notably, Peck Slip runs at an incline as it approaches Pearl Street, rising 
nearly 1.8m (6’) (Image 6.26).  
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Map 6.39: Peck Slip between Pearl and Water Streets - archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 6.40: Peck Slip between Pearl and Water Streets – excavation trenches in plan view. 
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Image 6.26: Peck Slip, north side excavation in PS Trench 35 Sections 1 and 2, facing west. 

 
The stone foundation structures exposed in Features PS 46 and PS 47 appeared to be installed 
directly upon historic landfill material packed with local refuse (Map 6.41) (Image 6.27). Small 
ceramic, glass, oyster shell and brick fragments appeared in moderate numbers in addition to wood 
fragments of a pulp-like consistency, perhaps due to consistent groundwater saturation present in 
the material. This matrix was likely an eighteenth century mass deposit of local household and 
industrial refuse utilized as landfill during the gradual filling of the Peck Slip waterway. The two 
structures represented by the stone foundations lay in an area that once housed the Peck Slip 
Market.  
 
The Peck Slip Market was constructed in 1763 as the first brick market in the City. However, the 
livestock market fell out of use after nearby markets like that at Catharine Slip opened in the late-
eighteenth century. The market was disassembled and the land was ordered to be filled in 1793 
(De Voe 1867:300-304). Despite these features lying in the area known to house the Peck Slip 
Market, surrounding soil matrices show a lack of the faunal material one would expect from a 
market selling livestock. If one or both of these features were associated with the Peck Market, 
regulations requiring meat sellers to slaughter their stock at other designated locations may explain 
the lack of faunal material (De Voe 1867:304-305). Soil management after the market’s removal 
might also explain the lack of faunal material in the matrices surrounding these features. While 
demolition material containing stone, mortar, and some brick fragments that filled Feature PS 46 
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probably represented material deposited within the structural base during its deconstruction, 
surrounding soils appeared to be cleaner historic fill with little refuse.  
 

Map 6.41: Peck Slip at Water Street, plan view of Features PS 44, PS 46, and PS 47. 
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Image 6.27: Features PS 46 and PS 47 uncovered in PS Trench 35 Section 1, facing northwest. 

 
Table 6.07: Peck Slip between Pearl and Water Streets, Features PS 46 and PS 47 stratigraphy. 

STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .45m 

(0 – 1.5ˈ) 
Belgian block 
atop concrete 
road base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II  .45m - .58m 
(1.5’ – 1.9’) 

Sand 
Loamy sand 

10YR 5/6 
10YR 4/3 

Modern utility fill. 

III .58m - .85m 
(1.9’ – 2.8’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 4/3 Fill with moderate number of small brick and 
shell inclusions. 

IV .85m – 1.5m 
(2.8’ – 5’) 

Loamy sand 7.5YR 4/3 Fill with very small number of brick inclusions. 

V 1.5m – 2.15m 
(5’ – 7.05’) 

Silty loamy 
sand 

10YR 5/2 Fill with small number of oyster shell and 
ceramic sherd inclusions. Found above and 
surrounding Feature PS 47. 

VI 2.15m – 2.42m 
(7.05’ – 7.95’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/1 Very dense landfill with small number of 
historic ceramics, oyster shell, brick, and wood 
fragments underlay Features PS 46 and 47. 
Groundwater at 2.2m (7.2’). 

VII 1.37m – 1.98m 
(4.5’ – 6.5’) 

Loamy sand 7.5YR 5/3 Fill dense with stone and mortar fragments, 
some brick fragment inclusions. Demolition fill 
within Feature PS 46. 
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West of the stone foundation elements, the Peck Slip Area between Pearl and Water Streets showed 
more consistent stratigraphy (Table 6.08). Mass excavation on the north side of Peck Slip generally 
exposed materials to 1.8m (6’) bgs, with areas alongside the modern north curb line excavated 
beyond 2.4m (8’) bgs. In this area, several phases of clean fill related to utility and roadway 
construction overlaid relatively clean historic fill materials. Approaching 1.5m (5’) bgs, sandy fill 
soils included numerous ovoid fieldstone cobble inclusions. These may have been disturbed and 
disarticulated cobbles that once served as street paving, as seen in PS Trench 40 at Front Street. 
From 1.85m – 1.9m (6.1’ – 6.25’) lay a demolition layer laden with brick and mortar fragments 
reminiscent of the construction material layer found further east on Peck Slip. The material found 
closer to Pearl Street had a higher sand content, but likely represented convenient disposal of local 
large-grain demolition debris used to fill the partially open slipway. Below this material lay darker 
historic landfill consistent with that seen below the Feature PS 46 and PS 47 foundations.  
 
Table 6.08: Peck Slip between Pearl and Water Streets, stratigraphy west of Features PS 46 and 
PS 47. 
STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .45m 

(0 – 1.5ˈ) 
Belgian block 
atop concrete 
road base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II  .45m - .54m 
(1.5’ – 1.8’) 

Sand 10YR 5/4 
10YR 5/6 

Modern clean fill. 

III .54m - .88m 
(1.8’ – 2.9’) 

Slightly 
loamy sand 

10YR 4/3 
10YR 5/3 

Fills with some small brick and shell 
fragments. 

IV .88m – 1.86m 
(2.9’ – 6.1’) 

Loamy sand 7.5YR 4/3 Fill with small number of brick and shell 
fragments. Rounded fieldstone cobble 
inclusions increasing in size and frequency 
with depth. Large boulders below 1.5m (5’) in 
trench center. 

V 1.86m – 1.9m 
(6.1’ – 6.25’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 5/3 
7.5YR 5/3 

High number of mortar, shell, and small to 
medium brick fragments. Slightly 
concentrated into pockets. Resembles 
demolition fill found further east. Found in 
east half of trench; peters out by trench 
center. 

VI 1.9m – 2.29m 
(6.25’ – 7.5’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/2 
mixed with 
7.5 YR 5/3 

Historic fill with small brick and shell 
fragments. 

VII 2.29m – 2.67m 
(7.5’ – 8.75’) 

Slightly 
loamy sand 

7.5YR 4/4 
7.5YR 5/4 

Sandy fill with large boulder ranging from 
.3m - .9m (1’ – 3’) diameter. Found in trench 
center. 

 
The refuse-laden historic landfill material petered out as it approached the center of the block 
between Water and Pearl Streets, changing over to sandy fill with large boulders ranging from .3m 
- .9m (1’ - 3’) in diameter. These large boulders were disarticulated and un-mortared. They may 
have been local material from demolished robust foundations or found while leveling the hill 
further west beyond Pearl Street and used as convenient large-grain landfill. No artifacts were 
collected from this area, indicating the east half of the block between Pearl and Water Streets was 
not utilized as a refuse dump or was completely dredged clean and refilled with sandy material 
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after any historic deposits may have occurred. PS Trench 39, excavated to 3.65m (12’) bgs for 
construction of a new large utility vault confirmed the ubiquitous sand fills on the north side of 
Peck Slip approaching Pearl Street. Excavation into the north Peck Slip sidewalk revealed several 
layers of sandy fill devoid of major inclusions to 3.65m (12’) bgs. Although, since the Peck Slip 
roadway ran at an incline to nearly 1.8m (6’) higher here than at the Water Street intersection, it is 
possible refuse-laden historic fill remains at lower unexposed depths. 
 
A large, concrete-encased steam main compromised Peck Slip across its entire width 7.6m (25’) 
from Pearl Street. The north-south oriented encasement had a surrounding wood sheeting frame 
that cut across the area to 1.8m (6’) bgs. It made a 90-degree turn west below the north Peck Slip 
sidewalk before turning again and continuing north. Any major historic features in this area would 
have been removed or severely impacted by its installation and surrounding excavation trench. An 
early modern brick catch basin (Feature PS 58) remained west of this disturbance atop an unusually 
large and deep concrete pad (Feature PS 59). 
 
Historic brick sewers previously identified further east on Peck Slip continued to run towards Pearl 
Street in this excavation area. Features PS 5 and PS 12 were identified separately in this area and 
are the same as Feature PS 18 and Feature WS 16. When these two sewers were plotted in a site-
wide plan view they appeared to match the elements identified closer to Front Street.  
 
Also identified in the Peck Slip Area between Water and Pearl Streets were additional rectangular 
timbers oriented north-south in a line running west towards Pearl Street (Feature PS 44). These 
timbers, found directly below the modern road base, were identical to those found between Front 
and South Streets identified as trolley ties for a horse-drawn street rail system in place by the end 
of the nineteenth century (Feature PS 22). The Water and Pearl Street stretch appears to match the 
line running across the south half of Peck Slip near Pearl Street in Bromley’s 1879 atlas (see Map 
6.12 above). The timbers in Feature PS 44 were less frequent and more fragmentary than those 
found near South Street due to a high number of utility disturbances that ran across the south half 
of Peck Slip in this area. 
 
Excavation into the Peck Slip sidewalk in the area between Water and Pearl Streets was relatively 
minor. Except for the PS Trench 39 area exacavated to 3.65m (12’) bgs, general sidewalk impacts 
in this area were less than .3m (1’) deep. Sidewalk excavation in this area showed similarities to 
other sidewalk subsoil further east on Peck Slip, with 10YR 4/3 brown and 10YR 5/3 yellowish 
brown sandy fills underlying the concrete. Noteworthy in the north Peck Slip sidewalk was a stone 
and brick foundation wall and fire brick arched surface found 2.9m (9.5’) outside the southeast 
corner of the No. 1 Peck Slip modern building line (Feature PS 57). The upper portion of this 
structure was previously disturbed by utility lines, though the dimensions of the extant structure 
implies the presence of an arched firebrick area or subsurface barrel vault that extends well past 
the current property line. Although brick barrel vaults were found in the area of Beekman Street 
between Pearl and Water Streets during the 2006 excavations and on current work at Water Street 
between Peck Slip and Dover Street, these structures did not incorporate firebrick. The unique 
nature of firebrick construction at No. 1 Peck Slip suggests that, unlike a typical Seaport basement 
structure, these barrel vaults were more likely used to contain heated elements like a fireplace or 
ash refuse. 
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FEATURES 
 
Feature PS 44 
Feature PS 44 initially consisted of a 1.09m (3.6’) long visible portion of a 24cm (.8’) wide by 
18cm (.6’) tall rectangular wood plank that appeared at .42m (1.4’) bgs at 3.8m (12.5’) west of the 
PS Trench 35 Section 1 east boundary (which was shared with WS Trench 2). Two metal bolts 
were visible at 13cm (.45’) from its north terminus on the top of the board, which was partially 
damaged and frayed by the action of the backhoe stripping the modern concrete road base from 
the area. The modern road base was poured directly over the timber, making it impossible to fully 
reveal the wood without damaging the material. Four additional timbers appeared with similar 
dimensions down the center of Peck Slip. One timber appeared in PS Trench 35 Section 4 at 2.28m 
(7.5’) from Section 2. PS Trench 35 Section 3 contained two boards 1.5m (5’) apart beginning 
7.6m (25’) from Section 4. Two associated timbers were identified within the adjacent PS Trench 
44, one within PS Trench 44 Section 3, 2m (6.6’) from Section 4, and a second in PS Trench 44 
Section 1, 2.3m (7.6’) from the trench’s east boundary. All of these timbers appeared between .5m 
(1.65’) and .59m (1.95’) bgs embedded in the road base concrete or immediately below the 
concrete in clean fill bedding. These timbers matched the form and orientation of Feature PS 22 in 
PS Trenches 29 and 31 and appear to represent trolley track ties from a stretch of the trolley system 
that ran east-west down Peck Slip in the mid-nineteenth century (see Map 6.12, Bromley 1879, 
above). 
 
Feature PS 45 
Feature PS 45 consisted of a series of five decayed wooden planks ranging from 2.1m (7’) long by 
24cm (.8’) wide to .67m (2.2’) long and 13cm (.45’) wide; each 3cm – 4.5cm (.1’ - .15’) thick 
found within PS Trench 35 Section 1 (Map 6.42). The planks appeared at 1.67m – 1.73m (5.5’ – 
5.7’) bgs at the interface between a layer of 7.5 YR 5/3 reddish brown loamy sand laden with 
mortar, stone and brick fragments and a darker, wet, organic-rich 10 YR 3/2 very dark greyish 
brown loamy sand historic fill context that stretched across the center of Peck Slip in the area 
between Water and Pearl Streets. Originally, three of these planks that were found 4.45m – 5.4m 
(14.6’ – 17.7’) from the north Peck curb line and 4.2m (13.8’) from the east boundary of PS Trench 
35 Section 1 seemed as if they might be vaguely oriented together in an east-west fashion. 
However, additional excavation of an exploratory .6m by .6m (2’ by 2’) area below the timbers to 
1.9m (6.3’) bgs uncovered a great deal of thin wood fragments of various lengths within the 10 
YR 3/2 very dark greyish brown loamy sand matrix that underlies an architectural debris layer 
present across the excavation area. It appears that the wood timbers were discarded on top of, and 
unintentionally capped, the dense, wood-laden landfill found at this level. There was no indication 
these timbers were articulated or related to a structural element and were regarded as part of the 
historic landfill. 
 
Feature PS 46 
Feature PS 46 consisted of a mortared, cut stone structure found on the north side of Peck Slip 
near its intersection with Water Street (Map 6.42). The feature included several red sandstone 
blocks mortared with a yellowish sand mortar found at 1.24m (4.1’) bgs. The blocks formed a 
1.2m by .45m (4’ long by 1.5’) wide segment of stone oriented north to south, beginning 2.77m 
(9.1’) from the modern curb line near the southeast corner of No. 1 Peck Slip (Map 6.43). The 
extant segment included an east-west oriented stone portion forming a corner turning west at the 
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southern end of the longer portion (Image 6.28). Clean 7.5 YR 4/3 reddish brown loamy sand fill 
lay atop and around the feature to 1.5m (5’) bgs. The context surrounding the interior and exterior 
wall areas was a similar color with a large amount of mortar, sandstone and brick fragment 
inclusions. 
 

 
Map 6.42: Peck Slip at Water Street, plan view at north side of intersection. 
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Map 6.43: Features PS 46 and PS 47 in plan view. 
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Image 6.28: Feature PS 46 plan view - newly exposed mortared stone corner, facing north. 

 
After consultation with LPC and SHPO, Chrysalis excavated three exploratory test pits around the 
feature to further expose and document its extent. Test Pit 1 was a 1m by .3m (3.5’ by 1’) area 
excavated along the southern exterior of the east-west oriented wall and corner. Test Pit 2 consisted 
of a 1.2m by .3m (4’ by 1’) excavation area along the eastern exterior of the north-southoriented 
wall. Test Pit 3 consisted of a .9m by 1.15m (3’ by 3.8’) excavation made into the interior area of 
the two walls (Image 6.29).  
 
Each test pit reached a depth of 6.5’ bgs, completely exposing the surviving wall portion and its 
terminal depth. The 7.5 YR 4/3 brown loamy sand soil surrounding and filling the feature appeared 
to be demolition material from the destruction of the structure above its extant portion. The feature 
terminated at 6.3’ bgs with its final stone course lying atop a 10 YR 3/1 very dark grey loamy sand 
consistent with local historic landfill. The ends of the north and west walls were destroyed at some 
point in the past, leaving behind unarticulated but dense broken stone and mortar. Two large 
boulders found 1.6’ west of the feature may have been associated with its foundation. A small 
number of historic ceramics were collected from the test pits associated with the interior feature 
fill and from the context below the foundation wall. Samples of the wall’s stone and mortar and of 
bricks found in the associated demo fill were also retained. 
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Image 6.29: Plan view after excavation of Test Pits 1 and 2, facing west.  

Feature PS 46 terminates at 1.9m (6.3’) bgs. 
 
In response to additional construction work to remove and replace an active 12-inch water main 
running atop the northern portion of the feature, Chrysalis, LPC and SHPO agreed to 
systematically dismantle the extant foundation rather than risk any haphazard construction 
damage. The stone foundation wall was disassembled by hand while its form, associated 
stratigraphy and associated historic material were documented. The blocks were found to be 
mortared to their terminal depth at 1.9m (6.3’) bgs. Test Pit 4, a .6m by .6m (2’ by 2’) area, was 
excavated below Feature PS 46’s base to inspect the underlying soil stratigraphy and confirm that 
the feature did not extend beyond the mortared stones in any way. Excavation in Test Pit 4 to 
2.37m (7.8’) bgs indicated that a 10 YR 3/1 very dark grey loamy sand historic fill, present across 
this portion of Peck Slip, continued below Feature PS 46 with no evidence of a builder’s trench 
(Map 6.44). Excavation encountered the water table at 2.16m (7.1’) bgs (Image 6.30). The 
disturbed portion of Feature PS 46 continued to run north of Test Pit 4; this portion could not be 
removed as it supported a more modern water main laid directly atop it. Exploratory excavation 
north of the water main revealed what is likely Feature PS 46’s north terminus in a finished, 
mortared line extant from 1.5m – 1.9m (5.05’ – 6.3’) bgs (Image 6.31). 
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Map 6.44: Feature PS 46 cross-section profiles detailing surrounding and underlying soils 

exposed by test pit excavation. 
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Image 6.30: Feature PS 46 Test Pit 4 plan view showing groundwater encroachment  

and Feature PS 46 stone rubble continuing north, facing west. 
 

 
Image 6.31: Plan view, north side of Feature PS 46 showing north terminus, facing south. 
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Excavation below Feature PS 46 and within Test Pit 4 yielded 22 artifacts, including 8 salt-glazed 
buff-bodied stoneware hollowwares, 4 British buff-bodied slipware sherds, and 2 redware 
Household sherds. The 10 additional artifacts included 5 undecorated pipe stem fragments, 1 
window glass shard, 1 large cow rib and one piece of coral ballast. The assemblage had a TPQ of 
1690 based on earliest production date of buff-bodied salt-glazed stoneware. While the sample 
was small, it was consistent with material recovered from historic landfill found across Peck Slip 
at depths beyond 1.5m (5’) bgs. The landfill would have likely preceded Feature PS 46, suggesting 
a post-1700 feature construction for the stone structure. 
 
Feature PS 46 likely represented a portion of an eighteenth or early-nineteenth century structural 
foundation filled with rubble from its own demolition and possibly from the demolition of nearby 
structures. Feature PS 46 could have belonged to the Peck Slip Market, acting as a portion of sturdy 
base for the arched brick construction of the building. The Peck Slip market was located at the 
west side of the Peck Slip and Water Street intersection, though its precise location is unknown. 
The Market was constructed in 1763 as the first brick market in the City, but it fell out of use after 
nearby markets like the one at Catharine Slip opened in the late eighteenth century. The Peck Slip 
Market was disassembled and the land ordered to be filled in 1793 (De Voe 1867:300-304). Feature 
PS 46 foundation was laid directly onto the underlying historic landfill deposit that extended across 
this portion of Peck Slip. Additionally, Feature PS 46’s west and north extents were truncated by 
later construction phases, possibly including the construction of Feature PS 47, which was an east 
to west running stone foundation wall lying 3’ north of Feature PS 46. Which of the features was 
built first is an ongoing question and it may be that Feature PS 46 post-dates Feature PS 47’s stone 
foundation.  
 
Feature PS 47 
Feature PS 47 was a length of a partially mortared stone wall found on the north side of Peck Slip, 
starting .54m (1.8’) from the modern north curb in PS Trench 35 Section 1. The .48m (1.6’) schist 
or gneiss main segment was aligned to form an east-west portion that first appeared at 1.11m 
(3.65’) bgs .6m (2’) from PS Trench 35’s east boundary and extending a further 3.16m (10.4’) 
west. A north-south aligned section of stone was found projecting from the south face of the main 
wall 3.4m (11.2’) from PS Trench 35’s east boundary. This .36m (1.2’) wide south projection 
appeared at 1.5m (5’) bgs and continued .64m (2.1’) from the main structure portion before 
tapering off into broken stone fragments, likely destroyed by the installation of a modern gas main 
through this area from .9m – 1.2m (3’ – 4’) bgs (Map 6.43). The stone blocks forming Feature PS 
47 were generally 49cm by 27cm (1.6’ by .9’) and 10cm (.35’) thick, with a strong sandy mortar 
binding the elements below 1.67m (5.5’) bgs. The original height of the structure was unclear, as 
the top courses appear to have been previously damaged. The eastern terminus tapered into broken 
stone and mortar, likely damaged by the installation of a concrete manhole vault atop this area. 
The western end of the main wall was highly damaged beyond the north-south offshoot, but for 
1.55m (5.1’) west of the extant feature the soil contained a high percentage of stone and mortar 
fragments matching the basic footprint of Feature PS 47. Beyond this point, the construction of a 
later ceramic sewer service and its builder’s trench appeared to disturb any further traces of the 
wall. A 7.5 YR 4/3 reddish brown loamy sand found across this segment of Peck Slip overlaid the 
entirety of Feature PS 47. 
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Chrysalis excavated a .9m by .45m (3’ by 1.5’) test pit along the south face of the main east-west 
wall abutting the southern projection to examine the stone structure and associated soil 
stratigraphy. Excavation to 2.25m (7.4’) bgs revealed the base of Feature PS 47 at 2.22m (7.3’) 
bgs. This was slightly below the modern water table, which appeared at 2.19m (7.2’) bgs. Test pit 
excavation revealed a 21cm (.7’) diameter rounded vertical timber abutting Feature PS 47’s south 
face and continuing to an indeterminate depth alongside the feature (Map 6.45) (Image 6.32). Two 
additional vertical timbers appeared with the same dimensions, one located on Feature PS 47’s 
north face across from the timber revealed in Test Pit 1 and the second located on the south face 
of the stone debris-laden fill matching the feature footprint .82m (2.7’) west of the extant stone 
wall. A 10 YR 5/2 greyish brown silty loamy sand matrix containing a small number of historic 
ceramics filled the area between the two walls from 1.55m – 2.14m (5.1’ – 7.05’) bgs. Below this 
layer lay 10 YR 3/1 very dark greyish brown moist loamy sand fill consistent with historic fill 
found across this portion of Peck Slip and below nearby Feature PS 46. Exploratory excavation 
.6m (2’) east of Test Pit 1 to 1.8m (6’) bgs confirmed that the Feature PS 46 foundation stones 
uncovered .97m (3.2’) south of Feature PS 47 did not meet the northern wall, indicating the two 
features represented separate building episodes. 
 
Feature PS 47 Test Pit 1 yielded 42 artifacts from the 10 YR 5/2 greyish brown silty loamy sand 
matrix present from 1.55m – 2.14m (5.1’ – 7.05’) bgs. Of the recovered materials, 35 artifacts 
belonged to the Household functional group. Household refined earthenwares included five tin 
glaze blue-painted flatware fragments. Household coarse earthenwares included six redware 
sherds and three slip decorated redwares with dotted or trailed slip. Household stonewares included 
15 salt glazed sherds and 14 hollowware buff body pieces. Of note is a partially mended buff body 
stoneware jar and a cordoned and blue-banded mug sherd. One mouth-blown common glass bottle 
shard rounded out the household artifacts. Three Personal items were recovered, all undecorated 
pipe stem fragments; three Faunal remains, all from large mammals, probably bovine; and a single 
Architectural aqua window glass fragment completed the assemblage.  
 
The assemblage had a TPQ of 1765 based on a scratched and filled white salt-glazed stoneware 
sherd. This suggested a slightly later deposition than the fill encountered in test pits below Feature 
PS 46 to the south. It is unclear if the Feature PS 47 Test Pit 1 assemblage represented fill added 
around the structure’s foundation base during its installation, if this matrix pre-dated the feature 
construction, or if this material resulted from the structure’s demolition. Partial mends of a 
stoneware jar and coarse earthenware dish within the assemblage suggest less disturbance to the 
contents than was common in historical landfill found further east across Peck Slip, which included 
more fragmented artifacts due to repeated redistribution. 
 
Feature PS 47 represented a portion of foundation wall, likely dating from the late-eighteenth or 
early-nineteenth century. Feature PS 47 could have belonged to the Peck Slip market, acting as a 
portion of sturdy base for the brick arch construction of the building. The small stone segment 
extending south from Feature PS 47’s main east-west portion may have been a thinner interior wall 
dividing rooms or property lines bounded by the more robust east-west segment. If this feature 
post-dated or was unrelated to the Peck Market, it may have been part of a basement or foundation 
extending south from a separate structure located near modern No. 1 Peck Slip. 
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Map 6.45: Feature PS 47 west and north profiles at Test Pit 1. 
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Image 6.32: Feature PS 47 Test Pit 1 plan view, showing wall base at 2.22m (7.3’) bgs and 

vertical timber abutting the wall, facing north. 
 
Feature PS 50 
Feature PS 50 included four rounded wood timbers uncovered during excavation on the north side 
of Peck Slip to install a new catch basin within PS Trench 35 Section 1 (Map 6.42). The timbers 
appeared from 2.1m – 2.8m (6.9’ – 9.2’) bgs as two sets of east-west oriented beams visible in the 
north, west and east sides and floor of the excavation area. Timber 1 had a 24cm (.8’) diameter 
and appeared protruding from the west catch basin area excavation wall at 2.1m (7’) bgs, extending 
.6m (2’) into the trench before terminating in a broken end. Timber 2 appeared at 2.1m (6.9’) bgs 
protruding .67m (2.2’) into the excavation from the east wall with a broken terminus. As Timbers 
1 and 2 were oriented along the same path, it is likely they were once a single timber-line of wood 
previously damaged, probably by the installation of the shallow catch basin located in this area. 
The high level of decay in these timbers also indicates exposure to the air as well as frequent wet 
and dry cycles. Timber 3 appeared below Timbers 1 and 2 at 2.5m (8.2’) bgs, with a 12cm (.4’) 
gap between the two sets of beams. Timber 3 had a 30cm (1’) diameter and no visible ends, as its 
east and west sides ran into the trench walls. Timber 4 lay in the north trench wall at 2.3m (7.6’) 
bgs, extending 15cm (.5’) into the excavation area with no visible east or west ends. Timber 4 had 
a 30cm (1’) diameter and was aligned parallel to Timbers 1 – 3, .76m (2.5’) to the south. No 
notching or adjoining timbers were evident in any of the uncovered portions of Feature PS 50. 
 
Soil surrounding the Feature PS 50 timbers was a 10 YR 3/2 very dark greyish brown loamy sand 
beginning at 1.8m (5.9’) bgs and continuing to the base of excavation at 2.6m (8.6’) bgs, with a 
large .6m (2’) diameter boulder at 1.9m (6.3’) bgs. Atop lay three levels of fill soils: a 10 YR 5/6 
lighter yellowish brown sand mixed with 10 YR 4/3 brown loamy sand underlying the road base 
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to 29cm (.95’) bgs; a 10 YR 4/3 brown loamy sand to .93m (3.05’) bgs; and a 7.5 YR 4/3 redder 
brown loamy sand punctuated by a ceramic sewer service pipe to 1.98m (6.5’) bgs. The water table 
began encroaching into the excavation area at 2.28m (7.5’) bgs and increased whenever the Feature 
PS 50 timbers were slightly disturbed. The cribbing timbers appeared to be acting to help push 
back water intrusion. Disturbance from groundwater intrusion obscured visibility and soil profiles 
during excavation. 
 
Feature PS 50 represented a portion of an elongated open-cell cribbing segment. While it was 
unusual to see a 3m (10’) stretch of cribbing wall without interior cell divisions, a previous 
disturbance damaged the timbers in this area at 2.1m (7’) bgs and may have also removed any 
overlying elements and damaged interior perpendicular connections. Feature PS 50's close 
association with the Feature PS 47 foundation wall located .6m (2’) to the south may indicate the 
Feature PS 47 structure was built into the filled slip area after the installation of wood cribbing 
elements along the sides of the slipway under the modern sidewalk area. 
 
Construction on the new, deeper catch basin slightly damaged the ends of Timbers 1 and 2 as they 
were uncovered during backhoe excavation. Subsequent to this current disturbance, all of the 
timbers were documented and left intact and in situ during installation of the new catch basin. 
 
Feature PS 51 
Excavation below the modern sidewalk on the north side of Peck Slip uncovered a line of mortared 
cut stone within PS Trench 39 during installation of a large service box (Map 6.46). The feature 
appeared at 1.24m – 1.92m (4.1’ – 6.3’) bgs, running from .4m – 7.1m (1.4’ – 23.3’) from the east 
trench wall. The blocks were roughly rectangular, .3m - .51m (1’ – 1.7’) long and about 20cm 
(.65’) thick, forming an irregular line from one to three courses thick and petering out in some 
places. The blocks appeared to be schist with a yellowish sandy mortar. The feature appeared 
directly below the modern poured concrete basement foundation for the US Post Office structure 
at No. 1 Peck Slip (Image 6.33). A 7.5 YR 4/4 sandy fill surrounded and underlay the feature to 
2.2m (7.3’) bgs, terminating atop a 7.5 YR 5/4 sandy fill. No inclusions or cultural materials 
appeared in the soil, and the water table began entering the excavation at 3.4m (11.2’) bgs. Rubble 
and overspill concrete seeping from the No. 1 Peck Slip foundation wall to 1.76m (5.8’) bgs 
disturbed the western portion of Feature PS 51. 
 
Feature PS 51 was likely an older stone foundation wall sharing the same footprint as the modern 
structure at No. 1 Peck Slip. This wall may have been used as a base for construction or concrete 
pouring for the new basement foundation when the structure was updated. Installation of the 
modern cement foundation likely damaged the earlier foundation and any shallower wall portions, 
obscuring the original depth and extent of Feature PS 51. Additionally, archaeologically monitored 
test pits excavated in the interior of No. 1 Peck Slip to assess the foundation may have encountered 
and impacted this feature during work overseen by Historical Perspectives, Inc (2014). Feature PS 
51 yielded one stone and mortar sample (Peck Slip FS 103). 
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Map 6.46: Peck Slip sidewalk between Pearl and Water Streets, features identified on the north 

side of the street and sidewalk. 
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Image 6.33: Feature PS 51 north profile, east half. 

 
Feature PS 52 
Feature PS 52 appeared as a .85m (2.8’) wide squared brick chamber found within PS Trench 35 
Section 2's south wall (Map 6.47). The chamber laid 5.6m (18.4’) from the north Peck curb line 
and 9m (29.8’) from PS Trench 35 Section 1 to the east, protruding 32cm (1.05’) into the trench 
from the south wall. Three courses of schist stones formed a rounded cap beginning at .54m (1.8’) 
bgs and terminating at .91m (3’) bgs atop the lower brick courses. The empty interior chamber of 
the brick portion measured 30cm by 39cm (1’ by 1.3’) east-west and ran from .9m – 2.7m (3’ – 
9’) bgs, terminating in a reddish yellow sandy deposit visible only in flash photography down the 
chamber. The soil atop the stone cap was 10 YR 5/4 yellowish brown sand underlying the modern 
road base. A 7.5 YR 5/4 redder brown sand mixed with 7.5 YR 4/4 lighter red-brown loamy sand 
surrounded Feature PS 52 to 1.1m (3.6’) bgs before changing to a 7.5 YR 4/3 lighter still red-
brown loamy sand mixed with 7.5 YR 5/4 brown sand punctuated by nearby lead water service 
lines. A thin (6cm -18cm (.2’ - .6’)), slightly darker 7.5 YR 5/3 reddish brown loamy sand halo 
surrounding the brick chamber beginning at 1.06m (3.5’) bgs may have represented a small 
builder's trench surrounding Feature PS 52 (Image 6.34). 
 
Further excavation expanding the PS Trench 35 Section 2 boundary an additional 2.1m (7’) south 
and lowering the trench floor to 1.8m (6’) bgs revealed that Feature PS 52 was a venting or access 
chamber connecting to the Feature PS 18 brick sewer running east-west across the north-center of 
Peck Slip. The cap may have acted as an early type of manhole cover, or may have been added to 
the chamber as a permanent closure to the vent before installation of various portions of the modern 
concrete-based roadway. As the interior size of the chamber was small, about 30cm (1’) across, 
this chamber was likely intended as a vent for the fumes and pressure building within the sewer, 
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or as a monitoring station to check the water flow and fill level of the sewage. Installation of a new 
sewer service pipe for No. 1 Peck Slip required removal of the south, west and north walls of the 
Feature PS 52 chamber after its exposure and documentation (Image 6.35). 
 
Feature PS 52 yielded one brick and mortar sample (Peck Slip FS 105). Feature PS 52’s builder’s 
trench yielded four Household hollowware artifacts consisting of three buff-bodied stonewares 
and one redware lead-glazed sherd, as well as one Architectural tin-glazed tile fragment (Peck Slip 
FS 106). The only diagnostic piece was the tin-glazed tile, produced between 1640 and 1800. This 
fragmented piece had likely been discarded and re-deposited as part of local landfill multiple times, 
lending little assistance in dating the sewer chamber construction. 
 

 
Map 6.47: Peck Slip excavations between Pearl and Water Streets,  

plan view centered on Features PS 52 – 54. 
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Image 6.34: Feature PS 52 plan view with builder's trench before deconstruction, facing south. 

 

 
Image 6.35: Feature PS 52 entering Feature 18 in 

the east profile after partial disassembly. 
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Feature PS 53 
Feature PS 53 appeared as an arched brick structure in the south wall of PS Trench 35 Section 2 
5.8m (19’) from the north Peck curb and 12m (39.4’) from Section 1 to the east (Map 6.47). The 
top of the mortared brick arch lay at 1.8m (5.9’) bgs and extended across a .9m (3’) diameter. The 
northern portion of the feature that would have run into the PS Trench 35 area had been previously 
destroyed, leaving an abrupt terminus of jagged, dislodged bricks and fragments mixing into the 
surrounding 10 YR 3/2 very dark greyish brown loamy sand matrix (Image 6.36). Previous 
installation of a duct bank .9m (3’) north likely caused the destruction of Feature PS 53 in this 
area. Above the brick-laden soil around Feature PS 53 lay a thick 7.5 YR 4/3 redder brown loamy 
sand mixed with a slightly lighter red-brown 7.5 YR 5/4 sand fill layer, the same material 
surrounding Feature PS 52 2m (6.5’) to the east.  
 

 
Image 6.36: Feature PS 53 in PS Trench 35's south profile. 

 
Feature PS 54 
Feature PS 54 referred to a series of highly decayed timbers found oriented in an east to west 
trajectory near the north Peck Slip curb line in PS Trench 35 Sections 1 and 2 (see Map 6.47 
above). In Section 1, Feature PS 54 appeared at .9m (3’) bgs .3m (1’) from the modern north curb. 
The decayed wood was identifiable from 7.8m (25.8’) to 12.2m (40.3’) west of the Section 1 east 
boundary. In Section 2, Feature PS 54 appeared from .97m – 1.02m (3.2’ – 3.35’) bgs; 42cm (1.4’) 
from the modern north curb. The Section 2 portion of Feature PS 54 appeared from 2.7m – 4.87m 
(9’ – 16’) bgs. The Feature PS 54 timbers were extremely decayed and surrounded by moist sand, 
making it difficult to excavate around the beams and identify their finish without damaging the 
wood (Image 6.37). Where best preserved, the timbers appeared to be rounded with a diameter of 
24cm (.8’). The soil surrounding the beams was a large-grain 10 YR 4/3 to 10 YR 5/4 sand in 
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Section 1 and a slightly more reddish coarse sand in Section 2. Two prefabricated concrete ducts 
and a metal electric line lay directly above Feature PS 54 along the curb line. 
 
Feature PS 54's decayed state made identification difficult. The timbers may have served as 
sheeting or support for the utility lines running atop them; however, the generally rounded finish 
of the beams was uncharacteristic of utility sheeting construction. The feature's alignment across 
the north Peck Slip curb line suggested it could be a remnant of the same wooden water pipe line 
as Feature PS 42. The slightly shallower depth here, 1m (3.2’) compared to 1.17m (3.85’) for 
Feature PS 42, could be due to the rise in elevation heading west from Front Street or to assist in 
water delivery running east towards the East River. Feature PS 54's extremely fragmentary nature 
inhibited identification of a borehole in the timber's center. High water content in the area due to 
poor drainage along the curb line for rain run-off might have erased any clear evidence of boring 
through the timber centers by saturating the surrounding soil with decayed wood pulp. Feature PS 
54's extant elements were left intact after documentation. No wood samples were retained due to 
the poor timber preservation across the feature. 
 

 
Image 6.37: Feature PS 54 decaying into PS Trench 35's north profile. 

 
Feature PS 57 
Hand excavation into the north Peck Slip sidewalk in PS Trench 35 Section 1 uncovered Feature 
PS 57, a stone foundation wall and firebrick structure below the modern sidewalk at the northeast 
Peck Slip and Water Street intersection (Map 6.48). Cable line installations required excavating a 
.79m (2.6’) wide segment of the sidewalk 10.2’ north of the modern curb line and 4.93m (16.2’) 
from the southwest corner of No. 1 Peck Slip. The stone structure appeared from .85m – 1.19m 
(2.8’ – 3.9’) north of the modern curb line, beginning at 54cm (1.8’) bgs. The uneven, disturbed 
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surface of the stone wall lay from 54cm – 67cm (1.8’ – 2.2’) and the mortared stones continued 
beneath the trench floor at 1m (3.5’) bgs. Irregularly cut schist blocks 10cm (.35’) to 16cm (.55’) 
thick and 36cm (1.2’) to 60cm (2’) long made up the wall, with some rounded fieldstones included 
amongst the longer blocks. A brownish red silt-sand mortar bound the stone elements. Feature PS 
57's south face was previously disturbed by the installation of a two inch lead service pipe running 
parallel to the wall .8m (2.65’) north of the modern curb line within a 10 YR 4/3 loamy sand fill 
trench. During previous excavation of the roadway, in PS Trench 35 Section 1, a 4-inch plastic 
pipe was inserted into an undercut hole at 1m (3.4’) bgs up to .6m (1.95’) north of the curb line 
within a 7.5 YR 4/4 loamy sand fill, unknowingly destroying any historic soil stratigraphy in this 
area south of PS Feature 57. Two layers of clean fill lay atop Feature PS 57. A 10 YR 5/3 loamy 
sand with asphalt banding underlay the modern sidewalk and curbstone, with 7.5 YR 4/3 loamy 
sand clean fill below extending to .38m (1.25’) bgs over Feature PS 57's stone wall. Viewed in 
profile, these two layers seemed associated with the installation of the curbstone and sidewalk.  
 
 A 10 YR 4/2 loamy sand with red brick and fire brick rubble and mortar fragment inclusions ran 
from .38m (1.25’) to the PS Feature 57 stone surface and continued to the trench floor across the 
entire exposed stone wall north face before ending 1.8m (6’) north of curb line (Image 6.38). 
Nearly complete fire brick fragments outnumbered red brick fragments found throughout this 
matrix, with several vertical headers bound to the north stone wall face with a light sand mortar at 
.86m (2.85’) bgs. Several horizontally laid fire brick stretchers also appeared north of the stone 
wall at 1m (3.3’) bgs. Four precast concrete ducts running east to west cut across the PS Feature 
57 area within a 1.2m (4’) wide 2.5 Y 4/3 sandy fill trench to 1.04m (3.4’) bgs, destroying any 
extensions of the fire bricks mortared to the north stone wall face. North of this disturbance, 
extending from 2.5m (8.2’) north of the curb to the north trench wall, lay an intact complex of 
mortared vertical firebrick headers from .59m - .9m (1.95’ – 2.95’) bgs (Image 6.39). The 
firebricks displayed burning or staining on their ventral sides. A layer of horizontal firebrick 
headers ran below the vertical bricks with a thin 10 YR 3/3 loamy film between the layers. The 
horizontal brick complex lay atop a 7.5 YR 5/4 loamy sand matrix with mortar and brick fragment 
inclusions that extended to 1.8m (6’) from the modern curb, below the prefabricated utility 
disturbance.  
 
Seven coarse earthenware sherds that likely mend to form a pitcher were recovered from .85m 
(2.8’) bgs amidst the firebrick rubble in the northern portion of Feature PS 57 (Peck Slip FS 115). 
Additionally, excavators retained red brick and firebrick samples for analysis (Peck Slip FS 114). 
As Feature PS 57 impeded cable line installations, excavation was extended east and west (to the 
limits of the sidewalk area removed) to better document the feature's construction and the trench 
profile before disassembling the central .6m (2’) of the stone wall and fire brick segments by hand. 
 
Feature PS 57 represented a stone foundation wall from a structure along the north side of Peck 
Slip. As Peck Slip was widened at the end of the eighteenth century and altered for paving in 1816, 
the structure represented by the stone foundation wall may have belonged to a period in the 
eighteenth century before the street expansion (AKRF 2007:IV 16-17). The fire brick extension 
north may have been a heat-retardant surface for heating or cooking activities; alternatively, the 
portion of vertical headers disturbed by the prefabricated utility ducts may have once formed a 
barrel vault similar to Feature WS 21 to act as a solid basement structure. The presence of large 
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red brick fragments in the fill above and north of the stone wall indicated the overlying structure 
had significant brick construction elements before it was razed. 
 

 
Map 6.48: Peck Slip sidewalk and street excavation  

at the northwest Water Street intersection, features in plan view. 
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Image 6.38: Feature PS 57 south half plan view and east profile. 

 

 
Image 6.39: Feature PS 57's north half plan view, facing north. 
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Feature PS 58 
Excavation in PS Trench 35 Section 4 at the northeast Peck Slip and Pearl Street intersection 
uncovered Feature PS 58, a historic brick catch basin (Map 6.49). The brick and mortar structure 
lay 1m (3.5’) from the curb radius below a 1.37m by 1.37m (4.5’ by 4.5’) concrete and rebar catch 
basin capped by a metal grate. A 12-inch ceramic pipe extended west from the northwest side of 
the concrete basin at .54m (1.8’) bgs, cutting slightly into the brick structure underneath (Image 
6.40). Below the concrete basin, at .73m (2.4’), lay Feature PS 58, a 1.5m by 1.5m (5’ by 5’) 
mortared brick structure with three straight, squared walls and a semi-circular south face tapering 
as it rose toward the surface like a half-dome. A 12-inch ceramic outflow chute connected with 
cement ran south from the tapering circular dome on the feature's south side, beginning at 1m 
(3.2’) bgs and pitching downward to 1.47m (4.85’) bgs at .6m (2’) south of Feature PS 58. Plastic 
wire wrapped around the concrete-encased ceramic pipe .36m (1.2’) from the basin is likely a 
modern repair made when the pipe was cracked during installation of an abutting utility duct bank.  
 
The basin had a .79m by .77m (2.6’ by 2.55’) interior chamber filled with concrete, brick, plastic, 
modern glass and wood debris to 3.1’ bgs. A 10 YR 2/1 black wet silty loam filled the chamber 
from .94m (3.1’) to the interior base at 1.23m (4.05’) bgs. Feature PS 58's walls were three courses 
thick and constructed of unmarked bricks; brick fragments made up the domed south side. At 1.4m 
(4.6’) bgs, the three squared brick basin walls gave way to a completely circular brick structure. A 
poured concrete floor lay within the basin from 1.23m – 1.4m (4.05’ – 4.6’) bgs; the squared walls 
terminated atop the concrete floor in the inner basin brick courses. Feature PS 58 lay entirely within 
a 7.5 YR 5/6 sand fill devoid of inclusions; this matrix continued beyond the feature base to 2.46m 
(8.1’) bgs atop the Feature PS 59 concrete slab. As Feature PS 58 impeded construction activities, 
it was documented in situ before the feature was disassembled (Image 6.41).  
 
Feature PS 58 appeared to be an older catch basin that had been modified several times. The 
original 1.6m (5.4’) diameter circular basin had a narrowing dome top with a ceramic outflow 
chute. This circular structure was likely rebuilt with three square walls when concrete was poured 
across the inside walls and made to form a solid base, an action possibly taken during cleaning or 
revitalization of the basin after a period of extended use. Later, perhaps when the ceramic influx 
pipe at the northwest corner was added to drain water from a second basin 2.4m (8’) west, a fully 
concrete basin was built directly atop the brick structure. The modern fill at the top of the brick 
structure's interior chamber indicated the modified brick version was in use within the last fifty 
years. The date of the construction of Feature PS 58’s circular brick form, its earliest portion, 
clearly post-dates the Feature PS 59 slab below, indicating it operated within the last one hundred 
and fifty years. 
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Map 6.49: Peck Slip at the intersection of Peck Slip and Pearl Street, features in plan view. 
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Image 6.40: Feature PS 58 plan view with 12-inch ceramic pipes  

(northeast and south) and overlying shallow concrete basin, facing west. 
 

 
Image 6.41: Feature PS 58 plan view after partial disassembly, facing northwest. 
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Feature PS 59 
Feature PS 59 was a large concrete slab uncovered at 2.46m (8.1’) bgs near the northeast Peck Slip 
and Pearl Street intersection within PS Trench 35 Section 4 (Map 6.49). The slab began .85m (2.8’) 
from the modern north Peck Slip curb line and continued below the Feature PS 58 catch basin 
south and west beyond the excavation area. Its north and east boundaries were uneven, broken 
ends where the feature was cut by the concrete encasement surrounding a steam pipe turning west 
below the modern sidewalk at a right angle. The entire visible area measured 1.92m by 2.5m (6.3’ 
by 8.2’). Above the slab lay a large 7.5 YR 5/6 sand matrix as well as several newer metal utility 
pipes and surrounding clean fill. Chrysalis excavators extended the trench to explore the slab's 
extent and thickness (Image 6.42). Originally, the slab's dark grey color and relatively fine grain 
material gave the impression of slate, but examination of its size and durability proved more 
characteristic of concrete. Due to the slab's large size, a south or west terminus could not be 
determined nor could the base of the slab be reached during excavation or probing along the jagged 
north and east edges.  
 
Feature PS 59 likely represented a late historic construction platform. The slab probably acted as 
the base of a large manhole or basement structure; alternatively, it may have provided a working 
surface for construction of Feature PS 58 above. The lack of historic fill content in the stratigraphy 
above the Feature PS 59 slab indicated this element was installed after Peck Slip had been filled 
and graded. However, determining a more precise date range was not possible based upon the 
scope of the construction work. 
 

 
Image 6.42: Feature PS 59 plan view, facing north. 
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FRONT STREET BETWEEN PECK SLIP AND DOVER STREET 
 
Front Street excavations were documented as an extension of the Peck Slip Area, running north 
from open trenches at the Peck Slip and Front Street intersection. PS Trenches 33 and 34 
encompassed the entire Front Street roadway from Peck Slip to Dover Street (Maps 6.50a, 6.50b, 
6.51a and 6.51b) (Image 6.43). The mass excavation trenches were subdivided into six, 15m (50’) 
sections in order to better manage and document the work. Excavation on Front Street’s west side 
generally extended to 1.8m (6’) bgs, while impacts to Trench PS 34, on the east side of the 
roadway, only extended to .6m (2’) bgs at the Peck Slip and Dover Street intersections. At the mid-
point of Front Street, at 246 Front Street, excavation extended west into the sidewalk and partially 
beyond the property line to install new service connections at the empty lot in anticipation of 
development activity. 
 

 
Image 6.43: Excavation on west side of Front Street in PS Trench 33 Section 2, facing south. 
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Map 6.50a: Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street - archaeological features in plan view (south half). 
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Map 6.50b: Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street - archaeological features in plan view (north half). 
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Map 6.51a: Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street – excavation trenches in plan view (south half). 
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Map 6.51b: Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street – excavation trenches in plan view (north half). 

. 
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Key elements revealed by the Front Street excavation were drainage structures, cribbing timbers, 
shell refuse deposits, foundation elements from previous property development, and a wooden 
water main segment. Soils generally consisted of clean fill soils associated with previous utility 
work that were present at lower depths around trenches in the roadway center and surrounding 
several water and gas lines (Table 6.09). 
 
Despite major utility line disturbances across the street bed, excavation alongside Front Street’s 
modern curb lines revealed several areas of dense oyster shell. Four distinct areas of very dense 
shell appeared along the modern curb lines in this region. Three of these areas occurred just north 
of Front Street’s intersection with Peck Slip, in PS Trenches 33 and 34 Section 1 and associated 
deep excavations into the sidewalk to install fire hydrant connections on both the east and west 
sides of the street. A fourth, more discrete deposit appeared along the west side of the roadway 
near the center of the block in PS Trench 33 Section 3 between 1.1m - 1.26m (3.7’ - 4.15’) bgs 
(Feature PS 34) (Image 6.44).  
 
Each of these deposits consisted of dense oyster shell or mixed oyster and clam shell with very 
few, if any, artifact inclusions and organic-rich sandy soils. These deposits appeared to be layers 
of food waste discarded into open areas rather than discrete pits or contained refuse areas. It is 
likely that either local commercial proprietors selling oysters or clams discarded the faunal refuse, 
or local residents discarded home waste, into the area’s partially filled blocks. However, the 
density of shell in each of these deposits, coupled with extremely few ceramic or glass inclusions, 
suggests a commercial origin rather than household waste. 
 
Table 6.09: General Stratigraphy- Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street. 

STRATUM DEPTH  SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .36m 

(0 – 1.2’) 
Belgian block 
atop concrete road 
base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II  .36m – 
1.03m 
(1.2’ – 3.4’ 
W½) 
.36m – 
1.86m 
(1.2’ – 6.1’ 
E½) 

Sand 10YR 5/4 
10YR 5/6 
10YR 4/3 

Modern clean fill. Disturbed to lower 
depths in east half of Front Street. 

III 1.03m – 
3.05m 
(3.4’ – 10’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/2 
10YR 2/1 

Historic fill with small number of brick, 
shell, and cobble fragment inclusions. 
Higher number of fieldstone cobbles and 
disarticulated stone block inclusions 
beyond 1.7m (5.8’) deep. 

IV 1.03m – 
1.14m 
(3.4’ – 3.75’) 

Sandy loam 10YR 5/3 Very dense oyster shell deposit with small 
number of historic ceramics below east 
Front Street curb line near Peck Slip. 

V .97m – 
1.15m 
(3.2’ – 3.8’) 

Sandy loam 10YR 2/1 
mottled 
with 7.5YR 
4/3 

Historic fill dense with clam and oyster 
shell. Found along west Front Street curb at 
center of block. 
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STRATUM DEPTH  SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
VI 1.28m – 

1.65m 
(4.2’ – 5.4’) 

Sandy loam 10YR 3/2 Historic fill dense with clam and oyster 
shell below west Front Street curb line near 
Peck Slip. 

VII 1.21m – 
1.34m 
(4’ – 4.4’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 5/3 Very dense oyster shell deposit atop thin 
band of 2.5Y 5/3 green sand. Found west of 
west Front Street curb near Peck Slip. 

 

 
Image 6.44: Feature PS 34 shell deposit plan view along the west Front Street curb,  

within PS Trench 33 Section 3, facing west. 
 
Across the western half of the Front Street roadway was a series of French style bluestone-capped 
brick drains (Features PS 8 and PS 41). These drains ran north-south at 1.7m (5.55’) bgs in the 
north side of Front Street to 1.79m (5.9’) bgs at Peck Slip and were installed within the darker 
historic fills found across the area, laying below the cleaner sandy soils under the roadway. The 
drains ran from beneath the western Front Street property area and turned south to drain into brick 
sewer lines running toward the East River. The northernmost segment turned and ran north from 
the west side of Front Street, presumably into a sewer line at Dover Street. These features likely 
acted as water control, allowing groundwater encroaching into basements and cellars on the west 
side of Front Street to drain into local sewers and flow to the East River. 
 
Also exposed on Front Street was a cribbing complex found along the west side of the roadway in 
PS Trench 33 Section 3. This open-cell crib structure, Feature PS 37, was notable as one of the 
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few landfilling devices found on Front Street. It was also unique across Peck Slip in that it lay 
within a very clean sandy bedding, rather than in loamy historic fill matrices with brick and shell 
inclusions. This might imply a later construction date for this cribbing complex, as refuse-free 
sandy fills replaced local bulk refuse after a variety of nineteenth century regulations slowly 
limited landfill to more homogenous materials. The sandy fill surrounding this cribbing might also 
have been related to grading and leveling the newly created ground surface atop the cribbing 
complex. 
 
Front Street’s west side also yielded a hollow pine timber above the cribbing complex that served 
as a section of wooden water main (Feature PS 36). The recovered piece was found running east-
west from below the west sidewalk area. This timber segment was one-foot in diameter, unlike the 
smaller, individual service line connection pieces found throughout Beekman Street. However, 
while the timber’s robust size matched other delivery line stretches found in the area, its position 
running toward the developed west Front Street property line at the block’s center indicates it could 
have acted as a service connection to a property in this area. Ultimately it was determined that the 
hollow pine timber piece represented a segment of the Manhattan Company’s wooden water 
delivery system (see Section VIII for a more detailed discussion).  
 
Large inclusions in the landfill materials characterized the soil matrices on Front Street, especially 
to 3m (10’) bgs near Dover Street. Historic fill soils exposed in PS Trench 34 Section 6, and to a 
lesser extent in PS Trench 33 Section 3, exhibited increasingly large fieldstone and roughly-cut 
stone block inclusions below 1.8m (6’) deep. While these fill matrices were disturbed by a brick 
sewer and additional modern water mains running north up Front Street, exposed areas showed 
that disarticulated materials approaching .45m (1.5’) diameter increasingly make up the bulk of 
the fill material as depth increased. Evidence of cribbing timbers appeared near Dover Street, but 
the remnants were highly damaged by later utility installations. The large stone materials were 
likely fieldstone ballast and local building refuse utilized to fill Front Street as it expanded into the 
East River before it was paved in 1798 (AKRF 2007:IV-11). These fills were cohesive and 
included few artifacts, indicating these fill episodes involved adding massive quantities of cheap, 
large-grain material without incorporating local refuse or allowing the area to remain an open 
repository for local waste for long periods. 
 
Excavation into the sidewalks on Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street generally had 
minimal impacts to .15m (.5’) below the road surface. Matrices below the modern concrete 
sidewalks included mixed 10YR 5/6 sand and 10YR 4/4 loamy sand fills with small amounts of 
very small shell and brick fragments. More extensive excavations occurred for fire hydrant and 
streetlamp base replacements on the east side of Front Street in PS Trench 34 Sections 1 and 4. 
Streetlight excavations in Section 4 stayed within the confines of previous excavation trenching 
and only exposed clean fill sands. Hydrant and streetlight replacement in Section 1 revealed one 
of the segments of dense oyster shell discussed above. In this area, on the east side of Front Street, 
three thin layers of dense oyster and clam shell deposits overlaid each other within historic fill 
matrices with few inclusions (Image 6.45).  
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Image 6.45: Shell deposit layers in east profile, hydrant extension on east Front Street sidewalk. 

 
Additionally, excavation to 1.5m (5’) bgs in the west Front Street sidewalk to install new service 
connections to 246 Front Street exposed stone and brick foundation or basement wall features 
(Features PS 39 and PS 40). As the property lay empty (as of December 2013) these outer mortared 
stone foundations and interior brickwork probably represented the basement structural elements 
of the razed building. The exposed north-south oriented wall segments matched the layout and 
placement of the surrounding extant building lines 
 
FEATURES 
 
Feature PS 31 
Feature PS 31 was a brick and mortar structure aligned north-south within PS Trench 33 Section 
1 along the west Front Street curb line (Map 6.52). Found at 48cm (1.6’) bgs, it was embedded in 
the west trench profile 6’ north of the replaced catch basin near the Peck Slip and Front Street 
intersection. Feature PS 31’s east face had a thin mortar layer atop it obscuring most of the 
brickwork.  
 
While its north terminus appeared to be a finished right angle, Feature PS 31’s south boundary 
ended in a broken, jagged edge .76m (2.5’) north of the new catch basin. It is likely that previous 
excavation to install the removed catch basin impacted this portion of Feature PS 31. Feature PS 
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31 lay within a 10 YR 4/3 sandy soil matrix with mortar and brick fragment inclusions. Excavation 
to 1.5m (5’) bgs did not reveal the feature base due to construction restrictions, and it appears that 
in this area, the 10 YR 4/3 fill continued to a lower depth around Feature PS 31 than in surrounding 
trench portions. Elsewhere, this soil matrix terminated with 10 YR 3/1 sandy loam historic landfill 
around 1.2m (4’) bgs.  
 

 
Map 6.52: Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street, features in plan view,  

including Feature PS 31 at west side of sidewalk. 
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Feature PS 31 was probably a remnant portion of an older foundation wall, either disjointed from 
its original location or highly damaged in its southern portion by previous construction episodes. 
The feature was left intact and yielded no artifacts. 
 
Feature PS 32 
Mass excavation in PS Trench 33 at Front Street uncovered Feature PS 32, a damaged brick and 
mortar sewer running north-south (see Maps 6.51a and 6.51b). Excavations first revealed the sewer 
in PS Trench 33 Section 2’s east wall at 3.9m (12.8’) from the west Front Street curb line and at a 
depth of .38m (1.25’) bgs. Feature PS 32’s visible shape was a 1.2m (4’) by approximately .9m 
(3’) oval, though the full extent was not revealed in plan view. The sewer terminated 7.37m (24.2’) 
south of the PS Trench 33 Section two-thirds boundary, sealed by a brick closure and an additional 
concrete barrier 24cm (.8’) further south. The concrete barrier may have been added during later 
construction activities as it was surrounded on its north and south sides by modern 10 YR 5/6 
sandy clean fill. The Feature PS 32 sewer extended to 1.5m (5’) bgs and was surrounded by 10 YR 
2/2 loamy sand. This matrix changed to a 10 YR 2/1 sandy loam historic landfill at 1.6m (5.25’) 
bgs. An 8-inch diameter metal sewer service pipe entered the sewer at 1.23m (4.05’) bgs 79.4’ 
north of the Peck Slip north curb line and connected with a manhole box; removal of the manhole 
cover revealed minor water flow within the sewer. 
 
A second segment of Feature PS 32 appeared in PS Trench 33 Section 3, 17m (56’) north of the 
first segment. This portion had the same dimensions and appearance as segment one, but lay very 
slightly to the west at 3.77m (12.4’) from Front Street’s western curb at a beginning depth of .64m 
(2.1’) bgs. This depth, along with the capped end in the southern sewer segment, indicates that the 
sewer pitched down as it ran north. An eight inch metal pipe entered the segment at 1.2m (4’) bgs 
17.7m (58.2’) north of the southernmost sewer segment. 
 
Additional excavation activities showed that Feature PS 32 was an active sewer. The construction 
crew partially dismantled a .9m (3’) long segment of the west sewer face in the southernmost 
visible portion in order to install a new sewer feed, revealing a two-course thick brick construction. 
Feature PS 32 still operated as an outflow sewer and serviced the properties further north on Front 
Street through the aforementioned eight inch sewer connections. The interior of the sewer had a 
mortar layer that held a wire mesh lining in place; a modern feature that indicated this sewer was 
rebuilt or updated.  
 
Feature PS 33 
Feature PS 33 was a mortared schist structure found below the modern sidewalk in the west 
boundary of PS Trench 33 Section 3 on Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street (Map 
6.53). The feature began at the southern boundary of a sidewalk construction test pit 1.76m (5.8’) 
south of the Trench PS 33 Section three-fourths boundary and extended 2.37m (7.8’) north to a 
jagged north terminus (Image 6.46). Feature PS 33’s east face lay at 1.8m (6’) west of the west 
Front Street curb line, with the feature continuing an additional .39m (1.3’) west and running 
beyond the test pit boundaries. Feature PS 33 began at .57m (1.9’) bgs and continued below the 
excavation floor at 1.09m (3.6’) bgs. In a second test pit excavated .76m (2.5’) to the south, no 
trace of Feature PS 33 appeared, indicating it was either destroyed in this area or terminated 
somewhere between the two pits. 
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Map 6.53: Peck Slip on the west side of Front Street, between Peck Slip and Dover Street, 

Features in the street and sidewalk area. 
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Image 6.46: Feature PS 33 west profile in progress. 

 
Feature PS 33 lay within a 10 YR 4/2 loamy sand soil matrix with small brick fragment inclusions, 
indicative of a secondary or tertiary historic fill deposit or poorly sorted fill soil. Immediately west 
of and abutting Feature PS 33 was a large segment of 10 YR 5/6 clean sandy fill, the result of a 
modern oil-o-static installation trench that involved excavation up to Feature PS 33’s east face, but 
did not result in the feature’s removal. A series of gas and electric service lines ran alongside and 
atop of Feature PS 33 from 36cm – 45cm (1.2’ – 1.5’) bgs. Installation of these lines may have 
disturbed nearby portions of the feature. Above Feature PS 33 lay a 30cm (1’) thick layer of broken 
bluestone and concrete, likely the remnant of the previous bluestone sidewalk later covered by the 
more modern concrete sidewalk. 
 
The Feature PS 33 mortared schist structure likely represented a portion of surviving older 
foundation stones. A similar construction configuration later appeared in Feature PS 40 to the 
south. The Feature PS 33 stone foundation may have formed the east face of an older property 
boundary line for Front Street extending approximately 2.13m (7’) beyond the current property 
line. Feature PS 33 could also have served as part of the basement foundations extending beyond 
the borders of the building proper. Feature PS 33 was left intact and yielded no artifacts or samples. 
 
Feature PS 34 
Feature PS 34 was a dense, wide-ranging shell deposit between 6cm (.2’) and 10cm (.35’) thick 
found within PS Trench 33 Section 3. The deposit spanned an area beginning 7.25m (23.8’) north 
of the PS Trench 33 Section two-thirds boundary and continuing until interrupted by a modern 
utility box at 13.26m (43.5’) north of the Section two-thirds boundary (Map 6.53). Feature PS 34 
was initially only visible abutting the west Front Street curb line, though this offered an 
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opportunity to map the feature’s entire west profile. Additional excavation into the sidewalk 
revealed that Feature PS 34 continued immediately below the curb line, but was impacted along 
with the surrounding area by a 1.86m (6.1’) wide trench filled with 10 YR 5/6 sandy clean fill and 
excavated to at least 1.2m (4’) bgs for the installation of an oil-o-static line and service pipes. 
Feature PS 34’s east extent reached 1.65m (5.4’) east of the west Front Street curb line before 
being cut by a 12-inch water main and its associated 15cm – 36cm (.5’ – 1.2’) wide builders’ trench 
running north-south along the length of the street. Feature PS 34 was also disturbed by a hydrant 
service and a sewer line running east-west across the trench at 1.09m (3.6’) and 1.45m (4.75’) bgs, 
respectively. 
 
Two thin lines of shell deposits occupied the Feature PS 34 area. The most robust deposit was 
found at 1.12m – 1.15m (3.7’ – 3.8’) bgs and continued to 1.2m – 1.26m (4’ – 4.15’) in depth. The 
shell layer, containing almost exclusively oyster with a small amount of clam shells, was extremely 
dense and had a surrounding matrix of 10 YR 5/3 loamy sand highly saturated with decaying shell 
material. No artifacts or bones were present. Above this deposit was a 10 YR 2/1 sandy loam 
historic fill matrix. Which terminated in historic landfill soils of 10 YR 2/1 sandy loam with 
pockets of 7.5 YR 4/3 loamy sand, likely sourced from several locations and deposited in uneven 
dumping episodes. 
 
A second, thinner shell deposit stratum was visible above the main Feature PS 34 oyster shell 
layer. Found beginning at .91m - .98m (3’ – 3.2’) bgs and terminating at 1.02m – 1.04m (3.35’ – 
3.4’) bgs, this thinner line was more fragmentary and slightly less dense than the lower layer. Atop 
this deposit was a 7.5 YR 4/3 loamy sand clean matrix containing several utility disturbances from 
.33m - .91m (1.1’ – 3’) bgs. The thin shell line lay directly atop a 10 YR 2/1 sandy loam historic 
fill matrix with a high percentage of large brick fragment inclusions; this soil horizon appeared 
similar to the demo fill layer seen further south along Peck Slip. As with the lower deposit, this 
shell band yielded no artifacts or other faunal remains.  
 
The second, thinner shell band may have been a result of disturbances to and redistribution of the 
underlying robust shell deposit. If efforts were made to grade and level this area after the dense 
shell deposition occurred, it is possible the excavated soils and shell-laden materials were used 
with other soils to refill and raise the land. The fragmentary nature of the thin shell band supports 
this notion of secondary deposition. With an absence of artifact remains, however, it is difficult to 
identify whether or not the thin shell deposit originated from the lower Feature PS 34 deposit or 
elsewhere. If not redistributed from soils below, the thinner shell band was likely an unrelated and 
brief deposition episode. 
 
A concrete utility box and its surrounding clean fill builders’ trench was found beginning at 1.89m 
(6.2’) south of the PS Trench 33 Section three-fourths boundary and formed Feature PS 34’s 
northern extent. No continuation of the shell deposits was visible north of the utility box. It is 
unknown if Feature PS 34 continued east beyond the water main disturbance and the utility ducts 
found extending 3.96m (13’) east of the west Front Street curb.  
 
Feature PS 34 was a dense shell sheet deposit or widespread dumping episode atop a gradually 
filled open area in the developing Seaport landmass. The various deposit layers and soil pockets 
visible in the west PS Trench 33 profile attest to many dumping episodes as population increased 
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in this area. Feature PS 34 likely represented local refuse deposited here as a convenient way to 
unload waste and fill open land. 
 
Feature PS 35 
A single rounded timber found in PS Trench 33 Section 2 comprised Feature PS 35. Mass 
excavation activity uncovered the beam 24.5m (80.3’) north of the north Peck Slip curb line, 
running east-west under the west Front Street curb line (Map 6.54). The visible segment of Feature 
PS 35 was a 1m (3.4’) long span of .33m (1.1’) diameter timber protruding from below the curb 
line at 6.8’ bgs and running slightly southeast (Image 6.47). It continued below the 12-inch water 
main in the trench center, beyond which the mass of utility ducts precluded further excavation to 
trace the feature and identify any related components. 
 

 
Map 6.54: West side of Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street,  

Feature PS 35 in plan view. 
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Image 6.47: Feature PS 35 plan view, facing west. 

 
Feature PS 35 lay below and within a matrix of mixed 10 YR 3/2 loamy sand and 10 YR 2/1 sandy 
loam historic fills, excavated to 2.25m (7.4’) bgs to expose the top two-thirds of the timber. As 
only the top 12cm (.4’) of the timber obstructed the path for the twelve new ConEd five inch pipe 
installations, the top of the timber was hammered away with a chisel after documentation, leaving 
the lower 21cm (.7’) intact. The bisected timber exhibited no interior coring or indications this 
beam may have served as a water pipe. During the feature’s partial removal, a 5cm (2”) by 2.5cm 
(1”) square fragment of a broken iron spike came loose from the beam. The spike (Peck Slip FS 
67) was not immediately visible on the feature’s surface; it may have been a remnant of a hook or 
pin used in transportation of the timber and broken off sometime during its installation. It did not 
appear to have been used to join the beam to any other structural elements.  
 
The Feature PS 35 timber was likely a surviving piece of a larger wooden cribbing structure present 
in this area. Construction goals limited excavation in this part of PS Trench 33, and the large 
number of overlying utilities did not allow for exposure of any possible adjoining cribbing 
members. Feature PS 35 yielded no artifacts, and the removal of the top of the timber to allow the 
lower segment to remain in place made dendrochronology sampling impossible. The nearby 
utilities and previous construction episodes may have removed other cribbing elements near 
Feature PS 35, but it is likely other related timbers remain intact below 1.82m (6’) depth in this 
area of Front Street. 
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Feature PS 36 
Feature PS 36 was a wooden water pipe running east-west under the west Front Street curb line in 
PS Trench 33 Section 3 (Map 6.55). The wood pipe lay at 1.7m (5.6’) bgs 9.6m (31.6’) north of 
the PS Trench 33 Section two-thirds boundary within a matrix of mixed patches of 10 YR 2/1 
sandy loam and 7.5 YR 4/3 loamy sand. It lay within historic fills underlying the Feature PS 34 
shell deposit. A 1.28m (4.2’) long segment of the feature was visible protruding from the fill 
alongside the west Front Street curb line and continuing below the 12-inch water main running 
north-south through the center of PS Trench 33 (Image 6.48). 
 
After documentation, crews cut out a 1.15m (3.8’) long by .32m (1.05’) diameter segment of 
Feature PS 36 in order to clear the area for ConEd line installations. The removal revealed a 7cm 
(.23’) diameter bore hole through the center of the timber. The removed portion was retained for 
analysis (Peck Slip FS 69). No adjoining timbers or pipes were found, but excavation was limited 
by the nearby modern water main and utility ducts to the east. An unknown length of the feature 
continues both east and west from the removed section (Image 6.49). 
 
Feature PS 36 was a wooden water pipe likely associated with the water service system created by 
the Manhattan Company from 1799 to 1815. Historic records indicate the Manhattan Company 
conducted the only successful effort to install a wooden water service system in Lower Manhattan, 
drawing from the Collect Pond and hydraulically pumping water from a reservoir to private service 
lines downtown. The orientation of Feature PS 36 indicates it was either a service line for the 
residence at 244 Front Street or a connecting main extending delivery east to feed additional 
services on Front Street. Although this water pipe had a much larger size and bore hole diameter 
than the Beekman Street wooden service pipe, its orientation indicated it was a property-specific 
service. It is unlikely the Manhattan Company would have constructed a major water main 
connecting segment underneath the standing property at 244 Front Street, especially at a depth of 
only 1.7m (5.6’) below the modern road surface. Therefore, this piece probably represented one of 
several sizes of water service pipes used in the Manhattan Company wooden delivery service. 
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Map 6.55: West side Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street,  

Feature PS 36 in plan view. 
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Image 6.48: Plan view showing Feature PS 36 (northernmost timber)  
and a portion of Feature PS 37 (southernmost timbers), facing north. 

 

 
Image 6.49: Feature PS 36 plan view and west profile after water main removal. 
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Feature PS 37 
Feature PS 37 was a decaying section of wooden cribbing found along the west side of Front Street 
in PS Trench 33 Section 3. Mass excavation uncovered six adjoining timbers beginning at 10.2m 
(33.6’) north of the PS Trench 33 Section two-thirds boundary and laying .97m – 2.3m (3.2’ – 
7.8’) from the west Front Street curb line (see Map 6.55 above). Each timber appeared between 
1.37m (4.5’) and 1.77m (5.8’) bgs in a stretch of PS Trench 33 excavated to a depth of 1.95m (6.4’) 
bgs. Feature PS 37 sat within a 2.5 Y 6/1 sandy soil matrix with some greenish and reddish 
discolorations likely due to wood decay and mineral leeching, a context that gradually mottled into 
10 YR 4/2 loamy sand approaching Timber 4. The sandy feature fill contexts began at 1.58m (5.2’) 
bgs, below a layer of 10 YR 2/1 sandy loam and 10 YR 4/3 loamy sand patchy historic fill. 
 
Timber 1 was a round, 33cm (1.1’) diameter beam running east-west beginning 10.2m (33.6’) 
north of the PS Trench 33 Section two-thirds boundary. It had a finished flat terminus at its west 
end .96m (3.15’) from the west Front Street curb line and ran east below the 12-inch water main 
in the trench center. Timber 1 lay at 1.75m (5.75’) bgs. Construction crews removed a 1.2m (4’) 
section of Timber 1 to accommodate utility installations. Three Timber 1 samples were retained 
for dendrochronological analysis (Peck Slip FS 70). 
 
Timber 2 ran north-south, 96m – 1.02m (3.15’ – 3.35’), from the west Front Street curb line at 
1.69m (5.55’) bgs. Its southern end tapered slightly from its 29cm (.95’) diameter and lay atop the 
west end of Timber 1. The bottom of Timber 2 was undercut by 9cm (.3’) to create a simple lap 
joint atop Timber 1’s western terminus. Timber 2 was heavily decayed, but its original finish 
appeared to be roughly rounded. Construction crews removed Timber 2 to clear space for ConEd 
utility installations; its fragmented and decayed nature made it unsuitable for sampling. 
 
Excavation uncovered Feature PS 37’s Timber 3 below the PS Trench 33 Section three-fourths 
boundary at 1.39m (4.55’) bgs. The large round beam ran east-west and had a roughly ovoid shape, 
.48m (1.6’) in diameter north to south and .41m (1.35’) top to bottom. It ran across the entire 
excavation floor, continuing west below the sidewalk area and east below the 12-inch water main 
in the trench center. Timber 6 ran below it through a square notch visible once the construction 
crews removed a 1.2m (4’) wide Timber 3 section obstructing the ConEd utility path. The 33cm 
(1.1’) long, 45cm (1.5’) wide, and 12cm (.4’) deep notch held an iron spike. The spike, 5cm (.175’) 
wide tapering to a point extending 15cm (.5’) from the Timber 3 notch, had affixed Timber 3 to 
the underlying Timber 6 (see Feature PS 7, Map 6.30 for an example). 
 
A highly decayed beam, Timber 4, lay 36cm (1.2’) south of Timber 3 extending east from the curb 
area. Only 21cm (.7’) of the timber was visible at 1.37m (4.5’) bgs, coming to a rough terminus, 
possibly the result of prior breakage. Timber 4 may have owed its fragmentary nature to installation 
of a concrete utility box directly atop it during a previous construction episode. It had no visible 
adjoining timbers and was left intact. 
 
Timber 5 was round, 27cm (.9’) diameter beam running east-west beginning 13.78m (45.2’) north 
of the PS Trench 33 Section two-thirds boundary. It lay at 1.77m (5.8’) bgs, with a flat west end 
1.11m (3.65’) from the west Front Street curb line. Timber 5’s east end ran below the 12-inch 
water main in the trench center to an indeterminate length. The tapering ends of Timbers 2 and 6 
met atop the Timber 5 west terminus, lying atop Timber 5 without any kind of visible joints or 
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pins. Exploration around Timber 5 1.95m (6.4’) bgs did not reveal any additional timbers. Timber 
5 was below the depth of the new ConEd utilities installed in this area and was left intact. 
 
Timber 6 was a decaying 27cm – 30cm (.9’ – 1’) diameter rounded timber running north-south 
1.21m – 1.28m (4’ – 4.2’) from the west Front Street curb line. It stretched north from Timber 2, 
continuing along the same trajectory. From a slightly tapered end atop Timber 5, it ran north at 
1.7m (5.6’) bgs, below Timber 3 through the squared notch in the larger timber and attached with 
an iron spike, ending in a tapering north terminus 1.53m (5.05’) north of the PS Trench 33 Section 
three-fourths boundary. Timber 6 was highly decayed and partially removed by construction 
crews; its fragmentary nature made it unfit for dendrochronology sampling.  
 
The general layout of the Feature PS 37 timbers formed two rough cribbing cells terminating 
around 1.06m (3.5’) from the west Front Street curb line and continuing west beyond the modern 
water main and utility banks into the center of the street. Protruding from the water main line in 
the cell formed by Timbers 1 and 2 were four thin timbers, little more than coarsely planed 
branches. These pieces, ranging from 6cm – 12cm (.2’ - .4’) in diameter and at least 54cm (1.8’) 
in length, were not assigned specific timber numbers due to their size and unarticulated nature. 
They appeared from 1.7m (5.6’) bgs and continued to the trench floor at 1.9m (6.3’) depth. In 
addition to these elements, the eastern interior of both cribbing cells contained a high number of 
unarticulated large stones. Beginning at 1.58m (5.2)’ bgs and increasing in number into the trench 
floor, these stones appeared to be river cobbles ranging from 15cm – 45cm (.5’ – 1.5’) in diameter. 
These clustered wood and stone elements likely acted as grillage and large-grain landfills used to 
quickly and easily fill the cribbing interior. 
 
Clean sands generally comprised the soil contexts filling Feature PS 37’s cribbing elements. The 
2.5 Y 6/1 medium sand found throughout the feature provided a malleable but solid base in which 
to install the timber beams. Additionally, a dark greyish brown sandy mottling in the northern half 
of the feature may be indicative of the variety of soils used to fill the open cribbing area. The sandy 
context continued to run north as a distinct horizon up to 5.3m (17.5’) north of the PS Trench 33 
Section three-fourths boundary. Its presence here indicated Feature PS 37 elements might remain 
in the unexcavated portions of this stretch of fill soil. One artifact, a French wine bottle neck, 
appeared in the southern sandy context (Peck Slip FS 68). 
 
Feature PS 37 represented an interwoven section of wooden cribbing near the Front Street modern 
curb line. Due to a high number of intrusive modern utilities and construction limitations, the 
eastern extent of Feature PS 37 could not be determined. This cribbing segment was also more 
decayed than elements seen elsewhere around Peck Slip, likely due to lack of water saturation and 
damage from utility installations above it. The feature did, however, provide a window into the 
construction methodology of linked, loose cribbing cells that could act as a quick and cheap 
landfilling technique. 
 
Feature PS 38 
Feature PS 38 was a single rounded wooden timber running east-west across PS Trench 33 Section 
4, 5.3m (17.4’) north of the Section three-fourths boundary (Map 6.55). The timber appeared while 
excavating to 1.89m (6.2’) bgs in the west side of the trench. Feature PS 38 appeared at 1.6m 
(5.25’) bgs within a 10 YR 2/1 sandy loam historic landfill soil context. The timber was vaguely 
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ovoid, with a 30cm – 32cm (1’ – 1.05’) diameter and a flattened south face, as if it once lay pressed 
against another beam or structural element. It was unclear if this characteristic was due to 
intentional planing or a natural flaw in the wood. 
 
In order to clear room for new utility installations, construction crews chipped away the top 21cm 
(.7’) of Feature PS 38 with a chisel. The profile of the partially cut timber displayed no evidence 
of borings that would indicate its use as a water main rather than a structural element. During 
extraction, a square metal spike became evident in the top surface of Feature PS 38. Similar to the 
metal spike found in Feature PS 35, this pin was 5cm (.18’) across and lay flush with the timber 
surface, apparently having broken off at some earlier period. The spike could not be dislodged 
from the wood fragment into which it was embedded and was not saved. Due to the fragmented 
nature of this partial timber removal, Feature PS 38 was not a candidate for dendrochronology 
sampling. 
 
Though Feature PS 38 lay only 4.94m (16.2’) north of Feature PS 37, the northernmost exposed 
cribbing element, this timber was not assigned to that larger feature due to differences in soil 
matrix. When viewed in profile, the sandy 2.5 Y 6/1 fill associated with Feature PS 37 continued 
north up to and beyond Feature PS 38, though it was disrupted above the timber. Feature PS 38 
lay within a lower, darker historic landfill context. It is possible Feature PS 38’s installation cut 
through the sandy yellow Feature PS 37 fill at some later date. It is also a possibility is that the 
.24m (.8’) sewer service directly above Feature PS 38 at 1.2m (4’) bgs required excavation for its 
installation and impacted the sandy Feature PS 37 soil, indicating Feature PS 38 may predate the 
larger cribbing complex. A third possibility is that Feature PS 37 contained a variety of fill soils, 
and the Feature PS 38 timber was part of its wider cribbing assembly laying within a different fill 
context. However, it is impossible to determine relative ages with any certainty without further 
excavation. 
 
Feature PS 39 
Feature PS 39 was a damaged brick and mortar north-south foundation wall running across the 
property line of 246 Front Street. The wall was found during excavations to install utility services 
in a PS Trench 33 Section 3 west extension into the modern sidewalk area for a new property 
construction at that address. Feature PS 39 appeared as an intact segment in the south excavation 
wall and continued to run north in a broken line to the north excavation wall (Map 6.55). The intact 
southern portion protruded 45cm (1.15’) north from the 244 Front Street property line at 3cm (.1’) 
bgs, having been covered by the modern concrete sidewalk. Further north the wall was broken, 
likely primarily from the building’s demolition and partially due to modern construction activities. 
It remained intact at depths varying from .85m (2.8’) to 1.2m (4’), cleared to 1.43m (4.7’) bgs. Its 
base depth could not be determined due to groundwater encroachment and construction 
constraints, as the surrounding area was only excavated to 1.46m (4.8’) bgs.  
 
The area west of Feature PS 39 was filled with brick and mortar demolition debris to 1.3m (4.3’) 
bgs, likely the result of razing the previous building on the lot. East of Feature PS 39 lay 10 YR 
4/2 loamy sand historic fill to 1m (3.25’) bgs atop 2.5 Y 5/3 clean historic fill sand. Feature PS 40, 
a stone and mortar foundation wall, lay 1.03m (3.4’) east of Feature PS 39. The brick and mortar 
north basement wall of 244 Front Street was visible in the excavation’s south profile connecting 
Feature PS 39 with Feature PS 40 (Image 6.50). In the north excavation profile, located in the 
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middle of the 246 Front Street property area1, the only possible joining element is a highly 
disturbed line of bricks 9cm (.3’) bgs; these may have once formed some sort of stairway base or 
entranceway, but were too disturbed to make any real assignments. Feature PS 39 continues to run 
north beyond the north excavation wall. 
 
Current construction impacted Feature PS 39’s wall at 1.2m (4’) bgs and the demolition fill behind 
it, leading to a large amount of water entering the excavation area. The water was likely 
groundwater that had seeped through the porous demolition fill and lay at a shallower depth than 
the surrounding area. This water damage required sandbagging and trenching to manage and 
obscured the excavation floor. Chrysalis recovered an amber glass strap side union oval flask dated 
between 1860 and 1890 and two cobalt bottle glass fragments from the water and demolition fill 
(Peck Slip FS 72) (SHA 2014). Otherwise, the Feature PS 39 area was devoid of artifacts. Feature 
PS 39 yielded one brick sample (Peck Slip FS 73). 
 
Feature PS 39 was a foundation wall from an older, demolished building on the 246 Front Street 
lot. Its dimensions and trajectory match the modern property line. Although the entire area was not 
excavated, Feature PS 39 likely continues north to meet the 248 Front Street standing structure. 
Based on the projection of the 244 Front Street basement wall east past Feature PS 39 and the 
property line, it is possible that Feature PS 39 is part of a line of internal foundation walls for a set 
of Front Street buildings built with a wider basement area. 
 
 

                                                
1 For additional detail about this property see Phase 1B Archaeological Field Test of 246 Front St (aka 
2671/2 Water St) (Block 107, Lot 34), Manhattan, NY, Chrysalis Archaeological Consultants 2012. 
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Image 6.50: Features PS 39 and PS 40 south profile  

showing adjoining 244 Front Street basement construction. 
 
Feature PS 40 
Feature PS 40 was a stone and mortar wall running north-south within PS Trench 33 Section 3’s 
west extension into the sidewalk area (Map 6.55). The excavation area, dug in order to install new 
service lines for a future property at 246 Front Street, stretched from the north boundary of 244 
Front Street to 2.19m (7.2’) from the 248 Front Street south boundary. Feature PS 40 was visible 
in the south excavation wall and ran north across the entire excavation area, presumably continuing 
to the 248 Front Street property line (Map 6.51a). It lay immediately below the modern concrete 
sidewalk at 1.5cm (.05’) bgs, although it was heavily damaged in areas to varying depths from .6m 
– 1.2m (2’ – 4’) bgs. Part of the damage was caused by construction efforts, as mechanical 
excavation broke through parts of the feature before it could be identified. A 2.4m (8’) wide area 
of Feature PS 40 was removed to 1.37m (4.5’) bgs after documentation for the installation of new 
utility service lines. 
 
Feature PS 40 is comprised of schist and large river cobbles held together with a sandy mortar. 
The feature’s component rock pieces measured an average of 30cm (1’) in diameter. Although 
excavation cleared the surrounding area to 1.37m (4.5’) bgs, Feature PS 40’s base was not found. 
Feature PS 39, a brick and mortar foundation wall, ran parallel to Feature PS 40 1.03m (3.4’) to 
the west. Between the two walls lay 10 YR 4/2 loamy sand historic fill to 1m (3.25’) bgs, atop 2.5 
Y 5/3 clean historic fill sand to the excavation floor at 1.37m (4.5’). A thin array of disarticulated 
bricks lay at 10cm (.35’) bgs between the two features; these may have served as a stairway base 
or entranceway to the property, but were too disturbed to make a definite determination of their 
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form. Visible in the excavation area’s south profile was the brick basement north wall of the 
property at 244 Front Street, running east-west between Features PS 39 and 40 (Image 6.50).  
 
Feature PS 40 bore a great resemblance to Feature PS 33, another stone and mortar wall outside 
of the 248 Front Street property to the north. Feature PS 33 lay 12cm (.4’) further east than Feature 
PS 40, but appeared to have a similar construction style, alignment and dimensions. Likely these 
two features served a similar foundational purpose at their respective properties. 
 
Feature PS 40 appeared to be a foundation wall for the older, demolished 246 Front Street structure. 
As the property immediately to the south, 244 Front Street’s basement stone foundation, which 
extends east beyond its above-ground property line, was likely utilized as support for a wider 
building base by 246 Front Street. Although no internal demolition fill was found between Features 
PS 39 and 40’s parallel foundation segments, this area may have been filled before the larger 
demolition activities commenced during its razing, or the internal Feature PS 39 wall contained 
the majority of the brick and mortar demolition debris. As Feature PS 40 was visible proceeding 
into the south excavation wall and abutting the 244 Front Street basement, it is also possible that 
several properties on the west side of Front Street shared this robust stone wall as a foundational 
element. 
 
Feature PS 41 
Mass excavation along the Front Street west curb line approaching Dover Street uncovered Feature 
PS 41, a stone-capped brick French style drain in PS Trench 33 Sections 5 and 6 (Map 6.56). The 
feature ran north to south .7m (2.3’) from the modern west curb, extant beginning 2.7m (9’) from 
the Section 4 boundary and running an additional 22.9m (75’) north before extending beyond the 
north Section 6 excavation boundary. Installation of a modern utility vault appeared to cut Feature 
PS 41, forming its south terminus. At 11.9m (39’) north of Section 4, the drain featured an offshoot 
turning 90 degrees from north to west to run beyond the west excavation wall under the sidewalk. 
Feature PS 41 lay from 1.69m – 1.78m (5.55’ – 5.85’) bgs, becoming shallower as it extended 
south. 
 
The drain had a consistent construction methodology and size across its recovered length, 
measuring between .51m (1.7’) and .57m (1.9’) wide atop a course of brick stretchers and three 
lower courses of headers before curving into a U-shaped brick base. Bluestone slabs capped the 
open drain, measuring around .39m – 57cm) 1.3’ – 1.9’) wide and 7cm (.25’) thick. A solid sandy 
mortar joined all the feature elements. A cast iron water main within a clean fill matrix lay above 
Feature PS 41 to 1.3m (4.35’) bgs. Below this lay a 10 YR 4/3 loamy sand to 1.58m (5.2’) bgs, 
terminating atop a 10 YR 3/1 sandy loam with small oyster shell and wood chip inclusions that 
surrounded Feature PS 41. Evidence of extremely decayed wood panels along the sides of the 
drain’s brick walls appeared in several places along its length, although this highly decomposed 
material may have been wood refuse belonging to the matrix surrounding the feature. Below 
Feature PS 41, at 2.19m (7.2’) bgs, lay a 7.5 YR 6/4 sandy layer extending to an indeterminate 
depth. 
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Map 6.56: West side of Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street,  

Feature PS 41 in plan view. 
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Excavation exposed Feature PS 41 in three areas. As each area appeared, the feature was 
documented in situ. Two sections of the feature impeded the installation of a new water main 
across the roadway: the central portion turning under the sidewalk in Section 5 and the 
northernmost portion recovered in Section 6. After documentation, the stone cap was disassembled 
by hand to examine the drain interior before dismantling the lower half of the drain (Image 6.51). 
A void averaging .06m (.2’) thick lay below the stone caps and before a layer of 10 YR 4/3 loamy 
sand, which matched the overlying fill soils above Feature PS 41 and likely entered the feature by 
rain and groundwater action after its abandonment. Below this sand, Feature PS 41 contained 9cm 
– 12cm (.3’ - .4’) of 10 YR 5/2 silty sandy loam micro-layers that appeared to be deposited 
successively over time as residue left by material running through the drain (Image 6.52).  
 
Feature PS 41 Level 2 yielded 36 artifacts. Twenty objects belonged to the Household functional 
group, including 12 ceramic sherds and 8 common glass bottle shards (Peck Slip FS 76). Also 
present were nine Personal items, all smoking pipe fragments with two attached bowl fragments. 
In addition to leaf and geometric molding patterns, one pipe included the words “PETER” and 
“DORNI” molded onto its sides. Peter Dorni was a French pipe maker popular beginning around 
1850 whose forms were later copied by manufacturers in Holland and Ireland (Sudbury 2007:36). 
An additional stamped pipe stem included the address “444 54th Stree(t)…Smith, N.Y.” The 1875 
Trow New York City Directory lists Hampden Smith as a pipe maker operating at 444 W. 54th 
Street; Smith does not appear in any directory before this date, suggesting a post 1875 deposition 
for Feature PS 41 (Trow 1875:1221).  
 
The artifacts recovered from Feature PS 76 were likely materials discarded from the drain source, 
indicating household material was present at the drain opening. This supports the idea that the 
French drain features found on Front Street carried water from property basements, and apparently 
including some additional discarded materials after 1875. The Feature PS 41 artifact assemblage 
could potentially have entered the drain area after its abandonment, but its location within the 
Level 2 micro-stratigraphic accumulations indicate it entered the feature prior to its abandonment. 
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Image 6.51: Feature PS 41 plan view after cap disassembly,  
at its offshoot below the Front Street sidewalk, facing west. 

 

 
Image 6.52: Feature PS 41 internal sediment layers visible in west profile  

at offshoot below the Front Street sidewalk. 
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Feature PS 41 acted as a small drainage line running along the west side of Front Street, pitching 
down as it approached Dover Street. The U-shaped drain likely flowed north from several 
properties on Front Street’s west side, including the location serviced by the visible west bend 
toward the property line in PS Trench 33 Section 5. The Feature PS 41 portion south of this bend 
likely originated in one or more additional property connections no longer extant due to subsequent 
construction activity along Front Street. As its depth increased running north, Feature PS 41 likely 
flowed into a larger sewer line that emptied into the East River from Dover Street. Feature PS 41 
was nearly identical to the Feature PS 8 French drain found running south across Front Street’s 
south half into Peck Slip. These features were probably contemporaneous and ran in different 
directions from a high point on Front Street due to drain capacity concerns. While some of the 
larger sewers across the area were modified and are still in use, stone and brick French drains were 
not well suited to carrying high volumes of waste. Household waste would likely clog the small 
drain interior, catch in sharp turns, and be difficult to clean due to Feature PS 41’s depth below the 
roadway. French drains like Feature PS 8 and Feature PS 41 were probably installed to drain 
groundwater from basements and to clear pooling water from streets. 
 
Feature PS 43 
Two rounded cribbing timbers found within PS Trench 34, Section 6 on Front Street comprised 
Feature PS 43 (Map 6.57). Discovered during the excavation of a 1.8m by 2.7m (6’ by 9’) area to 
3m (10’) bgs for a new catch basin, the timbers appeared between 2.19m (7.2’) and 2.7m (9’) bgs. 
Timber 1 appeared at 2.19m (7.2’) bgs oriented north-south 3.71m (12.2’) south of PS Trench 33 
East Extension’s north boundary. This timber had a 23cm (.75’) diameter and a flat cut southern 
terminus protruding only 6cm (.2’) into the excavation area. Timber 2 was an east-west oriented 
beam found 4.05m (13.3’) south of PS Trench 33 East Extension’s north boundary at 2.7m (9’) 
bgs. The roughly finished beam had a 30cm (1’) diameter and 24cm (.8’) wide rounded notch in 
its south face beginning 35cm (1.15’) from the east wall of the catch basin excavation area. No 
adjoining timbers appeared.  
 
The Feature PS 43 cribbing lay within a 10 YR 4/2 clay loam matrix with rounded gravel, cobbles, 
and shell fragments and under a 1.8m (6’) layer of lighter sandy soils containing disturbed historic 
materials. A concrete utility encasement was installed atop Timber 1 with a surrounding builder’s 
trench of clean utility fill to 2.07m (6.8’) bgs. The two timbers that formed Feature PS 43 likely 
represented portions of a previously disturbed open-cribbing cell. Although the soil profile did not 
show conspicuous disturbance evidence, the flat cut to Timber 1 and the lack of adjoining timber 
in Timber 2’s notched area suggested a previous disturbance event. It is also possible the flat cut 
to Timber 1 was the original terminus and additional adjoining elements remain further north 
outside the excavation area. The notch in Timber 2 without an adjoining timber could also have 
been the result of past reuse of the timber from a different location. Both of the Feature PS 43 
timbers were left in situ as they did not impede installation of the new catch basin in the area. 
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Map 6.57: East side of Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street,  

Feature PS 43 in plan view. 
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DOVER STREET BETWEEN WATER STREET AND FRONT STREET 
 
FEATURES 
 
Feature PS 48 
Feature PS 48 presented as a row of bricks visible in the north wall of PS Trench 36 Center oriented 
east-west 1.5m (5’) from the intersection of PS Trench 36 Center and Trench PS 36 West on Dover 
Street (Maps 6.58 and 6.59). Additional clearing revealed two rows of brick stretchers angled to 
form a slight arch running into the north trench wall. Soil clearing across the area revealed 
horizontal stretchers in the trench floor at .76m (2.5’) bgs covered in some sections by a single 
layer of rectangular schist stones roughly 36cm by 42cm (1.2’ by 1.4’) in size and 16cm (.55’) 
thick. Broken brick and schist stone fragments included in the 10 YR 4/3 loamy sand covering 
Feature PS 48 indicated prior disturbance to this structure’s surface. The horizontal and curved 
brick feature stretched 3.35m (11’) west into PS Trench 36 West, though construction activity only 
necessitated .48m (1.6’) of excavation in this area. Therefore, Feature PS 48’s full extent remains 
unknown. 
 
Feature PS 48 likely represented the upper portion of a barrel vault previously impacted by 
demolition of properties under the footprint of the Brooklyn Bridge as well as modern construction 
activities in the area. The horizontal stone and brick surface resembled the upper portion of the 
footer section of a barrel vault. Akin to Feature WS 21, the level, stone-capped portion of Feature 
PS 48 would have topped an internal wall or support beam; the curved brick stretchers found 
extending north would be the top course of the convex brick vault. The barrel vault on Dover Street 
would have run east - west, probably extending out from the basement of a previously demolished 
property. The installation of modern ECS gas pipes visible in the south wall of PS Trench 36 
Center would likely have destroyed any remaining portion of the southern half of this vault, while 
metal ConEd pipes running east-west in PS Trench 36 West would have impacted the interior 
northern vault area. Thus, Feature PS 48 is likely only a small remaining slice of a severely 
damaged vault that once covered a wider area on the north side of Dover Street. The surrounding 
soil showed some inclusions of brick and stone fragments, likely a mixture of clean fill and 
damaged structural material re-deposited across the area after the modern razing and ECS and 
ConEd utility work was completed. The remaining Feature PS 48 elements were left in place and 
covered after excavation, as they did not impact current construction goals. 
 
Feature PS 49 
Feature PS 49 represented a stone foundation wall found in the floor of PS Trench 38 at .6m (2’) 
bgs running east-west (Map 6.58). Due to the northwest-southeast orientation of PS Trench 38, a 
3.66m (12’) stretch of the structure was visible during excavation although the trench was only 
1.5m (5’) wide. Three courses of angular, roughly rectangular schist blocks bound with sandy 
mortar made up the .58m (1.9’) wide Feature PS 49 wall (Image 6.53). Several fragments of red 
sandstone appeared within tumbled schist debris around Feature PS 49, indicating its presence as 
part of the feature, perhaps within an elevated portion no longer extant. At the feature’s eastern 
end, entering PS Trench 38’s northeast face, Feature PS 49 appeared at .49m (1.6’) bgs, indicating 
at least 12cm (.4’) of the structure was destroyed across the majority of its extent, perhaps during 
leveling and construction for the Brooklyn Bridge.  
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Map 6.58: Dover Street between Water and Front Streets, archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 6.59: Dover Street between Water and Front Streets, excavation trenches in plan view. 
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Chrysalis archaeologists excavated a .6m by .6m (2’ by 2’) test pit .9m (3’) from the northwest 
trench wall and along the south face of Feature PS 49 to explore its depth and construction. 
However, due to the presence of significant sloping in the area -- regional ground surface north of 
Dover Street sloped up to 30cm (1’) above the modern curb level due to an added layer of fill 
material below the modern Brooklyn Bridge underpass -- the test pit reached 1.46m (4.8’) bgs 
without revealing Feature PS 49’s base (Image 6.54). In addition, the presence of unconsolidated 
Class C soils and the small dimensions of the excavation area impeded trench shoring efforts and 
made further excavation impossible. Probing to a depth of .45m (1.5’) indicated that the feature 
wall continued to at least 1.8m (6’) bgs. 
 
Coarse 2.5 Y 7/6 sand surrounded Feature PS 49 to .9m (3’) bgs on its north and south sides. Along 
the south side of the feature, this material gradually darkened to 10 YR 6/4 sand as excavation 
approached 1.5m (5’) bgs in the test pit. Above the feature lay 10 YR 4/2 loamy sand topped to 
the surface by a 10 YR 3/3 granular asphalt fill layer. A band of 10 YR 4/2 loamy sand with brick 
fragment inclusions ran along its north side beginning at the extant feature depth, around .42m 
(1.4’) bgs and continuing to the base of excavation in this area to .85m (2.8’) bgs. 
 
Feature PS 49 was a mortared schist foundation wall oriented east-west along the north side of 
Dover Street. It likely belonged to a structure razed to clear the area for the construction of the 
Brooklyn Bridge, completed in 1883 (Reeves 1975:359-60). The brick-laden soils along the north 
side of the feature indicated that demolition debris from the building's destruction filled the 
foundation cellar or basement. Sandy clean fills graded the area after the structure's demise, later 
punctuated by metal and plastic utility installations north and south of Feature PS 49. 
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Images 6.53 (left) and 6.54 (right): Feature PS 49 plan view, facing east.  

Feature PS 49 Test Pit 1 north profile showing continuation of wall. 
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BEEKMAN STREET AREA 
Beekman Street Area excavations included all of Beekman Street and its associated sidewalks 
between South and Front Streets (Maps 6.60 and 6.61). Excavation in the Beekman Street Area 
generally involved backhoe excavation of the modern Belgian block surface and underlying 
concrete road base before a mix of backhoe and hand excavation within narrow interior trenches 
generally running east – west across the roadway. These smaller trenches, dug for individual 
service line connections or extensions, were sometimes excavated by backhoe or jackhammer to 
remove the surface cobbles and concrete road base before utilizing hand excavation into the soils 
below. Areas particularly dense with existing utility lines were generally subject to hand 
excavation in all trenches. Most trenches in this area did not reach below 1.2m (4’) in depth. 
Trench segments excavated beyond 2.4m (8’) below the modern road surface were generally dug 
by backhoe to avoid exposing construction workers to dangers of soil collapses in deep, un-
shored excavation areas. Construction crews excavated to these lower depths in order to install 
precast concrete catch basins on Beekman Street. 
 
Archaeological monitors numbered excavation trenches successively, with excavation beginning 
at the south side of Beekman Street’s intersection with South Street. Excavation did not proceed 
in Beekman Street in a linear fashion, but jumped across street areas according to construction 
supplies, weather conditions, and traffic concerns. This report will consider the Beekman Street 
excavation area between South and Front Streets as a whole, rather than detailing trenches in 
successive order, to provide a better general outline of excavation results as they related to the 
entire street area (Image 6.55). 
 
Excavation in Beekman Street generally exposed soils punctuated by various episodes of utility 
and roadwork backfilled with clean soils (Table 6.10). Several areas along the curb lines had 
small portions of intact historic fill soils, evident by their darker color, organic loamy nature, and 
small brick and shell fragment inclusions implying secondary or tertiary deposition. Most of the 
areas containing historic soil were found mixed with backfill from overlying utilities, implying 
some historic features had been close to or previously impacted and reburied with surrounding 
material. 
 
Table 6.10: Beekman Street between South and Front Streets, general stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .36m  

(0 – 1.2’) 
Belgian block 
atop concrete 
road base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II  .36m – 1.37m 
(1.2’ – 4.5’) 

Sand 
Loamy sand 

10YR 4/4 
10YR 5/6 
10YR 6/8 
7.5YR 5/6 

Modern clean fill associated with utility 
trenches. Terminates at .45m (1.5’) on north 
side Beekman, .9m (3’) at the south sidewalk. 

III .91m – 2.59m 
(3’ – 8.5’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 4/2 
mottled with 
10YR 5/3 

Mixed historic fill found on the south side of 
Beekman sidewalk near South Street. Water 
table at 2.1m (7’). 

IV .46m – 1.1m 
(1.5’ – 3.6’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/2 
mixed with 
10YR 2/1 

Mixed clean and historic fills found on the 
north side of Beekman. Small number brick 
and shell fragments with ash inclusions. 
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Map 6.60: Peck Slip Project, Beekman Street between Front and South Streets - archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 6.61: Peck Slip Project, Beekman Street between Front and South Streets - excavation trenches in plan view.
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Key features revealed during Beekman Street excavations were timber cribbing and intact 
wooden water mains, several of which lay within mixed historic and clean fill matrices 
indicating they had been partially exposed by previous utility work and reburied. 
 
Excavation into the south Beekman Street sidewalk revealed two portions of a cribbing complex, 
designated Features BK 1 and BK 11. These features, though severely damaged by previous 
utility work, retained elements of their original cell cribbing. Although evidence of Feature BK 
11’s closed-cell walls was discovered before the element was disarticulated due to a nearby 
manhole installation, Feature BK 1’s extant depth was not exposed enough to make a 
construction style determination. Surrounding the cribbing’s lower elements was a darker 
historic fill with very minor shell and brick fragment inclusions.  
 
The stratigraphy along the north side of Beekman Street near the modern curb line primarily 
consisted of mixed clean and historic fill. This mixed loamy sand contained small numbers of 
brick and shell fragments as well as ashy soils, punctuated by modern clean fill areas associated 
with previous utility work. Within this matrix lay three wooden water main service connections 
running toward the property lines on Beekman Street’s north side: Features BK 7, BK 9, and BK 
10 (Map 6.62). These hollowed timber sections were smaller than other one-foot diameter 
sections found on Beekman Street and featured tapering ends cut to join into a separate segment 
connection, extant in Feature BK 7 (Image 6.56). These features are the only known examples of 
narrow service lines connecting properties to the Manhattan Company’s wooden water main 
delivery network found across the South Street Seaport area (see Section VIII for discussion). 
 
Excavations on Beekman Street also revealed two segments of larger wooden water main 
delivery lines, Feature BK 4, on the roadway’s south side near its intersection with Front Street. 
These two segments exposed in BK Trench 16 lay directly below the modern curb line within 
mixed historic and clean fills, likely previously exposed during utility work and reburied. These 
timbers were one foot in diameter and slightly more robust than the individual service lines 
recovered further east on Beekman Street. The two portions recovered lay 3.65m (12’) apart but 
were found along the same trajectory, depth, and surrounding fill material. The easternmost 
timber included a smaller hole drilled into its dorsal side, likely a tap hole used to access water 
for firefighting activities and normally re-plugged with a wooden dowel (see Section VIII for 
more info). The water mains recovered from Beekman Street’s south side matched longer intact 
segments recovered during 2007 excavations related to the Wall Street Water Mains 
reconstruction project (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:27). Likely the Beekman Street large water 
mains made up a portion of the same water delivery line section. 
 
Excavation into the Beekman Street sidewalks was generally shallow, impacting less than .3m 
(1’) of material. Outside of the punctuated catch basin excavations on the street’s south side near 
South Street, the sidewalks across both the north and south sides of Beekman Street exposed 
10YR 4/3 brown sandy soil with RCA and gravel inclusions below the modern concrete 
sidewalks. The project excavation depths did not expose any material related to previous 
sidewalk surfaces on Beekman Street. 
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Image 6.55: North side of Beekman Street (BK Trench 6)  

with Feature BK 10 in north profile, facing northeast. 
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Image 6.56: Feature BK 7 in plan view within BK Trench 6, facing east. 
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Map 6.62: Plan view of Peck Slip Project excavations on Beekman Street at South Street, 

centered on wood water mains (Features BK 7, BK 9, and BK 10). 
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FEATURES 
Feature BK 1 
Feature BK 1, a set of parallel wooden timbers stacked and aligned east to west, was exposed 
during the excavation for a new catch basin in BK Trench 1 - West Extension at the southeast 
intersection of Beekman and South Streets (Map 6.62). Feature BK 1’s timbers appeared at 1.8m 
(6’) bgs and were located 4.63m (15.2’) and 6.52m (21.4’) north of the Fulton Fish Market 
building and 8.69m (28.5’) west from South Street. Both wooden beams were .24m (.8’) in 
diameter and had a rounded shape. Pieces of stacked elements underlying the beams were visible 
in the plan view and continued to at least a depth of 2.29m (7.5’) bgs. The total dimensions of 
Feature BK 1 is not known as the timbers continued into the west excavation wall.  
 
The eastern ends of Feature BK 1’s timbers were disjointed, indicating previous disturbance. A 
set of ConEd utility lines curving south to east and appearing 1.7m (5.6’) from Feature BK 1 
were likely the source for the damage to the timbers. A third beam found at 1.77m (5.8’) bgs and 
running north to south was possibly part of a fitted joint connecting the east-west timbers. 
However, due to the fragmentary nature of the east ends of Feature BK 1 and the overlying 
timber, a more definite characterization of their relationship could not be established. 
 
An assessment of the soils surrounding Feature BK 1 further indicated that the timbers had been 
disturbed by previous construction work. A mixed layer of 10 YR 4/2 loamy sand fill and 10 YR 
6/2 sand, found in many utility trenches in the area, reached a max depth of 1.8m (6’) bgs to the 
east. At 2.13m (7’) bgs and below, the mixed soil matrix became a gradually more consistent 10 
YR 4/2 loamy sand, suggesting that a local historic fill originally packed Feature BK 1. 
Subsequent construction work left the 10YR 6/2 utility trench sand. 
 
Feature BK 1 represents a section of cell cribbing on the south side of Beekman Street. Although 
previous work impacted this feature, making a distinction of its original height and extent 
unclear, it emphasized the presence of extensive cribbing elements underpinning landfill on 
Beekman Street east to South Street. A wood sample from Feature BK 1’s northernmost timber 
was collected for dendrochronology analysis (Beekman Street FS 11). 

 
Feature BK 2 
Feature BK 2 represented a brick and mortar sewer running east to west down Beekman Street 
1.2m (4’) from the modern north curb line. Feature BK 2 appeared in the south profile of BK 
Trench 6 and the north profile of BK Trench 2 at .6m (2’) below road surface within a 7.5 YR 
5/4 coarse sandy fill consistent with the fill used for the numerous modern utility trenches 
uncovered across the area. The sewer’s diameter, where visible, was .91m (3’), although its full 
width might be larger if its convex walls had been exposed to deeper depths. Although 
excavation did not breach the walls, this feature was likely the same sewer line present on DDC 
maps running across the extent of Beekman Street before turning north on South Street. 
 
Feature BK 4 
Feature BK 4 consists of a portion of wooden water pipe discovered during the excavation to 
replace a fire hydrant connection on the south side of Beekman Street near its intersection with 
Front Street in BK Trench 2 - Southwest Expansion (Map 6.63). The pipe, oriented east to west, 
lay directly below the modern curb line at 1m (3.25’) bgs. The timber lay within a 10 YR 4/2 
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loamy sand matrix with minor brick fragment inclusions that also housed four concrete pre-
fabricated and wooden sheeted modern utility pipes from .55m - .85m (1.8’ – 2.8’) bgs. A bulk 
of 10 YR 5/4 coarse sand fill lay above these elements at .55m (1.8’) bgs and extending more 
than 1.2m (4’) bgs north of the feature.  
 
After documentation in place, the 1.6m (5.3’) length impeding installation activities was 
removed (Image 6.57) (Beekman Street FS 8). Feature BK 4 had a 23cm (.75’) diameter with a 
7cm (.25’) diameter interior bore hole. An additional 2.4cm (.08’) diameter borehole was cut 
perpendicular to the main interior water chamber on the dorsal side of the timber (Image 6.58). 
This portion was cut to a length of .73m (2.4’) to separately examine and conserve the borehole 
(Beekman Street FS 9). 
 
Additional excavation 4.4m (14.5’) west in BK Trench 16 uncovered a second portion of wooden 
water pipe. As this pipe lay in the same trajectory as the element revealed in the BK Trench 2 
Southwest Expansion at the same depth of 1m (3.25’) below curb, it was considered a portion of 
the Feature BK 4 wooden water line (Image 6.59). In this area, Feature BK 4 appeared within 10 
YR 3/4 coarse sandy fill underlying the modern curbstone and distinct from surrounding utility 
fill. After documentation in place, the 1.5m (5’) portion impeding installation activities was 
removed, dividing the timber into two .76m (2.5’) sections for conservation (Beekman Street FS 
19 and 20). 
 

 
Image 6.57: Feature BK 4 east profile, showing modern utilities atop historic water line. 
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Image 6.58: Detail of 7cm (.25’) bore hole in dorsal side of easternmost  

Feature BK 4 wood water main. 
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Map 6.63: Peck Slip Project, Beekman Street plan view  
on the south sidewalk at the Front Street intersection. 
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Image 6.59: Feature BK 4 western portion in plan view before removal, facing south. 

 
The water main pieces recovered on the south side of Beekman Street represented a portion of 
the Manhattan Company’s wooden water delivery system. Founded in 1799, the Manhattan 
Company constructed a water pipe system of pine logs to serve individual properties in lower 
Manhattan in 1801 (see Section VIII). 
 
Beekman Street FS 9, the retained segment with the perpendicular tap hole, may represent a 
unique aspect of wooden water delivery. The perpendicular hole may have been bored as an 
access point to the water line. Firefighting squads accessed wood water pipes by digging to the 
shallow pipe level, boring a small hole, and either allowing the dug reservoir to fill for bucketing 
or attached pre-sized taps to hand pumps (Flexer 1966:1419). Wooden boreholes could be 
resealed with wooden plugs, which would swell and reseal the openings when water saturated 
the wood. No such plug was recovered with the Beekman Street water pipes (see Section VIII for 
more info). 
 
No artifacts associated with Feature BK 4, other than the timbers themselves, were recovered. 
The segment containing the perpendicular tap hole underwent polyethelyne glycol conservation 
for long-term storage and display. 

 
Feature BK 5 
Feature BK 5 was a portion of wooden cribbing found on the south side of Beekman Street in 
BK Trench 2 Southwest Expansion, directly below the Feature BK 4 wooden water main 
segment (Map 6.63). As excavation for the installation of a new fire hydrant connection lowered 
the trench floor, two elements forming Feature BK 5 were observed at 1.52m (5’) bgs running 
east to west with one timber stacked directly atop the other. Each timber was roughly finished 
and round. The uppermost timber had a 20cm (.66’) diameter, while the lower timber had a 
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slightly thicker 24cm (.79’) diameter. The timbers’ east and west ends each continued past the 
excavation limits into the trench walls. No notching or adjoining timbers were evident in Feature 
BK 5’s exposed area. 
 
Feature BK 5 appeared within a 10 YR 4/2 loamy sand matrix, the same soil surrounding the 
Feature BK 4 water main. The Feature BK 5 elements lay just below the water table, which 
encroached into the excavation at 1.46m (4.8’) bgs. As the Feature BK 5 elements did not 
obstruct construction activities, these cribbing elements were left intact and in situ. No samples 
were taken and no artifacts associated with Feature BK 5 were recovered. 
 
Feature BK 6 
Feature BK 6 appeared in BK Trench 1 Southeast Extension as a single, round, roughly finished 
timber measuring 24cm (.8’) in diameter (Map 6.62). The timber lay at 1.34m (4.4’) below curb, 
oriented north/northeast to south/southwest just inside the modern South Street curb line, 4.48m 
(14.7’) from the west end of the trench. Several precast concrete and metal pipes ran above 
Feature BK 6 from .52m – 1.07m (1.7’ – 3.5’) below curb. Feature BK 6 and the overlying 
utilities lay within a 10 YR 4/2 loamy sand with heavy ferrous oxide straining. The ends of the 
feature continued into the trench walls and the timber’s east side abutted a concrete mass. No 
artifacts appeared in association with Feature BK 6. As the feature did not impede construction 
activities, the element was left intact and in place. 
 
Feature BK 6 may have represented one of many construction components, although its 
appearance in isolation from other elements and disturbance during previous utility installation 
episodes hindered its identification. Its size and depth were roughly consistent with nearby 
wooden water pipes found on the south side of Beekman Street, but its orientation did not match 
nearby segments unless the line took a sharp south turn. It is also possible that Feature BK 6 was 
part of a larger cribbing or bulkhead structure not immediately recognizable in the trench. 
However, the lack of adjoining portions and the timber’s relatively shallow depth sheds doubt on 
a cribbing designation. Feature BK 6 may not be a historic element at all and instead could be a 
shoring or sheeting remnant from previous construction episodes in the area. Additional 
explorative excavation would be necessary in the area to make a more certain designation. 
 
Feature BK 7 
Feature BK 7 represents a portion of wooden water piping oriented north to south recovered on 
the north side of Beekman Street within BK Trench 6 (Map 6.64). Feature BK 7 appeared .34m 
(1.1’) from the modern curb line at .9m (3’) bgs and 12.65m (41.5’) from BK Trench 6’s east 
boundary, placing the feature in front of modern 150 Beekman Street. Two segments of 
interlocking .18m (.6’) diameter wood pipe formed Feature BK 7. The northern segment tapered 
to a 9cm (.3’) diameter terminus. The southern segment’s internal bore hole was flared to receive 
the tapered end of the northern segment. Both pipes extended beyond the excavation boundaries 
(Image 6.60).  
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Map 6.64: Peck Slip Project, Beekman Street plan view between Front and South Streets, 

centered on wood water mains (Features BK 7, BK 9 and BK 10). 
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Image 6.60: Feature BK 7 plan view before removal, facing north. 

 
The matrix surrounding Feature BK 7 was 10 YR 2/1-2/2 silty sand, consistent with fill 
surrounding nearby modern utilities, from .78m – 1.14m (2.55’ – 3.75’) below ground surface. 
Above this matrix lay 10 YR 5/4 clean sand below a series of concrete and RCA fills. 
 
As Feature BK 7 impeded utility installation activities, the .38m (1.25’) long exposed piping 
portion was removed and retained (Beekman Street FS 14). The feature underwent polyethelyne 
glycol conservation for long-term storage and display. No additional materials associated with 
Feature BK 7 appeared during excavation. 
 
The water main pieces recovered on the north side of Beekman Street are part of a jointed 
segment of the Manhattan Company’s wooden water delivery system. Founded in 1799, the 
Manhattan Company constructed a water pipe system made of wooden logs to serve individual 
properties in lower Manhattan by 1801. Feature BK 7 had a smaller diameter than the nearly .3m 
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(1’) wide segments found across the Seaport area and was oriented in opposition to the street 
pathways. Its size and position indicated that Feature BK 7 acted as a jointed service connection 
for the property at modern 150 Beekman Street (see Section VIII) (Image 6.61).  
 

 
Image 6.61: Feature BK 7 joint in closed and open positions after removal. 

 
Feature BK 8 
Excavation of BK Trench 5 on South Street at its southwest intersection with Beekman Street 
exposed Feature BK 8, a north-south oriented timber found at 1.8m (6’) bgs. The heavily scarred 
beam was rounded with a .33m (1.08’) diameter. It lay .6m (2’) from the trench’s west wall and 
projected 3.55m (11.66’) north from the south BK Trench 5 boundary. A 10 YR 3/4 loamy sand 
consistent with nearby utility fill surrounded Feature BK 8. A 3.6m (11.83’) long, .3m (1’) 
diameter timber with blunt cut ends appeared loose in this matrix at 1.7m (5.6’) bgs. This timber, 
with a .15m (.5’) wide by .1m (.33’) deep square cut notch at one end, was not definitively 
associated with Feature BK 8 as it lay loose within fill material. However, the blunt cut timber’s 
close association indicates that it may have acted as an element of a cribbing system that 
included the scarred Feature BK 8 timber. 
 
As Feature BK 8 did not impede construction activities, it was left intact and in place. No 
artifacts associated with Feature BK 8 appeared during excavation. 
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Feature BK 8 was likely part of a cribbing or bulkhead structure located at the South Street 
border with Beekman Street. Previous excavation work to install a utility manhole box above this 
feature significantly damaged the timber and likely impacted any associated elements. 
 
Feature BK 9 
Hand excavation in Trench 8 near the south Beekman Street curb exposed Feature BK 9, a length 
of wooden water pipe oriented north to south 34.26m (112.4’) west of the trench’s east end (Map 
6.64). The wooden pipe, found .9m (3’) bgs, was .15m (.5’) in diameter and contained a .033m 
(.11’) interior bore hole. Excavation exposed a 1m (3.3’) section of Feature BK 9’s pipe; its 
south end was cut by a modern water main and its north end abutted modern wooden utility 
sheeting in the north trench wall. Feature BK 9 rested within a 10 YR 4/4 loamy sand matrix that 
also surrounded nearby modern electric and water utilities. Feature BK 9 was documented in 
place before removing the entire extant pipe for conservation as it impeded construction 
activities (Beekman Street FS 17). No additional materials associated with Feature BK 9 
appeared during excavation.   
 
Feature BK 9 represented a jointed segment of the Manhattan Company’s wooden water delivery 
system. Much like Feature BK 7, Feature BK 9’s size and position indicated that it acted as a 
smaller connecting pipe, perhaps feeding into a service connection. Feature BK 9 might have fed 
into Feature BK 10, a portion of service pipe connection 4.88m (16’) south and 2.29m (7.5’) 
west of modern 146 Beekman Street. Alternatively, a separate service connection previously 
destroyed might have run directly south from Feature BK 9 (see Section VIII for further 
discussion).  
 
Feature BK 10 
Excavation exposed Feature BK 10, a section of wooden water pipe, in BK Trench 6 (Map 6.64). 
The pipe appeared at .53m (1.75’) bgs and emerged .47m (1.54’) south from the modern curb 
line and 22.7m (74.5’) from the BK Trench 6 east boundary. The feature’s north end extended 
beyond the excavation area, while the south end tapered to a .085m (.28’) diameter terminus 
(Image 6.62). Feature BK 10 appeared within 7.5 YR 4/3 loamy sand matrix laying below 
several layers of concrete and RCA-laden modern fills. As the feature did not impact 
construction activities, it was documented and left intact and in place. No additional materials 
associated with Feature BK 10 appeared during excavation. 
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Image 6.62: Feature BK 10 in BK Trench 6 north profile, facing north. 

 
Feature BK 10’s extant elements matched the form and depth of the Feature BK 7 wooden pipe 
joint, located 10.1m (33’) to the east. Both pipes featured a northern tapering segment cut to a 
roughly .09m (.3’) diameter terminus. Previous construction activities across the Beekman Street 
area likely destroyed the southern connecting portion of the Feature BK 10 pipe joint. 
 
Feature BK 10 represented a jointed segment of the Manhattan Company’s wooden water 
delivery system. Like Feature BK 7 and BK 9, Feature BK 10 had a smaller diameter than the 
nearly 30cm (1’) wide segments found nearby across the Seaport area and was oriented in 
opposition to the street pathways. Its size and position indicated Feature BK 10 acted as a jointed 
service connection for the property at modern 146 Beekman Street. It may have originally 
provided water services to a separate historic structure than the Feature BK 7 line that lay 10.1m 
(33’) to the east (see Section VIII for further discussion).  
 
Feature BK 11 
Feature BK 11 was exposed when the contractor excavated a test pit on the south side of 
Beekman Street in order to test the feasibility of installing a utility manhole. The feature -- six 
stacked, rounded timbers forming a rectilinear shape that were part of a cribbing complex -- was 
uncovered by hand 12.65m – 15.48m (41.5’ – 50.8’) west within the center of BK Trench 9 
(Map 6.64). Previous installation of modern concrete manholes around Feature BK 11 resulted in 
the ends of each north-south oriented timber terminating in a blunt saw cut. In contrast, the east 
to west oriented elements continued beyond the excavation area into the trench walls. 
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Timber 1 was a .24m (.8’) diameter beam extending 1.04m (3.4’) into the area from the north 
excavation wall. The timber, found at 1.45m (4.75’) bgs, flared to a bulbous .3m (1’) diameter 
where it rested atop Timber 2 at its north terminus. Timber 2 had a 24cm (.8’) diameter and was 
oriented east to west at 1.68m (5.5’) bgs; both ends extended beyond the excavation area. 
Timbers 3 and 4, each found at 1.92m (6.3’) bgs, were north-south oriented beams that lay below 
Timber 2 and atop Timber 5. Timbers 3 and 4 were .91m (3’) long, lay 1.04m (3.4’) apart, and 
were each cut at their north and south ends. Timber 5 was a .24m (.8’) diameter east-west 
oriented timber that lay parallel to, and .4m (1.3’) north of, Timber 2. Timbers 1, 3, and 4 all lay 
atop Timber 5, which was located 2.23m (7.3’) bgs. Additional excavation to 2.5m (8.2’) below 
sidewalk surface in BK Trench 9 exposed Timber 6, a .27m (.9’) diameter beam located directly 
below Timber 3. Like Timbers 3 and 4, Timber 6’s north and south ends terminated in truncated 
blunt saw cuts leaving a 1.04m (3.4’) long segment. Timber 6 was roughly planed on its dorsal 
side and exhibited a .82m (2.7’) long split along its south length from a previous impact. None of 
the timbers exhibited any notching or joints, except for a .3m (1’) wide saddle notch cut on the 
ventral side of Timber 2 where it lay atop Timber 3. 
 
Two soil matrices were associated with Feature BK 11: a 10 YR 5/3 loamy sand that lay atop the 
majority of the feature area and a 10 YR 4/2 loamy sand mottled with a more gravel-laden 10 YR 
5/3 loamy sand that surrounded almost the entirety of Feature BK 11’s visible extent. The 10 YR 
5/3 loamy sand lay between 30cm (.8’) and .88m (2.9’) bgs, dipping down sharply to 1.89m 
(6.2’) bgs at .67m (2.2’) from the southernmost manhole in the south sidewalk where it then 
surrounded modern utilities running east to west across the area. The 10 YR 5/3 matrix also lay 
above and surrounded Timber 2’s upper half. The other matrix, mottled 10 YR 4/2 and 10 YR 
5/3, lay beneath the first and continued below the water table from 1.68m (5.5’) bgs to the trench 
floor.  
 
Water table encroachment into the BK Trench 9 test pit significantly reduced soil profile 
visibility and hindered excavation activities around Feature BK 11. As every timber besides 
Timber 1 lay below the water table, excavation required constant dewatering. After 
documentation, Timbers 1, 2 and 5 were removed in order to install a new manhole atop the 
remaining elements. There were no artifacts associated with Feature BK 11.  
 
Feature BK 11 represented an area of cell cribbing on the south side of Beekman Street. Despite 
heavy disturbances to the area that lead to the truncation of Feature BK 11’s north and south 
portions, the remaining elements provided a detailed example of cell cribbing design. The 
overlap of perpendicular elements and timber joints with and without notching is consistent with 
other cribbing features observed across the project area. 
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WATER STREET AREA 
Water Street Area excavations included all of the Water Street roadway and its associated 
sidewalks between Beekman and Dover Streets (Maps 6.65 and 6.66). Construction work in the 
Water Street area generally involved backhoe excavation of the modern Belgian block surface and 
underlying concrete road base before a mix of backhoe and hand dug mass excavation was utilized 
across the area. Smaller trenches dug for individual service line connections or extensions were 
typically excavated by backhoe or jackhammer to remove the road cobbles and concrete road base 
with hand excavation continuing into the soils below. Areas particularly dense with existing utility 
lines were generally subject to hand excavation in all trenches. Trenches or trench segments 
excavated to beyond 2.4m (8’) below the modern road surface were generally dug by backhoe to 
avoid exposing construction workers to dangers of soil collapses in deep, un-shored excavation 
areas. Construction crews generally excavated to these lower depths to install precast concrete 
catch basins or to build concrete utility vaults. 
 
Excavation trenches were numbered successively, with excavation beginning at the north side of 
Water Street’s intersection with Beekman Street and continuing north. Excavation on Water Street 
generally proceeded linearly, sometimes jumping across the street areas according to construction 
supplies, weather conditions, and traffic concerns, especially at the Peck Slip intersection. The 
majority of Water Street was excavated as a single mass excavation trench (WS Trench 2) with 
areas measured by their distance from a baseline running north beginning at the north side of the 
Beekman Street intersection. Only the eastern half of the area between Peck Slip and Dover Street 
was excavated beyond the road base. In the western half of Water Street, work was mostly limited 
to the removal and replacement of the road base with minor, .9m (3’) deep test pits excavated to 
locate gas service lines along the west sidewalk. This section will describe the Water Street 
excavation on a block-by-block basis, rather than detailing individual trenches, to provide a better 
general outline of excavation results by region. 
 
WATER STREET BETWEEN BEEKMAN STREET AND PECK SLIP 
WS Trench 2 covered the entire Water Street excavation area between Beekman Street and Peck 
Slip (Map 6.66). Soil stratigraphy and features recovered in this area were delineated as measured 
from the north side of the Beekman and Water Streets intersection, ranging from 0m – 106.7m (0’ 
– 350’) north. Smaller utility work trenches cut into WS Trench 2 as WS Trenches 1 and 3. WS 
Trenches 4 and 5 covered shallow excavations into the west and east sidewalks, respectively. 
 
The Water Street roadbed in this area displayed north-to-south oriented modern utility disturbances 
to a depth of 1.2m (4’) bgs. These included a central water main and two gas mains in the west-
central and east-central portions of the roadway. Additionally, an active brick sewer ran throughout 
the WS Trench 2 center extending to at least 2.1m (7’) below road surface. Several small electric 
and service lines also impacted the roadway to around .9m (3’) bgs. 
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Map 6.65: Peck Slip Project, Water Street between Beekman Street and Peck Slip – archaeological features in plan view. 
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Map 6.66: Peck Slip Project, Water Street between Beekman Street and Peck Slip – excavation trenches in plan view. 
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Soil stratigraphy across the Water Street roadway between Beekman Street and Peck Slip generally 
consisted of mixed loamy sand soils associated with utility trenches and modern fill episodes to 
1.5m - 1.8m (5’ - 6’) bgs (Table 6.11). Below this, matrices tended to change to darker historic 
landfill identified by small brick, shell, gravel and architectural debris inclusions. The east and 
west sides of the roadway included fewer utility disturbances and greater portions of intact historic 
fill matrices, especially north of 70m (230’). Between 70m and 106.7m (230’ and 350’) north, 
excavations were more extensive, exposing historic fill soils and cribbing features to 2.7m (9’) bgs 
due to construction activities to expand manholes, vaults and catch basins on the east side of the 
street. 
 
Table 6.11: Water Street between Beekman Street and Peck Slip, general stratigraphy. 

STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .34m 

(0 – 1.1’) 
Belgian block 
atop concrete 
road base 

N/A Modern roadway 

II  .34m – 1.83m 
(1.1’ – 6’) 

Loamy sand 
Sand 

10YR 4/3 
10YR 5/4 

Modern clean fill associated with utility 
trenches. 

III 1.83m – 1.98m 
(6’ – 6.5’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/2  Historic fill with gravel and small brick 
fragments. Found in the trench center. 

IV .34m – 1.5m 
(1.1’ – 5’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 4/3 
10YR 3/3 

Modern clean fill associated with utility 
trenches. Found in trench center north of 
61m (200’) N. 

V .91m – 2.74m 
(3’ – 9’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/2 Historic fill with rounded cobbles, brick 
and shell fragments, architectural debris. 
Found from 72.5m – 99m (238’ – 325’) 
N on east side Water St around cribbing 
features. 

 
Key features revealed during Water Street excavations between Beekman Street and Peck Slip 
were timber cribbing, brick sewer lines, and disarticulated wooden water mains. Modern clean 
utility trench fills, previous excavation episodes that exposed and potentially damaged the upper 
portions of the historic contexts, overlie most of the historic elements. 
 
The largest area of intact historic materials exposed during excavation of this area was along the 
eastern half of the roadway between 70m and 106.7m (230’ and 350’) north in WS Trench 2 (Map 
6.67). This area included utility disturbances to around .9m (3’) bgs with major water and gas main 
impacts to 1.8m (6’) bgs running down the roadway center. Below and between these modern 
utilities, however, lay areas of historic landfill material with brick, shell, mortar, and gravel 
fragment inclusions. Though artifact inclusions were uncommon, the presence of architectural 
debris and shell elements in these historic fills indicated that they were historic secondary or 
tertiary deposits utilized to bolster and grade the Water Street roadway, as well as to surround 
cribbing elements stretching across the area. Features WS 3 through WS 12 and WS 14 represented 
a timber crib framework and associated grillage elements forming a landfill-cribbing complex 
originally stretching from at least the modern sidewalk area to the center of Water Street. This 
complex utilized thin, roughly finished beams laid parallel to each other across a cell crib 
framework to act as a platform to contain landfill soils and brace the surrounding matrices. 
Additionally, a closed-cell cribbing complex appeared on the west side of Water Street below the 
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modern curb line (Feature WS 13) and located between 93m – 97.5m (305’ and 320’) north in WS 
Trench 2. This cribbing structure had a simplistically layered, round beam construction style 
similar to other cribbing elements encountered across Peck Slip, but lacked the grillage layering 
found on the east side of Water Street. 
 
Several brick sewer lines appeared within the Water Street area between Beekman Street and Peck 
Slip. A large, active north-south main occupied the center of the roadway from 1.55m (5.1’) to at 
least 2.1m (7’) bgs across this entire section of WS Trench 2. Two additional brick sewers appeared 
near the Peck Slip intersection. As the main line visible across the trench turned slightly northeast, 
two east-west oriented sewers appeared 1.5m (5’) and 5.4m (18’) from the modern east curb line 
at 106.7m (350’) north in WS Trench 2. The north-south main ran through these two east-west 
sewers. The sewers appeared to have been recently active and modified with an added internal 
plaster lining over mesh screened walls. The sewers in the area left impacts from 1m (3.35’) to at 
least 2.1m (7’) bgs in tightly defined trenches surrounding the lines, with soils outside the sewer 
trenches occupied by utility line backfill or historic fill soils. 
 
Two wooden water main segments were uncovered during WS Trench 2 excavation just north of 
Beekman Street. These two segments appeared disarticulated at 1.5m – 7.6m (5’ – 25’) north of 
WS Trench 2’s center, within clean modern 10YR 6/3 sandy fill. The first segment lay at 1.5m (5’) 
bgs and measured 1.4m (4.58’) long with a .28m (.92’) diameter and 7cm (.25’) diameter interior 
bore hole. The second segment appeared at 1m (3.3’) bgs and measured 3.91m (12.83’) long with 
a .3m (1’) diameter and 10cm (.33’) diameter interior bore hole. As both water mains appeared 
within a clean fill matrix and were not associated with any historic materials, these beams likely 
indicated the presence of a wooden water delivery line on Water Street that had been previously 
impacted, but left in backfill. Based on the measurements of these water lines, they represented 
two individual pipe segments that would have joined to neighboring segments with tapered ends 
that fit into flared connection points as seen in previous excavations on Beekman Street. These 
lines acted as large delivery lines in the Manhattan Company wooden water main delivery network 
found across the South Street Seaport area (see Section VIII for a more detailed discussion). No 
additional water main segments were exposed on Water Street that might have belonged to this 
delivery line. The recovered pieces could potentially have belonged to the line represented by 
several wood water main segments that appeared intact on the south side of Beekman Street 
between Front and Water Streets. 
 
Impacts into the Water Street sidewalks between Beekman Street and Peck Slip were generally 
minor and only included excavation to .15m (.5’) bgs. Soil matrices below the modern concrete 
sidewalk ranged from 10YR 4/3 to 10YR 7/3 sandy clean fill, without any evidence of previous 
slate sidewalks as seen elsewhere in the Peck Slip area. Excavation extended deeper on the west 
side of Water Street between 0m and 74.7m (0’ and 245’) north in WS Trench 4. The trench floor 
in this area varied from .5m - .97m (1.7’ – 3.2’) below road surface, exposing 10YR 7/3 sandy fill 
as found throughout the area in addition to 10YR 4/2 loamy sands below .64m (2.1’) bgs in two 
trench portions. This 10YR 4/2 loamy sand occurred around two extant portions of truncated 
mortared brick east-west oriented walls found in the trench’s west profile extending into the 
parking lot to the west at 11.6m (38’) north and 33.2m (109’) north (Features WS 1 and WS 2). 
These features represented truncated lower level or cellar walls from structures once located on 
the west side of Water Street. Water Street was expanded from 9m (30’) to at least 12m (40’) wide 
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by 1857 according to the 1852 and 1857 Perris atlases (AKRF 2007:IV-17). These expansion 
activities likely included razing the structures located along the west side of Water Street. 
Excavation did not extend beyond .15m (.5’) bgs on the west side of Water Street north of 86.9m 
(285’) north. 
 

 
Map 6.67: Peck Slip Project, Water Street cribbing features south  

of the Water Street and Peck Slip intersection. 
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FEATURES 
Feature WS 1 
Mass excavation in WS Trench 2 exposed Feature WS 1, a brick and mortar wall structure located 
11.6m (38’) north of WS Trench 2’s south boundary with Beekman Street. The east to west 
oriented feature was four brick courses, .43m (1.4’) wide with one row of stretchers alternating 
with four header rows (Image 6.63). The structure appeared from .56m – 1.63m (1.85’ – 5.35’) 
below the sidewalk surface and continued deeper into the trench floor. WS Feature 1’s east end 
terminated directly below the modern curb line, while the wall continued west for .91m (3’) before 
running beyond the west excavation boundary.  
 

 
Image 6.63: Feature WS 1 west profile. 

 
Feature WS1 had a jagged, disturbed upper course covered by a 2.5 Y 5/6 loamy sand layer that 
was continuous across this portion of WS Trench 2 to a depth of .56m (1.85’) bgs. The presence 
of clean, sandy fill and an uneven surface indicate that previous construction activities across the 
roadway disturbed Feature WS1, obscuring its original extent and depth. A darker 10YR 4/3 loamy 
sand mottled with 5 YR 3/3 loamy sand surrounded all of Feature WS 1’s sides from .56m (1.85’) 
bgs to the trench floor at 1.63m (5.35’) bgs.  
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Feature WS 1 appeared to be the remnant of a brick foundation wall that once lay along the modern 
sidewalk’s current location. Although the feature was relatively thin at less than .46m (1.5’) thick, 
its depth continuing beyond 1.5m (5’) below the modern surface indicated that it was a subsurface 
structure rather than an upper-level structural wall. It is possible the feature was an interior wall 
within a larger surrounding building foundation. Water Street was expanded from 9.1m (30’) to at 
least 12.2m (40’) wide by 1857, according to the 1852 and 1857 Perris atlases (AKRF 2007:IV-
17). Feature WS 1’s truncation indicated these expansion activities likely included razing and 
moving structures located along the west side of Water Street.  
 
Feature WS 2 
Excavation in WS Trench 4 across the modern west Water Street sidewalk uncovered Feature WS 
2 at 32.7m (107.2’) north of the Water Street south boundary with Beekman Street. Two parallel 
.24m (.8’) thick brick and mortar walls located .56m (1.85’) apart and oriented east to west 
comprised Feature WS 2 (Image 6.64). Both structures had an alternating header and stretcher 
construction and appeared at a depth of .24m (.8’) bgs, continuing below the trench floor at 1.17m 
(3.85’) below the sidewalk. Both Feature WS 2 elements appeared 2.4m (8’) west of the modern 
Water Street west curb line and continued running west beyond the WS Trench 4 excavation area 
under the modern sidewalk. The top and east end of the Feature WS 2 elements had a jagged finish 
indicating previous construction activities truncated the east and upper extent of the wall segments. 
 

 
Image 6.64: Feature WS 2 west profile. 
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A 10 YR 7/3 medium sand covered Feature WS 2’s upper elements and descended from .29m 
(.95’) below the sidewalk at the northern feature wall to .75m (2.45’) below the sidewalk on the 
south side of the southern feature wall. The area between the two feature elements contained 10 
YR 3/2 loamy sand with 10% to 15% coal and brick fragment inclusions directly below the sandy 
modern fill and continuing to the trench floor. This stratum yielded 94 non-diagnostic glass shards 
from amber, aqua, cobalt and colorless glass mold-blown bottles. South of Feature WS 2, a 10 YR 
4/2 loamy sand with 15% to 25% coal fragment and dense brick inclusions lay below the sandy 
modern fill to the trench floor. Several large, disarticulated brownstone block fragments appeared 
in the soil matrix between the two feature walls. 
 
Feature WS 2 appeared to be the remnants of two parallel foundation wall segments from structures 
on the west side of Water Street. As noted above, Water Street was expanded by 1857. The close 
relationship of the two Feature WS 2 elements indicates they might have served as boundary walls 
between two neighboring structures. It is also possible the high percentage of coal inclusions 
indicates that the small interior area between the walls served as a coal chute or storage area. The 
dense concentration of intact, disarticulated bricks surrounding Feature WS 2 and other soil 
matrices in the area signifies that Water Street expansion activities included razing structures 
located along the west side of Water Street. The brownstone blocks may represent additional debris 
from the former structures. 
 
Feature WS 3 
Water Street mass excavation in WS Trench 2 exposed Feature WS 3, a set of three timbers 
oriented east to west, which extended from the modern east curb line to run beyond the excavated 
area 1.16m (3.8’) to the west. Feature WS 3’s elements appeared between 73.15m – 75m (240’ – 
246’) north of the Water Street south boundary with Beekman Street (Map 6.68). The first segment 
included Timbers 1 and 2, which were stacked directly atop each other. Timber 1, a rounded beam 
with a .45m (1.5’) diameter, appeared at 1.73m (5.66’) bgs with a surface planed to 1.78m (5.83’) 
bgs on its visible eastern two-thirds. Timber 2, a .15m (.5’) diameter round beam, lay below Timber 
1 at 1.83m (6’) bgs and protruded northeast. Timbers 1 and 2 each terminated in a blunt saw cut at 
their east ends as they abutted a set of concrete-encased utilities under the modern curb line. Their 
west ends ran below concrete-encased utilities 1.07m (3.5’) from the curb line. WS Trench 2’s 
floor did not descend deep enough to reveal the full extent of WS Feature 3’s elements. A 10 YR 
3/2 loamy sand with heavy rounded cobbles and some shell and brick fragments overlaid Timber 
1 to 1.81m (5.95’) bgs. Below this matrix, and surrounding the bottom of Timber 1 and the entirety 
of Timber 2, was a 2.5 Y 3/1 loamy sand. Encroaching ground water at and beneath 1.68m (5.5’) 
bgs, coupled with steam from a nearby steam trench, impacted the excavation and visibility of 
Feature WS 3.  
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Map 6.68: Peck Slip Project, Water Street excavation plan view centered on cribbing features 

south of the Peck Slip intersection. 
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Timber 3 lay 1.5m (5’) north of Timber 1 and was also oriented east to west, parallel to Timber 1. 
The rounded Timber 3 had a .30m (1’) diameter and appeared at 1.68m (5.5’) bgs. The same 10 
YR 3/2 loamy sand matrix with heavy rounded cobbles and shell and brick fragment inclusions 
found across the area lay atop Timber 3 before terminating at the 2.5 YR 3/1 loamy sand that was 
also present around Timber 2. Like Timber 1, Timber 3 had a blunt saw cut where it touched a 
modern concrete-encased utility bank at the curb line, and continued an indeterminate distance 
west after running below another set of modern utilities. While Timbers 1 and 2 were left intact 
after documentation, utility installation required removal of Timber 3. A .73m (2.4’) section of 
Timber 3 was removed, which generated three samples for dendrochronological testing (Water 
Street FS 6). No artifacts associated with Feature WS 3 were found. 
 
Feature WS 3 represented a portion of cell cribbing along the east side of Water Street. It was 
impossible to determine if Feature WS 3’s elements were actually hollowed water mains similar 
to others found across Peck Slip without removing Timbers 1 and 2, which were not hindering 
construction and thus left in situ. However, the depth, size and parallel orientation of Feature WS 
3’s elements suggests that they were also used as cribbing timbers. Additionally, the 1.5m (5’) gap 
between timbers was similar to other cell cribbing elements found across Peck Slip. Other cell 
chambers and perpendicular adjoining elements were likely destroyed by the previous installation 
of modern concrete-encased utilities east and west of Feature WS 3. 
 
Feature WS 4 
Excavation along the east Water Street modern curb line in WS Trench 2 revealed Feature WS 4 
77.69m (254.9’) north of WS Trench 2’s south boundary with Beekman Street (Map 6.68). The 
single, highly disturbed timber was oriented east to west and began .23m (.75’) from the curb 
before continuing an indeterminate distance west after running below a concrete-encased utility 
bank. Feature WS 4 lay 1.42m (4.66’) bgs and was surrounded to the trench floor, at 1.74m (5.7’) 
bgs, by the 10 YR 3/2 loamy sand with heavy rounded cobbles and shell and brick fragments found 
stretching across this portion of WS Trench 2.  
 
Feature WS 4 was likely a bracing element associated with a cribbing complex along the east side 
of Water Street comprised of Features WS 3 through WS 12 and Feature WS 14. Installation of 
modern concrete-encased utility ducts below the modern east curb line likely caused the heavy 
damage to the east end of Feature WS 4. The damage rendered Feature WS 4 unsuitable for 
dendrochronological testing. After documentation, the .61m (2’) of Feature WS 4’s length that 
impeded construction activities was removed. No other artifacts were associated with Feature WS 
4. 
 
Feature WS 5 
Excavation along the modern east curb line within WS Trench 2 revealed Feature WS 5, two 
perpendicular timbers beginning 81.96m (268.9’) north of WS Trench 2’s south boundary with 
Beekman Street. Timber 1, an east-west oriented, rounded, .15m (.5’) diameter beam, appeared at 
a depth of 1.5m (5’) bgs approximately .38m (1.25’) from the modern curb line and continued 
.58m (1.9’) west before running an indeterminate distance below modern concrete-encased utilities 
(Map 6.69). Timber 2, a .15m (.5’) diameter beam, lay at 1.75m (5.75’) bgs oriented north to south, 
its northern end resting below and perpendicular to Timber 1, before running .4m (1.3’) south and 
ending in a flat terminus. The same 10 YR 3/2 loamy sand with rounded cobble, shell, and brick 
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fragment inclusions found across this portion of WS Trench 2 surrounded Feature WS 5 to the 
trench floor at 1.83m (6’) bgs. As Feature WS 5 did not impact construction activities, the elements 
were left intact and in situ after documentation. No other artifacts were recovered in association 
with Feature WS 5. 
 

 
Map 6.69: Peck Slip Project, Water Street between Beekman Street and Peck Slip, detail plan 

view of cribbing timbers south of the Peck Slip intersection. 
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Feature WS 5 appeared to be a portion of cribbing timber within a larger complex that included 
Features WS 3 through WS 12 and Feature WS 14 along the east side of Water Street. Installation 
of modern concrete-encased utility ducts below the modern east curb line and in the street bed 
likely caused truncation of Feature WS 5’s east end and impacted larger perpendicular north to 
south elements adjoining the extant timbers. Feature WS 5’s north-south element lay in line with 
those found in Features WS 6 and WS 7, suggesting that a connective timber “spine” lay between 
the east-west cell divisions of this complex. This bracing feature appeared thinner than the typical 
.30m (1’) diameter major structural cribbing elements seen across Peck Slip, indicating it played 
more of a support role in pinning the cell structure together than forming a foundational basis for 
the cribbing complex. 
 
Feature WS 6 
Excavation in WS Trench 2 along the east Water Street curb line revealed Feature WS 6’s four 
rounded timbers beginning 83.8m (274.9’) north of WS Trench 2’s south boundary with Beekman 
Street (Map 6.69). Timber 1, a .25m (.83’) diameter beam, began .44m (1.45’) from the modern 
east curb in a blunt saw cut before continuing .55m (1.8’) west and running an indeterminate 
distance below a concrete-encased utility bank. Timber 2 lay perpendicular to and below Timber 
1 at 1.73m (5.66’) bgs. Timber 2 had a .23m (.75’) diameter, began .52m (1.7’) from the modern 
curb, and continued to run north past the boundary of the 1.83m (6’) deep excavation area. Timber 
1 had a .24m (.8’) wide saddle notch cut into its ventral side where it joined with Timber 2. Timber 
2’s south side ended in a blunt cut .21m (.7’) south of Timber 1. Timber 3 was a smaller .13m 
(.42’) diameter east-west beam with a blunt cut east terminus located .79m (2.6’) from the modern 
curb line and continuing west below a modern utility duct. The beam appeared at 1.5m (5’) bgs 
and did not join with any of the nearby timbers. The final element, Timber 4, also appeared at 1.5m 
(5’) bgs and ran east to west. The .23m (.75’) diameter Timber 4 began at a blunt cut end .51m 
(1.7’) from the modern curb and continued below the utility bank to the west an indeterminate 
distance. All of the exposed Feature WS 6 elements lay within the 10 YR 3/2 loamy sand with 
rounded cobble, shell and brick fragments consistently found across this area along the east side 
of Water Street.  
 
The Feature WS 6 elements obstructed installation of a new catch basin along the modern curb 
line. After extensive documentation, Chrysalis and MFM removed Timbers 2 and 3 using straps 
rather than a saw in an effort to assess their total lengths. Timber 2’s total length when extracted 
from the north excavation wall measured 3.66m (12’) with a blunt north terminus. Removal from 
below the utility bank to its west revealed Timber 3’s total length to be 1.35m (4.42’).  
 
Feature WS 6 appeared to be a portion of a larger cribbing complex that includes Features WS 3 
through WS 12 and Feature WS 14 along the east side of Water Street. The north-south oriented 
Timber 2 lay in line with a smaller north-south element in Feature WS 5 to the south. The large 
3.66m (12’) length of Feature WS 6’s Timber 2 indicated this piece may have served a more 
foundational role for securing the cross-pieces that formed the cribbing cells.  
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Feature WS 7 
Excavation along the east side of WS Trench 2 uncovered Feature WS 7, a set of three timber 
cribbing elements near Water Street’s modern east curb. Feature WS 7 ran from 79.92m – 81.38m 
(262.2’ – 267’) north of WS Trench 2’s south boundary with Beekman Street (Map 6.69). Timber 
1, an .18m (.6’) diameter beam, was oriented east to west and ran an indeterminate length east 
under the modern sidewalk and west below a utility bank. The beam appeared at 1.8m (5.9’) bgs 
and lay atop Timber 2. Timber 2 had a north to south orientation and lay .4m (1.3’) from the 
modern curb line at a slight northeast to southwest bent. The exposed area only revealed 1.27m 
(4.16’) of Timber 2, with its north and south ends continuing to run past the excavation boundaries. 
Timber 3 appeared at 1.68m (5.5’) bgs with a diameter between .09m (.3’) and .18m (.58’), 
extending from the west boundary at the utility duct .46m (1.5’) or .55m (1.8’) from the modern 
curb line. Timber 3 had a varying, uneven diameter and almost came to rest upon Timber 2. All of 
Feature WS 6 lay within the 10 YR 3/2 loamy sand with rounded cobble, shell, and brick fragment 
inclusions found consistently across Water Street’s east side. Four samples were collected from 
each timber for dendrochronological testing (Water Street FS 9-11). Two artifacts, a stoneware 
sherd and olive bottle glass fragment, appeared within the surrounding soil matrix associated with 
Feature WS 7 (Water Street FS 8). Both of these artifacts, though very fragmented, were 
determined to belong to the household functional group. 
 
Feature WS 7 appeared to be a portion of the lager cribbing complex that included Features WS 3 
through WS 12 and Feature WS 14 along the east side of Water Street. Feature WS 7’s Timber 2 
had a similar diameter and alignment as Feature WS 5’s Timber 2, indicating they might have once 
been a single beam that was cut at some point in the area between their adjoining perpendicular 
elements. Feature WS 7’s Timber 3 was found to be a cribbage timber extending east from Feature 
WS 8 and is discussed below. 
 
Feature WS 8 
Mass excavation in WS Trench 2 exposed Feature WS 8 timbers from 81.2m – 81.78m (266.4’ – 
268.3’) north of WS Trench 2’s south boundary with Beekman Street (Map 6.68). Feature WS 8 
included three east-west oriented timbers running below various modern utility lines stretching 
north up Water Street. All three timbers ran east-west below utilities that obscured their ends and 
total lengths. Timber 1, found at 1.8m (5.91’) bgs, had a .18m (.58’) diameter. Timber 2, located 
.10m (.32’) south at 1.69m (5.55’) bgs, had an uneven finish with a diameter varying between .07m 
(.25’) and .18m (.58’). Timber 3, located .30m (1’) south of Timber 1 at 1.73m (5.66’) bgs, also 
had an uneven finish and varying diameter between .07m (.25’) and .18m (.58’) across its visible 
length. Additional excavation to the east revealed Feature WS 8’s Timber 3 to be the same roughly 
worked beam identified as Feature WS 7’s Timber 3. The entirety of Feature WS 8 lay within the 
10 YR 3/2 loamy sand with rounded cobble, shell, and brick fragments found across WS Trench 
2’s east half. Four samples were collected for dendrochronological analysis from each of Feature 
WS 8’s timbers (Water Street FS 11-13). 
 
Feature WS 8 appeared to be a portion of cribbage related to the larger cribbing complex found 
across Water Street’s east curb that included Features WS 3 through WS 12 and Feature WS 14. 
The very roughly finished and fairly thin timbers of Feature WS 8 lay parallel to form grillage, a 
type of landfill platform with minimal fastening (McDonald 2011:45). The grillage may have 
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served as bulk landfilling or acted as a type of floor to help contain or sink large grain fill within 
shallower crib cells. 
 
Feature WS 9 
Excavation for a new catch basin installation in WS Trench 2 exposed Feature WS 9 along Water 
Street’s east side. De-watering of the catch basin area after heavy rains in the area revealed the 
feature in the trench floor. Two stacked timbers formed Feature WS 9 at 87.39m (286.7’) north of 
WS Trench 2’s south boundary with Beekman Street (Map 6.68). Both timbers began with blunt 
cut ends .49m - .52m (1.6’ – 1.7’) from the modern curb line and ran west an indeterminate distance 
below a modern utility duct bank. Timber 1 lay 1.5m (5’) bgs and had a .20m (.66’) diameter. 
Timber 2 lay below Timber 1 at 1.83m (6’) bgs and had a slightly smaller .15m (.5’) diameter. The 
10 YR 3/2 loamy sand with rounded cobble, shell and brick fragments consistently found across 
Water Street’s east side at this depth surrounded and filled the gap between Timbers 1 and 2. 
Feature WS 9 lay adjacent to a yellower 10 YR 4/6 loamy sand with gravel inclusions directly 
north of Timber 1 and continued to the excavation floor at 2m (6.6’) bgs. A clean mix of 10 YR 
4/3 and 5/4 loamy sands overlaid both of these matrices at 1.37m (4.5’) bgs, likely the fill for the 
modern utility trench above and to the west. Feature WS 9 was documented and left intact and in 
situ as it did not impede construction activity. 
 
Feature WS 9 appeared to be a portion of the large cribbing complex found across Water Street’s 
east curb that included Features WS 3 through WS 12 and Feature WS 14. Feature WS 9’s two 
beams may have represented an extension of the parallel grillage timbers identified as Feature WS 
10 to the west. They may alternately have acted as crib cell walls forming the structural basis for 
the interior grillage. 
 
Feature WS 10 
Mass excavation in WS Trench 2 exposed Feature WS 10, a set of parallel timbers, from 85.5m – 
87.33m (280.5’ – 286.5’) north of WS Trench 2’s south boundary with Beekman Street (Map 
6.68). Nine very roughly finished timbers running east to west in the excavation floor below a 
variety of modern utility lines comprised Feature WS 10. The Feature WS 10 timbers were narrow, 
with diameters varying between .046m (.15’) and .12m (.4’), and closely packed together, lying 
from .046m – .35m (.15’ – 1.15’) apart. Their finish was extremely rough, with remnants of limb 
stumps visible across their irregular lengths. These extant timbers appeared from 1.57m – 1.75m 
(5.16’ – 5.74’) bgs within the 10 YR 3/2 loamy sand with rounded cobble, shell and brick fragment 
inclusions consistently found on Water Street’s east side surrounding Features WS 3 through WS 
12 and Feature WS 14. As the exposed, center portion of Feature WS 10 impeded construction 
activity, the timbers were documented in place before a .61m (2’) section was removed by MFM. 
Samples were retained for dendrochronological analysis from the southernmost part of Timbers 5, 
6, and 8 (Water Street FS 14-16). 
 
Feature WS 10 appeared to be a portion of cribbage related to the larger cribbing complex found 
across Water Street’s east curb that includes Features WS 3 through WS 12 and Feature WS 14. 
Similar to Feature WS 8, the very roughly finished and fairly thin timbers lay parallel to form 
grillage, a type of landfill platform with minimal fastening (McDonald 2011:45). The grillage may 
have served as bulk landfilling or acted as a type of floor to help contain or sink large grain fill 
within shallower crib cells and was likely continuous with Feature WS 8 3.66m (12’) to the south. 
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Feature WS 11 
Mass excavation in WS Trench 2 exposed Feature WS 11, a single east-west oriented timber, at 
88.1m (289’) north of WS Trench 2’s south boundary with Beekman Street (Map 6.68). The 
rounded, .21m (.7’) diameter timber ran across the trench floor at 1.67m (5.49’) bgs below a series 
of modern utility ducts stretching north up Water Street. Surrounding Feature WS 11 was the 10 
YR 3/2 loamy sand with rounded cobble, shell, and brick fragment inclusions found consistently 
along Water Street’s east side and around each cribbing element. Feature WS 11’s east and west 
extent was not visible, as excavation exposed neither terminus. As the timber impeded construction 
activities, Feature WS 11 was documented in place before removing the beam with straps rather 
than a saw cut in order to determine its original length. Pulling the timber from below the 
excavation boundaries showed its full 2.62m (8.58’) length. Four samples were retained from 
Feature WS 11 for dendrochronological analysis (Water Street FS 17). 
 
Feature WS 11 appeared to be a portion of the large cribbing complex found across Water Street’s 
east curb that included Features WS 3 through 12 and Feature WS 14. Feature WS 11 may have 
represented an extension of the parallel grillage timbers identified as Features WS 8 and 10 to the 
west. Its thicker diameter, at .21m (.7’), indicated it could alternately have acted as part of a crib 
cell interior wall forming the structural basis for the interior grillage. 
 
Feature WS 12 
Excavation in WS Trench 1 within the larger WS Trench 2 mass excavation area exposed Feature 
WS 12, a single east-west oriented timber, at 90.83m (298’) north of WS Trench 2’s south 
boundary with Beekman Street (Map 6.68). The .35m (1.16’) diameter, rounded timber lay at a 
depth of 1.62m (5.33’) bgs beginning 1.98m (6.5’) from the modern east curb, its east and west 
ends extending an indeterminate distance below modern utilities. Feature WS 12 lay within the 10 
YR 3/2 loamy sand with rounded cobble, shell, and brick fragment inclusions found consistently 
across Water Street’s east side around the cribbing Features WS 3 through WS 12 and 14. Feature 
WS 12 was documented in place before its removal, as the timber impeded construction activities. 
Four Feature WS 12 timber samples were retained for dendrochronological analysis (Water Street 
FS 18). No additional artifacts appeared associated with Feature WS 12. 
 
Feature WS 12 appeared to be a portion of the large cribbing complex found across Water Street’s 
east curb that included Features WS 3 through WS 12 and Feature WS 14. The timber may have 
represented an element of parallel grillage timbers similar to Features WS 8 and WS 10 to the 
west. Its thicker diameter, at .35m (1.16’), indicated it more likely acted as part of an interior wall 
forming the crib cells that acted as structural basis for the grillage.  
 
Feature WS 13 
Excavation for a new catch basin uncovered Feature WS 13 in WS Trench 6 at the west side of 
Water Street, 9.45m (31’) south of Peck Slip (Map 6.69). Eight intersecting timbers found 1.83m 
– 2.5m (6’ – 8.25’) bgs across WS Trench 6’s entire west profile formed Feature WS 13. Timber 
1, an east-west oriented beam with a .23m (.75’) diameter, appeared at a consistent depth of 1.83m 
(6’) bgs and ran .73m (2.4’) west of the modern western curb. Its west end extended an 
indeterminate distance beyond the west excavation wall, though its eastern terminus ended in a 
blunt cut. Timber 2, a .27m (.9’) diameter rounded beam, appeared running across the entire WS 
Trench 6 west profile at 2.1m (6.75’) bgs. Timber 2 supported Timber 1 without notching, and its 
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ends continued an unknown distance into the north and south excavation walls. Timber 3, oriented 
east to west, was placed below and perpendicular to Timber 2 in the WS Trench 6 south wall at 
2.33m (7.65’) bgs. Timber 3’s east end appeared to continue beyond the excavation area at the 
same depth. Timber 4 was a north to south oriented, .15m (.5’) diameter, rounded beam that laid 
.64m (2.1’) west of the modern west Water Street curb line. It lay below and perpendicular to 
Timbers 3 and 5 at 2.5m (8.25’) bgs, and its north and south ends ran an unknown length beyond 
the WS Trench 6 walls. Timber 5 appeared at 2.33m (7.66’) bgs in the north WS Trench 6 wall, 
extending beyond the excavation area east and west. It had a .27m (.9’) diameter and lay below 
Timber 2 and atop Timber 4. Timber 6, a .23m (.75’) diameter rounded beam oriented north to 
south, appeared .14m (.45’) east of the modern west Water Street curb line extending .73m (2.4’) 
into WS Trench 6 from the south wall. From its blunt saw cut north terminus, Timber 6 extended 
and unknown distance into the south trench wall at 2.44m (8’) bgs.  
 
While all of Feature WS 13 lay below the water table at 1.68m (5.5’) bgs, water encroachment 
made visibility below 2.44m (8’) extremely difficult (Image 6.65). Excavation to 3.66m (12’) bgs 
revealed two additional timbers as they were removed from the saturated soil. Timber 7 was a 
2.25m (7.4’) long, .21m (.7’) diameter rounded beam with a saw cut end and recently disturbed 
jagged terminus at its obverse. The saw cut end also featured an .11m (.35’) wide saddle notch 
.49m (1.6’) from the blunt end. Timber 8 was 1.2m (4’) long with a .15m (.5’) diameter and blunt 
cut ends. As Timbers 7 and 8 appeared during excavation below the water table, their exact 
locations could not be determined other than between 2.6m – 3.5m (8.5’ – 11.5’) bgs within the 
1.5m by 2.4m (5’ by 8’) area excavated to 3.66m (12’) bgs below the modern curb. All of Feature 
WS 13’s elements lay within the 10 YR 3/2 loamy sand with rounded cobble, shell and brick 
fragment inclusions common to the historic cribbing features found near the Water Street 
intersection with Peck Slip. Three samples were collected for dendrochronological analysis from 
Timber 4 (Water Street FS 19). The saddle notch was removed from Timber 7 and retained for 
analysis (Water Street FS 20). 
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Image 6.65: Feature WS 13 west profile and plan view, attempting to de-water WS Trench 6. 

 
Feature WS 13 represented a remnant of cribbing structure along Water Street’s west side. The 
interconnecting, perpendicular timbers joined by minimal notching to form cells were typical of 
cribbing construction uncovered across Peck Slip. Timbers 1, 3 and 5 acted as braces between the 
stretches of foundational lines of Timbers 2 and 4, like brick headers alternating between stretchers 
(McDonald 2011:42). The bulk of clean fill soil and modern utility ducts resting atop Feature WS 
13 to a depth of 1.7m (5.6’) bgs indicated that the cribbing might have once included more shallow 
elements that were previously destroyed by utility installations. The extension of the east-west 
timbers east beyond the excavation area suggested that the cribbing cells laid below both the 
modern sidewalk and road way areas, at which point a 10 YR 4/2 loamy sand utility fill extending 
to 1.83m (6’) bgs obscured any extant elements that may have laid in the roadway. 
 
Feature WS 14 
Hand excavation on Water Street’s east side exposed Feature WS 14, a series of fifteen timbers 
extending from 90.83m – 97.84m (298’ – 321’) north of WS Trench 2’s south boundary with 
Beekman Street and below a variety of modern water and gas utility lines. Eleven east-west 
oriented timbers ran perpendicular to four long north-south timbers found from 1.68m – 2.29m 
(5.5’ – 7.5’) bgs, the excavation base depth (Map 6.69). Timbers 1 through 3 rested atop the north-
south Timbers 4, 5 and 8. Timbers 6 and 7 lay directly below these same perpendicular north-south 
elements. Timber 14 rested atop the north-south Timber 11 beam at 1.68m (5.5’) bgs, while 
Timbers 9, 10, 13 and 15 lay directly below at 1.98m (6.5’) bgs. Timber 12 appeared to be a north-
south beam parallel to Timber 11, which was partially dislodged from its original orientation. 
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Feature WS 12, a single cribbing timber, ran atop Feature WS 14’s Timbers 4 and 5, indicating the 
elements belonged to a single complex. 
 
Feature WS 14’s north to south stretchers were all long and relatively robust. The exposed portion 
of Timber 5 measured beyond 1.22m (4’) long with a .21m (.7’) diameter; Timber 8 had a length 
of over 1.34m (4.4’) with a .20m (.65’) diameter; Timber 11 measured 3.2m (10.5’) with a .27m 
(.9’) diameter; Timber 12’s extent was not visible but its diameter measured .27m (.9’). The east-
west Feature WS 14 timbers varied in size, with thinner timbers mixed in without a discernable 
pattern around thicker elements. Timbers 1, 2, 9, 10 and 15 had .27m – .335m (.9’ – 1.1’) 
diameters, while Timbers 3, 6, 7, 13 and 14 had diameters between .14m – .21m (.45’ - .7’). As 
Feature WS 14 was only visible in a .79m (2.6’) wide area between two large water and gas mains, 
the extent of the east-west timbers and the nature of their joints with the perpendicular elements 
was impossible to determine. Only the intersection of Timbers 11, 14 and 15 was visible in its 
entirety, showing Timber 14 laid uncut atop Timber 11 while Timber 15 had a saddle notch cut 
into its dorsal side to house Timber 11. Water table encroachment beginning at 1.7m (5.6’) bgs 
further obscured visibility throughout the feature’s excavation (Image 6.66). Chrysalis expanded 
the excavation area between the modern utilities by .15m (.5’) to the east and west to better identify 
the presence of timbers below the gas and water mains, but could not safely expand excavation 
further without creating dangerous undercutting conditions. Feature WS 14 laid entirely within the 
10 YR 3/2 loamy sand with rounded cobble, shell and brick fragment inclusions matrix found 
surrounding the cribbing across Water Street near its Peck Slip intersection. Feature WS 15, a brick 
sewer running northeast to southwest towards Peck Slip, cut off Timbers 14 and 15 at WS Feature 
14’s northern end (Image 6.67). The timber elements directly abutted the brick sewer. As Timbers 
1 through 3 impeded utility installation, these elements were documented in place before their 
removal and four samples were retained from Timber 3 for dendrochronological analysis (Water 
Street FS 21). 
 
Feature WS 14 appeared to be a portion of the large cribbing complex found across Water Street’s 
east curb that included Features WS 3 through WS 12. Feature WS 14 exhibited the interplay of 
perpendicular elements frequently utilized to create a cell framework. Although the east to west 
timbers in Feature WS 14 were generally more robust than Feature WS 10 to the south, these 
elements may have served as a mix of framework and grillage filling to create a surface to help 
sink the cribbing structure with stones or large-grain fill. Feature WS 14 showed the cribbing 
landfill structures on Water Street extended at least 3.05m (10’) into the roadway and continued 
north into the modern Peck Slip area. 
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Image 6.66: Feature WS 14 in plan view; attempting to de-water, facing west. 
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Image 6.67: Feature WS 15 sewer cutting across Feature WS 14  

cribbing in plan view, facing north. 
 

Feature WS 15 
Hand excavation in WS Trench 2 exposed Feature WS 15, a brick and mortar sewer that sloped 
and drained north, running southwest to northeast towards Peck Slip (Map 6.69). The first portion 
of the feature that was exposed lay between 97.54m – 100.83m (320’ – 330.8’) north of Water 
Street’s south boundary with Beekman Street at a depth of 1.01m (3.33’) bgs. Futher excavation 
uncovered a second portion of the same sewer line running from 103.6m – 105.9m (340’ – 347.5’) 
north of Beekman Street at a depth of 1.12m (3.66’) bgs, at which point it turned slightly north. 
The brick and mortar sewer was ovul in shape and, based on the portion exposed to 2.13m (7’) 
bgs, had a .91m (3’) diameter. Feature WS 15 laid within 10 YR 5/4 coarse sand mixed with 10 
YR 3/2 loamy sand, a mix of fill soil and the loamy sand matrix characteristic of the historic 
cribbing structures south of Feature WS 15. A 10 YR 3/3 loamy sand fill with 10% gravel 
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inclusions surrounded the segment of Feature WS 15 that lay 105.5m north (346’) of Beekman 
Street.  
 
As Feature WS 15 impeded utility installations beyond 99m (325’) north of Beekman Street, the 
sewer was documented in situ before MFM disassembled the obstructing area. Disassembly 
exposed a wire frame and cement lining on the sewer interior, which were determined to be modern 
construction elements. Feature WS 15 was likely either a modern era or a nineteenth century sewer 
modified with a new lining to extend its operation. At the time of disassembly, Feature WS 15 was 
no longer in active service. Feature WS 15’s projected route based on its visible plan view appeared 
to run just east of the cribbing complex across Water Street’s east side and 3’ from the exposed 
portion of the Feature WS 13 cribbing on Water Street’s west side. This route, and the the fact that 
the sewer’s position cut across Feature WS 14’s timbers, indicated Feature WS 15 was installed 
after the Water Street cribbing complex was built and likely destroyed any remnants of the cribbing 
along its path across the west-center portion of Water Street. 
 
WATER STREET BETWEEN PECK SLIP AND DOVER STREET 
WS Trench 2 covered the entire Water Street excavation area between Peck Slip and Dover Street, 
including the Peck Slip intersection (Maps 6.70 and 6.71). Soil stratigraphy and features recovered 
in this area were recorded as measured from the north side of the Beekman and Water Streets 
intersection, ranging from 106.68m – 230.12m (350’ – 755’) north. Excavation in this area 
generally included disturbances to 1.5m – 1.8m (5’ – 6’) bgs at the Peck Slip intersection and 1.5m 
(5’) bgs across the east side of the Water Street roadway. Excavation on the west side of Water 
Street extended only to a depth of .39m - .6m (1.3’ – 2’) bgs in order to install shallow utility lines 
and replace the road base. An additional trench, WS Trench 8, extended north across Dover Street 
in a 1.2m (4’) wide stretch curving west on the north side of Dover Street and below the base of 
the Brooklyn Bridge. This smaller extension north of WS Trench 2 was only excavated to .54m - 
.88m (1.8’ – 2.9’) below the modern road surface. 
 
Excavation in the Peck Slip intersection extended from 1.8m – 2.7m (6’ – 9’) bgs. Extensive 
existing utility lines running north-south and east-west from Pearl Street occupied the intersection 
area from .67m – 2.3m (2.2’ – 7.5’) bgs within clean fill matrices in narrow trenches. Clean fills 
generally extended to 1.8m (6’) bgs, except around an east-west sewer, which extended deeper and 
overlaid historic fill material. Historic fill soils included fragmented architectural and shell 
material as well as pebbles and chert cobbles that acted as large grain fill (Table 6.12).  
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Map 6.70: Peck Slip Project, Water Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street - archaeological features in plan view.  
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Map 6.71: Peck Slip Project, Water Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street – excavation trenches in plan view. 
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Table 6.12: Water Street at the Peck Slip and Water Street intersection, general stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .36m 

(0 – 
1.2’) 

Belgian block atop 
concrete road base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II  .36m - 
.79m 
(1.2’ – 
2.6’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 
5/3 

Modern clean fill associated with utility trenches. 

III .79m – 
1.83m 
(2.6’ – 
6’) 

Loamy sand 7.5YR 
4/4  

Modern clean fill associated with utility and 
sewer trenching. 

IV 1.83m – 
2.13m 
(6’ – 7’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 
3/2 

Historic fill with small pebbles, small to medium 
chert cobbles, some oyster shell inclusions. 

V 2.13m – 
2.74m 
(7’ – 9’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 
4/2 

Historic fill with rounded pebbles, cobbles, small 
boulders, and brick, oyster, and clam shell 
fragments. 

 
The percentage of chert material increased with depth and might have been sourced from ballast 
material dumped by the area’s sailing and shipping industry and reused locally (AKRF 2007:V-
2). Few identifiable artifacts appeared in the historic material to 2.1m (7’) bgs, indicating that the 
area was either not frequently used as a refuse dump or that local household refuse was not used 
as mass fill. The increasing chert cobble and shell inclusions at lower depths indicate this fill was 
likely older and utilized mixed large, though clean, landfill materials. 
 
The Water Street streetbed between Peck Slip and Dover Street was previously disturbed by a 
variety of utility lines from .6m – 1.06m (2’ – 3.5’) bgs, with larger north-south gas and water 
mains running across the length of the street from .85m – 1.3m (2.8’ – 4.5’) bgs. Outside of these 
mains and their associated clean backfill trenches, the general stratigraphy of the excavation on 
the east side of Water Street revealed various clean 10YR 5/4 to 4/2 sand and loamy sand soils to 
1.67m (5.5’) bgs. Below these clean fills lay a darker, loamier historic fill with small pebble, brick 
and shell fragment inclusions. Cobble inclusions increased in size in places where excavation 
extended deeper, especially in the northern end of Water Street around 204.2m – 214.9m (670’ – 
705’) north,. Additionally, deeper excavation below 2m (6.5’) bgs tended to reveal more reddish 
7.5YR 4/4 loamy sand mixed into the dark brown loamy soils (Table 6.13). 
 
Key feature elements revealed during excavations on Water Street between Peck Slip and Dover 
Street were a brick and mortar barrel vault structure, timber cribbing, historic landfill materials, 
historic structural foundations, and previous sidewalk pavers. As excavation in this area was 
relatively shallow and did not impact the area below the road surface to the western 2.4m (8’) of 
Water Street, additional historic material likely remains intact and uncovered across nearly half of 
the entire roadway in this area. 
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Table 6.13: Water Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street, general stratigraphy. 
STRATUM DEPTH SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
I 0 - .36m 

(0 – 1.2’) 
Belgian block atop 
concrete road base 

N/A Modern roadway. 

II  .36m - 
.76m 
(1.2’ – 
2.5’) 

Sand 10YR 5/4 Modern clean fill associated with utility 
trenches. 

III .76m – 
1.68m 
(2.5’ – 
5.5’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 4/2 
10YR 4/3  

Modern clean fill associated with utility 
trenches, especially water and gas lines. 

IV 1.68m – 
1.98m 
(5.5’ – 
6.5’) 

Loamy sand  10YR 3/2 Historic fill with small pebbles, brick 
fragments, oyster shell inclusions. 

V 1.98m – 
2.13m 
(6.5’ – 
7’) 

Loamy sand 10YR 3/2 
7.5 YR 
4/4 

Historic fill with brick fragments, oyster and 
clam shell, and increasingly large cobble 
inclusions. 

 
The most significant historic element encountered on this portion of Water Street was a mortared 
brick cellar with a barrel-vaulted covering, designated Feature WS 21 (Map 6.72). Feature WS 21 
appeared from 139.75m – 151.79m (458.5’ – 498’) north under the modern east curb line and 
extended 1.8m (6’) west beyond the curb line. The cellar’s eastern portion was found destroyed, 
possibly the result of the previous installation of a large steam pipe and its attendant concrete 
encasement and trench sheeting that were found running north below the modern sidewalk. The 
barrel-vaulted cellar had squared outer walls that framed a wooden plank floor extending from 
2.05m – 2.11m (6.75’ – 6.95’) bgs. Five interior, .3m (1’) wide, east-west brick walls separated 
the extant portion of the structure into four rectilinear segments capped by arched brick coverings. 
A sixth segment was located at the start of an arch segment that had been broken and disturbed by 
a utility manhole to the south. The barrel-vaulted basement or cellar extended under the roadway 
and was installed atop a fieldstone cobble-laden, 10YR 3/1 loamy sand fill consistent with the 
historic fill material found across this portion of Water Street. Likely dating to the nineteenth 
century, Feature WS 21’s structure reflects a construction character specific to the Water Street 
area. Basement structures here are expansive and often cut into clean historic fills, unlike the 
artifact, rubble, and large-grain fill-laden landfill material found further south in Peck Slip. No 
additional basements of this size or breadth appeared in the Water Street roadway, indicating this 
property may have been an especially large structure that may have housed commercial or 
industrial activity requiring additional floor space or cool underground storage areas. 
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Map 6.72: Peck Slip Project, Water Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street,  
Feature WS 21 barrel vaults in plan view. 
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Despite limited excavation on the west side of the roadway, WS Trench 2 impacted Water Street’s 
west curb area between Peck Slip and Dover Street to a depth of 2.6m (8.5’) bgs and from 123.44m 
– 126.49m (405’ – 415’) north in order to install a new catch basin. Below the clean fill soils 
typical of Water Street utility trenching to 1.67m (5.5’) bgs, this area exhibited 10YR 3/3 loamy 
sand mottled with more reddish 7.5YR 4/6 loamy sand with small brick and shell fragment 
inclusions. This historic fill soil surrounded three round wooden beams set at perpendicular angles. 
These beams, Feature WS 23, formed a rough cribbing complex likely previously impacted by 
overlying utility work. Although excavation here did not reveal enough of the feature extent to 
determine closed or open-cell construction methodology, the timbers likely served to support and 
underpin surrounding landfill soil material. Likely additional portions of timber cribbing remain 
intact to depths beyond 1.8m (6’) bgs in other, unexposed areas of Water Street. Excavations across 
the Peck Slip area consistently revealed cribbing timbers, especially along the curb line areas as 
seen on Water Street, when excavations lowered trenches beyond 1.8m (6’) bgs. 
 
Excavation into the Water Street sidewalks between Peck Slip and Dover Street had shallow 
disturbances mostly limited to .18m (.6’) bgs and less. Soils uncovered below the concrete 
sidewalks were generally 10YR 5/4 sand, 10YR 4/3 clean loamy sand or a mix of the two soil 
types. Excavations to install new service connections to 267 Water Street ran from 166.12m – 
169.16m (545’ – 555’) north into the east sidewalk and revealed Feature WS 24, a north-south 
oriented historic stone foundation with a brick upper portion and a small square brick box that 
extended into the sidewalk area (Map 6.73). Based on the alignment of known historic structures 
in the area, such as the Bridge Café at 279 Water Street, and a lack of documentary evidence 
suggesting otherwise, the structural elements of Feature WS 24 likely correspond to Water Street’s 
historic eastern building-line. Further, the squared-box portion of Feature WS 24 likely served as 
a coal chute or storage box accessible from the cellar or basement area. Differences in how much 
Feature WS 24 and Feature WS 21 extend beyond the building line brings into question the relative 
ages of each element. Unlike the barrel-vaulted cellar further south (Feature WS 21), Feature WS 
24 extends only a small distance, suggesting that either these two features were built at separate 
times, or that they belonged to buildings with separate functions. 
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Map 6.73: Peck Slip Project, Water Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street,  

Feature WS 22 in plan view. 
 

Additional elements of note uncovered during sidewalk excavations were bluestone pavers, found 
when excavation on Water Street’s east side extended below the typical .15m (.5’) disturbance 
zone in order to install new lines to manage water runoff from a steam pipe running northwest 
below the sidewalk. Excavation to the east of wooden shoring built to protect workers in the steam 
pipe’s trench revealed a layer of broken bluestone slabs from .13m – .42m (.45’ – 1.4’) below the 
road surface datum. The slabs measured .06m – .12m (.2’ – .4’) thick and were broken in irregular 
shapes measuring .18m – .67m (.6’ – 2.2’) long. The slabs appeared to have been previously 
disturbed and haphazardly piled up east of the steam trench. These pavers matched the thickness 
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and general size of those found disturbed below the concrete sidewalk on the south side of Peck 
Slip between South and Front Streets. 
 
WS Trench 8’s extension north of the WS Trench 2 mass excavation revealed a small swath of soil 
stratigraphy and roadway makeup for Dover Street and contexts below the Brooklyn Bridge base. 
The 1.2m (4’) wide trench extended only .88m (2.9’) bgs as it ran north/northwest across Dover 
Street, revealing 10YR 6/4 sandy soil associated with utility lines running across the area. As the 
trench crossed north of Dover Street’s northern curb line, it exposed a section of Belgian block 
pavers at a depth of .42m (1.4’) bgs, 228.6m (750’) north of Beekman Street, and .91m (3’) east 
of the west Water Street building line. Due to soil accumulation and uneven asphalt application, 
the ground surface north of Dover Street and below the Brooklyn Bridge base rises by roughly 
.45m (1.5’) above the surface of WS Trench 2. The Belgian block in this area was likely once part 
of a wider Dover Street roadway that was subsequently truncated by the installation of the 
Brooklyn Bridge and the expansion of the underpass and used as a construction staging area in the 
twentieth century. 
 
FEATURES 
 
Feature WS 16 
Mass excavation in WS Trench 2 uncovered Feature WS 16, a brick and mortar sewer oriented 
east to west at the Water Street and Peck Slip intersection 106.31m (348.8’) north of Beekman 
Street (Map 6.74). Hand and mechanical excavation uncovered a 10.97m (36’) stretch of straight 
sewer line at a depth of 1.02m (3.35’) bgs. The visible portion, exposed to 1.83m (6’) bgs, had a 
1.5m (5’) diameter. A mix of 10 YR 4/3 loamy sand and 10 YR 5/6 clean sand surrounded Feature 
WS 16, indicating that builders backfilled the sewer with clean fill and some re-deposited local 
material. The trajectory of Feature WS 16 suggests that this sewer might be in line with, and a 
continuation of, Feature PS 5 located at the Peck Slip and Front Street intersection. 
 
After documentation, MFM removed a 1.22m (4’) long segment of Feature WS 16 beginning 
1.22m (4’) from the east Water Street curb in order to replace an overlying gas main. The feature 
was documented in place before its partial disassembly. Feature WS 16 yielded no associated 
artifacts. 
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Map 6.74: Peck Slip Project, Water Street plan view  

centered on sewer complex at the Peck Slip intersection. 
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Feature WS 17 
Mass excavation in WS Trench 2 uncovered Feature WS 17, a brick and mortar sewer oriented 
north to south extending from the north side of Feature WS 16 at the Water Street and Peck Slip 
intersection 107.78m (353.6’) north of Beekman Street (Map 6.74). Hand excavation uncovered a 
3.47m (11.4’) long stretch of the brick sewer running northwest from the north side of Feature WS 
16 before turning slightly more west and descending to 1.43m (4.7’) deep to meet the Feature WS 
18 sewer in Peck Slip. The sewer lay at 1.02m (3.35’) bgs and had a 1.07m (3.5’) diameter. A mix 
of 10 YR 4/3 loamy sand and 10 YR 5/6 clean fill sand surrounded Feature WS 17, indicating its 
builders backfilled the sewer with clean fill and some re-deposited local material. Feature WS 17 
appeared to connect the Feature WS 16 and Feature WS 18 sewers. Despite having a similar 
trajectory to Feature WS 15, Feature WS 17 had a slightly shallower depth and more obvious 
physical connection to the east-west oriented Feature WS 16.  
 
After documentation, MFM disassembled a .91m (3’) long segment of Feature WS 17 south of 
Feature WS 18 in order to replace an overlying gas main (Image 6.68). Feature WS 17’s interior 
had a cement lining similar to Feature WS 15 and other modified sewers, indicating it remained 
active through the modern period. Feature WS 17 yielded no associated artifacts. 
 

 
Image 6.68: Feature WS 17 after partial disassembly, facing north. 
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Feature WS 18 
Mass excavation in WS Trench 2 uncovered Feature WS 18, a brick and mortar sewer oriented 
east to west on the south side of Peck Slip 111.31m (365.2’) north of Beekman Street (Map 6.74). 
Hand excavation uncovered a 1.86m (6.1’) long stretch of the brick sewer at 1.5m (5’) bgs 
beginning 4.42m (14.5’) east of Water Street’s eastern curb line. Excavation to reveal the feature’s 
top half a sewer .91m (3’) in diameter, although some evidence exists to suggest that the feature 
may become slightly wider at lower depths. Although excavation did not expose Feature WS 18’s 
east terminus, excavation to 1.83m (6’) bgs at 1.83m (6’) east of the sewer showed clean fill 
surrounding a modern water main that likely cut into Feature WS 18 during an earlier construction 
phase.  
 
Feature WS 18 was a brick and mortar sewer extending down Peck Slip. It matched the trajectory 
of Feature PS 12, a brick sewer exposed near Peck Slip’s intersection with Pearl Street to Front 
Street with no evident terminus. It is likely these features represent one sewer line. Feature WS 18 
yielded no associated artifacts. 
 
Feature WS 19 
Hand excavation in WS Trench 2 at the Peck Slip and Water Street intersection exposed Feature 
WS 19, a heavily damaged brick and stone French style drain remnant (Image 6.69). The feature, 
found between 112.93m – 113.69m (370.5’ – 373’) north of Beekman Street, lay on a northwest 
to southeast axis underlying a modern water main at 1.71m (5.6’) bgs and 4.27m (14’) from the 
east Water Street curb line. The feature had a brick and mortar lower portion with a .06m (.2’) 
thick bluestone cap. The drain’s ends were extremely fragmentary as damage from earlier 
construction work left only a .76m by .6m (2.5’ by 2’) wide remnant. As a result, Feature WS 19’s 
construction methodology, other than the appearance of a U-shaped brick base similar to French 
drains found across Peck Slip, could not be ascertained. Surrounding Feature WS 19 was 10 YR 
3/3 loamy sand with 10% gravel inclusions, a modern fill ubiquitous across the project area in 
places surrounding utility lines. One brick sample was collected from Feature WS 19 for analysis 
(Water Street FS 25). 
 
Feature WS 19 was an extremely damaged portion of a French drainage system similar to Features 
PS 8, PS 14 and PS 41. These drains flowed from below the building lines into larger brick and 
mortar sewer lines that likely emptied into the East River. As the small drain style would be 
difficult to clean and service, they likely served as groundwater management rather than as a 
sewage system. These drainage systems were probably necessary for basement and roadway water 
management due to the shallow local water table.  
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Image 6.69: Feature WS 19 plan view visible extending from  

below modern water main, facing north. 
 

 
Feature WS 20 
Mass excavation in WS Trench 2 exposed Feature WS 20, a heavily damaged mortared brick 
structure at the Peck Slip and Water Street intersection 115.98m (380.5’) north of Beekman Street. 
The feature appeared at 1.28m (4.2’) bgs below a 24-inch modern gas main within a 10 YR 3/3 
loamy sand soil matrix typical of clean utility fill across the area. WS Feature 20’s extant portion 
measured .43m by .21m (1.4’ by .7’). Additional excavation showed that the brickwork surrounded 
the lower half of a 12-inch ceramic pipe extending from a defunct concrete catch basin at 1m (3.3’) 
bgs. The 12-inch pipe feature proved to be of modern construction and was used to support a 
contemporary water management system. 
 
Feature WS 21 
Mass excavation in WS Trench 2 alongside the modern east Water Street curb line exposed Feature 
WS 21, an arched brick and mortar barrel vault structure beginning 139.75m (458.5’) north of 
Beekman Street and 1.83m (6’) from the curb (Map 6.69). Chrysalis halted contractor activity to 
hand excavate the Feature WS 21 structure for documentation and screening. Feature WS 21 
included five mortared brick arches stretching north along Water Street and a series of connecting 
five extant east-west oriented vertical interior walls (Image 6.70). A straight, north-south brick 
wall three courses thick formed the west feature limit and bounded the chambers formed by the 
arches and interior walls. These chambers were exposed to 2.19m (7.2’) on the north-south interior 
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and an indeterminate distance on the east-west side because Feature WS 21’s east limit could not 
be located. Feature WS 21’s southernmost element was a remnant of an east-west interior wall that 
connected to a stretch of arched bricks extending north, though the exact dimensions of the 
southern boundary are also unclear (Image 6.71). At 139.75m (458.5’) north lay a three-course 
thick, east-west vertical wall remnant. No adjoining arched bricks were extant, but installation of 
a modern utility box immediately to the south likely led to the dismantling of the upper vault 
structure on this spot. Wall 5 formed Feature WS 21’s north boundary with a vertical corner joining 
with Wall 6, the north-south running western boundary wall (Image 6.72). 
 
Feature WS 21’s brick arches were only partially extant, present most consistently from .25m - 
.55m (.85’ – 1.8’) west of the modern curb line. A modern electric pipe ran north across Feature 
WS 21 at .76m (2.5’) bgs approximately 1.4m (4.6’) from the curb line; its installation likely led 
to the disassembly of surrounding portions of the feature. The best-preserved portion of the feature 
was its northernmost chamber, which was a mostly intact stretch of archway and keystone laying 
at .43m (1.4’) bgs. The arch construction included mostly vertical headers alternating irregularly 
with two course sets of horizontal stretchers. Five courses of horizontal stretchers overlaid the arch 
connections to the vertical wall elements to create a roughly level surface, elevated by .06m (.2’) 
atop the arch apex. 
 
 

 
Image 6.70: Feature WS 21 plan view, facing southeast. 
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Map 6.75: Peck Slip Project, Water Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street,  

Feature WS 21 barrel vault remnants. 
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Image 6.71: Feature WS 21 south boundary at Wall 1, facing northeast. 

 

 
Image 6.72: Feature WS 4 north boundary at Wall 5, facing south. 
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Atop Feature WS 21 lay a 10 YR 5/4 sandy fill to .34m (1.1’) bgs, which is a clean fill matrix 
associated with the overlying modern sidewalk. A thin layer of 10 YR 4/3 loamy sand with small 
brick and mortar fragment inclusions lay directly above the feature, likely a historic fill atop 
Feature WS 21 previously impacted and removed during other construction episodes.  
 
Chrysalis excavated a .91m by .3m (3’ by 1’) test pit in the southwest interior corner of the chamber 
formed by Walls 2 and 3 to better investigate the feature construction and associated soils. Within 
the feature, a 10 YR 4/4 loamy sand mixed with 7.5 YR 3/4 loamy sand with brick fragment 
inclusions lay from 1m – 1.94m (3.3’ – 6.35’) bgs. From 1.94m – 2.06m (6.35’ – 6.75’) bgs lay 
moist 10 YR 3/1 loamy sand historic fill, terminating at a wooden plank floor. The only artifact 
recovered from this moist basal fill was an intact Owen’s bottle. The rectangular wooden planks 
measured .21m (.7’) wide and laid flush against each other and the edges of the surrounding brick 
walls from 2.06m – 2.12m (6.75’ – 6.95’) bgs. The planks were documented in place before 
removing a .3m by .3m (1’ by 1’) section of wood to excavate below. From 2.12m – 2.19m (6.95’ 
– 7.2’) bgs lay a 10 YR 5/2 loamy sand with numerous irregular fieldstone inclusions forming a 
solid base below the feature floor (Image 6.73). 
 

 
Image 6.73: Feature WS 21 Test Pit 2 plan view showing wood plank floor  

and underlying cobble-laden matrix, facing east. 
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An additional .43m by .3m (1.4’ by 1’) test pit was excavated starting 146.24m (479.8’) north in 
WS Trench 2 along the exterior of the west wall to explore Feature WS 21’s depth. A 10 YR 4/2 
loamy sand fill matrix associated with modern utilities across this portion of WS Trench 2 
surrounded Feature WS 21 to 1.92m (6.3’) bgs. Below this layer was a 10 YR 3/1 loamy sand 
historic fill to 2.32m (7.6’) bgs. Between the surrounding soil matrices and the Feature WS 21 
exterior wall was a 10 YR 5/3 loamy sand mottled with 2.5 Y 4/2 loamy sand builder’s trench 
extant from 1.55m – 2.26m (5.1’ – 7.4’) bgs. The builder’s trench tapered from .21m (.7’) wide to 
.03m (.1’) from the Feature WS 21 wall at 2.26m (7.4’) bgs (Map 6.76). The Feature WS 21 brick 
walls terminated at 2.15m (7.05’) bgs. 
 
Feature WS 21 yielded several sets of artifacts. Excavation into the demolition fill -- 10 YR 4/4 
loamy sand mixed with 7.5 YR 3/4 loamy sand with brick fragment inclusions -- found within in 
the archway interiors between 1m – 1.94m (3.3’ – 6.35’) bgs recovered six artifacts. The artifacts 
included a mix of eighteenth century white salt-glazed stoneware, porcelain and modern machine-
made Coca-Cola and beer bottles produced after 1960, suggesting that this level was likely mixed 
feature and building demolition fill and the remains of later grading. Excavation in Test Pit 2 
recovered one Owen’s common glass bottle. Based on its “O” base stamp, this bottle was produced 
between 1911 and 1929, which was before the Owens Bottle Company merged with the Illinois 
Glass Company (Toulouse 1971:405; Miller et al 2000:2). 
 
As Feature WS 21 impeded utility installations, Chrysalis completed test unit excavation and 
feature documentation before dismantling the upper extant feature elements; Feature WS 21 was 
left intact below 1.4m (4.6’) bgs. As the feature’s elements became increasing intact with depth, it 
is likely the wood floors and interior fill remains preserved much of the lower portion of Feature 
WS 21. Thus, there is probably a considerable amount of the Feature’s footprint left unexplored 
and unexcavated. 
 
Feature WS 21 was a barrel-vaulted brick basement structure with a 12.56m (41.2’) extant length 
extending out under the east Water Street road base. The 1.83m (6’) extension beyond the modern 
curb line might be explained by the mid- to late-nineteenth century expansion of Water Street and 
its sidewalks beyond its earlier width. Perris atlas maps from 1857 indicate Water Street expanded 
to 12.19m (40’) from its eighteenth century 9.14m (30’) width; by 1891 Sanborn maps indicate 
the street expanded to its current 14.33m (47’) wide span in this area north of Peck Slip (AKRF 
2007:IV-17). A north-southwestern boundary wall and perpendicular interior walls formed 
internal chambers below arched brick vaults. A rectangular plank floor installed atop a sand and 
stone bedding base formed the chamber floor, allowing a maximum of 1.78m (5.85’) clearance in 
the internal chambers below the arches. If the dark fill layer atop the planks represents a living 
surface, the Owen’s bottle found within this material indicates the basement was in use until at 
least 1911. Within the chambers, the presence of a fill suffused with brick rubble indicates the 
associated overlying structure was razed before construction of the current buildings in this 
property area. Modern utilities running north-south atop the feature damaged its structure to .98m 
(3.2’) deep across its length. A concrete utility box at 138.68m (455’) north within WS Trench 2 
would have damaged any portions of Feature WS 21 in this area. A steam pipe and its concrete 
encasement ran north-south towards Dover Street below the modern sidewalk .18m (.6’) east of 
the east Water Street curb, its installation having previously destroyed any Feature WS 21 elements 
east of the curb line. 
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Map 6.76: Feature WS 21 east profile. 
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Feature WS 22 
Excavation to install a new catch basin at 166.06m (544.8’) north in WS Trench 2 revealed Feature 
WS 22, a damaged brick and mortar structure on Water Street’s west side near the center of the 
block. The brick structure appeared to have an arched top curving to a dome as it ran into the west 
excavation wall at 1.5m (5’) bgs and 1.61m (5.3’) west of the west curb line. The extant portion 
of Feature WS 22 measured .79m (2.6’) across by .49m (1.6’) tall. The overlying soil was a 10 YR 
4/2 loamy sand consistent with utility related fill across this portion of Water Street. Surrounding 
the lower half of Feature WS 22 and underlying the structure was a 10 YR 3/1 loamy sand historic 
fill. No artifacts appeared associated with Feature WS 22. 
 
Feature WS 22 appeared to be the remnant of a brick sewer or architectural element heavily 
damaged by previous construction activity on Water Street. If the remaining portion is in its 
original location, it may have acted as the end of a basement vault or a turn in a sewer line. 
Alternately, the structure may have been previously dislodged from its original location and used 
as bulk fill. 
 
Feature WS 23 
Excavation to replace an existing catch basin at 124.36m (408’) north within WS Trench 2 exposed 
Feature WS 23, a series of cribbing timbers below the modern west Water Street curb line. Three 
rounded Feature WS 23 timbers appeared from 2.35m – 2.4m (7.7’ – 7.9’) bgs. Timber 1 was 
oriented east-west at 2.4m (7.9’) bgs with a .24m (.8’) diameter, its west end extending an 
indeterminate distance beyond the west excavation wall and its east end impacted by the backhoe 
during mechanical excavation. Timber 2 had a .3m (1’) diameter and was oriented north-south 
.09m (.3’) west of the west curb line at 2.35m (7.7’) bgs. Timber 2 ran parallel to Timber 3, a .30m 
(1’) diameter timber located .20m (.65’) east of Timber 2. Timbers 2 and 3 were .91m (3’) and 
1.1m (3.6’) in length, respectively. Surrounding the timbers was a 10 YR 3/3 loamy sand mottled 
with 7.5 Y 4/6 sandy historic fill below mixed historic and clean fills associated with high pressure 
water and gas lines running to 1.65m (5.4’) bgs. As Feature WS 23 impeded installation of a new, 
deeper catch basin, the exposed timbers were documented in situ before their removal. 
 
Feature WS 23 likely represents a previously damaged section of landfill cribbing. Prior 
installation of the concrete catch basin being replaced by the current excavation impacted the 
Feature WS 23 timbers in this area, destroying any previously extant joints or overlying elements 
that could have provided clues to the type and form of the landfill cribbing on Water Street’s west 
side. 
 
Feature WS 24 
Hand excavation below the east Water Street sidewalk exposed Feature WS 24, a rectangular brick 
and mortar structure alongside the Feature WS 25 foundation line of 267 Water Street (Image 
6.74). Feature WS 24 appeared during excavations into the east sidewalk outside 267 Water Street 
to install new utility services to the open lot at the property. Feature WS 24 appeared at .015m 
(.05’) bgs under the modern sidewalk and an asphalt capping layer. A thin layer of 10 YR 3/1 
mottled with 10 YR 5/6 loamy sand with brick fragment inclusions lay atop the intact feature 
elements. Feature WS 24 formed a box with a .91m by .91m (3’ by 3’) exterior and a .6m by .6m 
(2’ by 2’) interior dimension laying atop a one course thick brick floor at .73m (2.4’) bgs. Solid 
brick walls formed the north, west, and south feature boundaries. Feature WS 24’s east side opened 
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through a .6m by .6m (2’ by 2’) hole cut through the Feature WS 25 brick foundation wall to run 
into the eastern property. Feature WS 25’s foundation wall seems to have been refaced to form 
smooth edges where it was cut by Feature WS 24, though it had noticeable seams between it and 
Feature WS 24’s east-west walls. 
 

 
Image 6.74: Feature WS 24 rectangular box plan view with passage cut into  

Feature WS 25 foundation wall, facing east. 
 

A dark 10 YR 3/1 loamy sand filled the entire Feature WS 24 interior. This fill contained metal 
fragments, mica insulation fragments, glass medicine bottles, and window glass. Feature WS 24’s 
exterior was surrounded by 7.5 YR 4/4 loamy sand with brick fragments beginning .24m (.8’) bgs 
below three thin layers of clean sandy utility fills and continuing to .84m (2.75’) bgs, where it 
terminated at the same depth as the brick feature walls. A 7.5 YR 4/2 loamy sand matrix with large 
fieldstone inclusions lay below the entire feature and surrounding fill from .84m (2.75’) to the 
trench base at 1.1m (3.6’) bgs.  
 
As Feature WS 24 impeded utility installations, the feature was documented in situ before 
manually disassembling the structure and collecting brick samples (Water Street FS 44). 
Disassembly revealed a .06m (.2’) thick mortar platform at the feature’s base, terminating at .98m 
(3.2’) bgs and continuing through the gap cut through the nearby Feature WS 25 foundation wall 
(Image 6.75). Where the mortar platform terminated just past the Feature WS 25 foundation, the 
soil at the property interior showed a change to a greyer sandy fill; this may indicate the platform 
aligned with a floor or surface within a previous basement structure at the property.  
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Image 6.75: Plan view and north and east profiles after partial Feature WS 24 disassembly and 
removal of southern portion of Feature WS 25. Concrete pad continuing below feature walls in 

profile, facing northeast. 
 

Feature WS 24 yielded four artifacts in its interior fill, including a Household non-leaded glass 
bottle marked “GORDO..” (likely a Gordon’s gin machine-made bottle), one architectural shard 
of plate glass, one personal common glass three-piece molded medicine bottle, and one iron rod 
with rounded ring of an indeterminate, possibly decorative, function. Excavation below the Feature 
WS 24 base after its partial disassembly yielded three household artifacts: one stoneware buff-
bodied jug sherd; one aqua colored, common glass bottle, oil-collar finished rim shard; and one 
complete non-leaded glass paneled flavoring extract bottle. The TPQ for the deposit below Feature 
WS 24 was 1865 based on the paneled bottle, meaning the overlying brick and mortar feature was 
constructed after this date if the underlying soil matrix remained undisturbed. 
 
Feature WS 24 was a small box structure jutting west from the building line at 267 Water Street 
constructed sometime after 1865. The feature’s depth just below the modern sidewalk surface 
indicated it connected to a basement or cellar below the first floor. As the lot currently lays empty, 
the previously razed overlying structure likely belonged to the same phase as Feature WS 24. The 
small brick container may have served as a coal chute or similar storage area accessible from the 
basement. The feature probably had a previously disturbed brick cover across its top rather than 
continuing up into the active sidewalk or laying open to the walkway. 
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Feature WS 25 
Hand excavation below the east Water Street sidewalk exposed Feature WS 25, a north-south 
oriented brick and mortar foundation wall running from 166.6m – 168.25m (546.5’ – 552’) north 
in WS Trench 2. Excavation to install new utility services to the lot at 267 Water Street revealed 
the Feature WS 25 wall from .008m (.025’) bgs before terminating 1m (3.3’) bgs at a concentration 
of concrete and large fieldstones. The feature wall was .5m (1.65’) or four stretcher courses wide 
and extended across the entire 2.62m (8.6’) long area of the property line exposed during 
excavation. A .61m (2’) gap cut through the wall where Feature WS 24, a brick and mortar 
rectangular box, joined Feature WS 25 1.33m (4.35’) north of 265 Water Street. A 7.5 YR 4/4 
loamy sand with brick fragment inclusions overlaid Feature WS 25 below a thin band of asphalt 
covering. This matrix filled the area east of Feature WS 25 to .98m (3.2’) bgs and continued west 
across the associated Feature WS 24.  
 
As Feature WS 25 impeded utility installations, the feature was documented in situ before a 1.58m 
(5.2’) long stretch of the structure was manually disassembled and brick and mortar samples were 
collected (Water Street FS 45). Disassembly revealed a continuation of the concrete platform at 
Feature WS 24’s base through the gap cut into Feature WS 25, before terminating at a 7.5 YR 4/2 
loamy sand with disarticulated large cobbles and mortar fragments soil change. While the 
overlying fill was likely demolition fill from razing the overlying brick structure, this deeper 
material may have been fill foundational to the wall or demolition material from an earlier stone 
structure on the property. Feature WS 25 terminated in a concrete concentration 1m (3.3’) bgs atop 
a concentration of fieldstones found in the underlying soil matrix. 
 
Feature WS 25 was a brick foundation wall for the previously razed property at 267 Water Street. 
Emerging to the west was Feature WS 24, likely a coal chute accessed through the basement or 
cellar formed by Feature WS 25. Feature WS 25 may have originally rested atop lower stone 
courses, as the interior cellar space compared to the modern sidewalk height would have been only 
.91m (3’) bgs. Likely the previous structure’s first floor was raised up higher than the sidewalk 
surface. The dense brick inclusions in the interior and exterior fills surrounding Features WS 24 
and 25 indicated the previous structure at this lot featured mostly brick construction that was 
leveled into the open basement. 
 
Feature WS 26 
Hand excavation on the east Water Street sidewalk exposed Feature WS 26, a layer of un-mortared 
bluestone, from 208.76m – 213.06m (684.9’ – 699’) north in WS Trench 2. The bluestone slabs 
appeared from .13m – .43m (.45’ – 1.4’) bgs east of wooden sheeting surrounding a modern, 
concrete-encased steam pipe (Map 6.77). The stones appeared cracked and damaged in many 
places, ranging from .24m – .67m (.8’ – 2.2’) long, .18m – .49m (.6’ – 1.6’) wide, and .06m – .12m 
(.2’ - .4’) thick, with a rectangular shape. The stone slabs lay within a 10 YR 5/3 loamy sand with 
some ash inclusions below a clean 10 YR 6/6 sandy fill related to the modern sidewalk installation, 
which may have impacted an unknown amount of WS Feature 26’s original shallower section. 
Feature WS 26 terminated atop a 7.5 YR 4/4 mixed with 10 YR 5/3 loamy sand. The feature’s 
south boundary was not exposed during excavation, though the bluestone petered out as it ran 
north to form a north terminus. Some of the bluestone slabs lay flush atop each other, while others 
had thin layers of fill soil between the elements (Image 6.76). After documentation, a .91m (3’) 
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wide swath of the feature stones was removed by hand. Feature WS 26 yielded no associated 
artifacts. 
 

 
Map 6.77: Peck Slip Project, Water Street at the Dover Street intersection,  

Feature WS 26 in plan view. 
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Image 6.76: Feature WS 26 bluestone slabs in east profile. 

 
Feature WS 26 was likely a section of historic bluestone sidewalk previously destroyed and 
covered by the modern concrete walkway. Most of the bluestone slabs were disarticulated, 
probably set aside from their original location when disturbed by the installation of the concrete-
encased steam pipe.  
 
Feature WS 27 
Hand excavation on the east Water Street sidewalk exposed Feature WS 27, four portions of brick 
and mortar segments found along the modern 279 Water Street property line (Map 6.77). Each 
brick segment was oriented east-west and appeared at the sidewalk height .18m (.6’) above the 
road surface. Exploratory excavation around each element exposed the structures to .11m (.35’) 
bgs and continued lower beyond the excavation base into the surrounding fill. Wall 1 extended 
.27m (.9’) north of 277 Water Street and was made up of highly damaged, disjointed, and re-
mortared bricks. Wall 2 was three courses wide, running from 1.89m – 2.16m (6.2’ – 7.1’) north 
of 277 Water Street; it appeared to have once extended slightly into the sidewalk area due to 
extremely dense brick fragments included in the surrounding sidewalk fill. Wall 3 was four courses 
wide, running from 3.35m – 3.78m (11’ – 12.4’) north of 277 Water Street (Image 6.77). Wall 3 
extended .045m (.15’) into the sidewalk area. Wall 4 was three courses wide, running from 4.45m 
– 4.72m (14.6’ – 15.5’) north of 277 Water Street with a flat finished profile. A single, highly 
decayed rounded wood beam ran atop Feature WS 27’s Walls 1 and 2, visible in the east profile 
(Image 6.78). Feature WS 27 was left intact and yielded no associated artifacts.  
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Feature WS 27 represented foundational wall elements associated with the 279 Water Street 
structure. If these elements once extended west below the sidewalk area, they may have been part 
of cellar coal chute structures. Alternatively, these wall elements might be related to interior walls 
running across the lower portions of 279 Water Street. The wooden beam overlying Walls 1 and 2 
may have been a decayed finishing element or related to the door lintel above. 
 

 
Image 6.77: Feature WS 27, Walls 2-4 visible in east profile. 
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Image 6.78: Feature WS 27, Walls 1 and 2 visible in east profile below wooden lintel. 
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VII. ARTIFACT ANALYSES 
 
Section VII presents the artifact analysis of select archaeological features from the Fulton Street 
and Peck Slip projects. The features discussed in this section are predominantly the large artifact 
assemblages found throughout the Fulton Street and Peck Slip project: Feature FL 8, Feature FL 
42, Feature FL 85, Feature PS 15, Feature PS 23, and Feature PS 55. However, this should not be 
considered an exhaustive discussion of either collection. Additional analysis and interpretive 
detail is included within Section V - Fulton Street Project Field Results, Section VI - Peck Slip 
Project Field Results, Section VIII - Utilities, Landfills and Infrastructure, and Section IX - 
Seaport Residents. 
 
FULTON STREET 
 
FEATURE FL 8 – PRINT SHOP DEPOSIT 
 
Feature FL 8 (FS 263) was a large artifact deposit located within Test Unit 3 along Fulton Street 
between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street. Excavation of the dense deposit yielded 739 artifacts 
(Table 7.01). The overwhelming majority of Feature FL 8 materials were glass or stoneware ink 
bottles or bottle fragments (n=716) from the Tools and Equipment functional category. The only 
other artifacts recovered from the feature deposit were 20 bottle corks and 3 sherds of a 
stoneware jug. Among the ink bottles were 78 master ink bottles, 19 mucilage bottles, and 620 
smaller inkwell style bottles.  
 
Table 7.01 Feature FL 8 artifact assemblage by Category. 

CATEGORY QUANTITY 
Household 3 
Tools and Equipment 736 

 
All of the 620 smaller inkwell style bottles were eight-sided glass umbrella ink bottles, either 
olive or aqua in color (Images 7.01, 7.02, and 7.03). The majority of the feature’s 716 bottles or 
bottle fragments were also umbrella style ink bottles. Referred to as "pyramid," "fluted pyramid," 
or "fluted cone stands" by glassmakers, the umbrella style ink bottles were produced from 1840 
to as late as 1909 with various modifications to production technology and style (Lindsey 2014). 
The bottles in the assemblage were largely mouth blown, exhibiting pontil scars where the glass 
blow pipe was broken off and with a rolled finish, a form produced between 1840 and 1860 
(Images 7.04 and 7.05).  
 
Within Feature FL 8, 181 umbrella ink bottles were embossed with initials on the side panels 
(Images 7.06 and Image 7.07). Three embossed styles were identified on the bodies of these 
decorated ink bottles: a single “R” on one panel (n=102), “M & P” (n=66) on one panel, and 
bottles with “M & P” and “New York” on separate panels (n=79). These initials were 
presumably representative of either the product manufacturer or the company that would be 
using these bottles. 
 
A number of corks were preserved within the umbrella bottle closures and some of the bottles 
contained colored liquid, likely ink mixed with some ground water intrusion. Some of the 
recovered, empty bottles showed evidence of internal red ink staining (Image 7.08).  
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Image 7.01: Example of octagonal umbrella ink bottle from Feature FL 8 (FS 263.6). 

 

 
Image 7.02: Sample of the 620 umbrella ink bottles  
recovered from Feature FL 8 (FS 263.5 and 263.6). 
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Image 7.03: A sample of the 620 umbrella ink bottles from Feature FL 8 (FS 263.5 and 263.6). 

 

 
Image 7.04: Detail image of pontil scar observed on umbrella ink bottle  

recovered from Feature FL 8 (FS 263.6). 
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Image 7.05: Detail of rolled finish observed on the umbrella ink bottles, Feature FL 8 (FS 263.6). 

 

 
Image 7.06: Example of “R” embossed on umbrella ink bottle panel, Feature FL 8 (FS 263.1). 
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Image 7.07: Example of “M & P” and “New York” embossed  

on umbrella ink bottle panels, Feature FL 8 (FS 263.3). 
 

 
Image 7.08: Umbrella ink bottles with remnant red ink staining, Feature FL 8 (FS 263.5). 
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Nineteen small bottles were recovered that had a different form than the common umbrella 
shape. These clear glass, decagonal paneled bottles had rounded shoulders and were likely used 
for mucilage, a type of bonding glue (Image 7.09). Some of the bottles exhibited a white residue 
on their interior surface; likely remnants of their glue contents based on the absence of this film 
on other definitively identified ink bottle types. A small bottle with a similar decagonal paneled 
form found in re-deposited fill between Cliff Street and Ryders Alley, adjacent to Feature FL 8, 
contained remnants of its paper label. The label identified a brand name and description: 
“Murphy's Expressly Prepared Mucilage 372 Pearl-st” (Image 7.10). The clear, decagonal bottles 
from Feature FL 8 almost certainly contained a similar product. 
 
 

 
Image 7.09: Example of clear, decagonal bottles recovered from Feature FL 8 (FS 263.41). 
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Image 7.10: Decagonal bottle with paper label identifying the bottle as “Murphy's Expressly 

Prepared Mucilage” recovered from fill nearby Feature FL 8 (Fulton FS1.7). 
 
 
The remaining 78 bottles recovered from Feature FL 8 were master ink bottles, large containers 
that were used to fill smaller ink wells (Image 7.11). Master ink bottles are identifiable by their 
size and a characteristic pour spout on their cork-closure finishes. The recovered bottles were 
either glass (n=66) or stoneware (n=12). Six of the stoneware containers were found completely 
intact. The glass master ink bottles were mostly green or aqua. All but one of the aqua bottles 
was twelve-paneled dip molded. Eight of the glass master ink bottles were embossed with a 
manufacturer’s mark: “Davids & Black” and “New York” (n=6), “Hover” and “Phila” (n=1), 
and “T.C. Jones & Co.” and “New York” (n=1) (Image 7.12). Forty-seven of the master ink 
bottles had intact cork closures, although few retained any liquid residue from their original 
contents.  
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Image 7.11: Sample of aqua twelve-paneled (above) and green (below) master ink bottles 

recovered from Feature FL 8 (FS 263.28 and 263.39). 
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Image 7.12: Stoneware master ink bottles from Feature FL 8 (FS 263.42). 

 
The Feature FL 8 large cache of ink bottles was in its primary context, located where it had 
originally been deposited between a concrete and cobblestone floor within a former structure. 
After these bottles had been discarded atop the old cobblestone surface, a new concrete floor was 
laid above the deposit. The deposition can be dated to sometime after the 1840s, based on the 
beginning production date of the umbrella ink bottles. Though umbrella ink bottles were 
manufactured by 1840 to around 1909, they were less popular after 1880 (Lindsey 2014).  
 
Research identified two ink bottles in modern auction catalogs that shared all identifying 
characteristics with the “M & P” embossed bottles. The two bottles being auctioned were eight-
sided blue-green umbrella bottles with pontil scars and rolled lips and both were embossed with 
the letters “M & P” on one panel and “New York” on another. One of the bottles was dated circa 
1840-1855 and the other circa 1850 (American Glass Gallery 2011; Kovels 2013). Historic 
records show that a contemporaneous printer shop was located in the same area as the bottle 
deposit. 
 
Historic property records indicate the basement where Feature FL 08 was located was likely part 
of the historic 65 Fulton Street property. Thaddeus Davids and John Black, whose names were 
present on eight of the master ink bottles from this feature (Image 7.13), had an ink company at 
112 John Street in the 1840s and early 1850s. By the mid-1850s, Black had died, and Davids had 
offices and a stationer’s business at 22 Cliff Street around the corner from 65 Fulton Street 
(Faulkner and Faulkner 2007:29). The 1848 Annual American Institute Report declared the 
Davids & Black company sold the best red ink and copying ink, “beautiful specimens” of sealing 
wax, and the second best black writing ink (American Institute of the City of New York 1848:79, 
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84-85). Joseph Hover of Philadelphia, whose name appears on another bottle from the 65 Fulton 
Street context, was considered to have the best black writing ink. Hover had an agent at the 
corner of Water and Wall Streets in Lower Manhattan (American Institute of the City of New 
York 1848:84). 
 

 
Image 7.13: Sample of “Davids & Block” embossed master ink bottles  

from Feature FL 8 (FS 263.25). 
 
D. Murphy’s Son Company was located at 65 Fulton Street by 1861 and their stationer’s store 
operated at 372 Pearl Street (Trow 1860). Murphy’s produced the mucilage bottle recovered 
between Cliff Street and Ryders Alley; the address on the bottle matches that of their stationer’s 
store. Murphy’s printing business was established in 1828 (J. Arthur Murphy & Co. 1872:20). 
The elder Murphy and his son operated a printing business at 153 Water Street in the early 1850s 
(Kirby 1852: Title Page). Sometime between the 1850s and 1861, Murphy’s son Walter, either 
breaking off from his father’s business or operating a joint venture, moved to 65 Fulton Street. 
Walter J.A. Murphy, printer, is listed in Trow’s 1881 Directory at 65 Fulton Street and remained 
at this address until at least 1898 (Trow 1898).  
 
The title page of an 1876 book Murphy’s business produced designates Murphy as a “steam 
printer” (American Institute of the City of New York 1876) (Image 7.14). Steam printing, which 
enabled faster and more efficient presses, was invented in the 1820s, but was not widely used 
before the 1850s (Moran 1973:123). Thus, Murphy was probably a successful printer as he was 
able to afford the expensive machinery needed for steam printing. This conclusion is further 
supported by Murphy’s listing in his 1871-1872 Reference Book and Directory of the Book and 
Job Printers, which characterizes the business as “extensive” with “six presses” (J. Arthur 
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Murphy & Co. 1871:20). Murphy also bottled their own mucilage, an adhesive commonly used 
with paper products such as stamps, envelopes, and labels (Fenner 1904:1490).  
 
By 1912, the Printing Trade News reported that a different printing business, the Breiger Press, 
was contemplating removal from 65 Fulton Street, suggesting they had been there for some 
years. However, it is likely that Walter Murphy’s business deposited the Feature FL 8 materials 
when the company moved out of 65 Fulton Street around the turn of the twentieth century. By 
this time, Walter Murphy was likely retiring after operating businesses since at least 1852. 
Perhaps no longer needing his remaining inventory, he could have simply left it behind for the 
subsequent owner to dispose of Alternatively, his printing business may have become 
unsuccessful and closed. Whoever assumed control over the print space, possibly someone 
associated with the Brieger Press, appears to have used the discarded ink bottles as convenient 
fill below a new concrete floor. However, the mid-nineteenth century production date for the 
recovered “M & P” ink bottles offers another deposition scenario. The artifacts in Feature FL 8 
may have been disposed of during Murphy’s time as operator at 65 Fulton Street when he 
switched to steam printing in the second half of the nineteenth century. At this point, his 
inventory probably became obsolete and ended up beneath a new concrete floor, a surface 
possibly installed to support heavy machinery. Either way, the bottle deposit recovered during 
this excavation is a remnant of the Murphy family’s successful print and stationer business. 
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Image 7.14: Title page of 1876 book printed by  

D. Murphy’s Son, Steam Printer, 65 Fulton Street 
(American Institute of the City of New York 1876). 
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FEATURE FL 42 
 
Feature FL 42 (FS 81) is an artifact deposit that was recovered from what was once the interior 
portion of a structure now located beneath the sidewalk in front of present day 40 Fulton Street 
between Cliff and Pearl Streets (Map 7.01). The foundation wall (Feature FL 43) that contained 
the deposit formed a corner and appears to have been the basement or cellar of the property that 
was once 263 Pearl Street. More detail regarding the excavation of the foundation wall and the 
artifact deposit can be found in Section V of this report. Feature FL 42 was a dense deposit of 
mostly intact materials that had been previously disturbed by the twentieth century installation of 
a large stream pipe adjacent to the foundation (Image 7.15). The steam pipe had also impacted 
the foundation.  
 
Only a portion of the deposit was recovered and some materials remain beneath the existing 
steam pipe. Environmental stressors may have also affected the condition of the artifacts as they 
were in an extremely hot, somewhat damp environment due to the proximity of the steam pipe. 
Air temperatures during excavation were in the high nineties despite the surrounding area being 
open and industrial fans operating1. Many of the artifacts were also partially covered by what 
appeared to be cement or mortar from a spill associated with modern utility installation and 
repairs. Multiple washings attempted to clean the cement from the artifacts, but residue remains 
on some.  
 
Feature FL 42 (FS 81) contained 4,017 items recovered from a single stratigraphic context. The 
large number of intact artifacts within the deposit, as well as the lack of stratigraphic 
differentiation, suggests that Feature FL 42 was the result of a single episodic deposition as 
opposed to the on-going disposal of objects broken and discarded as part of the daily course of 
living. This interpretation is further supported by the cross mending of objects across both 
horizontal and vertical locations within the deposit.  
 
Documentary and archaeological evidence suggests that this deposit was related to the boarding 
house located at 263 Pearl Street during the first decade of the nineteenth century. Though there 
was also a merchant’s shop at this location, the assemblage is not characteristic of a store 
deposit: the ceramics exhibit use-wear, there are a substantial number of faunal remains, and 
there are not significant numbers of like types and forms characteristic of a deposit of 
commercial wares. Map 7.01 shows an approximate configuration of the late-eighteenth through 
the early-nineteenth century property boundaries in the area of the artifact deposit and the 
associated foundation wall (Features FL 42 and FL 43, respectively). The map shows the 
northern-most property on the historic block, No. 265 Pearl Street, and the property immediately 
south, No. 263 Pearl Street. The foundation wall (Feature FL 43) and the associated artifact 
deposit (Feature FL 42) were within the bounds of the southern property at No. 263 Pearl Street. 
This area was paved over as part of the opening of Fulton Street circa 1815. The deposit dates to 
within 10 years before the opening of Fulton Street. 

                                                
1 Temperatures would have been significantly higher when the surface was not opened through excavation. 
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Map 7.01: Historic Pearl Street lots overlaid on current property lines;  

feature locations are marked.  
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Image 7.15: Excavation of Feature FL 42 deposit adjacent to the steam pipe, facing west. 

 
The Pell family owned the lot at No. 263 Pearl Street throughout the eighteenth century and were 
leasing the property as early as 1798. An ad from the November 28, 1798 New York Gazette 
reads: “To be Let, Until May next and for the ensuing year in a good stand for business, the 
House No. 263 Pearl Street, nearly opposite Beekman-Slip. Enquire of Anthony Pell, No. 95 
Pearl Street”. The Pell family eventually sold the property to Charles Wright in 1805 (NYCR 
Liber 89:519). The sale listing describes the house as being 24-feet 6-inches wide and 102-feet 
and 6-inches in depth, with 10 rooms, convenient store, and a good cellar under the whole and 
belonging to the estate of the later John Pell (Mercantile Advertiser, 9 Oct 1804) (Image 7.16). 
Wright owned the property until the second decade of the nineteenth century when the expansion 
of Fulton Street resulted in the demolition of No. 263 Pearl Street.  
 
According to city directories, the property was used as a boardinghouse as early as 1798. The 
1798 Longworth directory lists Mrs. Riddle in association with the boarding house and the 1808 
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Longworth directory lists Widow Williams in the same role (Longworth 1798; Longworth 1808). 
Two different merchants, presumably renting the street-level storefront for their business, were 
also associated with the property during these years. James Chevalier is listed in the 1798 
Longworth directory, and Moses Judah was at this address beginning in 1805 (Jones 1805). 
Judah’s business is listed at 263 Pearl Street until it moved to No. 269½ Pearl Street in 1816. 
(Elliot & Chrissy 1811; Elliot 1812; Jones 1805; Long 1814; Longworth 1805-16). Charles 
Wright is listed in the 1817 tax assessment for this address, though this was presumably after 
Fulton Street had been cut through and opened and the Feature FL 43 building had already been 
demolished. Other than the title to the property, Charles Wright does not appear to have had any 
direct dealing with or occupancy of No. 263 Pearl Street. Though the storefront was continually 
utilized by Moses Judah from 1805 until its demolition, the residence appears to have housed a 
more transient population. 
 

 
Image 7.16: Sale listing for 263 Pearl Street (Mercantile Advertiser, 9 Oct 1804). 

 
The artifacts recovered from the Feature FL 42 deposit were likely utilized at 263 Pearl Street 
circa 1798 – 1810s when it was a boardinghouse and could possibly include some materials from 
the storefront that occupied a space in the building. The latter is less probable, however, as 
Moses Judah moved his business to 269½ Pearl Street in 1816 and likely took his inventory with 
him. Site history and artifact analysis established a very narrow time frame of 1806 – 1816 as the 
deposition date for this assemblage. The terminus post quem (TPQ) for the deposit is provided by 
an 1806 Liberty quarter, exhibiting the “draped bust” design. This motif was used between 1795 
and 1808. The obverse features an image of Lady Liberty with fabric draped around her 
shoulders and a band tied around her long hair while seven and six stars representing the thirteen 
states run along the outer edge of the face flanking the word “LIBERTY”. The reverse is heavily 
corroded, but a portion of the word “UNITED” is visible as is “25”, denoting the coin’s value. 
The date “1806” is visible along the bottom of the face (Images 7.17 and 7.18). The coin 
recovered also exhibits a date error: the coin was originally struck with an 1805 date and an 1806 
is struck on top of that (Goldsborough 2013). 
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The terminus ante quem (TAQ) for the artifact deposit is established by the date that the Fulton 
Street roadway was laid between Cliff Street and Pearl Street. By that time, all structures within 
the new street and sidewalk area would have been demolished. The precise date of this event is 
not known, but it occurred between 1815 and 1816.2  
 
 
 

 
Image 7.17: Obverse of 1806 Liberty quarter (FS 81.541). 

 

                                                
2 The Phase IA report for the DeLury Square Project refers to the street opening in 1818, citing the Street Books in 
the Manhattan Borough President’s Office (Schneiderman-Fox 2007:11). It may be that the official opening was in 
this year, while the actual construction, including demolition of existing buildings, took place prior to that date. The 
name change to Fulton Street in 1817 suggests the road was open by that time. 
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Image 7.18: Reverse of 1806 Liberty quarter (FS 81.541). 

 
As it appears that Charles Wright never resided on this property, it is unlikely that the materials 
within the assemblage are associated with him. The majority of the materials, if not all, likely 
belonged to the boarding house proprietor and the resident boarders. The single episode 
deposition and overall composition of the assemblage supports this assumption. The most 
plausible scenario for this large discard episode between 1806 and 1816 is that the objects were 
thrown out when the occupants were forced to move after the property was acquired by the city 
for construction of Fulton Street. When the boarding house closed, the property was likely 
cleaned out before it was demolished. Any unwanted materials were likely thrown into the 
basement, forming the Feature FL 42 deposit. This scenario of a mass dump of household goods 
at the close of an occupation period, also in association with the impending demolition of the 
structure, was seen nearby along Beekman Street in 2006 (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007). If this 
scenario is accurate, the deposition date can be further tightened to 1809 – 1816, as 1808 
directories still list the boarding house at 263 Pearl Street (Longworth 1808; Low 1808).  
 
The overall composition of the assemblage is consistent with an upscale boarding house that 
likely catered to a well-to-do clientele that may have included merchants or travelers. The 
assemblage contains a wide range of household materials including dinner and tea wares. A 
cursory inspection of the artifacts revealed extensive use-wear on many of the ceramics. This 
use-wear identifies these items as domestic refuse and not a store inventory. Notably, there is a 
significant degree of stylistic and chronological cohesiveness to the assemblage. The high 
proportion of meal/food related consumption and serving items is also consistent with a 
boardinghouse that would serve meals to multiple occupants. 
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The majority of the assemblage (72.39% or n=2,908) is categorized as Household items used in 
the storage, preparation, serving, and consumption of food. Other well-represented functional 
categories include Indeterminate (12.47% or n=501), Faunal (5.28% or n=212), and Sanitary 
items (5.20% or n=209). Table 7.02 provides a complete breakdown of materials in the 
assemblage by category. The Indeterminate category is largely comprised of ceramic sherds that 
could not be definitively identified as either Household or Sanitary, typically due to uncertainty 
of whether smaller sherds were part of service pieces or chamber pots, meaning the value of one 
or both of those categories could be significantly higher.  
 
The Household category is represented by multiple sets of tablewares in Royal Rim pattern 
creamware, as well as green and blue molded edge pearlware. Nearly complete table settings and 
a variety of serving pieces are present in each of these types (Image 7.19). The majority of the 
food-related artifacts are table or tea wares – objects used in serving and consumption of meals 
or tea. Objects include dinner plates, bowls, small plates, serving platters and dishes, sauce or 
gravy boats, water and wine glasses, and teapots and teacups. Multiple vessels of certain forms 
and styles are present. For example, there is a minimum of four teapots represented, two of 
which are engine-turned. A variety of ceramic ware types are represented among the Household 
assemblage. Table 7.03 provides a breakdown of ware types. 
 
 
Table 7.02: Feature FL 42 (FS 81) assemblage by category. 
CATEGORY ARTIFACT 

COUNT 
PERCENTAGE 

Architectural  128 3.19% 
Clothing  6 0.15% 
Commercial/Communication  1 0.02% 
Faunal  212 5.28% 
Furnishings  4 0.10% 
Household  2908 72.39% 
Indeterminate  501 12.47% 
Medical  36 0.90% 
Personal  9 0.22% 
Sanitary  209 5.20% 
Tools/Equipment  2 0.05% 
Toy/Recreation  1 0.02% 
TOTAL 4,017  
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Image 7.19: Reconstructed table setting using ceramics from Feature FL 42 

(note - utensils and napkin not from this assemblage). 
 
 

Table 7.03: Ceramic ware types in the Feature FL 42 assemblage. 
WARE TYPE ARTIFACT 

COUNT 
PERCENTAGE 

Castleford Type  11 0.51% 
Creamware  341 15.69% 
Indeterminate 32 1.47% 
Jackfield Type  6 0.28% 
Pearlware  1166 53.66% 
Porcelain, Chinese Export  257 11.83% 
Porcelain, English Soft Paste  14 0.64% 
Porcelain, Hard Paste  31 1.43% 
Red Bodied  19 0.87% 
Redware  229 10.54% 
Salt Glazed, Brown Bodied  2 0.09% 
Salt Glazed, English Brown  1 0.05% 
Salt Glazed, Gray/Buff Bodied  11 0.51% 
Porcelain, Unidentified  46 2.12% 
Westerwald/Rhenish  1 0.05% 
White Salt Glazed 5 .23% 
TOTAL 2173  
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The most common style within the assemblage is shell-edged pearlware with blue or green 
painted rims, a common type for the period. Shell-edged pieces were relatively inexpensive and 
common in households by the early-nineteenth century. The majority of the shell-edge in the 
assemblage is green shell-edge, present in multiple vessel forms (Images 7.20 and 7.21). Blue 
shell-edge is mostly present in the form of small plates or shallow bowls and serving bowls 
(Image 7.22). Most of the vessels with shell-edge patterns found in the Feature FL 42 
assemblage are evenly scalloped with straight impressed lines, a decorative form produced 
between 1800 – 1825 (Image 7.23). Also present are a smaller number of sherds featuring evenly 
scalloped molded edges with curved impressed lines produced between 1810 – 1835, and some 
rococo style shell-edge molding dating to 1775 – 1810 (Image 7.24) (Miller et al 2000:12). One 
unusual vessel is a small octagonal green edge ware plate with an unidentified maker’s mark on 
the base (FS 81.220) (Image 7.25). There is also a heavy handled blue edged tureen among the 
serving vessels. 
 
Two of the blue edge rococo plates are stamped “DD&C Castleford” and a blue edge rococo oval 
serving dish is marked “Wedgwood”. None of the other vessels exhibit any maker’s marks. 
Minimum vessel counts were beyond the scope of this project, but it is possible to create a 
minimum of 8 – 10 place settings within the assemblage. Table 7.04 provides a breakdown of the 
shell edge pattern by sherd count and an approximate estimated minimum number of vessels. 
 
Green shell-edge pearlwares in the assemblage tend to be present in the form of larger plates and 
service vessels, while the blue shell edge pearlwares are more common as smaller vessels. The 
vessels’ owners may have deliberately selected green edge dinner plates and blue edge small 
plates and bowls. 
 
 
Table 7.04: Estimated minimum number of vessels for edged ware within Feature FL 42. 
PATTERN COLOR SHERD 

COUNT 
ESTIMATED MNV 

Even scalloped straight lines Green 233 10+ plates; 2 serving bowls; 3 large platters 
Even scalloped curved lines Green 65 8 dinner plates; 2 gravy boats; 1 serving bowl 
Rococo Green 76 6 plates 
Even scalloped straight lines Blue 87 9 shallow bowls/small plates 
Even scalloped curved lines Blue 0 0 
Rococo Blue 48 4 plates, 2 serving bowls 
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Image 7.20: Green, even scalloped, straight-line shell-edged dinner plate,  

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.200). 
 

 
Image 7.21: Green, even scalloped, straight-line shell-edged platter, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.427). 
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Image 7.22: Blue, even scalloped, straight-line shell-edge shallow bowl,  

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.225). 
 

 
Image 7.23: Detail of shell-edge pattern, even scalloped with straight lines,  

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.191) (ca. 1800 – 1825). 
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Image 7.24: Blue rococo shell-edge shallow bowl, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.227). 

 

 
Image 7.25: Small octagonal green edgeware plate, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.220). 
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Also present in the Feature FL 42 assemblage is a small set of Royal Rim creamware (ca. 1770 – 
1810) that includes large and small plates and serving pieces. Among the serving pieces are a 
minimum of eight plates, two large oval platters, one small oval platter, one serving bowl and a 
gravy boat (Images 7.26 and 7.27). It is possible that the operator of the boardinghouse used this 
smaller set for either personal use or as a small table setting for general use. There are some plain 
creamware vessels as well: two bowls, one with a cut edge; one pitcher; one large scalloped 
square vegetable dish (Images 7.28 and 7.29); and ten sherds of a bat-printed vessel (FS 81.893). 
Not enough of the bat-printed vessel is extant to determine the form. 
 
Completing the range of tablewares and based on base/foot counts are a minimum of twelve 
glass tumblers, or water glasses, and eleven wine glasses (Images 7.30 and 7.31). Notably, no 
utensils were recovered; perhaps the various inhabitants kept these as they moved as metal wares 
were more durable items. 
 
 
 

 
Image 7.26: Small Royal Rim creamware platter, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.283). 
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Image 7.27: Royal Rim creamware gravy boat, Feature FL 42 (FS81.258). 

 

 
Image 7.28: Creamware bowl, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.114). 
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Image 7.29: Two views of a large scalloped vegetable dish, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.497). 
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Image 7.30: Glass tumblers, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.42, 81.45 and 81.46). 

 

 
Image 7.31: Example of wine glass, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.66). 
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There are several tea related objects in the assemblage. Tea was an important social ritual that 
involved communication and maintenance of social status. The presence of tea wares may 
evidence the purchasing power of the house operators as well as the status and class of its 
clientele. There is far more variety in the style of teaware than among the tablewares. The 
Feature FL 42 assemblage contained several polychrome painted and blue painted pearlware 
teacups and saucers and Chinese Export porcelains.  
 
The Chinese Export porcelains exhibit blue painted designs in a floral or general Chinese motif 
(Images 7.32 and 7.33). There are also different object types with the same pattern. There are 
several examples of identical, or near identical, Chinese export porcelain patterns observed on 
varying vessel forms.  
 
The Chinese Export porcelain includes plates and bowls of varying size that may have been used 
in tea service (Image 7.34). There are also several overglaze painted teacups and saucers in the 
assemblage. The paint on these sherds is largely worn away, but some remnants and the tracks of 
the decoration can still be seen (Image 7.35). Some of the porcelain teawares also show traces of 
gold leaf or gilding. 
 
The teawares are relatively evenly split between porcelains and pearlwares, though there are two 
white salt glazed teaware sherds as well. The pearlwares consist of polychrome painted, blue 
painted, and transfer-printed styles. The polychrome painted wares are early polychrome pieces 
exhibiting earthen colors with minimal use of cobalt dating ca. 1795 – 1830 (e.g. FS 81.496) and 
displaying a variety of patterns (Images 7.36 and 7.37) (Miller et al 2000:12). There is at least 
one matched cup and saucer with a simple asterisk pattern (Images 7.38). The blue painted and 
transfer-printed pearlware pieces all have a floral or Chinese inspired motif that is 
complimentary to the porcelains (Images 7.39, 7.40 and 7.41). Based on the designs, colors and 
styles recovered in the assemblage, it seems that care was taken to have table and tea wares that 
were homogenous, or complementary, in appearance. A more comprehensive minimum vessel 
number analysis could shed light on the proportion of ceramic styles and forms. 
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Image 7.32: Chinese Export porcelain dish, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.441). 

 

 
Image 7.33: Chinese Export porcelain dish, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.440). 
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Image 7.34: Chinese Export porcelain bowl, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.452). 

 

 
Image 7.35: Example of Chinese Export over-glaze painted porcelain,  

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.509). 
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Image 7.36: Early earthen colors on polychrome painted pearlware teacup,  

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.496). 
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Image 7.37: Examples of polychrome pearlwares,  

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.374, 81.387 and 81.390). 
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Image 7.38: Matched pearlware saucer and teacup with asterisk motif,  

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.394 and 81.399). 
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Image 7.39: Pearlware transfer-print teaware in a Chinese inspired motif,  

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.362). 
 

 
Image 7.40: Painted pearlware dish with Chinese inspired motif, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.375). 
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Image 7.41: Base of blue transfer-print pitcher with Chinese inspired motif,  

Feature FL 42 (Vessel C-155). 
 
 

There are at least four teapots represented in the Feature FL 42 assemblage: two engine-turned 
redware teapots (ca. 1763 – 1820), one polychrome pearlware teapot, and one Castleford type 
teapot (ca. 1790 – 1810) (Images 7.42, 7.43 and 7.44). The engine-turned teapots are of a similar 
design, but one has characteristics that suggest it may have been made in Philadelphia. Engine-
turned wares made in Philadelphia and the United States are generally not as thin bodied or 
vitrified and exhibit less complex patterns than similar British-made wares. Philadelphia potters 
also sometimes include a specific feature called a Philadelphia-style foot, which has a hollow 
interior, on their products (Decker et al 1990:97). This footing style is present on one of the 
engine turned teapots in the assemblage. Research by Debbie Miller and Meta Janowitz is 
currently being conducted in order to better quantify distinctions between British-made and 
Philadelphia-made redwares 
 
The Castleford teapot is feldspathic stoneware decorated with early America imagery. This 
teapot was specifically made for the early American market and dates to ca. 1790. There are 
other examples from the Seaport area of British-made ceramic wares that display early American 
imagery that date ca. 1790-1810. The teapot from this assemblage depicts Liberty on the central 
panel and the American eagle on the central panel of the other side. This American thematic 
motif is discussed further in Section IX. 
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Image 7.42: Engine turned teapot, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.429). 

 

 
Image 7.43: Polychrome painted pearlware teapot lid, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.400). 
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Image 7.44: Castleford teapot, produced ca. 1790, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.278). 

 
 
The assemblage includes several small pitchers or cream jugs that could have been used 
alongside the teawares: two transfer-printed vessels, an engine-tuned vessel, and a particularly 
fine painted pearlware vessel. The painted pearlware is decorated in a floral pattern painted with 
broad strokes (Image 7.45).  
 
The assemblage also contains several bowls that could have served multiple purposes (i.e. table 
or tea settings). One is a near-complete, particularly fine example of annular ware. The bowl 
exhibits black reeded lines between yellow bands with a black zigzag line (Image 7.46). The 
bowl has a 6” diameter; exhibits a pre-fired tool mark on its underside; and dates ca. 1800 
(Rickard, personal communication 2015). Several patterns of polychrome painted pearlware 
bowls are also present and are complimentary to the teacups present in the assemblage, likely 
being used as part of the same tea service.  
 
Other food-related objects in the Feature FL 42 assemblage are a minimum of three porringers. 
All three are redware; one has a mottled lead glaze and the other two exhibit a dark brown or 
black lead glaze. The quality of the glaze and body suggests that a Philadelphian potter, or one 
trained in the Philadelphia redware style, made at least one of the black lead glazed porringers 
(Image 7.47).  
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Image 7.45: Pearlware cream jug with blue painted, broad stroke floral design, 

 from Feature FL 42 (FS 81.406). 
 
 

 
Image 7.46: Dipt bowl, ca. 1800, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.520). 
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Image 7.47: Black lead glazed porringer, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.344). 

 
Interestingly, there are relatively few utilitarian wares in the assemblage in comparison to the 
number of tea- and table wares and other objects associated with consumption and serving. 
Utilitarian wares were generally cheap, plain, and locally made items not intended for public or 
special use.  
 
By the mid-eighteenth century, a large portion of the east cost of the United States was 
purchasing utilitarian wares from Philadelphia potters, who had a developed and well-established 
redware industry. At least three redware plates and one bowl with trailed decoration likely 
produced in Philadelphia or by Philadelphia-trained potters were found in Feature FL 42 (Images 
7.48 and 7.49). Philadelphia-style redwares were also imitated in many markets, including New 
York City. In 1773, a New York advertisement for potter Jonathan Durrell, “the manufacturer 
late from Philadelphia,” announced that he was making “Philadelphia Earthenware” and that “the 
ware is far superior to generality, and equal to the best of any imported from Philadelphia, or 
elsewhere” (Magid and Means 2003). At least one of the Feature FL 42 vessels, FS 81.298, may 
be a Durrell piece based on its similarity to Philadelphia redware, but with a slightly different 
decorative motif. 
 
Redware was not the only type of utilitarian ware being produced, however, as New York City 
had a thriving regional stoneware industry. A stoneware jar likely made by a local Corlears Hook 
potter, Thomas Commeraw, was found in Feature FL 42 and exhibits the incised cobalt blue 
banner pattern he was known for (Image 7.50) (Zipp, personal communication 2015). 
Commeraw, a free black man, was a well-established potter who operated from 1796 to 1819 
(Zipp 2012, personal communication 2015). Several examples of this style of Commeraw’s work 
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can be seen on The Commeraw Project web site (http://www.commeraw.com/pottery) as well as 
in the collection of the New York Historical Society (e.g. http://www.nyhistory.org/exhibit/jar-
37 and http://www.nyhistory.org/exhibit/jug-46). 
 
Other notable utilitarian wares from Feature FL 42 are a pie plate and batter jug. The near-
complete pie plate shows a significant amount of wear on the bottom, probably associated with 
the action of sliding the plate in and out of an oven or across a table (Images 7.51 and 7.52). The 
near-complete batter jug is a black-glazed redware produced ca. 1780 – 1840 (Image 7.53). Also 
included in the assemblage are a creamware baker and two sherds of a sugar mold.  
 
The presence of Philadelphia- and New York-made redwares and stonewares in Feature FL 42 is 
significant because it evidences a growing ceramic industry and highlights the importance of 
specialized areas of regional production in the United States by the end of the eighteenth century. 
The redware and stoneware pieces, as well as several other possibly regionally-produced artifacts 
from the larger Seaport assemblage, would benefit from chemical signature analysis to determine 
the origin source of the clays. Analyses of this sort could greatly enhance our understanding of 
clay and pottery production regions and aid in future research.  
 
 
 
 

 
Image 7.48: Trailed slip-decorated redware bowl with Philadelphia style foot, 

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.296). 
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Image 7.49: Trailed and combed slipware plate possibly made by Jonathan Durrell, 

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.298). 
 

 
Image 7.50: Stoneware jar made by Thomas Commeraw (1796 – 1819),  

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.294). 
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Image 7.51: Redware pie plate with mottled glaze, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.351). 

 

 
Image 7.52: Underside of mottled glaze redware pie plate showing heavy use-wear,  

Feature FL 42 (FS 81.351). 
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Image 7.53: Black glazed redware batter jug, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.432). 

 
The residents of the boarding house consumed wine, as demonstrated by more than forty3 intact 
or partial bottles and a variety of stemware remnants recovered from the deposit. Colonial and 
post-Revolutionary Americans often drank wine and other alcoholic beverages because of the 
unsanitary condition of drinking water. Whiskey, rum and beer were more commonly consumed 
and could be produced locally; wines were imported and likely costlier.  
 
One household vessel of note is a German stoneware mineral water bottle indicating that at least 
one of the boarding house residents utilized non-local sources of bottled drinking water. The 
stoneware jug is stamped “Fachinger Min Wasser” (Fachinger Mineral Water) (Image 7.54). The 
style of the stamped bottle dates from 1791 to ca. 1810. Water from the Fachingen spring was 
first bottled in 1742 and is still sold today. It is possible that the inhabitants of 263 Pearl Street 
felt it was a necessity to import water due to the deleterious state of drinking water in the city. 
Though The Manhattan Company’s wooden water mains had been placed throughout the Seaport 
area by the early-nineteenth century, service was erratic and less wealthy New Yorkers still had 
to procure drinking water from other sources. Wealthier individuals could also import spring 
water from upstate and abroad as an alternative to local sources. The mineral water may also 

                                                
3 This number is a simplified MVN estimate based on a count of wine bottle bases.  
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have been used for its health benefits, Fachingen spring water supposedly cured digestive 
ailments, or was simply a pleasurable treat (Staatl. Fachingen 2014). Either way, it would have 
been a luxury to drink water imported from Europe, a further indication that the household’s 
occupants were from the middle or upper classes.  
 
 

 
Image 7.54: Stoneware jug stamped “Fachinger min wasser”, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.293). 

 
 
Faunal remains form the third largest category in the Feature FL 42 deposit, representing 5.28% 
(n=212). Though the budget for a thorough faunal analysis was not approved within the scope of 
this report, a cursory review of the faunal materials from this feature indicate that 85% is bone. 
The remainder of the faunal assemblage includes oyster and clam, as well as one conch shell. 
 
Other items forming the assemblage include materials classified as Sanitary (n=209), consisting 
almost exclusively of plain undecorated creamware chamber pots (1762-1820). The only 
exception is a near complete redware chamber pot with mottled glaze (Image 7.55). Though this 
vessel appears to be relatively small, chamber pots did come in a variety of sizes. Feature FL 42 
appears to contain a minimum of 13 different chamber pots based on the number of discrete 
bases present in the assemblage, though a formal minimum vessel count would be needed to 
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confirm this. The number of chamber pots is indicative of a large number of persons living 
within the 263 Pearl Street property and is consistent with the boardinghouse identification for 
the property and assemblage.  
 
The other Sanitary objects identified are two pieces of a carved bone syringe and a bone 
toothbrush. The bone pieces of the syringe form a nozzle and a round, threaded connector piece 
(Image 7.56). Syringes were commonly used in the late-eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to 
flush the eyes, nose, ears, or genitals with water or solutions believed to have medical properties, 
generally without the use of a needle. The piece from Feature FL 42 appears to be a changeable 
nozzle and attachment joint, making it difficult to assess the actual syringe body’s size or its 
specific function. The bone toothbrush is fragmented, but would have originally had bristles of 
hog’s or horsehair. Toothbrushes were not yet mass-produced nor ubiquitously used at the turn 
of the nineteenth century, the likely deposition date for the assemblage. The presence of a 
toothbrush indicates that at least one boardinghouse resident was an early adopter of this new 
trend in tooth care.  
 
 

 
Image 7.55: Redware chamber pot with mottled glaze, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.295). 
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Image 7.56: Bone syringe pieces, Feature FL 42 (FS 81.33). 

 
There are several bottles classified as Medical in the Feature FL 42 assemblage. These bottles 
would have held medicines and tonics, perfumes, dyes, or other similar liquids. None of the 
bottles are clearly labeled as proprietary medicines. Only two bottles exhibited any kind of 
marking or labeling: one sherd retained a portion of its original embossed lettering and probably 
spelled “London”, while another shard from a different vessel featured an “L’ and an “N”.  
 
There are very few Personal items in this assemblage. Only six pipe stems, most with a 5/64” 
bore hole, and one complete, undecorated bowl, also with a 5/64” bore hole, were recovered. A 
5/64” bore hole diameter indicates a mid-eighteenth century production date (Deetz 1996:28). 
Other objects in the assemblage include a fairly ornate copper drawer pull, four fragments of a 
clothing buckle, two buttons, and a single clay marble. One of the buttons is a 2.5cm (1”) bone 
button blank with a single hole in the center that would have been covered in fabric rather than 
used a serviceable button. The second button is a 3.5cm (1.3”) copper button with a large flat 
loop shank. Two thimbles are also part of the assemblage. 
 
The Feature FL 42 assemblage also includes 128 Architectural artifacts, made up primarily of 
109 shards of window glass. Of note in this functional category are 8 tin-glazed tile fragments, of 
which 7 are in an unusual style featuring a light blue color field with a floral bianco sopra bianco 
border decoration highlighted in white; the central design is polychromatic (Image 7.57). These 
fragments represent a Bristol polychrome tin-glazed tile made in Bristol, England between 1760 
and 1775. The light blue color field was only used in Bristol production and typically was found 
on tiles measuring 12.7cm by 12.7cm (5” by 5”) (Van Lemmen 1997). These Bristol tiles appear 
to be relatively rare and more expensive than the era’s typical blue on white tin-glazed, or Delft, 
tiles. Based on their production period and cost, this tile was likely installed during the period of 
the Pell family’s ownership,.  
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Image 7.57: Bristol polychrome tin-glazed tile (1760 – 1775), Feature FL 42 (81.427). 

 
In summary, the Feature FL 42 assemblage is a tightly dated and cohesive deposit from an 
upscale, turn of the nineteenth century boarding house. All of the diagnostic ceramic and glass 
artifacts recovered have mid-late eighteenth century beginning production dates. Additionally, 
the property’s history, in conjunction with the 1806 Liberty penny, provides a very tight date 
range (1806-1815) for the deposition and usage period for the artifacts.  
 
New York City directories identify the property at 263 Pearl Street as a boarding house as early 
as 1798 and as late as 1815 (Elliot & Chrissy 1811; Elliot 1812; Jones 1805; Long 1814; 
Longworth 1805-16). The number of table settings is consistent with meals for a large number of 
people. The location of the property, along with the types of styles found within the assemblage, 
suggest that it was an upscale establishment that likely catered to the merchant class and 
businessmen visiting the area. It appears that care was taken to have matching, or 
complementary, table and tea wares in keeping with a high-end establishment.  
 
The deposit dates to a transitional period for the South Street Seaport area and New York City as 
a whole. The city had just recovered from the devastation of the Revolutionary War and the 
onset of the Industrial Revolution had already begun to change the fabric of the city. By the 
early-nineteenth century, the population and economy of New York were beginning to boom. In 
the Seaport area alone, houses were being demolished to make way for new roads and the area 
was beginning to transform from a mixed residential and commercial area to a predominantly 
commercial one. Many of the previous century’s merchant families had by this time moved 
further north to more genteel neighborhoods and their former homes were being increasingly 
leased or rented to merchants and other businesses. 
 
A comparative analysis between Feature FL 42’s assemblage and the Beekman Street domestic 
assemblage recovered during 2006 excavations (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007) could yield 
significant information about how two different Seaport households and businesses fared during 
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the transition period between mercantile and industrial capitalism at the end of the eighteenth 
century. Faced with a radically changing economic, social, technological and political world, 
businesses fashioned in the mercantile capitalism of the eighteenth century and based on time-
consuming apprenticeship, local connections, and skilled craftsmanship would soon be no match 
for the new industrial era. Within a few short years, wage labor, the mass production of goods in 
large, faraway factories, and the inundation of a daily commuter workforce would dominate the 
landscape. The artifacts in Feature FL 42 offer incomparable insight into a household, business 
and neighborhood in transition and offers mute testimony to the domestic lifestyles and socio-
economic structures of an increasingly outdated, early mercantilist New York. 
  
FEATURE FL 85 – BEEKMAN SLIP DEPOSIT 
 
Feature FL 854 was a dispersed trash deposit that stretched the width of Fulton Street, from the 
east side of the Fulton Street and Pearl/Water Street intersection to approximately 9m (30’) west 
of the east building line of 199 Water Street (Map 7.02). This area was excavated over the course 
of more than two years (from May 2012 to May 2014) and was not initially classified as a single 
feature in the field.  
 
Archaeological monitoring during the Fulton Street Reconstruction Project identified several 
areas with a high number of artifacts in the block of Fulton Street between Water and Front 
Streets. Due to the fact that this block was excavated in segments in an area of heavy previous 
utility disturbance during different phases of construction over a two-year period, the 
significance of the high number of artifacts was not immediately apparent. Though artifact 
frequency was elevated, none of the materials were recovered from discrete, well-bounded 
deposits. Instead, the materials were found scattered across the area. As excavation progressed, it 
became clear that the artifacts being recovered were all from a single thin stratum that had been 
disturbed over time in multiple areas by earlier construction episodes. A post-excavation analysis 
of the regional stratigraphy formulated from the profiles of each individual excavation trench 
confirmed that the artifacts had been found in the same context. This artifact-laden stratum 
contained materials that appeared to date to the late-eighteenth century.  
 
There were no clear, readily identifiable horizontal boundaries to the Feature FL 85 deposit. The 
lack of identifiable parameters to this stratum or deposit may be partly due to the construction 
methodology and earlier construction impacts. In some areas, there was a very thin layer of wood 
chips or slats packed together on the surface of the deposit (Image 7.58). The depth of the 
deposit averaged 1.83m to 1.98m (6’ to 6.5’) below street grade. Small portions of the feature 
were hand excavated by archaeologists, but most of the area was excavated mechanically due to 
the irregular appearance of and disturbances to the feature layer. When the higher-density artifact 
inclusions appeared during mechanical excavation, archaeologists screened the excavated soils 
on site to recover as much material as possible. 
 
The materials from this deposit represent neighborhood trash, both commercial and residential, 
that was dumped into the water at the head of Beekman Slip shortly before or during the filling 
of the Slip sometime before the end of the eighteenth century. Artifact production- and use-dates 
                                                
4 Feature FL 85 is composed of multiple FS numbers. See map 7.02 for the various FS numbers associated with this 
Feature. 
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from the assemblage and the depth of the deposit indicate that these materials were discarded 
prior to the filling of Beekman slip in this block of Fulton Street. The lack of a large number of 
cross-mends and the sheer size of the deposit denotes multiple depositional sources. The deposit 
may have been part of an effort to have residents dump their trash in the slip to add bulk in 
preparation for filling the waterway. Alternatively, it may have been created over a period of 
time by locals using the slip as a convenient refuse disposal location.  
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Map 7.02: Beekman Slip Feature FL 85 deposit, with approximate location of FS contexts 

collected from 2012 through 2014. 
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Image 7.58: Artifact deposit with thin wood band visible in profile, north side of  

Fulton Street between Pedestrian Water Street and Pearl Street. 
 
Beekman Slip was a waterway located along the East River shoreline between Beekman Street 
and Golden Hill, or the present-day intersection of Fulton Street and Water Street/Pearl Street. 
Wharves and piers lined the area and extended east into the river. A series of water lot landfilling 
events continued to push the shoreline further into the East River in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. Documentary research could not identify a definitive date for the filling of 
the Water Street to Front Street blocks that bounded Beekman Slip. Based on map comparisons, 
it was likely filled by the late 1780s or early 1790s.  
 
In the early-eighteenth century, Beekman Slip extended from the natural shoreline at Queen 
Street when the first water lots were landfilled between Queen and the low water mark (MCC 
1784-1831, III:285-286; 24 Apr 1722). Several maps, including Lyne 1731, Mrs. Buchnerd 1735 
and Carwitham 1740, show the blocks between Queen Street and Water Street as already filled 
and developed around the same time, with the slip extending inland almost as far as Queen Street 
(Map 7.03). By 1755, the blocks between Queen and Water Streets were filled and developed on 
either side of the slip and the block extending east from Water Street to Dock Street (later Front 
Street) had been developed on the north side of the slip (Maerschalk 1755) (Map 7.04). By the 
mid-1760s, Beekman Slip between Queen Street and Water Street had been filled, with the head 
of the slip now situated at Water Street (Ratzer 1776, surveyed 1766-1767) (Map 7.05).  
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Map 7.03: Plan of the City of New York from an actual Survey Made by James Lyne (1731); 

detail showing Beekman Slip extending to Queen Street. 
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Map 7.04: A plan of the city of New York from an actual survey, anno Domini, 

M[D]CC,LV by Francis Maerschalck 1755; depicting development of Beekman Slip and 
Water Street and eastern extension to Dock Street. 
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Map 7.05: Plan of the City of New York, Survey’d in 1767 by Bernard Ratzer; showing Beekman 

Slip extending to the westernmost segment of Water Street. 
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Between 1786 and 1790, there were several petitions for wharf rights along the “East side of the 
Slip” from a General Malcolm, who owned the water lot fronting Beekman Slip between Water 
and Front Street (Map 7.06). While it is not clear what area the Malcom petitions were 
referencing, the combination of “wharf” and the mention of the “east side of the Slip” suggests 
that he may have been trying to gain control over the slip in front of his property. In 1787, a 
report to the Common Council recommended the immediate repair and filling of the slip as 
necessary for its preservation, almost certainly referring to some portion of the Water to Front 
Street block (MCC 20 Jul 1787:307). A mention of the “street” between Water and Front in 1790 
suggests the slip may have been filled by this date, although it could also have referred to the 
walkway/cart-way on either side of the water (MCC 30 Aug 1790:590). In 1796, neighborhood 
residents were ordered to fill in the slip at their own expense (MCC 18 Jul 1796), though this 
could not have referred to anything beyond Front Street as the water lots between Front Street 
and South Street were not granted until the 1800s. It does seem likely that at least part of this 
block was filled by the late 1780s, but there is a possibility it was not filled until the end of the 
century. 
 
Dendrochronological testing on wooden structures found beneath Fulton Street at its intersection 
with Front Street suggests that a bulkhead or other retaining structure was present at the foot of 
the slip at Front Street sometime after 1789. Samples were taken from two features: Feature FL 
45 and Feature FL 47. The samples from Feature FL 47, which was located west of Front 
Street’s southern segment, could not be dated. Two of the four samples from Feature FL 45 were 
dated to 1778 and 1789. The latter date was considered to be accurate to within a few years with 
a “high degree of confidence”, indicating that the retaining structure was not built before 1789 
(Martin-Benito et al. 2013:9) (Appendix K). The dendrochronological evidence is consistent 
with a late 1780s to the turn-of-the-century date for the completion of landfilling on this block of 
Beekman Slip.  
 
While the open grill structure of the timber Feature FL 47 was more consistent with a landfill-
retaining function, based on its location it could have been part of the pier depicted in Map 7.06. 
This pier can be seen on the undated historic map jutting into Beekman Slip to the approximate 
location of Feature FL 47 in Fulton Street. The 1789 date from the wood samples is congruent 
with General Malcolm petitioning the Common Council for wharfage rights. The map also 
shows planned water lots that had not yet been granted between Front Street and South Street. As 
noted above, those lots were not granted until the 1800s. The 1803 Mangin and Goerck map 
shows the head of Beekman Slip at Front Street (Map 7.07). These various sources of 
information indicate that the area containing the Feature FL 85 deposit had been filled by the end 
of the eighteenth century and likely occurred in more than one episode.  
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Map 7.06: Undated water lot map showing General Malcolm’s property, a nearby pier  

and the location of Beekmans Slip (on file at the Manhattan Borough President’s Office). 
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Map 7.07: Detail of The Mangin-Goerck Plan 1803 (Plan of the City of New York, from an 

actual Survey) depicting Beekman Slip filled to the eastern end of Front Street. 
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New Yorkers often used slips for trash dumping and thus trash is a frequent component of 
landfill. Other archaeological sites in Lower Manhattan have revealed mixed refuse within 
landfill strata, including Peck Slip and Burling Slip located immediately north and south of 
Beekman Slip and at South Ferry at the tip of Manhattan Island. Carts were sometimes sent 
through neighborhoods to collect garbage for this purpose (Cantwell and Wall 2001:228). The 
Minutes of the Common Council of New York contain many references to the need to clean or 
dredge slips and often decry their noisome conditions. For example, on April 10, 1797, the 
Health Commissioners recommended dredging Beekman Slip to alleviate “certain nuisances” 
(MCC 1784-1831 II:336).  
 
The Feature FL 85 deposit in Beekman Slip appears to contain a mixture of residential and 
commercial refuse. Commercial refuse refers to merchandise, usually new or lightly used 
materials from liquidations of store goods or bulk inventory broken during transport or discarded 
because it could not be sold. Commercial refuse is usually identifiable by the presence of large 
numbers of the same or similar items devoid of use-wear. Commercial refuse also includes 
objects that would have been used in manufacturing activities, such as scrap materials and 
production byproducts. Residential refuse refers to material used and discarded within a 
household. Household debris is often identifiable as a mixture of food service and storage 
materials, as well as sanitary items, faunal remains, and medical and personal goods. 
Additionally, household goods tend to display use wear, especially evident on ceramics and 
glass.  
 
A total of 22,967 artifacts were recovered from areas identified either as intact portions of the 
deposit or deposit areas slightly disturbed during previous utility installation. Table 7.05 provides 
a breakdown of the Feature FL 85 assemblage by functional category. The vast majority of the 
assemblage artifacts are Household items, used in the storage, preparation, serving, and 
consumption of food. Almost two-thirds of the artifacts, 66.22% (n=15,209), fall into this 
category. These artifacts include serving platters, plates, bowls, utensils, tea wares, storage 
containers, and a very large number of liquor bottles. The second largest group of artifacts is 
Faunal, representing 12.16% (n=2,793) of the assemblage. This percentage would have been 
higher if oyster shell had been fully collected, rather than sampled for species diversity. Any 
shell smaller than 60% complete was not collected due to storage restraints and limited analytical 
value, leaving behind many small, degraded shell fragments that were mixed into the soil 
matrices. The third largest category represented is Personal, accounting for 6.22% (n=1,429) of 
the assemblage. Indeterminate and Architectural materials account for the next largest categories 
at 5.68% (n=1,304) and 5.68% (n=1,304), respectively. Clothing-related artifacts account for 
1.38% (n=313), and the remainder of the categories each represent <1% of the assemblage. 
 
Dating the Feature FL 85 assemblage is complex due to the large horizontal distribution of the 
artifacts, the deposit’s nebulous boundaries, and the multiple sources of information available to 
analyze the materials, including artifact dates, maps and historic records dealing with the 
deposition area. The oldest artifact recovered is an Italian slipware bowl sherd that dates to ca. 
1600-1750. There are also two sherds of Westerwald/Rhenish that were produced between ca. 
1620-1750. Additionally, the assemblage includes numerous ceramic wares that have production 
ranges beginning in the 1600s and extending to ca. 1800. A more definitive assemblage TPQ is 
provided by a blob seal from a wine bottle that reads “John Sacket 1764”. 
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Table 7.05: Artifact counts by category from Feature FL 85. 
CATEGORY NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
Activities  187 0.81% 
Architectural  1304 5.68% 
Arms  10 0.04% 
Clothing  316 1.38% 
Commercial/Communication  2 0.01% 
Cracked Rock  1 0.00% 
Faunal  2793 12.16% 
Flora  22 0.10% 
Floral  1 0.00% 
Fuel  12 0.05% 
Furnishings  5 0.02% 
Hardware  59 0.26% 
Household  15209 66.22% 
Indeterminate  1304 5.68% 
Lighting  2 0.01% 
Manufacturing  51 0.22% 
Medical  33 0.14% 
Ornament/Decorative  4 0.02% 
Other  3 0.01% 
Personal  1429 6.22% 
Sample  1 0.00% 
Sanitary  178 0.78% 
Tools & Equipment  18 0.08% 
Toy/Recreation  3 0.01% 
Unclassifiable 20  0.09% 
TOTAL 22,967  

 
Determining a TAQ is more problematic because of disturbances to the deposit by earlier 
construction episodes. A small minority (n=36) of artifacts have anomalously late beginning 
production dates and are likely intrusive. In this instance, it seems prudent to use the history as a 
TAQ, as historical maps and city records indicate the area of the slip that contained the deposit 
was filled by 1800. Selecting 1700 as a conservative early estimate for when Beekman Slip 
began to be filled, the broadest date range for Feature FL 85’s deposition is 1700-1800. 
However, a more likely range is 1764-1800, based on the thin, diffuse nature of the deposit and 
the presence of artifacts produced in the mid-eighteenth century. British regiment buttons 
recovered from the deposit are also important in the development of the deposition’s date range. 
The regiments represented by decorated buttons marched in the Battle of Long Island in August 
of 1776, indicating that the buttons could not have become part of the assemblage before then. 
The production dates for materials within the deposit, combined with historical records related to 
the area around Beekman Slip, support a late-eighteenth century deposition date for the Feature 
FL 85 materials.  
 
During excavation, a sampling strategy was developed to deal with the high frequency of certain 
kinds of non-diagnostic materials. For example, coal, oyster and other shells were only collected 
in small, representative samples.  
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Though the bulk of the analytical information in this report comes from Household items, there 
were several interesting artifacts found among the lesser-represented categories that yielded 
significant information about the history of the Seaport area and the lives of its residents. Among 
these artifacts are a slate pencil; an unidentified silver alloy coin; and four creamware sherds 
from ornamental or decorative vessels -- two from a vase, one from an unidentified figurine 
painted with polychrome colors, and one in an unidentified molded pattern. Of particular interest 
are two ceramic sherds that are either Native American or colonoware (FS 166.84). Further 
analysis would be needed to more definitively identify the origin of this pottery. 
 
Some of the lesser-represented categories are briefly discussed below, followed by a discussion 
of the larger functional categories and a discussion of unique or interesting individual artifacts.  
 
Activities 
Three unglazed redware flowerpot sherds, a possible component of a brass inkwell, and one 
hundred and eighty-three copper alloy or brass pins, for a total of one hundred eighty-seven 
artifacts, represent the Activities category. The brass pins were mostly complete and in an 
excellent state of preservation. These are straight pins, with a small bead head measuring 2.5-
3.0cm (.98” – 1.2”) long. The number and concentration of these pins, the majority of which 
were found on the north side of the slip area, suggest their association with commercial activity 
rather than as part of various households’ refuse. Only thirteen of one hundred and eighty-three 
pins were found on the south side of the slip. 
 
Arms  
Only ten objects comprise the Arms category: eight gunflints, one musket ball, and one gun part 
(Image 7.59). The gunflints recovered are all made of English Flint; at least two are intact, with 
one showing slight remodeling (FS 178.93). One of the gunflints is well worn and appears to 
have been heavily used. The lead musket ball is 1.7cm (.67”). The gun part is a cock and vise, 
with an intact vise screw, from a flintlock rifle (Image 7.60). There were no identifying 
manufacture marks or features on any of the artifacts in this category.  
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Image 7.59: Gun flints, Feature FL 85 (FS 176.232). 

 

 
Image 7.60: Cock and vise of a gun, Feature FL 85 (FS 245.243). 
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Clothing  
Clothing items make up 1.38% (n=316) of the total assemblage. Shoes or shoe pieces comprise 
the vast majority of this category, accounting for 252 of the 316 clothing artifacts.  
 
The shoe pieces recovered were mainly soles with very few uppers surviving. The shoes were in 
various states of completeness and presentation and were made almost exclusively of leather. An 
analysis of the soles reveals that the shoes originally came in a variety of shapes and sizes, 
including very small toddler’s shoes, larger children’s sizes, women’s shoes with wooden heels, 
and very large men’s square-toed shoes. Several toe styles are also represented in the 
assemblage, including squared, pointed and rounded. Interestingly, a number of the shoes had 
remnants of the thread that held the uppers to the soles. A small amount also retained the 
punched holes used to fasten the layers of leather in the sole, some with the remains of wooden 
or metal pegs still intact. A few of the shoes have stacked leather heels with binding pins; two 
are women’s shoes with wooden raised heels (Image 7.61). A pair of children’s shoes (FS 
194.244) was recovered in a relatively good state of preservation and are constructed of a leather 
sole and cloth upper (Image 7.62).  
 
The shoes are likely detritus from the shop of Garret Sickels or one of the other cobblers on 
Beekman Slip. On August 10, 1786, The Advertiser announced in an ad that boot and shoemaker 
Garret Sickels had moved his business to Beekman Slip, facing the property of Colonel Malcolm 
(Image 7.63). Based on contemporary maps and directories that place Malcolm’s property on the 
northwest corner of Water Street and Beekman Slip, it appears that Sickels moved to the north 
side of Beekman Slip. The 1795 New York Directory lists John P. Haff, boot and shoe 
manufacturer, at 7 Beekman Slip and, in 1797, Andrew Wood shoemaker at 9 Beekman Slip, 
also on the north side of the slip (Longworth 1797). Notably, all but eleven of the shoes in this 
assemblage were found on the northern side of the Beekman Slip in the vicinity of what would 
have been its head.  
 
The lack of more than one or two possible leather uppers found suggests that these soles may 
have been discarded components of re-soled shoes. It is also possible, though less likely, that the 
soles were damaged beyond repair by mistakes in the manufacturing process and thrown out. 
Another possibility is that the uppers were made of thinner material than the soles and 
decomposed at a faster rate in the semi-moist slip environment.  
 
Due to funding and long-term storage constraints, only the child’s shoes were conserved in a 
cold storage environment. All other recovered shoes were slowly dried in a controlled 
environment after dry-brushing in an attempt to limit leather warping. These objects are now 
moisture-stable, but fragile.  
 
Also included among the leather Clothing objects are two belt fragments and part of a leather 
pouch (FS 245.272). The pouch is an unusual and interesting find, likely being the top flap of 
rifleman’s pouch made from two cut pieces of leather stitched together with leather stitching 
around the perimeter and a decorative stitched circle at the center (Image 7.64). 
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Image 7.61: Shoe heel, Feature FL 85 (FS 194.240). 

 

 
Image 7.62: A pair of children’s shoes, Feature FL 85 (FS 194.244). 
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Image 7.63: Garret Sickels’ ad from The Daily Advertiser, 10 Aug 1786:4. 

 

 
Image 7.64: Top flap of a leather pouch with leather stitching, Feature FL 85 (FS 244.272). 
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Buckles and buttons, both constructed primarily of copper alloys, round out the Clothing 
category (Images 7.65 and 7.66). A total of 29 buttons were recovered from Feature FL 85: six 
military, five made of bone with their backs still present, the remaining buttons are either brass 
or copper alloy (Image 7.67). Ten buckles were found, a few with ornate embossed decoration 
and some that retained their functional hinges. Also recovered was a complete shoe buckle with 
chape, tongue and hinges that still operate.  
 
Based on their decorative elements, all six of the military buttons are from uniforms worn by 
British soldiers and can be linked to specific regiments. Four of the buttons are embossed with 
the number “45”, which stands for the 45th Regiment of Foot from Nottingham. The other two 
include a button with a “15” placed inside a cabled border, representing the 15th Regiment of 
Foot from Yorkshire, and a “26”, also placed inside a cabled border, referring to a regiment from 
Scotland known as the Cameronians (Image 7.68) (Franklin 2012, Dalbiac 1902, and Carter 
1867).  
 
Prior to the mid-eighteenth century, British regiments were often known by the name of their 
commanders. In 1751, designations were changed to regimental numbers, with 1 to 70 given to 
infantry groups, or “regiment of foot” (Wilkinson-Latham 2006:30). Buttons were plain, with the 
exception of the occasional motif on an officer’s button, until 1767, when numbered buttons 
were officially required for both officers and rank and file (Wilkinson-Latham 2006:30). All of 
the British buttons in the collection bear the regimental numbers of British infantry units that 
served in the colonies during the Revolutionary War, of which at least two are known to have 
marched in the Battle of Long Island.  
 
The four buttons displaying the number 45 represent the 45th Regiment of Foot from 
Nottinghamshire. Formed in 1741, they were originally known as Houghton’s Regiment 
(Dalbiac 1902:12). They were stationed in New York from 1775 to 1778 (Franklin 2012:153; 
Dalbiac 1902:12). In 1776, they fought along with the 15th Regiment in the Battle of Long 
Island under General Henry Clinton (Dalbiac 1902:11). Interestingly, one of the military buttons 
in the assemblage is from the 15th Regiment, which was formed in 1685 in East Yorkshire on the 
northeast coast of England (Franklin 2012:175). The 15th Regiment was stationed in New York 
from 1776 to 1778, at which point they were sent to the West Indies (Franklin 2012:176). The 
final infantry unit represented in the assemblage, the 26th Regiment of Foot from Scotland, was 
originally known as the Cameronians. This regiment was deployed to the colonies in 1767 and 
stationed in Canada before being transferred to New York in the fall of 1776 (Carter 1867:84). 
By 1777, the Cameronians were stationed on Staten Island and remained there until 1779 (Carter 
1867:92).  
 
There are multiple ways these buttons may have become part of the Feature FL 85 deposit. The 
British military had strict regulations concerning uniforms and presentation, and therefore 
soldiers would presumably have taken good care of their uniforms. It is unlikely that they would 
readily dispose of these metal uniform buttons, some of which remained in serviceable condition 
when they were recovered. They could have been inadvertently lost at any time during the 
occupation, or they could have been souvenirs kept by residents that fell or were discarded into 
the slip. Similar buttons, even of the same regiments, have been previously found in the Seaport 
area in waterfront deposits (Apuzzo 1992). 
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Image 7.65: Various shoe buckles, Feature FL 85 (FS 241.52, 173.514, 197.231, 239.155, 

194.190, 194.139, 196.224, 196.223, 245.245 top to bottom, left to right). 
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Image 7.66: Brass shoe buckle with functional hinge, Feature FL 85 (FS 194.190). 

 

 
Image 7.67: Bone buttons and back,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 179.265, 179.263, 179.264, 232.161, 232.162). 
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Image 7.68: British Military buttons representing the 15th and 45th Regiments of Foot,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 173.544 and 194.141). 
 
 
Furnishings  
There are five artifacts in the Feature FL 85 assemblage categorized as Furnishings. Among 
these are: a turned wooden, possibly ebony, bracket; a brass hinged drawer pull with a raised 
bead and oval decoration on its surface (Image 7.69); an iron drawer pull that is thin, flat and 
oval-shaped; and an 8.0cm (3.15”) long metal furniture leg. The iron drawer pull has very faint 
letters inside an oval stamp at one end; the middle letter is an “H” or “A”, but the mark is 
otherwise indiscernible. The furniture leg is shaped as a tapered cylinder with an angled, concave 
top.  
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Image 7.69: Brass hinged drawer pull with raised bead decoration, Feature FL 85 (FS 173.513). 

 
 
Hardware  
This category largely consists of nails (n=85) and spikes that do not have a clear Architectural 
association due to their level of corrosion or irregular size, suggesting alternate uses. This is an 
important point as there were numerous shoes recovered from this deposit that used nails in the 
construction of their wooden heels. Historic records indicating that at least one shoemaker was 
operating at Beekman Slip suggests that some of the less identifiable small nails may have been 
used in shoe manufacture. 
 
Other objects in this category are an iron padlock, one brass key, and one iron key (Image 7.70). 
The brass key is an enclosure-type with a double bit and an open oval bow and 2.0cm (.79”) 
shaft. The other iron hardware fragments likely represent barrel hoops. 
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Image 7.70: Padlock, Feature FL 85 (FS 197.233). 

 
 
Manufacturing  
This category contains a bone button blank with three buttons removed and a bone button 
backing or core. The button core is a flat disc with a single hole in the center. Also within this 
category is a flint core, likely English and used for gun flint production, that appears to have had 
some flakes taken off and exhibits several step fractures from unintended breakage. There is also 
visible uniform weathering on flaked areas and a small amount of cortex is extant. A single 
crescent-shaped expedient kiln pad, dating 1725 – 1850, is also present (Janowitz 2008). Also 
found was some clinker/slag typically associated with manufacturing activities. 
 
The Manufacturing category includes seven crucible sherds. Crucibles were used to melt metals 
or other malleable substances before pouring into molds. They are typically made of ceramic or 
metal that can withstand very high temperatures. Two of the crucible sherds are stoneware with 
sand and grit inclusions and evidence of heat treatment (FS 178.95 and 178.96). Additionally, 
one of the sherds recovered is a fragment of a heavily used graphite crucible (FS 198.109). There 
are also fragments from three iron crucibles.  
 
There are 32 sugar mold sherds representing a minimum of 10 different vessels in the Feature FL 
85 assemblage. All the sugar molds are coarse unglazed redwares and some exhibit an interior 
slip. Sugar molds generally take the form of long, solid blocks with a series of depressions or 
earthenware cones into which raw sugar cane syrup could be poured. Each mold would stand in 
its own collecting pot to catch the dark syrup and un-crystallized matter that drained through a 
small hole in the bottom of the mold. The loaves were then tapped out of the molds, dried in a 
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stove room, trimmed to their final shape, and wrapped. Sugar molds, and in turn the sugarloaves, 
varied in size — the larger the loaf, the lower the grade of sugar. Households bought their sugar 
in the tall, conical loaves, from which pieces were broken off with special iron sugar-cutters 
(sugar nips). This was the standard method of sugar production until the mid-nineteenth century 
(Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge 1846; David 1977).  
 
Medical  
The Medical category consists almost exclusively of ceramic ointment pots, except for two 
shards of a glass medicine bottle. Though there were no marks to identify the contents of these 
medicinal containers, the pottery type and forms are dateable (Table 7.06). All fall within the 
post-Revolutionary to later-eighteenth date range proposed for Feature FL 85’s deposition. The 
twelve ointment pots recovered are not considered a substantial enough number to suggest a 
commercial origin.  
 
Table 7.06: Ceramic ointment pots recovered from Feature FL 85. 
FS OBJECT MATERIAL WARE DATE RANGE 
155.26 Ointment Pot Refined 

Earthenware 
Tin Glazed 1680-1800 

240.30 Ointment Pot Refined 
Earthenware 

Tin Glazed 1690-1780 

196.80 Ointment Pot Refined 
Earthenware 

Tin Glazed 1690-1830 

232.105 Ointment Pot Stoneware White Salt Glazed 1720-1805 
232.107 Ointment Pot Stoneware White Salt Glazed 1720-1805 
232.108 Ointment Pot Stoneware White Salt Glazed 1720-1805 
232.111 Ointment Pot Stoneware White Salt Glazed 1720-1805 
148.88 Ointment Pot Refined 

Earthenware 
Tin Glazed 1730-1830 

245.138 Ointment Pot Refined 
Earthenware 

Tin Glazed 1730-1830 

245.159 Ointment Pot Refined 
Earthenware 

Tin Glazed 1730-1830 

244.155 Ointment Pot Refined 
Earthenware 

Creamware 1762-1820 

 
Sanitary  
The Sanitary category consists of 178 artifacts and all but one, a bone toothbrush, is related to 
chamber pots. Toothbrushes were not mass-produced before the nineteenth century and remained 
upper class possessions until the 1800s (Meskell 2005:84). The presence of this item indicates 
that its owner had the means to acquire it and the motivation to pay attention to his or her 
individual appearance.  
 
The creamware, gray salt-glazed and white salt-glazed chamber pots from Feature FL 85 were 
relatively common items for this period.  
 
Vessel C-004 (156.16) and FS 165.63 (Images 7.71 and 7.72) are parts of an unusual rolled-rim 
chamber pot with a body covered in turned horizontal bands of equal widths and a sprigged 
handle attachment, quite an elaborate decoration for a chamber pot. The use-wear marks on this 
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vessel are unusual: in the interior, circular and straight marks begin at the center of the base and 
extending up the sides; the center of the base’s exterior is decorated with many short straight 
lines that stop about an inch from the foot ring. Vigorous cleaning might account for the interior 
marks, but it is difficult to imagine what sort of cleaning would have resulted in the exterior 
wear. It is possible that the vessel or sherds from the vessel had an unknown secondary use or 
that the chamber pot was placed within or upon a larger piece of furniture that wore its base in an 
unusual way.  
 
Another similar chamber pot is FS 156.23 (Images 7.73 and 7.74), though this vessel features 
wider grooved bands. The base on this vessel is missing, but the sprigged floral terminals closely 
resemble those made by the Leeds pottery after 1775 (Towner 1963:153 Fig. 10 # 11 and Plate 
1). 
 
Two stoneware chamber pots (FS 148.76 and FS 156.77) exhibit motifs utilized by New York 
potters. FS 148.76 has rouletted or stamped semi-circles filled in with blue, common with several 
local stoneware makers (Image 7.75). FS 156.77 is a chamber pot has the typical blue spiral like 
the others, but it also exhibits a bright orange kiln pad scar on its rim and a patch of what looks 
like melted clay, perhaps from a kiln pad, running off the rim into its interior (Images 7.76 and 
7.77).  
 
 

 
Image 7.71: Rolled rim chamber pot with turned horizontal bands,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 156.16) (Vessel C-004). 
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Image 7.72: Rolled rim chamber pot with turned horizontal bands, 

Feature FL 85 (FS 165.63). 
 

 
Image 7.73: Rolled rim chamber pot with turned horizontal bands,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 156.23). 
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Image 7.74: Sprig molded terminal handle end, Leeds pottery, Feature FL 85 (FS 156.23). 

 

 
Image 7.75: New York made stoneware chamber pot with rouletted  

or stamped semi-circle decoration, Feature FL 85 (FS 148.76). 
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Image 7.76: Stoneware chamber pot with kiln pad scar, Feature FL 85 (FS 156.77). 

 

 
Image 7.77: Stoneware chamber pot with kiln pad scar on interior rim,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 156.77). 
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Tools & Equipment  
The Tools and Equipment category contains eighteen artifacts. The objects include one knife, 
scissors, one lead weight, one pulley, one candlewick trimmer, and a few miscellaneous metal 
tool fragments. 
 
Toy/Recreation  
Three artifacts were classified as Toy/Recreation related: 2 stone marbles and 1 white salt-glazed 
stoneware child’s toy teacup dated to ca. 1720 -1805. 
 
Architectural  
Architectural materials account for 5.68% (n=1,304) of the assemblage. Artifacts in this group 
consist of nails and screws, tiles, window glass, a fence fragment, a hinge, and construction 
materials (plaster and mortar). Nails and other metal fasteners such as screws account for almost 
half of the total artifacts within this category. Window glass makes up 46% (n=508) of the 
Architectural artifacts. One shard is etched with the words “Peace… forms o…” (Image 7.78). 
There are a number of examples of writing on window glass, which appears to have been a fairly 
common practice in England in the eighteenth through nineteenth centuries to commemorate 
events or decorate window glass. An example from Wales is found at Penrhyn Castle (BBC 
News 28 October 2012). A local New York City example dates from the Revolutionary War 
when Hessian soldiers etched their names on window panes of the Wyckoff-Bennett house in 
Brooklyn. Archaeological examples dating to the mid-eighteenth century have been found in 
Maryland (Cook, January 2010). 
 

 
Image 7.78: Window glass shard etched with the words “Peace… forms o…”, 

Feature FL 85 (FS 177.177). 
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There are 46 tiles in the Architectural assemblage: 17 are coarse earthenware roof tiles and 29 
are tin-glazed wall tiles. Of the tin glazed tiles, some exhibit typical designs such as romantic, 
landscape or biblical motifs. One sherd is from a Bristol tin-glazed tile, similar to those seen in 
the Fulton FS 81 deposit. Two sherds (FS 178.90 and 198.35) were possibly re-worked into 
gaming pieces. 
 
Personal  
Personal items are the third largest category in the assemblage, representing 6.22% (n=1,429) of 
recovered materials and consisting mainly of clay smoking pipes. Smoking pipe stems and bowls 
constitute almost 98.8% of this category with 1,414 objects; bore holes are mainly 4/64” (60%) 
or 5/64” (39%), with the final 1% measuring 6/64”. The majority of the pipes are plain and 
unmarked. 
 
At least 18 of the pipe fragments have maker’s stamps on the bowls or embossing on the heel. 
The initials “WG” appear on 11 bowls, seen on the bowl inside a garlanded circle and on the heel 
with one initial on each side. These initials have been attributed to several different British pipe 
makers. A “TD” marks 4 bowls, and “RT” and “LV” or “LY” each occur on 1 bowl. The initials 
RT may stand for Robert Tippets, a Bristol pipe maker (Walker 2006). The number “71” is found 
on the bottom of one heel. Fourteen stems have stamps, including “W. Morgan”, “C. Kenyon”, 
“Hinson”, and “J. Hutchinson”; all of these pipe makers were from Liverpool. Ten pipes can be 
attributed to William Morgan, who manufactured smoking pipes from at least 1767 and whose 
pipes show up frequently on colonial sites in the northeastern United States and Canada (Walker 
1970:22). 
 
Only two pipe bowls exhibit any decoration beside the producers’ marks. Both have an image 
facing the smoker: one is a molded stag’s head (FS 165.10) and the other a crown (FS 197.212). 
Examples of smoking pipes with a stag’s head facing the smoker were also recovered during 
archaeological excavations at New York City Hall, where they also exhibited masonic symbols. 
The pipe bowl from Feature FL 85 is not complete, so it is not possible to determine if this pipe 
bowl also exhibited masonic symbols. One uncommon item is small green glazed pipe stem (FS 
241.56). There is also another pipe stem that had residual red paint (FS 257.22).  
 
One plain pipe bowl has a deliberately carved “X” on it (FS 203.92) (Image 7.79). This is one of 
two objects marked with an “X” in this deposit; its interpretation is discussed later in this section. 
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Image 7.79: Pipe bowl with deliberately carved “X”, Feature FL 85 (FS 203.92). 

 
 
The remainder of the Personal category consists of eight wig curler fragments, representing 
seven wig curlers. Wigs were fashion items worn by the elite, and even everyday wigs could be 
quite costly (Olsen 1999:102; Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 1999). 
 
Also present in the Feature FL 85 assemblage are: a small amount of bottle glass, likely perfume 
bottles; a comb; a red bead; and the copper band of a reading or eyeglass frame. The copper band 
is of the type used for Nuremberg style eye or reading glass frames dating to the late eighteenth 
century. The band found in the Beekman Slip assemblage is marked "JOHANN ERHART MAV 
• JOHANN GEORG WEIGEL • SELIGE FRREN ✻ JOHANN" and likely refers to the 
instrument maker. The band’s length suggests that it was part of a larger reading glass, as 
opposed to personal eyeglasses (Images 7.80 and 7.81). The band is broken in half and one end 
exhibits a perforation for closure. A similar item with a near identical inscription was auctioned 
through Christies in London in 2005. 
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Image 7.80: Copper reading glass frame, Feature FL 85 (FS 194.143). 

 

 
Image 7.81: Detail of copper reading glass frame, Feature FL 85 (FS 194.143). 
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Indeterminate and Unclassifiable  
The Indeterminate category of artifacts is rather large, representing 5.68% (n=1,304) of the 
Feature FL 85 assemblage. Ceramic comprises 64% of this category, 28% is metal, and 4% is 
glass. The remaining 4% is composed of wood, stone, cork, bone, and leather. Ceramic was 
classified as Indeterminate if it could not be definitively assigned to either the Household or 
Sanitary category; most of the ceramic artifacts in the assemblage fall into one of these two 
categories. The majority of Indeterminate glass is likely from bottles that would have held 
Sanitary toiletry items such as perfumes or dyes or Medical mixtures but could not be assigned 
definitively to either category. Some of these Indeterminate glass fragments may also be 
Household glass, either from drinking vessels or bottles. Metals in this category are largely iron 
objects, likely heavily corroded nails, other fasteners or flat strips of indeterminate use, which 
were possibly pieces from hardware, barrel hoops, or tools. Copper alloy items are the other 
main unidentifiable metal objects, many of which may be bottle fasteners. 
 
There were 23 unclassifiable objects; the majority of these (n=14) are copper alloy wires, which 
may have been part of bottle cork fasteners. The remaining unclassified objects are six pieces of 
iron that are conglomerates of nails and straight pins rusted together and three long thin metal 
pins of an unknown function. 
 
Faunal and Flora 
The second largest category of artifacts from the Feature FL 85 deposit is Faunal items, 
comprising 12% of the assemblage. Almost all of the objects are animal bones, with slightly 
more than 1% of the category composed of animal teeth. In addition, one large conch shell, three 
whelk shells, three pieces of turtle shell, two crab claws, and one fish scale are present. Of the 
bones that could be identified, slightly more than half are mammal. Approximately one-third of 
these are identifiable as large mammal, likely bovine or possibly horse. Goat or sheep, pig, and 
dog are represented, albeit with a very small number of positive identifications. Approximately 
4% of the Faunal items are fish and 3% fowl. Of the total bones, almost 5% have evident cuts or 
butchery marks.  
 
The Feature FL 85 Faunal assemblage did not undergo independent or in-depth faunal analysis 
due to budgetary constraints. Analysis would add greatly to the general interpretation of this 
deposit, providing insight about available food resources in the Seaport neighborhood. Adding to 
information about available food resources is the Floral and Faunal category, which contains 23 
items: 6 watermelon seeds; 13 peach pits; 2 pieces of coconut shell; 1 nutshell of indeterminate 
species; and 1 unidentified seed. 
 
Household  
The largest group of artifacts from Feature FL 85 is attributed to the Household category, 
forming 66.22% (n=15,209) of the assemblage. Ceramic items include mainly tablewares, with 
slightly less than 10% each of tea wares and storage/preparation items. Of the ceramic artifacts, 
more than half are refined earthenwares; stonewares and coarse earthenwares are much less 
numerous. Porcelain is the smallest ceramic group represented. Table 7.07 provides a breakdown 
of ceramic ware types in the assemblage. There is a significant amount of glass, the majority of 
which is both liquor and wine bottle glass. Other materials in this category are wood, metal, bone 
and cork, mostly from utensils and bottle closures. 
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Ceramic Ware Types and Dates 
None of the ceramic sherds in Feature FL 85 had datable makers’ marks. Creamware, made 
between 1762 and ca. 1820, is by far the most numerous ware type (Table 7.07). Other ware 
types cannot be dated as precisely. The majority of the Chinese export porcelains have wide 
production ranges, and those that could be assigned relatively short manufacturing dates were 
made between the second quarter of the eighteenth century and the early-nineteenth century (see 
Appendix G: Artifact Inventory Fulton Street Project).  
 
The red earthenware sherds have very wide date ranges, with the exception of two sherds made 
in a style popular from about 1740-1820 with potters trained in and around Philadelphia (Dent et 
al 1997). The gray/buff bodied salt-glazed stoneware sherds have similarly long date ranges. 
Even though some could be identified as the products of local stoneware potters, these potters 
worked in New York City from 1720 through the 1840s (Janowitz 2008), although the absence 
of both Albany-Type Slip and makers’ marks on the local salt-glazed stonewares suggests they 
were made before ca. 1810/1820. White salt-glazed stonewares were made in England between 
about 1720 and 1805, although they are much less common after about 1790, especially in 
teaware forms (Miller et al 2000:10). White salt-glazed plates with molded decorations on their 
rims were made after 1740; Ivor Noël Hume noted that their importation stopped after 1775 
(South 1977:138) with the start of the Revolutionary War, but, because the British occupied 
Manhattan until 1783, the latter is probably a better end date for mold-made plates excavated 
from New York City sites. Plate sherds made up almost one third (n=183) of all white salt-
glazed sherds; all but two of the rim sherds were mold decorated. 
 
Table 7.07: Ceramic ware types from Feature FL 85. 
WARE TYPE SHERD COUNT PERCENT 
Creamware  4645 52.2% 
Porcelain, Chinese Export  736 8.3% 
Redware  709 8.0% 
Salt Glazed, Gray/Buff Bodied  682 7.7% 
White Salt Glazed  575 6.5% 
Pearlware  470 5.3% 
Tin Glazed  291 3.3% 
British Buff-Bodied Slipware  195 2.2% 
Nottingham Type  161 1.8% 
Subtotal 8464 95.2% 
All Other Ware Types 429 4.80% 
TOTAL 8893  

 
The manufacture and use dates for the pearlware sherds support an end-of-the-eighteenth-century 
date for the Feature FL 85 ceramic assemblage (Table 7.08). The most common decorative 
motifs are Chinese-style designs painted in blue, the earliest style of decoration on pearlware 
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(Miller and Hunter 2001). Sherds with polychrome painting in earth tone colors (post 1795) and 
blue printed patterns with stippling (post 1803) make up only a small part of the assemblage5.  
 
Table 7.08: Pearlware decoration found in Feature FL 85. 
DECORATION  DATE SHERDS 
China Glaze, Painted  1775-1810 364 
Indeterminate  1775-1840 58 
Painted, Blue  1775-1830 12 
Shell Edge  1775-1835 16 
Molded Pattern  1775-1840 4 
China Glaze, Printed  1783-1830 1 
Painted, Earth Tone Colors  1795-1830 5 
Printed, Other  1803-1830 10 
TOTAL  470 

 
As noted in the field results section of this report, parts of Feature FL 85 were disturbed by later 
construction, probably accounting for the small number of ceramics with post-1810 beginning 
dates of manufacture. Eight sherds of whiteware (post 1815), one sherd of yellowware (post 
1827), and one white granite sherd (post 1842) were found scattered in FS 148, 151, 159, 198, 
202, 203, 225, 231, 173, and 181. 
 
Discrete Deposits 
At least one group of vessels in the assemblage, mostly excavated from FS 135, were deposited 
together as damaged, unused vessels. Commercial ceramic dumps are characterized by the 
presence of a large numbers of intact vessels with similar forms and patterns and a lack of cut, 
stir, and scratch marks or other use wear. However, unlike the assemblages of damaged vessels 
found at other sites — for example the collection of painted pearlware tea wares found during 
construction of the new South Ferry Station (AKRF et al 2012) -- this group of vessels was not 
found intact. Perhaps this is due to the circumstances of deposition, disturbance after deposition, 
excavation strategies, or some combination of these factors. Nevertheless, the redundancy of 
forms and motifs along with the absence of use-wear marks suggests that these vessels are not 
domestic refuse. 
 
FS 135 has over 200 sherds from China glaze tea ware vessels, bowls—possibly punch bowls—
and mugs (Table 7.09). The decorations that could be identified are the house and tree motif with 
scallop or trellis borders (also called “Chinese house”), the most common motif on China glaze 
vessels. The China glaze style of decoration was developed by Staffordshire potters in imitation 
of English blue painted porcelain, which in turn was developed in imitation of Chinese blue 
painted porcelain (Miller and Hunter 2001). Some of the creamwares in this FS context, 
including eight sherds from at least three sugar bowls (based on their horizontal handles), might 
also be part of the same depositional episode. The sugar bowl handles are made up of intertwined 
elements with elaborate floral terminals, a feature found on some creamware tea wares and 
                                                
5 One printed sherd has the angular London or Grecian shape. The beginning date for this shape is generally given as 
1810 (Miller et al 2000:12), but the first mention of the shape is in a Wedgwood pattern book printed on paper with 
a watermark for 1802, so the beginning date is not firm (Miller 2011).  
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pitchers (Towner 1963 and 1978). Towner has illustrated particular molded handle terminals that 
can be attributed to specific potteries, but none of his illustrations match any of the three 
different styles of terminals on these sherds. 
 
Table 7.09: China Glaze sherds from FS 135 Feature FL 85. 
OBJECT SHERDS 
Teaware, General* 95 
Saucer 40 
Tea Cup 35 
Hollowware 17 
Bowl 11 
Mug 5 
Bowl, Small 4 
TOTAL 207 

*For the most part, these are sherds too small to determine if they are parts of cups or saucers. 
 
Two groups of ceramic sherds within Feature FL 85 might represent discrete household refuse 
deposits. A collection of 367 creamware sherds found in FS 173, many relatively large in size 
and showing use wear, may have come from a house cleaning episode. Sherds from other types 
of vessels were also recovered from FS 173, but in much lower quantities. Of the creamware 
sherds, 115 are from at least seventeen plates, 5 are from a single platter, and 66 are from at least 
6 other vessels that are either plates or platters. Eight of the identified plates have variations of 
the feather edge border, no two exactly alike (Images 7.82, 7.83, 7.84 and 7.85). One vessel, 
which has a relatively dark color and thus was probably made before 1780 (Miller et al 2000:12), 
has an unusual molded rim with fleur-de-lys and smaller elements hanging from a beaded line 
that follows the line of the scalloped rim. The other plates are varied: at least three have Royal 
rims and one has the Queen’s rim; two are octagonal with a band of molded diamonds around 
their rims; and the last has a molded rococo shell edge motif which is uncolored. One of the 
Royal rim plates has a significant manufacturing defect in the form of a glazed-over chunk of 
clay on the back of the marly. 
 
The platter is oval shaped with a Royal rim, a common combination, but has a very uncommon 
mark on its base: incised in script under the glaze is the word “Blackly” (Images 7.86 and 7.87). 
The writing is flowing and very legible. The capital B stands alone, the letters "lack" are 
connected, and the letters “l” and “y” are also connected with the tail of the “y” curling back into 
the space between the “B” and “l”. No potter with this name has been identified, but it is possible 
that the name is for a retailer or even for a specific customer, although the latter is less likely. 
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Image 7.82: Creamware plate rim sherd with beads and fleur-de-lys pattern,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 173.374). 
 

 
Image 7.83: Dark creamware plate rim sherd with  

variation of feather edge pattern, Feature FL 85 (FS 173.371). 
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Image 7.84: Creamware plate sherds with variations of feather edge pattern,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 173.372). 
 

 
Image 7.85: Creamware plate sherd, uncolored shell edge rococo pattern, 

Feature FL 85 (FS 173.375). 
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Image 7.86: Creamware feather edge platter base inscribed “Blackly”,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 173.352). 
 

 
Image 7.87: Creamware feather edge platter, reverse inscribed “Blackly”,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 173.352). 
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The other creamware tablewares from FS 173 include sherds (one from a large hollowware and 
the other too small for identification of its form) with molded bands of alternating solid and 
hollow diamonds, very similar to those on the two octagonal plates. Two large base sherds from 
two hollowwares molded in the Royal shape are probably from a large- and a medium-sized 
compotier or salad dish (specialized serving bowls) (Towner 1963). The tall footrings are molded 
in one piece with the vessels’ bodies in a roughly rectangular, irregular outline (Image 7.88). A 
number—at least ten—of common hemispheric-shaped bowls are also in this assemblage; most 
of the sherds do not make up enough of the vessels for their precise diameters to be calculated, 
but seven are either small or medium sized and three are large vessels, probably punch bowls. No 
mends between base and body or rim sherds were identified, but eight bowl rim sherds have 
rouletted bands of small beads beneath their rims and overglaze painted floral motifs. 
 
In addition to the creamware tableware sherds, six sherds from four white salt-glazed stoneware 
plates were recovered: one with the dot, diaper and basket motif; another with the barley corn 
motif; the third with the bead and reel motif; and the last undecorated, which is rather unusual for 
this ware. 

 

 
Image 7.88: Creamware base, possible Royal Rim compotier or salad dish,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 173.356). 
 

Another discrete ceramic assemblage within Feature FL 85 was recovered in FS 244 and 
extended into at least FS 243 and 245 to the east and west. Other types of artifacts were present 
in these locations, including a stoneware kiln pad from FS 245, indicating that the deposit is 
mixed. However, the large and mendable creamware, white salt-glazed stoneware, Nottingham 
sherds, Jackfield type sherds, and Chinese porcelain sherds (and perhaps also the bottle glass) 
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might represent vessels discarded from one source. Many of the sherds were relatively large in 
size, particularly those from the white salt-glazed stoneware plates. Some had noticeable use 
wear. 
 
Creamware is by far the most common ware type from the FS 244 area concentration within 
Feature FL 85 (Table 7.10). More than half (n=420) of the materials within this ceramic 
concentration were from FS 244, with 216 from FS 245 and 107 from FS 243.  
 
Table 7.10: Ceramic ware types from FS 243, 244, and 245 concentration in Feature FL 85. 

WARE TYPE SHERDS PERCENT 
Creamware 743 62.6% 
White Salt Glazed 107 9.0% 
Pearlware 93 7.8% 
Porcelain, Chinese Export 57 4.8% 
Jackfield Type 55 4.6% 
Nottingham Type 50 4.2% 
All Other Ware Types 82 6.9% 
TOTAL 1187   

 
Plate sherds were the most numerous of those creamware sherds whose forms could be 
identified; in addition, many (n=131) of the “indeterminate” form sherds are probably from plate 
or platter bases (Table 7.11). 
 
Table 7.11: Creamware sherds from FS 243, 244, and 245 concentration in Feature FL 85.  

OBJECT SHERDS 
Bowl 5 
Bowl, Small 7 
Hollowware 208 
Indeterminate 281 
Lid 2 
Mug 21 
Pitcher 3 
Plate 131 
Platter/Dish 17 
Saucer 23 
Tableware, General 6 
Tea Cup 12 
Tea Pot 5 
Teaware, General 8 
TOTAL 729 
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The creamware plate and platter rim sherds from the FS 244 area concentration within Feature 
FL 85 were molded in several patterns: the Royal pattern (n=43), a variety of feather edge 
patterns (n=26), a border of open and closed diamonds on an octagonal shape (n=12), and one 
Queen’s rim pattern. The white salt-glazed stoneware plate sherds, although less numerous, were 
larger and in some cases represented between a quarter to two-thirds of the original vessel6. 
Thirty-two sherds from at least six vessels were molded in the barley corn pattern; forty-one, 
from at least four vessels, have the Queen’s rim; six, from at least two plates, have feather edge 
motifs; and two, each from a separate vessel, have the bead and reel motif (Images 7.89 and 
7.90). Two sherds from the same vessel have a motif that has reeding on the Queen’s rim, a 
pattern called “Reeded F2” in Angelika Keuttner’s list of white salt-glaze motifs on plates 
excavated at Williamsburg (Skerry and Hood 2009:232) (Image 7.91).  
 

 

 
Image 7.89: White salt glazed stoneware plate with feather edge variation from the FS 244 area 

concentration within Feature FL 85 (FS 244.57). 
 

                                                
6 The true size of the collected undecorated vessels may actually be larger, but due to the difficulty of mending plain 
creamware sherds and limited budget time for vessel reassembly for this project, only minimal mends have currently 
been identified. 
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Image 7.90: White salt glazed stoneware plate sherd with a “woven” pattern from the FS 244 

area concentration within Feature FL 85 (FS 244.111) (see Skerry and Hood 2009:237). 
 

 
Image 7.91: White salt glazed stoneware with reeded Queen’s pattern from the FS 244 area 

concentration within Feature FL 85 (FS 243.54). 
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With the exception of one chamber pot sherd, the pearlware sherds with identifiable forms from 
this deposit came from teawares and small to medium sized bowls, all with painted China glaze-
style motifs (Images 7.92 and 7.93). The identifiable forms of the Chinese porcelain sherds are 
mostly teawares, although four sherds representing two or three plates are also present. The 
Chinese-made vessels are underglaze painted in blue (n=35, including the four plate sherds) and 
overglaze painted in polychrome (n=17). Of the fifty-five Jackfield type sherds, some of which 
are probably true Jackfield based on their very thin dark bodies and lustrous black glazes, twelve 
are from at least three tea pots, including a complete finial molded in a bird shape (Image 7.94). 
Some of the remainder of these type of sherds identified simply as “hollowwares” are 
undoubtedly from these teapots, but some are probably from bowls or pitchers/creamers based on 
their rounded tooled bases. 
 
Another type recovered in the assemblage, Nottingham stoneware, was developed in England at 
the end of the seventeenth century and made until the early-nineteenth century, although 
production declined after 1775 (Maryland Archaeological Conservation Lab 2002). Of the fifty 
Nottingham sherds from this assemblage, only five, from at least three mugs and one porringer, 
are large enough for their forms to be identified with certainty. Many of the “hollowware” sherds 
are also probably from mugs, a common form for this ware; their decorations consist of reeding 
and rouletted motifs. The two porringer rim sherds are undecorated, but there might have been 
decoration on the missing sections. 
 
 

 
Image 7.92: China glaze painted pearlware teacup, house and tree pattern from the FS 244 area 

concentration within Feature FL 85 (FS 244.70). 
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Image 7.93: China glaze painted pearlware saucer, trellis boarder from the FS 244 area 

concentration within Feature FL 85 (FS 244.77). 
 

 
Image 7.94: Bird shaped Jackfield teapot finial from the FS 244 area concentration within 

Feature FL 85 (FS 244.59). 
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A collection of three earthenware sherds, two stoneware sherds, and one porcelain sherd 
illustrate what might have been in a typical genteel New York City household during the last 
decades of the eighteenth-century: creamware and white salt-glazed stoneware on the table and 
for some tea wares, Chinese porcelain and China glaze pearlware on the tea table along with 
elegant black teapots; and brown Nottingham stoneware mugs for beer, ale, and cider.  
 
One of the most interesting sherds recovered during the current excavations, the base of a punch 
bowl that has been trimmed for a secondary use (Image 7.95)7, also came from this assemblage 
(FS 243.49). Based on its printed pattern, the original soft-paste porcelain vessel was made in 
Liverpool by either Philip Christian and Company (1765-1778) or in the early years of 
production by Seth Pennington (1778-1799) (Watney 1997: 35 fig. 129 and 101 fig. 399). The 
punch bowl features a landscape decoration with a prominent bridge and a building printed in 
blue under the glaze. Whatever secondary use this bowl base was subjected to has left a 
considerable amount of wear (scratch and probably cut marks) on the exterior of the sherd within 
the area bounded by the tall foot ring, a part of the vessel that would be very unlikely to have 
wear from normal use. Perhaps the base was used to hold small items or served as a very large 
gaming piece, although neither activity would account for the heavy wear. 
 
 

  
Images 7.95: Liverpool made porcelain punch bowl base that has been re-worked  

for an undetermined secondary use, from the FS 244 area concentration  
within Feature FL 85 (FS 243.49). 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
7 Though discussed within the household section due to its original function, this artifact has been catalogued as 
Indeterminate. 
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Unique or Interesting Artifacts 
Among the most interesting sherds within the Feature FL 85 assemblage are the thirty-one made 
of creamware (produced ca. 1762-1820) and decorated with the blue painted motifs commonly 
seen on China glaze pearlware (ca. 1775-1810). The first use of Chinese motifs painted in blue 
underglaze was on creamware vessels such as these, a combination that, as Miller and Hunter 
note, “did not successfully mimic the look of Chinese or English blue-on-white porcelain” 
(Miller and Hunter 2001:136). Adding cobalt to both the body and the glaze produced what 
archaeologists’ today call pearlware, a much better canvas for blue painted motifs. The vessels 
represented by the blue-painted creamware sherds from Feature FL 85 (Table 7.12) were 
probably made ca. 1775-1785 during the early years of China glaze production. 
 
With the exception of some of the miscellaneous hollowware sherds and two saucer sherds, each 
sherd is from a separate vessel. The most common motif on those sherds large enough for the 
motif to be identified is the “house and tree” design, a very common motif on China glaze 
painted pearlware vessels, as noted above.  
 
Table 7:12: Creamware sherds with blue painted chinoiserie motifs Feature FL 85. 

OBJECT SHERDS 
Flatware 2 
Hollowware 16 
Indeterminate 1 
Plate 1 
Tableware, General 1 
Tea Cup 3 
Saucer 3 
Bowl, Small 2 
Teaware, General 2 
TOTAL 31 

 
Two unmended saucer sherds (FS 156.57) feature fluted bodies, a beaded band around the base 
on the interior, and a blue painted motif, probably of a house, superimposed on the body without 
regard for the molded shape, a style common to creamware saucers (Image 7.96). Ceramic 
artifact FS 156.61 is also molded and is probably some sort of deep serving vessel (Image 7.97). 
This deep vessel has a Royal rim shape that continues on to the body to form ridge-edged lobes 
on the interior with large molded floral/foliar motifs atop the ridges and molded swags 
connecting the ridge-top elements, both painted blue in the manner of molded shell-edged 
motifs. The molded swags can be seen and felt on the back of the sherd in reverse. The plate and 
remaining saucer (FS 239.134 and FS 246.10), of which only rim sherds remain, are painted with 
a trellis pattern, a very common rim motif on Chinese porcelain throughout the eighteenth 
century (Madsen and White 2011). 
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Image 7.96: Fluted China glaze painted pearlware saucer with a beaded creamware style band 

and a house and tree motif, Feature FL 85 (FS 156.57). 
 

 
Image 7.97: China glaze painted creamware, Royal Rim and molded motif c. 1790,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 156.61). 
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Conversely, FS 151.963, Vessel C-063 is a different type of transitional creamware/pearlware 
(Image 7.98). It has a pearlware body molded in the Royal rim shape with painted elements of 
the house and tree motif (two stylized rocks and water) on the marly and a large-sized house and 
tree motif on the face. It was a well-used vessel as evidenced by the heavy wear on part of its 
small round foot ring and the moderate wear on its face.  
 

 
Image 7.98: China glaze painted pearlware plate,  

Royal shape with house and tree motif recovered, Feature FL 85 (Vessel C-063). 
 
 
FS 170.17 is part of a large creamware mug with elaborate floral handle terminals that are 
identical to some illustrated by Towner (1978:163-164, 211) (Image 7.99). Towner’s Figure 87 
shows a pitcher (called a jug by the English) with the same handle terminals except that those on 
FS 170.17 are more sharply molded, probably because the mold was less worn when the mug 
was made. The molded band around the rim of the pitcher is the same as around the base of the 
mug. Towner identifies the handle terminals as made at the Rothwell Pottery, four miles 
southeast of Leeds in Yorkshire. 
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Image 7.99: Creamware mug with molded floral handle terminals probably made at  

the Rothwell pottery in Yorkshire, Feature FL 85 (FS 170.17). 
 
 
FS 165.56 and 165.57 both have floral motifs elaborately molded in high relief along with bands 
of beading, though the beads are of different sizes (Images 7.100 and 7.101). FS 165.57 is from a 
sugar bowl with composite horizontal handles. It is likely that these sherds are parts of vessels 
from a fancy matching tea set. In FS 157, additional tea vessels with overglaze painted motifs 
were found. These sherds, from at least five different vessels including a coffee can (shaped like 
a small mug), all have floral motifs. Although no two are exactly alike, the differences between 
the sherds does not necessarily mean that the vessels came from different potteries. Though 
pottery decorators were commonly given set images to copy from, exact replication is more 
common on painted pearlwares than on creamwares for a variety of reasons (notwithstanding the 
fact that decoration differences are generally more apparent on underglaze painted pearlware 
vessels with the same pattern). 
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Image 7.100: Creamware sherd with molded floral and bead motif, 

Feature FL 85 (FS 165.56). 
 

 
Image 7.101: Creamware sherd with molded floral and bead motif above molded handle,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 165.57). 
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Sherds from some specialized tablewares were found in the Feature FL 85 assemblage. FS 
166.41 is a sherd from a large creamware chestnut basket or possibly a cruet stand (Image 
7.102). FS 160.18 is a base sherd from a large vessel with a hollow stem attached as a separately 
made piece (Image 7.103). The vessel’s body is molded in flutes/petals with incised lines. Based 
on comparisons to vessels illustrated in the Leeds Pottery catalogue (Towner 1963), the vessel 
could be a cheese stand/salver (#211), a large tureen (#172, 153-155), or an ice pail (#93 and 94). 
 
 
 

 
Image 7.102: Creamware basket weave sherd, Feature FL 85 (FS 166.41). 
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Image 7.103: Large creamware serving vessel base, Feature FL 85 (FS 160.18). 

 
 

Image 7.104 (Vessels C-015, C-087, and C-086) illustrates both the common and uncommon rim 
treatments on creamware plates from Feature FL 85 in particular, and from late eighteenth-
century archaeological assemblages in general. Feature FL 85 Vessel C-015 has the common 
Royal rim shape, Vessel C-086 has the common feather edge motif, but Vessel C-087 has a very 
unusual motif. Many common variations on the Royal and feather edge rim motifs from molds 
with slight differences in their patterns were found in this assemblage, though the motif on C-087 
(Image 7.105), a sherd from an unidentified tableware from FS 166.26 (Image 7.106), and a plate 
sherd from FS 242.5 are unique. Plate sherds with the same pattern as FS 242.5 were excavated 
at Williamsburg from two contexts, one dating 1765-1770 and the other after 1810 (Noël Hume 
1990). The Williamsburg archaeologists described this pattern as “three widely spaced fronds” 
and identified it as the same seen on a strawberry dish and stand in Towner’s reproduction of the 
1783 Design Book of the Leeds Pottery (Towner 1963 Plate 19). 
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Image 7.104: Late eighteenth century creamware rim styles,  

Feature FL 85 (Vessels C-015, C-087, C-086). 
 

 
Image 7.105: Detail of creamware rim style, feather edge  

variation with single and double pendant elements, Feature FL 85 (Vessel C-087). 
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Image 7.106: Detail of creamware rim style, feather edge variation,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 166.26). 
 
A number of creamware sherds had turned decoration (Table 7.13). Vessels could be turned on a 
horizontal lathe when they were leather hard, in the same manner as wooden vessels, to create 
bands. Reciprocating lathes were used to create more complicated patterns, which are referred to 
by ceramic historians as “engine-turned” motifs8. The variety of vessel forms with turned bands 
is unusual for New York City archaeological assemblages as mugs and pitchers are the most 
common vessels with this decoration.  
 
Table 7.13: Creamware sherds with turned bands from Feature FL 85. 
OBJECT SHERDS 
Bowl, General  19 
Bowl, Small  1 
Hollowware  157 
Mug  12 
Pitcher  4 
Tableware, General  6 
Chamber pots 26 
TOTAL 225 

 
 

                                                
8 A video of a contemporary potter using lathes can be seen at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-7twF5_chU 
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Stoneware 
Eighteenth and nineteenth century New York City archaeological assemblages almost always 
include utilitarian salt-glazed stoneware vessels because stoneware potters were working in 
Manhattan from the 1720s onward (Ketchum 1987). The assemblage from Feature FL 85 
includes vessels that are similar to those made by early regional potters found during excavations 
at the African Burial Ground, which had also used as a dumping spot for pottery wasters by the 
Crolius and Remmey potters (Janowitz 2008).  
 
Vessel C-048 (from FS 156) is a not particularly well-potted jar as its loop handle is attached at a 
distinct angle (one of the handle attachments has broken off), however it has a nicely painted 
spiral and spiral/butterfly motif that was common to the Crolius and Remmey potters during the 
eighteenth century (Images 7.107 and 7.108). FS 156.72 (Image 7.109) is a small sherd with an 
elaborate rouletted or incised motif that resembles icicles; this type of motif has been found only 
on mid-to late eighteenth century vessels (Janowitz 2008). 
 
 

 
Images 7.107: Stoneware jar with spiral decoration, Feature FL 85 (Vessel C-048).  
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Image 7.108: Stoneware jar with spiral decoration, Feature FL 85 (Vessel C-048). Note the 

misplacement of the handle attachment, visible as a scar on the left. 
 

 
Image 7.109: Mid – late eighteenth century stoneware sherd with  

Crolius Remmey style rouletting of long vertical icicles, Feature FL 85 (FS 156.72).  
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During the nineteenth century, stoneware potters generally confined themselves to forms used 
for food and beverage storage (jars and jugs), food preparation (churns), and sanitary purposes 
(chamber pots and spittoons). However, during the eighteenth century, especially before the 
Revolution, tablewares and, rarely, teawares were also made (Janowitz 2008). FS 198.59 is a rim 
sherd from a plate or possibly a bowl with a rim decorated with an incised geometric motif filled 
in with cobalt blue (Image 7.110). The decoration and form are German, which is not surprising 
given the German training of the first New York stoneware potters. Similar plate sherds were 
locally excavated at the African Burial Ground and at nearby City Hall Park (Perry et al 2009; 
Bankoff and Loorya 2008). 
 

 
Image 7.110: Incised and painted stoneware tableware, Feature FL 85 (FS 198.59). 

 
 
FS 173.187 is about two-thirds of a large stoneware jug that might not have been made in New 
York City (Image 7.111). It has a hard, buff-colored body with a brown exterior and unglazed 
interior, and on its midsection there are a series of horizontal bands that might be very rough, 
unsmoothed turn rings or lightly incised lines. 
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Image 7.111: Large stoneware jug, Feature FL 85 (FS 173.187). 

 
 
French Earthenwares 
FS 198.37 is a large French faience (tin-glazed) plate sherd painted around the rim in a 
characteristic style in green, blue, and purple (Image 7.112). FS 198.36 is another French-made 
faience plate with a single band of blue around the rim. 
 
FS 156.65 is a tin-glazed porringer with a solid triangular handle (many tin-glazed porringer 
handles are pierced) painted in green and dark green with a series of closely spaced lines (Image 
7.113). The vessel also has a dark buff body with a crack that is filled-in with glaze. Unlike most 
porringers, this example appears to have a small lip for a lid. The country of origin of this vessel 
has not been determined, but its unusual form and decoration might point to French or Italian 
manufacture. 
 
FS 151.116 is part of a large, almost straight handle, probably from a large pitcher, with an 
uneven green glaze (Image 7.114). In shape and color it resembles vessels made at potteries in 
the western French town of Saintonge, found in the 1759 Le Machault wreck (Barton 1977, 
Sullivan 1986). FS 256.9 is a sherd from this same pitcher or a similar one. 
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Image 7.112: French faience plate sherd with  

 characteristic green, blue and purple decoration, Feature FL 85 (FS 198.37).  
 

 
Image 7.113: Faience porringer handle with green painted decoration, possibly French,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 156.65). 
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Image 7.114: French faience green glazed handle, Feature FL 85 (FS 151.116). 

 
Redware 
FS 151.31, a base sherd from a small bowl, is one of two sherds made ca. 1740-1820 in the style 
commonly seen in wares made by Philadelphia and Lower Delaware Valley potters (Image 
7.115). Small bowls were decorated with slips applied on their interiors, which either covered the 
interior or were swirled to create large petals (Dent et al. 1997). Pennsylvania redware bowls are 
almost always hollowed out on their interiors to create a well, however, this was not done on the 
FS 151 vessel. FS 151.31 is not very well potted and has a rather coarse body and a squashed 
foot ring. The exterior has fingerprints, maybe from smoothing flaws in the form. It was possibly 
trimmed for a secondary use, perhaps as a large gaming piece. 
 
 

 
Image 7.115: Coarse-bodied redware vessel with heavy wear, Feature FL 85 (FS 151.31). 
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Vessels C-012 and 013 are two redware basins, or milk pans. They have a dark brown glaze with 
darker brown streaks and spots and rough, unglazed exteriors. They are both partially mended to 
two-thirds of their full size. Both are rather large, with an approximate 8” diameter base and 15” 
mouth. Vessel C-012 also has an “X” incised on the bottom of the vessel (Images 7.116, 7.117 
and 7.118).  
 
 

 
Image 7.116: Large redware basin or milk pan, Feature FL 85 (Vessel C-012). 
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Image 7.117: Profile of large redware basin or milk pan, Feature FL 85 (Vessel C-012). 

 

 
Image 7.118: Detail of incised “X” on base of Vessel C-012. 
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Vessel C-012 is the second item in this assemblage to bear the “X” mark; the other is a pipe bowl 
that was noted earlier. It has been speculated that the cross or “X” inside a circle is a basic, 
though powerful, cosmological symbol (Image 7.119) generally accepted to be religious in 
nature. In some traditional African religions, the lines of the cross signify the division between 
the worlds of the dead and the living (Ferguson 1992). Identical symbols are found inscribed on 
artifacts from archaeological sites once inhabited by African Americans, indicating that those of 
African descent living in America were utilizing similar symbols (Ferguson 1992:111; Schroedl 
and Ahlman 2002). The crosses tend to be inscribed on the base of circular vessels. These 
inscribed vessels may be related to the manufacture of traditional Kongo medicines, or nkisi, and 
would have held objects or materials of power (Ferguson 1992:114; Wilkie 1997:98). 
 
A redware plate with an “X” inscribed on the base was recovered from the Hendrick I. Lott 
House in Brooklyn, New York, a nineteenth-century farmstead. Additionally, corncobs were 
placed in this formation beneath the floorboards of an attic/garret space along with other ritual 
objects. The Lott family was among the largest slave-owning families in that area (Bankoff, 
Ricciardi, and Loorya 2001). In Manhattan, a reassessment of the Assay Site identified the bowl 
of a spoon with three “X”s marked on its base (Cantwell and Wall 2001). A glass tumbler 
marked with an “X” inside a circle was found at City Hall Park within a Bridewell deposit 
(Chrysalis Archaeology and URS 2013). A similarly marked pebble was found during the South 
Ferry excavation (AKRF et al 2012). Alternate possibilities also exist for the meaning of the “X” 
mark on this vessel from Fulton Street, from counting stock to marking ownership of the vessel. 
 

 
Image 7.119: Example of the traditional cosmogram. 

 
Four sherds from two nearby contexts (FS 196 and 198) stand out in this collection because of 
their very coarse temper. FS 198.114 is a base sherd from an unknown hollowware; the others 
are body sherds (Images 7.120, 7.121, 7.122 and 7.123). FS 198.114 and one of the two sherds in 
FS 196.131 are most likely from the same vessel, but the other sherd from 196.131 and the single 
sherd from FS 198.99 are probably from separate vessels. All the sherds have very similar 
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brownish red/gray bodies with visible temper composed of both grit and grog and yellow lead 
glazes on their interiors (one of the FS 196 sherds has a small spot of green in the glaze). Their 
temper and thin glaze resembles that seen in a colonoware vessel excavated from an eighteenth-
century Philadelphia privy (Deborah L. Miller, personal communication). It is important to note 
that, by definition, colonoware is not turned on a potter’s wheel. Unlike the Philadelphia privy 
examples, The Feature FL 85 vessels are wheel-made rather than coiled and so did not fit into the 
colonoware category. North Devon gravel-tempered earthenwares have very coarse temper, but 
their thick pink/gray bodies and green or brown glazes are unlike the Feature FL 85 sherds. At 
present, the source of these vessels is unknown. 
 

 
Image 7.120: Sherd with coarse grit and grog temper, Feature FL 85 (FS 198.114). 

 

 
Image 7.121: Coarse tempered vessel sherd with yellow lead glaze, Feature FL 85 (FS 198.99). 
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Image 7.122: Coarse tempered vessel sherd, Feature FL 85 (FS 196.131). 

 
 

 
Image 7.123: Coarse tempered vessel sherd with interior yellow lead glaze,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 198.114). 
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Glass Objects 
Glass objects are well represented in the Feature FL 85 assemblage. Of the 7,007 glass artifacts 
in the Household category, 6,815 are bottle glass. This number is the total count, including 
smaller shards as well as large pieces and complete bases and finishes. Pieces smaller than 
approximately 2.5 cm (1”) with no defining manufacture or other identifying characteristics were 
discarded in the field because of the large volume of glass encountered during the project. Table 
7.14 provides a shard count of the various types of glass objects recovered. 
 
Table 7.14: Glass artifacts by object type. 
OBJECT SHARD COUNT  PERCENTAGE OF GLASS 
Bottle 1461 20.85% 
Bottle, Beer/Soda  3 .04% 
Bottle, Case  262 3.73% 
Bottle, Liquor  4213 60.12% 
Bottle, Medicine  2 .02% 
Bottle, Panel  8 .11% 
Bottle, Wine  865 12.34% 
Bowl  1 .01% 
Container Glass  112 1.59% 
Decanter  1 .01% 
Drinking Vessel  33 .47% 
Flask  1 .01% 
Glass Fragment  3 .04% 
Hollowware  9 .12% 
Indeterminate  2 .02% 
Shot Glass  1 .01% 
Stemware  24 .34% 
Tumbler  6 .08% 
TOTAL 7007  

 
The wine and liquor bottles identified from Feature FL 85 come in varying shapes and sizes: 
long and short necked bottles; champagne-style, rounded and horizontal shouldered bottles; and 
case bottles. All of the bottles were blown and most are identifiable as free blown, based on the 
asymmetry of the bases and the presence of pontil scars combined with the lack of mold lines. 
However, a large number of the glass shards recovered were too heavily patinated for 
identification of the manufacturing method. A small amount of the identifiable assemblage, less 
than 1%, is dip-mold blown. Dip molds are a very simple, basic type of mold that was common 
in the early eighteenth century (Lindsey 2014). Approximately one-third of the base fragments 
recovered contain identifiable pontil marks, mainly sand pontils, with some glass-tipped pontil 
scars and fewer open pontil marks. Of the identifiable finishes, over 90% are string rims. The 
majority of these are tooled, but many are crudely applied and asymmetrical. Over 100 corks are 
preserved in their bottles, approximately half of these with their wire closures still intact. One 
bottle has a detached glass blob seal reading “John Sacket 1764” (Image 7.124). 
 
At least some of the bottles probably came from neighborhood households. Good drinking water 
was not readily available in the late-eighteenth century and the Manhattan Company had not yet 
laid its wooden water pipes through the neighborhood when the deposit was created. Wells in 
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this area tended to be brackish due to their proximity to bodies of salt water. Additionally, water 
was frequently contaminated by lax sanitary practices. Beer, cider and rum were inexpensive and 
consumed frequently and those that could afford to often drank wine. 
 
A possible explanation for the presence of the large number of alcohol bottles throughout the 
Feature FL 85 deposit is that they may have come from a shipment/s of wine and/or other 
alcoholic beverages that were broken in transit and conveniently dumped into the water when the 
boat was at anchor. Bottles were somewhat scarce at that time and were often recycled by both 
public and private consumers, making it even less likely that this many bottles would derive 
solely from domestic trash (Busch 1987:67). Adding to the broken-in-transit probability is the 
fact that many of the bottles had intact corks, some with wire closures still in place. There would 
be no reason for throwing away this many unopened bottles unless they were already broken. It 
is also possible these came from a nearby tavern or establishment that sold beverages.  
 

 
Image 7.124: Seal from a glass bottle “John Sacket 1764”, Feature FL 85 (FS 156.106). 

 
A small 1% percent of the Household glass is clear or aqua bottle glass. Like the olive glass 
bottles, most of these were also mouth blown, though several are dip-molded. Five machine-
made sherds are considered intrusive to the deposit, recovered from areas where this context was 
mixed with overlying fill materials during excavation. Three are identifiable as beer or soda 
bottles.  
 
The seventy-four drinking vessels included fancy stemware, some with cut faceted stems, 
decorative trapped air bubbles, or opaque twists (Image 7.125). One drinking vessel (FS 
194.188) has an etched design that may have been letters, but not enough is present to be certain. 
Other glass drinking vessels include tumblers and a shot glass. Other elaborate glass items were a 
pedestaled bowl and an engraved decanter (Image 7.126).  
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Image 7.125: Stemware with opaque enamel double twist, Feature FL 85 (FS 177.156). 

 

 
Image 7.126: Decanter shoulder with engraved decoration, Feature FL 85 (FS 153.65). 
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Other Objects 
The remainder of the Household assemblage, less than 1%, consists mainly of corks and wire 
bottle closures. Fourteen utensils - metal, wood, bone or a combination of these materials - were 
recovered. These include two wooden and four bone handles, two metal handles, two forks, and 
three spoons. Two of the items have letters or initials on the reverse side: “PB” on a spoon and 
an “H” or “I” on another utensil handle. At least two of the utensils may have been silver, 
including a large, oval spoon (possibly a serving spoon) with a molded floral decoration on its 
handle. One of the utensils had a polished bone or antler handle.  
 
The final object in the Household category is a wooden lid (FS 244.165). The lid is a thin, 14cm 
(5.5”) diameter disk with an angle measure symbol, or possibly the letters “AL”, scratched into 
both sides (Image 7.127). It is likely a lid to a cask or other vessel such as a pantry box or firkin. 
It had a beveled edge that was probably designed to create a better fit onto the container. 
 

 
Image 7.127: Wooden lid or lid liner inscribed with an angle measure,  

Feature FL 85 (FS 244.165). 
 
Summary 
The Feature FL 85 assemblage as a whole can be dated to the late-eighteenth century. Almost all 
of the recovered ceramic wares and forms and identifiable glasswares were in production prior to 
1785. One creamware rim pattern, the octagonal rim, is assigned the earliest date of 1790 by 
George Miller, but this is a general common use date and does not indicate a hard beginning date 
for this form’s production (Miller et al 2000). Other than pearlware, most of the ware types in the 
assemblage were popular by the mid-1700s if not earlier, including creamware, which was the 
most heavily represented ware type found in Feature FL 85. 
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Both commercial and residential items are represented in the assemblage. The commercial items 
included a large number of shoes and shoe leather, almost certainly from a shoemaker’s trash. In 
1786, the Daily Advertiser announced that Garret Sickels, boot and shoemaker, had moved from 
Burling Slip to Beekman Slip, facing Colonel William Malcolm’s property (New York Daily 
Advertiser, 10 Aug 1786:4). New York City Directories list other boot and shoemaker shops 
around the slip area in 1795 and 1799 and it is possible that the shoe leather refuse was from one 
of these shops (New York Directory 1795; Longworth 1799). The several sewing pins found in 
the deposit could have come from one of the tailor shops listed from 1794 onward, or the hatter 
at 19 Beekman Slip. 
 
Other remnants of local business and manufacturing are also present in the assemblage, 
suggested by the several crucibles found along with slag. The crucibles were small and of the 
type used by artisans working with precious or semi-precious metals. Directories show a 
coppersmith at 9 Beekman Slip in 1798 (Longworth 1798). Several watch and clock makers 
appear in both the 1786 and 1798 directories and may have had use for metal crucibles (Franks 
1786; Longworth 1798). In 1796, Charles Miller opened a manufactory of copper, tin and lead at 
21 Beekman Slip where he intended to make architectural and plumbing components as well as 
stills (New York Daily Advertiser, 23 Aug 1796:3).  
 
The liquor bottles and smoking pipes found in large quantities likely come from commercial 
sources as well. Approximately 6,800 artifacts were identified as bottle glass, representing 
44.68% of the Household category and approximately 29.67% of the entire assemblage. Clay 
pipes numbered 1,414, comprising 6.15% of the entire assemblage. Taken together, the number 
of bottles and the large number of plain, inexpensive smoking pipes suggest a recreational 
establishment. During the Revolutionary period, Jasper Drake ran a tavern on Water Street near 
Beekman Slip. It is not known how long the tavern was in operation, but another tavern is listed 
in the 1797 Directory at 16 Beekman Slip (Longworth 1797). 
 
A range of ware types identified within the Feature FL 85 exhibited use wear that indicate these 
pieces came from residential sources. Creamware tablewares, porcelain and china glaze 
decorated teawares, Jackfield-type teapots, and stoneware are all representative of a typical 
household assemblage from the period of this deposit.  
 
Taken as a whole, the Feature FL 85 assemblage supports the information from historical 
documents that depict the Seaport area as a diverse merchant-class commercial and residential 
neighborhood. Much of the character of the assemblage (i.e. the variety of wares, some of which 
were more expensive) can be attributed to the presence of large numbers of merchants in the 
community due to the value of the items and their access to commodities from all over the world; 
goods were shipped to New York from the Caribbean, Europe and Asia. Merchants would have 
sold these goods as well as retaining some of their best products for themselves and their 
families. Additionally, many of the local businesses reflected in the assemblage are 
representative of the service industries necessary to support a mercantile economy (e.g., tailor 
and cobbler). In total, this deposit offers a glimpse of the mix of middle and upper class 
residential materials and commercial industries from the late-eighteenth century Seaport 
neighborhood centered on Beekman Slip. 
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PECK SLIP 
 
FEATURE PS 15  
 
Feature PS 15 (FS 25) was a dense, discrete ceramic deposit recovered from the north side of 
Peck Slip between Front and Water Streets (Map 7.08). Only partially recovered due to limits to 
the project’s construction boundaries, Feature PS 15 yielded 6,634 artifacts. Of the materials 
recovered, all but 77 items are ceramic, and 6,538 of the ceramic sherds are refined earthenware. 
Table 7.15 provides a breakdown of the assemblage by functional category and Table 7.16 
provides a breakdown of the dominant ware types.  
 
The Feature PS 15 deposit was a commercial dump of goods intended for retail that were likely 
damaged during shipment and thus not suitable for sale. The assemblage is dominated by 
multiples of the same vessel form and ware type and there are few ware types present. All of the 
vessels appear to lack use wear. The majority of the ceramic sherds are plain creamware 
(n=2942), red bodied wares with white slip (n=1290), undecorated pearlware (n=1154), 
pearlware edgeware (n=831), and polychrome painted pearlware (n=247). Unlike most other 
commercial deposits, this assemblage is highly fragmented with limited opportunities for 
reconstructions or definitive identifications of object or vessel forms. A large majority of the 
ceramic sherds could only be identified as generalized hollowware. The large number of 
undecorated or indeterminate creamware and pearlware sherds is also in part due to the high 
level of fragmentation.  
 
Table 7.15: Artifact counts by category from Feature PS 15. 
FUNCTIONAL 
GROUP 

ARTIFACT 
COUNT 

PERCENTAGE 

Architectural 12 0.18% 
Faunal 39 0.59% 
Household 6262 94.39% 
Indeterminate 127 1.91% 
Personal 14 0.21% 
Sanitary 180 2.71% 
TOTAL 6634  

 
 
Table 7.16: Ware types within Feature PS 15. 

WARE TYPE SHERDS PERCENTAGE OF DEPOSIT 
Creamware, Undecorated or 
Indeterminate 

2942 44.34% 

Pearlware, Shell Edge 831 12.52% 
Pearlware, Polychrome painted 247 3.72% 
Pearlware, Undecorated or Indeterminate 1154 17.39% 
Red bodied, white slip 1290 19.44% 
TOTAL 6464 97.43% 
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Map 7.08: Peck Slip excavation plan view centered on Feature PS 15. 
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Plain undecorated creamware (ca. 1762 – 1820) is the dominant ware type in Feature PS 15. 
Though some sherds were identifiable as bowls, pitchers or chamber pots, the majority of the 
sherds could only be identified as hollowware.  
 
Among the identifiable creamwares are 10 engine-turned sherds from multiple hollowware 
vessels, including one pitcher (Image 7.128); 24 cordoned creamware sherds representing at least 
2 pitchers; and 11 banded sherds. The majority of identified forms are bowls (n=228) that can be 
partially mended, a minimum of 6 pitchers (based on number of spouts), and 1 teacup.  
 
There are 15 sherds of a dendritic mocha bowl, the only example of this ware type in the 
assemblage and thus likely from an outside source instead of part of the original commercial 
deposit. Ubiquity of design and form suggest these sherds belonged to a single large bowl.  
 

 

 
Image 7.128: Creamware pitcher recovered, Feature PS 15 (FS 25.304). 

 
 
Pearlware (ca. 1775 – 1840) is the second most common ceramic type within the deposit, with 
2,238 sherds representing over 35% of the category. The majority of pearlwares identified, 1,119 
sherds, do not display any decorative elements, but are likely body sherds of the numerous shell-
edge vessels in the deposit. There are 610 blue and 221 green shell-edge rim sherds with straight 
impressed lines (Image 7.129). These shell-edge decorated sherds were produced between ca. 
1800 and 1825. Ten similar pieces with curved impressed lines, produced between ca. 1810 and 
1835, provide an 1810 TPQ for the Feature PS 15 assemblage (Miller 2011). Some of the shell-
edge pearlwares can be partially mended and their form identified. At least 5 large serving dishes 
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are represented and there appear to be multiple bowls. The vast majority of shell-edge pearlwares 
(89.5%) are flatware vessels. No use-wear is visible on the recovered pearlwares.  
 

 
Image 7.129: Green shell-edge pearlware, Feature PS 15 (FS 25.98). 

 
 
Additional pearlwares include hand-painted designs. Polychrome floral designs using earthen 
yellow and brown colors are present on the 244 painted pearlwares. Six floral design styles 
appear across the painted pearlwares, all teawares that could be partially mended (Images 7.130, 
7.131, 7.132 and 7.133). Of the vessels with identifiable forms, small bowls or saucers appear in 
three brown and yellow decorative styles, represented by 146 sherds. Teacups include two 
decorative styles, represented by 92 sherds. There are nine printed pearlware sherds, including an 
Old Blue printed saucer and a Willow printed bowl. As with the creamware mocha, these could 
be from an outside source rather than the main bulk of abandoned commercial material. 
Conversely, they could also have been represented in larger quantities if the remainder of the 
deposit had been recovered. 
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Image 7.130: Hand-painted polychrome pearlware floral motif teacup, Feature PS 15 (FS 25.75). 
 

 
Image 7.131: Hand-painted polychrome pearlware floral motif teacup,  

bowl interior, Feature PS 15 (FS 25.75). 
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Image 7.132: Hand-painted polychrome pearlware floral motif saucer,  

bowl interior, Feature PS 15 (FS 25.35). 
 

 
Image 7.133: Hand-painted polychrome pearlware floral motif teacup,  

bowl interior, Feature PS 15 (FS 25.48). 
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Red-bodied refined earthenware with a white slip (n=1,290) is the final dominant ware type in 
the Feature PS 15 deposit. These vessels are very uniform in style, exhibiting refined 
earthenware bodies featuring white slipped interiors and white banded slipped exterior 
decoration (Images 7.134, 7.135, and 7.136). The clay of these sherds is either a medium red 
tone or a very dark red that appears almost brown. The white-banded design is similar on all the 
vessels with only the number or width of the bands varying slightly. All of these sherds are from 
hollowwares, with 68 sherds representing a minimum of 3 different bowls, 10 sherds 
representing 2 jars, 35 sherds representing at least 4 jugs, and the remaining 1,074 sherds 
unidentifiable forms. Like the creamware and pearlware, the red-bodied wares lack use-wear 
marks.  
 
 

 
Image 7.134: Red-bodied refined earthenware with white slip mug, Feature PS 15 (FS 25.210). 
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Image 7.135: Red-bodied refined earthenware with wide  

white slip band, thinly applied, likely a jug, Feature PS 15 (FS 25.219). 
 

 
Image 7.136: Red-bodied refined earthenware bowl with white slip, Feature PS 15 (FS 25.261). 
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The majority of the ceramic artifacts from Feature PS 15 belong in the Household category. 
However, there are also both creamware and red-bodied with white slip chamber pots within the 
deposit catalogued as Sanitary (n=166) (Image 7.137). It is possible that some of the sherds 
catalogued as Household actually belong in the Sanitary category and attempts were made to 
differentiate between the two using vessel form and body sherd thickness. The Sanitary items are 
nearly all partially mended, with bases ranging from 11.1cm – 15cm (4.4” – 6”) in diameter and 
several matching rims. These vessels’ walls measure greater than .05cm (.2”) thick. None of the 
Sanitary items show any direct evidence of use wear, though this is more difficult to determine 
than with Household food service items.  
 

 
Image 7.137: Red-bodied refined earthenware with white slip chamber pot,  

Feature PS 15 (FS 25.292). 
 
There are 127 creamware sherds of Indeterminate function in the Feature PS 15 assemblage, 
meaning there were not enough identifying qualities to assign these sherd to either the Household 
or Sanitary category.  
 
Though the Feature PS 15 assemblage is overwhelmingly characterized by large numbers of like 
vessel forms and styles typical of a commercial deposit, there are other artifacts present that are 
likely from other sources. These include 17 coarse earthenwares, 2 Jackfield type lead glazed 
sherds, and 13 highly fragmented redware sherds. A combed and trailed slipware plate sherd is 
also present. The Personal category includes 12 shoe leather fragments. Of these, 3 fragments are 
pointed shoe soles, 4 are large round-toe soles, and 7 belong to heels. The remaining 2 Personal 
items are unmarked pipe stems. 
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The Feature PS 15 assemblage shows a significant degree of uniformity in ceramic ware type 
and decoration. Among the Household items, the decorative styles most commonly represented 
are evenly scalloped, straight line shell-edge (ca. 1800-1825); polychrome (yellow and brown) 
painted floral motif; and white-banded, red-bodied wares with an interior white slip (ca. 1770-
1820). There are also a large number of creamwares with minimal decoration. The consistency of 
decorative style and forms combined with the lack of use-wear and the discretely bound and 
sealed nature of this fill deposit indicate the material was sourced from a single shop or 
shipment, perhaps even from an original sales site, and discarded into the slip rather than 
utilized. It is possible that these materials were broken during shipment and were not viable for 
sale.  
 
Feature PS 15 represents a single dumping episode made into the partially filled Peck Slip 
waterway. The ca. 1810 TPQ is based upon the appearance of 10 shell-edge pearlwares with 
even scalloped rims and curved impressed lines. The majority (98%) of the recovered artifacts 
were produced only up to ca. 1820-1840, a range based on creamware and pearlware general 
production dates. The 1810 TPQ, coupled with an 1840 final production date and lack of use-
wear, suggests a deposition date between 1810 and 1840. 

 
FEATURE PS 23  
 
Feature PS 23 (FS 51) was a dense artifact deposit revealed during excavation into the south side 
of Peck Slip between Front and South Streets. The assemblage contains 6,254 artifacts from the 
approximately .76m by 6m (2.5’ by 2’) portion of the feature that was excavated (Maps 7.09 and 
7.10) (Table 7.17). An undefined portion of the deposit remains unexcavated below the Peck Slip 
roadway.  
 
The majority of the assemblage (98.2%) is made up of Household artifacts (n=6,145). Other 
groups represented are Sanitary (n=43), Faunal (n=24), Indeterminate (n=26) and Architectural 
(n=16). The Sanitary items are all pearlware/whiteware transitional ceramic chamber pots 
representing at least three vessels. The Indeterminate artifacts are all pearlware/whiteware 
transitional or whiteware ceramic bases that could not be definitively identified as either 
Household hollowwares or Sanitary chamber pots due to their relatively large, free-standing foot 
rings. Additional excavation of the feature or more intensive vessel mending might better 
identify these medium-size vessels as either Household or Sanitary items. Faunal items include 
eighteen fragmented mammal bones, three oyster shells, and three clamshells. Architectural 
artifacts include seven red brick fragments, one whole yellow brick and eight aqua window glass 
fragments.  
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Map 7.09: Feature PS 23 plan view with projected potential feature boundaries. 
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Map 7.10: Feature PS 23 south, west, and north profiles. 
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Table 7.17: Feature PS 23 functional group breakdown. 
FUNCTIONAL 
GROUP 

ARTIFACT 
COUNT 

PERCENTAGE 

Household 6,145 98.2% 
Sanitary 43 0.7% 
Faunal 24 0.4% 
Indeterminate 26 0.4% 
Architectural 16 0.25% 
TOTAL 6,254  

 
The 6,145 Household artifacts are predominately ceramics, with 99 glass items also present 
(Table 7.18). The glass artifacts are all containers of various styles. Common glass artifacts 
include: 51 olive wine bottle shards with sand pontil marks on extant bases; 1 olive case bottle 
fragment; 5 olive/green bottle body fragments; 2 amber bottle fragments; 1 brown bottle sherd, 1 
black/green flask base with open pontil scar; and 4 fragments of pressed brown glass of 
indeterminate form. These items account for less than 2% of the Household materials and 
featured few mends. 
 
Household ceramics are dominated by pearlware and transitional pearlware/whiteware items, 
which account for 65.7% of the functional group. Most of the recovered pearlware and 
pearlware/whiteware transitional sherds are shell-edge or similar molded edgeware sherds 
(n=964). Of these, 655 are shell-edge featuring scalloped rims with curved lines impressed at the 
edges (Image 7.138), while 248 are shell-edge featuring scalloped rims with straight impressed 
lines (Image 7.139). There are 23 molded bead and feather (dot and acanthus) bordered 
fragments (Image 7.140) and 1 rococo style shell-edge sherd. Also present in significant numbers 
are 484 embossed cord and herringbone patterned molded sherds (Image 7.141). The molded-
edge sherds are predominantly blue, though some green is present. Edgewares are so numerous 
they account for 23% of the entire feature assemblage. While a significant number of pearlware 
and pearlware/whiteware transitional sherds did not retain decorative elements, their size, form, 
lack of use-wear, and several mends suggest these represent body and base sherds from the shell-
edged and molded-edge flatwares. If included in the molded-edge category, these sherds raise the 
percentage of edgewares in the total feature assemblage to 59%. 
 
Many of the edgewares are thick-bodied, heavy sherds representing large vessels (Image 7.142). 
These sherds are all flatwares, the majority of which come from sizeable, oval serving platters. 
All of these large vessels are extremely uniform in size and exhibit no use-wear on their bases or 
surfaces. Their uniformity of size, style and level of completeness suggests that these were all 
unused items that were part of a commercial deposit. Time and budget constraints did not allow 
for anything other than a cursory level of mending. Additional analysis might reveal the sherds 
collected from Feature PS 23 represent only a small number of large, unused vessels -- further 
supporting notion these items belong to a commercial deposit. 
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Table 7.18: Feature PS 23 Household artifact counts 
WARE/MATERIAL COUNT PERCENT 
Pearlware 2016 32.8% 
Whiteware 1,966 40% 
Pearlware/Whiteware 
Transitional 

2022 33% 

Coarse Earthenware 15 0.24% 
Porcelain 16 0.26% 
Stoneware 10 0.16% 
Yellowware 1 0.02% 
Common Glass 65 1.06% 
Colorless Glass 34 0.55% 
TOTAL 6,145  

 
 
 

 
Image 7.138: Shell-edge pearlware, scalloped rim with curved,  

impressed lines, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.588).  
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Image 7.139: Shell-edge pearlware/whiteware transitional,  

scalloped rim with straight, impressed lines, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.596). 
 

 
Image 7.140: Pearlware/whiteware transitional sherds with  

 scalloped rim and bead and feather (dot and acanthus) pattern, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.751).  
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Image 7.141: Transitional Pearlware/whiteware with  

scalloped rim and cord and herringbone pattern, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.767). 
 

 
Image 7.142: Transitional Pearlware/whiteware with molded-edge,  

large platter, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.635). 
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Painted pearlwares account for 265 sherds recovered from Feature PS 23, with many partial 
vessel mends and at least 10 repeating floral patterns. Of these, 43% are definitively identified as 
teawares: 62 teacup and 54 saucer sherds (Image 7.143 and 7.144). The remaining small 
hollowware sherds display very similar decorative styles to these teawares and likely served a 
similar function. These might be better identified with additional feature excavation and 
mending. Like the other recovered ceramics, the painted pearlwares do not show signs of use-
wear. 
 
 

 
Image 7.143: Painted pearlware teacup, Feature PS 23 (FS 153.5). 
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Image 7.144: Painted pearlware saucer, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.164). 

 
 
Pearlware ceramics also include 83 dipt sherds and 6 mocha sherds in a variety of colors and 
styles. These include polychrome slip bands (n=51) and bands with engine-turned rouletting 
(n=12), cabling (n=12), and dendritic mocha (n=6). Dipt pearlwares from Feature PS 23 are 
exclusively hollowwares in form, generally medium-size bowls or pitchers (Image 7.145). These 
sherds include many mends, although no complete vessels could be reassembled. There is 
minimal evidence of use-wear, though the few extant marks may be due to deposition and 
excavation circumstances.  
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Image 7.145: Dipt pearlware hollowwares recovered, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.804). 

 
Pearlwares recovered from Feature PS 23 are generally light in color, displaying only a slightly 
blue cast to their glaze evident in areas of pooling. The feature yielded 2,022 sherds that could 
only be described as pearlware/whiteware transitional based upon glaze or paste. These 
undecorated sherds are catalogued with mean production dates of 1815 – 1860 based on overlap 
of general ware production periods (Azizi et al. 1996:16). Recent and ongoing research indicates 
that there was a rather long transitional period between classical pearlware and classical 
whiteware that should be identified as a separate ware type. Assigning a date range has been 
problematic, though many experts agree that 1805 can be used as a beginning date for this 
transitional ware (Janowitz, personal communication 2012-5; Miller 1987).  

The majority of the transitional pearlware/whiteware artifacts from Feature PS 23 are 
undecorated body sherds without identifiable form, although 5 handles have been identified, 
suggesting the presence of hollowwares. One transitional molded ladle was also found, likely 
used in conjunction with a large service dish. As with other ceramics recovered, evidence of use-
wear is not evident on these pieces. 
 
Whiteware ceramics make up the secondary bulk of Household artifacts from Feature PS 23, 
with 1,966 sherds representing 40% of the functional group. Almost 70% of the recovered 
whitewares represent flatware vessels, with only 385 definitively identified hollowware sherds. 
Of these, 49 are teacup and 37 are saucer sherds, almost exclusively from transfer-printed wares. 
One transfer-printed teapot spout rounds out the teawares. 
 
The vast majority of recovered whitewares (n=1731) are transfer-printed. These vessels are 
generally able to be partially mended and are dominated by flatwares. The transfer-printed 
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whitewares exhibit a small variety of repeating pattern types, generally restricted to certain 
colors. Purple transfer-printed whitewares are most common (n=701), including 144 plate sherds 
belonging to a minimum of 8 vessels marked “T. Mayer Stoke upon Trent” and “Mogul 
Scenery” decorated with a scene involving a camel rider and desert city landscape (Images 
7.146, 7.147, and 7.148). Thomas Mayer operated one of his potteries at Stoke-upon-Trent 
between 1828 and 1836, where this pattern must have been produced (Coysh and Henrywood 
1982). Additional purple transfer-printed flatware border sherds that could be less definitely 
identified due to their small size likely belong to this pattern. 
 
 

 
Image 7.146: “Mogul Scenery” purple transfer-printed whiteware, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.516). 
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Image 7.147: “Mogul Scenery” purple transfer-printed whiteware, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.518). 

 

 
Image 7.148: “Mogul Scenery” maker’s mark, purple transfer-printed whiteware,  

Feature PS 23 (FS 51.516). 
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Transfer-printed whitewares from Feature PS 23 also include 525 red printed sherds and 
represent more hollowware vessels than the purple printed wares, including 36 teacup fragments, 
2 bowl sherds, and 173 general hollowware sherds. Only 13 identifiable patterns repeat across 
the red transfer-printed whitewares. Of these, only 3 patterns, all of which depict either Chinese 
motifs or rural landscapes, appear on teacups. The most common stylistic element is a 
“Davenport” maker’s mark stamped across 36 flatware and hollowware bases in styles that 
appeared from 1825 – 1887 (Images 7.149, 7.150, and 7.151) (Coysh and Henrywood 1982). 
 
The third most common transfer-printed style is black printed whitewares (n=417). Only 6 
distinct patterns repeat across the majority of the black transfer-printed wares, including just 41 
hollowware sherds among a majority of partially mended plates and serving dishes. Common 
among the black printed wares are “T. Mayer Stoke Oriental Scenery” and “E. Wood and Sons 
Fountain” maker and pattern marks printed on 61 and 14 base sherds, respectively (Images 
7.152, 7.153, and 7.154). Thomas Mayer produced wares at Stoke between 1828 and 1836, while 
Enoch Wood and Sons operated out of Staffordshire ca. 1818 – 1846 (Coysh and Henrywood 
1982). In addition to the all-black sherds, 5 sherds appear with orange and black overlaid transfer 
printed designs.  
 

 
 

 
Image 7.149: Two variations of “Davenport” mark on red transfer-printed whiteware, 

Feature PS 23 (FS 51.323 and 51.310). 
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Image 7.150: “Davenport” bowl sherds, red transfer-printed whiteware,  

Feature PS 23 (FS 51.308). 
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Image 7.151: “Davenport” bowl, red transfer-printed whiteware, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.310). 

 

 
Image 7.152: “Oriental Scenery”, black transfer-printed whiteware, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.202). 
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Image 7.153: “Oriental Scenery”, black transfer-printed whiteware, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.202). 

 

 
Image 7.154: “Oriental Scenery”, black transfer-printed whiteware, Feature PS 23 (FS 51.203). 
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Blue colored transfer-printed whitewares are less common in Feature PS 23, with 83 sherds split 
equally between partially mended plates and hollowwares. The most common repeating pattern 
identified is a landscape with 9 base sherds marked “Rural Scenery: Davenport”. The Davenport 
family used this style of mark on whitewares between 1815 and 1887 (Coysh and Henrywood 
1982). At least 6 saucers were recovered that shared a floral and fruit border. Like all pearlwares 
and transitional wares recovered from PS Feature 23, the mended transfer-printed whitewares 
exhibit no signs of use-wear. 
 
Coarse earthenware and stoneware ceramics are not common within Feature PS 23. The 14 
coarse earthenware sherds recovered include: 8 redware lead-glazed body sherds; 3 black glazed 
redware body sherds and 1 spout; 1 redware slip-trailed plate sherd; and 1 unidentifiable coarse 
earthenware handle base. The coarse earthenwares are more fragmented than the refined 
earthenwares and contain no mendable elements. The 10 stoneware sherds recovered include 9 
unmendable hollowware body sherds and 1 incised jug sherd with the remnant blue-glazed stamp 
of “… & DA…” impressed into its body. The reference this stamp represented to either producer 
or contents could not be identified.  
 
The Feature PS 23 feature assemblage is extremely consistent. Household items, particularly 
ceramics, dominate the assemblage. Very few different stylistic patterns appear across the nearly 
6,000 ceramic sherds recovered, repeating across multiple identical vessels. This is especially 
evident among the blue and green shell-edge pearlwares, the blue molded pearlwares, purple 
transfer-printed “Mogul Scenery” plates, and “Davenport” red transfer-printed whitewares. The 
multitude of repeated patterns correlates with a noted lack of use-wear on vessel bases, rims, and 
surfaces. This consistency of ware type and style along with a lack of use-wear is also evident 
among the Sanitary chamber pots recovered and the Indeterminate items positioned between 
hollowware and chamber pot identification. Chamber pot ware styles matched those of the 
recovered Household ceramics. While no maker’s marks are found on the chamber pots, it seems 
likely the same potters produced these and the recovered Household pieces. 
 
The overwhelming majority of ceramics, consistency of ware and decorative style, and lack of 
use-wear indicate Feature PS 23 was a dump of commercial wares intended for sale. The 
identified potteries were all located in Staffordshire, England, suggesting this region as the 
source for the recovered ceramic material. The assemblage has a TPQ of 1828 based upon 
transfer-printed ceramics stamped with Thomas Mayer’s Stoke-upon-Trent location, a facility in 
operation between 1828 and 1836. As most of the recovered material wares were only in 
production from around 1800 to the 1860s, the Feature PS 23 deposit was most likely made in 
the 1828 to 1836 window of Mayer’s Stoke-upon-Trent ceramic production.  
 
The Feature PS 23 items may have been discarded after breaking in transit, due to lack of interest 
in the material, or as a result of cleaning out shop merchandise. The assemblage does not show 
signs of private household use as no cut marks or use is evident across the materials and very few 
additional home items such as glassware or faunal refuse were recovered. The few coarse 
earthenware, glass, and faunal items found during feature excavation may have entered the 
assemblage due to collection of or mixing with surrounding historic landfill that occupied the 
slipway. The few architectural pieces recovered very likely intruded into the assemblage from 
the “demo fill” layer immediately overlying Feature PS 23. 
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Feature PS 23 was very similar to the Feature PS 15 commercial refuse deposit in its high 
percentage of unused Household ceramics. It is estimated that Feature PS 15 was deposited 
around 1820, though Feature PS 23 was probably discarded into the partially filled Peck Slip 
waterway about a decade later based upon its transfer-printed whiteware production dates. Like 
the earlier deposit, Feature PS 23 was discarded into a slipway that already contained historic 
refuse either expediently deposited and/or intentionally filled as development pushed toward the 
East River. Poorly bound Feature PS 23 appeared to be a one-time dump of convenience rather 
than part of a coordinated large-scale effort to fill the slip. Large scale organized fill efforts 
might have occurred later, after the Feature PS 23 deposit was made, as represented by the 
architectural debris-laden “demo fill” found atop historic fill surrounding this feature. 
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FEATURE PS 55  
 
Feature PS 55 (FS 112) was a compact artifact deposit uncovered below the south Peck Slip 
sidewalk area between Front and South Streets (Map 7.11). The assemblage contains 400 
artifacts, mostly ceramics (98.5%) categorized in the Household or Decorative functional groups 
(Table 7.19). The Decorative items are all flowerpots.  
 
 

 
Map 7.11: Peck Slip between Front and South Streets, plan view centered on Feature PS 55. 
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Table 7.19: Feature PS 55 functional groups. 
FUNCTIONAL GROUP ARTIFACT COUNT 
Household 261 
Ornamental/Decorative 133 
Indeterminate 4 
Architectural 1 
Faunal 1 
TOTAL 400 

 
 
The ceramics recovered from Feature PS 55 are almost entirely hollowware vessels and only 8 
flatware fragments are present. Yellowware and stoneware dominate the assemblage. The 
deposit yielded 77 yellowware sherds characterized by refined bodies and a light-yellow lead-
glaze (Image 7.155). Additionally, 70 artifacts are categorized as buff-bodied refined 
earthenwares. These sherds might be considered yellowware ceramics, but they exhibited more 
reddish bodies with less refined paste than typical yellowwares. The reddish appearance within 
the earthenware body may have been due to over-firing, likely unintentional. However, the 
relative uniformity of discolorations across vessel bodies made this distinction too difficult to 
judge (Image 7.156).  
 
Of the yellowwares and buff-bodied refined earthenwares, 17 display slip decoration in brown 
(n=9) and white bands (n=8). The other decorative style found upon these wares is unpainted 
molded designs in floral, geometric, basket and banded patterns (n=25). Notable forms include a 
variety of wide-mouthed containers or bowls, shouldered jars, a pie plate, and a spittoon 
fragment. Seventeen Rockingham style sherds probably represent a single medium-size jar and 
lid. Two partially mended whiteware body sherds round out the refined earthenwares. 
 
 

 
Image 7.155: Sample of yellowware sherds, Feature PS 55 (FS 112.38). 
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Image 7.156: Reddish buff-bodied, refined earthenware, Feature PS 55 (FS 112.37). 

 
 
Stoneware and coarse earthenware ceramics are also common in the Feature PS 55 assemblage. 
Of the 203 recovered stoneware sherds, 125 are unglazed and unslipped medium sized 
flowerpots with single drainage holes in their bases (Image 7.157). These sherds represent at 
least two flowerpots. The vessels are only slightly vitrified and have a buff body color. 
Additional stonewares include: 77 salt-glazed, buff-bodied sherds with interior slips forming at 
least 2 partially mended jars; a jug with applied handle; several partially mended hollowware 
vessels; and one base with multiple perforations that would have acted as part of a thumb 
watering jug. The 25 recovered coarse earthenware sherds include 19 unglazed, unslipped 
redware fragments that formed at least one flowerpot and one very small cup. Two slipped 
redware flatware sherds and two glazed hollowware redware sherds also appeared. Additionally, 
the deposit yielded two Staffordshire type dot and combed slip decorated hollowwares.  
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Image 7.157: Example of stoneware flowerpot fragments, Feature PS 55 (FS 112.47). 

 
 
A single blue painted tin-glazed tile fragment represents the Architectural category. The imagery 
on the tile has an agricultural theme depicting a woman holding wheat or agricultural 
implements. The remainder of the assemblage contains four rusted iron, semi-circular fragments 
labeled Indeterminate and one large mammal phalange, the only recovered Faunal element.  
 
Feature PS 55 has a TPQ of 1868. While most of the diagnostic ceramics were yellowwares 
produced between ca. 1830 – 1940, a diamond Jefford’s Pottery maker’s mark found on the base 
of one yellowware sherd dates to after 1868 (Barber 1901: 252).  
 
Use-wear is difficult to analyze on the unglazed pottery. Glazed vessels from the feature appear 
to show some base wear. Minor use-wear was identified on most of the Feature PS 55 materials, 
suggesting slightly used household items rather than commercial wares. The introduction of the 
clean fill that supports the modern sidewalk likely truncated the deposit, making its original 
dimensions unclear and the sample collected during excavation only a small representative 
sample of a larger feature.  
 
Located at the front of a property area, it is unlikely the Feature PS 55 deposit represented 
materials discarded into a long-term refuse pit. Based on its location and the uniformity of 
recovered materials, Feature PS 55 may have served as an ad hoc shallow trash disposal pit for a 
single deposition episode made from a residence sometime after 1868.  
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VIII. UTILITIES, LANDFILLS AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
Excavations associated with the Peck Slip and Fulton Street Projects uncovered a complexity of 
historical elements related to the creation and maintenance of the South Street Seaport landmass 
and infrastructure. Taken together, the water services, drainage structures, landfill and cribbing 
supports, and wharves and piers uncovered during recent excavations shed light on the process of 
the Seaport’s expansion and the lifestyles of its’ residents from the eighteenth through twentieth 
centuries. This section provides a comprehensive analysis of key infrastructural elements found 
across the Seaport project areas by assessing feature construction methodology, landfill 
materials, written and cartographic documents, and dendrochronological analysis.  
 
SERVICES 
 
WATER DELIVERY 
 
Excavations during the Peck Slip and Fulton Street Projects unearthed several stretches of 
hollowed out wooden water pipes, typically constructed from roughly finished yellow pine, that 
tended to align with roadways and featured tapered connection joints. Documentary research 
indicates that these timbers belonged to the water delivery network installed throughout lower 
Manhattan at the start of the nineteenth century by the Manhattan Company. 
 
Prior to the advances of the nineteenth century, access to clean water was a significant concern 
for early New Yorkers. Despite being surrounded by rivers, the European-settled areas of lower 
Manhattan suffered from a lack of clean water sources. The Hudson and East Rivers, along with 
their associated bays, provided unparalleled navigable waterways and shipping transportation 
options, but they offered only brackish waters unfit for drinking. In an effort to locate reliable 
and clean water sources, early Dutch and British settlers dug wells in the interior of the island. 
However, due to the prevalence of marshy land in lower Manhattan, the wells provided mostly 
briny, hard water. As a result, locals had to boil their drinking water or turn it into more 
palatable, safer beverages like beer, tea, weak gin mixes, and carbonated soda water (Galusha 
1999:11; Koeppel 2000:13, 121).  
 
As the City’s population expanded from several thousand in the early-eighteenth century to over 
60,000 people by 1800, demand for potable water expanded significantly. Unlike the earlier 
Dutch and English examples, several deep wells dug north of the city center became known as 
more palatable water sources, perhaps none more famous than the Tea Water Pump. Located at 
the edge of the Collect Pond in lower Manhattan, private landowners ran the Tea Water Pump 
and charged New Yorkers around 45 shillings per year for access, a cost that rose to £6 by the 
turn of the nineteenth century1 (Image 8.01) (Map 8.01). Wealthy locals sent slaves and servants 
to haul water from the Tea Water Pump, while less prosperous residents made due with water 
from public wells scattered throughout the downtown area. Barrels of spring water carted in from 
nearby rural areas and imported mineral water, as represented by the German bottle from the 
Fachinger spring recovered at 40 Fulton Street, supplemented the few clean city sources (Image 
8.02) (Koeppel 2000:31-32; Rosenwaike 1972:3, 14).  
																																																								
1 Adjusted for inflation £6 in 1800 is equivalent to approximately £490 ($772) in 2014, in 1800 the approximate 
average annual household income was less than $700 (Bank of England 2014 and Arroyo Abad and Lindert 2014). 
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Map 8.01: John	Montresor’s	1775	A	plan	of	the	city	of	New-York	&	its	environs.		
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Image 8.01: Waiting in line at the Tea Water Pump from Augustine Costello, Our firemen: A 
history of the New York Fire Department (1887). (Courtesy of The New York Public Library). 
 

 
Image 8.02: “Fachinger Min Wasser” stoneware jug;  
produced after 1791 by Staatl Fachingen, Germany. 
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Centrally located drinking wells coupled with little public sanitation efforts resulted in deadly 
consequences for New York. Cholera and yellow fever epidemics ravaged the city regularly 
throughout the eighteenth century. These illnesses, caused by fecal contamination and mosquito-
borne viruses, ran rampant in places where commercial and household waste and runoff were 
poorly managed. Residents regularly dumped household waste into the streets and utilized 
privies without proper drainage or routine cleaning, contaminating subterranean water supplies 
and leading to stagnant pools breeding waves of mosquito swarms. City sanitary regulations 
often went unenforced and unchecked industrial- and residential-waste dumping caused the 
water in city slips and docks to become particularly noxious. Cadwallader Colden argued that 
waste lay at the heart of unhealthy “miasmas” that he claimed caused the 1741 yellow fever 
epidemic in New York City. Colden described the refuse-laden water in the Seaport’s slipways 
as “ferment[ing] to such a degree that it appears …boiling” (Mitchill 1811:161). When Valentine 
Seaman, a New York doctor, set out to track the paths of various yellow fever outbreaks that 
plagued New York in the 1790s, he identified the South Street Seaport as the disease’s origin 
point. Dr. Seaman described the Peck Slip neighborhood as being “loaded with every kind of 
filth that could be scraped out of the adjoining slips, which had long been collecting every 
species of corruptible materials that citizens wished to get rid of” (Seaman 1804:305). He 
blamed the City’s rampant epidemics on unhealthy heaps of refuse located at the head of slips 
near the Fly Market south of Fulton Street and unceasing filth flowing into the East River 
through a drain at Roosevelt Street north of Peck Slip (Map 8.02). 
 
By the mid-eighteenth century, industrial activity from tanneries and slaughterhouses near the 
Collect Pond turned it from one of the few sources of clean water into an open sewer. Poor waste 
management led to well water being contaminated by household refuse, poorly-regulated 
industrial waste, and even “dead cats and dogs” disposed of haphazardly into the streets and the 
waters of the Collect Pond (Hershkowitz 1990:46-47). Public wells were increasingly considered 
appropriate only for cleaning or street washing and even the much-heralded Tea Water Pump 
gradually declined in quality by the late-eighteenth century. 
 
Locals repeatedly called for plans to bring clean water to lower Manhattan in the late-eighteenth 
century, usually following disease outbreaks. Although medical science was decades away from 
a germ theory of disease and the ability to clearly define the link between cholera, yellow fever 
and unsanitary water conditions, medical philosophers and the public observed a connection 
between diseases that flourished in the hot summer months and water as early as the eighteenth 
century (Brown 2009:90; Mitchill 1811:155, 161). Recognizing the need for fresh water in New 
York City, Christopher Colles, an Irish immigrant and steam engine promoter, proposed a system 
to pump water from a reservoir at the Collect Pond through hollowed pine logs in 1774. He 
organized a contract between the city and its lumber supplier for 60,000 feet of pine timber to be 
used to construct a water pipe system. Colles began building a reservoir and pump house on the 
east side of Broadway at White Street and laid out a plan for installing the wooden pipes south of 
Murray Street. However, The American Revolution interrupted the project and British occupying 
troops destroyed the completed pump and reservoir (the pump was the second operative steam 
engine built in America). How much of the Colles wood pipe system was completed is unclear, 
but based on payment records it seems unlikely any of the wooden pipes were installed before 
the program was abandoned (Koeppel 2000: 42-44; MCC 1784-1831, II Part 2:288). Another 
call for water service plans went out in 1786 shortly after the end of New York’s British 
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occupation during the Revolution, but the project stalled due to internal wrangling over whether 
water service contracts should be issued to private enterprises or if the recovering city should 
shoulder the costs of a water system paid for by taxation. During the next 10 years the City 
publicized calls for water service proposals, with engineers’ suggestions ranging from deeper 
wells at the Collect Pond to damming the East River to directing upstate waterways to Manhattan 
(Galusha 1999:12). Each proposal stalled as the Common Council failed to direct public funds 
for use in creating a water system. 
 

 
Map 8.02: An Inquiry into the Cause of the Prevalence of the Yellow Fever in New-York 
(Seaman 1798, Plate 1) locating yellow fever cases. The head of a slip north of Peck Slip at the 
output of Roosevelt Street is labeled “S” for “site of contagion” or unhealthy miasmas. 
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The City’s first semi-successful water-delivery endeavor began with the founding of the 
Manhattan Company by Aaron Burr and others in 1799. After some creative legislative 
wrangling, which famously included a clause allowing the company to use any excess capital for 
banking purposes, the enterprise was granted a charter by the state to supply clean water to New 
York City. A year after a yellow fever epidemic claimed the lives of 2,000 New Yorkers even 
Alexander Hamilton, then working as a lawyer, used his political clout to expedite the charter 
process by writing to the New York State Legislature (Galusha 1999:15). New York City was in 
dire need of fresh, clean water.  
 
Days after the New York legislature approved its charter, the Manhattan Company began work 
on its water delivery system. However, though it appears that the Manhattan Company founders 
did aim to provide a much-needed city service, the company used the majority of its original $2 
million in public funding to establish a lending institution. Beginning in April 1799, the 
Company opened a lending bank at 40 Wall Street, taking subscriptions for both water service 
and bank shares (Commercial Advertiser, 23 Apr 1799). The Manhattan Company’s bank 
directly competed with the only other two banks in New York, which were both backed by 
Alexander Hamilton’s Federalist regulations. With an eye towards cost-saving, the Manhattan 
Company agreed to provide Lower Manhattan with water from deep wells dug into the Collect 
Pond instead of from other, more remote (but perhaps more reliable) sources like the Bronx 
River. By 1802, the Manhattan Company had laid 22 miles of wooden piping running downtown 
from the Collect Pond. Pipe layers earned a dollar per day to install the pine timbers, which 
branched out from an initial four-mile system in 1800 (Koeppel 2000:99). 
 
The wooden water pipes recovered during the 2006 Wall Street Water Mains/Beekman Street 
project (WSWM) and the recent Peck Slip and Fulton Street projects appear to belong to the 
network installed by the Manhattan Company. While Colles’ 1774 plan included pine water 
mains, the pre-Revolutionary system had only part of its reservoirs completed and a steam pump 
with no apparent piping laid at the time of its destruction (Popper 2005:180; MCC 1784-1831, II 
Part 2:288). Like Colles, the Manhattan Company ordered pine timbers to be hollowed out and 
laid as a delivery system; the tree species and construction methodology of the Seaport area 
water pipes matched the Manhattan Company’s proposals (as referenced in Koeppel 2000). The 
large delivery pipes found during excavation, which appeared to have had original lengths of up 
to 3.66m to 4.27m (12’ to 14’) and diameters of approximately .31m (1’), were all roughly 
planed to remove most of their outer bark, but were not carefully finished. Interior bore holes 
averaged about .076m (.25’) in diameter. The wooden water pipes recovered during Seaport 
excavations were found in a variety of soil contexts, sometimes clearly disturbed and reburied in 
backfill from previous excavation work (e.g. Water Street FS 1 and FS 2 and Fulton Street FS 
97); others lay in historic soil contexts, but had been cut to allow installation of other buried 
utilities (e.g. Feature BK 4, Feature FL 150 and Feature FL 154). Several logs appeared to be 
intact in their original position, laying roughly .91m (3’) below the modern road surface (e.g. 
Feature PS 36, Feature PS 42, Feature FL 101 and the two WSWM segments). The portions 
recovered during the Peck Slip and Fulton Street excavations were generally individual pipe 
segments or remnants, but a few key pieces provide a glimpse into the way the pipe segments 
joined to create a network of large transport lines feeding smaller service pipes. 
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Excavations on the north side of Fulton between Front Street and Pedestrian Water Street 
revealed an intact connection point between two large delivery mains, collected as Fulton Street 
FS 150 (Image 8.03). The main, running east–west .61m (2’) from the modern north curb line, 
retained an original tapered connection point between two segments just before a later brick 
sewer impact cut across the pipe line. The western segment, interrupted by the early modern 
brick sewer, continued on the west side of the brick sewer an additional 2.13m (7’), making the 
once-intact western segment’s total length 4.42m (14.5’) and the recovered portion of the eastern 
segment 1.25m (4.1’) before it continued east beyond the trench boundary. The eastern segment 
joined with the western segment via a connection carved into a roughly hewn taper or male joint. 
The female end had a regular .1m (.33’) diameter interior bore hole widened to accommodate the 
tapered joint (Image 8.04). When the joint was disassembled after documentation, the male 
connection end proved to include a second more carefully finished connection bit stepped to a 
small tapered size that fit within a neatly sized interior portion of the female end bore hole 
(Image 8.05).  
 
The western end of the west segment of the Fulton Street FS 150 wooden main also revealed the 
tapered male joint form. West of the sewer intrusion, the Fulton Street FS 150 main terminated in 
a tapered, stepped end identical to that seen in the disassembled joint east of the sewer (the 
main’s western segment was documented as Fulton Street FS 154 because it was uncovered 
during subsequent excavation) (Image 8.06).  
 

 
Image 8.03: Fulton Street FS 150 intact joint east of early modern sewer plan view, facing south. 
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Image 8.04: Detail of tapered Fulton Street FS 150 joint plan view, facing south. 

 

 
Image 8.05: Detail of secondary taper step on Fulton Street FS 150 male end after removal. 
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Image 8.06: Fulton Street FS 154 with tapered and stepped male connection end. 

 
Additional wood water main pieces recovered from the Peck Slip excavations reinforced that the 
male – female taper connection was the favored construction method for Manhattan Company 
pipe segments. Although it appeared disarticulated within clean fill, Water Street FS 1 featured a 
flared female end with an enlarged interior bore hole that would have encompassed a tapered 
male end (Image 8.07). Evidence of a thin iron band surrounding the female end remained in the 
feature and was surrounded with oxidized material. This particular type of iron-banded female 
ends matched a set of joined-wood water mains found nearby on the south side of Beekman 
Street in 2006 (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:30) (Image 8.08). Iron bands may have been elements 
added later to repair leaky mains; engineers utilized clamped iron bands to repair wooden stave 
mains through the early-twentieth century (McWane 1917:161). 
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Image 8.07: Water Street FS 1 damaged flared female end  

with highly oxidized iron band remnants. 
 

 
Image 8.08: Detail of iron ring surrounding female end of connection joint found on Beekman 

Street (2006) during the Wall Street Water Mains Project (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:30). 
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Excavations on Beekman Street during the Peck Slip Reconstruction project revealed several 
smaller, hollowed-pine pipes that likely acted as service connection points mimicking the style of 
the larger main connections. Feature BK 9 was a pipe section that retained a jointed connection 
that was found on the north side of Beekman Street near its intersection with South Street, 
outside of modern 150 Beekman Street. Like the larger mains on Fulton and Water Streets, these 
pieces connected through a carefully tapered, cut ring that fitted into a flared borehole in its 
adjoining southern end (Image 8.09). Much smaller than the larger water main segments, Feature 
BK 9’s pipe piece had a .15m (.5’) diameter and a narrow interior borehole measuring just over 
.05m (.16’). It appeared that this pipe section served as an individual service connection 
extending from a large water transport line that ran east down Beekman Street almost directly 
below the modern southern curb line. Segments of this large wooden water transport line also 
appeared in several places along the south side of Beekman Street, matching the orientation of 
the more fully exposed and intact set of wooden water mains uncovered in 2006 during 
excavations along Beekman Street for the Wall Street Water Mains Reconstruction Project 
(Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:30).  
 

 
Image 8.09: Feature BK 7 tapered and stepped joint with female connection,  

matching larger main connection style.  
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Two smaller and thinner wooden water pipes, one of which featured an intact male connection 
end, also appeared on Beekman Street running north toward the northern Beekman property line 
(Image 8.10). These smaller, thinner wooden pipes likely acted as service connections between 
individual properties and the larger, .30m (1’) diameter delivery mains. While the Peck Slip and 
Fulton Street excavations did not uncover any examples of the connection points between the 
narrow service pipes and the main delivery lines, they likely utilized the same tapered connection 
used throughout the area. Modern water service operates in nearly the same way, with larger 
mains carrying water in a block-to-block network with branching smaller pipes placed 
periodically to service individual properties.  
 

 
Image 8.10: Feature BK 10 male tapered and stepped connection joint in plan view, facing north. 
 
Based on the wooden water main delivery lines and service connections uncovered during the 
Wall Street Water Mains, Peck Slip, and Fulton Street projects, Chrysalis has developed a mock-
up of the Manhattan Company water service construction methodology (Map 8.03). The 
Manhattan Company mainly installed .30m to .37m (1’ to 1.2’) diameter delivery lines that were 
oriented along the edges of major roadways in a branching network across the Seaport area. The 
delivery lines were usually between 3.7m to 4.6m (12’ to 15’) in length and featured .09m (.3’) 
interior holes bored in a single line through the timber centers, though sometimes these holes 
were slightly off-center due to natural variation in the timbers. The delivery lines typically lay 
within mixed sandy fill at around .91m (3’) below the modern road surface, or just below the 
historic roadway surface. On Fulton Street, several intact mains lay much deeper at 1.67m to 
1.75m (5.5’ to 5.75’) below the modern roadway and were surrounded by fill featuring 
increasing amounts of architectural debris and artifact inclusions characteristic of older historic 
landfilling deposits. At opposite sides, each water main contained a flared female end and a 
stepped and tapered male end. All of the male ends fit into the flared female part of the adjacent 
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mains, sometimes reinforced with an iron band wrapped around the carefully-worked tapered 
insertion to hold the mains together with minimal leakage. Smaller mains around .15m (.5’) in 
diameter periodically tapped into the delivery network to service individual property 
connections. These service lines mimicked the joint style of the delivery main, although no 
evidence is known of iron banding reinforcing the service connections. It is probable that a 
tapered connection system was also utilized to join service lines to the main delivery network. 
According to Manhattan Company records, customers were responsible for installing their own 
connection lines once they signed up for yearly service with the private water company, although 
the Manhattan Company suggested lead rather than the wood connections found throughout the 
site (Koeppel 2000:96). If customers were installing connections without supervision, it is likely 
that a variety of methods were used to tap into the delivery mains according to convention within 
neighborhoods, price and availability of materials, and technological changes over time. 
 

 
Map 8.03: Profile reconstruction of typical Manhattan Company water pipe  

with service connection shown in plan view at inset.  
 
A noteworthy element of the Manhattan Company water main system relating to firefighting 
appeared on Beekman Street. Feature BK 4, a portion of the large delivery line observed 
periodically across the south side of Beekman Street, featured similar dimensions as other large 
water main segments found during local excavations, but with an additional .03m (.08’) hole 
drilled from above and perpendicular to the interior borehole (Image 8.11). Documentary 
evidence suggests that this could have come from nineteenth century firefighting brigades, who 
used similar tap holes. Early firefighters recorded the locations of wooden water mains that could 
be used during emergencies. In a time before modern fire engines and hoses, crews would fight 
fires by digging into these water mains and boring out small access holes, allowing the excavated 
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area to fill like a water reservoir to be bucketed out. Alternatively, some fire crews connected a 
pre-sized tap to the bore hole to feed hand-pumped hoses (Flexer 1966: 1419) (Image 8.12). 
These holes would then be plugged with a wooden peg, which would then swell once saturated 
with surrounding water to close the tap hole. The term “fire plug” likely originated with these 
wooden plugs and carried over to the modern hydrant system, which operates in a similar fashion 
with regularly spaced, ready access points tapping into the main water line.  
 
The Manhattan Company supposedly began installation of wooden hydrants in 1807, but no 
records of their locations or construction methodology or an explanation of how above-ground 
hydrants might have dealt with considerable low-pressure issues were found (Koeppel 
2000:112). The tap hole recovered at Beekman Street lay directly below a more modern, 
centrally located hydrant, indicating fire access points may have remained fairly consistent over 
time. Unfortunately, none of the other water mains recovered near hydrants from the Peck Slip 
and Fulton Street Projects, such as Feature PS 42, could be fully excavated to determine the 
presence of a tap hole that might reinforce this theory. In Philadelphia, where city records 
include maps of the wooden water mains and their tap points located in the Old City, the 
regularity of tap hole locations implies they may have been dug and tapped as the water service 
system was installed. The locations of the pre-cut tap points thus recorded would allow faster 
access to the water during emergencies. Above ground wood and metal hydrant systems 
succeeded the tap hole network in Philadelphia (Image 8.13). Future excavations around hydrant 
lines in lower Manhattan should be carefully monitored not only to document the presence of 
historical water pipes, but also to assess whether tap hole locations tended to correspond to future 
hydrant points. 
 
The Manhattan Company was New York City’s first foray into devoting public funding to a 
comprehensive utility service project. Decades of internal squabbling over payment and 
responsibility finally lead New York City to combine public monies with a private service 
company that promised to offer the cheapest method of water delivery available. To cut costs, 
The Manhattan Company utilized wood pipes, which were considerably less expensive and 
easier to secure than hardier cast iron; reused parts of Christopher Colles’ old system; and 
eschewed their original plan for using steam, instead opting for less-expensive options like 
horses to power pumps and other mechanisms. The first reservoir iteration, constructed in 1799, 
was a stone affair on the north side of Chambers Street, later supplemented by a reinforced iron 
reservoir at Reade and Centre Streets that was filled by a nearby well on Chambers Street (Image 
8.14). The Manhattan Company’s wells tapped into the contaminated local Collect Pond 
watershed, producing water thought relatively safe but of poor quality (McWane 1917:23). 
Notably, Manhattan Company records indicate that access to the company’s water was available 
as shipments from fountains intended to be built “along the waterfronts” (Koeppel 2000:97). 
There is no indication if these fountains were ever constructed or if the Seaport area was part of 
the waterfront mentioned. 
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Image 8.11: Feature BK 4 with detail of interior bore hole in dorsal side. 

 
 

 
Image 8.12: Transition from fire plug water access system (left) as seen on Beekman Street to 

cast iron early hydrant system (right). (Modified from Flexer 1966:1417). 
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Map 8.04: Philadelphia Fairmount Water Works 1856 tap hole map. (Fairmount Water Works 

Annual Report 1856, Philadelphia Water Department Historical Collection.) 
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Image 8.13: Manhattan Company well at Reade and Chambers Streets uncovered for removal in 

1926 (courtesy of NYC Municipal Archives Collection). 
 
Ultimately, the Manhattan Company’s water service suffered greatly due to the cheap wooden 
piping system that they employed. Customers often complained of weeks- or months-worth of 
service interruptions (Commercial Advertiser, 9 May 1809). Over time, tree roots and roadwork 
dislodged wooden mains leading to water contamination and water pressure problems as wood 
pipes and connection joints could no longer support the high-pressure flows needed for 
consistent delivery across the network. (Koeppel 2000:112). In Philadelphia, a 1819 proposal to 
change the city’s Fairmount Water Works pipe network from wood to cast iron notes that 
implementers could expect to add 35 pounds of pressure per pipe yard for every inch in diameter 
that was added to delivery mains made of cast iron. Exchanging wood for cast iron might have 
had an even more dramatic impact in New York, as Philadelphia wood piping already featured 
internal cast iron slips at connection points that, based on current excavations, the Manhattan 
Company pipes lacked (Frederick Graff Collection - Franklin Institute Archives).  
 
Few customers were initially enticed by the unreliable Manhattan Company service. 
Subscriptions increased slowly from several hundred to around 2,000 households in the first two 
decades of service priced at a rate from $5 to $202 per year, depending on the number of 
fireplaces in the building. The maligned company gained few fans when it refused to properly 
																																																								
2	Adjusted for inflation this would equal approximately $78 - $311 in 2014 (Federal Reserve Bank 2014). 
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repair the city streets after installing pipe and eventually hatched a plan to charge both the city 
and fire workers for usage of its water to battle flames or clean the filthy streets (Koeppel 
2000:97-99). 
 
Between 1809 and 1827, the Manhattan Company began installing cast iron rather than wooden 
water mains. Subscribership increased slightly and additional new wells were added to the 
network to feed an extension to Bleeker Street in the 1830s, although complaints continued 
concerning the quality of the Collect Pond and local well-sourced water. As the Manhattan 
Company merely provided convenient instant home delivery of the increasingly contaminated 
Collect Pond and local reservoir water, the great majority of New Yorkers who could not afford 
the private service or who lived outside the delivery network continued to use public pumps and 
garnished beverages for their water, often of comparable quality (Koeppel 2000:114; McWane 
1917:23).  
 
The Manhattan Company provided water service to lower Manhattan up through the 1840s when 
the Croton aqueduct system replaced it as the main water source feeding the city. The city-
funded Croton project invested public capital in a more expensive, but more reliable, system with 
higher volume and pressure capabilities. The Croton system benefitted from tapping the 
upstream Bronx River as its source rather than local water at risk of contamination by city 
industry. The Croton system was also the first truly municipal water supply system undertaken 
by the City, intended to supply water for 100 years by public management rather than private 
industry (McWane 1917:25). The demise of the Manhattan Company’s water service and rise of 
the Croton Aqueduct system marked a turning point in New York’s history as the city finally 
devoted substantial public funding to bringing high volumes of clean water to its residents, 
allowing more rapid city growth, better sanitation, and better public health. 
 
The Seaport area water mains represent a transitional period in the city’s infrastructural history 
when municipal demands were met by private industry with little regard for future growth or 
lower income residents. Installed between 1799 and 1809 as the Manhattan Company was 
transitioning to cast iron piping, the presence of wooden water mains in the Seaport suggest that 
wealthy citizens occupied much of the commercial and residential properties in the area. 
Extensive water main elements suggest that a branching network of delivery and individual 
service connections once ran across the district, likely mimicking the winding network servicing 
affluent portions of early-nineteenth century lower Manhattan (Map 8.05). Additional research 
into The Manhattan Company’s service and delivery locations would aid in mapping the 
Manhattan Company network and provide important information concerning early New York 
socioeconomics. The presence of Manhattan Company lines in an area likely acted as a key 
indicator of wealth inequality across the early city, as only wealthy residents could afford and 
requested service and install connections. Service and delivery information would also help 
researchers estimate nineteenth century water demands, including how commercial activities 
utilized water supplies in industrial activity and to what extent private homes used water for 
daily tasks. Records of specific customers and service locations currently housed in the JP 
Morgan Chase Archives, currently closed to outside research, would provide an invaluable 
resource for documenting the extent and functionality of the Manhattan Company network. 
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Map 8.05: Re-creation of Manhattan Water Company pipe network, based upon observed water 

mains from Peck Slip, Fulton Street, and Wall Street Water Mains excavations. 
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DRAINAGE MANAGEMENT  
 
Water drainage was a constant issue within the historic South Street Seaport. The district was 
founded on man-made land with a water table located only four to six feet below the ground 
surface. Historically, standing water in the streets from poor drainage and sanitary regulations 
caused unpleasant sewage pools and threatened public health by housing massive yellow fever-
bearing mosquito populations in the warm summer months.  
 
The Common Council’s initial practice to manage rain and street runoff was to pave developing 
Seaport roadways with cobble finishes (MCC 1675-1776, XIV Part 1:77). This semi-permeable 
layer was visible during excavation in the form of ovoid, dry-laid fieldstone cobbles found at the 
southeast corner of Peck Slip and Front Street (Feature PS 56) (Image 8.14). An additional small 
portion of intact cobbles pavers lay 9.14m (30’) west at the southwest corner of Peck Slip and 
Front Street. These pavers would have formed a pitched roadway surface used to guide water and 
refuse away from the main portion of the street. Gutters were a typical feature among early 
paving on many roads in the surrounding Montgomery Ward (referred to by contemporary 
lawmakers as “kennels”, perhaps from the word “canal” or “channel”) to channel water and 
runoff. Paving and repaving activities graded streets to funnel waste and water into these 
channels in the center or sides of the streets, guided by a slight slope to drain to the East River 
(MCC 1675-1776, VI:16; MCC 1784-1831, II:502). By 1793, Peck Slip had an “East Kennel”, a 
gutter that probably ran along the south side of the slip as oriented by the current excavation’s 
grid north. Nearby, Roosevelt Street to the north featured a channel in the center of its roadway 
(MCC 1784-1831, II:1, 108). It is unclear if the cobble segments recovered during recent Peck 
Slip excavations represent a graded roadway or a dip formed by the gutter on the road at the 
close of the eighteenth century. If these cobble sections, located .76m - .79m (2.5’ – 2.6’) below 
road surface, reflected the “East Kennel” then the gutter would have had to stretch wider than 
.61m (2’), a significant size for an active streetway. Likely the south Peck Slip cobbles are part 
of a nineteenth century cobble pavement or earlier paving that lay outside the recorded gutter 
area. 
 
The cobble paving system apparently offered inadequate drainage and water control across the 
street beds in the Peck Slip area, as evidenced by the presence of subsurface brick and bluestone 
capped small drains running to nearby sewers. These underground drainage systems may have 
been installed to alleviate flooding in basements and homes caused by rain and sewage back up 
due to inadequate surface drainage. The opening of the Croton Aqueduct water system in 1842 
further compounded the poor drainage issue as it lead to a major reliance on upstate water 
sources instead of local ones, resulting in a severe rise in the local water table in the early 1840s 
as wells and the local reservoir were abandoned (Homberger 2005:82). The bluestone-capped 
drains found on Peck Slip and Front Street were possibly installed to mitigate basement flooding 
in the area due to this shallowing of the water table. 
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Image 8.14: Feature PS 56 cobblestone paving in plan view after partial disassembly,  

facing west. 
 
The most well-preserved and representative stretch of stone and brick drain appeared along the 
west side of Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street (Features PS 8 and PS 41). In this 
area, two drains measuring .61m (2’) wide were found running north to south 1.68m to 1.78m 
(5.5’ to 5.85’) below the modern road surface. The mortared brick drains each had a U-shaped 
brick base with mortared bluestone slabs capping the small interior passageway (Image 8.15). 
One stretch of this drainage system emerged from below the unexcavated sidewalk area to turn 
90 degrees south and run down Peck Slip, descending gradually, until it emptied into Feature PS 
5 — a large, and still active, brick and mortar sewer running down Peck Slip towards the East 
River. Another intact section along the same side of Front Street near the present day west curb 
line also made a 90 degree turn under the sidewalk area further north, forming a Y-intersection 
with the north-south running stretch of the drain in this area. This section of drain gradually 
lowered as it ran north and likely emptied into an unexcavated sewer or a similar channel to 
carry excess water towards the East River.  
 
If these types of drains were used for household waste, their shape — with sharp turns and a 
small interior section less than a foot wide and across — would not be conducive to transporting 
organic or household waste without clogging. Additionally, the depth of these drains, often more 
than 1.22m (4’) below the modern road surface, would have been inaccessibly deep even during 
the historic period and thus not advantageous for cleaning. These channels probably operated 
well for small, periodic flows of relatively clean water from historic basement depths, but could 
not accommodate major water flow or waste issues in the area.  
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Image 8.15: Feature PS 8 in PS Trench 33 west profile along Front Street. 

 
Small brick drains appear to have been common in the area surrounding Peck Slip. Remnants of 
bluestone capped brick and mortar drains appeared on the north side of Peck Slip from Front to 
Water Streets. Feature PS 14 and Feature WS 19 represented small remaining portions of 
bluestone capped brick drains similar in size and construction to the long stretches of drains 
found on the west side of Front Street. These drains, like those on Front Street, likely ran from 
individual property basements to guide floodwater south to one of several sewers that ran east 
toward the East River. 
 
Bluestone capped drains served drainage purposes elsewhere in lower Manhattan. Bluestone 
capped brick drains similar in size to the Peck Slip drains appeared during 2010 excavations 
north and west of City Hall. These shallow brick channels were assessed as nineteenth century 
drainage lines connecting brick cisterns with stone wells as part of rainwater collection and 
overflow management system on the north side of City Hall (Chrysalis and URS 2013:7.231). 
Like the Peck Slip drains, the City Hall features lay well below surface at depths of 1.1m to 1.5m 
(3.5’ – 5’), putting them out of reach of easy repairs or maintenance. The symmetry in 
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construction methodology supports the idea that these types of drains serviced rain, runoff, or 
floodwater, rather than waste material that would need regular cleaning. 
 
Notably, no bluestone capped brick drains appeared on Beekman Street or across the Fulton 
Street excavations. This may be related to preservation issues. Half of the small, bluestone 
capped drain lines found at Peck Slip were highly damaged, leaving only one to two feet of the 
feature remaining (Feature PS 14, Feature WS 19). Any drains in the Beekman, Water or Fulton 
Street areas might have been destroyed by previous construction activities. Additionally, much of 
the south side of Peck Slip, Beekman Street, and the west side of Water Street was not excavated 
beyond .61m (2’) below surface, leaving additional drainage features potentially unexposed.  
 
Alternatively, the issues that sparked construction of subsurface bluestone drains might have 
been less prevalent outside of Peck Slip and Front Street. Perhaps the large slipway and nearby 
streets built atop water lot plots were especially prone to basement flooding due to elevation and 
quality of landfill material. Certainly, localized flooding was a problem at Peck Slip and 
Common Council records indicate the area might have been particularly prone to water backup. 
As early as 1793, individual residents petitioned the city to install private drains running from 
house cellars to sewers on Pearl, Roosevelt and Ferry Streets referred to as the “Main drain” and 
the “Common Sewer” (MCC 1784-1831, II:43, 48, 371). These private drains, focused north and 
west of Peck Slip, appeared consistently from 1793 to around 1800 due to a plethora of private 
drain installation petitions; few records for installations of these drains appeared closer to Fulton 
Street. Installation of a private drain required a city petition, inspection by local aldermen, and 
removal and replacement of street cobble paving “in like order” where necessary (MCC 1784-
1831, II:532). It is unclear if the drains recovered around the Peck Slip and Front Street area 
were installed during the late-eighteenth century private drain service-trend, or as a response to 
later flooding issues such as those that arose in the mid-nineteenth century after city dwellers 
abandoned local water sources for the Croton Aqueduct (Homberger 2005:82). The construction 
format appears to match that recorded for late-eighteenth century drains installed to connect 
private cellars with public sewers. Relevant to dating the bluestone capped drains is the age of 
the sewers they emptied into. 
 
Sewers were present in New York City from at least 1712 and near the Fulton Street area by 
1755 when the Common Council referenced a “Common Sewer” at Maiden Lane running past 
the Fly Market (MCC 1675-1776, III:12, VI:39). It is unclear if the earliest city sewers were 
brick and mortar structures or open sewage channels. Common Council records indicate a sewer 
running down the Peck Slip area between Pearl and Water Streets was enlarged in 1765; this may 
have been a brick sewer or an open gutter drainage-way (AKRF 2007:IV-10). Likely this drain 
line, installed to alleviate run-off from residences and industrial activity from tanners and 
brewers near the Collect Pond north of the Peck Slip area, was re-worked or re-built as one of the 
more modern brick sewers found running down the center of the filled slip. 
 
Sewer services were not generally recorded in early city surveys but appeared on Bromley and 
Bromley’s 1891 map of the Seaport area (Map 8.06). The 1891 map depicts historic lines that 
match six sewer features that were encountered during recent excavations at Peck Slip and 
Fulton and Water Street: Feature PS 5/Feature WS 16, Feature PS 6, Feature WS 15, Feature PS 
32, Feature BK 2, and probable brick sewer segments noted on the north side of Fulton Street at 
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Cliff and Water Streets. It seems that these Seaport lines were put in at least as early as the late-
nineteenth century and used elements revitalized from previous installations to create combined 
storm and sewage lines, which are marked on modern Fulton Street and Peck Slip project plan 
maps. Additional lines found during recent excavations, including Feature PS 12/18 and Feature 
WS 17, likely preceded those mapped in 1891, but were made obsolete by the more robust late-
nineteenth century sewers. 
 

 
Map 8.06: Map of New York City (Bromley and Bromley 1891) detailing sewer lines (gray).  
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The sewer and drain system found concentrated around the Peck Slip area during recent 
excavations included publicly funded brick sewer channels, as well as smaller, private, stone-
capped drains built to alleviate localized cellar and basement flooding. The city installed sewers 
and gutters to manage wastewater beginning at least by the early-eighteenth century. These 
structures were apparently inadequate at managing the drainage demands of a growing 
population and the resultant increase in building density, land expansion, and changing 
environmental conditions. As evidenced at Peck Slip, sewers were rebuilt and replaced over 
time; roads were re-graded and repaved; and individuals installed private drainage channels to 
attempt to manage localized flooding. As evidenced by the extensive damage inflicted on the 
Seaport area by Hurricane Sandy in 2012, the area’s proximity to the East River and its shallow 
water table mean flooding and water management continue to be pressing issues.  
 
LANDFILL AND CRIBBING 
 
PIER AND WHARF INFRASTRUCTURAL EXPANSION 
 
The Peck Slip and Fulton Street projects tested in areas predominantly built upon manufactured 
land. In fact, much of the Seaport area has undergone dramatic topographical changes over the 
past 300 years. During New York’s Dutch and early British eras, the City’s eastern extent lay at 
the East River high water line located at present-day Pearl Street (then Queen Street). The 1687 
Dongan Charter helped encourage growth into the waterway in an effort to create more usable 
land by granting the City ownership of lots that extended to the low water mark, which was 
eventually called Water Street. The City required purchasers to fill the properties at their own 
expense and, beginning in 1692, construct wharves on their East River boundaries (Historical 
Perspectives Inc 2007c:17). As water-lot purchasing and construction in the Seaport area 
expanded east, sporadic land development left gaps in the transition from waterways and slips to 
finished, continuous roadways. Fulton Street, known as Fair Street until 1814, originally ran only 
to Cliff Street, while a gap between surrounding blocks designated Beekman’s Slip ran from 
Pearl/Queen Street east through the expanding riverside wharf network (Map 8.07). 
Schermerhorn’s Wharf was the area’s northernmost pier, though Dally’s Shipyard lay even 
further north in an area that Beekman Street would later extend into. In 1803, residents petitioned 
the City to extend Fair Street east to abut the head of Beekman’s Slip. The request was not 
fulfilled until 1816 when the streetway was given its present moniker in honor of Robert Fulton 
and the ferry bearing his name that launched from the foot of the slip (MCC 1784-1831, III:208; 
NYCR Liber 116:537).  
 
Beekman’s Slip covered the area from modern Pearl Street to South Street, with a changing array 
of wharves and piers extending into the river as land was filled. Kemp’s 1767 New York City 
map depicts Beekman’s Slip extending from Water Street at the river boundary to Queen Street 
with a large pier, labeled Schermerhorn’s Wharf on Lyne’s earlier map, extending into the water 
on the north side of modern Fulton Street (Map 8.08) (Wilson 1902). By 1798, the slip reached 
from the east side of Water Street, past the newly finished Front Street, to extend via wharves 
and piers into the area being filled as South Street. Its north side remained a straight pier 
extending into the East River while its south side ran on a northwest to southeast angle (Map 
8.09). Based on evidence gleaned from Mangin and Goerck’s 1803 and Bridges 1807 revised 
city survey maps (not pictured), as well as an 1806 Common Council request to close the slip 
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with a bulkhead, Beekman’s Slip was filled by 1807, with South Street developing as a cohesive 
roadway across the block sometime within the next 10 years (AKRF 2011b:3-5; Mangin and 
Goerck 1803; Bridges 1807; Hooker 1817).  
 

 
Map 8.07: A Plan of the City of New York from an actual Survey (Lyne 1731), depicting 

Beekman’s Slip between Queen (Pearl) Street and Fulton Street only extending to Cliff Street.  
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Map 8.08: Plan of the City of New York (Kemp 1767) depicting Beekman’s Slip (modern Fulton 

Street) cutting in from Water Street with a large pier extending east on its north side. Also 
features Peck Market at the Peck Slip head. Modified from Wilson 1902. 
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Map 8.09: Plan of the City of New York (Longworth 1798) depicting New York after British 
occupation. Peck Market was removed and the ground leveled at the Peck Slip head in 1793 

(NYPL Digital Collections).  
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Expansion further north, just south of Walton’s Shipyard, began to form Peck Slip in the early-
eighteenth century, as first depicted on a 1728 version of Lyne’s New York plan. Before 
development, the area was home to a large bluff and Beekman’s Swamp to the northwest. Like 
Beekman’s Slip, Peck Slip formed as surrounding blocks were developed and in-filled. 
Roosevelt’s Wharf formed Peck Slip’s north boundary, while Peck’s Wharf initially extended 
into the East River on the slip’s south side (see Lyne 1731, Map 8.07). The City Corporation 
controlled a water lot along the slip’s south side, just south of a pier pictured in Maershalck’s 
1749 survey as extending east from midway between Queen (Pearl) and Water Streets; this was 
likely the same Peck’s Wharf detailed on Lyne’s 1731 Map (Map 8.07). The Common Council 
ordered the Corporation to fill their water lot and install a stone and wood pier, actions that 
probably extended the Corporation’s lot close to modern South Street in 1765 (MCC 1675-1776, 
VII:169-170). After construction of Peck’s Market at the head of the slip in 1763, the open 
slipway continued to extend east between piers or wharves through the rest of the century (see 
Longworth 1798, Map 8.09). Its headway lay just east of the Market at the Water Street 
intersection, where in 1797 it was necessary to “dig out” accumulated refuse at the slip head to 
accommodate ships docking nearby and to pave the surrounding walkways at the north and south 
sides of the slip (MCC 1784-1831, II:340, 403). Near the close of the eighteenth century, nearby 
wharves constructed by 1789 extended east into the river from Water Street. These Wharves, 
given from south to north, are as follows: Walton’s Wharf, Rose’s Wharf, and Lawrence’s 
Wharf, located at the south Water Street intersection with Dover Street. These wharves extended 
across the area that would later become Front Street north of Peck Slip. South of Peck Slip, 
Farmer’s Wharf, Bynenck’s Wharf, Crane’s Wharf, Clarke’s Wharf, and Monroe’s Wharf 
(previously labeled Schermerhorn’s Wharf) extended from developing Front Street east into the 
river (see Longworth 1798, Map 8.09).  
 
In the first two decades of the nineteenth century, wharves and bulkheads began to close off the 
shrinking Peck Slip. An 1809 survey showed Peck Slip as an open, even slip with 5.5m (18’) 
wide piers on its north and south sides, corresponding roughly with the modern 4.6m (15’) wide 
sidewalks and approximately 24.4m (80’) wide street way (Map 8.11). Within the next decade, a 
series of perpendicular piers appeared at the southeast edge of Peck Slip. A second J.H. 
Poppleton survey map shows a new 8.4m (27.6’) wide pier that extends into the East River after 
turning from a perpendicular angle to the slip in the same area as a structure previously labeled 
Farmer’s Wharf (Map 8.12). Notes from the map margins date the Poppleton survey to July of 
181X with the final digit missing due to damage, suggesting a survey date between 1810 and 
1819. By the second decade of the nineteenth century, Peck Slip’s head had been in-filled 
approximately 13.7m (45’) from Water Street to lie between Water and Front Streets, with 6.7m 
(22’) wide paved sidewalk or piers surrounding it. A small portion of the south side of the slip 
lying just east of Front Street jutted into the slipway to form a 9.6m by 6.7m (32’ by 22’) 
projection into the open slip. Crane’s Wharf, a structure that lay in the path of modern Beekman 
Street, continued to extend into the East River between the last partially-filled water lots as the 
surrounding areas were turned into South Street. 
 
By 1827, Peck Slip’s open waterway was filled-in from Front to South Street, with a ferry station 
to Brooklyn built across its opening (Map 8.13). By this time, piers extending into the East River 
from the nearly continuous South Street were given numbered designations. The pier that first 
appeared on Poppleton’s 1810-1819 survey that turned at right angles before extending into the 
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river became Pier Number 24 and a new Pier, Number 25, appeared further south. Between 1828 
and 1836, the final open portion of Peck Slip was filled-in (Colton 1836).  
 

 
Map 8.10: A 1749 Maerschalck survey depicting Corporation property  

along the south side of developing Peck Slip. 
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Map 8.11: A Map of the Shore of the East River from Peck Slip to Catharine Market  

(Bridges and Poppleton 1809) showing Peck Slip extending to South Street  
with piers along its north and south boundaries. 
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Map 8.12: A Map of the Shore of the East River from Peck Slip to Catharine Market (Bridges 
and Poppleton 1809) showing extension of piers at south side of Peck Slip and a new structure 

on the slip’s south side near Front Street. 
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Map 8.13: Ewen’s 1827 survey showing the shrinking of Peck Slip, numbered piers extending 
from South Street, and establishment of the Brooklyn ferry launch (Untitled: Daniel Ewen, city 

surveyor; on file at the Manhattan Borough President’s Map Room). 
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RECOVERED CRIBBING FORMS  
 
Excavations during the Peck Slip and Fulton Street projects uncovered timber complexes that 
correspond with several of the historically documented wharf and pier expansions. Identification 
of these infrastructural elements involved documentary research, dendrochronological analysis, 
and determination of construction methodology. Three basic crib-timber construction styles were 
observed during the Peck Slip and Fulton Street projects: open-cell, closed-cell and grillage 
cribbing.  
 
Open-Cell Cribbing 
 
Typical open-cell cribbing construction in the Seaport area feature perpendicular timbers that 
form a rectangular outer framework surrounding interior boxes or cribs made of bracing beams 
that are made to hold a variety of fill materials. Sometimes called cobb structure, open-cell 
cribbing can form and fill a variety of spaces by adjusting its outer boundaries and the distance 
between its interior braces (Image 8.16). This report uses “cribbing” to mean foundational and 
infrastructural timber complexes that utilize headers and stretchers of perpendicular timbers 
(McDonald 2011:42). Open-cell cribbing leaves gaps between its constituent beams, usually 
made by staggering brace beams and utilizing simple joints that allow the connected framework 
elements to “float” separately with fill material, closing off the gap between beams. This style of 
cribbing could be utilized to hold large-grain fill material, especially wood, re-purposed building 
debris or stone cobbles. Open-cell cribbing is a less-expensive option as it requires less timber 
material than that needed to create flush walls and allows for the use of cheaper fills; perhaps the 
term “cobb” referred to its cobblestone fill or the style’s poorer or simpler construction quality, 
as was colloquial in the eighteenth century (Shephard 2006:3). If used for a pier projection into a 
waterway, open-cell cribbing allows water to pass through its elements instead of forming a 
closed-off barrier. 
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Image 8.16: Open cell cribbing or cobb construction (modified from Heintzelman-Muego 1983). 
 
Despite limitations in excavation depth and extent due to construction aims, the Peck Slip and 
Fulton Street projects identified several open-cell crib structures across the Seaport area: 
Features PS 1, PS 10, PS 37, PS 43, PS 50, Feature BK 1, Feature WS 13 and Feature FL 45. 
Open-cell cribbing complexes tended to appear within the modern roadways or under sidewalks 
away from the modern curb lines. Open-cell cribs observed at the Seaport area tended to have 
.3m (1’) diameter framework beams in the round with .15m to .3m (.5’ to 1’) gaps between the 
stacked elements and perpendicular brace beams spaced between .76m and 1.22m (2.5’ and 4’) 
apart at staggered depths.  
 
Typically, only minor jointing or notching technology was used in the Seaport open-cell 
cribbing. Most perpendicular beams were either laid-in without modification to the lower 
elements or fit within simple saddle notches cut into one or both of the crossing timbers. All of 
the recovered cribbing elements from recent excavations had their upper portions previously 
disturbed to an unknown extent and many abutted more modern utilities that had impacted the 
cribbing. Feature BK 11, Feature WS 13, and Feature FL 45, for example, had evident damage 
that left behind slightly dislodged, shortened brace timbers not reflective of the initial size or 
exact layout of the original structure.  
 
Despite disturbances to the upper portions of the documented Seaport area open-cell cribs, they 
all appeared to follow typical construction methods. Each segment was organized with open 
elements spaced in such a way as to allow gaps in the wood beams while still maintaining the 
ability to contain large-grain materials at lower depths. The rationale for utilizing open-cell cribs 
in the recovered contexts was probably to use the least amount of construction material needed to 
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establish a basic framework for landfilling. The open-cell areas generally did not directly border 
areas of Peck Slip that would have operated as open waterways. When they did, as in Feature PS 
1 and Feature PS 50, they occupied portions of the slip that were eventually filled or were 
disturbed beyond clear recognition. These elements may relate to later iterations of the slip as a 
partially closed area or have once acted as more solidly-bound timber walls that were separated 
by time and construction impacts. Typically, the open-cell cribs occupied roadways and 
sidewalks that likely needed a framework to hold landfill, but did not require watertight or 
substantial weight-bearing sub structures.  
 
Closed-Cell Cribbing 
 
Closed-cell cribbing was common across Peck Slip and Fulton Street. Closed-cell cribbing 
involves a similar framework layout to open-cell, but with some or all of the cells enclosed by 
more solid construction as timbers were laid flush atop their lower elements (McDonald 
2011:43; Shephard 2006:2). While open-cell cribbing in the Seaport tended to feature rounded 
timbers with simple joints, closed-cell structures included both round and squared beams that 
used a variety of notch and support styles to form more solid barriers for interior fill or open 
waterways. Closed-cell cribbing also incorporated more elaborate notching and support 
construction and tended to correspond fairly closely to modern sidewalk locations and historic 
wharf projections. 
 
Peck Slip and Fulton Street excavations revealed several closed cell-cribbing complexes with a 
similar construction style. Features PS 2, PS 7, PS 21 and PS 26 each featured a solid line of 
flush, squared timbers forming a closed wall with interior cribbing cells. These solid crib barriers 
tended to run parallel to the modern sidewalks along what would have been the sides of the open 
Peck Slip, or the edge of the network of wharves or piers that bound the north and south sides of 
the slipway from at least 1728 through 1830. These features all utilized squared timbers .3m to 
.37m (1’ to 1.2’) in diameter and ranging from 3.1m (10’) to nearly 9.14m (30’) long to build 
solid walls. Perpendicular reinforcement beams, similar to those seen in the Seaport area open-
cell cribbing, extended at least 1.22m (4’) from the closed walls and were attached as beams 
through open mortise joints (Maps 8.14 and 8.15). The full extent of these features could not be 
explored due to construction constraints, so it is not known if these flush walls included only a 
single line of brace beams as a support element (Image 8.17 from McDonald 2011), or if 
additional parallel walls or cribbing lines reinforced the flush end walls. Based on the 
construction style of the brace beams removed from the Feature PS 2 excavation trench, 
perpendicular braces for square-finished closed-cells were tapered on both ends, implying that 
additional lines of support cribbing, either open- or closed-cell, had to have laid about 1.5m (5’) 
behind the exposed closed wall and incorporated similar connection joints.  
 
Several joint styles were observed across the Peck Slip and Fulton Street closed-cell cribbing 
examples. Feature PS 7 at South Street featured lap joints that included open mortises, or 
openings cut to remove half of the beam’s diameter. These mortise openings held tenons cut to 
accommodate a simple overlapping lap joint into the rounded beam and to fashion square ends 
from rounded brace beams. One recovered tenon formed a dovetail joint end, which is wider at 
the end than at the neck of its squared, tapered tenon insertion area (Image 8.18). Feature PS 2 
also included mortise notches cut into the dorsal side of the flush wall beams, but its brace beams 
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tapered to a small rectangular end (Image 8.19). These open mortise or lap joints, found mid-
timber, closely matched wharf construction documented at Washington and Hubert Streets in 
lower Manhattan built with irregularly spaced cross braces extending from a closed-crib wall 
(Louis Berger & Associates 1985: 12). 
 
Lap joints were common across both closed- and open-cell cribbing recovered from the Seaport 
projects, often with brace beams missing due to previous disturbances that obscured the full joint 
methodology. For instance, Feature PS 26 only retained half of a lap splice joint used to connect 
timbers in a closed-cell wall, which was usually constructed by cutting the dorsal side of one 
timber to half of its width and ventral side of another so that they overlapped. Sometimes half lap 
splice joints like this, or oval saddle notches featured iron spikes, reinforcing the joint, as seen 
disarticulated in Feature PS 10 and Feature PS 37 (Images 8.20 and 8.21). Other joint formats 
present in the area remained unclear due to damage or only partial exposure, like an angled and 
cut terminal notch found without its adjoining member in Feature FL 47.  
 
 

 
Map 8.14: Feature PS 2 plan view with proposed expanded layout based upon similar  

closed crib features and partially recovered elements. 
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Map 8.15: Feature PS 7 plan view showing closed cell wall,  

tapered tenons, and upright support braces. 
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Image 8.17: Reconstructions of repeating closed cell cribbing (left) and a single closed cell crib 

line with back braces (right) (McDonald 2011:43). 
 

 
Image 8.18: Rounded brace beam with dovetail tenon broken during removal from Feature PS 7. 
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Image 8.19: Feature PS 2 squared notch cut into the closed cell wall’s dorsal side,  

lacked an intact brace beam, facing north. 
 

 
Image 8.20: Feature PS 10 half lap splice joint with iron pin, found disarticulated. 
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Image 8.21: Feature PS 37 dorsal saddle notch with iron pin. 

 
 
Upright timbers appeared as support elements on the outer face of several of the closed-cell walls 
recovered during Peck Slip and Fulton Street excavations, often found in pairs. These elements 
acted as pins to hold the wall sections upright and in place, possibly increasing the cribbing’s 
structural integrity (Map 8.16) (Shephard 2006:2-3). The same upright support beam 
construction methodology appeared along both sides of Feature PS 47’s stone foundation wall 
found at the Peck Slip and Water Street intersection, indicating regular application of timber 
support for substantial structural elements across the area. Regularly spaced upright timbers also 
appeared on the slip-facing sides of the Peck Slip lines of stacked timbers identified as Features 
PS 13, PS 16 and PS 17, which was a partially exposed line that likely formed closed-cell 
cribbing. 
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Map 8.16: Profile reconstruction of closed cell cribbing bulkhead wall with back brace,  

upright pinning timber, and fill material within the crib box. 
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The closed-cell cribbing identified during the Peck Slip and Fulton Street projects appears to 
have been used to construct soil- and water-tight bulkhead walls. Bulkhead walls acted as solid 
barriers between soil fill and open waters. As seen in Peck Slip and Fulton Street excavations, 
these solid walls were built to align with wharves and piers as documented by historic map 
surveys and city records, with dendrochronological analysis matching several locations with pier 
construction dates. The most extensively revealed portions of closed-cell bulkhead walls — 
Features PS 2, PS 7, and PS 21 and PS 26 – were constructed as solid timber walls faced with 
brace beams that reached behind the closed-cell walls and away from where they would have 
faced Peck Slip or the East River.  
 
Feature PS 7 formed a closed wall facing east on the east side of South Street, matching the 
location of Pier 24 that projected at right angles from the south side of Peck Slip. Pier 24’s 
projection, located near the former Farmer’s Wharf, was built between 1810 and 1819 according 
to Poppleton’s survey of the same date range (Map 8.12). Feature PS 7’s form indicates piers 
built in this era utilized closed-wharf style facing that did not allow water flow below their 
foundational elements (Shephard 2006:10).  
 
Features PS 16, PS 18 and PS 21 appeared to have utilized the same style of closed-cell bulkhead 
wall construction facing the open Peck Slip waterway. Feature PS 21 used squared timbers to 
form a flush wall facing the Peck Slip waters from the south side of the slip between Front and 
South Streets. Dendrochronological testing dated the pine timbers used to construct Feature PS 
21 to 1740 timbers (Martin-Benito et al 2013:6). Although dating wooden beams using 
dendrochronology can be complicated by the practice of removing liminal growth areas prior to 
use, multiple sample dates confirm the early1740s as likely fell dates for the Feature PS 21 
timbers (Martin-Benito et al 2013:6). Further dating evidence is found in Lyne’s 1728 and 1731 
city maps, which note that Peck’s Wharf ran to the East River from Queen Street (now Pearl 
Street), and by Maerschalck’s 1749 map, which shows piers surrounded Peck Slip along the 
same line occupied by Feature PS 21 (see Maps 8.07 and 8.10).  
 
Features PS 16 and PS 18, excavated to shallower depths than several other cribbing complexes 
across the area, appeared to be part of an extensive line of closed-cell or grillage cribbing 
running across the north side of Peck Slip between Water and South Streets. The stretch of 
features included rounded timbers laid atop each other in long lengths, held pinned by vertical 
support beams set into saddle notches cut into the slip-facing side of the horizontal elements. A 
line of thin wood planks was set between the larger beams, running north and perpendicular from 
between the closed timbers. The use of roughly-finished, thin timbers that extend from cribbing 
elements matches the construction methodology documented for Feature FL 47, also located 
along the side of a slipway at the former Beekman’s Slip (present-day Fulton Street).  
 
Although heavily damaged by previous construction activity, Feature PS 18 matched Feature PS 
16’s alignment and closed-crib horizontal elements. Dendrochronological testing of multiple 
planed samples produced an average date for Feature PS 18 of 1739, conforming to the 1740 
timber felling date for the Feature PS 21 sample found across the slipway (Martin-Benito et al 
2013:6). At this time, Roosevelt’s Wharf, which ran into the East River from Queen Street, was 
transforming to a more solid boundary between developing water lots and the slipway to the 
south. While Features PS 18 and PS 21 had been shaped for construction use, making 
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dendrochronology dating more difficult because of the removal of the wood’s waney final bark 
growth, the multiple samples collected from each feature all provided consistent growth dates 
upon comparison. These features appeared to form the north and south boundary lines for the 
developing mid-eighteenth century Peck Slip waterway. As noted on Maerschalck’s 1749 map, 
piers formed the slip boundaries. Based upon the construction methodology of Features PS 16, 
PS 18, and PS 21, these piers utilized closed-cell cribbing and, perhaps, additional wood 
planking and timber filling to form boundaries not permeable to the adjacent waterway. This 
construction style was consistent with bulkheads documented at the Telco Block excavations and 
at Burling Slip that utilized closed-cells with side and back braces to form a solid bulkhead wall 
(AKRF 2011b:3-1). The appearance of closed-cell cribbing at future excavation sites along New 
York City coastal areas should be considered a significant historical feature likely indicating the 
presence of bulkheads or similar watertight boundary structures. 
 
Grillage Cribbing 
 
Grillage cribbing is typically constructed of roughly finished timbers of varying sizes, from small 
limb branches to beams over .3m (1’) in diameter, that are laid parallel into a wider crib 
framework. These parallel timbers act to form a rough type of crib fill layer, utilized as either a 
work surface during crib construction, a base that contains cobble or large-grain fill to sink the 
surrounding crib frames, or cheap large-grain landfill to add internal stability (McDonald 
2011:43). Features PS 16 and PS 18 appeared to incorporate a regular form of small 
perpendicular grillage timbers to fill their larger cribbing framework. The Peck Slip and Fulton 
Street projects uncovered three more extensive examples of grillage: Feature FL 58, Feature PS 
17, and a complex formed by Features WS 3 through WS 12 and Feature WS 14. 
 
The Feature FL 58 structure found on Pearl Street at its intersection with Fulton Street, the full 
extent of which lay beyond construction boundaries, utilized grillage formed by parallel timbers 
ranging from .12m to .33m (.4’ to 1.1’) in diameter. Large-grain fill of fieldstone and chert 
ballast packed the spaces between the grillage timbers (Image 8.22). The feature’s grillage 
construction was similar to that uncovered at the South Ferry Terminal extending from a robust 
wall complex (Image 8.23). Grillage might have been employed at the Fulton Street structure to 
serve the same function it did at South Ferry: to act as a platform or proto-wharf. Alternatively, 
Feature FL 58 might represent a portion of grillage that filled a crib cell to form a wharf structure 
extending down the north side of Fulton Street during the early formation of Beekman’s Slip. 
According to various historic records, including the Minutes of the Common Council, this 
feature is in the vicinity of Geradus Beekman’s boat slip.  
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Image 8.22: Grillage cribbing forming Feature FL 58, facing west. 

 

 
Image 8.23: Grillage complex uncovered at  

South Ferry Terminal, lower Manhattan (AKRF 2011a:9). 
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The Water Street grillage crib complex utilized robust, .3m (1’) diameter timbers organized in an 
open-cell crib style, with parallel beams of varying sizes laid within. While construction 
constraints preventing excavation of elements below 2m (6.5’) bgs limited documentation, it is 
still reasonable to postulate that this grillage complex served as underpinning for landfill 
operations during infilling of the water lots extending east from Pearl Street in the mid- to late-
eighteenth century.  
 
Feature PS 17, located 27.1m (89’) west of Feature PS 16, exhibited grillage construction of 
variously sized, north-south oriented logs at the north side of Peck Slip and east of the Water 
Street intersection. Large schist stones from .15m to .46m (.5’ to 1.5’) in diameter covered the 
grillage timbers. Notably, limited excavation in the area revealed perpendicular, horizontal 
timbers at the edge of the grillage beams. These horizontal timbers matched the construction 
style and trajectory of Features PS 16 and PS 18, continuing the line of cribbing elements that 
bound the north side of the Peck Slip waterway. Though a number of elements appeared at the 
same depth and orientation as those in Features PS 16 and PS 18, the upper and southern portions 
of Feature PS 17 had been previously destroyed by early modern utility installations, making the 
type of construction methodology used impossible to definitively determine. However, Feature 
PS 17’s alignment, and its use of perpendicular logs in its crib cell network, suggests that Feature 
PS 17 might have been part of the same extended crib complex that ran along the north side of 
Peck Slip as Feature PS 16 and PS 18. Together, these three features formed a solid wharf wall 
made of close-cribbing, interior grillage timbers, and large-grain stone fill material that bounded 
the slip against the waterway. In this case, the stone deposited atop the grillage logs would have 
helped sink the wider crib cells into the East River. This format would be consistent with wharf 
construction unearthed at the nearby Assay site at Gouveneur Lane and South Street (Louis 
Berger & Associates 1990:IV-25). Excavations at the Assay site exposed a large structure that 
was identified as Bache’s Wharf. The wharf incorporated two construction styles: squared 
timbers and pins forming closed cell walls and cribbing complexes that utilized rounded beams 
forming cells filled with grillage logs and stone fill (Image 8.24). 
 
If the cribbing features that align across the north side of Peck Slip do indeed form a cohesive 
length of wharf, the 1740 dendrochronology date for Feature PS 18 might then extend across the 
complex. This date conforms with cartographic records indicating that Roosevelt’s Wharf, 
running into the East River on the north side of the slipway by 1728, was formalized into a pier 
mapped by Maerschalck as the northern boundary of the expanding slip network. Thus, Features 
PS 16 thru PS 18 and Feature PS 21 may have formed some of the original slip boundaries and 
solid-construction wharves that extended past the developing water lot properties into the East 
River. 
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Image 8.24: Profile view of Bache’s Wharf showing mixed cribbing methodology,  

with grillage filling open cells abutting a closed cell segment  
(Louis Berger & Associates 1990:IV-25, Plate 4.4). 

 
Excavations across the South Street Seaport area have revealed that different cribbing styles 
were often employed together to create landfill foundations and build wharves that extended into 
the East River. Closed-cell cribbing was utilized at Peck Slip and Burling Slip to build the 
wharves and piers that later acted as the basis for slip boundaries. The recovered portions of the 
north side of the Peck Slip and Burling Slip bulkheads were extremely similar in form, using 
closed-cells to create a flush timber walls pinned-in by vertical braces. Open-cell crib 
frameworks extended behind these timber walls and acted as horizontal supports through 
tiebacks and braces. Grillage sometimes filled cribbing cells as large-grain fill and structural 
support. Likely, these multiple construction techniques were combined as wharves were 
extended and their function shifted from water-blockage to landfill and boundary features. 
Multiple construction episodes, repairs, and/or subsequent reworking might explain why grillage 
was found among closed-cell segments at Bache’s Wharf or open-cell frameworks were found at 
the partially-closed Peck Slip mouth near South Street. More extensive, future excavations may 
help archaeologists interpret the construction methodologies and building phases of timber crib 
structures with better documentation of feature boundaries and depths. 
 
LANDFILL MATERIAL 
 
Peck Slip and Fulton Street excavations exposed large areas along the East River that had been 
filled-in for development between the eighteenth and early-twentieth centuries. Historic landfill 
matrices were especially evident in trenches excavated within the Seaport roadways, as most of 
the affected streets operated historically as waterways or slips requiring bulk fill to transform 
them to land routes. As the modern roads here generally conform to the path and size of the 
historical streets and slips, these areas did not typically house structures and saw little 
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development other than filling and grading. Landfilling materials and processes were evident 
across the excavation areas, changing in form and style across varying depths and locations. 
 
Although soil types and inclusions varied across work areas, historic landfill found in the Seaport 
was generally identifiable by color, soil type and artifact content. Historic fill typically had 
organic material incorporated into a loamy sand matrix, with oyster and/or clamshell and 
fragmented ceramics and glass present. The level of fragmentation and distribution of artifact 
and faunal inclusions could be used to help differentiate primary deposits from redistributed 
secondary or tertiary fill materials and better identify commercial or residential sources. 
Production dates for diagnostic artifact inclusions were useful in identifying deposition dates 
chiefly for primary deposits incorporated into fill. Other landfill recovered across the Seaport 
incorporated large amounts of architectural debris, or primarily consisted of large-grain stone or 
wood bulk fill materials.  
 
Landfill Types 
 
Seaport area excavations have revealed a variety of fill materials used to manufacture land 
extending into the East River. Recovered fill materials ranged from fine-grain sandy soils to 
medium-grain, refuse-laden loamy sands to large-grain aggregate stone, wood, ballast and 
architectural debris (Table 8.01). A selection of the materials that land builders employed was 
likely dependent upon the water content of the area, the availability of fill materials, and 
changing City regulations over time.  
 
Table 8.01: Seaport District Basic Fill Types 
FILL TYPE TYPICAL 

DEPTH (ft) 
SOIL TYPE COLOR DESCRIPTION 

Fine-Grain 
Fill 

1’ – 5’ Sand/ 
Loamy sand 

10 YR 5/4 
10 YR 4/4 
7.5 YR 4/4 

Well-sorted; few artifact, shell, and small 
brick fragment inclusions. 

Medium-
Grain Fill 

5’ – 7ˈ Sandy loam/ 
Loamy sand 

10 YR 3/2 
10 YR 3/1 
10 YR 2/1 

Organic content; dense artifact, shell, and/or 
architectural debris inclusions. Primary or 
secondary deposits from refuse or organic 
waste. 

Large-Grain 
Fill 

7’ – 10’+ Sand/ 
Loamy sand 

10 YR 4/2 
10 YR 3/2 
10 YR 3/1 

Bulk debris: wood, cobbles, architectural 
stone, and chert/coral ballast. 

 
Large-Grain Fill. Large-grain fill included bulky aggregate, such as irregularly shaped stone 
blocks, fieldstone or river cobbles, chert, coral and wood fragments. These materials typically 
appeared in sandy soils near or below the local water table, either lying freely in open areas or 
within timber cribbing structural elements. In some cases, bulk fill or roughly hewn timbers 
identified as grillage cribbing acted as large-grain fill to pack crib cells or sink landfill 
frameworks. 
 
Medium-Grain Fill. Medium-grain fill included loamy soils with significant amounts of historic 
artifact, shell, and architectural debris inclusions. This material was generally dark in color (10 
YR 3/2 to 10 YR 2/1) with a loamy sand texture due to decayed organic material. Decomposed 
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organics likely originated from food waste, primarily represented by oyster and clamshells, as 
well as large mammal bone elements sourced from residential refuse or commercial food waste. 
Organic content within medium-grain fill might also have arisen from inclusion of night soil 
removed from privies, although testing for signs of human waste through seed content would 
require flotation sampling that was not included as part of these projects. This fill type also 
included a moderately high frequency of historic ceramics, glass, metals, shoe leather, and other 
refuse material, along with fragmented brick and mortar architectural debris. The density of 
inclusions and level of fragmentation differentiated medium-grain fill from discrete deposits, 
especially primary deposits of less fragmented materials found scattered throughout the 
excavation areas. Distinct from general historic landfills were layers of more dense, diagnostic 
artifacts with amorphous boundaries recovered from Fulton Street east of Pearl Street.  
 
Fine-Grain Fill. Fine-grain fill was typically sand or loamy sand with few brick and shell 
inclusions and little to no artifacts. Brick and oyster and clamshell fragments found within fine-
grain fill were generally well distributed across the matrix and highly fragmented. Often this fill 
was intermixed with clean, construction grade sands associated with modern utility work or 
mixed with darker historic fill below. Fine-grain fills appeared to be related to intentional landfill 
episodes that utilized mostly homogenous sands to cover wide land areas. The dearth of 
inclusions and uniform nature of the sands in this material makes it unclear if the fine-grain fill 
dated from late-nineteenth or early-twentieth century utility and road work, or if this material 
was a modern fill that contained infrequent inclusions due to re-deposition or mixing with 
surrounding soil strata. 
 
PECK AND FULTON LANDFILL SOIL PROFILES 
 
The basic landfill types found throughout the Seaport district were documented in concentrated 
areas and in predictable formats across recent excavation locations. Large-grain fill included 
irregularly-shaped stone blocks in Peck Slip and Water Street, fieldstone or river cobbles in Peck 
Slip, chert in Peck Slip and Fulton Street, coral at the 2005 Beekman Street excavation area, and 
wood fragments in Peck Slip and Fulton Street. Bulk fill materials generally appeared at depths 
greater than 1.8m (6’) below ground surface in large areas of unstructured fill and bound within 
closed and open cribbing cells across the Seaport areas east of Pearl Street in. Notable expanses 
of large-grain fill included robust stone blocks on the east side of Water Street at Dover Street, 
large boulders on the north side of Peck Slip between Pearl and Water Streets, coral on the south 
side of Beekman Street between Pearl and Water Streets, and chert cobbles on Peck Slip between 
Water and Front Streets. Additionally, fieldstone or river cobbles appeared in the deep, base fill 
portions of cribbing and structural elements of Features PS 9, PS 17, PS 18 and PS 37; Features 
WS 14, WS 21 and WS 24; and Features FL 45 and FL 47.  
 
The areas east of Pearl Street where large-grain fill appeared were the portions of the Seaport 
that originally lay within the East River. Large-grain elements may have been the most 
appropriate material to fill these areas because they were less susceptible to movement or 
shifting from tidal action of groundwater than silty or sandy soil fill. The aggregate fills’ stability 
would have prevented erosion and might have helped sink and support surrounding infrastructure 
when used within cribbing elements. Modern groundwater tables closely matched the depth of 
large-grain fill recovered across the Seaport, each appearing generally between 1.8m and 2.1m 
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(6’ and 7’) below ground surface. Additionally, aggregate fill may have been readily available 
amidst heavy shipping traffic. Much of the large fill found in the excavation areas was in the 
form of chert, fieldstone, or coral likely sourced from discarded ship ballast or unused lime 
production material. Alternate sources of stone or cobbles may have been waste or recycled 
materials from local construction or demolition activities.  
 
Medium-grain fill first appeared in the Seaport area approaching Pearl Street and continued with 
increasing thickness east towards South Street. This type of landfill generally appeared to have 
been most densely deposited and consistent in the areas where the local slip headways lay open 
for significant stretches of time, like on Fulton Street at the intersection with Pearl Street and on 
Peck Slip at its intersection with Water Street. Although this dark loamy soil type with frequent 
inclusions appeared across the Seaport area, its distribution and character varied between the 
Peck Slip, Beekman Street and Fulton Street blocks. 
 
Medium-grain historical fill materials recovered during excavations across Fulton Street 
appeared with increasing frequency as it approached the East River. West of Little Pearl Street, 
Fulton Street appeared to be built atop a mix of disturbed and natural soils. Although portions of 
the roadway were highly disturbed, a distinct fill with ash and clinker inclusions very different 
from typical Seaport landfill was found between 2.4m and 3m (8’ to 10’) below ground surface 
between Ryders Alley and Cliff Street. Beginning on the north side of the portion of Fulton 
Street that laid between Little Pearl and Pearl Streets, medium-grain fill material characteristic of 
Seaport landfill began appearing at 1.8m (6’) below ground surface. This general type of historic 
fill continued to appear east of Pearl Street, beginning between 1.7m and 1.8m (5.5’ and 6’) 
below ground surface.  
 
The Fulton Street medium-grain historic landfill was characterized by organic loamy sand with 
some clay content and well-distributed artifact and brick inclusions. This material appeared to 
expand in thickness running east around Pearl Street before thinning as it approached South 
Street. Terminal depths were not frequently found for medium-grain fills on Fulton Street, as 
trench excavation only reached beyond 2.1m (7’) below ground surface in isolated areas. The 
loamy historic fill on the north side of Little Pearl Street appeared at 1.8m (6’) below ground 
surface and continued at least an additional .15m (.5’) deep below the trench base.  
 
Continuing beyond Little Pearl Street toward the East River on Fulton Street, more typical 
medium-grain historic fill formed a .76m to 1.2m (2.5’ to 4’) thick layer beginning at 1.5m to 2m 
(5’ to 6.5’) below ground surface, depending on the extent of overlying modern utility impacts. 
Isolated deeper impacts revealed natural river sands at 2.4m (8’) below ground surface near the 
former location of Beekman’s Slip. Historic landfills persisted in a .9m (3’) thick layer at Fulton 
and Front Street, terminating in natural subsoil sands between 2.6m and 2.7m (8.5’ and 9’) below 
ground surface. By Fulton Street’s intersection with South Street, historic landfills thinned and 
became less distinct. At South Street, the medium-grain historic fill intermixed with underlying 
natural sands and overlying modern construction fill, tapering off by a depth of 2.4m (8’) below 
ground surface.  
 
At Fulton Street’s intersection with Pearl Street and running to Pedestrian Water Street, historic 
fills formed an unusual area of dense artifact concentration with a possible wooden piece-board 
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cover. This material, located where the head of Beekman’s Slip lay until the late-eighteenth 
century, was similar to, but significantly more artifact-laden than, typical Seaport historic fill. In 
addition to this area of dense artifact accumulation, several distinct structures appeared below 
Fulton Street that impacted likely locations of historic landfill; two concrete Transit Authority 
utility ducts and a sewer main running west to east cut across the dense fill accumulation and 
additional medium-grain fill areas from Pearl to Front Streets. Features FL 58 and FL 60, a 
grillage timber network and possible slip boundary formed of mortared stone, also lay within the 
depths consistent with medium-grain historic fill. This area appeared to utilize medium-grain 
historic material sourced from residential and commercial waste as bulk to fill Beekman’s Slip as 
Fulton Street was forming across the area. Despite disturbances from the nearby sewer and 
Transit Authority lines, consistency of this mixed, medium-grain historic fill between 1.5m and 
2.4m (5’ and 8’) below ground surface suggests early New Yorkers filled the open Beekman 
slipway through mass dumping episodes designed for bulk fill. Alternatively, periodic dumping 
episodes subsequently mixed by tidal action might account for the apparently cohesive block of 
fill encountered in this area. 
 
Historic landfill material appeared across Peck Slip in the form of typical medium-grain, loamy 
sand fill with well-distributed, small artifact inclusions. Landfill soils were especially evident in 
Water Street, Front Street and Peck Slip trenches cutting into the modern roadway. Beekman 
Street trenches exhibited fewer instances of re-deposited historic fill, likely due to fewer impacts 
greater than 1.5m (5’) below ground surface. 
 
Landfill soils began to appear on Peck Slip at the center of the roadway between Pearl and Water 
Streets. To the west, excavations to a depth of 3.7m (12’) below ground surface revealed natural 
sands without intact, identifiable historic fill. In the middle of the Peck Slip block between Pearl 
and Water Streets, slightly loamy fine-grain sand fill appeared from 1.5m to 2.1m (5’ to 7’) 
below ground surface with minor brick and shell inclusions. Below this layer ran medium-grain 
loamy sandy historic fill with a greater frequency of ceramic, glass, brick and wood fragment 
inclusions. This medium-grain landfill soil consistently continued beyond max trench depths up 
to 2.7m (9’) below ground surface. The only area that revealed a base depth for this type of 
historic fill was its westernmost point, located at the north center of trenching between Pearl and 
Water Streets. Here the fill appeared at 1.9m (6.25’) below ground surface and terminated at 
2.3m (7.5’) below ground surface in a sandy natural matrix dense with large stones.  
 
This stratigraphic model of lighter sandy fine-grain fill with a low frequency of fragmented 
architectural inclusions sitting atop darker, medium-grain fill with a higher frequency of well-
distributed artifact inclusions continued east down Peck Slip. Lighter historic fill generally 
became shallower as it approached the East River, appearing from approximately 1.5m to 1.8m 
(5’ to 6’) below ground surface at Water and Front Streets and 1m to 1.5m (3.4’ to 4.9’) deep at 
South Street. The downward slope of the modern Peck Slip roadway as it approaches South 
Street likely contributed to the apparent decrease in light historic fill depths across the area. 
Additionally, modern utility work and associated fill significantly impacted the entire area to 
around 1.5m (5’) below ground surface, potentially removing greater portions of landfill material 
in the western portion of the project area.  
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Beginning in the center of Peck Slip between Pearl and Water Streets, a thin band dense with 
brick and mortar architectural debris lay between the lighter and darker historic fill types 
common across Peck Slip. This layer of debris appeared across most exposed portions of Peck 
Slip, running east to South Street in a band generally around .15m (5’) thick. Few diagnostic 
artifacts of ceramics or glass of any kind appeared within this band. The debris seems to be either 
a discrete episode or the result of a small series of deposits of demolished architectural material 
made into the partially filled Peck Slip waterway atop more artifact-laden medium-grain historic 
fill. This material may have been locally-sourced demolition debris intentionally added to the 
slip as bulk landfill prior to the more expansive use of fine sandy fill with few inclusions across 
Peck Slip and its surrounding streets. 
 
Medium-grain historic landfill appeared across the entire excavation area surrounding Peck Slip 
east of its origin between Pearl and Water Streets. This material generally appeared around 1.7m 
(5.5’) below ground surface and continued to at least 2.1m (7’) below ground surface without 
any evident subsoil below. Peck Slip, Water Street between Beekman and Dover Streets, and 
Front Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street exhibited the most consistent stretches of 
medium-grain fill below 1.5m (5’) deep. Beekman Street excavations revealed more extensive 
late-historic and early-modern utility disturbances. Here, construction grade and some fine-grain 
sandy fill mixed extensively with disturbed and re-deposited darker medium-grain historic 
landfill.  
 
Medium-grain historic landfill typically transitioned to large-grain fill with increasing depth 
across the Peck Slip area. At Peck Slip, the north side of Fulton Street, and portions of Water 
Street, excavation to depths of between 2.1m to 2.4m (7’ to 8’) below ground surface revealed 
chert cobble and fieldstone inclusions in the historic landfill beginning around 1.8m (6’) below 
ground surface. Beyond 1.8m (6’), these large-grain inclusions increased in size and frequency. 
The transition from medium-grain fill with moderate inclusions to large-grain bulk aggregate fill 
was slightly more gradual in open street areas than where large fill was found bound by cribbing 
elements. 
 
Peck Slip area medium-grain fill typically included a moderate frequency of well-sorted artifacts 
showing heavy fragmentation and no evident cross-mends. The fill’s distribution and the 
fragmentary nature of its artifacts implies that the material had been deposited and shifted 
multiple times from its source location(s). Peck Slip area medium-grain historic landfill included 
less clay content than that recovered from Fulton Street. Notably, this fill included wood 
fragments at the east half of Peck Slip’s span between Pearl and Water Streets, with wood 
inclusions continuing into the west half of the area between Water and Front Streets. This area 
also contained a moderately high concentration of artifacts mixed into the landfill. These wood 
fragments might be analogous to the potential wood piece board found atop the area of increased 
artifact density on Fulton Street between Pearl and Pedestrian Water Street. 
 
Historic landfill found at Peck Slip included several primary deposit features. Features PS 15 and 
PS 23 appeared within the darker historic fill, most likely dating to c. 1820 and c. 1830, 
respectively. Dates for these assemblages indicate that the typical dark historic landfill found 
across Peck Slip was deposited before c. 1820. This general date conforms with Bridges and 
Poppleton’s 1809 map, Poppleton’s 1810s surveys, and Ewen’s 1827 map (Maps 8.11, 8.12 and 
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8.13), which indicates that Peck Slip was filled from Water Street to Front Street during the first 
quarter of the nineteenth century. It is during this period, before the final filling and grading of 
the slipway took place, that the loamy historic landfill found across the area was likely deposited. 
Opportunistic, unregulated primary deposits, like Features PS 15 and PS 23, were made into 
partially-filled and waterlogged Peck Slip near the end of the era when widespread usage of 
refuse as fill material was common. After the establishment of a Health Office Commission in 
1796, the Common Council and City Inspector for health began regulating the usage of waste as 
fill in response to concerns that unsanitary conditions were contributing to disease epidemics 
(Cantwell and Wall 2001:228). 
 
LANDFILL SEQUENCE CONCLUSIONS 
 
Landfilling across the Seaport area was accomplished through a mix of intentional and 
opportunistic depositional episodes extending east from seventeenth century Manhattan’s 
shoreline. Locals employed large-grain fill and timber underpinning and structural elements, 
along with a variety of refuse and sandy fills, to extend the shoreline.  
 
Intentional landfilling began at the Fulton Street area between Ryder’s Alley and Pearl Street and 
at the Peck Slip area just east of Pearl Street. The street and slip areas were generally delineated 
by the location of wharves, which began extending into the East River in the early-eighteenth 
century. Land was filled between and below the timber wharves using large-grain stone, chert 
and coral, possibly sourced from ship ballast. Those funding the fill operations were likely water 
lot owners working to satisfy City regulations that required them to fill their own land, and, after 
1796, to utilize clean materials in landfilling (Cantwell and Wall 2001:228). Large-grain fill was 
used repeatedly in areas that lay near and below the water table to assist in stability and to reduce 
tidal erosion. It was also used to fill cribbing cells, either to add support or help weigh cells with 
built-in bases down into the water. This style of cribbing and fill was likely first employed to 
build the structural elements of East River wharves. These wharves were in turn used as 
frameworks within which fill was added across stretches of water lots to create usable land. 
 
Medium-grain landfill was likely sourced from a mix of household and commercial refuse, 
deposited by convenience in slips or collected for intentional land creation. These materials 
might have been re-deposited several times across the Seaport area as land was re-filled and 
graded. This historic landfill typically appeared beyond 1.5m (5’) below ground surface, 
although in several areas it was evident within .9m to 1.2m (3’ to 4’) of the modern surface. 
These shallower historical fill areas included the south side of Peck Slip between Water and 
South Streets, the south side of Beekman Street between Front and South Streets, and Front 
Street between Peck Slip and Dover Street. Additionally, limited impacts found below .9m (3’) 
in the sidewalks across Peck Slip, Front Street and Beekman Street tended to encounter historic 
medium-grain fill beginning between .9m and 1.5m (3’ and 5’) below ground surface.  
 
Variation in the depths of medium-grain landfill material across the projects suggests later utility 
installations might have substantially impacted wide swaths of historic fill once found across the 
Seaport at shallower depths, leaving intact materials around 1.5m (5’) below ground surface. 
Small, primary deposits found within this type of darker historic fill dating to c. 1820 and c. 1830 
on Peck Slip, and the Feature FL 58 deposit across Fulton Street dated to the late-eighteenth 
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century, suggest medium-grain fill was dumped into the slipways of the Seaport area prior to the 
first decades of the nineteenth century. Fill deposits encountered east of Front Street and at South 
Street during Peck Slip and Fulton Street excavations suggest these areas, filled after the 1820s, 
utilized mostly sandy, uniform material to build and grade new land. 



9.1 

IX. SEAPORT RESIDENTS 
 
Throughout the course of the Fulton and Peck projects, several discoveries were made that offer a 
glimpse into the lives of the people who lived and worked in the South Street Seaport area (Map 
9.01). These discoveries included commercial deposit features and at least one significant 
residential deposit. The largest deposit (Feature FL 85) came from what was once Beekman Slip. 
This fill deposit contained many different types of artifacts, including household and sanitary 
ceramics, liquor bottles, clay smoking pipes, bone and metal buttons, leather shoes, and other items 
that area residents and businesses had in their households and stores and used in their daily lives. 
The items in this deposit were likely discarded in the years following the end of the Revolutionary 
War and shortly before or during the filling of Beekman Slip ca. 1798. The deposit features date 
from the last ten to fifteen years of the eighteenth to the middle of the nineteenth century.  
 
The years leading up to and encompassing the turn of the nineteenth century1 were a dynamic 
period of changing economics and demographics within New York City. The aforementioned 
Beekman Slip deposit (Feature FL 85) and the deposit excavated as Feature FL 42 during the 
Fulton Street project provide insight into residential households during this period (Map 9.01). 
Feature FL 42 came from a boarding house located on Pearl Street at Beekman Slip. The deposit 
was similar to one excavated during a previous project in 2006 at 286 Pearl Street. Located one 
block north and one block east of the recent Fulton Street Feature FL 42 deposit, the 2006 
assemblage was associated with the Robert Crommeline estate. However, newly available 
documentary sources indicate that this property was also used as a boarding house. Feature FL 42 
and the 286 Pearl Street assemblages have many similarities; not only were both generated by 
boardinghouse residents, they are also representative of the middle and upper class economic 
demographic of the area in the late-eighteenth to the early-nineteenth century. Additionally, no 
eighteenth and early-nineteenth century boardinghouses have been archaeologically documented 
in New York City. Thus, these assemblages provide unique insight into the economic and social 
character of the Seaport neighborhood in post-Revolutionary War New York. 
 

																																																								
1 Turn of the century is utilized as a broad term to include the last and first five to ten years of the preceeding and new 
century (e.g. 1795 +/- to 1805 +/-). 
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Map 9.01: Map highlighting areas of significant artifact deposits.	

 
 
THE ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND OF THE SEAPORT NEIGHBORHOOD 
 
Immediately after gaining independence from Britain following the conclusion of the 
Revolutionary War, the newly minted United States of America began the long process of 
rebuilding. For New York City, this meant dealing with the heavy damage inflicted on the city 
during British occupation and evacuation in 1783. However, New York City was able to rebound 
relatively quickly in large part because of its economic and commercial advantages. The South 
Street Seaport area in particular, along with the rest of the East River port, was critical to New 
York’s recovery because it was central to its political economy. Throughout the eighteenth and 
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into the early-nineteenth centuries, the City’s economic growth was based largely on the long 
distance international trade generated by New York’s merchants. Importantly, mercantilism 
involved the investment of vast amounts of capital in ships and raw materials, helping to found 
and support the banking and insurance industries. Long distance, ocean-going trade, serviced 
through ports like the South Street Seaport, enabled New York’s exceptional growth and 
prosperity. 
 
Commercial activity centered on the East River port as it was safer than the rocky Hudson River 
located on the west side of Manhattan Island and because its narrow configuration provided the 
shelter necessary for docking boats (LPC 1977:2). In the early- to mid-eighteenth century, trade 
was mainly located in the Wall Street area just south of the modern Seaport. However, the Fulton 
Street and Peck Slip areas were a center of shipbuilding during this period and hosted some 
commercial activity, including a number of markets along the waterfront from Maiden Lane to 
Hanover Square. Wharves and piers were built along the Seaport’s waterfront in the early-
eighteenth century. By the turn of the nineteenth century, only a few hundred feet of foreshore (the 
land between the high and low water mark) located south of the present-day Brooklyn Bridge 
remained to be “wharfed out”, or developed.  
 
Much of the mercantile activity in New York before the Revolutionary War involved the Triangle 
Trade. Traders shipped locally produced food items, lumber, and other goods to the West Indies 
in exchange for commodities including sugar, rum, and molasses. This network also brought 
enslaved Africans to the Americas. Substantial infrastructure developed along the waterfront and 
near the Seaport in order to facilitate the large number of ships that were docking to load and 
offload goods, raw materials, and enslaved people. 
 
The mercantile economy drew upper-class merchants to the neighborhoods along the East River, 
as well as artisans producing goods for local consumption. Colonial mercantile society was 
stratified, but not as developed as class distinctions would be after the advent of the Industrial 
Revolution. Prior to the Industrial Revolution, New York engaged in a trade economy in which 
merchants, artisans, and professionals, such as lawyers and doctors, all lived in the same areas 
(Burrows and Wallace 1999:387). Families lived and worked in the same building and often had 
servants or enslaved persons staying with them. Additionally, journeymen and apprentices hired 
by artisans and craftsmen to learn a trade often lived in the same household (Rothschild 1990:107). 
While neighborhoods in the young colony had been organized largely along ethnic lines, by the 
1770s, ethnic concentrations had broken down (Rothschild 1990:89). The Seaport area would 
become one of New York City’s earliest ethnically and economically diverse neighborhoods. 
 
New York City’s growing economy led to substantial real estate investment and development, 
especially around its busy ports. The Dongan Charter (1686) granted the municipal Corporation of 
New York control of all of the waste, vacant, and unappropriated lands in the city, including land 
up to the low water mark of the island’s shorelines. The Corporation portioned and granted the 
shorelines in water lots to private landholders — usually wealthy and connected individuals who 
owned land near the shore — who were then required to fill and develop the properties at their 
own expense. Granting lands to the low water mark was meant to facilitate commercial 
development. Since the water level near the shore was too shallow to dock larger vessels, building 
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out the shorefront would increase dock space while also providing additional acreage for 
warehouses (Steinberg 2015:20). 
 
The Corporation was conservative about releasing waterfront properties, thereby creating a land 
shortage that drove up real estate prices (see Rothschild 1990:15). Even so, land expansion had 
reached the limits of the Dongan Charter by the 1720s. In combination with the destructive effects 
of a 1723 nor’easter that “almost Intirely ruined and washed Away” the Great Dock to the south 
of the Seaport area, the City looked toward the ratification of a new charter to extend port real 
estate (MCC 1675-1776, III:326 as quoted in Steinberg 2015:24). Called the Montgomerie Charter, 
this new piece of legislation granted the City control over another 127 acres along the East River. 
John Roosevelt, a Peck Slip resident, was among the Common Council members that granted the 
Montgomerie Charter. The charter was important for future development in New York City as it 
not only re-confirmed the existence of the Corporation of the City of New York, it also gave the 
city its first estate. The estate consisted of all municipal market buildings, docks, wharves, cranes 
and bridges as well as all of the waste and common land and the land surrounding Manhattan 
Island to the low water marks, plus an additional 400 feet (Burrows and Wallace 1999:138-139). 
Like individual property owners, the Corporation now had the right to sell or lease land. Many 
wealthy merchants, who were also members of the Common Council and other “commercial 
interests”, used the Montgomerie Charter to control the course of development in the city and 
increase their wealth through real estate speculation (Rothschild 1990:7).  
 
The City began to grant, and later sell, water lots, including land up to present-day Fulton Street 
between Pearl and Water Streets (located at the high and low tide marks), in 1687 (Map 9.02). By 
1750, Queen Street (present day Pearl Street) was already densely inhabited “nearly up to Peck 
Slip” (Valentine 1853:288). The East River lots were among the most sought after and most 
expensive in the City due to the heavy commercial activity in the area (Rothschild 1990:15). By 
mid-century, water lots were being granted to more than just the wealthy, leading to the socio-
economic diversification of the neighborhood. In the 1750s the Corporation granted 57 water lots; 
half went to upper class merchants, and 44% went to artisans such as shipwrights, sail makers and 
bakers (Kammen 1996:278-281 and Steinberg 2015:28). For the municipality, the water lot grants 
were an efficient and cost-effective means of building and expanding a working port while creating 
more real estate. Part of the requirement of being granted a water lot was to fill it and build on the 
newly created land. Wealthy merchants and upper class gentleman more easily met these 
requirements.  
 
By the mid-eighteenth century, the majority of the City’s wealth was concentrated among 
merchants and traders, many of who owned property near ports (Rothschild 1990:14). Pearl Street 
(formerly Queen Street) was a “fashionable district” with many wealthy merchant residents and 
homes that reflected their wealth (Singleton 1902:19). One house, slightly south of the Seaport, 
was described as “typical of many a rich merchant”. The three-story brick structure had brown 
stone relief elements and a “large and fine” garden that reached the water’s edge (Singleton 
1902:19). In 1783/1784, George Washington took up temporary residence nearby at Cherry Street 
as the United States’ first President. By the 1780s, some wealthier individuals began moving inland 
and leasing their waterfront properties. In 1786, a member of the Pell family advertised a “large 
and convenient three story house” containing eleven fireplaces, located at 191 Queen Street (later 
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263 Pearl Street) opposite Beekman Slip (Daily Advertiser, 15 Apr 1786). Material and structural 
remains from this property are documented within Features FL 42 and FL 43. 
 
By 1789, wealthier individuals still tended to reside on the east side of the City, but no longer 
immediately around the ports (Cantwell and Wall 2001:195). Tax records for 1789 show that 
Montgomery Ward (including the Seaport area) and the East Ward, immediately to the south, held 
the largest population of high-ranking individuals (Rothschild 1990:113, Table 4.3). Most of these 
people lived on streets leading to the East River, or those that had been at the waterfront before 
landfilling extended the shoreline (Rothschild 1990:116). In Montgomery Ward, individuals with 
the highest status were concentrated along Queen Street (Map 9.03) (Rothschild 1990:116). 
 
While the wealthiest residents of the City tended to be merchants, not all merchants were wealthy. 
Historic documents, including tax records, show that as the eighteenth century wore on, wealth 
became concentrated among fewer individuals (Rothschild 1990:119). Property holdings tended 
to separate the highest status individuals from other merchants (Rothschild 1990:111). Artisans 
accounted for the largest occupational category in the 1789 tax records, but fell into the middle 
rankings by the end of the century (Rothschild 1990:119). Montgomery Ward had the largest 
artisan concentration and second largest concentration of merchants. The East Ward had the largest 
merchant population (Rothschild 1990:121, Table 4.7). Retailers, professionals, and white-collar 
workers were the other main occupational groups living in the Seaport area (Rothschild 1990:121, 
Table 4.7). Retailers clustered on Water Street and maritime workers on the waterfront (Rothschild 
1990:124). 
 
By the beginning of the nineteenth century, wealthier individuals were moving farther away from 
the port areas to purely residential neighborhoods (Wall 1994:19-21). As the economy transitioned 
to industrial capitalism, the social structure and demographic composition of the South Street 
Seaport area changed. Apprentices and journeymen who had formerly lived with their employers 
made the transition to wage laborers (Rothschild 1990:21; Blackmar 1979:135). Many artisans 
struggled to continue at the high standard to which they were accustomed as wage labor and factory 
work became more common. By the late 1790s, many artisans were taking in boarders to make 
ends meet (Burrows and Wallace 1999:387). While there were newspaper ads for boarding and 
lodging situations beginning in the mid-eighteenth century, their numbers greatly increased in the 
nineteenth century. 
 
The Seaport continued to be a busy, thriving area during the first few decades of the nineteenth 
century. A large volume of shipping continued to go through the East River port (although much 
of it had moved to the Hudson River by this time), and the Fulton Ferry was established at 
Beekman Slip in 1814 as a means of transporting both goods and people across the river to 
Brooklyn (LPC 1977:3; MCC 1784-1831, VII:730, 18 Apr 1814). During this period, the 
composition of the neighborhood changed. While still a flourishing commercial area, most of the 
wealthy merchants who populated the port neighborhoods in the previous century now lived 
further uptown in residential neighborhoods such as Greenwich Village. Mid-nineteenth century 
commercial deposits along Peck Slip are indicative of the ongoing function of the area as a 
commercial port. The Seaport area shifted to become a solely commercial district in the mid-
nineteenth century and would not become a mixed residential/commercial area again until the 
early-twenty-first century. 
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Map 9.02: Map showing the original shoreline, project areas highlighted (Sanitary & 

Topographical Map of the City and Island of New York, Egbert L. Viele 1865). 
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Map 9.03: Illustration of estimated status of lower Manhattan residents in 1789,  

with project areas highlighted (modified from Rothschild 1990:117, Fig 4.2). 
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SEAPORT COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY 
 
The late 1700s were a transitional period for the East River port neighborhoods. Though wealthy 
merchants and artisans were beginning to move inland and uptown, many still resided in the area. 
Directories, conveyance records, maps, and other documents provide the names of some of the 
individuals who lived and worked around Beekman Slip where a large trash deposit (Feature FL 
85) was excavated during the Fulton Street Project (Map 9.04).  
 
The large Feature FL 85 deposit contained materials from both commercial and residential sources 
and likely occurred after the Revolutionary War, but before ca. 1800. Beekman Slip was filled to 
Front Street before 1800. The assemblage provides a broad look at the materials available to and 
activities that occurred in the late-eighteenth century Seaport. The creation of this deposit also 
reflects multi-purpose action in the area: refuse disposal and infrastructural development. 
Following a 1700 Common Council ordinance, the East River was a designated repository for trash 
(MCC 1675-1776, II:103). Instructing city residents to dispose of their waste in the river had the 
dual benefits of removing waste from the island while adding to the fill being used to create new 
land.  
 
Documentary research was used to outline the occupational and developmental history of 
Beekman Slip, pinpointing who occupied the area during the deposition period (see Table 9:01). 
Documentary research and artifact analysis have allowed for the identification of discrete deposits 
within Feature FL 85 and their association with occupants of Beekman Slip in the last decades of 
the eighteenth century. 
 
The water lots lining Beekman Slip in the area of the deposit were originally granted to wealthy 
and prominent citizens. The lots on the south side between Pearl and Water Streets were sold to 
the Van Cortlandt family as early as 1692. The Van Cortlandts were also granted the southside lots 
between Water and Front Streets in 1750 (Stokes 1915-1928, Vol. 1:250; Bridges and Poppleton 
1809). Stokes refers to the large house on the corner of Pearl Street, and a smaller building fronting 
the wharf at Water Street up to the corner of the slip, as belonging to the Van Cortlandt family 
(Stokes 1915-1928, Vol. 1:250). The Van Cortlandts probably lived here, or at least owned some 
of the property, throughout most of the eighteenth century. 
 
The Van Cortlandts were one of New York’s most prominent families. The family members who 
owned the property at Beekman Slip were the children and grandchildren of Olaf Van Cortlandt, 
a wealthy merchant and one of the early Dutch settlers of New Amsterdam. His sons Stephanus 
and Jacobus both served as mayors of New York City; Stephanus was the first native-born person 
to hold this position, serving from 1677 to 1678 and 1686 to 1688. The family amassed vast 
landholdings not only in the City, but also to the north in the present-day Bronx and in Westchester 
County at Croton-on-Hudson. The family mansion still stands in the Bronx, as does the manor 
house in Croton.  
 
The Van Cortlandts sold their easternmost lot between Water and Front Streets to Catherine 
Lawrence by 1790. The “Widow Lawrence” then petitioned the Common Council for the water 
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lot fronting the property to the east (MCC 1784-1831, I:589, 2 Sep 1790).2 She rented at least some 
of the property to James Savage, a grocer. His is the only name listed at 12 Beekman Slip in the 
1798 Directory (Longworth 1798). Lawrence was deceased by January 1808, when her property 
on Beekman Slip was put up for sale at auction at the Tontine Coffee House on January 22, 1808 
(New York Evening Post, Jan 1808). However, she was still listed at 12 Beekman Slip in the 1808 
City directory and was assessed property taxes in 1808 for Nos. 12 and 13 Beekman Slip 
(Longworth 1808; NYC Tax Assessments).  
 
Another wealthy and prominent New York family, the Beekmans, owned property on the north 
side of the Slip in the area of the densest portion of the Feature FL 85 deposit (Map 9.04). Several 
structural features were recovered in that location as well. In 1670, William Beekman purchased 
the land immediately north of present-day Fulton Street, from Gold Street to the shoreline at Pearl 
Street (Stokes 1915-1928, Vol. 6:78). In 1703, his son Gerard purchased a 9.1m (30’) wide water 
lot extending from the eastern edge of his father’s property out to the low water mark (MCC 1675-
1776, III:285-286, 24 Apr 1722). His brother, Johannes, purchased the adjoining lot to the north. 
Another Beekman, Cornelius, probably the grandson of Gerard, acquired the water lot between 
Water and Front Streets on the north side of the Slip in 1751 (MCC 1675-1776, V:330, 22 Mar 
1751). The density of Beekman family holdings around the slip gave the slip, and the feature, its 
name. 
 
General Malcolm acquired the lot granted to Cornelius Beekman at some point before 1786 (Map 
Showing Water Lots Along the East River Waterfront, undated on file at MBPO; MCC 1784-1831, 
I:242). William Malcolm commanded a regiment of the American Army during the Revolutionary 
War, with Aaron Burr as his second-in-command. After the War, he served as Commander of the 
New York City militia (Smith 1889:66). He was a “fabulously wealthy” merchant who was able 
to buy his own command in the Continental Army (Isenberg 2007:37). As a property owner in the 
area, Malcolm attempted, at least twice, to add a five-foot slip of land along the west side of his 
property to even the line with that of the block to the west. He also petitioned for wharf rights 
along his property on multiple occasions. His requests and petitions were continually denied (MCC 
1784-1831, I:242, 23 Aug 1786; MCC 1784-1831, I:299, 20 Jun 1787; MCC 1784-1831, I:307, 
20 Jul 1787; MCC 1784-1831, I:372, 21 May 1788; MCC 1784-1831, I:386, 16 Jul 1788; MCC 
1784-1831, I:590, 30 Aug 1790). 
 

																																																								
2 The petition was denied because of the need to keep the Slip wide enough to provide sufficient room for boats to 
dock. 
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Map 9.04: Undated water lot map showing Beekman Slip with the general location  

of the deposit highlighted (on file at Manhattan Borough President’s Office).  
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Directories and newspapers show that the properties fronting Beekman Slip were occupied, and 
presumably leased, to a variety of businesses between 1786 and 1800.3 In addition to those along 
the Slip, directories and newspaper advertisements show a large number of merchants and some 
artisans residing in the surrounding Seaport neighborhood. Franks’s 1786 directory lists 
approximately eighteen merchants on Queen Street between Burling Slip (present day John Street) 
and Crane Wharf (present day Beekman Street), with at least two more on Beekman Slip and on 
Water Street near the Slip. The Longworth Directory for 1798 contains listings for approximately 
twenty merchants on Pearl Street (formerly Queen Street) and one on Beekman Slip. This is 
consistent with the research, discussed above, that found a clustering of merchants along Queen 
Street. Among the artisans listed in the vicinity were at least three instrument makers — including 
one organ maker — a watch and clock maker, a hatter, a perfumer, and a chocolate maker in 1786, 
and a coppersmith, an engraver, and three watch and/or clock makers in 1799.  
 
Some of the merchants and landowners living in and around the Beekman Slip area after the 
Revolutionary War were among the most powerful members of New York society. Many appear 
in the Minutes of the Common Council, where they served as members or participated in 
government affairs, and held positions of responsibility in the neighborhood, such as election 
inspectors and fire wardens. At least two-dozen properties along Pearl Street are included in a list 
of properties valued in 1799 at more than £2000 (Wilson 1893:150-152). Owners of these 
properties included William Bowne and the Widow Pell, who owned much of the land on Pearl 
Street opposite Beekman Slip where some archaeological features were found. Their properties 
are each listed at £2,800 pounds, which today would be the equivalent of approximately £15.8 
million (Lawrence and Williamson 2014).4  
 
Table 9.01 details the businesses that existed along Beekman Slip in the area of the Feature FL 85 
deposit during the deposition period (1786 to 1800), highlighting the commercial growth of 
Beekman Slip in the post-Revolutionary period. Appendix Q contains additional directory 
information and research compiled during the course of these projects, providing additional 
context for the larger Seaport neighborhood. The table is followed by an overview of some 
individual Beekman Slip residents from the last quarter of the eighteenth century. 
 
Table 9.01: Beekman Slip occupants during the 1786 - 1800 deposition period of Feature FL 85. 

YEAR ADDRESS OWNER/TENNANT BUSINESS/ VOCATION 
1786 1 Beekman Slip Van Waggonen & Sons Ironmongers 
 4 Beekman Slip W. Nicholas Merchant 
 60 Facing Beekman Slip Thomas Biggs Instrument Maker 
1787 2 Beekman Slip Hubert Van Wagenen and 

Son 
Ironmongers 

 Beekman Slip Cook and Mealy Store  
 Beekman Slip Samuel Kelly Store 
 Corner of Beekman Slip Edward Lawerence Grocer 
 Corner of Beekman Slip William Malcomb Merchant, General 

																																																								
3 1800 was selected as the study end date since Beekman Slip was filled to Front Street by that year, meaning that no 
further materials could have been added to the deposit. 
4 This calculation is a measurement of “income or wealth relative to the total output of the economy” (Lawrence and 
Williamson 2010). 
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YEAR ADDRESS OWNER/TENNANT BUSINESS/ VOCATION 
 43 Queen Street, Corner of 

Beekman Slip 
Pearsall and Embry Clock and Watch Makers 

1789 Beekman Slip Samuel Kelly Grocer 
 Beekman Slip William Malcomb Ship Chandlery Store 
 2 Beekman Slip Van Wagenen and Son Ironmongers 
 Beekman Slip Jeremiah Cronin  Mariner 
 Beekman Slip Leonard and Fenton Hair Dressers  
 Corner of Water Street and 

Beekman Slip 
Malcom M'Euen Plumber and Pewterer 

 Beekman Slip A. and P. M'Intire Hair Dressers 
 Beekman Slip Walter Nicholas Store Keeper  
 Beekman Slip Daniel Rodman Store Keeper  
 Beekman Slip James Savage  Shop Keeper 
1790 Corner of Beekman Slip and 

water Street 
James Barron Merchant  

 Beekman Slip James Black and Co.  Ship Chandlers 
 Corner of Beekman Slip and 

Front Street 
John Hinton Cutler  

 Beekman Slip Samuel Kelly Grocer 
 1 Beekman Slip Leonard and Fenron Hair-Dresser  
 2 Beekman Slip Hubert Van Wagenen and 

Son 
Ironmongers 

 4 Beekman Slip Walter Nichols and Son Grocers 
 Beekman Slip Walter Mitchell Boat Builder  
 Beekman Slip James M'Cormick Taylor 
1791 2 Beekman Slip Garret H. Van Wagenen and 

Son 
Ironmongers 

 4 Beekman Slip Philip Dally Sail-maker  
 Corner of Beekman  William Van Wagenen  Hardware store 
 Corner of Beekman Slip and 

Water Street 
John Youle Ironmonger 

 Beekman Slip William S. Aspinwall Grocery Store 
1792 1 Beekman Slip Leonard and Fenron Hair-Dresser  
 2 Beekman Slip Garret H. Van Wagenen Merchant 
 4 Beekman Slip Walter Nichols and Son Grocer 
 Beekman Slip William S. Aspinwall Grocer 
 Corner of Beekman Slip and 

Water Street 
James Barron Merchant 

 Beekman Slip James Black and Co. Ship Chandlers  
 Corner of Beekman Slip and 

Front Street 
John Hinton Cutler  

 Beekman Slip Samuel Kelly Grocer 
 Beekman Slip Walter Mitchell Boat Builder  
 Beekman Slip Daniel Pearslock Sail maker 
 Beekman Slip James Savage  Grocer  
1793 1 Beekman Slip Leonard and Fenton Hair Dressers  
 2 Beekman Slip Garret H. Van Wagenen Merchant 
 4 Beekman Slip Walter Nicholas and Son Grocers  
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YEAR ADDRESS OWNER/TENNANT BUSINESS/ VOCATION 
 5 Beekman Slip Samuel Stockwell Cooper 
 7 Beekman Slip James Black & Co. Ship Chandlers  
 Corner of Water Street and 

Beekman Slip 
James Barron Merchant  

 Corner of Beekman Slip and 
Front Street 

John Hinton Cutler  

 Corner of Water Street and 
Beekman Slip 

Brantingham and Underhill Merchants 

 Loft at Beekman Slip Philip Dally Sail maker  
 Beekman Slip Walter Mitchell Boat Builder 
 Beekman Slip Monmouth Purdie Taylor 
 Beekman Slip James Savage  Grocer  
1794 2 Beekman Slip Graham and Millner Grocers  
 3 Beekman Slip Francis Leonard Hair Dresser  
 5 Beekman Slip Garret H Van Wagenan Ironmonger 
 7 Beekman Slip James Mc Cready Jun. Taylor 
 7 Beekman Slip Archibald M'Intire Hair Dresser  
 12 Beekman Slip James Savage Grocer 
 15 Beekman Slip James Cornwall & Co. Merchants  
 19 Beekman Slip Nathaniel Browne Hatter  
 Corner or Water Street and 

Beekman Slip 
Malcolm M'Ewen and Son Plumbers and Pewterers 

 Corner or Water Street and 
Beekman Slip 

Walter Nichols and Son Grocers 

 Corner of Front Street and 
Beekman Slip 

James M'Intosh Grocer 

1795 2 Beekman Slip Andrew Kool Book Binder and Stationer  
 3 Beekman Slip Francis Leonard Hair Dresser  
 5 Beekman Slip Garret H. Van Wagenen Hardware Store  
 7 Beekman Slip Jacob Dutcher  House Carpenter  
 7 Beekman Slip John P. Haff Boot and Shoe 

manufacturey 
 7 Beekman Slip Archibald M'Intyre Hair Dresser 
 9 Beekman Slip Nathaniel Brown Hatter  
 9 Beekman Slip Edward Ellis  Taylor 
 15 Beekman Slip James Cornwallis and Co. Ship Chandlers  
 15 Beekman Slip James Savage  Grocer  
 15 Beekman Slip James Van Zandt    
 17 Beekman Slip Bedient and Kimberly Merchants  
 19 Beekman Slip John Smith Merchant  
1796 2 Beekman Slip John Lent  Brush Manufacturer  
 3 Beekman Slip Francis Leonard  Hair Dresser  
 5 Beekman Slip Garret H. Van Wagenen Hardware Store  
 7 Beekman Slip Archibald M'Intyre Hair Dresser and Perfumer  
 7 Beekman Slip John Haff  Shoemaker  
 9 Beekman Slip Nathaniel Brown  Hatter  
 12 Beekman Slip James Savage  Grocer  
 12 Beekman Slip William Callender Grocer  
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YEAR ADDRESS OWNER/TENNANT BUSINESS/ VOCATION 
 14 Beekman Slip Charles Fritat Tobacconist 
 14 Beekman Slip Bernard Byrne Slop Shop 
 14 Beekman Slip Francis Roma House Carpenter  
 15 Beekman Slip James Cornwall and Co. Ship Chandlers  
 16 Beekman Slip Bernard Byrne Slop and Bedding Store  
 17 Beekman Slip Kimberly Bedient & Co. Merchant  
 17 Beekman Slip James Jervis Shoemaker  
 19 Beekman Slip Bennet & Bills  Grocers  
 23 Beekman Slip George and Benjamin 

Townsend 
Grocers  

 25 Beekman Slip Hulet & Coles  Flour Merchant  
 268 Pearl Corner of Beekman 

Slip 
Byrd and Pearsall Merchants  

 266 Pearl Corner of Beekman 
Slip 

Hunt James C & R Merchants  

 199 Front Street Corner of 
Beekman Slip 

James M'Intost Merchant 

 Beekman Slip Gideon Kimberly Merchant 
 Beekman Slip Elias Lewis  Pump & block maker  
 Beekman Slip Divine Hewlet Flour Merchant  
 Corner of Beekman Slip and 

Water Street 
Alexander Watson Slop Store  

1797 1 Beekman Slip Thurston and King's Store  
 2 Beekman Slip John Lent  Brush Manufacturer  
 5 Beekman Slip Garret H Van Wagnen Ironmonger  
 7 Beekman Slip John P Haff  Shoe and Boot maker  
 7 Beekman Slip Archibald M'Intyre  Hair Dresser  
 9 Beekman Slip Andrew Wood  Shoemaker  
 12 Beekman Slip James Savage Grocer  
 12 Beekman Slip William Callender Grocer  
 14 Beekman Slip James M'Intosh Merchant  
 15 Beekman Slip Jas. Cornwall & Co. Ship chandlers  
 16 Beekman Slip Michael Loughlin Tavern 
 17 Beekman Slip Gideon Kimberly Merchant  
 17 Beekman Slip Waring and Eden's  Store  
 17 Beekman Slip Kimberly Bedient & Co's. Store  
 19 Beekman Slip Thomas Allen Taylor  
 19 Beekman Slip Beza E. Bliss Grocery & Commis. Store  
 21 Beekman Slip Howel Maitland & Co. Ship chandlers and 

Ironmongers  
 23 Beekman Slip George & Benji Towsend Grocers  
 23 Beekman Slip Samuel D. Lawrence Flour Merchant  
 25 Beekman Slip Jordon Coles & Co. Store  
 31 Beekman Slip Devine Hewlett & Co. Flour Store  
 33 Beekman Slip Willima M'Intire  Merchant  
1798 1 Beekman Slip Thomas Eddy Merchant 
 2 Beekman Slip John Lent Brush Manufacturer 
 5 Beekman Slip Garit H Vanwagehen Ironmonger 
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YEAR ADDRESS OWNER/TENNANT BUSINESS/ VOCATION 
 7 Beekman Slip Theodofius Bartow Druggist  
 9 Beekman Slip Jabez Pell Coppersmith 
 12 Beekman Slip James Savage Grocer 
 14 Beekman Slip John Linnen Cooper 
 17 Beekman Slip Kimberly Bedient & Co Store 
 19 Beekman Slip John Brown Grocer 
 21 Beekman Slip Howel Maitland & Co. Ship chandler 
 31 Beekman Slip Devine Hewlett & Co  Flour Store 
1799 1 Beekman Slip Jos Grellet State Prison Shoe Store 
 1 Beekman Slip Eddie Thomas  Merchant  
 2 Beekman Slip  John Lent  Brush Manufacturer  
 3 Beekman Slip Francis Leonard  Hairdresser  
 5 Beekman Slip Gar. H. Van Waggenen Ironmonger  
 7 Beekman Slip Theodosius Bartow Druggist  
 7 Beekman Slip Edward Higgins  Painter & c. 
 7 Beekman Slip Peter Davidson Hairdresser  
 9 Beekman Slip Thomas Crawford  Tobacconist  
 12 Beekman Slip James Savage  Grocer  
 14 Beekman Slip James M'Intosh   
 14 Beekman Slip Charles Iritot Eustache 
 15 Beekman Slip Gilbert Titus   
 15 Beekman Slip Jas. Cornwall and Co. Ship chandlers  
 17 Beekman Slip Kimberly Bedient & Co. Store 
 19 Beekman Slip George Smout  Grocer  
 19 Beekman Slip John Brown Grocer  
1800 1 Beekman Slip Thomas Eddy Merchant 
 2 Beekman Slip John Lent    
 2 Beekman Slip James Anderson  Cutler  
 3 Beekman Slip Francis Leonard  Hair Dresser  
 5 Beekman Slip Gar. H. Vanwagannen Ironmonger  
 7 Beekman Slip Osborn and Van Nostrand Ironmongers  
 7 Beekman Slip Theodosius Barrow Druggist  
 7 Beekman Slip Edward Higgins  Painter  
 7 Beekman Slip Peter Davidson Hair Dresser  
 9 Beekman Slip Thomas Crawford  Tobacconist 
 12 Beekman Slip John Murray Grocer  
 12 Beekman Slip James Savage  Grocer  
 12 Beekman Slip Charles Eustache Fritot Segar maker 
 14 Beekman Slip J Linned  Cooper  
 15 Beekman Slip Gilbert Titus    
 15 Beekman Slip James Cornawall & Co. Ship Chandlers  
 17 Beekman Slip Giedon Kimberly Merchant  
 17 Beekman Slip Kimberly Bedient & Co. Store  
 19 Beekman Slip John Brown Grocer  
 19 Beekman Slip Catherine Buckley Hat Store  
 19 Beekman Slip Sands and Spencer  Tailors and Clothiers  
 19 Beekman Slip George Smout Grocer  
 21 Beekman Slip Howell Maitland & Co. Ship Chandlers  
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YEAR ADDRESS OWNER/TENNANT BUSINESS/ VOCATION 
 23 Beekman Slip Austin Ledyard & Co. Coin Merchant  
 27 Beekman Slip Caleb Horton Grocer  

 
 
INDIVIDUAL RESIDENTS NEAR BEEKMAN SLIP, CIRCA 1786 - 1800 
 
Gerard Bancker: City surveyor and Deputy Treasurer from 1776-1778 and New York State 
Treasurer from 1778-1799. Gerard Bancker ran a mercantile business in the city with his cousin 
Evert Bancker, who later served as speaker of the New York State Assembly. Their business 
furnished supplies for British troops (The New York Society Library 2014; Banker 1909:249). 
Bancker had two lots and a house on Pearl Street, valued at £2,300 in 1799 (Wilson 1893:152). 
 
Robert Bowne: One of the most prominent members of New York City society, Robert Bowne 
founded an eponymous merchant company in 1775. After the Revolution he turned to printing, 
eventually focusing on providing commercial paper for the growing needs of banks and other 
financial businesses (The Gale Group 2014). Bowne was also one of the founding directors of the 
Bank of New York and the Mutual Assurance Company, the first fire insurance company in the 
City (The Bowne House Historical Society 2014). He was an anti-slavery Quaker who founded 
the Manumission Society of New York along with other leading New Yorkers, including 
Alexander Hamilton (The Bowne House Historical Society 2014). In 1799, Robert Bowne owned 
two area lots at 39 Queen Street (254 Pearl Street) (a store) and 40 Queen Street (residential) 
valued at £3,000 and £3,200 (Wilson 1893:152). 
 
George Bowne: Another merchant, George Bowne was a member of the New York Committee of 
Correspondence, which was formed in opposition to British duties on tea and sought to 
communicate and coordinate with the other colonies before and during the Revolutionary War. He 
served with others from the Beekman Slip area, including Isaac Sears, Thomas Pearsall and Gerard 
Beekman (Leonard 1910:259). George Bowne’s house on Water Street was valued at £3,000 in 
1799. (Wilson 1893:152). He also owned a property at 37 Queen Street (248 Pearl Street), his 
place of business. 
 
Moses Judah: A fairly prominent Jewish businessman, Moses Judah, possibly the Judah of Dunlap 
& Judah, merchants, had a store at 175 Water Street, one block from 263 Pearl (Barrett 1870:63). 
In 1805 he moved his business to 263 Pearl Street. Judah served on the executive committee of the 
Manumission Society beginning in 1806, where one of his responsibilities was investigating 
disputed ownership claims for enslaved persons (Bloch 1987:317). He was a member of the 
Society from 1785-1815 (Rock 2012:97). Judah also lived in the Seaport neighborhood at nearby 
70 Gold Street. His presence in the Seaport is an example of the local ethnic diversity in the 
neighborhood in which economics, not ethnicity, was the commonality among residents.  
 
Effingham Lawrence: Effingham Lawrence was a merchant and one of the founders of the Tontine 
Coffee-House Association, which was formed with the intention of purchasing land for a coffee 
house that would serve as an informal meeting place and a space to conduct business. Lawrence 
was described as a member of the elite of the City and a “gentleman” in Tontine’s 1794-printed 
list of subscribers (Barrett 1885:98-99). Lawrence’s two properties were valued at £2,000 and 
£2,500 (Wilson 1893:152). 
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Catherine Lawrence: Granted one of the original water lots on the south side of Beekman Slip 
between Water Street and Front Street, the “Widow Lawrence,” born Catherine Livingston, was a 
leader of local society (Samuelsen 1917). She was probably the widow of John Lawrence, who 
died in 1764 (New York Historical Society 1898:345-346). Her property was valued at £2,200 in 
1799 (Wilson 1893:152). When she died in 1807, her property was divided into five lots and 
auctioned off at Tontine Coffee House (New York Evening Post, 7 Dec 1807). 
 
William Minturn: Two men existed in the Seaport with the same name, a father and son. The senior 
William Minturn was a shipping magnate from Rhode Island who moved to New York and became 
a leading merchant in the City (Pessen 1990:101). His son William, also a wealthy merchant, 
married Robert Bowne’s daughter (Weeks 1897:70). In the elder Minturn’s will, his property 
values were listed as follows: two lots on Pearl Street, £5,500 and £3,800; Mansion House and 
stable in which he resided, £4,000 pounds; one house and five lots fronting Water Street with stores 
and wharves (purchased from Edmund Prior), £5,800 (New York Historical Society 1907:186-
188). 
 
Isaac Sears: As the captain of a small sailing vessel, Isaac Sears made a “small fortune” and moved 
to New York, where he became a prosperous merchant. He was a leader of the Sons of Liberty and 
is one of four men credited with placing a Liberty Pole on the City Common (Fischer 2005: 39-
40). He led a group of armed men that seized the key of the customs collector and closed the Port 
of New York. His house at 41 Queen Street (254 Pearl Street) was the militia headquarters and the 
“effective seat of government” for a time (Burrows and Wallace 1999:224). His father-in-law, 
Jasper Drake, ran a tavern near Beekman Slip on Water Street that was a popular meeting spot for 
the Sons of Liberty (Bayles 1915; Carp 2007). Sears died in 1786, and his property on Queen 
Street passed to his widow, which in 1799 was valued at £3,500. 
 
Hubert and Gerrit Van Wagenen: Father and son, Hubert and Gerrit Van Wagenen were of Dutch 
descent and members of the Dutch Reformed Church and were longtime residents of the Seaport 
area. In 1750, Hubert moved to 5 Beekman Slip and opened an ironmonger business (Van 
Wagenen 1884:23). He went into partnership with his son, Gerrit, who later partnered with his 
own son, Hubert (Van Wagenen 1884:23). The business moved to 2 Beekman Slip and stood in 
the same location for over one hundred years (Van Wagenen 1884:23). The store was referred to 
as “extensive” and had a sign with a golden axe; it was a well-known fixture in the neighborhood 
(Van Wagenen 1884:23). Hubert left New York when British troops initially seized control of the 
city, but returned soon after and supplied hardware to the British during the Revolutionary War 
(Van Wagenen 1884:23-24). Gerrit, who was born at 5 Beekman Slip, was a second lieutenant in 
the Colonial Army in 1775 and was held as a British prisoner for almost two years during the war 
(Johnston 1878:192-193). Advertisements for the Van Wagenens’ ironmongery business appear 
in several newspapers throughout the later-eighteenth century, offering a wide variety of goods 
such as cutlery, locks, nails, sheet iron, hinges, augers, hammers, shovels, candlesticks, buckles, 
shears and scissors, and shoemaker’s tools (e.g. New York Mercury, 7 Nov 1767:4) (Image 9.01). 
In 1799, their property was valued at £2,000. 
 
The individuals and businesses listed above demonstrate that many residents with high social 
and/or economic status both worked and lived in the Seaport neighborhood in the late eighteenth 
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century. The Seaport community also included many smaller shopkeepers and retailers who rented 
store space.  
 
FEATURE FL 85 – COMMERCIAL ELEMENTS 
 
Several of the materials from the large Feature FL 85 deposit, located at what was once the head 
of Beekman Slip, were of commercial origin, granting further insight into the character and variety 
of local businesses.  
 
It was not uncommon for local residents and businesses to dump trash into nearby slips out of 
convenience and, sometimes, as intentional landfill. Carts were periodically sent around 
neighborhoods to collect garbage for this purpose (Cantwell and Wall 2001:228). Trash deposition 
within slips has been documented at a number of other sites in Lower Manhattan, including Burling 
Slip immediately south of Beekman Slip, and at South Ferry. The deposit uncovered solely within 
the confines of Beekman Slip during excavation, appeared to be spread out across the block. It is 
possible the deposit was the result of multiple dumping episodes, with soil and refuse collected 
from the neighborhood dumped into the slip. However, later period deposition features found on 
Peck Slip were identified as isolated depositions.  
 
Several characteristics of the Feature FL 85 deposit indicate it was sourced from local commercial 
activities. A large number of similar or identical items, along with the presence of objects used in 
manufacturing activities, indicates that these materials were discarded by stores or local craftsmen. 
Similarly, large numbers of similar ceramic wares with no evidence of use-wear is indicative of 
an inventory shipment that had been discarded before it could be sold or used, perhaps due to 
breakage during transport or clearance of a store inventory.  
 
One of the most numerous commercial materials in the Beekman Slip Feature FL 85 assemblage 
is the large number of shoes recovered. The elevated percentage of shoes found within the 
Beekman Slip deposit assemblage compared to residential fill indicates they were sourced from 
commercial waste, likely a shoemaker or cobbler’s trash. Shoes account for 81% of the Clothing 
category in the slip deposit; comparatively no shoes were recovered from any of the residential 
deposits recovered during the project. In 1786, the Daily Advertiser announced that Garret Sickels, 
boot and shoemaker, had moved from Burling Slip to Beekman Slip, facing Colonel William 
Malcolm’s lot (New York Daily Advertiser, 10 Aug 1786:4) (Image 9.02). The large number of 
shoes found in the deposit could be from his shop or one of the other cobblers listed in the local 
directories. Shoes in multiple shapes and sizes were recovered, including a small toddler’s shoes, 
larger children’s sizes, women’s shoes with wooden heels, and men’s large square-toed shoes. 
Many of the artifacts were complete soles, some with intact heels. A number retained remnants of 
the thread that held the uppers to the soles. Still others had punched holes used for fastening the 
layers of leather in the sole, some with the remains of wooden or metal pegs, still intact. 
Interestingly, the variety of upper-to-sole welt attachments found in the assemblage indicate that 
local artisans were crafting numerous shoe styles. The shoe remains recovered during excavation 
could also possibly be discards from re-soling shoes, which was a common practice. 
 
The large number of straight pins recovered from Feature FL 85 (n=186) was likely sourced from 
the many tailors or haberdashers listed along the slip or on Queen Street. At least three tailors were 
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listed along Beekman Slip during the deposition period: James McCready at 7 Beekman Slip 
(1794), Edward Ellis at 9 Beekman Slip (1795), and Thomas Allen at 19 Beekman Slip (1797). 
 
Liquor bottles and smoking pipes, both found in relatively large quantities in Feature FL 85, may 
have come from a local tavern5. Approximately 6,800 artifacts were identified as liquor bottle glass 
(Image 9.03). This represents 44.8% of the Household functional category and 29.6% of the entire 
assemblage. Clay pipes numbered 1,414 comprising 6.1% of the assemblage; almost all the bowl 
fragments recovered are undecorated. Only thirty stems or bowls had some type of maker’s mark. 
Of the fourteen stems with maker’s stamps, all were from Liverpool. Ten pipes can be attributed 
to William Morgan, who manufactured smoking pipes from at least 1767 and whose pipes show 
up frequently on colonial sites in the northeastern U.S. and Canada (Walker 1970: 22).  
 
Taken together, the large number of liquor and wine bottles along with the number of plain, 
inexpensive pipes suggests that these materials were sourced from a tavern. Jasper Drake ran a 
tavern on Water Street, near Beekman Slip, during the Revolutionary period. This tavern was a 
popular spot amongst Patriots and was a regular meeting spot for the Sons of Liberty (Bayles 1915; 
Ketchum 2002; Carp 2007). Another tavern is listed at 16 Beekman Slip in the 1797 business 
directory (Longworth 1797). 

																																																								
5 It is also possible that several of these bottles were part of a shipment that could have been broken during transit. 
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Image 9.01: 1789 ad for Van Wagenen’s ironmonger business  

(New York Packet, 21 Nov 1789). 
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Image 9.02: Newspaper advertisement for Garret Sickels’ shoemaker  

at Beekman Slip (New York Daily Advertiser, 10 Aug 1786:4). 
 

 
Image 9.03: Selection of bottles excavated from the Feature FL 85 Beekman Slip deposit. 
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Though much of the Feature FL 85 Beekman Slip deposit ceramics show a variety of forms and 
use wear, indicating they likely came from households, some may have come from local 
merchants’ stores. A minority of ceramics recovered showed a lack of use wear, suggesting a 
commercial stock origin. The materials lacking use-wear resembled ceramics from two later 
deposits recovered from Peck Slip, Features PS 15 and PS 23, which were identified as being 
discarded commercial stock based on the repetition of forms and decoration as well as lack of wear 
(Map 9.01).  
 
SEAPORT RESIDENTIAL ACTIVITY  
 
As noted previously, many of the local merchants that operated in the Seaport also resided in the 
area, such as the Beekmans, the Bownes and the Pells. There were several stately homes in the 
area that were occupied by their owners. Many other wealthier merchants owned multiple 
properties that they rented or leased. Another housing option available in the area was boarding 
houses, seen with increasing frequency by the turn of the nineteenth century.  
 
Trade was fundamental to New York City’s economy and being involved in overseas commerce 
gave merchants power and influence (Rothschild 1990:108). Gaining access to the wealthy 
merchant class was difficult as one had to be registered as a freeman to carry on trade. Gaining 
freeman status included having to pay a registration fee, which excluded those who did not have 
sufficient capital (Rothschild 1990:108-109). Wealthy individuals from the merchant class could 
buy land, which then provided even more power and wealth.  
 
A review of directories from the late-eighteenth through the early-nineteenth centuries indicates 
that the Seaport area was both a commercial and residential neighborhood, with many merchants 
renting waterfront stores and living nearby. This mixed-use nature started to change in the early-
nineteenth century as the neighborhood began to further diversify with greater numbers and variety 
of merchants and grocers. An influx of residents of less economic means lead to a surge in the 
number of boardinghouses in the area. Even so, the economic demographics were not radically 
different during the first decade of the nineteenth century, when the household at 263 Pearl Street 
was occupied. The Seaport neighborhood largely maintained itself as an upper-class area with a 
large number of wealthy residents throughout the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries. 
The major shift in demographics occurred with the opening of the Fulton Ferry in the 1810s. The 
increased movement of people through the area, coupled with increased economic expansion, led 
to a greater commercialization of the area. Wealthier residents increasingly moved uptown. All of 
these factors mirror the general societal trends of the first half of the nineteenth century in New 
York City, and the archaeological record directly reflects these trends at the local level at the 
Seaport. 
 
Residential refuse is present within the Feature FL 85 Beekman Slip deposit. The materials 
identified in the deposit are consistent with the range of ware types available to consumers in the 
mid- to late-eighteenth century, including both white salt-glazed stonewares and creamwares. 
Creamware in particular was widely popular, which likely accounts for the high frequency of the 
ware type in the deposit. The same may be said of edgewares, a popular residential type, which 
are also present in the Feature FL 42 (263 Pearl Street) boardinghouse deposit.  
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Residential deposits are identified by greater variety of style and forms than commercial 
assemblages, as well as by the presence of use-wear6 on ceramic or glass vessels. While some of 
the ceramics within the Feature FL 85 Beekman Slip deposit may have come from local merchants 
or been broken in shipment, based on the lack of use-wear marks, much of it probably came from 
households. While there were types and patterns that came in fairly large numbers, there were no 
large, homogenous groupings as would be expected from a merchant’s store or a shipment. It is 
more likely that the recurrence of patterns across a variety of vessel forms and in relative equal 
quantities represents table settings used by individual households. Use-wear was noted on several 
of these vessels.  
 
By the eighteenth century, formal dining had come into fashion among those who could afford to 
adhere to social conventions (Leone 2005:115). Merchants had easy access to these goods and 
could readily acquire fashionable ceramic sets. The presence of recurring patterns on ceramics 
with use-wear in the Feature FL 85 deposit may indicate that meals were important to the Seaport 
households from which the refuse was sourced, possibly allowing families to eat together, but also 
providing a social opportunity for a display of wealth. Some of the ceramics identified in the 
Beekman Slip deposit are indicative of higher priced, fashionable prestige pieces, while the largest 
number were less expensive, commonly available types such as creamware.  
 
A more in-depth artifact and spatial analysis of the Beekman Slip deposit should be able to better 
define residential versus commercial sources within the deposit.7 Some of the pieces clearly show 
use-wear and a more detailed use-wear analysis could provide information on the percentages 
deriving from household versus a pre-consumer source. In any case, merchants were responding 
to popular demand in providing ceramics such as those recovered from the Beekman Slip deposit. 
It was not just expense that indicated status, but the ability of a household to keep up with and 
repeatedly purchase forms that were fashionable.  
 
BOARDINGHOUSES 
 
The Feature FL 42 deposit at 263 Pearl Street (Map 9.01) provides researchers the opportunity to 
analyze a contained and cohesive Seaport residential assemblage, in this instance from a 
boardinghouse. Boardinghouses could technically be considered commercial and not purely 
residential establishments because residents rented a room and paid the keeper of the house. In 
exchange for rent, the boarder received housing, a specified number of meals, and sometimes other 
services such as laundry. Boardinghouses in the eighteenth through early-nineteenth centuries 
were primarily residential households. It was not uncommon for a widow to take in boarders and 
many residents were long-term occupants. Due to the long-term, and generally domestic, nature of 
life at these establishments, they are considered a form of residential sites for the purposes of this 
study. 
 
In 1786, according to one of the earliest directories available, New York City contained seven 
boardinghouses. By 1790, that number had increased to twenty-six boardinghouses located 
throughout the city (Franks 1786; New York Directory 1790). By 1800, there were 130 
																																																								
6 See Dorothy Griffiths “Use-Marks on Historic Ceramics: A Preliminary Study” in  Historical Archaeology 12:78-
81 (1978). 
7 This type of analysis was not part of the Scope of Work for this project. 
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boardinghouses in the city (Longworth 1800). The Pell house at 263 Pearl Street began operation 
as a boardinghouse in 1798. Different women ran the boardinghouse, beginning with Mrs. Riddle 
in 1798 and ending with the widow of Timothy Titus in 1815 (Longworth 1798-1815; Jones 1805; 
Low 1807-8; Elliot & Crissy 1811; Elliot 1812; Long 1814). Timothy Titus and his wife operated 
boardinghouses within the city as early as 1790 at different locations each year until 1810, when 
they began operating at 263 Pearl Street.  
 
Although the Scope of Work for this project did not afford the time required for a more thorough 
search, there does not appear to be any existing work on late-eighteenth through the turn of the 
nineteenth century boardinghouses in New York City. The studies that do exist on boardinghouses 
focus on the mid- to late-nineteenth or early-twentieth centuries, for example in Boott Mills, MA. 
From the research undertaken, it appears that eighteenth and turn of the nineteenth century 
boardinghouses did not have the same connotations of low-class accommodation that they gained 
later in the nineteenth century. The structure of eighteenth century households was different than 
in the nineteenth century and onward. It was common in the eighteenth century for homes and 
workplaces to be combined and for households to consist of more than family members, with 
apprentices, journeymen and other employees often residing alongside the family (Wall 1994:19). 
The concept of the home as “sacred” and protected domestic space did not arise until the Victorian 
era in the mid-nineteenth century. Taking in boarders was a way for widows, and others, to earn 
income. During the 1700s, many reputable persons lodged in boardinghouses, particularly students 
seeking “long-term” accommodations in an era before the widespread development of dormitories. 
Even the founding fathers stayed in boardinghouses while in Philadelphia (University of 
Pennsylvania 2004).  
 
Boardinghouses were frequently a family home that provided a room and meals along with other 
domestic services (laundry, bedding, cleaning) for a reasonable sum. Boarding house residents 
could be both long and short term (Chisholm 1911; University of Pennsylvania 2004). Franks’s 
New-York Directory of 1786 contains an entry for “Mrs. Cuyler’s boarding and lodging house for 
gentlemen” at 45 Fly Market. The residents at the boardinghouse at 263 Pearl likely served 
gentlemen as well. Although these boarders may not all have been property owners, they were 
likely respectable individuals and possibly merchants with some social standing.  
 
It was noted during excavation, and later during initial analysis, that the 263 Pearl Street deposit 
(Feature FL 42) was similar to the 286 Pearl Street deposit discovered on Beekman Street and 
Pearl Street in 2006 (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007) (Map 9.01). The basic characteristics of these 
two deposits are very similar: an apparent residential household deposit with a range of mid to 
upscale items dating to the end of the eighteenth to early-nineteenth century. Both were recovered 
from basements of buildings that were razed historically to allow new street construction through 
the Seaport. Though budget constraints limited analysis of the 263 Pearl Street deposit it was 
possible to undertake an initial comparative analysis with the 286 Pearl Street assemblage.  
 
The noted temporal and geographic similarity of these artifact deposits are ideal for comparative 
analysis that can provide further insight into the neighborhood’s character during the turn of and 
early-nineteenth century. New York City directories, not readily available at the time of the 2006-
2007 286 Pearl Street study, list the property at 286 Pearl Street as a boardinghouse beginning in 
1801. This new information significantly increased the comparability of the two assemblages. The 
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two boarding houses were nearby neighbors, separated by a single block, and the residents of each 
boarding house were probably members of the same merchant class society (Map 9.01).  
 
Considering the dearth of available scholarship on early boardinghouses, this was a unique 
opportunity to compare the assemblages from two turn of the century South Street Seaport 
boardinghouses. Further, a discussion of the 286 Pearl Street assemblage could provide valuable 
insight into the boardinghouse at 263 Pearl Street, especially as the scope of the most recent project 
did not include certain analyses, such as that for faunal remains. In the absence of reliable data for 
263 Pearl St, analytical information gleaned from the remains of 286 Pearl St will be used. In the 
event that similar analyses were conducted between the two assemblages, a direct comparison will 
be undertaken. Importantly, the comparison of artifact categories, ceramic ware types, glass ware 
types and medical and sanitary artifacts between the two assemblages will allow researchers to 
better understand the neighborhood's residential character during this period of change and 
development in the Seaport district.  
 
Noted similarities between the deposits include that both were found within the interior space of 
basement foundation walls constructed of similar cut granite stone. The Feature FL 42 structure 
(the former 263 Pearl Street) was within a basement level situated at what would have been the 
rear of the eighteenth century property. The structure along Beekman Street was determined to be 
a cellar level storeroom that was part of the Robert Crommeline property on Queen Street (later 
286 Pearl Street) (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:40). The deposits within each structure were the 
result of single dumping episodes. The 263 Pearl Street deposit was spread along the interior of 
the foundation wall while the 286 Pearl Street deposit had been dumped into a pit specifically dug 
for the disposal of the materials (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:42) (Images 9.04 and 9.05).  
 
Both deposits have similar date ranges: 1806 to 1815 for the 263 Pearl Street (Feature FL 42) 
deposit and 1796 to 1820 for the 286 Pearl Street (2006 Beekman Street) deposit (Loorya and 
Ricciardi 2007: 52). An 1806 Liberty coin found in the 263 Pearl Street deposit provided a TPQ. 
The TAQ date is 1815, when the structure would have been torn down to make way for a new 
street (Image 9.06). The 286 Pearl Street deposit was similarly assigned a TAQ based on the 
opening of Beekman Street in 1820. The 1755 TPQ for the assemblage is from a Spanish reale 
coin (Image 9.07). Though the TPQ for the 286 Pearl Street deposit is 1755, 1796 is identified as 
the early point of the date range for the deposit based upon the date when Elizabeth Crommeline 
was no longer residing at the property and the address is listed as a boarding house in local 
directories and contemporary newspapers. Additionally, the 1796 directory lists the widow of 
Robert Crommeline as residing at Garden and Broad (Longworth 1796). 
 
From the turn of the nineteenth century to ca. 1815, both properties were utilized as 
boardinghouses. However, both properties were originally stately homes belonging to wealthy 
merchants. John Pell, a ship’s captain and merchant, owned the 263 Pearl Street property. 
Following his death in 1782, the property was left to his eldest son, Samuel. According to various 
newspaper ads from 1782 to 1800, Samuel operated as a merchant on the property, largely dealing 
in Jamaica Spirits and other goods including fish from the Caribbean. Never married, he shared 
the house with his mother Sarah (née Byvanck) until his death in September 1800 at age 41 (New 
York Weekly Museum 13 September 1800). The Crommeline family originally owned the house at 
286 Pearl Street. Robert Crommeline was an extremely wealthy merchant and landowner who had 
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a country estate in Flushing and rented two other properties in the neighborhood. He died in 1791, 
before the deposit was created (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:40).  
 
 

 
Image 9.04: 263 Pearl Street deposit (Feature FL 42) along south foundation wall, facing north. 
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Image 9.05: The 286 Pearl Street deposit, northeast corner of the foundation wall,  

excavated in 2006 (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007). 
 

 
Image 9.06: 1806 Liberty coin from 263 Pearl Street. 
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Image 9.07: 1755 Spanish reale from 286 Pearl Street, with x-ray inset. 

 
The assemblages share many characteristics, most notably items indicating high economic status. 
They are fairly similar in size (263 Pearl Street n=4,017 and 286 Pearl Street n=3,226), and are 
dominated by Household items (Table 9.02). The composition of the Household category is similar 
between the two assemblages, though there are a greater variety of ware types from the 286 Pearl 
Street assemblage (Table 9.03). Both contain table settings of Royal Rim creamware and blue and 
green edgeware for a large table or number of place settings (Images 9.08 and 9.09). The 
creamware dinner set from 263 Pearl Street had a Royal rim pattern and included plates, serving 
dishes, bowls, and platters. The 263 Pearl Street boardinghouse had a large number of shell-edged 
pearlwares in both green and blue, which included plates of different sizes, serving bowls, platters, 
and sauce boats (Image 9.10). The 286 Pearl Street house also had an edgeware dinner set; the 
assemblage contains a substantial amount of this ware type in the form of bowls, plates, serving 
dishes, and platters, also in both green and blue. 
 
Pearlware dominates the 263 Pearl Street assemblage (53.66%, n=1166), while creamware 
dominates the 286 Pearl Street assemblage (59.56%, n=106). This may be reflective of the period 
during which the boardinghouse materials were acquired. However, there is no information to 
ascertain from where or when the boardinghouses purchased their materials. 
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Table 9.02: Comparison of artifact categories from 263 Pearl Street and 286 Pearl Street. 
 263 PEARL STREET 286 PEARL STREET 
CATEGORY COUNT PERCENTAGE COUNT PERCENTAGE 
Activities  0 0.00% 3 0.09% 
Architectural  128 3.19% 286 8.47% 
Clothing  6 0.15% 8 0.24% 
Commercial/Communication  1 0.02% 3 0.09% 
Faunal  212 5.28% 275 8.15% 
Flora  0 0.00% 3 0.09% 
Fuel  0 0.00% 1 0.03% 
Furnishings  4 0.10% 1 0.03% 
Household  2908 72.39% 2565 75.98% 
Indeterminate  501 12.47% 66 1.95% 
Medical  36 0.90% 15 0.44% 
Personal  9 0.22% 30 0.89% 
Sanitary  209 5.20% 117 3.47% 
Tools/Equipment  2 0.05% 2 0.06% 
Toy/Recreation  1 0.02% 1 0.03% 
     
TOTAL 4017  3376  

 
Table 9.03: Comparison of ware types from 263 Pearl Street and 286 Pearl Street. 

 263 PEARL STREET 286 PEARL STREET 
WARE TYPE COUNT PERCENT COUNT PERCENT 
Agate Ware, Coarse  0 0.00% 1 0.06% 
American Slipware  0 0.00% 6 0.34% 
Basalt  0 0.00% 1 0.06% 
British Buff-Bodied 
Slipware  

0 0.00% 25 1.40% 

Buff-bodied  0 0.00% 3 0.17% 
Castleford Type  11 0.51% 0 0.00% 
Creamware  341 15.69% 1065 59.56% 
Indeterminate  32 1.47% 0 0.00% 
Jackfield Type  6 0.28% 0 0.00% 
Nottingham Type  0 0.00% 2 0.11% 
Pearlware  1166 53.66% 490 27.40% 
Porcelain, Chinese Export  257 11.83% 51 2.85% 
Porcelain, English Soft Paste  14 0.64% 0 0.00% 
Porcelain, Hard Paste  31 1.43% 0 0.00% 
Red Bodied  19 0.87% 3 0.17% 
Redware  229 10.54% 101 5.65% 
Salt Glazed, Brown Bodied  2 0.09% 0 0.00% 
Salt Glazed, English Brown  1 0.05% 0 0.00% 
Salt Glazed, Gray/Buff 
Bodied  

11 0.51% 38 2.13% 

Tin-Glazed 0 0.00% 2 0.11% 
Unidentified Porcelain  46 2.12% 0 0.00% 
Westerwald/Rhenish  1 0.05% 0 0.00% 
White Salt Glazed  5 0.23% 0 0.00% 
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Image 9.08: Example of blue edgeware soup bowl from 263 Pearl Street (FS 81.225). 

 

 
Image 9.09: Example of Royal Rim creamware plate from 286 Pearl Street (FS 1.132). 
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Image 9.10: Table setting using materials from the 263 Pearl Street deposit.  

(Note – the napkin is not from the deposit, and the utensils are from the Beekman Slip deposit.) 
 

Both assemblages have a similar range of pearlware or porcelain tea wares, including cups and 
saucers, and more than one teapot, indicating that both large meals and tea were served and 
consumed.  
 
Tea wares can also be seen as an indicator of social status. Tea was an important social ritual that 
could be used to convey wealth and status (see Wall 1994). By the late-eighteenth century, people 
held evening and afternoon teas to socialize and sometimes to raise money for charities (Smith 
2007:583). Serving tea in one’s home was customary and was accompanied by a prescribed set of 
manners (Roth 1961:63). These customs were not the exclusive province of the rich, as the 
merchant class actively participated in them in order to signify their affluence and membership in 
the ranks of high society. Matched or stylistically complementary sets of expensive tea wares, such 
as the Chinese export porcelain artifacts, were common.  
 
Both assemblages had pearlware tea wares with similar motifs: Chinese patterns featuring house 
and tree, landscape, or floral style patterns (Images 9.11, 9.12 and 9.13). The blue painted Chinese 
motif appears on a range of tea wares in both assemblages. Both assemblages also have 
polychrome painted pearlware tea wares (Images 9.14 and 9.15) and porcelain tea wares (Images 
9.16 and 9.17). Porcelain tea wares from both collections are painted over-glaze in red and/or 
polychrome floral or geometric motifs. Several larger bowls and plates from the 263 Pearl Street 
assemblage that are likely tea wares, though could also be tablewares, have painted Chinese motifs 
in blue with gilt rims. The tea wares from both assemblages consist of similar, complementary 
patterns likely deliberately chosen with presentation in mind. 
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In keeping with style trends of the period, the teapots in both assemblages are distinct from the 
general tea wares. The 263 Pearl Street assemblage contains four teapots: 2 engine-turned (Image 
9.18), a polychrome-painted pearlware (based on the presence of a lid), and a Castleford type. The 
286 Pearl Street assemblage contains at least two teapots: black basalt (Image 9.19) and a blue 
painted porcelain (based on the presence of a finial). 
 
The decorative motifs are generally similar between the two sites. The 263 Pearl Street house had 
two main themes: polychrome floral and Chinese-style, including Chinese landscape, house and 
tree, and floral. The Castleford teapot contains a patriotic motif. The 286 Pearl Street house had 
two main themes: floral and patriotic (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:46).  
 
 

 
Image 9.11: Chinese house and tree pattern teacup from 263 Pearl Street (FS 81.363). 
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Image 9.12: Chinese house and tree pattern saucer from 286 Pearl Street (FS 1.60). 

 

 
Image 9.13: Two matching teacups with Chinese house and tree pattern 

from 286 Pearl Street (FS1.44). 
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Image 9.14: Polychrome-painted pearlware teacup from 263 Pearl Street (FS 81.496). 

 

 
Image 9.15: Polychrome-painted pearlware saucer from 286 Pearl Street (FS 1.69). 
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Image 9.16: Porcelain polychrome, over glaze painted tea ware sherd  

with floral motif from 263 Pearl Street (FS 81.500). 

 
Image 9.17: Porcelain-polychrome, over glaze painted teacup  

with floral motif from 286 Pearl Street (FS 1.278). 
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Image 9.18: Engine-turned teapot from 263 Pearl Street (FS 81.429). 

 

 
Image 9.19: Fragment of a black basalt teapot from 286 Pearl Street (FS 1.65). 
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Both assemblages contain some liquor or wine bottles sherds. 263 Pearl Street had 63 bottle 
fragments and 286 Pearl Street had 132 bottle fragments. There is only 1 complete bottle in each 
assemblage. In both assemblages, the recovered bottles were made using either free-blown 
techniques or mouth-blown molded glass.  
 
The 263 Pearl Street assemblage contained more fragmented remains due to post-deposition 
disturbances — elevating the raw number of materials recovered — but re-assembly and vessel 
counts based on number of bases indicates there are approximately 11 stemware vessels, including 
goblets with lemon squeezer foots, and a minimum of 12 tumblers (Images 9.20 and 9.21). These 
include paneled tumblers and at least one vessel with an etched floral motif. The two assemblages 
indicate both households also had a fair number of tumblers and stemware drinking vessels. The 
286 Pearl Street assemblage contains seven trumpet-shaped wine glasses, one heavy goblet with a 
molded foot, and several other paneled glass-drinking vessels. One stemware fragment exhibits an 
opaque double twist. There is also a Willow pattern transfer-print pearlware tankard (Image 9.22).  
 
 

  
Image 9.20: Stemmed wine glass from 263 Pearl Street (FS 81.66). 
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Image 9.21: Molded foot of a goblet from 263 Pearl Street (FS 81.71). 

 

 
Image 9.22: Pearlware Willow transfer-printed tankard from 286 Pearl Street (FS 1.102). 
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Both the 263 Pearl Street and 286 Pearl Street assemblages would have comprised a well-set late-
eighteenth to early-nineteenth century dinner and tea table in a well-appointed or genteel 
household, perhaps intended for the proprietors or moderate-sized groups of residents of the 
boardinghouse. A brief survey of contemporary newspaper ads found advertisement for local 
boardinghouses along two general lines: lodging at reasonable rates or genteel boarding, and 
lodging arrangements available by the week or month. Some ads specify lodging for gentlemen 
and the inclusion of two meals daily. 
 
The assemblages speak to the residential nature and economic status of the boarding houses and 
their residents. Faunal remains are equally represented in each assemblage: 263 Pearl Street 5.28% 
(n=212) and 286 Pearl Street 8.15% (n=275). Though faunal analysis was not undertaken on the 
recent 263 Pearl Street assemblage, it was previously performed for the 286 Pearl Street 
assemblage.  
 
The faunal analysis of 286 Pearl Street demonstrated a varied and exotic diet. Food remains 
included lamb, turkey, guinea fowl and lobster. Curiously, there were few cow and no pig 
elements. This is atypical for an urban site from this time period. Since the deposit only reflects a 
short period of time it is possible that cow and pig were part of the larger diet and possibly disposed 
of elsewhere (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:49). However, as documented, the faunal assemblage 
presents dietary variety that suggests a degree of wealth. Future analysis of the 263 Pearl Street 
assemblage would greatly add to the interpretation of these boarding house deposits. 
 
Both assemblages are similar with regard to medical and sanitary artifacts. The medical items 
largely consist of medicine/tonic bottles and vials, but there are also some less common items. The 
263 Pearl Street assemblage contains two pieces of a syringe from a type that was likely used for 
hygienic purposes, and one bone toothbrush (Image 9.23). The 286 Pearl Street assemblage 
contains a near-complete syringe and a fragment of a second syringe. The near-complete syringe 
is a carved bone cylinder and plunger; the stub of the broken metal needle is also present (Image 
9.24). Whether these syringes, from both deposits, were used for medicinal or recreational 
purposes is open to speculation.  
 
Both assemblages contain several chamber pots. Using the number of bases to determine vessel 
count, the 263 Pearl Street assemblage contains an approximate minimum of 16 chamber pots. The 
286 Pearl Street assemblage contains an approximate minimum of 10 chamber pots. Boarding 
houses would likely have a large number of chamber pots based upon the size of the house and 
number of residents. The presence of chamber pots in the assemblages indicates they were no 
longer needed, which would be consistent with closure of the establishment as they were deposited 
in a single, large episode.  
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Image 9.23: Bone toothbrush from 263 Pearl Street assemblage. 

 
 

 
Image 9.24: Bone syringe from the 286 Pearl Street assemblage. 

 
Overall, the 263 Pearl Street and 286 Pearl Street assemblages both reflect a degree of wealth and 
social status, as well as provide an example of the range of goods available in the Seaport area and 
New York City in general. Many of the ceramics recovered were common wares, though the fact 
that each household possessed matched sets shows that they could afford to buy in bulk and were 
taking care to set a fashionable dinner and tea table for their boarders. Both of the boardinghouses 
had several different “keepers” over the course of their operation. It is possible that the owner of 
the properties owned the business and valuable domestic materials used, but hired someone to 
manage the boardinghouses. As noted earlier, Timothy Titus, and later his widow, were listed at 
several addresses from 1790 onward and at 263 Pearl Street beginning in 1810. In 1816, after 
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Fulton Street was paved and the building at 263 Pearl Street had been razed, the widow Titus 
moved to keeping a boardinghouse at 194 Broadway, indicating that managing households was a 
professionalized role (Longworth 1816). In the early-nineteenth century, an increasing number of 
ads for houses to let are noted as being well suited for a family or boardinghouse. This may be in 
response the increasing numbers of wealthy families moving away from areas such as the Seaport 
to solely residential neighborhoods further north and utilizing their former homes for extra income.  
 
AMERICAN IDENTITY  
 
The Seaport deposit features represent artifact depositions that took place shortly after the 1783 
resolution of the Revolutionary War and withdrawal of British forces from New York City. The 
discovery of a creamware plate that commemorated the death of George Washington during the 
2006 Beekman Street excavations sparked questions about how local residents crafted an 
American identity in this critical post-war period (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007). What symbols 
might be represented in local material collections that represent this identity? Do collections show 
any subtle, nascent indications of a rejection of British goods or identity? A recently published 
study by historian Kariann Akemi Yokota titled Unbecoming British (2011) explores the various 
cultural, economic, and political ways former colonies re-invented or re-branded themselves as 
American. Yokota argues that this was a complex, multi-faceted process that occurred over the 
course of decades — a process partially evident in the archaeological record of the Seaport 
assemblages.  
 
Several of the Seaport area’s residents have been identified as patriots and revolutionaries. Gerrit 
Van Wagenen was a soldier who was held prisoner by the British for two years. Isaac Sears was a 
leader of the Sons of Liberty. His father-in-law, Jasper Drake, ran a tavern that was a popular 
meeting spot for the Sons of Liberty. General Malcolm commanded a regiment in the Colonial 
Army and continued to lead the New York militia after the Revolutionary War. How might the 
objects and elements these people and their families used as part of elaborate social displays in 
their daily lives figure into their identity as participants in the formation of a new nation? 
 
The commercial source of materials recovered as part of the Seaport assemblages could be an 
indicator of affiliation or support for their producers. If an assemblage includes a large percentage 
of locally made wares, this might express a desire on the part of the purchaser to support the local 
American economy as an expression of patriotism. Physical possessions might also indicate 
personal association with an owner’s foreign heritage or economic contacts. At least two artifacts 
were recovered during the recent Seaport excavations that advertised national association with the 
Dutch or British. One is a salt-glazed stoneware sherd molded with the Arms of Amsterdam (FS 
20.2) (Image 9.25). The other is a debased scratch blue stoneware chamber pot with a sprig-molded 
medallion commemorating King George (Image 9.26). The medallion contains a “GR” and a 
crown (FS 153.1). If, as the decoration and deposition period indicates, this item was produced 
and purchased after the 1760s when a series of embargos encouraged locals to avoid purchasing 
British goods as a public sign of national solidarity, it might have been a powerful, and intentional, 
message about its owner’s allegiances. 
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Image 9.25: Stoneware sherd molded and painted with the Arms of Amsterdam (FS 20.2). 

 

 
Image 9.26: Stoneware chamber pot with a King George medallion (FS 153.1). 
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The Seaport neighborhood toward the end of the eighteenth century was part of a new nation with 
deep philosophical and class divisions. Scholars disagree about when an “American” identity 
began to form. Even during the Revolutionary War national unity was tenuous. Many people still 
saw themselves as British subjects and some scholars suggest that the animosity toward Britain 
was focused more on Parliament than toward the King (McDonnell 2001 and Yokota 2011). Many 
historians argue that during the Revolutionary period, people’s allegiances were local and regional 
rather than national. During the war, soldiers frequently resisted fighting for the fledgling nation 
if it meant leaving their local communities (McDonnell 2001:5). It was not until the defeat at the 
Battle of Long Island that individual militias regrouped with a greater sense of unity under 
Washington’s command. However, the trend towards localism continued in the years following 
the Revolutionary War, as seen in the polarization between the Federalist and Republican political 
parties. Though the elite patriots may have envisioned an emerging national identity, this did not 
immediately, or even necessarily, reach the general population (McDonnell 2001:12). It was not 
until the War of 1812 galvanized national animosity toward Britain that a broadly accepted and 
unified American identity came about.  
 
In the years following the Revolutionary War, America was still heavily dependent upon British 
imports and trade as wartime embargoes gave way to increased economic ties. The archaeological 
assemblages from the Seaport demonstrate this renewed dependency, specifically with regard to 
ceramic wares, which were primarily of British manufacture in every documented feature. Locally 
made items were limited to specific ware types, such as New York City-made stonewares and 
Philadelphia redwares. Buying locally could indicate support for the new nation’s economy or, 
just as likely, support for New York businesses. However, even if a desire to “buy American” 
existed, there was not enough infrastructure in place to support widespread local production during 
this period. 
 
The American manufacturing industry in the post-Revolutionary War period was not equipped for 
large-scale production. Local industry could only manufacture small quantities of household 
ceramics and glassware, so the growing population continued to rely on the importation of British 
and other foreign goods. As most refined ceramics were being produced abroad, this period was 
the height of production for popular ceramics such as creamware and pearlware in Staffordshire 
and other British potteries. Unsurprisingly, creamware and pearlware are the two main ceramic 
ware-types present in the assemblages from both 263 Pearl Street and 286 Pearl Street.  
 
Creamware was developed by Englishmen Thomas Whieldon and Josiah Wedgewood, though it 
was perfected by Wedgewood at his Burslem pottery in 1762 (Noël Hume 1969:124-125). After 
this date, creamware was produced at a range of factories in places like Leeds, Devonshire, and 
Glasgow (Noël Hume 1969:128). Pearlware, originally known as china glaze, was produced by at 
least eight different potters in Burslem by 1787 (Noël Hume 1969:128). American ceramics, on 
the other hand, were “vastly inferior” to imported wares, with the exception of coarse, lead-glazed 
earthenwares (Noël Hume 1969:99). American potteries did attempt to produce creamware on at 
least two different occasions, although little evidence of these wares have been recovered 
archaeologically. The scant pieces that have been found are exceedingly substandard and 
dissimilar to English pottery (Noël Hume 1969:99 and Janowitz, personal communication 2012-
5).  
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The period of substandard and small-scale American ceramics production lasted well into the mid-
nineteenth century. As a result, the majority of the ceramics found throughout the project area were 
imported, mostly from Britain, and obtained via overseas trade. Imported British ceramics account 
for 70% of the Feature FL 85 Beekman Slip deposit, 71.1% of the 263 Pearl Street deposit, and 
88.5% of the 286 Pearl Street deposit.  
 
Soon after the Revolutionary War, British potters took advantage of a new opportunity to produce 
wares tailored for the American market. British potters created decorative styles intended to appeal 
to American consumers by incorporating icons like the bald eagle, adopted as the national emblem 
in 1782, and popular Revolutionary War figures such as Washington and Lafayette. Motivated by 
profit and not politics, they were encouraging consumers to express nationalism through material 
purchases. By 1790, creamware plates with symbols of the new nation and patriotic slogans were 
produced in various potteries in Staffordshire and Liverpool (Jayne 2012; Patriotic America 2014). 
Blue transfer-printed pearlware with similar images followed in the early 1800s (Patriotic America 
2014). Eagles were among the most popular theme on early creamware vessels (Teitelman et al. 
2010:232). Designs memorializing George Washington after his death were also popular 
(Alexandria Archaeology Museum 2012).  
 
The other major source of imported ceramics in the post-Revolutionary War era was China. 
Chinese export porcelains were produced specifically to appeal to foreign markets (Carlson 
1945:34). Like British potters, the Chinese export trade also began customizing items for the new 
American market in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries. The Winterthur Museum 
collection contains a Chinese export punch bowl that was custom made between 1786 and 1790 
for New York and Seaport resident, Ebenezer Stevens. The bowl depicts an exact copy of a written 
certificate for the Society of the Cincinnati, a patriotic organization founded by Continental Army 
officers, dated December 1785. Chinese artisans often copied images from American documents 
as decorative ceramic elements, including the Great Seal of the United States, coins, insurance 
papers, and shipping documents (Yokota 2011:121).  
 
At least three examples of patriotic pottery have been found within the 263 Pearl Street and 286 
Pearl Street boardinghouse assemblages. The 263 Pearl Street deposit contains a Castleford teapot, 
made of feldspathic stoneware, decorated with a central medallion featuring Liberty and the eagle 
and shield. Within the 286 Pearl Street deposit are a minimum of four overglaze-painted porcelain 
plates with an eagle and shield motif and a black transfer-printed creamware plate commemorating 
the death of George Washington (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007:46). All of the emblems on these 
foreign-produced wares were early symbols of American independence and republican values.  
 
Perhaps the earliest American symbol to develop was of Liberty depicted with an eagle and shield. 
The use of the Roman goddess Libertas as Lady Liberty emerged in the pre-revolutionary era as 
colonists began to seek political independence from Britain. The figure was based on the Roman 
goddess Libertas, who, during the Roman Republic, embodied personal freedom and electoral 
participation along with the rule of law and independence from despotic government (Sellers 
1998). The imagery of the Roman goddess harkened back to the Roman ideals of a republican 
government, rejecting the more recent British notions of Liberty as political participation under a 
monarch (Sellers 1998).  
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Libertas would have been a familiar figure in colonial American culture (Princeton University 
Library 2012). Paul Revere, for example, used the goddess in his designs for an obelisk that would 
be placed on the Boston Commons to commemorate the end of the Stamp Act (American 
Antiquarian Society 2011). It was after the Revolutionary War, however, that Libertas came to 
more specifically represent the new American nation. “Goddesslike personifications” of the 
fundamental values underlying the foundation of the new country were among the images 
proposed as national symbols during this period (Liebster 2000). As the United States began to 
establish its identity, Lady Liberty became part of its official iconography and symbolism. Some 
of the newly formed states adopted her image on their state flags. The New York State flag, for 
example, depicts the figure of Lady Liberty holding a liberty cap, her left foot treading upon a 
crown representing freedom from the British monarchy, alongside the Goddess of Justice (NY 
State Senate 2015). Libertas, and a variation known as Columbia, appeared on stamps, coins, 
textiles, paintings, sculptures, and in architecture and print media (Winterer 2005). Liberty’s bust 
was on the obverse side of a medallion designed by Benjamin Franklin and the French artist 
Augustin Dupré, called the Libertas Americana, to memorialize the debt owed by the United States 
to France for its assistance in the Revolutionary War. 
 
An eagle and shield were chosen to represent the United States on the Great Seal in 1782, even 
before the official end of the Revolutionary War (Image 9.27).8 Several people designed the Seal 
— including Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and John Adams — over the course of six 
years (U.S. Department of State 2003:1-2). The American bald eagle was chosen over the smaller 
crested white eagle by Secretary of Congress Charles Thomson in order to have a symbol that was 
“strictly American” (U.S. Department of State 2003:3). The eagle holds a blue escutcheon with 
thirteen red and white stripes, symbolizing the thirteen states unified as one. The thirteen states are 
represented by a constellation of thirteen stars above the eagle’s head and thirteen arrows held in 
in his left talon, with an olive branch in its right talon. The eagle also holds a scroll with the motto 
“E Pluribus Unum” in its beak. The original 1782 image has undergone minor changes when 
compared to the more stylized modern seal. The colors and symbols of the seal reflected the 
“beliefs and values of the Founding Fathers” regarding their new country (U.S. Department of 
State 2003:6). 
 

																																																								
8  Though the British surrendered in 1781, fighting continued, and the British did not recognize American 
independence until September 1783.  
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Image 9.27: Thomson’s drawing of the final design for the Great Seal  
(Congress of the Confederation 1782, source: The National Archives). 

 
Artifacts from 263 Pearl Street and 286 Pearl Street displayed elements of these early American 
symbols. The Castleford-type teapot from the 263 Pearl Street assemblage also displays the early 
American symbols of Liberty and the eagle and shield (Image 9.28). The white feldspathic 
stoneware teapot with molded decoration dates to ca. 1800. The symbols of Liberty and the eagle 
and shield are each the central medallions on opposite sides of the teapot. Only a small portion of 
the eagle and shield are visible. Based on other more complete existing examples of similar teapots, 
the eagle and shield are nearly identical to the Great Seal.  
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Image 9.28: Castleford-type teapot with American symbols  

of Liberty and the Great Seal from 263 Pearl Street (FS 81.278). 
 
Early American iconography is seen on materials from other sites in the area. Among these is a 
ceramic sherd featuring George Washington excavated at City Hall Park (Chrysalis Archaeology 
2013). Several items were found in the 286 Pearl Street deposit adding another layer of similarity 
to the deposit at 263 Pearl Street. Among the items recovered from 286 Pearl Street are a set of 
Chinese export porcelain plates with an eagle and shield design. Though there are several, minor 
differences between the eagle and shield design on the plates, the motif is still highly suggestive 
of the Great Seal (Image 9.29). For example, the eagle’s wings are outstretched in both images, 
though they are drawn upwards on the Seal and downturned on the plates. Additionally, a circular 
element enclosing stars was placed above the eagle on the Seal, while on the plate the same element 
is drawn as a semi-circular banner with rays emanating from its top. These variations are standard 
on Chinese porcelains decorated to appeal to citizens of the newly independent America and may 
reflect the unfamiliarity of these symbols to foreign producers.  
 
The presence of ceramics with uniquely American iconography in both the 263 Pearl Street and 
286 Pearl Street assemblages suggests that the plates’ owners wanted to signify their affiliation 
with the new nation. The meanings embodied in the decoration, like the stars and stripes drawn 
together on the escutcheon, convey a belief in a unified country, American independence, self-
reliance (the eagle), valor (red), purity (white), and justice (blue). Although the plate is painted in 
red and gold, the design on the escutcheon is derived from the red, white and blue American flag. 
The plates make a bold statement about the owners’ or the boardinghouse resident’s identity, 
signaling to others that not only were they citizens of a new country, but that they had adopted the 
commonly held values associated with the country’s symbols. 
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Image 9.29: Porcelain saucer with overglaze-painted  

American eagle and shield decoration from 286 Pearl Street (FS 1.49). 
 
Also found in the 286 Pearl Street assemblage is a creamware plate — made by Herculaneum 
Pottery in Liverpool, England circa 1800 — that displays several decorations indicative of the new 
American identity and its iconography. The plate commemorates the death of George Washington, 
who died December 14, 1799 (Images 9.30 and 9.31). As President of the United States, George 
Washington briefly lived near the South Street Seaport area. Liberty (or the allegorical figure of 
America) is the central figure walking along the shore holding a laurel branch and carrying a shield. 
There is a ship in the background, offshore. The shield bears the familiar stars and stripes, with 16 
stars to represent the 16 states that existed at that time.9 In the foreground is the American eagle, 
also with a shield depicting 16 stars and a banner that reads "E PLURIBUS UNUM". In the 
background is a pyramid-like monument with an image of Washington and inscribed "Sacred to 
the Memory of Washington".  
 
The reference to Washington on the plate invokes his name and memory as “sacred”. Washington 
had become part of the apotheosis of the Founding Fathers, creating a mythic narrative of the 
country’s founding on which to base national unity.  
 

																																																								
9 Tennessee became the 16th state in 1796; the next state to join the Union was Ohio in 1803. 
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Image 9.30: Black printed creamware plate displaying Liberty, American eagle and shield, and 

commemorative memorial to Washington, from 286 Pearl Street (FS 1.107). 
 

 
Image 9.31: Detail of the commemorative Washington plate (FS 1.107)  

showing the monument inscribed “SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF WASHINGTON”.  
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Identity is neither straightforward nor one-dimensional. After the Revolution, the upper economic 
classes, and even Washington himself, continued to look toward the Old World and Britain for 
cultural and stylistic trends (Yokota 2011). Yet, purchasing and possessing British ceramics does 
not have to signify the absence of an affinity for American ideals and nationhood on the part of 
the consumer. Instead, it could mean simply that American goods were not available for purchase. 
Indeed, American manufacturing in the first decades of the post-Revolutionary period did not have 
the capabilities to mass-produce ceramics, meaning access and availability factored highly into 
decisions of what household goods to purchase. When considering that no US potteries during this 
period produced refined table-wares and tea-wares, the selection of patriotic patterns by the 
relatively wealthy owners or operators of the Pearl Street boardinghouses appears all the more 
deliberate. American consumers purposefully paid an additional expense to augment their 
fashionable table settings with patriot, though foreign-made, pieces. Public markers of national 
ideology were part of larger trends in wealthy home decorum in the Seaport area and the New 
York region. While a pervasive national identity probably did not appear until much later in the 
nineteenth century, the presence of patriotic and ideological imagery found on ceramics through 
the Seaport area shows that residents were beginning to create and adhere to a fledgling American 
identity.  
 
SUMMARY 
 
The Seaport community during the eighteenth through early-nineteenth centuries was dynamic and 
featured a diversified mix of businesses and residences. During the earliest decades, mostly 
wealthy merchant families occupied the Seaport area in a time when business and home were not 
divided spaces. Many, like the Beekmans, the Bownes, the Pells, or Robert Crommeline, owned 
multiple properties and built well-appointed homes in the area. Yet, in keeping with norms of the 
period, these properties often included a store or business space on the street front.  
 
As the country and New York City rebuilt following the American Revolution, the number of 
foreign imports rose dramatically. There was even a marked increase in British imports compared 
to pre-war levels. Between 1786 and 1800, the United States became the largest consumer of 
British ceramics (Yokota 2011:99). As had been the case before independence, the United States 
continued to produce and export raw materials, but the lack of manufacturing facilities meant the 
bulk of finished goods merchandise had to be imported. Yet, wealthy Seaport residents appear to 
have purchased goods featuring American iconography as part of an emerging public national 
unity. 
 
An increase in businesses and population, coupled with early-nineteenth century sanitary issues, 
ultimately made the Seaport area a less desirable residential neighborhood. As a result, wealthy 
families began to leave the neighborhood in droves to move north of the settled city. The Seaport 
area then transitioned into a purely commercial district, augmented by businesses like the Fulton 
Ferry that increased foot traffic and economic activity in the area. 
 
The archaeological assemblages and features recovered during recent Seaport work reflect these 
trends. Deposits related to the post-Revolutionary Period indicate mixed commercial and 
residential activity in the local refuse used to fill Beekman Slip for land development. At the turn 
of the nineteenth century, two boardinghouse deposits reveal an upscale and fashionable character 
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in their domestic goods, but also indicate that the property owners may have left the Seaport as 
their primary residence in order to follow the trend of wealthy landowners moving uptown. Post 
1825, the archaeological assemblages and features only relate to commercial activities; no 
residential deposits have not been recovered. Mid-nineteenth century to late-nineteenth century 
deposits in the Seaport area reflect commerce and business inventories only.  
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X. PUBLIC OUTREACH 
 
As part of the Fulton Street and Peck Slip Projects in the South Street Seaport area, Chrysalis and 
DDC worked together to create a variety of public outreach activities and events. Public outreach 
for the projects included communication of archaeological discoveries to the local community, 
elementary school visits to the active excavation sites, public programs to share research sparked 
by Seaport area discoveries with experts and non-experts, and an educational program brought to 
New York City schools. A variety of both the projects’ discoveries and public outreach activities 
were also covered and shared by local, national, and international media. 
 
This chapter outlines the various outreach activities that occurred from 2010 until 2014 as part of 
both the Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects. Table 10.01 contains a listing of the various public 
outreach events that were related to the Seaport projects. Appendix N contains various handouts, 
images, and other information associated with the various public outreach programs. Appendix O 
contains a collection of the various print and digital media coverage of the projects. 
 
Table 10.01: Public Outreach events for the South Street Seaport projects. 

EVENT DATE ACTIVITY 
New Amsterdam Market November 2011 Local artifact display, archaeologists present to engage 

with residents 
Community Board 1 
Meeting 

December 2011 Didactic display and archaeological discussion 
presenting findings from Fulton Street and Peck Slip 

NYC Public School 2nd 
Grade Site Visit 

February 2012 Artifacts, water mains, and educational displays were 
used to teach local schoolchildren about recent 
discoveries and historical daily life in the area. 

DDC’s Women’s History 
Month 2012 Event 

March 2012 Public talk by female employees highlighting local 
archaeological work 

DDC Take Your Kid To 
Work Day 

May 2012 Site visit by DDC children. Utilized didactic display 
and a talk by site archaeologists 

PANYC 2013 
Symposium 

April 2013 Three presentations utilizing discoveries from Fulton 
Street and Peck Slip 

Open House New York October 2013, 
April 2014 

Utilized didactic display elements as part of Seaport 
district walking tour 

SHA 2014 Annual 
Conference, Quebec 
City, CA 

January 2014 One paper presented based on discoveries from Fulton 
Street 

CNEHA 2014 Annual 
Conference,  

November 2014 Three papers presented based on discoveries from 
Seaport projects 

Various school visits January 2012 – 
March 2015 

Elementary education program designed using parts of 
a project didactic display. 

 
COMMUNITY EVENTS 
 
In order to keep local residents informed about work activities and archaeological oversight in 
their community, DDC supported Chrysalis’s efforts to participate in community outreach. In one 
example, Chrysalis created a mobile artifact display using materials recovered from the Seaport as 
part of a temporary didactic multimedia exhibit. This display was utilized to create a dialogue with 
neighborhood residents at the New Amsterdam Market and local Community Board 1 meetings 
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and to act as a component in elementary school classroom and site visits. Chrysalis also used 
materials from the mobile artifact display while working with Open House New York and the 
Museum of the City of New York to conduct walking tours of the Seaport area.  
 
DDC’S WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH 2012 EVENT 
Chrysalis staff participated in DDC’s 2012 Women’s History Month event at their headquarters in 
Long Island City, Queens. Alyssa Loorya spoke about Chrysalis’ work as part of City 
infrastructure projects. Chrysalis also set up a display table of artifacts recovered in and around 
Fulton Street and Peck Slip, with staff on hand to teach event attendees about eighteenth and 
nineteenth century water management and lifestyles (Image 10.01). 
  

 
Image 10.01: Chrysalis staff member Eileen Kao overseeing an archaeological display at DDC’s 

2012 Women’s History Month event. 
 

DDC TAKE YOUR KID TO WORK DAY 
Children of DDC employees and their parents were invited to visit on-going excavations at Peck 
Slip and Fulton Street as part of the 2012 DDC Take Your Kid to Work Day (Images 10.02 – 
10.04). Participants were given safety equipment, a safety orientation, and an overview of 
construction activities at both the Peck Slip and Fulton Street projects. Archaeologists shared their 
preliminary findings with the children while explaining the intricacies of archaeological work in 
urban areas. Chrysalis utilized portions of a didactic display, including reassembled artifacts from 
Peck Slip, to show children implements of daily eighteenth and nineteenth century life in New 
York City. 
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Image 10.02: Children attending DDC’s Take Your Kid to Work Day receive a site safety 

orientation before touring excavations at Peck Slip and Fulton Street. 
 

 
Image 10.03: Children attending DDC’s Take Your Kid to Work Day  

handle artifacts recovered from Peck Slip. 
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Image 10.04: The DDC, Peck Slip Tectonic Engineering,  

Fulton Street Haks Engineering, and Chrysalis team. 
 
PUBLIC AND PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS 
 
In addition to neighborhood events, Chrysalis also promoted Fulton Street and Peck Slip 
archaeological discoveries in various public and professional presentations. Chrysalis shared 
preliminary results of archaeological work at the Seaport at the Professional Archaeologists of 
New York City (PANYC) 2013 annual symposium, which was a public event held at the Museum 
of the City of New York. Chrysalis employees presented research and discoveries from Fulton 
Street and Peck Slip at several professional academic conferences, including the Council for 
Northeast Historical Archaeology (CNEHA) 2014 annual conference in Long Branch, New Jersey.  
 
PANYC 2013 SYMPOSIUM 
Each year, the not-for-profit archaeological advocacy group PANYC holds a public lecture event. 
In 2013, the South Street Seaport was the focus of the event and the program was titled Re-
discovering the Seaport. As part of the symposium, Chrysalis team members presented papers on 
the archaeology of the two Seaport projects and additional research born from the projects. The 
event also included an exhibition of materials from the Seaport area (Image 10.05). Initially, the 
event was to be held at the (then) recently re-opened South Street Seaport Museum to make it 
easier for the local community to attend. However, the museum space was severely damaged by 
Hurricane Sandy in October 2012 and the program had to be re-located to the Museum of the City 
of New York. 
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The papers presented included: 
 

� “Water Control in the Seaport: A 200-Year Old Example” – Joan Geismar 
� “Building New York: DDC’s Work in the Seaport Area” – Thomas Foley 
� "The Material Life of a Seaport Household: Preliminary Findings for 40 Fulton Street” – 

Diane George 
� “Seaport Infrastructure and Water Service: Excavations at Peck Slip” – Lisa Geiger 
� “Bringing History to the Community: Public Outreach within the Fulton Street and Peck 

Slip Reconstruction Projects” – Alyssa Loorya 

As part of the annual PANYC public program, an award is presented to honor a non-archaeologist 
for their contributions to New York City archaeology. In keeping with the theme of the program, 
that award was presented to (then) Assistant Commissioner Thomas Foley of DDC (10.06). The 
nomination letter for Assistant Commissioner Foley stressed the value of his leadership in creating 
productive cooperation between engineers, contractors, and archaeologists during various city 
infrastructure projects like the work undertaken in the Seaport, as well as his enthusiasm for public 
outreach through his participation in visits to area public schools with Chrysalis staff. 
 

 
Image 10.05: Visitors viewing the Seaport artifact exhibit at the PANYC 2013 Symposium. 
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Image 10.06: (Then) Director of Lower Manhattan Construction Shahram Jaromi, speaking on 

behalf of Assistant Commissioner Thomas Foley, with Chrysalis’ Alyssa Loorya. 
 
CNEHA 2014 CONFERENCE 
The Council for Northeast Historic Archaeological (CNEHA) is a regional professional 
organization that holds an annual conference for researchers to share their work with the 
archaeological community. At the 2014 conference held in Long Branch, NJ, Chrysalis chaired a 
session on the Seaport projects and presented an artifact and poster exhibition. Chrysalis’ 
presentations allowed us to share the work and research being undertaken within New York City 
as part of DDC’s capital improvement projects with the larger archaeological community. The 
presentations also enabled us to engage colleagues in dialogue that may further the research 
associated with this project.  
 
The papers presented during the conference session focused on practical fieldwork as well as 
academic research and archaeological analysis. One of the papers by Eileen Kao is a prelude to 
her master’s thesis researching the British regimental buttons found at Fulton Street.  
 
The papers presented included: 
 

� “Recent Archaeology of NYC’s South Street Seaport Area” - Christopher Ricciardi 
� “New York's Waterfront: Identifying Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Wharf 

Construction at the South Street Seaport” - Lisa Geiger 
� “Hot Button Topic: Style, Presence, and Rank in 18th C Military Dress” - Eileen Kao 
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� “To Be or Not To Be a Nation: The Archaeology of National Identity at New York City’s 
South Street Seaport” - Diane George 

� “Bringing History to the Community” - Alyssa Loorya 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
Chrysalis frequently updated the public with new research and discoveries via social media. 
Chrysalis posted artifact photos, with no locational information, and occasional updates about 
project discoveries to company Facebook and Twitter feeds. DDC’s social media outlets often 
shared these updates as well. Social media allowed for increased community engagement with the 
ongoing archaeological component of the project as readers could comment and ask questions. It 
also allowed local residents to share project news within their own circles.  
 
For example: 
 

 
 
ARCHAEOLOGY AND CONSTRUCTION EDUCATION PROGRAM 
 
The school program organized by Assistant DDC Commissioner Tom Foley and Alyssa Loorya 
of Chrysalis Archaeology is perhaps one of the most important aspects of the overall public 
outreach that occurred as part of the Seaport projects. The program demonstrated how capital 
improvement projects and cultural resource management could be mutually beneficial, providing 
a popular outlet to educate community children about historical city life as well as the marriage of 
public research and necessary infrastructural upgrades involved in city construction work. The 
program used the topic of water access to discuss the past, present and future of the City, 
demonstrating the complexity of New York City’s infrastructure. 
 
The creation of the school program began with an inquiry from a second grade teacher at PS 267 
in Battery Park City who had read about the Seaport projects in local print media. Chrysalis and 
DDC’s Neighborhood Information Community Education Program opened a dialogue with PS 267 
that led to a school visit and classroom presentation that would be replicated in over a dozen 
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schools, reaching students in grades 2 through 10. The program that was first put together consisted 
of two components: a classroom and then a follow-up site visit.  
  
The classroom visit consisted of three segments.  
  

� A presentation about New York City’s water system 
� A slide show introducing archaeology as a component of construction  
� A hands-on show and tell with the artifacts and open Q&A 

 
Assistant Commissioner Foley started the classroom visit with a presentation about New York 
City’s water system. He included information about how the system was built, where the City’s 
water supply originates, the current state of New York City’s water supply system, and the role 
that DDC is playing to ensure New Yorkers have continued access to fresh drinking water (Images 
10.07 and 10.08).  
 
The program then shifted to archaeology’s part in the construction process and how, in the midst 
of excavation, there is an opportunity to learn about New York City’s past. As part of the 
presentation, Chrysalis staff showed students images of some of the Seaport archaeological 
discoveries, including a portion of a historical wooden water main. A key element of the 
presentation focused on how archaeologists at the Seaport excavations and other area projects are 
constantly expanding our knowledge of the history of water use and delivery in the City (Image 
10.09). 
 
The ongoing discussion about the past, present and future of New York City’s water extended to 
a hands-on artifact show and tell. Among the artifacts shown to the students were a wooden water 
main segment, a bone toothbrush, a chamber pot, and a 1790s bottle that held imported German 
mineral water. These artifacts highlighted similarities and differences between the students’ 
present-day activities and daily life with the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Each of the 
artifacts allowed for students to make connections to how they experience access to water (Images 
10.10 and 10.11).  
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Image 10.07: Assistant Commissioner Thomas Foley discussing water service. 

 

 
Image 10.08: Director of Lower Manhattan Construction Shahram Jaromi  

explaining local water sources. 
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Image 10.09: Alyssa Loorya showing students how a wood water main functioned. 

 

 
Image 10.10: A student looks at a series of eighteenth and nineteenth century clay pipes. 
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Image 10.11: Students handle an eighteenth century German mineral water bottle  

recovered from Fulton Street. 
 
Following the class visit, DDC and Chrysalis staff offered an on-site visit (Images 10.12 – 10.14). 
The on-site visit brought classes to both Peck Slip and Fulton Street construction sites to see the 
actual work involved in building the city, as well as the location in which the historic objects they 
saw during show and tell were recovered. There were three main components to this portion of the 
program: 
  

� Safety Orientation: Students were provided with safety equipment (hard hats, vests, and 
glasses) and a safety checklist. Peck Slip Resident Engineer Peter Roloff (Tectonic) 
conducted a safety orientation with demonstrations.  

� Construction 101: Fulton Street Resident Engineer Joe Lione (Haks) discussed the 
construction project and presented an overview of the utilities below ground. The site was 
made safe and accessible to the students.  

� Q&A: An informal question and answer session on the construction, engineering, and 
archaeology with staff from DDC, Tectonic, Haks, and Chrysalis. 
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Image 10.12: Peter Roloff instructs student visitors on safety procedures. 

 

 
Image 10.13: Peter Roloff demonstrates the effectiveness of PPE against mishaps (no laborers 

were harmed during this performance). 
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Image 10.14: Joe Lione introduces student visitors to the Fulton Street site. 

 
MEDIA PUBLICITY 
 
Throughout the course of the Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects, over 80 independent print, 
online media, and television news articles covered the discovery of archaeological materials and 
associated project developments (Images 10.15 – 10.17). Several of these stories were then picked 
up by other news agencies and online blogs throughout the United States and internationally, 
including as far away as Ghana and New Zealand. Table 10.02 contains an abbreviated listing of 
media stories covering the archaeology conducted on these sites. A detailed bibliography and 
copies of the articles are presented in Appendix O. Appendix O also includes a digital appendix of 
the various news media videos.  
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Image 10.15: Alyssa Loorya being interviewed by NBC’s Roseanne Colletti. 

 

 
Image 10.16: Assistant Commissioner Thomas Foley  

being interviewed by NBC’s Roseanne Colletti. 
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Image 10.17: Alyssa Loorya and Assistant Commissioner Thomas Foley  

preparing for an interview on NBC Nightly News. 
 
Table 10.02: Primary source media coverage.  

PUBLICATION DATE TITLE FORMAT  
New York Times –  
City Room 

4/17/2011 Dig Downtown Unearths an Early Mayor’s 
Farm 

Print/Online 

DNAinfo 4/18/2011 300-Year-Old Well Discovered Under 
Fulton Street 

Online 
 

DNAinfo 12/5/2011 Over 5,000 19th Century Artifacts Found 
On Fulton Street 

Online 

CBS New York 12/6/2011 Utility Upgrades Reveal Secrets Of 
Fulton Street 

Online/ 
Audio 

Newsday 12/11/2011 Artifacts offer details of NY's 
Fulton St. 

Print 

DNAinfo 1/11/2012 Historical Artifacts Found Beneath Fulton 
Street Wow Second-Graders 

Online 

NBC-NY Nightly News 1/12/2012 “Found Under Fulton Street” Television 
DNAinfo 2/13/2012 Students Get Tour of Artifact-Filled Fulton 

St. Construction Site 
Online 

Downtown Express  2/15/2012 Students get a peek into Downtown’s 
underground 

Online 

DNAinfo 3/14/2012 18th-Century Wall Discovered Under 
Fulton Street 

Online 

Downtown Magazine 3/26/2012 Latest Downtown Archaeological Findings 
Unveils More of NYC’s History 

Print 
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PUBLICATION DATE TITLE FORMAT  
CNN Radio - Light Years  4/2/2012 Urban archaeologists uncover history 

beneath streets 
Online/ 
Audio 

NBC News 7/7/2013 “18th-Century Artifacts Found at 
Manhattan Construction Site” 

Television 

NewYork1 8/7/2013 Construction Project By South Street 
Seaport Turns Up Colonial-Era Artifacts 

Television 
 

DNAinfo 8/7/2013 Trove of 18th-Century Liquor Bottles 
Found Underneath Fulton Street 

Online 

Huffington Post 8/7/2013 Manhattan’s Drunk History Discovered Online 
Pix 11 8/7/2013 18th-century liquor bottles found buried 

under Fulton Street 
Television 
 

Daily Mail 8/8/2013 Big Apple becomes the Big Dig as 
everyday treasure unearthed after centuries 
turns Manhattan into an archaeological site 

Online 

Associated Press  8/8/2013 NYC becomes archaeological site covering 
centuries 

Online 

Fox News 8/8/2013 NYC becomes archaeological site: 18th-
century bone toothbrush, old champagne 
bottles unearthed 

Television 
 

The Fulton Street Beat 8/8/2013 18th Century Archaeological Artifacts 
Uncovered on Fulton Street 

Online 

The City Together 8/8/2013 Centuries-Old Artifacts Prove NYC To Be 
An Archaeological Site 

Online 

Super Express 8/9/2013 Treasures of Manhattan Online 
Real Clear Science 8/9/2013 New York City: One Large Archaeological 

Site 
Online 

The Washington Times 8/8/2013 New York City utility dig unearths 
Revolutionary War relics 

Print 

Boston 1775 8/10/2013 What Lies Beneath our Feet Online 
Working Harbor Committee 8/10/2013 New York History Unearthed at South 

Street Seaport 
Online 

Liberty Voice 8/10/2013 Excavation Reveals New York 18th 
Century History 

Online 

New York Times - City 
Room 

9/6/2013 New York Today: Old-Fashioned Shoe 
Leather 

Online 

Al Jazeera International 10/2013  Television 
Gizmodo 10/21/13 "The Streets Are Hollow": On the Job With 

an Archaeologist in NYC 
Online 

myFOXNY 3/7/2014 New York of the past, below our feet Television 
Narratively 4/25/2014  Digging up Dirt in NYC Online 
RTL Nieuws 2014 “Stokoude waterleidingen VS zo lek als 

eenmandje” 
Television 

Archaeology Magazine September/
October 
2015 

New York’s Original Seaport Print 
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SUMMARY 
 
These projects have lent themselves to several public outreach opportunities and could continue to 
do so. In 2015 DDC released a video on its YouTube channel titled A Buried History – Wooden 
Water Mains (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fntV0c-fYE). This video complements a 
selection of the project’s conserved water mains that are on exhibit at SSC’s main offices in Long 
Island City (Image 10.18).  
 
Several of the items in this assemblage would make, or contribute to, an excellent exhibit on the 
historic South Street Seaport. Such an exhibition should be considered part of the future of this 
assemblage. 
 
 

 
Image 10.18: Water mains exhibit, A Buried History, at DDC’s main office.  
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XI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Working in the South Street Seaport area since 2006 has been a unique opportunity that has greatly 
contributed to our understanding of the development of the South Street Seaport area, a district 
crucial to New York City’s commercial history. Beginning with the discovery of a wooden water 
main on Beekman Street in 2006, Chrysalis Archaeology has monitored construction excavation 
across several blocks within the South Street Seaport Historic District, including Fulton Street 
(formerly Beekman Slip), Beekman Street (formerly Crane’s Wharf), Peck Slip and John Street 
(formerly Burling Slip), as well as portions of Front and Water Streets and Fulton Street west of 
Pearl Street (Map 11.01).  
 
This current report, which covers the work undertaken as part of the separate Fulton Street and 
Peck Slip projects (2009-2014 and 2011-2013 respectively), benefits from working knowledge 
generated by several previous projects. Information from earlier work, specifically the feature 
deposit discovered in 2006 at the corner of Beekman Street and Pearl Street, has been directly 
incorporated into this analysis in order to comparatively assess the broader neighborhood and 
changes within. The projects along Beekman Street (between Front and Pearl Streets) and John 
Street (between Water and South Streets) were documented in previous reports. 1  However, 
comparative analysis and newly available information discovered during the work highlighted in 
this report has led to a reinterpretation of, and new insight into, the South Street Seaport in the 
early-nineteenth century. 
 
The realities of conducting archaeology in a major metropolitan area created a unique set of 
problems, challenges and limitations. In this case, the archaeology was constrained by the scope 
and objectives of the Fulton Street and Peck Slip utility construction projects. Archaeological 
fieldwork mainly took the form of construction monitoring, which does not allow researchers to 
choose areas for excavation and testing, thus relegating much of the investigatory work to 
documenting materials and soils exposed by construction teams with boundaries selected for 
construction purposes. Further, construction, guided by a wholly different set of objectives than 
archaeology and its adherence to historic research and stratigraphically precise excavation, is often 
conducted in a piecemeal fashion based on availability of materials and project goals.  
 
To combat these challenges, a methodology was developed focusing on the consistency of the 
archaeological team and a familiarity with previous projects in the area to allow for a broad 
assessment of the archaeological materials and information uncovered. Not all the circumstances 
of conducting fieldwork in an active construction project were problems, however. The fact that 
both projects were running concurrently and adjacent to one another aided “real-time” 
identification and interpretation as various features and resources that had connections to both sites 
were being simultaneously uncovered.  
 

                                                
1 Wall Street Water Mains Project, NY, NY, Monitoring and Limited Phase 1A Documentary Report, Project No. MED-
583A (Loorya and Ricciardi 2007) and Phase IB Archaeological Monitoring – Sewer Replacement - John Street/Burling 
Slip, New York, New York - Project Number: MG41100-107MA - (NY SHPO: 07PR3695) (Chrysalis Archaeology 
2011). 
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In terms of practicality, Chrysalis Archaeology was able to incorporate archaeology on a more 
consistent basis on the Peck Slip project. The extensive level of recordation and amount of 
culturally significant information gleaned on Peck Slip was due to the fact that an archaeologist 
was always present on site. From a practical construction standpoint, this was both time and cost 
effective. Scheduling was easier for all involved and no time was ever lost due to work stoppage 
while waiting for an archaeologist to be called to the site. Additionally, construction work could 
proceed without interruption because the archaeological monitor kept a running log of excavation 
documentation. Field staff utilized periods of the day when monitoring was not necessary (i.e. 
during unloading of materials or other small tasks) to conduct additional research, construct maps, 
and begin the process of report writing. Unlike the Peck Slip project, archaeological monitoring 
for the Fulton Street project was on an “as needed” basis, which often caused minor delays due to 
unforeseen or last minute changes in the construction contractor’s schedule2. 
 
Combined, the two projects documented 183 features and recovered over 45,000 artifacts. Among 
the features uncovered was an extensive range of historic infrastructural elements, including a 
stone well and wharf structure dating from the early-eighteenth century and a power station utility 
box from Thomas Edison’s Electric Illuminating Company dating from the late-nineteenth 
century. In total, discoveries represented municipal, commercial and residential activity and 
occupation within the Seaport area ranging from the early-eighteenth through early-twentieth 
centuries. 
 
Although the Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects are in the same general area, each project was 
contracted separately and envisioned to be two separate reports. However, in 2016 the DDC and 
NY SHPO approved an NYC LPC proposal to combine both projects into a single report, creating 
a number of new challenges. The most pressing was synthesizing two large-scale projects that 
relied upon differing methodologies, timeframes and documentation into a single cohesive 
presentation. The decision to combine both projects into a single report was made when fieldwork 
for both projects was nearing completion and writing for individual reports had already begun.  
 
New budgetary constraints resulting from having to conduct joint project analyses resulted in 
limitations to the foci of the artifact analysis and research for the combined report. There was no 
budget for in-depth artifact analysis (e.g. use-wear analysis or comprehensive cross-mending 
within feature deposits), faunal analysis, or GIS mapping. Additionally, there was no budget for 
consultation with area specialists, though an early dendrochronology analysis was conducted by 
the Tree-Ring Laboratory, Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory Columbia University, in 2013 
through the Peck Slip Project (Appendix K). Despite these constraints, a great deal of work was 
accomplished and a substantial amount of significant information has been assessed and 
interpreted. This report is by no means exhaustive or fully comprehensive, and it is not a final 
analysis of these assemblages. Recommendations for further work are presented toward the 
conclusion of this section. 
 

                                                
2 For example, if installation work was completed ahead of schedule the contractor could not proceed with excavation 
in that area until the archaeologist was called back to site. Unforeseen changes to the construction schedule often 
resulted in last minute notice for the archaeological team. 
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Map 11.01: Area map highlighting the South Street Seaport historic district  

and projects undertaken by Chrysalis since 2006. 
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CONTEXT 
 
The South Street Seaport is a unique historic resource within New York City. A significant element 
of the City’s seafaring and commercial past, the Seaport attests to the city’s founding and its 
mercantile beginnings as Europeans crossed the Atlantic to explore and exploit resources, and 
establish new settlements. The importance of the seaport area in establishing New York City as an 
international capital is, to this day, understated. The various cultural resource projects undertaken 
since 2006 improve our understanding of how the area developed physically and culturally and 
contributed to establishing New York City as an international hub of social and material capital. 
New York City would not have become the economically successful city we know today without 
the South Street Seaport, which represents the only remaining segment of the East River port 
complex so critical to the city’s success. Several National Register Eligible (NRE) sites or 
resources were identified during these projects (Table 11.02). These are discussed individually 
later in this section. 
 
The Seaport projects impact how we consider and view “disturbance” in relation to the 
archaeological record within New York City. These projects have, once again, demonstrated that 
despite more than a century of modern development and re-development, massive utility 
installations, and repeated repair episodes, there are still viable and significant archaeological 
remnants and intact portions of the archaeological record beneath the City’s streets, often found in 
the midst of these “disturbances”. In fact, far from hindering analysis, the early-twentieth century 
utilities being replaced during these construction projects are not only part of the narrative but, 
many now more than 100 years old, may warrant consideration on their own as part of National 
Register significance. 
 
Despite all the various disturbances, many eighteenth-century resources, including those that date 
to the pre-Revolutionary period, still remain in situ in the Seaport area. Even features previously 
impacted or disturbed provided significant information and contributed to meaningful interpretive 
analyses. Though modern utilities often impacted portions of historic features and stratigraphic 
levels, archaeological resources were common within 1.2m (4’) of the modern surface. 
Additionally, it was found that many resources were lying adjacent to or immediately beneath 
modern utilities; often modern utilities were simply placed directly atop the historic elements. 
Archaeological resources were also discovered more than 3m (9.8’) below ground surface. For 
example, the basement floor of the print shop along Fulton Street was documented at 3.05m (10’) 
below ground surface and a wooden well ring dated to 1718 was recovered at 3.9m (13’) below 
surface on Fulton Street.  
 
These projects and their associated discoveries have proven that disturbance does not invariably 
denote the destruction of archaeological resources, nor does it necessarily limit the potential for 
urban projects to provide analytical value and meaningful information. Ground disturbance does 
not negate the potential for archaeologically significant and informative resources to be recovered 
from construction and development sites within lower Manhattan. Disturbance does not invalidate 
significance. This has been proven within lower Manhattan, and it is possible that the same is true 
for other areas of the city as well (e.g. the Brooklyn waterfront). 
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The wide range of building and infrastructural examples uncovered throughout the Seaport area is 
distinctive and is comparable in resource density only to that of the African Burial Ground and the 
Commons Historic District in New York City. The Seaport’s uniqueness lies in the fact that its 
resources are contained within, and are remnants of, a single historic neighborhood. Interestingly, 
the Seaport neighborhood’s status as a historic district has protected much of its archaeological 
resources.  
 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
There is a certain irony that construction for infrastructural upgrades enabled Chrysalis 
Archaeology to document and learn about New York City’s infrastructural history. Studying and 
documenting the development of infrastructure systems, or the basic physical structures and 
organizations necessary for the successful operation of a society and an economy, yields important 
information about the City’s history and emergence as a major commercial and metropolitan area. 
Without widespread infrastructural support in the form of roads, bridges, utilities, emergency 
services, etc., the city could not have supported the large interconnected urban population 
necessary for economic expansion. Embedded within this research is a central question: does 
population growth lead to the development of support infrastructure, or is population growth 
sparked by service infrastructures already in place?  
 
Some early historians have suggested that New York City’s success was inevitable as a result of 
its unique geography and deep natural harbor (e.g. Stokes). However, as Harvard economist 
Edward Glaeser notes (as cited in Steinberg 2015), geography and environment were two of 
several contributing factors in a multifaceted development process. The growth and success of 
lower Manhattan was also partially enabled by the agricultural support of the outlying areas, 
today’s outer boroughs. Bolstered by a reliable local food supply, New York City’s densest urban 
area was able to become a hive of commerce and economic development. The establishment of 
service and support industries in turn further supported the growth of the mercantile economy. 
Some of these basic service industries, such as cobblers, were represented in the Beekman Slip 
deposit (Feature FL 85). Another, from a later period, was represented in the mid-late nineteenth 
century print shop deposit found along Fulton Street (Feature FL 8). Greater economic success and 
New York City’s emergence as the busiest port on the east coast attracted more residents to lower 
Manhattan, stretching supplies of basic necessities and leading to calls for expanded infrastructure 
to provide services like plumbing and firefighting. The general success in implementing these 
services in turn allowed for further phases of population expansion and the continued urban 
development of the city.  
 
In general, the history of the South Street Seaport area can be defined by three phases: mixed 
residential and commercial (Colonial period to early-nineteenth century), commercial (mid-
nineteenth century through the twentieth century), and again residential and commercial (post 
September 11, 2001). 
 
In the seventeenth century, city planners laid out streets and schemes for the development of new 
land along the waterfront to further support the maritime and trade industry. These schemes 
actively engaged property owners in the physical development of the area, directly shifting 
responsibility to the property owners for the landfilling and development of the water lots they 
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were granted. An extensive range of historic infrastructure was identified during the Fulton and 
Peck Slip projects, documenting the city’s transition from a small port village into a large-scale 
commercial port area and, ultimately, into a modern city. Among the infrastructural elements 
documented were: a variety of landfill devices and materials, water wells, a cistern, foundation 
walls, barrel vaults, brick sewers and drains, wooden water pipes, and a series of cobblestone 
pavement elements. The temporal range of archaeologically documented infrastructural forms is a 
significant resource. 
 
LANDFILL AND STRUCTURAL DEVICES  
 
Several of the features identified during the Peck Slip and Fulton projects are representative of the 
land creation processes used historically throughout lower Manhattan. Despite multiple private 
individuals being responsible for the physical development of the Seaport area, 
dendrochronological testing demonstrated that there was an exceptional degree of uniformity 
among forms of landfill devices and materials. Analysis revealed that two timbers used in separate 
landfill cribbing devices, from Features PS 16 and PS 10, were likely sourced from the same tree 
(see Appendix K). Another set of samples also indicated timbers used in both the Peck and Fulton 
feature complexes shared a single timber source (Martin-Benito et al 2013:14). This suggests that 
construction was occurring en masse across the South Street Seaport. Builders appear to have been 
sourcing material in bulk to facilitate concurrent landfilling and retaining projects. It is also 
possible that there were a limited number of contractors in the area to be hired by the private lot 
owners. Further historic research may be able to identify information about the sourcing and 
construction of these devices. 
 
The majority of the wood samples taken were identified as yellow or white pine, though hemlock 
and cedar was also utilized. The key landfill-related features found were wooden cribbing timbers, 
closed-cell cribbing, open-cell cribbing, and bulkhead style walls. Throughout the Seaport area, 
fill types were largely consistent and defined as bulk or large grain, medium grain, and fine grain 
sandy fill. Soil filling the lower portions of timber structures contained increasingly large-grain, 
rocky fill materials. These bulk fill materials could quickly and cheaply fill land when held in place 
by cribbing complexes such as those found on South Street (e.g. Features PS 1 and PS 7).  
 
The discovery of landfill features along the length of Peck Slip from Pearl Street to South Street 
allowed the entirety of the landfilled portion of the Seaport area to be documented and 
dendrochronologically tested. Map 11.02 is a plan view archaeological feature map depicting the 
length of Peck Slip and the density of landfilling devices identified in the area. Several of these 
devices were able to be correlated to features noted on historic maps and can be linked to historic 
properties. 
 
An example of this is the dendrochronological testing performed on samples from bulkhead 
Feature PS 21 (located between Front and South Streets) which dated the white pine elements’ 
felling to 1740. The date and location of this bulkhead section indicate it formed part of the pier 
running across the south side of Peck Slip, depicted on contemporary maps, during the early period 
of landfilling between Peck Slip and Crane’s Wharf (Martin-Benito et al 2013:6). This area, leased 
to Benjamin Peck by 1750, abutted a thin band of property owned by the City Corporation, 
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suggesting that the city and/or local landowners maintained the pier or wharf formalizing the Peck 
Slip’s southern boundary. The lots themselves are known to have been privately owned.  
 
Another example are two sets of cribbing timbers uncovered along Peck Slip, Features PS 7 and 
PS 18. These features ran alongside water lots granted to James Roosevelt by 1750 (Topographical 
Bureau 1820). Dendrochronological analysis of a white pine timber from the feature provided a 
fell date range of 1738 to 1739, matching the 1740 fell date of a similar nearby feature (Feature 
PS 26). The spacing between these two features and their parallel orientation matches the locations 
of piers alongside Corporation property as depicted on the 1731 Lyne Map (Map 11.03). Features 
PS 7, PS 18 and PS 26 are also representative examples of a form of cribbing construction prevalent 
in this area: an east-west oriented closed-cell timber structure with a flush-stacked center and 
perpendicular support beams (Map 11.04). These features were crucial components of the Seaport 
area infrastructure, as the wharf network expanded the square footage of neighborhood land 
accessible by boat.  
 
Several wharf networks opened into Peck Slip during the early-nineteenth century period. The 
landfill information documented throughout these construction projects has been used to create a 
revised fill map of the area (Map 11.05). Based on the data, the area to Water Street was filled by 
1736 and the Slips remained open between Pearl and Water Streets. The area to Front Street was 
filled by circa 1798. The overall area was filled to South Street by 1827. 
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Map 11.02: Plan view of Peck Slip features from Pearl Street to South Street. 
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Map 11.03: Map excerpt showing Peck and Roosevelt Wharves bounding the later Peck Slip area 

(A Plan of the City of New York from an actual Survey, Lyne 1731). 
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Map11.04: Profile of Feature PS 7 cribbing. 
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Map 11.05: South Street Seaport area map depicting landfilling episodes. 
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Ten of the forty-five wood samples taken for dendrochronological analysis were dated with a 
significant degree of accuracy, and five were cross-dated. Table 11.01 presents the results of the 
dated samples. A majority of the samples were too young to date, suggesting that trees of a 
particular girth were sought for landfill and bulkhead construction. 
 
Table 11.01: Dendrochronology results of dated samples. 
FEATURE SPECIES EARLY DATE FELL DATE NOTES 
PS 2 Hemlock 1618 1797  
PS 18 Yellow pine   Cross-dated with PS 26 and FL 964 
PS 26 Yellow pine   Cross-dated with PS 18 and FL 964 
PS 36 White pine 1680 1739  
PS 53 White pine 1454 1740  
PS 55 Hemlock 1584 1826  
FL 962 Hemlock 1675 1789  
FL 964 Yellow pine   Cross-dated with PS 18 and PS 26 
FL WRH White pine 1624 1718  

 
 
PREVIOUS SURFACES 
 
At the onset of the Fulton and Peck Slip projects, preservation advocates questioned whether the 
extant Belgian block3 along Peck Slip was original to the area. Excavation uncovered a number of 
early paved surfaces at different elevations, suggesting that the Belgian block was a later 
construction.  
 
Limited views below the modern sidewalk surfaces sometimes revealed matrices that contained 
fragments of bluestone slabs. Excavation on Water Street demonstrated that these bluestone slabs 
actually capped the sidewalk across Peck Slip and the surrounding streets before the widespread 
use of concrete. Sidewalk excavation on the south side of Peck Slip also revealed a portion of 
historic ovoid cobblestone paving at the southeast intersection of Peck Slip and Front Street, just 
inside the modern curb line (Feature PS 56). The fieldstone cobbles were dry laid in a single course 
and were found to pre-date the trolley ties seen in the area and possibly the fragmentary bluestone 
sidewalk surface documented nearby. Another small segment of cobbles matching the depth, 
material and dry-laid installation of Feature PS 56 appeared at the southwest Peck Slip and Front 
Street curb radius.  
 
These two cobblestone stretches indicate historic street elevations were significantly lower than 
the current surface, between .76 m (2.5’) and .79 m (2.6’) below the modern road surface. While 
Common Council records indicate that the historic roadways were pitched to aid in water drainage, 
the significant depth below surface of the recovered round cobble road pavers indicates that the 
center high point of the historic roadways were significantly lower than the modern surface. 
Present day construction still utilizes a pitched centerline to channel water to the curbs and sewers, 
demonstrating a level of continuity of roadway construction techniques within this area of the city. 
 

                                                
3 Belgian block is a rectangular quarried stone paving material commonly seen in this area, as well as along the 
Brooklyn waterfront. It is at times incorrectly referred to as cobble. 
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Further information regarding changes in elevation is found in the level of the cobble surface of 
the print shop site (Features FL 6, FL 7, FL 8, and FL 9). Excavated along Fulton Street, the cobble 
surface was exposed at 3.05m (10’) bgs.  
 
DRAINAGE 
 
The above-mentioned pitched roadway centerline is just one indication of the longstanding issues 
of drainage in the Seaport area. Due to its proximity to the river and extensive construction upon 
built land, the Seaport faced constant problems with standing water and the re-direction of waste 
water. This is still apparent in many waterfront areas where high water tables limit the ability of 
ground surface to absorb water from heavy rains or high tide storm surges. 
 
Historically, poor drainage coupled with illegal dumping into the streets led to the formation of 
standing water and cesspools, as well as runoff into the groundwater. Refuse and industrial waste 
contaminated the city’s water supply. Sanitary regulations often went unenforced in the city, and 
waste dumping caused the sludge in the slips and docks of the Seaport to “ferment to such a degree 
that it appears …boiling” (Mitchill 1811:161). 
 
Several features representing drainage-related infrastructure attest to historic attempts to manage 
these problems. Among these are municipal brick sewers and private French drains, or brick 
channels associated with individual private properties to alleviate basement flooding. In some 
instances, these historic brick features are still being utilized to some degree. For example, a 
modified portion of Feature PS 32, a historic brick sewer, was still operating as part of a larger 
outflow sewer. 
 
Adequate drainage was key to the health of the general population. Though largely seen as nothing 
more than a nuisance, standing water significantly impacted the health of New York City residents, 
particularly during the summer months. Unbeknownst to the people of the time, many of the 
eighteenth and early-nineteenth century epidemics that plagued the city were water-aided illnesses. 
Standing water bred mosquitoes that spread yellow fever, while contaminated drinking water lead 
to cholera outbreaks. 
 
The first yellow fever outbreak occurred in New York City in 1668. A second epidemic occurred 
in 1702, killing more than 500 people (Duffy 1971). The late-eighteenth century epidemics were 
larger and much deadlier; more than 2,000 people died during the yellow fever outbreak of 1798. 
Another yellow fever outbreak in 1805 resulted in more than 50,000 people fleeing the city during 
the summer months to escape the contagion (Condran 1995; Duffy 1971; Heaton 1946). The first 
major cholera outbreak occurred in New York City in 1832, killing more than 3,500 people. The 
last major cholera outbreak occurred in 1849, killing more than 5,000 people, mostly in tenement 
neighborhoods (Condran 1995). Ultimately, sanitation improvements and access to clean drinking 
water would be a primary factor in stemming future disease outbreaks. 
 
The first major sanitation improvement was the large-scale construction of sewers beginning in 
the 1840s (Image 11.01). In 1842, the construction of the Croton Aqueduct brought a reliable 
source of fresh water to the City’s residents for the first time, leading to a widespread decline in 
local well use and a subsequent rise in the local water table. Though an unintended consequence, 
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this water table rise flooded many cellars, possibly leading Seaport property owners to construct 
additional drainage features for their properties, such as the observed French drains. Eventually, 
the construction of adequate drainage systems, combined with the City’s first widespread 
municipal water system, dramatically improved the health of the city and its residents. 
 

 
Image 11.01: Open brick sewer channel beneath Fulton Street, previous Belgian block  

surface is visible beneath modern utilities, facing southwest. 
 
 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
The Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects, the primary focus of which were upgrading the city water 
main system, provided an opportunity to study the city’s historic relationship with water. New 
York City’s water service development also became a point of relevancy for the present-day 
community and a focal point of the projects’ educational outreach programs as a wide range of 
water service, or supply options, were archaeologically documented.  
 
Lower Manhattan was settled, in part, because of its distinctive geography. The island lies at the 
mouth of a deep natural harbor, providing an unparalleled gateway to the Atlantic that connected 
the colonial settlement to Europe and important trade routes. The modern urban environment 
makes it easy to forget that New York City is comprised of a series of small islands. In 2012, New 
Yorkers were starkly reminded of that fact when Hurricane Sandy brought both the East and 
Hudson rivers into the city streets. The East River flowed back to its original high water line at 
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Pearl Street (Map 11.06) and the Seaport found itself under water for the first time in more than a 
century (Images 11.02 and 11.03).  
 
 

 
Map 11.06: Map showing original shoreline and the Hurricane Sandy storm surge  

(modified from The Economist 2013). 
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Image 11.02: Fulton Street looking west from South Street the day after Hurricane Sandy 

showing receding flood waters still extended past Water Street (NYdailynews.com). 
 

 
Image 11.03: Fulton Street looking west from Pearl Street the day after Hurricane Sandy, 

showing damage to the Fulton Street project site (Getty Images). 
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The flooding associated with the event and the reach of the storm surge served as a reminder that 
the perimeter of Manhattan Island is manmade and that the island naturally has a shallow water 
table. While the subway system’s drainage network has altered the present-day water table in lower 
Manhattan to lie more than 6.1m (20’) below the surface, research at City Hall Park identified 
historic wells that extended only 1.8m (6’) below the historic ground surface. Even at high points, 
the island had a shallow water table in the eighteenth century (Chrysalis Archaeology and URS 
2013). 
 
The impacts of Hurricane Sandy reinforced the fact that New York City had, and continues to 
have, a complex relationship with water. The lack of sources of readily available fresh drinking 
water on Manhattan Island is a key component of the complexity of that relationship. Several 
examples of the City’s past water service options were documented during the Fulton Street and 
Peck Slip projects’ work to update the modern water system. These included a stone well dating 
to circa 1718 (Feature FL39) and several wooden water pipe sections that were laid in the early-
nineteenth century throughout both project areas.  
 
Historically, wells were a common source of fresh water. However, in the Seaport district, well 
water was not potable as it was brackish due to the proximity of the East River. Much of the well 
water in densely populated areas of lower Manhattan was best used for brewing tea or beer, which 
masked the briny taste. Wells in the project area were likely most commonly used for task work 
and not consumption.  
 
The nearest sources of fresh water were the Collect Pond and large public wells that were situated 
closer to the mid-line of the island (Map 11.07). For example, a well is known to have been located 
beneath the Corbin building on John Street, just east of Broadway (URS et.al. 2010). It was 
Seaport-area resident and New York City’s first native born mayor, Stephanus Van Cortland, who 
established the first public well system in the City.  
 
Ultimately, Seaport residents had to transport drinking water from inland sources or import it from 
northern parts of the island. In some instances, it may have been imported from even greater 
distances, such as Germany. The 1790s German Mineral Water stoneware bottle recovered from 
the 263 Pearl Street boarding house deposit evidences the importation of bottled water.  
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Map 11.07: John Montresor’s 1775 A plan of the city of New-York & its environs. 
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Compounding the City’s poor water quality problem was the lack of public sanitation. New 
Yorkers barraged the city with requests for access to fresh water throughout the 1700s, but the city 
repeatedly failed to fund a working system. At the turn of the nineteenth century the Manhattan 
Water Company was founded to provide that “widespread” running water service. However, this 
was a private paid service only available to those with the means to afford payment. Although the 
level and quality of the service was questionable, it was the first time water was available for direct 
delivery to residential and business structures through a piped system in Manhattan.  
 
The wooden mains found throughout the Seaport area were part of the privately operated 
Manhattan Water Company system. The sections recovered included adequately preserved service 
joints, allowing researchers to develop a mock-up of how the system may have operated (Map 
11.08 and Map 11.09). Map 11.09 identifies the documented segments of wooden water mains 
from the Peck Slip, Fulton Street, and Beekman Street projects, and a proposed layout of the 
system. Future research may be able to correlate this with records located within the Chase Bank 
archive, which holds the historic records of the Manhattan Company, but restricts research access4.  
 
Lack of fresh water, coupled with sanitation and drainage issues, highlighted the insufficient nature 
of infrastructure in the Seaport area at the outset of the nineteenth century. These issues became 
even more pressing as the area’s population shifted and expanded. Wealthy residents began to 
leave the Seaport area in large numbers, moving to less populated and more suburban areas like 
Greenwich Village to the north. In their wake, immigrants and lower-income residents began to 
make up the bulk of the Seaport’s population. Continued disease outbreaks led the city to institute 
street cleaning and refuse containment protocols, though a general lack of understanding as to how 
these diseases were transmitted meant responses were often insufficient5.  
 
Though the link between contaminated water and cholera was not yet universally accepted, a 
public water system was finally funded and established in the city in 1842 following a series of 
cholera epidemics. After 200 years of poor water quality, the city finally delivered a high volume 
of clean water via the Croton Aqueduct system that ran through the newly constructed High Bridge 
from the Bronx and upstate New York.  
 
Today, New York City gets it water from over 125 miles away (Map 11.10) (NYC Department of 
Environmental Protection [NYC DEP] 2016). The water travels from upstate New York through 
one of the largest continual piping systems in the country, constructed by generations of sandhogs 
(Image 11.06). The system contains over 6,000 miles of distribution piping – a large portion of it 
aging and in need of repair (NYC DEP 2016). NYC’s water system was last widely upgraded after 
the Civil War and again in the early-twentieth century. 
 
The discoveries, research, and public outreach associated with these projects, particularly the 
history of water service and the recent engineering work, led to the creation of a visual timeline of 
main events in New York City’s water history (Image 11.07). The information in this timeline was 
a key component of the classroom program developed for the project (see Section XI). 
                                                
4 Chase Manhattan Bank, legally JP Morgan Chase Bank N.A. is the descendant of the banking business established 
alongside the Manhattan Water Company endeavor. 
5 It was not until 1854 that Dr. John Snow demonstrated the link between cholera and contaminated drinking water 
(Johnson 2006), though it would be many decades before scientists developed a germ-theory of disease. 
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Map 11.08: Hypothetical sketch of how the wooden water main system connections operated. 
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Map 11.09: Hypothetical Manhattan Water Company water main delivery network. 
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Map 11.10: New York City water Supply Map (NYC DEP 1997). 
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Image 11.04: Water tunnel construction image dated August 24, 1932  

(NYC DEP Archives hdq.c.aq.3620). 
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Image 11.05: Timeline of New York City water supply and access. 
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New York City has a massive infrastructure system that has evolved from private to public control 
since the colonial era, several aspects of which were documented during the Fulton Street and Peck 
Slip projects. The City’s infrastructure system began to be established in the eighteenth century 
with the land expansion program. This land expansion was driven by economics and was tied to 
population growth as part of an inter-related cycle. Population expansion placed strains on existing 
resources and infrastructure, necessitating their further expansion or development. At the same 
time, a successful economy and widespread services available in the city made it a desirable place 
for many to move to. Often the infrastructural needs could not keep pace with population growth. 
 
As noted previously, the density of archaeological resources, particularly infrastructural resources, 
related to a single historic neighborhood is unique. The archaeologically documented 
infrastructural resources are not limited to these two projects, but should include the earlier 
Beekman Street project (Chrysalis Archaeology 2006) and the work along John Street, specifically 
the historic Burling Slip infrastructure documented by AKRF (AKRF 2011b). These resources are 
a significant representation of the development of New York City and should be considered either 
National Register eligible and/or as contributing factors to the existing National Register eligibility 
of the historic district. 
 
THE SEAPORT COMMUNITY 
 
New York City has been a destination for immigrants, domestic and foreign, since its founding. 
The Seaport neighborhood was one of New York City’s earliest ethnically and economically 
diverse areas. The area was home to wealthy merchants and their businesses, artisans, boarding 
houses, service industries, sailors and visitors to the city. City and Seaport residents were of various 
ancestries, and businesses in the area sold a wide range of international goods. A survey of historic 
newspaper ads attests to the variety of items being imported and sold within eighteenth century 
New York City. The Seaport’s historical cosmopolitan nature reflects the port’s place as a trans-
national trade hub. After the Revolutionary War, a nascent and developing United States lacked 
robust domestic manufacturing facilities, contributing to the Seaport’s rise as an entrepôt for 
finished materials from around the globe and its attraction to a variety of merchants, visitors, and 
residents. 
 
Archaeological materials highlight the diversity and complexity of the late-eighteenth through 
early-nineteenth century Seaport’s activities and residents. The various commercial deposits 
recovered from Fulton Street and Peck Slip represent commercial goods shipped from Britain, the 
Netherlands, Germany, China, and the Caribbean during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Interestingly, landfill cribbing construction styles mimicked techniques used in the Netherlands, 
attesting to either the international character of the Seaport area or the ongoing influence of the 
Dutch in the area. Deposits also attest to the presence of foreign goods alongside pieces 
representing an emerging American identity.  
 
The Beekman Slip deposit (Feature FL 85) was created during a period when the post-colonial 
port was transitioning into a larger commercial hub. The stratigraphy of the deposit, comprised of 
what could be several discrete depositions by area residents and businesses, reflects these changes. 
In the westernmost portion of the deposit, located at the head of the slip and adjacent to the property 
owned by Gerardus Beekman, a foundation wall and brick cistern were discovered (Features FL 
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60 and FL 57 respectively), demonstrating the presence of structures along the slipway where 
refuse was actively being dumped.  
 
Archaeological research, as discussed in Section VII, was able to correlate some materials 
uncovered during excavation with the types of business present along Beekman Slip, like the 
remnants of resoled shoes that were perhaps the work of a local cobbler. Ceramic wares with use-
wear indicative of residential usage were also recovered. The Beekman Slip deposit (Feature FL 
85) also contains isolated finds that reflect historic events, such as British military regimental 
buttons, which are remnants of the British occupation of NYC during the Revolutionary War. At 
least two of the three regiments represented are known to have participated in the Battle of Long 
Island. The period when this deposit was formed is within 15 years of British troops’ evacuation 
of the city.  
 
The boarding house deposit from 263 Pearl Street (Feature FL 42) attests to the variety of 
socioeconomic classes living in the Seaport. The deposit’s material remains – their form, function, 
and style – represent a middle to upper class household with table and tea wares that reflect elegant 
and deliberate choices for a well-appointed table. It suggests that the boarding house catered to a 
specific clientele. Comparison with the 2006 Beekman Street deposit indicates that a high-end 
boarding house was not unique in the area. 
 
However, as noted in Section IX, boarding houses of this period are not well-documented from 
either a historic or archaeological perspective. What little historic information could be explored 
within the scope of this report indicates that late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century boarding 
houses could be respectable institutions and an acceptable alternative housing option for upper-
class members of society.  
 
The two boarding house deposits identified in the Seaport also provide insight into explicit and 
likely intentional demonstrations of an emerging American identity in the wake of independence 
from Britain. Perhaps the most visible indicator of “Americaness” was the consumption of, and 
desire for, nationally produced goods. Though American merchants continued to export raw 
materials, finished goods still had to come from overseas. “To consume or not to consume British 
imports was the question on many Americans minds and the answer carried political meaning” 
(Yokota 2011:62). In the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, the volume of British 
imports actually increased and surpassed pre-Revolution levels.  
 
Some of the items recovered from the boarding house deposits display early post-Revolutionary 
American iconography being made by British potters for American consumers. Highlighting the 
complicated and often contradictory relationship of capitalism to identity politics -- outside of the 
fact that British potters were making plates celebrating America’s victory in the Revolutionary 
War, and that there was a healthy market for these goods in the United States -- the items exhibiting 
early American iconography indicate that both British potters and American consumers were 
actively participating in the creation of an American mythos. British potters met the desires of the 
new market by producing American-themed goods, or perhaps led some of the demand by creating 
a bevy of pieces to appeal to their newly partitioned trade partner. It is possible, if not probable, 
that these boarding houses, which may have entertained foreign guests, were deliberate in their 
show of American identity. 
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Also attesting to the commercial nature of the seaport are deposits containing store/merchant’s 
inventory from Peck Slip. 
 
NATIONAL REGISTER SIGNIFICANCE 
 
There were several significant areas and resources within the Fulton Street and Peck Slip project 
sites that may be considered National Register Eligible (NRE) or NRE contributing resources. The 
National Register criteria for evaluation considers the quality of significance in American history, 
architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, 
and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association, and: 
 
A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns 
of our history; or 
B. That are associated with the lives of significant persons in or past; or 
C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that 
represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or 
D. That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory. 
 
For the combined Fulton and Peck Slip project sites, there are eight sites/resources identified as 
being potentially eligible (Table 11.02 and Map 11.11). Each of these is discussed briefly below. 
 
Table 11.02: Identified sites within the Fulton Street and Peck Slip Projects. 
SITE # SITE NAME PROJECT FEATURE 

DESIGNATION 
NOTES 

1 Murphy & Co. Print Shop FL 6, FL 7, FL 8, FL 9  
2 263 Pearl Street Boarding House FL 42, FL 43  
3 40 Fulton Street FL38, FL 39  
4 Edison Electrical Illumination 

Utility Box 
FL 46  

5 Wooden Water Mains Multiple Features Includes features from 
both the Fulton and 
Peck projects 

6 Beekman Slip Landfill Deposit FL 85  
7 Peck Slip Infrastructure Multiple Features Peck Slip Project 
8 Beekman Property FL 57, FL 58, FL 60  
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Map 11.11: Identified sites with the Fulton Street and Peck Slip project areas.  

Note that Site 7 includes multiple features across several blocks;  
these are not individually represented on this map. 
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Site 1 – Murphy & Co. Print Shop 
 
The basement of the nineteenth century print shop, as represented by the foundation walls, floor 
surface, and primary artifact deposit (Features FL6, FL7, FL8, FL9), represents the commercial 
aspect of the Seaport area during the mid- to late-nineteenth century. Though the foundation walls 
are of early-nineteenth construction, the deposit within the former structure represents a later 
period of the structure’s history. A survey of nineteenth century business directories indicates there 
were several print shops in this area. Among them was Bowne Printers, which is still extant within 
the South Street Seaport Historic District. See Sections V and VII for a more detailed discussion 
of the history and analysis of these features. 
 
This site lies within an earlier footprint of the Fulton Street streetscape, which was demolished 
post 1898 for street widening necessitating the destruction of the structures fronting the street. This 
action required the occupants of the buildings to vacate the premises. It is not definitively known 
if the business of Murphy & Co. continued in another location. However, it does appear, based on 
the archaeological deposit, that they discarded some of their inventory within the basement of the 
building.  
 
The large deposit of relatively uniform intact ink bottles within the basement is a primary single 
episode deposition. Over 700 near identical umbrella ink bottles were recovered, some with 
remnants of their original contents. A conclusion drawn from the analysis is that these were made 
for local businesses as some had monograms on them. Further research may be able to identify 
these businesses. Master Ink and mucilage bottles were also recovered. 
 
The basement foundation walls and floor surface were documented and the deposit fully recovered 
prior to their removal for construction purposes. Excavation beneath the basement floor revealed 
an earlier cobble surface at 3.05m (10’) bgs. This provides an indication as to what depth 
eighteenth century construction extended in this area. Both surfaces were removed during 
construction. 
 
This site is NRE under criteria A. These features are representative of the mid- to late-nineteenth 
century commercial character of the National Register Eligible South Street Seaport historic 
district. The commercial character of the Seaport area is a critical element of the capital and 
economic success of New York City. Print Shops were one of the many necessary services within 
the commercial seaport. 
 
Site 2 - 263 Pearl Street Boarding House  
 
This primary deposit, and associated foundation wall (Features FL42 and FL45), is tightly dated 
to the early-nineteenth century between 1806-1815. Documentary research combined with 
materials analysis identified that this deposit was associated with a high-end boarding house, 
perhaps catering to the many merchants that frequented the area. The range of vessel types, 
including a large Edgeware dinner service, reflects deliberate consumer choices and presentation.  
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Little has been defined or studied regarding the topic of early-nineteenth century (high-end) 
boarding houses in New York City. That alone makes this assemblage, though incompletely 
recovered, significant. 
 
Adding to this significance was the noted similarity to a deposit excavated in 2006 on nearby 
Beekman Street. This previously excavated deposit was recovered from similar contextual 
circumstances and was also a tightly dated to a similar period. Both were primary deposits 
discarded in basements around the time the properties were abandoned prior to their demolition 
for the creation of new streets. Newly available historic information identified the 2006 deposit as 
a boarding house, further adding to the similarity between the deposits.  
 
The presence of boarding houses in the Seaport district is representative of the area’s 
transformation from a primarily residential neighborhood to a more distinctly commercial area 
following the opening of the Fulton Ferry and the economic growth that occurred in early-
nineteenth century New York City. Part of the significance of the boarding house deposits lies in 
the fact that they are both primary assemblages from the same period. Based upon a survey of 
contemporary newspaper ads, there were a significant number of boarding houses in New York 
City during this period. However, the 2006 Beekman Street and 263 Pearl Street deposits are the 
only known archaeological assemblages to come from late-eighteenth/early-nineteenth century 
boarding houses in New York City. Their proximity, being in the same historic neighborhood, 
increases their historical significance. 
 
263 Pearl Street is NRE under criteria A and D. It is representative of the broad changes that were 
occurring in early-nineteenth century New York City. It provides insight about a poorly 
documented facet of society during that period. Further analysis may reveal additional socio-
cultural information about boarding houses of this period and their residents. 
 
The foundation wall associated with 263 Pearl Street remains in situ, as does an unknown 
percentage of the deposit, which lies beneath an existing ConEd steam duct. 
 
Site 3 - 40 Fulton Street  
 
The eighteenth-century wall and well (Features FL 38 and FL 39) exposed in the street in front of 
present-day 40 Fulton Street is an increasingly rare example of early-eighteenth century 
construction recovered from an archaeological context in New York City. The features remained 
despite extensive surrounding construction works for the city subway system in the twentieth 
century. It is notable that dendrochronology of the wooden well ring was successful in returning a 
date of 1718. 
 
Analysis of historic maps identified these structures as part of the earlier, pre-1815 streetscape. 
This section of Fulton Street was first opened and paved circa 1815 following development of the 
area associated with the opening of the Fulton Ferry. The features were part of the property 
adjacent to 263 Pearl Street6.  
 

                                                
6 Refer to Section V for maps and a discussion of the property lots and individual accounts of the associated features. 
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This site should be considered NRE under criteria A and C. Together with the Murphy & Co. Print 
Shop and 263 Pearl Street sites mentioned previously, they represent contributing factors to the 
historic streetscape of the area. The demolition of the original properties reflected changes to the 
area based on development associated with the opening of the Fulton Ferry and the general 
economic growth of the area. They were an (increasingly rare) example of eighteenth century 
construction. The relatively intact stone well exhibited classic construction methodologies. Both 
features were demolished as part of the construction project. 
 
Site 4 – Edison Electrical Illuminating Utility Box  
 
This feature represents early electrical utility infrastructure within New York City. This late-
nineteenth century brick utility box, or manhole, is significant in that it was associated with the 
first central electrical power generating station in the country. The station was owned by Thomas 
Edison’s Edison Electric Illuminating Company located at 255-257 Pearl Street.  
 
This feature is individually NRE under criteria A and C. Not only was the Pearl Street Station the 
first central generating station in the country, and associated with Thomas Edison’s company, it 
became the model for all subsequent central power plants.  
 
A portion of the utility box was deconstructed for construction purposes. However, two walls of 
the structure remain in situ. 
 
Site 5 - Wooden Water Mains  
 
While individually these wooden water pipe segments (recorded as multiple features on both the 
Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects) may not be NRE, taken together they form the Manhattan 
Water Company’s revolutionary water delivery system, which was the first to provide public 
running water to New York City. A total of 11 water main sections were documented and/or 
recovered. Enough individual elements were documented to enable the creation of a mock-up of 
how the system was laid in the area, including service connections to properties. Feature BK 7 is 
a cut segment of a service connection that entered the historic structure on Beekman Street. This 
feature was documented from an in situ primary context before recovery. Portions of this feature 
still remain in situ. 
 
These features are NRE contributing resources under criteria A and C, representing the first public 
water system in New York City as well as the construction of an early-nineteenth century utility. 
The Manhattan Water Company is notable, in part, for having Aaron Burr as a founding partner; 
its charter was drafted with assistance from Alexander Hamilton.  
 
Many of these wooden water pipes have been removed or were disturbed during previous 
construction works. However, some remain in situ and the potential exists to recover additional 
segments in areas that were not impacted by the recent construction work.  
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Site 6 – Beekman Slip landfill deposit at Fulton Street and Water Street  
 
This late-eighteenth century deposit represents localized trash deposition used as landfill in the 
former Beekman Slip. Limited analysis was able to preliminarily determine isolated deposition 
episodes from local businesses (e.g. cobbler) and possibly residential households. Further in-depth 
cross mending, analysis and GIS may more definitively allow for the isolation of discrete deposits. 
Additionally, the assemblage contains artifacts that reflect important moments in the history of the 
area and New York City, like Revolutionary War-era British uniform buttons. As noted above, 
two buttons were identified as belonging to regiments that fought in the Battle of Long Island. 
 
The individual NR status of this resource is undecided due to the limited analysis, though it should 
be cited as a contributing factor to the larger South Street Seaport Historic District under criteria 
A and D. 
 
The Beekman Slip deposit is representative of garbage disposal practices, and landfilling, in later-
eighteenth century New York City. The deposit warrants further analysis and interpretation. It was 
also noted that it presents differently than other landfill deposits, for example Whitehall Slip 
(AKRF et al 2012). The materials in this assemblage are much more fragmented than those from 
Whitehall Slip and comparative analysis may reveal temporal or behavioral, or post-depositional 
differences in the patterns of landfill within eighteenth century New York City. 
 
While a large portion of this deposit was archaeologically recovered, there may be undisturbed 
unexcavated portions that remain. 
 
Site 7 - Peck Slip Infrastructure  
 
Various infrastructural elements were documented throughout the entirety of Peck Slip. These 
include a near full range of infrastructural forms including drains, sewers, roads and street surfaces, 
landfill devices, and wooden water mains dating from the eighteenth through early-twentieth 
centuries. Several samples from wooden landfilling devices were dendrochronologically tested 
along the length of Peck Slip from Pearl Street to South Street. The results of this testing have 
provided a refined sequence of construction and landfilling of Peck Slip that can be correlated with 
historic maps.  
 
Though the building techniques of landfill devices and other infrastructural elements observed 
were typical of the area, and seen elsewhere in New York City, it is rare to have the full length of 
a former slip area exposed across multiple present-day city blocks. The exposed landfilling devices 
represent the construction and development of a portion of the South Street Seaport Historic 
District and should be considered, in tandem, as contributing elements to the NRE South Street 
Seaport historic district under criteria A, C and D.  
 
Also of significance is the comparative analysis with the Fulton Street project. As stated 
previously, dendrochronological testing revealed that two distinct landfill devices within 
neighboring historic slips utilized materials from a single source. This is significant in that it 
suggests construction was either occurring en masse across the Seaport district, or being 
undertaken by an individual entity or limited enterprise.  
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The sheer density of these landfilling resources within the historic Seaport neighborhood is also a 
contributing factor to their significance. The infrastructure density in the Peck Slip area is not 
limited to landfilling devices as multiple examples of drainage and water utilities and structures 
were uncovered over the course of excavation. Infrastructural resources have been documented 
within the Fulton Street project and during previous works within the South Street Seaport Historic 
District, such as the discovery of the historic Burling Slip bulkhead along John Street (AKRF 
2011b). 

Portions of the Peck Slip landfill devices and other infrastructural elements were removed for 
construction, though the original fabric was left in place whenever possible. More detail about 
individual features and their excavation is available in Section VI of this report.  

Site 8 – Beekman property: features adjacent to Titanic Park  

Three features (Features FL57, FL58 and FL60) were identified adjacent to Titanic Park and 
bordering or within the boundaries of the property that historic maps indicate belonged to Gerardus 
Beekman. These features included a portion of a brick shaft feature (a well or cistern), a wooden 
construction that was possibly part of the eighteenth century wharf, and a foundation wall. Not 
enough historic fabric and information was exposed to make a definitive determination of 
individual eligibility of these features, but in tandem they comprise a site representative of the 
eighteenth century neighborhood. Considering that the prominent Beekman family owned the 
property, and that these features are examples of eighteenth century support structures, they should 
be determined as contributing NRE resources under criteria A, B and D. Portions of these features 
remain in situ. 

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Throughout the Fulton and Peck projects, multiple archaeological resources were recovered. While 
some of these were disturbed by previous construction works, meaningful analyses was still 
extracted. Further, the density of these resources is unquestionably significant and relatively 
unique as they are contained within the boundaries of a historic neighborhood. The sole 
comparative example within New York City is the African Burial Ground and the Commons 
Historic District.  

The historical significance of the Seaport area is well established and should extend to its 
architectural and archaeological resources. A plethora of archaeological resources were found 
during excavation and many were uncovered more than 2.74m (9’) below surface, thus increasing 
the potentiality of finding additional areas of archaeological significance in the Seaport. For 
example, portions of the 263 Pearl Street boarding house deposit and the Beekman Slip landfill 
deposit still remain in situ.  

It is recommended that the South Street Seaport historic district designation be amended to a 
Historic and Archaeological District. It is further recommended that the stretch of Fulton Street 
from Pearl Street to Ryder Alley be included in the archaeological designation. Throughout this 
area, remnants of the late-nineteenth and pre-1815 streetscape were exposed beneath the surface. 
Though at times disturbed, enough elements are present representing eighteenth through early-
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twentieth century occupation and development to recreate the historic streetscape. The range of 
archaeological features, deposits and remnant infrastructure within the South Street Seaport 
Historic District, and historic neighborhood, represents three centuries of New York City history 
and development.  
 
Any future construction projects within this area must include, at a minimum, archaeological 
monitoring. Clearly “disturbance” does not mean that significant information cannot be garnered. 
This area continues to reveal new and potentially National Register Eligible resources and historic 
information.  
 
FURTHER RESEARCH POTENTIAL 
 
A great deal of additional study, research and analysis could be undertaken on the material and 
information from these two projects. Various aspects of historic and socio-cultural interpretive 
analysis might be undertaken using these assemblages. Due to the funding limitations placed on 
the analysis and mapping, this report contains an in-depth discussion of the fieldwork as well as 
all of the original field documentation so that the information is readily available to future 
researchers.  
 
The following is a brief overview of some of the additional research that may be considered. It is 
by no means a comprehensive list. 
 
INFRASTRUCTURAL MAPPING ANALYSIS 
 
Using GIS technology, archaeological data from the Manhattan waterfront could be inputted to 
refine the timeline for the expansion of an area critical to the economic success of New York City. 
Incorporating the details from nearby sites and historic information would add greater detail to the 
fill map presented in this report (Map 11.05).  
 
This interpretation and analysis would benefit from map overlays of archaeological features with 
historic and modern maps to create a sequence of development. Such mapping could also geo-
reference documented archaeological features to develop a projection of other potential 
archaeological features that may remain in situ and could serve as an avoidance map that might be 
useful during the design phase of future development projects. 
 
Additional information that could be tracked for both past and future projects is the identification 
of tree species utilized in timber landfilling structures. This would provide information on how 
and where historic timber materials were sourced. With regard to dendrochronological analysis, 
greater and continued sampling will aid in building a New York City regional database. This in 
turn would aid in obtaining a higher percentage of positive identifications for future 
dendrochronological testing.  
 
ADDITIONAL ARTIFACT ANALYSIS 
 
Much of the artifact analysis that could potentially reveal greater information about the Seaport 
residents was not possible due to budgetary constraints.  
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Cross-mending 
In-depth cross-mending of ceramic and glass is key to the identification of vessel forms and the 
ability to determine accurate minimum number of vessel counts (MNVs). Doing so would greatly 
aid in the analysis and interpretation of the Beekman Slip deposit (Feature FL 85). Cross-mending 
the whole feature and assigning MNVs will facilitate an assessment of the distribution of particular 
vessels to perhaps establish analytical or depositional units. This would also aid in determining if 
the deposition was impacted by tidal action, and determining if vessels were spatially constrained 
or widely dispersed. 
 
The analysis undertaken thus far suggests that there are identifiable discrete deposits, among them 
the cobbler and a potential household deposit. Two groups of ceramic sherds (Fulton FS 173 and 
FS 244) may represent household refuse deposits. At least one group of vessels, excavated from 
FS 135, were deposited together as damaged unused vessels, and based on their lack of use wear, 
suggest a commercial origin.  
 
Two mid-nineteenth century commercial deposits were recovered from Peck Slip (Features PS 15 
and PS 23). In conjunction with the Beekman Slip deposit, as well as commercial deposits from 
other New York City sites, research of ceramic and glass shipments and the availability of ware 
types and patterns might provide insight into the wider trade relationships of the Seaport and the 
economic makeup of local shoppers. It could also provide information regarding any distinctions 
between the New York market and other northeast markets. 
 
Faunal  
No faunal analysis was undertaken for the Peck Slip and Fulton Street assemblages. Faunal 
analysis, specifically of the 263 Pearl Street deposit, could greatly add to the overall interpretation 
of the assemblage. The 263 Pearl Street deposit was a contained, tightly dated and cohesive 
assemblage identified as a boarding house. There is a direct comparative assemblage from 286 
Pearl Street excavated in 2006. Faunal analysis of the 286 Pearl Street deposit in 2006 identified a 
varied diet consisting of foods that would only be available to a household with a higher economic 
standing. Currently the two depositions have a significant degree of similarity and it would be 
beneficial to see if this extends to the faunal assemblage.  
 
Faunal analysis of the larger assemblage, i.e. inclusive of the Beekman Slip deposit, would also 
provide additional information with regard to historic dietary access. It may also be possible to 
identify discrete faunal deposits associated with a tavern or other business in the area. 
 
Other Analyses 
A study of the manufacture of the ink bottles from the print shop deposit might shed light on the 
development of home use and larger-scale printing. The uniformity of the bottles suggests some 
form of mass production. Some of the bottles are molded with letters representing businesses, but 
the majority of them are generic. Research into the manufacture of the bottles could investigate 
mid-nineteenth century mass production and whether or not they were locally produced. Related 
research questions might tie in to the wider development of manufacturing facilities in the United 
States. 
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The Beekman Slip deposit would lend itself to a long-term study focused on the comparative 
analysis of fill deposits along New York City’s historic ports. Such a study could clarify 
distinctions between commercial and residential representations within depositions. It could also 
consider if there are changes in the landfill composition over time and the impact of post-
depositional circumstances. The basic analysis conducted of the Beekman Slip landfill deposit 
suggests it is more fragmentary than other nearby landfill deposits, specifically the Whitehall Slip 
deposit from the South Ferry project.  
 
A wider Manhattan landfill study could also attempt to determine the degree of residential vs. 
commercial representation within large landfill deposits. It may be possible to fine-tune the criteria 
for the identification of micro-deposits. Incorporating that information into GIS mapping may 
highlight distinctions of content relative to time and location of deposition. 
 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Although this report closes the defined Scope of Work for the archaeological portion of the Fulton 
Street and Peck Slip projects, it by no means concludes archaeology in the South Street Seaport 
Historic District or the analysis of material remains recovered as part of these projects. There is 
still a great amount of research that can and should be undertaken on the material remains and 
features from these projects.  
 
When future construction work is to occur in the Fulton Street and Peck Slip areas of the South 
Street Seaport, the documented in situ features must be taken into consideration. Further, 
archaeological monitoring must be considered in areas that were not impacted. This includes areas 
of the Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects where excavation only extended to 1.75-2m (5’ – 6’) 
(or less) below surface as this report clearly documents that archaeological resources may be 
located less than 2m (approximately 6’) below surface 
 
The Fulton Street and Peck Slip projects established that extensive elements of culturally 
significant materials remain intact across the South Street Seaport Historic District. As many of 
these elements were identified within 1 to 1.5m (3’ – 4’) of the current ground surface, documented 
modern utility or road work disturbance does not indicate the absence of archaeological resources 
within these areas. All future excavation work within the South Street Seaport Historic District 
extending below 1m (3’) should include at least an archaeological monitoring component and 
should consult this and other cultural resource assessments during the design phase in order to 
limit new disturbances to existing, in situ significant archaeological materials. 
 
The archaeological projects for Fulton Street and Peck Slip have recovered a great deal of material 
and information that has added to the existing record. New information can help improve our 
understanding of the history and development of the South Street Seaport and New York City as 
a whole.  
 
The history of the South Street Seaport area’s infrastructure, businesses, and the residents that both 
lived and worked this area from the eighteenth century onward came from both in situ and 
disturbed contexts. These projects have clearly demonstrated that disturbance does not negate 
significance. 
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Perhaps one of the most significant aspects to have been revealed by these two projects is the level 
of complexity involved in the construction of New York City. This complexity is not relegated to 
modern (twentieth century) utilities and infrastructure. The great lengths that New Yorkers went, 
and still go, to obtain fresh drinking water and maintain a healthy population are perhaps the 
clearest examples of the heights human ingenuity has achieved in order to form New York City. 
Throughout its history, New York City has gone to great lengths to support and maintain a diverse 
urban population. 
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